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I P R O C E E D I N G S  
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Good mornin ladies and 
3 entlemep, and welcome to the first day of && final 
4 &liberations of the 1995 Defense Base Closure and 

ent Commission. 
y name is Alan Dixon, and I am chairman of the : 

7 Commission. With me are my collea es Commissioners N 
I 

8 Cornella, Rebecca Cox, General 1.8. %ads, S. Lee Klin 
9 Admiral Benjamin Montoya, General Joe Robles, and d h d i  

10 Steele. 
11 Today, we will beg@ to decide which miligry bases 
12 to recommend to the President for closure or reahgnment. It 
13 is a ainful r nsibilit which none of us squght, but 
14 whi& we a r e z e r m i n d  to carry out m a deliberate way that 
15 will improve long-term military readmess and insure we are 
I6 spending .the American taxpayers' money in the most efficien 
17 way poss~ble. 
18 Yet, as unappealing as  our task is, I can assure 4 
19 every e e r i c a n  taxpayer that we are as well-prepared for it ; 
20 as any e~ght  people could be. In the 16 weeks smce we j 
21 received the recommendations of the Secretary of Defense, ! 
22 commissioners and staff have made 205 visits to the 165 

! 
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1 1 mil!tary installations and activities. We conducted 16 , 

2 reglonal heamgs arqund the country and in Guam. We held 
3 another 13 heamgs m Washington and have had hundreds of ! 
4 meetin s with community representatives and elected 
5 officiai. i 
6 The commissioners have worked hard. The staff has ' 
7 worked hard. The process has been open at every point, and , 
8 whatever the outcome of our votes, I am confident when I 
9 I believe that eve community on the list has been treated 

10 and will be jud J f a i r l  
1 1  Before I &scribe t o w  the final deliberations will 
12 be conducted, I wanted to offer m thanks on behalf of the 
13 other commissioners and our s t a d o  all the military and 
14 civilian personnel who haye cooperated with us completely and 
15 raciously dumg what 1s clearly a traumatic tune for them. 
16 k e y  show character beyond words and do their muntry proud. 
17 Now, let me describe how these deliberations will 
18 proceed. When we hish our work today, we will resume work 
19 m this room at 8:30 tomorrow morning and Saturda morning. 
3 If we have not finished by Saturday, we will d e  off Sunday 
21 and return here Monday morning at 8:30 and for as many 
22 mornings as necessary. 

I 
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1 We have deliberately left these work da s open- 
2 ended and will know only late on each day w L t  tlme we will 
3 stop work. For those reasons, it is impossible to predict m 
4 advance what time of what day a base will be considered. 
5 We will begin in a few minutes with a presentation 
6 by our staff cross-service team. This presentation will 
7 include the installations in the following cate ones: h , 
8 Force laboratories and product centers; Air &rce depots; , 
9 Army depots; Navy depots/wa.rfare centers; Navy technical 

10 centers; and the D u ~ y P r o v m g  Ground and a group of five; 
11 miscellanequs Air orce mstallat~ons. 
12 As will be the case throughout the deliberations 1 
13 our s$ff will resent the commrssioners with the r e s h  of 
14 its review anBanaiysis of the data underlying the 
15 recommendations on the Secretary's l!st and regarding the 
16 bases the C o m s s i o n  added for coasideratlon on May 10. 
17 After the presentation on each installation, there 
18 will be as many questions and as much debate as the 
19 commissioners desire, and then it will be ap ropriate to 
20 entertain a motion for some kind pf action. ?t s our 
21 mtention.to vote on each mstallation after its 
22 presentation. The final result on each base will be known at 
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1 that time, notwithstanding the fact that we have until july 1 
2 to deliver our formal report to the President. 
3 After the cross-service team is finished, we will 
4 move on to the Air Force, then the Navy, the Army, and 
5 finally, the Defense Logistics Agenc . 
6 Now, let me take a minute to dkscribe our voting 
7 rocedure, because it may be sli htly confusin at times. 
8 h e  base closure statute affords fhe recommenfations for of 
9 the Secretary of Defense a presumption of correctness. From 

10 a practical stand omt, that means the Commission can 
11 over$rn or mo8fy the Secretary's recommendation only by a 
12 majont vote. 
13 1?a motion to reject or modify the Secretary's 
14 recommendation ends m a tie, then the motion falls and the 
15 Secretary's recommendation stands. In addition, in order to 
16 overturn the Secreta 's recommendation, the Commission must 
17 make a specrfic fm%~ that the recommendation has 
18 substantially deviated from the force structure and base 
19 closure criteria. 
20 In the case of a motion to accept the Secretary's 
21 recommendation, a tie vote is all that is needed to sup ort 
22 the Secretary. A majority vote is not necessary. Thegase 
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1 closure statute does not ive the same resumption to bases 
2 added to the list by the &mrnission. R e s e  bases can be 
3 closed or realigned only with a majority vote. 
4 Further, there is no need to make a motion to kee 
5 an added base q en. We do not have to vpte on all thegases 
6 we added, and $we do not vote, that particular base will 
7 remam open. 
8 The Chair will try to make sure we all understand 
9 these distinctions as we proceed with the voting. 

10 Now, before I reco ze the Commission staff 
11 director, David Lyles, w g w i l l  begin t he  resentations, I 
12 would l t e  to say a few words about the difficult task at 
13 hand and how I approach it. I believe the elimination of 
14 excess infrastructure in the Defense Department is critical 
15 to the abilit of the military servlces to maintain and 
16 modermze tielr forces over the next decade. 
17 All of us are aware of the pressures on the defense 
18 bud et. In the last 10 years, the defense budget has 
19 dee&ed almost 40 percent i m a l  terms. For FY 1996, the 
20 mlitary bud et for modernization and procurement of new 
21 weapons is 6 9 . 4  billion -- do- 71 ercent since 1986, and 
22 in real terms at its lowest level smce P950. 

I I 1 
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Page 1C ; p e r s o n ~ l ~  g refer to achieve greater savings. 
ave said earlier, the base closure law allows 

3 the Coynission to remove a base from the Secretary's list 
4 only if ~t finds substantla1 devlat!on.from the force 
5 structure plan or the selection cntena. For my art, I 
6 will. apply a very ri id test to this question of sugstantial 
7 devlation, because fbelieve that closing bases now is the 
8 key to the continued readiness and future modernization of 
9 our military forces. 

10 Now ladies and entlemen, we're read to begin. 
11 And 1 wouid ask that afi the staff members wio may be 
12 testifying today please stand, and I will administer the 
13 oath. 
14 Staff sworn 
15 L m m M i ' D r x o N :  Director Lyles, you ma begin 
16 sir. And thank ou from this entire Commission for txe 
17 excellent work done b you and your staff. 
18 MR. LYLES: h a n k  you, Mr. Chairman, and good 
19 morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission. Before 
20 we turn to the Commission review and analysis staff to begin 
21 a discussion of the closure and realignment recommendations, 
22 I would like to take just a moment or two to make two points 
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I to set the sta e for the Commission's discussions over the 
2 next several ays. 
3 

% 
The first point involves the financial .and 

4 budgeta context of the Comss ion ' s  dehberations. As yo1 
5 can see Tom the first chart on the screen there, back on 
6 March lst, the Defense Department estimated that the base 
7 closure and realignment recommendations they were forwarding 
8 to the Commission had one-time, u front costs of $3.74 
9 billion, with annual savings of 1.78billion once they were 

10 implemented, and a 20- ear savings of $21 billion. 
11 Two thn  s have lappened smce March 1st that have 
12 chan ed or coufd c h q  e these cpst and sayin s estimates 
13 The Erst IF that the mftary servlces, pnnclp~ly  the 
14 and the Alr Force, have gone out and done detalled slte 
15 surveys of the installations on their closure lists. As a 
16 resul! of these site surve s, the services have revised the 
n one-time cost and annuarsavings projections on a number of 
18 their recommendations. 
19 The second line on this chart shows the cumulative 
20 results of these revisions. Using the Defense Department's 
21 own figures, the one-time cost to im lement their March 1st 
22 recommendations have now gone upgy $337 million, or 9 
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1 Since 1986, we have reduced the size of the 
2 military by 30 percent. If this Commission closes ever thin 
3 the De artment wants closed this year, we will have r e k d  
4 the in$astmcture by just 21 percent m all four rounds of 

, 5 base closure. 
6 There are no bad bases left to vote on. All the , 7 installations before us have made it through three rigorous 

, 8 rounds of cuts. Nonetheless, throughout our four months of 
9 visits, hearings and anal sis, certain indisputable facts 

10 emerge: First, DOD oficlals have testified that even after 
11 this round is completed, there wlll st111 be significant 
12 excess mfrastmcture m the Defense Departplent. 
13 Second, DOD officials have also testified that the 
14 services are counting on the savings from this round to 
15 reverse the decline m their modernization funding. Third, 
16 the overall defense budget islikely to decline over the next 
17 few years. And fourth, %s 1s the last round.of closures 
18 under the current, ex edlted procedure, and it 1s unclear 
19 whether Congress w i i  ever authorize another round. 
20 Having said that, I believe it is critical that the 
21 Commission achieve at the very minimum the level of savings 
22 proposed in March by the Secretary of Defense. I would 
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I percent. Their annual savin s have gone down by $146 
2 million, or 8.3 percent. An% the 20-year savings have gone 
3 down b $1.9 billion, a little over 9 percent. 
4 d e  second thin that has ha pened, Mr. Chairman, 
5 is that the Secretary o f ~ e f e n s e  an$ the Secretary of the 
6 Arm have wntten askmg the Comrmsslon to remove severa 
7 instatations from t6e March 1st list. These.installatipns 
8 are llsted on the second chart and Include l r t land  h r  Force 
9 Base in the Air Force, Dugway Proving Ground, and two smaller 

lo installations in t h e - e y .  
11 If the Comrmssion agrees with the Department's 
12 recommendation to remove these installations from the list, 
13 the financial result is shown on this slide. ?pe one-time up 
14 front cost to im lement the closures and reall 
15 declmed by 22?millioo, or 6 percent, from tEt::h 1st 
16 figure. The annual savings declined b 199 million, or 11 
17 ercent. And the 20-year savings dec&ed by 2.1 bdlion, or 
18 PO percent. 
19 So, Mr. Chairman, the messa e here is that if the 
20 Commission were just to acce t thesefense De artment's 
21 recommendations as they s t a d  now, using the gefense 
22 Department's numbers, the annual savings would be 11 percent 
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1 of the employment base resultin from the pro sed l 9 h  
2 closure or realignment action, o&er proposed g 9 5  closure 01 
3 realignments across all the services withm the same economic 
4 area, and prior closure or realignment acJions across all the 
5 servlces within the same economic area. 
6 Mr. Chairman and commissioners, I think our hearing 
7 record demoqtrated that the economic i act estimates 
8 presepted are just est~matos and are consxred by most 
9 techciaus to be worst-case estimates, and the actual 
10 economic impacts of base closures may or may not reflect this 
11 worst case. 
12 I would also like to emphasize e a t  the data and 
13 the methods used to estimate economc mpacts are well- 
14 documented and are applied consistently across all the 
15 installations in the Commission's review rocess. We have 
16 had two senior economists on our staff hefoine us in this 

- 
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17 area, Mr. Dave Hen from the Department of ~okmerce, and Mr. 
18 Bob Wilson from &MA 
19 Mr. Chairman, wi& these intrpducto remarks, I 
20 think the staff is ready to proceed w~th the %t catego 
21 of closure and realignment remmmendations. Mr. Ben ~ o r x n ,  
22 our director of review and analysis, is on my right. And on 

) 
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1 my left is Mr. Jim Owsley, the team chief of the cross- 
2 service team, who will begin the discussion and resentation. 
3 MR. OWSLEY: Thank ou. Good morning, El r. Chairman 
4 and commissioners. It's a &asure to be here this morning 
5 to present our analysis of g e  Secretary of Defense:s 
6 recommendatlons on product centers and laboratones, 
7 logistics centers, depots, and air warfare centers. 
8 Assisting me on the first portion of my testimony is Dick 
9 Helmere next to him is &s Farrington; and then l e t  in line, 
10 Frank dantwell, all seruor analysts for the Comrmss~on staff. 
1 1  The cross-services presentation today will address 
12 29 installations. The installations are div~ded into seven 
13 categories that you see on the screens before you. Category 
14 A is the Air Force product centers and laboratories; Category 
15 B is the Air Force de ots; Category C is the Arm depots; 
16 Category D 1s Navy lepots and warfare centers; A t e  ories E 
17 through G includes 15 mstallations that span the Air force, 
18 Navy, and Arm . 
19 We wouldYnow like to get into the first of the 
20 product centers. The next chart depicts the seven Air Force 
21 roduct centers and laboratories. They are Hanscom Air Force 
22 gare, Rome Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, 
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1 Air Force Base and Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. Under this 
2 plan, the lab site, a modelling and fabrication facility, 
3 along with personnel, will remain at Griffiss Air Force Base. 
4 The next chart shows the issues we have reviewed. 
5 The DOD position is that its costs are fair and have a six- 
6 year return on investment, while the community's position is 
7 that it will take more than 100 years for the return on 
8 investment. Our review and analysis show a 13-year return on 
9 investment. 
10 The yxond issue involves spa%. DOD's position is 
1 1  that space IS ava~lable for the renovation at Hanscom Au 
12 Force Base without constructing new facilities. The 
13 community's sition is that renovated and new facilities 
14 will be qoodei'O The staff, because of a tiruin roblem on 
15 the facihty to be modified at Hanscom, f9uncf&t a new 
16 facility or an investment in interim facilltles will be 
17 required. 
18 DOD's position on .Rome activity to be moved to Fort 
19 Monmouth IS that they. wl l  qcrease cross-servlcin The 
20 commuut s +on 1s that it b r w  up teams of t g h l y  
21 cornmitteJ: m r' ~v~duals wlthout standm C4 I expert~se and 
22 capabilities who are currently involvefin DOD and 
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I Iower, and the 2Gyear savings. would be 10 percent lower *.an 
2 the Defense Department estimated when they sent the 1st to 
3 the Commission on March the 1st. 

The second area I would We to hi hlight briefly, Q : Mr. Chairman, is the  commission*^ approac to economic impact 
6 and cumulative economic impact in our analysis of the Defense 
7 Departmeqt recoqmendat~ons over the t four months. 
8 Econormf mpact is one of the e~ght seEion  criteria 
9 considered by the Defense Department when they drew up their 
10 closure recommendat~ons. 
11 In the presentations by-the Commission's staff over 
12 the next several days you wdl see estmtes for economc 
13 impact .pd for cumu~ative economic m p t  for each 
14 installat~on on the Secretary of Defense s hst of 
15 recommendations, as well as on the Commission's list of bases 
16 added for cons~de~tipn. 
17 The economc lm act of a ro sed closure or 
18 realignment of an instaliation is I e g e d  as 'The direct and 
19 indirect job loss resulting from a realignpent or closure as 
20 a percent of the eqloyment base wthm its economc area." 
21 The cumulative economc ~mpact of a closure or 
22 realignment is "The direct and indlrect job loss as a percent 
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1 intersemicing p ~ o j ~ t s .  We believe that no i n c r w  in 
2 cross-servlcmg IS llkely to occur from th~s  relocat~on. 
3 DOD's position IS that some loss in Rome's 
4 laboratory missions effectiveness will result, but the will 
5 return at a later date. The commuxuty's posrtion is &at 
6 most key ersomel will not relocate and that the lab will 
7 never be &e same. 
8 We believe there is a hi h probabili that team 
9 ex ertise would be seriousl %e raded by % t e closure and 

10 refm!iqn. Man personnel wifi not move and, as a result, 
11 the a m g  msdlatlons would have to hire new people who 
12 willsave to be trained. 
13 The Air Force, the last issue is one involving re- 
14 use. And the Air Force is no longer committed to the 
15 community's re-use plan, because the law requires them to 
16 look at bases that are o en equally each time they start the 
17 process. There's a 19& letter to the then Commission from 
18 the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for 
19 installations statin "The Air Force has no plans to close 
20 or relocate Rome kboratory wi@n the next five ycprs.' 
21 The communi believes %s program promse limits 
22 its redevelopment or~r i f f i ss  A r  Force Base Rome Lab. The 
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1 Kirtland Air Force B*, and Brooks Air Force Base. 'I%e 
2 three shaded lnstallat~ons are those that are recommended by 
3 the Department of Defense for closure or reali ent. We 
4 have a map that shows the loutron of each of 
5 installations. 
6 Our next chart begins with the first installation, 
7 which is the Rome Laboratory, located at Griffiss Air Force 
8 Base in New York. Rome Laboratory is the Air Force center of 
9 excellence for command, control, communications, com uters 
10 and intelligence, known as (3-1. And it is one of & A& 
11 Force's tier I top laboratories. 
12 According to the Charman of the Joint Chiefs of 
13 Staff - and I quote - "In each of the world wars of h s  
14 century, new technology debuted that revolut~onized the way 
IS we fou ht wars. The revolution occurring to& is in C4-I. 
16 &rt A 4  - wlll you please ut the chartiack? 
17 This chart shows the Secreky of &efew9s r~o'pmendation 
18 and the cost-savings persame and the economc ~mpact 
19 involved. 
20 The Secretary's recommendation is to close Rome 
21 lab. Chart A-5 shows the DOD pro sed relocation of Rome 
22 Laboratory's activities and persome~positions to Hsoscom 

I I I 
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1 seriously air or could impair the-effectiveness of that. 
2 Would yo% d of touch on that a httle bit as well, as to 
3 what the staff's feelings on that resyt.are? 
4 MR. OWSLEY: Yes. I wou d llke to touch on the 
5 latter fust and then ask Mr. Helmer, who did the anal sis, 
6 to rwcr the c o s t ~ r t i o n  of that. Rome @b is a 
7 rated lab by the Force and has been m operation for 
8 many, many years. The assist many, many agencies of the 
e g o v v t  other  thy^ d e  Air Force and particularly in the 
10 mtelh ence commumty. 
f l  h e Y  have intemlated labs that assist each other 
12 in projects. They're totally netted together in fiber o tics 
a networks, so they have immediate communications, c b r  
14 c o d c a t i o q .  I think, as in almost any iaborato m this 
15 count that is judged really good, the h g  that d e s  a 
16 labom% or technology center are the people. 
17 ~ n 3  in this case, as we went through the laboratory 
18 and we stop and talked to peo le and we had several visits 
19 to Rome L a c  large number of &ese people mdlcated that 
20 they were long-term residents of the area. And some were 
21 near retirement, not ready to take retirement, but would take 
22 early retirement if it meant relocating themselves and their 

~ulti-pagem 
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1 family. 
2 So it seems likely that the continui of a team 
3 that has been together for many years wi a' certainly be 
4 interrupted. The Air Force concurs with this, but the 
5 believe the have a management plan that would ut &em 
6 together luix some like type people m some cases at I! anscorn 
7 Au Force Base and that in time, the team syner 'sm thou h 
8 new hues and the personnel that do move woulfcome bacf 
9 together as ood a team as Rome currently has. 
10 I shoufd point out that Rome Laboratory does report 
11 to the Hanscom command, so thls is not like taking a 
12 laboratoxy that 1s totally new to a command, because the 
13 ~ommandcr of Hanscom q also the commander of Rome. So there 
14 ~s a plus there, if ou d, that he and his spff d 
15 undemta~~d ~ome%+aborato . And that nutigates to some 
16 degree the concern that weEve,  but it does not replace the 
17 people that I believe would not move. 
18 CHAIR?4w DIXON: Mr. Helrner, can you cast any light 
19 on the comssioner's ueshon on cost? 
20 MR. HELMER: %es, sir. The basic difference 
21 between our - 
22 CHAlRMAN DIXON: Talk into your mike, Mr. Helmer. 
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1 staff believes that the re-use plan will be impaired by Rome 
2 Lab closure. 
3 My last chart on Rome Lab shows the pros and cons 
4 which we have discussed previously.. And those pros are 
s consolidated mfrastmcture wlll be gamed at the gammg 
6 installation and will eljminate some excess laboratory space. 
7 l'%e w m  are the one-trme costs to do th s  and the longer- 
8 tenn return on investment and the breakup of a proven lab 
9 team. 
10 This ends our presentation on Rome Laboratory. Do 
11 you have an questions? 
12 C H A A N  DIXON: Thank you very much, Mr. Owsley. 
13 Do any of my colleagues have any questions of Mr. 
14 W e  or of any memkr f f  the staff regarding Rome Labs? 
is &-ssioner ~ l m  
16 C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~   LING; Mr. Owsley, I noticed the 
17 large difference m the annual savmgs between what the 
18 Department of Defense has shown and what the staff does. 
19 What accounts for that? What's the largest factor that makes 
20 this almost 40 percent difference? And the other question to 
21 do with that is, this is a very high technical location. 
22 And you've touched on the fact that we would 

- P 

1 in the savin s i d  
2 MR. RELMER: Yes, sir: B e  .main savings in the 
3 analvsis result from ~ersomel  ehmmatlons. And we 
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1 MR. HELMER: I'm so Excuse me. 
2 CHAIRMAN DMON: ?&nlc ou ve much. 
3 MR. HELMER: The basic diff',rence%twm our 
4 estimate and the Air Force's is that we moved less eo le, as 
5 far as the personnel el lmated were concerned. d' e fe P t that 
6 the Air Force overstated the savings rsonnel-wise. We ~ S C  
7 added $8 million for $e interim bu i lZg  to locate people or 
8 to construct, if you will, a new fachty. Those are the 
9 basic differences. 
10 COMMISSIONER KLING: You're comfortable with those 
11 figures? 
12 MR. HELMER: Yes, sir, we are. 
13 COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank you. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any other questions by 
1s my collea es? 
16 CO~MISSIONER MONTOYA: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
18 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I wish to focus on the 
19 savings side, because there 
20 larger than on the cost side. 
21 on one or two variables as to 
22 between the community 

4 elinhated less people in the Air Force. 
5 COMMISSIONER M O F Y A :  And how about the community? 
6 Why are the wmmwty  savm s so low? 
7 MR. HELMER: Well, & community did a n u m k  of 
8 things. The included, for example a higher discount rate. 
9 The standarirate we're usin is m the area of, I believe, 
10 2.75. And theirs is 4.85. 'I%e also included things like 
I I locality pay. And they also d i k ' t  accept the personnel 
12 reductiohs: 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Did not, you say? 
MR. HELMER: Did not es. 

1s COMMISSIONER MO&&YA: Thank vou. 
I 16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further'questions by 
17 any of the commissioners? ;I 18 COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. k s l e y  - ' 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
20 CO~&~ISSIONER COX: I was on the 1993.Commission, 
21 and I certamly a ree that tpe.'95 Commssion 1s m no way 
22 bound by the 1983 c o m s s i o n .  But I do note that there are 

I 
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1 over 40 directs. redirects. or changes from decisions we did - 

make in 1993. 
And while I'm not in the msition of defendine all 

the of '93 decisions and ce&y things have changa since 
then, I am interested in sort of what tpe differences a? 
from 1993 in the DOD recommendation. And we obvlouslq 
decided in 1993 that moving the Rome labs was not cost- 
effective. 

Since t h ~ ,  if you might just tell me a little bit - and it's certady not a bi factor, but a factor m this 
nu& plan. ~ocause one ofthe ar ts has been, ' ~ o s h ,  
we counted on the Rome labs for =use plan. We were 
entitle to do so, not becape the '93 Comrmssion didn't 
close !t, but because the h r  Force made a copputment to it. 
What is the re-use plan? Have there been le~t lmate  
reliances on the Air Force commitment? 

MR. OWSLEY: Yes, comrmssioner. After the closh 
of Griffiss Air Force Base where Rome is located and the 
Commission and the Air Force's position to keep Rome lab in 
place, the Rome lab people tried to offset the loss of the 
personnel and the economic effects of losin Griffiss by 
starting a re-use plan that involved as its hu% Rome's 
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1 technolo y center to draw in technology companies not too 
2 unlike w%at has happened at the parent, Hanswm Air Force 
3 Base, in that area, as we know, around Boston. 
4 The city around there and the State of New York has 
5 put. @ approximately $10 qillion to date to start a re-use 
6 act~v~ty. .That re-use act~vlty that we have seen 
7 presentat~ons on -- q d  it shows and it uses right in the 
8 center of that industnal technology complex IS Rome 
9 Laborato 
lo An?&use of the nature of the work they do 
11 there will be a prop~nsity to draw other like firms Ghich is 
12 what Rome was trymg to do, was to develop a technolo y 
13 rather than manufacturing base, because they believed tfat 
14 that would pro 1 them into the future. 
15 They diG Rome as a base. They relied on the 
16 five years. And if you look at their plan that the 
17 p r e s e ~ t g  to us seved times, it focused pmund tie 
18 robablllty that Rome mght have to be privatized or might 
19 gave to stand on its own at the ~ n d  of the.five-year period. 
20 So it was an important assumpt~on on the~r part. 
21 I will say that as ou look at the laboratory 
22 structure and what I beieve led the Air Force to the 

Page 28 I 1 significantly increase cross-servicing at all; is that - 
2 cOmect? - 
3 MR. OWSLEY: The cross-service group did not 
4 recommend it for closure. It recommended its reali 
5 Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, along with the Nav s SPA Vt AR and to 
6 other sych C4-I activities. There muld havegeen reat 
7 synerpsm occur there, but the servlces -- each of g e  
8 services, for the reasons that they anal zed dld not adopt 
9 that recommendation. So in the end, &e ,&r Force, in trying 
10 to consolidate on their own. recommended the movement of Rome 
11 Laborato to Hanscom. I 12 co%MIssIoNER'smELE: nd vou. 

CH.AIRMAN DIXON: Is there any otheiquestion by any I I: comrmssloner of h s  stafE 
15 No r onse. 
16 L H A I i A N  bIxoN:  1s then any motion by my 
17 commissioner regarding the recommendation of the Secretary of 
18 Defense with reference to Rome Laboratory? Is there a 
19 motion? 
20 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, before we have 
21 a motion, can we -- 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
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1 per se. It's an acquisition activit 
2 control Rome Laboratory, but they db) ~%!ke?ii l%d of 
3 C4-I activities. 
4 The cross-services grou recommended that the 
5 s ner y m the C4-1 area wou& be enhanced by movmg all of 
6 tdk (28-1 activities to Fort Monmquth, New Jerse , when the 
7 Army has a large orgamzatlon domg that. And J a t  would 
8 have enhanced gettin the Navy, Army, and Air Force together. 
9 But that recommen8ation was not picked up by any one of thc 
10 services. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commksioner Davis. 
13 Are there any questlons of any comrmssloner of the 
14 staff? 
15 No re 
16 LHAI~%?~%IXON: IS there a motion? ~ardon  me. 
17 Commissioner Steele. 
18 COMMISSIONER STEELE: One final thing, really 
19 uickly. So the bottom line with that, Mr. Owsle , was 
20 $ugh the 'obt  cross-service group recommeoddlt for 
21 closure m tkelr proposal to mcrease cross-s~rvlcmg, the 
22 recommendation that came to us actually does not 
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1 recommendfltion is the have a serious reduction in lab 
2 dollars c o m g  lo the Xture 
3 And they had to look for wa s to consolidate things 
4 to get ready for those reductions dat  are imminent. SF 
5 there was a difference in the Air Force's recommendat~on in 
6 '93 versus '95 for those reasons. Thank you. 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: &e there an further questions 
9 from an commissioner re ardmg th~s stafyreport on Rome? 
10 C8MMMISSIONER DASIS: Mr. Chairman, just one short 
11 one. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Recognizing that one of the 

driving reasons is to do some consolidation among 
15 laboratories that DOD put this one forth, or one of the 
16 advertised reasons, clearly, I just -- is h s  an opinion -- 
17 will we lose synergism by not doing that, or do you think you 
18 can sustain the level of good work that Rome performs if they 
19 stay ri ht where the are? 
20 &R. OWSLE~:  1 think you will retain the s 
21 that Rome has with the other services in that betterYglsm 
22 keeping them where they are. Hanscom is not a ~4-{activity 
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1 defense downsizing, the focus now is on infrastructure. 
2 We're going to do the force structure reduction. That's 
3 going to happen automatically. And, as you look at the track 
4 record since '89, we have done that very well. We have taken 
5 over a third of the rnilltary's capabil~ty -- war fighting 
6 capab~l~ty out very qulckly. 
7 But when we start to dabble in infrastructure and 
8 start to make adjustments in infrastructure, we don't have 
9 quite as good a tem late to do that. And I worry a lot when 
lo we start to move la& around. 1 worry a lot when we start to 
1 1  move very highly sophisticated test centers. I worry a lot 
12 when we move bas+ production facilities in which there is nc 
13 anal0 e m the clvlllan sector. 
14 efhe mil(@ry has always been a leader in these 
15 laboratory fac~hties. And a lot of the work that happens in 
16 the military labs spins off to the civilian sector. At the 
17 same time, we're cutting back on FFRDCs, fgerally funded 
18 research and development center grants, to uversitles and 
19 other laces. 
20 %O I just have to say that as we get ready to vote 
21 on this whole famil of laboratories and on this whole family 
22 of infrastructure an i  production facilities and things in 
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1 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I didn't realize we were 
2 oing to go right into the vote. That's my fault. But I 
3 kmk there ought to be -- I want to mpke just a.cou le of 
4 sta+nents, because I thi@c it's ap Lcable to h s  wEole 
5 famly of thm s we're om to & !bout. 
6 CHAI&AN D A O ~  Comrmss~oner Robles. 
7 

13 on active.duty was to 
do reall ents, come up 

A n e w a s  relatively 
force structure type 
a tank battallon or 

18 move a brigade or move a tactical fighter wing. We know how 
19 to do .this, the military. They know.&ow to do it.. They have 
20 done i t  for all of my tenure m the ml~tary. And 1t.s 
21 pretty straightforward. 
22 What concerns me greatly is that as we start the 
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COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 

M O T T C ) N  

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
6/22/95 BRAC Hearing 

- - - - - . 
COMMISSIONER COX: Havin been moved by 

Commissioner Robles' ve fine remark, I move that the 
Commission find that the Yecretary of Defense deviated 
substantially from final criteria 1, 4, and 5 and, therefore, 
the Commission reject the Secretary's recommendation on Rome 
Laboratory and instead ado t the followin recommendation: 
Reptip Rome Iab?r+ory, &me, N ~ Y O ~ ~ ,  including all 
activities and facilities. The Conmussion finds that h s  
recommendation is consistent with the force structure plan 
and final critena. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to the motion by 
Commissioner Cox? 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: I second the motion. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: It is seconded bv Commissioner 

:) 
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1 which there are really no good analogues in the civilian 
2 sector -- there are many in some sectors, but there's a lot 
3 of them in which there s a void out there - that we don't 
4 put that in the same bucket as moving a tank battalion or a 
5 tactical fighter wing or a force structure action that's 
6 relatively si le by mhtary standare and we thmk twice. 
7 And s 3 j u s t  have to say that t h s  is sort of - 
8 if you don't want to call it my protest, statement that I 
9 'ust am very nervous about startmg to break apart labs that 

I I certifications to et the "right teams m place and say, 
10 6ave taken years to consec t  to build the teamiorlc to do the 

12 'Yeah, we can c 6  that. 
13 And you use the same analogue like, well, take 
14 those 58 tanks and move them from Fort A to Fort B," So 
15 that's my spa box for the day, but I thu$ it's somethmg we 
16 ought to t d a b o u t  as we start to vote la some of these 
17 critlcal decisions. 
18 CHAIRMAN DMON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 
19 Robla. 
20 Are there any other questions or statements? 

No r onse 
22 " &HAl%AN'bIXON: Is there a motion? 

Steele. Are there any comments or remarks concerning this 
motion by Commissioner Cox? 

~ ~ F E  b ~ ( 0 N :  If not, counsel will call the roll 
on the motion by Commissioner Cox, seconded by Commissioner 
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1 MR. OWSLEY: The next center that we're going to 
2 cover - 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Pardon me. Ladies and gentlemen, 
4 it will be a long few days. And we understand that some will 
5 leave when their v l t s  have been obtained, and we respect 
6 that. Please do it m an orderly way. We have got a lot of 
7 work to do. 
8 Commissioner Owsley? I mean -- pardon me. Mr. 

*slei&aUCter. 10 
1 1  R. OWS EY: I will take promotions any time I can 
12 get them. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Don't ever take this job, Jim. 
14 I'm telling ou. Mr. Owsley. 
15 MR. ~WSLEY:  Thank ou. The next laboratory area 
16 that we'll cover is Kirtland, w6ch will be covered by Mr. 
17 Frank Cantwell. 
18 MR. CANTWELL: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, 
19 comssioners. March 1st' the Department of Defense 
20 recommended the realignment of Kirtland Air Force Base. The 
21 Department's recommendation would relocate most of the units 
22 currently located on Kirtland, leaving the Phillips 
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Steele. 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. the votes 

- 

eight w 

19 ayes and zero na s. 
120 C H A I R M ~  DIXON: The vote in  the first motion is 
21 eight ayes and no nays. And the recommendation of the 
22 Secretary of Defense is unanimously rejected. 
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1 Laboratory in a contoned area. 
2 Of special note, Kirtland is also the home of the 
3 Department of Energy's Sandia National Laboratory. The slide 
4 on the left - and could you please put the base analysis 
5 slide on the right. The slide on the left is an exce t from 
6 a mnmmdum sent from Secre+ry Perry to Chairmanrgixon 
7 I would like to surmnanze the paragfa h on the left 
8 by saying that after the S e c r e w  rev~ewed t& w l t s  of 
9 the site survey, he felt that h s  recommendation was no 

10 longer fiscally or operationally sound. The fiscal concerns 
1 1  are shown on the base analvsis slide on the rinht. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: .M~~ I interrupt yo< Mr. Cantwell? 
13 MR. CANTWELL: Yes. sir. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I doubt that there's an question 
15 in the mind of any commissioner regarding ~ir t rand.  If the 
16 Chair is wrong, would any commissioner who thinks otherwise 
17 speak up? But my only thought was, it's goin to be a long 5 18 time, and this one is not in any - is there an ebate about 
19 it? 1s there any commissioner that needs to la more? 
20 (No response.) 
21 CHAlRMAN DIXON: Is there a motion on Kirtland Air 
22 Base? 
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1 COMMISSlONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman I have a motion. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner bavis. 
3 M O T I O N  
4 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Su, I move the Commission 
5 find the Secretary of Defense devlated substantially from 
6 final criteria 4 and 5 in the force structure lan. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a seconfto the motion by 
8 Commissioner Davis? 
9 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Second. 
10 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Sir, I'm going to have to put 
1 1  an add-in here. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Pardon me. commissioner. I 

apologize. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: The Washineton weather has 

me on a stnasal dri , and so I had to slow down, sir. 
C&RMAN AXON: Excuse me 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: The dommission reject 

Secrctaw's recommendation on Kirtland Air Force Base. New 
Mexico: and instead adopt the following recommeddation: 
Retain Kirtland Air Force Base, includmg all units, base 
activities, and facilities.. The Commission finds h s  
recommendation is consistent wlth the force structure plan 

got 

the 
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1 aerospace related medical research and product development 
2 within the Department of Defense. Brooks's primary 
3 components are the human systems center Armstrong laboratory, 
4 the Air Force School of Aeros ace Medicine, and the Air Force 
5 Center ffor Environmental Acellence. 
6 Will you put up tqe next .pvo charts? The Air Force 
7 plans to consolidate sirmlar activities and has recommended 
8 the closure of Brooks and the movement of the mission and 
9 crsonnel to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio. 
10 ri ht-Patterson conducts about 20 percent of DOD's aerospace 
I 1 me&cal research. 
12 The ovemding issues in this recommendation are 
13 the closure costs, the disruption of the mission, and the 
14 condition of facilities. Implementation of the 
15 recommendation would require an up-front cost of over $200 
16 million and has the potential to interrupt many critical 
17 research projects. 
18 More than half of the rofessional staff at Brooks 
19 have saiehey probably wilfnot move. This fi ure is based 
20 on a petltlon that was circulated at the center wkch was 
21 iven to us on our visit. Some of the activity at Wright- 
22 Atterson is similar to that of Brooks. However, the 
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1 and final criteria. Thank you, sir. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Davis. 
3 And my apologies. 
4 Is there a second? 
5 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Second, Mr. Chairman. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya seconds the 
7 motion of Commissioner Davis. 
8 Are there any comments regarding the motion? 

1: k N m % b E O N :  -upsel, w a  you the roll? 
11 MS. CREEDON: Comrmssioner Davis? 
12 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
13 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
14 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: A e 
15 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Id&? 
16 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
17 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
18 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
20 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
21 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
22 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA; Aye. 

-1 
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1 cannot live with the contooement pro 

1 2  MR. OWSLEY: It is unclear ~ t " f l ! ? a s  you know, the 
I 3 COBRAS are comparative tools. And in the case when you go 

4 into a contonement, you don't really have a comparative thing 
5 that you're t ing to do. So those estimates would robably 
6 have to be re%& by the Air Force and the eople &ere. 
7 There is a feelmg that there will not be that Par e of a 
8 savin s if you really get into the final analysis %at the 
9 Air d r c e  would have to do. 
10 It would also require services to be provided from 
1 1  approximately 10 to 20 miles awa , depending on whether ou 
12 use San Antonio -- I mean, ~ e h ~  or you use.Lacklanc?Air 
13 Force Base to furnish those se.rvices. The h r  Force &+s 
14 previous expenence they had m other areas, and they just do 
15 not believe this is a satisfactory way to reserve the 
16 lifestyle that encourages good working gy their pea le. 
17 So they .really believe that they would rather gave 
18 the base remain open if you are not going to accept their 
19 recommendation. And, by the way, we believe that as a staff, 
20 after looking where the service would have to come from and 
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1 existing excess sp? at Wright-Patterson intend* for Brooks 
2 is not curreptly swtable to acce t the Brooks.activities. 
3 This is borne out by the &t that the Au Force 
4 pro'ects it would have to construct or renovate nearly 1 
5 midion square feet to be able to tak~ on the Brooksemi+40n. 
6 Brooks currently operates m very mce and well-mamtamed 
7 facilities in a campusrlike environment in San Antonio. 
8 The Sap Antorno co.mmunrty would most prefer that 
9 Brooks remam open as it is. The however, have offered a 
10 sound proposal that would preserve dk Brooks mission and its 
1 1  linkage to the San Antomo biomedical co~ynunity by placing 
12 mto cantonment most of the Brooe  fachties. 
13 Cantonment saves the 2.W rmllron u -front ~ t s  of 
14 the Air Force's recommenda(lon, and it okers addittonal 
15 annual savin s of near1 $18 million and net resent value 
16 savings of 2%8 million $ having the Brooks Ease operatin 
17 services taken over by nearby Lackland reorganirWon ICelfY 
18 Air Force Base. The cantonment plan would also make part of 
19 Brooks available for re-use. 
20 The ma on the left mdicates the spaces that are 
21 intended for {rooks at Wright-Patterson. They are not 
22 contiguous while they are at Brooks. And this is a concern 

21 things like &at, that the Air Force is correct in that. 
22 COMMISSIONER KLING; I'm glad to hear that. I 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the votes are eight 
6 ayes and zero na s. 
7 C H A I R M ~  DIXON: And the motion is unanimously 
8 adopted. And the origmal recommendations of the Secretary 
9 of Defense which have been, of course, amended by subsequent 
10 wrrespondence to the Commission, is set aside and overruled. 
1 1  So for the folks in the audience, anyone watching 
12 that did not understand what has taken place, with ect to 
13 Rome Laboratory and Kirtland Air Force Base. the vo tez the  
14 Comrmssion have held that those two bases remam open. 
15 MR. OWSLEY: The next category that we*ll cover is 
16 Brooks Air Force Base, San Antonio, Texas. The chart on the 
17 left indicates the Air Force's position relative to Brooks. 
18 There are a lot of words, but essentially, the recommendation 
19 is to close Brooks and move the major portions of it to 
20 Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Obo. 
21 Among its.activities, Brooks Air Force Base 
22 conducts approximately 40 percent of the human systems and 
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1 that has been expressed by the community. The map on the 
2 right reflects the Brooks propped. cantonment. You can sce 
3 the continuous nature of the uildmgs m the shaded area on 
4 t h e m a .  
5 frmght add .that the q i r  Force has-informed the 
6 Comrmssion officially that if the Comrmssion were to decide 
7 to reject the Department's recommendation on Brooks, the Air 
8 Force would prefer to retain Brooks open as is rather than to 
9 place Brooks mto cantonment. The h r  Force believes that 
10 cantonment is unworkable iq the long term. 
11 Our last chart summarizes the pros and cons thgt 
12 you have heard previously. Are there any further questions 
13 on Brooks? 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any uestions by any 
15 commissioner of Mr. Owsley or other. on the sta?f concerning 
16 Brooks Air Force Base . San Antomo? 
17 ~o-ssioner Kfing? 
18 COMMISSIONER KLING: M-r. Owsley, my question goes 
19 to when you look at  @s presentation about the cantonment 
20 from the commqty,  it looks like you still receive quite a 
21 bit of savmgs, with a smaller up-front cost and so forth. 
22 What is the h r  Force's reasomg that it feels that they 
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1 might want tq consider movin those people if this 
2 recommendation does not go &rough 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON:  hey can do that without BRAC, of 
4 course. 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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~ ~ -. 

5 MR. OWSLEY: Yes. 
6 CHAIRMAN DMON: Mr. Farrington, do you have a 
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1 happened to visit Brooks m self, and I feel this is a very 
2 special lace that does a w d  fine work m some thg  that we 
3 have tq 7 qok at very closely. And I feel the same way that 
4 Comssloner  Robles felt about Rome, that this is somethmg 
s you hate to break .up. and you hate to separate down. 
6 And the facihties, by the way, are pretty fine 
7 there, about as fine as I've seen anyplace. Anyway, thank 
8 you. 
9 CKAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 

10 Kling. 
1 1  Are there any further - pardon me, Mr. Owsley. Do 
12 you have a re onse? 
13 MR. o ~ s L E Y :  I think I should say that the one 
14 thing that didn't come out here in these pros and cons is the 
15 man-machine interface,. which is essentially the cockpit with 
16 the ilot and that the A r  Force belleves would be better 
17 hanged yith the relocation to Wright-Patterson. And the 
18 staff certady agrees with that part of the Atr Force 
19 analysis, because Wri ht-Patterson really does control the 
20 cockpit and those kin& of tiungs. 
2 1 I would also point out that this is only 20 some 
22 odd people or so from the Bmoks operation, and the Air F o m  

7 comment? 
- 

8 MR. FARRINGTON: Yes, sir. I might 'ust add, on 
9 the number pf people, I have a breakdowp on d e  number of 
10 people in thm man-machine interface, whlch is the crew 
11 technolo kind of work that's done at Wright-Pat and also a1 
12 Brooks % civilians, 59 military, and 44 contractors, for a 
13 totaI of 94 people. That's the breakdown of that man- 
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1 with the staff that we had a DOD-mandated relationship in San 
2 Antonio called SARPMA, which was the San Antonio Red 
3 Property Maintenance Agency which caused all that to be done 
4 b one agency and was ha f ly  disbanded because it actually 
5 ahhed cost to the rocess. 
6 CoMMIssIBNER DAVIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you Commissioner Davis. 
8 Are there an further comments? 
9 COMMISSI~NER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman? 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles? 
1 1  COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I think - and I need to say 
12 this on the record because we're very - and this gets 
13 mostly to Mr. ~ ~ i e s '  concern about savings.. I Fhrnk lo this 
14 case, we have a two-edged issue.. Issue one IS, ~ t ' s  the 
15 wrong thing to do to break up this world class lab and move 
16 it somewhere else. 
17 But I think pragmatically, from my on-the: round 
18 look at Brooks, you're talkmg about a lot of faciitles, a 
19 lot of buildings, a lot of chambers, a lot of test fac~lities 
20 that require specla1 engineering, special piping, special 
21 certification, ecial environmental concerns. And although 
22 I won't say 1 %n9t believe the numbers, I will tell you that 

14 machine. - - 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. 
16 Are there an further uestions? 
17 COMMISSI&NER STEELE: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I lust want to sav I agree 
20 with Commissioner ~0bles9 soapboxon t k s  subject, so I G0n.T 
21 repeat it. But just to add on this subject, it s not onl 
22 the relationship - I mean, the scientists at Brooks. &s a 
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I a number of COBRA are ordinal measures, not cardinaf 
2 measures. 
3 And the fact of the matter, I think, is that you 
4 will .incur an enorm09 cost to feconstruct all those very 
5 speclallzed and sensitive facilities at other places, So not 
6 on1 doesn't it make sense from a synergistic pomt of view, 
7 it 2-'t make sense fmm an econormc pomt of vmew. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Robles. 
9 Are there any further uestions or comments? 
10 COMMISSIONER MOJ'TOYA: I have a comment, Mr. 
11 Chairman. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
13 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I wish to register a dissent 
14 from the Air Force view that one has to have separate 
15 logistics support facilities at eve base, re ardless of 
16 Geir distance a art. 1 happen to'K.ve hv$under a 
17 different mode! 
18 And 1 believe as bud ets get tou her, as dollars 
19 get more difficult to come fY, particu&rly in the logistics 
20 end of things, that the Air Force would be well-served or DOD 
21 would be well-served to consider themselves a holdin company 
22 and provide common support to the activities m 8 e  San 
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1 r e l a t i o ~ g p  with other entities iq the copmyi t  , 
2 ymvexsihes and w t h  NASA, whch 1 thmk r ago very 
3 Important. 
4 And .we have ~ i v e d  numerous letters. from all of 
5 those enhties supportmg retam Brooks at ~ t s  current 
6 10ution. SO I just wanted to mafe that comment. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Steele. 
8 Are there any further comments or questions of 
9 staff? 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes, sir. 1 CHAIRMAN DMON: Commissio*er Davis. 
12 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I would like to speak to the 
13 man-machine interface. Having been a beneficiary of some of 
14 the - as an aviator, havin been a beneficiary of some of 
15 the Brooks roducts over fh years, one of the thin s that is 
16 nice about I!rooks9 cumnt location is the fact that key  
17 have.a fairly significant laborato. and that ou have a 
18 considerable amount of young p ~ t s  at Ran ~7 olph Air Force 
19 Base you can draw from and some of us older pllots that you 
20 can draw from Kelly Air Force Base. 
21 And I a ain would like to ' o h  General Robles on 
22 his soapbox .%out tinkering wid a superb lab. I do agree 
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1 Antonio area. Because I think there are savings that can be 
2 achieved there. And so I just want to register that I don't 
3 accept the position that every place has to have its own 
4 logistics tail. Thank ou. 
5 CHAIRMAN D I ~ O N :  Thank you, Commissioner Montoya. 
6 Are there any further questions or comments? 
7 
8 F&Z!E%~IXONI is there a motion? 
9 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman, I have a motion. 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
11 M O T I O N  
12 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Su, I move the Commission 
13 find the Secreta of Defense deviated substantially from 
14 final criteria I, 7, and 5 and, therefore, the ~omrmssion 
15 reject the Secretary's recommendation on Brooks Air Force 
16 Base and instead ado t the following recommendation: Retain 
17  rooks Air  om SLe, including all activities and 
18 facilities. n e  Commission finds this recommendation is 
19 consistent w t h  the force structure ~ l a n  and final cntena. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is thc&a second to the motion by 
21 Commissioner Davis? 
22 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I second the motion. 
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Those that have been roposed by the Department of 

2 Defense for closure during &IS cycle are listed m green 
3 Those that have been closed or propot@ for closure - excuse 
4 me. Those that have been closed are llsted m red. 

The Army has either closed or roposed for closure 
6 six of its original nine depots. The 8avy has dosed or 

I 7 ro o@ for cloere 10 of ~ t s  18 rpaintenance depot 
8 f)nc$tles. The A r  Force and Manne Corps have not closed 
9 maintenance facilities. 
10 We will now move to the . h r  Force depots, where Ms. 
1 1  Reese wlll ~ c k  u the presentat~on. 
12 MS. KEESE: Good mommg. This slide depicts DOD, 
13 wide depot maintenance capacity, core workload in FY '99. 
14 Maximum potential capacity is defined as "The optimum depot 
15 confi uratlon and employment levels with no significant 
16 capid impro:ements and no military construction 
I 7 expenditures. 
18 It's also important to oint out that maximum 
19 potential capacity is one 40%our shift capacity. The 
20 services reported capacity on a commodity-by-commodity basis 
21 and anticipate fiscal year '99 ca acit of 165 million hours. 
22 "Core" is defined as "That worklodthat the servlces have 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: It is seconded by Commissioner 
2 Steele. 
3 Is there any further comment? 
4 Nor me.) 
5 6HAlEA.N DMON: The counsel will call the roll. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
7 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
9 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 

10 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
11 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
12 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
13 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
15 COMMISSIONER STEELE: aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
17 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
19 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes 
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1 and zero nays. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion is adopted. And 
3 the public in the room and observing this proceeding is 
4 advised that Brooks Air Force Base San Antonio Air Force Lab 
5 remams-open b the vote of thls Comrmss~on. 
6 Dlrector iyles, IS your staff prepared to go to Air 
7 Force de ts? 
8 M ~ L Y L E S :  Yes, sir, we are. Mr. Chairman 
9 MR. OWSLEY: I would like to introduce the hew 
10 member who has arrived, Ms. Ann Reese, who is the deputy team 
11 leader for the cross-service grou . 
12 The next a t e  ory, as the &mmission noted, is the 
13 Air Force depots. f h e  slide depicts the entire universe of 
14 the q a h ~ n a n ~  facilities wlthh the Departmeqt of Defense 
15 and 1s bemg dl layed so that ou can have a vlsual Image of 
16 the numbers an?loutions of d 0 ~ : s  depots. 
17 My second sl~de d~splays a hlstory of the base 
18 closure process in the depot maintenance area. 1 have only 
19 listed those organizations that are considered depots. For 
20 exam le, Newark h r  Force Base 1s not llsted because a a 
21 consigered a specialized support center. The depots that 
22 have not been closed are listed first in blue. 
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1 1997. Please note that the National Guard units listed at 
2 McClellan are dependent on your decision to move them from 
3 Moffeu Field through the BRAC '95 process. The bottom row 
4 summarizes the A r  Force's o rational concerns and mission 
r impact with the installation $closure. 
6 ?pis chart shows the tlys that the Air Force 
7 d e t e w e d  for both mstallat~ons and depots. The tier was 
8 deterrmned by uniformed leaders and senior clvlllans on the 

I 9 Air Force Base Closure Executive Group. Their tier serves as 
10 proxy for military value. You'll note that I've ordered the 
I 11 columns according to the BCEG vote to establish the 
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1 determine$ must stay in-house to ensure the ability to 
2 mobilize. FY '99 core is 78 million hours. 
3 iding rinciple through the DOD BRAC process 
4 was &~%oD Zpot structures must be sized to core. The 
5 depot infrastructure should be sized appropriately to be able 
6 to do core work in-house and other work may be done by the 
7 rivae sector. workload is anticipated to be 94 million 
8 [ours m FY '99. 
9 Tqe next slide, or the one on the right, is Air 
lo Force-wlde depot figures. To ensure that the ca aci 
1 I numbers were solid, the depots reported the wor%loz that 
12 they had actually rforrned on a commodity-bycommodity basis 
13 dunng thelr hgrwater ~ r k  year in thelate 1980s, plus the 
14 capaclfy they have bu!lt m u s  the capac1.t that has been 
15 demolished. In fact, it reports the ca abdty that they had 
1s in the high water mark years, the woRload that they were 
17 able to erform. 
18 d e  total FY '99 Air Force de t ca acity is 57 
19 million direct labor hours. The  to&^ '89 Au Force depot 
20 core worvoad is 27 millipn direct labor hours. .The Air 
21 Force antlcl ates 29 mll~on hours of workload m FY '99. 
22 All the numgers were reported by the h r  Force as certified 
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1 data to the joint cross-seqvice ou . In FY '99,47 rcent 
2 of the capaclty ~ 1 1 1  be utll~zed%wiJcore hours and ?? 
3 percent with workload. 
4 The chyt on the left displays the same data for 
5 each of the A r  For* depots. .And it's intended ive you 
6 a sense of the ca aclt utrl~zatlon at each of the h r5orce  
7 depots. Robins &F d e  highest capacity utilization, 68 
8 percent; Kelly is 29 percent utilized on a single 40-hour 
9 work week. 
10 This slide summarizes the missions on each of the 
11 Air Force ALC .mstallat~ons. In all. cases, the air lo .sties 
12 center 1s the q o r  tenant or the mam tenant on the Em. 
13 The air logistics center.is primarily com ri@ of a depot 
14 yimtenance and matenal management Rnctlon. p e  chart 
15 l~sts across the top the products managed by the cur 
16 logistics center. 
17 The next row displays the specialt of that de t. 
18 A number of years ago, the Air Force d P t e d  a tecGcal 
19 repair concept in whlch commodities were sin le-sided. 
20 You'll often hear referen* to 'centers of exceflence," and 
21 that's what tks  reference e. 
22 The thrd row d~splays the force structure as of 

12 installation tier. - 
13 This chart display some data from the DOD Depot 
14 Maintenance Councll md~cators reDort. This revort 1s 
15 prepared for the DOD Depot ~ainten'ance Council Ad contains 
16 ~ f o x p m c e  data on all DOD maintenance activities. The 
17 rst sl!de on ths  chart shows .actual '94 mamtenance hour 
18 cost w~thout the cost of matenal. You can see there the 
19 costs range from a low of $53.53 at Robins to a high of 
20 $62.15. 
21 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Excuse me, Mrs. Reese, one 
22 second. I have a question, Mr. Chairman. Would you like us 
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1 e n d  it forward. Apd it is, in fact, the Air Force positlon I occurs. 
2 m the DOD on delivenes. We could not as we got those 1 2  If there's added work. not work that should have 
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1 COMMISSIONER STEELE: But we did try to find that 
2 out, did we not? 
3 MS. REESE: We did. 
4 COMMISSIONER STEELE: And just lastly on this 
5 chart, on a*raft on time, I receiv-ed some infonytion from 
6 the commumty down there that said that Kelly dehvered 1 out 
7 of 19 C-5s on time for 5 rcent rate, but Tinker's on time 
8 deliveries were 3 of 51 z - 1 3 5 s  in the same penod, for a 6 
9 percent rate. 
10 Obviously, the numbers up there show very different 
11 numbers. Agae, I wonder if we know what the difference is 
12 here and whch mformation ought to be the certified 
13 information before us. 
14 MR. 0.WSLEY: I think I was iven that one to check 
15 out. We agam used m t h s  data the &t mamtenance 
16 report, whch is forwarded to DOD by +r Force Materiel 
17 Command. I called the Air Force Matenel Command on the 
18 report, and they said that is a report that we should be 
19 usmg as a grou to ve correct relative weightings to each 
20 of the centers, %at ifere are many ways that centers look at 
21 things and some.ofthem the look at as a ~ommynity also. 
22 hut they sa~d  m the end: they synthea~a h s  and 

3 numbers ascertain exactly how those lower numbers came about. 
4 It was very difficult, because if some of the planes go 
5 through, they get additional work packages sent to them. And 
6 that affects schedules. And there's a lot of data kept out 
7 there. 
8 But I would point out again .that we were l ie ted  in 
9 time, and we tned to use .the official reports and did go 

10 back to that part of the A r  Force and ask was t h~s  the 
11 report that we should be usm And the did c o n b  that. 
12 GoMMIssIoNe! smate: Okay. I s t  to close that out 
13 real qmckly, the origmal work ackage on the C-5 at Kelly 
14 increased by 166 percent, I am l o 8  How doc. that impact on 
15 time delivery? And then we can make this real quick and move 
16 on. 
17 MR. OWSLEY: As you remember, that was brought u 
18 to us on our visits to San Antonio. When I contacted ~ M C  
19 headquarters, they explained that the way the airplanes are 
20 given schedules and budgets is by the centers - whichever 
21 center it is that receives an airplane, they're allowed to 
22 tear it down within 30 days and get on it and inspect it. 

\ 
I 
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1 to hold our uestions on charts until the end of the R 2 briefin or as as we o through? Do you have a preference? 
3  HAIRM MAN 6 1 x 0 ~ :  I have no ob*ection to asking a 
4 question if it's an appropriate question at $s point in 
5 time. Go ahead. 
6 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. On our first line 
7 there about the labor hour cost, when we visit&elly Air 
8 Force Base, the threw numbers before us and sald that on 
9 certified data, tieir labor cost was lower than all of the 
10 other ALCs. Could ou lease tell us what our source is and 
11 if you know what &e Jfferences might k in opinion here? 
12 MS. REQE: Yes. n e  source that I'm using ir the 
13 DOD de t mamtenance indicator report. The report 1s 
14 r e p a d o r  the Deputy Undersecreta of Defense for 
15 &gistics. It's prepared for his councr  The council is 
16 compnsed of representatives from each one of the military 
17 depots. 
18 And the data is a reed to by each one of the 
19 military departments. f think it is a thorou hl examined 
20 number, and I have confidence in the data %aJs contained in 
21 t h s  report. I'm sorry. I'm not clear on the source of 
22 Kelly's data that was presented. 

I 
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1 Because General Fogleman yesterday, we talked to him, who was 
2 the old TRANSCOM commander, he was very clear about that. Hc 
3 says the C-5 fleet has alwa s been our most fragle fleet. 
4 And we flew the legs off of that fleet during Dse r t  Storm, 
5 as I can attest to from my days over there. 
6 pnd ~9 when you tear down a C-5 and all of a sudden 
7 think it's gomg to take a standard - because they do 
8 standard workups - and we find out that it's oing to take 
9 twice that standard work-up because there's a k t  more 
10 delayed Desert Storm damage or delayed erosion in there, that 
11 they go ahead and do the work, because it's prudent sense 
12 once you tear the aircraft down. 
13 And if this takes into account the new work and 
14 they have a standard model for these additional enhancements, 
15 then 1'11 think these are apples and a pies. Otherwise, I 
16 think we're talkin about ap l a  an80mges  here. 
17 MR. OWSL%Y: I want to plan# that, 
18 commissioner. What I sald 1s that the alrcra wmes in. 
19 They're allowed to tear the alrcraft do.? and then Ipake a 
20 report back to AFMC headquaners, glvm them estimate of 
21 how long it would to.repalr that a1rpf& and schedule 
22 m wst to do so. That is llke a l~ttle negotlatlon that 

3 been anticipated in.a teardown, that added work package is 
I 4 given. But if. for mstance. an ALC underestimates or msses 
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1 And then, they report an anticipated schedule and cost. 
2 I asked about added work packa es, and they said if 
3 there are truly added work acka a g a t  mcrease the scope 
4 of the on inal job, that eacg ALE is then given schedule 
5 relief t o  t%at number of days for that package and thst they 
6 do consider that m what they send forward to DOD m thelr 
7 final report. 
8 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Owsley. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank ou very much. 
10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: %r. Chairman, I need to 
I I follow u , because I need to understand this more clearly. 
12 c&RMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robla. 
13 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Owsley, I need to make 
14 sure I understand in my simple mind how this works. The fact 
15 of the matter is, are you tellin me that those numbers right 
16 there take into account the adgtional work that comes out of 
17 an aircraft overhaul once they break it down and realize that 
18 what they thou ht was oin to take 10 hours may, in fact, 
19 take 20 hours, %-use $e$s a lot more damage underneath 
20 that? Is that what ou're telling me? 
21 MR. OWSL~Y: NO, sir 
22 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Okay. I didn't think so. 

1 5 something like you're t a l e g  about, the schedules and 
1 6 budeeted Dnce are not adlusted for that. We discussed that 
1 7 a 1 6  but they felt over a long period of time since the 

8 centers are not obligated for the whole fleet when they make 
9 one airplane tear down, that adjustments do occur as they get 

I 10 smarter on the condition of the airplanes coming in. 
1 1  But it certain1 does not cover if an airplane, for 
1 2  instance, say - 30 &s isn't an extremely long tlme on a C- 
13 5, as you know. It mght be on a fighter plane, but a C-5 is 
14 enormous and is old and has a lot more difficult ways of 
15 etting into the airplane than a modem airplane has. So 
16 bey could, indeed, miss a bi p n  of the work packa e, and 
17 that would afterwards make &em miss schedules and %udgets. 
18 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And my only point was, on an 
19 airplane like the C-5A, which went through an enormous 
20 workload during Desert Storm, like our tanks in the Army did, 
21 you know, your standard convention is out. And it will be 
22 years before you figure out how all that worked out. So I 

I I 
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1 The C o ~ s s i o n  has received a number of ~vis lons  
2 to the downslvng recommendatlon. I am displaym two '! 3 versions of the BRAC recommendations, the recommen ation that 
4 was forwarded on the 1st of March., and the recommendation 

that Secretary of the h r  Force testified to la$ week. 
6 The ongmal downsivng recommendation requires 
7 $183 million of one-time costs and would result in steady- 
8 state savings, annual savings of $89 million, and a net 
9 present value of $991 million. Last week Dr. wdnall used a 
10 verslon which would reauire $234 milion m one-time costs 
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I 11 and result in sav@gs of $92 million a year and net present 
12 value of $975 mllion. 

Pa e61  
i just wanted to make sure I understood what you were @ging 
2 us here. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: You may proceed, Mrs. Rsse. 
4 MS. REESE: Thank you. I want to make one more 
5 comment about the cost data, just to be more complete with my 
6 answer to Commissioner Steele. The source of this data that 
7 I have on the screen is DOD data. I think ou've $so been 
a present+ wi* data that has been repared outstde 
9 compames, pnvate sector firms. %us 1s d l  ~ O D  data. 
10 Turning to the next slide, the DOD BRAC 
11 recommendatlon to downsize all Air Force depots has two 
12 com nents. Two million square feet of depot space will be 
13 motgPalled. m s  will elimmate the mount of square 
14 footage used by the depot but will not eliminate depot 
15 infrastructure. 
16 Slight1 less than 2,000 personnel sitions would 
17 be eliminad. The persqmel number is?& on an 
18 -m tion that engmeenpg of the depot process will result 
19 m a 1 l' percent productiv~ty Improvement. This is the first 
20 time that d o w n s h g  has ever been pursued through the BRAC 
21 process. Downsiring will not reduce overhead costs. As a 
22 result, costs per hour w~l l  mcrease. 

As we reviewed the military department's COBRA 
results, we saw significant differences between the results. 
Examining the assumptions behind tpe military department's 
COBRAS, we also saw sigmficant differences. Ths  chart 
displa s the differences in COBRA assumptions that im act 
annuafsavings. And it shows the differences between &e Ai 
Force's assum tions and the Commission's.staff assumption. 

The Air Force assumes a six-vear ~ e n o d  to close a 
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I 9 percent ersomel to rovide base o p e d  sup ort at the 
2 receivin rocation, wi& the exception of ~ e f j ~  wtere we 
3 rea l igd  all base o eratin personnel for Air Porce tmants 
4 being ~ontoned to I%cwan%, which is an issue that I'll talk 
5 about m a cou le of mutes .  
6 The ~ e z n s e  Agenc assumptions are scenario-based 
7 and will a l g  explainedlin dptad. on an u coming slide 
8 The ~ommrssion staff assumpbon is that efminations 
9 evegy phased over the 1ast.four years, and no personnel are 
lo ellmated or realigned untll the up-front p l m g  year, 
11 1997. 
12 COMMISSIONER COX: Ann, onethat uestion, ou all 
13 on the four-year time to close, wluch is r e h  five L u s e  
14 of the pl-g year, didn't evenly phase. &en the Air 
15 Force assumption says six years, was that evenly phased over 
16 six years? 
17 MS. REESE: .No, -*am. The Air Force assumed tha 
la all of the position elimmations would occur m the very las 
19 year, in the sixth year. 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: So nothing would ha n for six 
21 years, and then in the sixth year, .everythin wourbppen? 
22 MS. REESE: All the posibons wouli be elimmated 

21 depot installation. Based on discusiions'that we have had 
22 with DOD personnel and based on historical experiences of  the 
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1 at that oint. Yes. 
2  OMM MISSIONER COX: I see. Thank vou. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, ~ommis;ioner Cox. 
4 Proceed. Mrs. Reese. 
5 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Mrs. Reese, uick question. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Co-ssioner zteele. 
7 COMMISSIONER STEELE: On your 15 percent assumption 
8 for elimination of selected ALC personnel, what kind of 
9 assumptions do the Navy and Army use? I respect Mr. Owsley's 
lo rivate sector service and ex nence immense1 , but I. would 
I I h e  to compare this within Department, if {could, 
12 please. 
13 MS. REESE: The Navy and the Army have up-front 
14 position eliminations of 20 to 40 percent for industnal 
15 activities similar to what -- 
16 COMMISSIONER STEELE: So you took a pretty 
17 conservative route, here? 
18 MS. REESE: I believe we did. That's right. 
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thanks for clarifying that. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Proceed, Mrs. Reese. 
2 1 MS. REESE: Thank you. The next slide lists the 
22 COBRA assumptions that impact one-time cost. We did not 
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1 services that have closed large industrial activities, we 
2 believe a three-year time to close is realistic. But to be 
3 conservative, we assumed a four-year period. Further, we 
4 built in a one- ear planning period so, in fact, the time to 
5 close that the $ommission staff assumed is five years. 
6 The Air Force COBRAS assume, we believe, an 
7 unrealisticall small number of personnel eliminations. 
8 Drawing on &e experience ofthe other military services with 
9 installat~on closures and dpwmg.on Jim Owsley's 42 years of 
10 experience m the defense mdustnal busmess, we realize 
1 1  that persoeel eliminations will result from closure and 
12 consolidation of workload. 
13 We assumed that 15 percent of selected air 
14 logistics center personnel would be eliminated to include 
15 depot maintenance personnel, materiel management, 
16 contracting. and computer support personnel. We believe that 
17 this is a very conservative estimate, and we base it in part 
18 on the Air Force's downsizing BRAC recommendation, which 
19 eliminates 15 percent of direct labor depot personnel. 
20 We also assumed a 15 percent ellmation of ALC 
21 medical facility personnel and management overhead personnel. 
22 Of those personnel realigned, we would realign an additional 
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1 think it a propriate to include civilian accrued leave cost 
2 as a BRA 8 cost, because it's the obli ation of the government 
3 to ay regardless. We also thoug%t it inappropriate to 
4 incRde an additional $30 million to implement each closure, 
5 given that the COBRA already includes a factor which 
6 calculates this cost. 
7 The COBRA factor calculates a 4 to $9 million 
8 amount for conversion a ency cost, depending on the size of 
9 the depot closure. No ofher service, and with only one 
lo exception within the Air Force, is there an additional mount 
1 1  on top of the COBRA factor included. 
12 We also did not believe it reasonable to include 
13 the cost to send equipment through the excess system. 
14 Historical experience indicates that roceeds equal cost. 
15 Equipment bu ers come out to the sgop floor to buy the 
16 equipment m i p a y  the cost to move it. 
17 To transition a product line requires the shutdown 
18 of one line and the start-up of another production line. If 
19 dollars were not an issue, one would probably set up two 
20 parallel 1-ins. 
21 T ~ I S  is not practical, so t ically , companies, as 
22 the other services have proposq do a build ahead an interim 



4 $6nm contractor support. 
5 We also disallowed the cost to procure new 
6 equipment. The Air Force assumed that all equipment would 
7 be moved or excessed and repurchased. This assumption does 
8 not recognize that there is considerable duplication of 
9 equipment, and consolidating work would permit increased 

lo  utdlzation of SDeclaliZed eaui~ment that mght otherwise be 
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11 undemtilized. 
12 Furthennore. the Air Force has already a schedule 
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1 contractor support to.avoid the high cost of duplicate lines. 
2 This is why we used this assum tion rather than the Air Force 
3 o m s i t i o n ,  which embodidboth; that is, parallel lmes and 

13 of equipment replacements and funds set aside in their 
14 budgets to do so. Finally, we used the DLA pro'ections to 
15 move.inventory. They wquld bear the costs we dave 
16 expenenced with distnbution.depot closures. 
17 This slide is an illustrative example of the 
18 personnel impact of our COBRA assurrptions. You can see that 
19 a 15 percent personnel eliqmation m the ALCs and a 50 
20 percent personnel assumption @ the mana ement overhead 
21 results in a flgnificant increase m the num&r of personnel 
22 eliminated at an ALC. 
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1 but as a downsizing? 
2 MS. REESE: Yes, that's right. 
3 COMMISSlONER COX: And then the COBRA, their COBRA 
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1 Almost 20 percent of the ersonnel savings accrue 
2 from Defense agency actions. h e  Defense Logistics Agencj 
3 personnel savings match the Defense Logistics Agency COBRAs 
4 that the 've run. The resultant savings would be accrued by 
5 the  erea ape Logistics Agency. 
6 DLA's assumptions are based on the historical 
7 experience that they ve had with closing distribution de . 
8 The Defense Commissary personnel will be eliminated with gtl 
9 closure of an mstallat~on. The Defense Flnance and 

10 Accountin Agency personnel will be fully realigned to the 
11 receiving iloetlon. 
12 The Information Agency personnel are the 
13 information processing people that you've seen in the Defense 
14 megacenters during your visits to the air logistics centers. 
1s We ehmmated the personnel from the jnfonnation Servlces 
16 Agency due to a letter that we've received from the 
17 Department of Defense indicating that, with a closure of an 
18 ALC, there would also be the closure of the mega-center. 
19 We realigned all Air Force tenants except the Air 
20 Force audit personnel who support the h r  Logistics Center, 
21 and we elimmated those positions. Of the rsonnel 
22 realigned, we also realigned a 9 percent adgional personnel 

proposals - 
MS. REESE: For downsizing? 
COMMISSIONER COX: No, for closure. 
MS. REESE: For closure. 
COMMISSIONER COX: When we asked for closure 

COBRAs, that's where this 373 elimination comes from? 
MS. REESE: That's nght. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Versus your projection of 1401? 
MS. REESE: That's correct. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Thank ou 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Jomksioner  Cox. 

Proceed, Ms. Reese. 
MS. REESE: Kelly Air Force Base was treated 

differently by the Air Force and b ourselves. Kelly Air 
Force Base is adjacent to ~ n c ~ a n J ~ i r  Force Base. In fact, 
some facilities on Kelly Air Force Base support units 
assi ed to Lackland. For example, the runway at Kelly is 
d b Y  the 761h Munitions Squadron, Wilford Hall, and the 
Interagency h r  Force Academy. 
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1 Also, there are a number of tenant units on Kdl 
2 not associated with the Air Logistics Center, that wouyd be 
3 expensive to relocate, which could be easil reassigned to 
4 Lackland Air Force Base. The best exampre of h s  is the 
5 433rd Air Lift Wmg. The 433rd is an Air Force Reserve wkg 
6 that flies the C-5 aircraft. 
7 The h r  Force Kelly closure scenario would assign 
8 all of the Kelly tenants not associated with the Air 
9 Lo ' tics Center to Lackland Air F o v  Base. The Commission 

10 stagi$opted the Arr Force seenano - close the Arr 
11 Logistics Center and all units associated with the ALC, but 
12 kee the rupwa open and assign all remaining units to 
13 ~ a c b a n d  h r  d r c e  Base. 
14 COMMISSIONER COX: And I'm sorry. Then the only 
15 base where we assume that the tenants would stay, as part of 
16 Lackland? 

~ 

17 MS. REESE: Yes, ma'am, that's correct. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Proceed. Ms. Reese. 
19 MS. REESE: This slide summa& the results of 
20 the Air Force closure COBRAs. The one-time costs range from 
21 a low of $575 million to a high of $1.3 billion. Stead 
22 state savings range from $62 million to $87 million. h e  

I I 
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1 to provide base o ratin services at the receiving location. 
2 COMMISSI&ER $X: uestion for you. You indicated 
3 - and I just want to make sure 7 understand you -- that our 
4 numbers, once we use the 15 percent on the ALCs, I thought 
5 you said matched the COBRA numbers. What does that mean? 
6 MS. REESE: I'm sorry. Would you repeat that? 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: I thought you had said that the 
8 numbers, our numbers on - staff numbers - on the 15 percent 
9 reduction, and how many eliminated that would be, matched the 

10 COBRA numbers. 
11  MS. REESE: I'm sorry. I perha s misspoke. The 15 
12 percent that we assumed, of selected JC rsonnel, was 
13 chosen, in art, because the Air Force assumption 
14 +&.the+ Bowiring but there were no 
15 elmmahorn contamed m the closure COIE~%I~ the Air 
16 Force re ared. 
17 ~ O ~ M I S S I O N E R  COX: I 
18 MS. REESE: So we based our i5 percent, in part, on 
19 the downsizing proposal, which would eliminate 15 percent of 
20 dlrect labor m the de ot category. 
21 COMMISSIONI& COX: They, themselves in their own 
22 proposal, eliminated 15 percent, not necessarify as a closure 
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1 number of years for return on investment ranges from seven to 
1 28 years. 
3 You can see the results of the rsonnel 
4 realignments and eliminations that &ow the assumptions 
5 that we 'ust highli hted. 
6 d s  chart -%rim, could you put both up 
7 simultaneously? Thank you. The chart on the right shows the 
8 ~ u l t s  of t+e COBRAS $at the Commission staff prepapi. We 
9 stmply adjusted the h r  Force closure COBRAS with the 

l o  assumptions that I've reviewed with you. You can see that 
11 the assumptions very much drive the results of COBRA. 
12 The one-time-costs to close come down slightly and 
13 range f q . ~  $409 mllion p $1.1 billloo, and the stead state 
14 savmgs ~mpmve substant~all and ran e from $153 d l i o n  t 
15 $178 million. The period ortime b e i r e  a return on 
16 investment is reduced markedly. The closure of Kelly and 
17 McClellan return after one year 
18 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Ms. Reese, could you explain 
19 that one-year return, when that actually is? That isn't Be  
20 year after? Just please tell ps what that means. How did 
21 YOU get to 2007, si~ , on Hill? 
22 CHAIRMAN ~ I X O N :  Do you understand the question, 
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1 Ms. Reese? 
2 MS. REESE: From the information we've displayed 
3 here, the return would come -- of course, we have a one-year 
4 planning year in our COBRAs that the Air Force did not. But 
5 the return would come in 2001, one year after the 
6 implementation 

STEELE: So it's five years plus, then 
8 it's one year, and that's when your return on mvestment 

MS. REESE: That's correct. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. Thank you. And that's 

12 the same way that the DOD - the  COB^ numberswe got from 
13 the DOD are? I:: MS. REESE: Right. 

COMMISSIONER COX: The closure year ~ l u s  whatever . . 
16 the return on investment is? 
17 MS. REESE: Right, using the same discount rates 
18 and the same assum tions there. 
19 CoMMlssIoERR COX: Right. And I want to talk about 
20 discount rates later, but let's o ahead. 
21 COMMISSIONER =&G: Ms. peese? 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 

rage 10 
1 MS. REESE: We took it. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: So for example, the C-5 hangar, 
3 which has been a big issue at ICefiy - 
4 MS. REESE: Yes. The Air Force assumptions of a 
5 $52 million cost to replicate +e C-5 han ar at another Air 
6 Force Base tvas both m the Au Force an% our COBRA run. 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: Okay. And that's true on every 
8 MILCON? 
9 MS. REESE: That's true on every MILCON. 
10 COMMISSIONER COX: Are there assum~tions - let's 
11 say the nuclear facility at McClellan - where-they said it 
12 would be really expensive to move it and we  said, "Oh, we're 
13 not going to, or did, every time they say they were goin to 

15 
4 14 move something and pay for it, we  took that same assumphons. 

MS. REESE: W e  took all of the MILCON assumptions. 
16 COMMISSIONER COX: Everything? 
17 MS. REESE: The only assumptions that we've 
18 changed, I've highlighted on a line-by-line basis for you. 
19 We've changed no other assumptions .than those I've given you 
20 a specific list for m the last two sl!des. 
21 COMMISSIONER COX: Smce we only changed the 
22 savings assumptions, we didn't change the costs? 
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1 MS. REESE: Yes, sir? 
2 COMMISSIONER KLING: I just want to be sure that 
3 we're understanding the same thing. We - the staff - went 
4 back to the Air Force and asked them to do these runs that 
5 we're looking at up here, to give us their cost to close, 
6 savin s, andso fo&. 

- 

7 . %IS. REESE: That's correct. 
8 COMMISSIONER KLING: So these figures that vou're 
9 doing were after we asked the Air Force t6 run the& numbers 
lo for G? 
11 MS. REESE: The chart on the right displays the 
12 COBRAs that the Air Force re ared 
13 COMMISSIONER K L ~ N ~ :  kght .  
14 MS. REESE: We took -- 
IS CHAIRMAN DIXON: The chart on the left, Ms. Reese. 
16 MS. REESE: I'm sorry. Yes. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The chart on the left. 
18 MS. REESE: The chart on the left, that's correct. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: We did ask them, that's their 
20 figures. 
2 1 MS. REESE: fight, those are their figures. We 
22 have a COBRA expert on the staff who took those COBRAs and 
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1 simply changed assumptions - took the very same COBRAS and 
2 sim ly made assumptions changes - and the results are on the 
3 rigit. 
4 COMMISSIONER KLING: And vou are now in the ~ r o c e s s  
5 of goin throu h what those assumptions were. 1 6 ds. REBSE: fight. I've reviewed those 
7 assu tions, that's correct. 
8 YOMMISSIONER KLING: oloy 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: Let me maie  sure I understand - 
10 because we talked about the assumptions and the personnel and 
1 1  that - where it is the MILCON costs, for exfm le -- d!d we 
12 make assumptions on that, where they said, &'re omg to 
13 have to build a C-5 hangar at Tinker" or "We're going to 1 ave 
14 to build or re lace a nuclear reactor at McClellap"? What 
15 assumptions t!id we use? Did we use theirs? Did we second 
I 6 guess -hose? 
17 MS. REESE: We did not change any of the 

any of the MILCON costs built into the Air Force 

20 COMMISSlONER COX: So whatever they said they would 
21 have to do to move that work, and whatever cost they said 
22 that was, we took it? 
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1 MS. REESE: We affected one-time costs sli htly. 
2 The annual savmgs were impacted because the didrence in 
3 the positions elimmated we thou ht reasonable - in fact, 
4 conservative -- in the phasing otthose position 
5 eliminations. 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: Essentially, there are a lot 01 
7 - not a lot - there are several assumptions that you all 
8 changed, but the biggest dollar assumption was the positions 
9 elimmated? 
10 MS. REESE: That's correct. 
11 COMMISSIONER COX: That was the largest? 
12 MS. REESE: That's correct. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Proceed, Ms. R e . .  
14 COMMISSIONER COX: I'm sorrv. While we're on that. 
15 since we're on it an the -- 
16 CHAIRMANE%N: Commissioner Cox. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: -- the assum tions that the 
18 Defense Department used m all of their  COB^ and m their 
19 recommendations, and the assumptions that we have used, 
20 assume a 2.75 ercent d i s c o ~ t  rate; is that correct? 
21 MS. REPSE: That9s nght 
22 COMMISSIONER COX: And what is that discount rate? 

--a- . -  
1 Where do we et that? Where do they get that? 
2 MS. RE~sE:  Where do the get that? 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: d e  didn't get it. We used 
4 theirs. 

- 

5 MS. REESE: That's right. And that was at the time 
6 the base closure preparation rocess began,. that was the 
7 accepted discount rate and I h, for consistency, the 
8 decision was that &at would remain the f i p r e  used 
9 throughout. We did not change that figure m our COBRAs. 
10 . COMMlSSIONER COX: Right. Otherwise. we wouldn't 
11 be able to corn are it to the orig;hal Defense numbers. 
12 MS. REJ%E: correct 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: However, as I understand it, 
14 shortly thereafter, that assumption changed, as far as the 
15 government -- 
16 MS. REESE: I guess there was an update. 
17 COMMISSlONER COX: - assumption on what the cost 
18 of money is, and most people would say a 2.75 percent cost of 
19 money is really low. And that assumption changed, as I 
20 understand it, and GAO also looked at this and recommended 
21 that a more reasonable assumption on the cost of money would 
22 be 4.85 percent; is that correct? 

I 1 
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1 w x :  
2 COMMISSIONER COX: Well, I just wanted to check 
3 So what we're sa ing is, even though you would show less 
4 savin s obvioud,  over a 20-year penod, still on Kelly and 
5 ~ c ~ L l l h ,  the return on investment here, you would still - 
6 MS. REESE: Is the same. 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: - make back your money, even at 
8 a 4.85 bercent discount rate? 

Page 79 
1 MR. OWSLEY: That's correct. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: And my understanding - and that 
3 makes not so much difference in some thin s and a lot of 
4 d i f f v  in those - it wuld nyke a lot ?!difference, 
5 partlcularl where you have a hlgh one-time cost, because 
6 that cost of money IS important; and so, even though I b o w  
7 we used the 2.75 for a good reason, we can't compare it by 
8 using some other number. 
9 Were you all able to run both their numbers and our 

10 numbers on this usin the GAO -- 
II MS. REESE: f e s  
12 COMMISSIONER' COX: -- presumption of a 4.85 
13 percent? I wonder if you could just tell us what did to the 
14 return on investment? 
15 MS, REESE: Yes. We have a slide that will ?how 
16 ou the difference. The net present value changes sli htly. 
17 ibs return. on investment fol those things that pa ba& later 
18 changes slrghtly for those h g s  that have an earier return 
19 on investment cost of mone -- 
20 COMM~SSIONER c&: Doesn't change that much? 
21 MS. REESE: -- doesn't change that much, exactly. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Have you concluded, Commiosioner 

~~- -- - 

9 $IS. REESE: Yes, ma'am, that's correct. 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: You ma proceed, Ms. Reese. 
I I COMMISSIONER COX: T h a d  you. 
12 MS. REESE: Thank you, Chairman. 
13 Switching gears from COBRA results. this slide 

Pa e 82 
1 distribution of work on a commodity-bycommodity basis, an 
2 the commodities o down to a reat level of detail. 

'f 
3 COMMISS~ONER STEKE: Okay 
4 MS. REESE: So .you @ow, when iou  look at it on a 
5 comm.@ity-bycommod~ty basis, you'rf: really lookm at the 
6 capabilrty of a de ot to perform a Certain type of worl, a 
7 capability to ergrm a cemin commodity group. 
8 CoMMPssIoNER STEELE: Okay And it also does not 
9 take into account any other depot capacity throughout the 

10 Department? 
1 1  MS. REESE: That's correct. 
12 COMMISSIONER STEELE: This is 'ust Air Force? 
13 MS. VESE:  That's precisely right. h s  is all 
14 within the h r  Force 
15 COMMISSIO&?STEELE: Thank ou 
16 CHNRMAN DIXON: And did you Ev;  a question, 
17 Comrmssioner Robles? 
18 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Yes, I do: .I jusf wondered, 
19 now smce th s  is core workload, by defmtion, is t h s  the 
20 studwe want to do in-house? There has been a conscious 
21 co orate decision that that is workload to be done in-house, 
22 ngYt? 

14 shows how wora&d would be distributed with a closure of two 
15 depots. We have fr uently been asked if workload can be 
16 accommodated wi thxe  closure of two Air Force de ots. 
17 chart shows the distribution of cqre y~or8oad 
18 to r e m a w g  de ots. The bass of t h s  distnbution 1s the 
19 A* Force Base. 2' losure Executive Group meeting minutes and 
20 bnefin materials, and the Jomt Cross-Servlce data. 
21 ' h e  Air Force's study qf potential depot closure 
22 contained a llstmg of appropnate workload movmg from 
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1 MS. REESE: That's ri ht. 
2 COMMISSIONER ROBLL:  So another wa to look at 
3 this, the spin 1 put on this ball is, once you - ifr make 
4 the decision to close two of those Air Logistics enters, the 
5 amount of capacity that's left, your surge capacity for core 
6 work in wartime - and please, I don't want to get into the 
7 one-shift, t ~ o ~ s h i f t ,  because you have to have a constant 
8 base of anal sls. 
9 But, Z r  normal peacetime operations, the amount 

10 that's between the top of the yellow and the top of whatever 
1 1  that chartreuse color 1s or whatever it is, is the excess 
12 capacity left in the entire United States Air Force. 
13 MS. REESE: That's the unused -- 
14 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And could ou kind of tell me 
15 what that is? If you took that little iece 4 that little E 16 piece and that little plece, how muc capacity are we talking - - 
17 about? 
18 MS. REESE: Oka . Just a minute. 
19 MR. OWSLEY: A l e  she's looking for.&+ number, 
20 Commiss~oner,~I would like to point out that t h s  IS a 
21 sin le-shft basis and, m the recent desert conflict, each 
22 of &e ALCs was called on to do specla1 thmgs, and they did 

L I 
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1 McClellan and Kelly to other depots. We can list the t pes 
2 of work, b a commodity-b sommodity grouping, andlthe 
3 numbers orhours. We can %st it in great detad, m other 
4 words if ou wish to see. it. 
5 h e  Kave also exammed this Air Force distribution 
6 on a commodit -by-commodity basis, and have confmed that 
7 the .core wordoad fits on a single shift within the capacity 
8 avrulable at the r e m a h g  three depots. 
9 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Ms. Reese? 
10 MS. REESE: Yes. 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Stele. 
12 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. So the bottom line on 
13 this is we all know there's excess capacity, but we all know 
14 +pacity is not capacity. You have to look at what it is and 
15 if it fits and the same with core. 
16 Ids. REESE: Right. 
17 COMMISSIONER STEELE: We all know there's more 
18 +pacity than there's wre  workload, but core is not wre; 
19 it's specific ty of core. .This ample-lookin chart, 
20 though, has a Eel of dew1 to the item, b d o n  DOD data. 
21 Is that what ou're tellin4 us today? 
22 MS. F&ESE: That s right. i h i s  chart reflects a 
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1 it b either puttin on a full second shift or one half a 
2 shil,  and were abfe to meet of the surge requirements 
3 with no problem. They all d~scussed that with us on our 
4 visits. 
5 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Owsley, in all deference, 
6 I understand that. But the fact of the matter is that, 
7 during World War 11, we put women in hard hats in factories, 
8 and wartime, which Desert Storm was, is a whole different 
9 issue. Yes, you could. But, for analysis purposes, you want 
10 to put this on a level playlug field, and that's why you use 
11 one shift. 
12 There's a lot of things ou wuld do under 
13 extraordina circumstances for a limited amount of time. 
14 But we're &m 
15 which is, hope&- dsyrtod.y 

?=time operations., 
y the majority o the work we're tallung 

16 about here. 
17 MS. REESE: The capacity would be 32 million hours; 
18 the core work, of course, remains at 27 million hours. And 
19 that is an 85 rcent utilization so, in other words - 
Xi COMMESIONER ROBLES: So what you're tellin me is, 
21 if you close two depots, you leave the Umted States jkr 
22 Force 15 percent excess capacity? 
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board of directors will leave ou alone? 
COMMISSIONER ~ 0 % :  Yes. That's for sure. 
MR. OWSLEY: The thine that I would like to 
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1 MS. REESE: That's correct. 
2 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I want to make sure we 
3 remember that, because I'll talk about that later on. 
4 COMMISSIONER STEELE: And I will robably add b 
5 that, that reasonable people could disagree %at one sluff 
6 should be the maximum that you look at for capacity on this 
7 issue. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: When we say 85 percent - and 
10 be, .Mr. Owsley, you're the right person to answer this - 
11 m &e slrlme busmess, if we can get to 85 rcent load 
12 factor, we would consider that ou wou&'t even try to 
13 get past. I mean, that would be-$11 capacit . 2 14 Is 85 percent -- can you really run a epot at 100 
15 ercent? Don't you have down time? Do you have to aUow for 
16 g-5s taking longer than people thought they might take? You 
17 have to allow for fixing the equipment. 
18 1 guess what I'm asking is, when we say 85 percent 
19 capacity, is that - in business, a lot of times that would 
20 be the most you would ever real1 et. I mean, that would 
21 be, for all intents and pu sea, 108 percent. 
22 MR. OWSLEY: I ~ O U  operate at 85 percent, the 

-- 

out, that's pointed out by ~ e n e G l  Curtis, is that these' 
figures do not conem the ability to do arplanes. Outside- 
air spaces and certam logstics centers, such as San Antonto 
Warner Robins, do quite a bit of airplane work outside. 
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1 cranes that break. 
2 And my central question on this is, did you look at 
3 the critical path? The question is, you can move all this 
4 stuff and dense ack it m somethmg, but is there a critical 
5 - does your anJYsis for that 15 percent capacity look at a 
6 critical ath? 
7 '&ere are certain things. You may have all the 
8 ramp space in the world, and you may have all the hangar 
9 space in the world but, if you do a cntical path analysis, 

10 everything has to go through this back shop operation, and I 
11 assume that none of that co4d be done, because we're talking 
12 about a very corn lex analysis.. 
13 MR. O W S ~ :  Co-ssioner, ercuse me. The Air 
14 Foqe did not have time to do that, nor did any of the other 
15 servrces, nor did we. 
16 The only one we did look at is we tried to see what 
17 would ha pen with the C-5, because it did, in some ways, 
18 relate to i e  B-52 tmnsfer that the ALCs experienced a 
19 number of years back, and .that was the only lace. But that 
20 is not a critical path analysis. That would d e  a great 
21 deal of time. 
22 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: So this is really a gross 

Because of the - 
COMMISSIO&R COX: Oukide, meaning on the I : 
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1 work that is distributed throughout five depots currently and 
2 taking the same number of hours, and puttmg them on a 
3 commodity-b -commodit basis within three depots. 
4 CqMM&SIONER SJEELE: So e"en though $e workload 
5 would pick up on any of these categones. it says it would 
6 *ust plug alon at the exact same rate even though it would # 7 i e  co-located. 

aprOnsMORT.%Z!~~: On ramps, tarmacs, and that. Because 
of the very nature of that, the services did not try to 
capture that when they reported depot capacity, so you have 
to remember all the hme that t@s excludes ai lane capacity 
on -ps and-that, but it does mclude all @eabfk shops - 
platln machme sho -- that su rt the a1 lane. EOMMISSIOPQER s T E E ~  And, 2. Reese, does or 
doesn't - 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Stele. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: - does or doesn't it include 

efficiencies of co-locating work? 
MS. REESE: No. T h ~ s  is simply taking the core 

- - - - - - . -. . . - . 

8 MS. REESE: That's correct. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Yes. but let me make surt I 

10 
I I 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

1 1 understand that. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
13 COMMISSIONER ROBLES; I understand efficiencies, 
14 but you drdn't factor mefficiencies, either. 
15 MS. REESE: No, sn, because -- 
16 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Because sometimes, when 
17 ou're mixbg a ples .and oranges and peaches and pears, you 
18 ave some me ciencies there. 
19 

H ff? 
And the second thing, 85 rcent capacity, I think, 

20 last time I checked, is optrmal. y o u  never want to squeez 
21 anything down to much more than 85 percent capacity, because 
22 you take into account nothing for work stoppages, overhead 

macro-analy sis? 
MR. OWSLEY: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions of 

Mr. Owsle or Ms. Reese on this graph? 
COM~ISSIONER COX: I'm sorry. To get back to that 

question - 
CHA.IRMAN DIXON: Commiqioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: -- reahm you didn't do a 

critical path, did we, though, look at r f t ~  cpmmodi,ties? 
When we say you could move - ou' have th~s  capacity at 
Tinker or Robins or Hill if you dosed McClellan and Kelly 
it wasn't in overall man hours, it was a "Move this to that.-' 
it was a settin out as the DOD would have done - did - in 
their own  COBRA^ 

MR. OWSLEY:. Most of this is from DOD. First of 
all, the gave lt to us m then COBRAS. 

dcondly. most of their COBRAS were based on a 
study called thi GMC-21 Study, which was done over a long 
period of time, which did, h fact, take commodiy-by- 
commodity en e stud , C-5 study for moving the C- from Stn 
Antonio to &er. W~ done by +r Force.experts in that ' 
busmess, and we used their schedulmg and ttungs to do tbal: 

So this isn't like the Air Force has not looked at I : consolidatm~ demts before. Thev have done it manv page ti- 9o 1 
3 and the A F M E - ~ ~  stud was set up for how would we loGk in b e  
4 future. and we used &at a great deal, as did the Air Force 
5 report it in their COBRAS, that this data is from the AFMC-21 
6 Study. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: You may oceed, Ms. Reese. 
8 MS. REESE: Thank ou. This cg r t  is an example of 
9 the cost advantage of cooso~&ting maintenance work. We 
10 have averaged the labor hour rate of two Air Force depots 
1 1  that do engme work and we show here that the consohciation 

e work reduces hourly overhead p t e  such that @ere I: !sfae%mllron -uaI savmgs. The savm s is substanhal, 
14 but it's not addressed or reco pmd by the 6 0 ~ ~ ~ s .  
15 COMMISSIONER STEE E Ms. Reese. I'm sorry, a quick 
16 question. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Stele. 
18 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Because there are a lot o 
19 questions on Kelly, and I want to make sure I have the full 
20 picture here. 
21 Kelly I believe, is the designated center of 
22 excellence for engines or whatever? What's the term I ought 

I 1 
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1 It doesn't make a great deal of difference, but we 
2 tried not to show one and the other. We tned to meld them 
3 together to show that there is significant savin s b 
4 consolidation without efficiencies being consi8eJ.  
5 And again this stud was done, and the AFMC-21 
6 study, that said.kelly courd do all of the engines. in the Air 
7 Force or that Tmker could do all of the engmes m the Ax 
8 Force. 
9 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Let me just ask one more 
10 level of detail, please. The director of financial 
11 management from Kelly Air Force Base rovided us a jet engine 
12 test cell y ability qemoraudum, ancfhe says: 
13 Wh~g both Tmker and Kelly have four large 
14 universal test cells the equipment for each center was built 
15 b different rnanukcturers. Neither lace can test all Air 
16 drce engines. However, with modikations, additional 
17 facilities and uipment, and substantial taxpa er 
18 mvestment, &r depot could accommodate d e  uirement. 
19 I h o w  we're witpin the same cqmmodity, 8 we have 
20 different types of machmes we're t a b  about here. I'd 
21 hke you to address both the cost to mod?fi, test cells one 
22 place or another, if you could please, and what percentage of 
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1 Let make sure I heard you correct1 . You told me 
2 that core work, when you closed two a n i  consohdated three, 
3 there's about 15 rcent excess c a i s  left for core work. 8" 4 But, in the worl of engines, if I you nght, Kelly has 
5 7 mdlion hours worth of capacity. 
6 MS. REESE: That's n ht. 
7 COMMISSIONER RO~LES: Tinker has 5. 
8 MS. REESE: That's ri ht. 
9 COMMISSIONER ROBLk: There's about 2-1/2 that's 
lo done in total workload, and that is a projected workload for 
11 forever? 
12 MS. REESE: No. It's a workload for FY '99. 
13 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And how much cnPinc workload. 
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1 to be using here? 
2 MS. REESE: Technical repair center. 
3 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Technical repair center for 
4 engines. So you would assume the expertise ts there. We're 
5 uslug averages here, and averages make me nervous, because 
6 I'm voting on specifics. 
7 If en ines came to Kelly, .versus if engines went to 
8 another d c ,  is there a dramatrc change in the savmgs or 
9 not? 
10 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I think there's a change in 
1 1  savings of about $3 million, based on the labor hour cost. 
12 Kelly s rate is slightly higher, and so there is somewhat of 

1: a Chm~~MMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. But the savings are 
15 just for consolidation; that is the main driver here? 
16 MR. OWSLEY: We should.point out that we did 
17 receive, from each of the commumtles, on engmes - because 
18 it's one of the two instances where you can compare something 
19 very similar, and all this business that we're into here is 
20 the en ine business even thou h the en es are different at 
21 both pfaces - the both fumisfd us wivtheir figures and 
22 what we tried to do is meld them together. 

14 if any, is bein done at Tinker right now? 
" 

15 MS. REESE: There's about 2-112 million hours - 
16 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: So if you F k  the 2-112 
17 that's being done at Kell and the 2-1!2 that's bemg done at 
18 Tmker, you mu out ~ d e r ' s  capabhty. So you7n at 100 
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1 that and, really, if one looks at the total cost of engine 
2 work and that, the adapters .m not the large thing, 
3 There would also be, ~f you recall m your vlsits 
4 the test engines differently at the two laces. ~ a s i ~ f l ~ ,  
5 t d e r  bangs them on an overhead stan4 San Antorno has 
6 u ward stands. So there would either have to be an 
7 Aptation made to the overheads or you would have to 
8 t ~ s p o n  the Tinker stands for their engines - I mean Kelly 
9 - if you moved them to Tmker. 
10 This was all taken into considefation in the Air 
1 1  Force studies. It was m utted in theu COBRAS. As recently 
12 as esterday I talked to k r  Force headquart~rs about t h~s  
13 anJ  they sa~d the numbers whch they had given us i. their 
14 COBRA for MILCON are correct for a movement of this nature. 
15 And we used - if you recall earlier testimony - we used the 
16 Air Force MILCON in these assumptions. We d~dn't try to go 
17 up or down on it. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
19 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Ms. Reese, I apologize for 
20 the neverending briefing, but, as you can see, some of the 
21 things we're drawing out here are going to be central to our 
22 later discussion. 

19 percent of ca aci 
20 MS. & E S ~ :  O%en$ 

e work; is that wirect? 
e inker commander indicated that he 

21 has the capacity to do 5.1 million hours - 
22 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: So he has .1 million hours 
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1 workload is that at Kell ALC? 
2 MS. REESE: &at -age of workload? 
3 COMMISSIONER SEE=: Yes 
4 MS. REESE: .Okay. Each of the ~ L C S  do about 2-11: 
5 million hours of e n p e  work. I thmk that Kell has about 7 
6 million hours of capacityand Tinker has about g million 
7 hours of capacl for engme work. So the statement that's 
8 bein made in 2 at memo that you've just read, the statement 
9 was %at both would fit either lace? 
lo COMMISSIONER STEELE: CO-t. 
11 MS. REESE: That ii a c-t statement. The 
12 capacity numbers that were provided to us assume$ that there 
13 was no military construction tequved and no si 
14 capital improvement costs r equ id .  There wotiE&Y&st r 
15 modify, that ma be Jim Owsley wuld speak to, in terms of the 
1s engine test ced .  
17 MR. OWSLEY: You know, this was something we talked 
18 to both commanders and, if you remember, when you were a 
19 both places they did say +ere w~ a study that had.- 
20 conducted for movmg to either dlrectlon on the enpes .  
21 There would be adapters and cell modifications in types of 
22 the equipment, but there would be no major MILCON involved in 
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1 worth of excess capacity or is there something I'm misslug 
2 here? - -- ~ 

3 MR. OWSLEY: May I correct that, please? At the 
4 Tinker presentation, it was 5.7 million hours that Tinker is 
5 able to do, not 5 million hours. 
6 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Okay. What do you say it is, 
7 then? If you combme the two en e worklo@, how much 
8 excess capaclty to do engme war% be left la the Umted 
9 States Air Force? 

10 COMMISSIONER STEELE: On a single shift. 
11 COMMISSIONER POBLES: .On a single shift. And we're 
12 not goln to et lnto ths  other shft hll later. 
13 Ma. O~VSLEY: ~ t ' s  about 10 percent, ~ m m i s s i o n m  
14 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: 10 percent. So ou now take 
15 15 percent eve@ excess capacity and you now &ve 10 
16 percent on e n p e  work, Apd yes, there are various 
17 permutations and combmatlons of that number, but I'm just 
18 trying to stlck to a constant tka$ here. 
19 MR. OWSFY: Corn@ss~oner, I would like,to point 
20 out to you that t h s  1s only talkm about the U.S. A r  
21 F O ~ .  ~f you had followed tho 8mss-~avice ~ e a m ' s  
22 recommendation, there would have been work going to 

I I I 
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1 1 would also like to say that, you know, on core, 
2 we don't want to discredit it, because we use it a lot and 
3 try to work with it, but at Kelly, for instance, the 're 

t i  4 doing, you know, a fair number of ship engines at are not 
5 coqel? the Air Force, and $e N a y  does have, both in Navy 
6 facilitres and pnvate facilrties, abrlity to do that, but 
7 they sent .them to Kelly because +ey got a better.price doing 
8 those engmes at Kelly. So there 1s some flexib~lity m 
9 core, albeit we don't have it defined here today. 
10 COMMISSIONER COX: But we're projectmg the same 
11 core on out into the future? 
12 MS. REESE: The core figures were reported for FY 
13 '99. 
14 COMMISSIONER COX: And they are the same, I'm 
15 sorry, as h s  ear for example? 
16 MS. ~ S E :  The core in -99 -- I haven't looked at 
17 this year. I believe that the core work will be reduced from 
18 now to '99. 1 b o w  that the services are.goin through a 
19 rocess of lookmg at the Roles and Missrons &mrmsslon 
20 kepon that recommends that all qf the depot yprk be 
21 pnvati@. and I know that the &r Force s uutial position 
22 is that, just to get to core, they'd have to put about 20 
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i Jacksonville and Cherry Point, and excludes the engine 
2 capability for these engines that are in the private sector. 
3 So there was a look to move en ines around to other 
4 places than j u s t . b t w ~ n  the two Air force depots, so.there 
5 would be an abrhty, if needed, to do some of these h g s  at 
6 other places. 
7 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And any notion about how much 
8 capacity there we're talking about? 
9 MR. OWSLEY: I'm not prepared to - 
10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I'm just interested in where 
1 1  el? they do F-100 engines and how much is done in the 
12 pnvate sector. 
13 MR. OWSLEY: We would - I'm sorry. I can't ive 
14 you that capacity thpt's remaining in the United States. 5 
1s do know that the Au Force looked. There are certain engines 
16 at Tinker and certain en ines at Kelly that could be done 
17 fairly easily at iscksonv%le, but Jacksonville does not 
18 begin to have the capacity that either Kelly or  Tinker has. 
19 And then there was some classes of en mes that the 
20 Cross-Service Group - which included the k r  Force and the 
21 Nav in that - looked at tha! could be done at Cherry Point, 
22 and f do not have those detarls here wrth us today. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: You may proceed now, Ms. Reese. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: I'm sorry. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
4 COMMISSIONER COX: On that workload, basically 5 
5 million -- between the tyo current workloads, Tlnker and 
6 Kell that's about 5 mllion man hours. Is that all core 
7 worhoad toda or are we doing some noneore in the depots? 
8 MS. RE~SE:  The Air Force reported that that's 
9 their core work. 
10 COMMISSIONER COX: That's all core workload. And 
11 what is the rejection? You mentioned in 1999 the number was 
12 different. %at we werenVt n-sarily going to be doing 
13 whatever we're doing today in 1999. Do we have a way to look 
14 at a projection over the years? Is it likely to o up. Are + 15 we going to have more engines, less e n p e s .  Do we have to 
16 do more work because we re using them more often? 
17 MR. OWSLEY: Excuse me. It is likely that there 
18 will be less engine hours, because, as both Air Force centers 
19 told us, the hours in between maintenance are going down, or 
20 the hours between are increasing, because the engine 
21 manufacturers have become more reliable in the engines that 
22 they're now puttmg out. 
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1 that the Commissioner Cox is asking. This is very senous 
2 business. Let's roceed. Cornmissloner Cox. 
3 coMMlsslL~ER COX: It would be over a 20 percent 
4 excess ca acit - 
r  dl B~ 'RDEN:  It's 29.5 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: 'There we go. Thank you. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All ri ht. 
8 MR. OWSLEY: ~ h d  you, Ben. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions? 
10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Yes, just one quick question. 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
12 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: You said that the commander 
13 of Tinker said that? 
14 MS. REESE: Yes, when asked - 
15 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: In all deference to 
16 commanders at depots, 1 understand what they get paid to do. 
17 What does the Umted State &r Force say? 
18 MS. REESE: 5.1 mllion hours capacity. 
19 COMMlSSIONER ROBLES: Okay. Let's not get 
20 mesmerized by what a depot commander sa s. Remember, they're 
21 in the business of doing workload. And, having.been one for 
22 most of my adult life, commanders have a sense m their 
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1 percent more in total out to the private sector than what 
2 they're doin ri ht now. 
3 MR. &!LEY: Current workload is about 4.4 millio~ 
4 hours. 
5 COMMISSIONER COX: So the 5 million in '99 is 
6 actually an increase on the current? 
7 MS. REESE: No, that's a more precise figure. I'm 
8 sorry. I was speakin in round numbers. 
9 CHAIRMAN 81x0~: Are there further questions? 
10 COMMISSIONER KLING: Yes. 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 
12 COMMISSIONER KLING: Just a comment. It IS fair to 
13 sa like the Roles Commission did sa the rivate sector is 
14 s t i i  out there, available to do an awfdiot,  i fwe get 
15 caught into it, ri ht? Is that a fair statement? 
16 MR. O W S ~ Y :  That's correct. I'd llke to just 
17 point one more thing out very quickly. I talked at length 
18 to both of these centers, hecause the engines is a very 
19 important thin to anybody that wants to et in the air: 
20 Most of b e  work m the h r  Force h o t s  is a-g 
21 out now, is moving over to intermediate maintenance as 
22 opposed to depot mamtenance, and they expect that trend to 
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1 even iqcrease in the out years, ax@ what that essentially 
2 means is that the nature of an e n e e  overhaul becomes less 
3 today because they fmd preventative maiqtenance is much 
4 better than waitmg until you blow a hole m an engme and it 
5 becomes a ma'or overhaul repair. 
6 So they have to have less eom licated equipment in 
7 total, but they have to have more ofthe equipment, because 
8 there are more en mes. 
9 CHAIR MA^ DIXON: Commissioner Cox 
10 COMMISSIONER COX: More numbers here. '1'm just 
1 1  registering what ou just said. 4.4 million is the projected 
12 workload for '99. 4 
13 MS. REESE: FY '99. Yes. 
14 COMMISSIONER COX: And 5.7 million is the capacity? 
15 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: The commander of T i e r  
16 indicated that his capacity was 5.7 million hours for engine 
17 work. 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: So that's more than a 10 percent 
19 excess ca acit ? I thou ht we were talking about 5 and 5.7? 
20 ~ l f l  OXSLEY: f can tell you st  h s  point, 1*m not 
21 sure I can multipl . 
22 CHAIRMJDIXON: Well, try to answer the question 
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1 lexicon. It's called "can do." 
2 So. I'm interested in what the Department says 
3 pragmatically can be done. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions or 
5 statements before Ms. Reese proceeds? Commissioner Cox. 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: I'm sorry. I see that Ben had 
7 his calculator out and, smce I asked for the 29 percent 
8 based on the co~pmander, I should ask for what percentage is 
9 the excess capacity in 1999, based on the .hr  Force's 
lo numbers? 
11 MR. BORDEN: Based on those numbers of 4.4 and 5.1, 

that's 15.9 rcent. 
CO&ISSIONER COX: 15.9 percent. Thank you. 
MS. WESE: And tq further y e r  Cornsaone r  

Robles' question about engme capacity, I did a quick 
calculation of the Jacksonville capacity, and there's about 
650,000 hours of unutilized ca acity m Jacksonville. 

COMMISSIONER ROB~ES: n~bank you 
C H W A N  DIXON: Now, are there further 

questions? 
No onse.) 

&HN%AN DIXON: Ms. Reese, you may proceed. 
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1 MS. REESE: Thank you. Next slide. Fine. 
2 This chart is an example -- excuse me. This last 
3 slide summarizes the economic and tiering information that I 
4 present*, so you can more easily see the differences between 
5 mstallatlons. 
6 The one-time costs that the Commission staff used 
7 for .their COBRA assumptions declined slightly. me annual 
8 savlngs and return on investments driven by the differences 
9 in personnel assumptions are the more marked difference. The 
10 adjustments that we've made to our COBRA assumptions are very 
I 1 conservative, We believe that the savings that we've listed 
12 are ve realutlc. 
13 %e closure of Air Force de ots could reduce excess 
14 DOD infrastructure and could male funding, not otherwise 
15 available, available for flying hours, investment, or quality 
16 of life. 
17 And that concludes my resentation. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON:  rat concludes your presentation, 
19 Ms. Reese? Are there any uestions? 
20 COMMISSIONER C ~ X :  YS 
2 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: ~omm.issioner Cox, 
22 COMMISSIONER COX: We say the one-tlme costs 
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i decreased slightly, but it's a prett lar e rcent. I'm 
2 just looking at iirst one - ~ c ~ l e i a n ,  f .Wto  4.10. Can 
3 you tell me what - m . ma+ is pretty bad too, at h s  point 
4 - but that's $165 mlzon difference, well over 10 percent 
5 decrease - what are the bi factors m that? 
6 MS. REESE: One 05 the factors was the assumption 
7 that w e  not include a $30 million amount for Base Conversion 
8 Agenc costs on to of - 
9 ~ O M M I S S I ~ N E R  COX: o f  the $9 million? 

10 MS. REESE: - on top of the $9 million. 
11 COMMISSIONER COX: Okav. So that's S2O-somethine 

w 

12 million. 
13 MS. REESE: Yes. Just a second. Yeah. Another 
14 oneltime costs that comes down is the movin costs. We're 
15 reahgnin fewer rsomel throu h our  COB^ assumptions. 
16 COhMISSl&ER COX: Is tfere an average? I see Mr. 
17 Bivins back there - there is an average moving cost? How do 
18 we get that number? 
19 MS. REESE: Okay. We're going to ~ u l l  that out. 
20 COMMISSI.0NER C ~ X :  0kay:1 guess f'm looking for, 
21 is that $100 mlhon of the $165 mllion or is that $20 
22 million? 

- 
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1 MS. REESE: I guess we're pulling out a slide that 
2 will answer your quesfion. 

- 

3 COMMISSlONER COX: O k a ~ .  And also, if you would 
4 just go throu h that on Kelly, too. 
5 MS. REESE: yes 
6 COMMISSIONER'COX: ~ o t  every one, but the big 
7 numbers. 
8 MS. REESE: Okay. Well, another significant 
9 difference was the -- surprisin 1 , the DLA rejection to q?' 1 10 move inventory was substantia y lower m a cases exce t, 

1 1  in one ALC, it was higher. I thmk it was about $20 milion - 
12 less. 
13 We used DLA's assumption based on the fact that 
14 they've had exyerience with closing distribution depots and, 
15 of course, they re the eople that are going to be b r i n g  

17 Force's costs. 
g 16 the costs, so we used t elr costs, rather than the Arr 

18 Another cost is the civilian te-a1 leave cost. 
19 I think it's about a $5 mllion or $7 mlllon difference. 
20 We assum,d that the t e m a l  leave or accrued annual leave is 
21 an obligation of the overnment, regardless, so we also took 
22 that out of our  COB^ assumptions. 

-- 
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1 What are the other big differences? 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions of 
3 Ms. Reese? 
4 COMMISSIONER KLING: 1 have a comment I'd like to 
5 make. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling has a comment. 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: You know, I had the - and 
8 I'll say this - I had the privilege of visiting every one of 
9 these depots, and I'm ealun for myself. I can be 

10 particularly proud of w T %  at we ave out there, of all these 
1 1  mstallations. These are wonderful, wonderful places and the 
12 people are absolutely spectacular at every one. 
13 However, saylng that, when you look at some of 
14 these fi ures and when you look across each location, and you 
15 see *$tiPle plating facilities, you see m d t i p l ~  painting 
16 facil~ties, you see multlple macplne shop facllit~es, ~t 
17 kinds of leads ou to fact of sa mg, we do have a lot of 
18 duplication and: when you loo; out - and ust forgetpng the 
19 figures and the numbers -- you see tremendous capaclty 
20 available in all these depots. 
21 And then you, of course, look at the Roles 
22 Commission, that says the private sector is another direction 
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1 to go for these de ts -- which I ha n to believe, that 
2 that is a thing in future - all OPES, it leads ou to 
3 a conclu~ion. as sinful and as tough as it is, andl 
4 unpleasant, that &e direction to go is to close some of 
5 these facilities, these depot facilities that we have. 
6 And I ust wanted to make the comment that they're 
7 ail wonderfu?, they're d l  great, they serve this country 
8 very, very well, and it's very, very tough, but that's - I 
9 just wanted to make that statement. 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Cpmmission.Kling. 
11 Comrmssioner Steele and then Comrmssioner Davls. 

Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. A general question and 

then a cou le of specifics, if I could, lease. 
The born memo that's been rezrred a at times, 1 

believe projects in 1999 or dictates in 1999 that the 
employment level in the ALCs drops 26,000 peo le from, I 
guess, about 72,000 today; is that mmct?  Are gose 
numbers ri ht? 

MS. ~ E E S E :  That sounds right 
MR. OWSLEY: Yes. they have: 
COMMISSIONER STEELE- So tell me how that's going 
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1 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Oka . S ifically .with 
2 Kelly, just a cou le more things. The JMF 
3 the 552 million MkCON for the annual maintenance o 1 !mJete C-5 
4 aircraft in this one memorandum I've been given, and the 
5 annual projected workload is 21 aircraft. 
6 I m wonderin if the numbers we are usipg match up 
7 with the actual worfload nsessary m this particular 

: categg:. PWSLEY: The 13 Venus 21 was brought up by the 
10 San Antomo cornmum . I beheve that's the oqly place I've 
11 seen it. I called AFM 2 headquarters on h s  tw~ce now, and 
12 their ro'ections are, and certai@ in the time frame that 
13 h s  &dc would take lace, widbe 13 aircraft, and that's 
14 what they based their POBRAS on and that's what they based 
15 the $52 million for the hang? on. 
16 Other than that, there is a possibility that you 
17 might et into some situation where you indeed had to rocess 
18 throub more aircraf'k. One time there was 33 C-Ps setting 
19 down at San Antonio and they were trying to process them very 
20 uickly, but the number that they were supposed to use durin 
21 %S exerci~e, .both the ALCs and in utting data and #e 
22 people receivmg the data, was 13 u r p ~ e s  per year to be 
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1 includes a $52 million construction cost for C-5 hangar. We 
2 have included that in our COBRA as well. There is other 
3 construction costs that the Air Force have put into their 
4 COBRAS to su port C 5 work for a total of $78 million that 
5 can be attributed% C-5 work in the Air Force COBRAs. And 
6 as I mentioned, we didn't change any of the MILCON costs in 
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1 to impact this, as well. I mean, we always say we n J d l  
2 the de ot personnel, largely, to do this workload, but even 
3 thoug# they need it they're going to lose 26,000 people by 
4 '99 as directed by the Department. 
5 How does that impact - number of ALCs affect that 
6 workload balance? 
7 MS. REESE: Well, you know, the ALCs have been 
8 through a tremendous amount of downsizing over the past many 
9 years. m s  is just a further Pit, if you yill that the 
10 ALCs w l l  have to take, and it gets relativefy more 
11 expensive, on a labor-hour rate, to run these places because, 
12 you know, of course, when you maintain all five, ou maintain 
13 the cost, ou know, the infrastructure to run &em, with 
14 fewer andlfeyer personnel. 
15 I think it would be tremendously difficult to 
16 take - 
17 COMMISSIONER STEELE: To spread that workforce out 
18 over five versus a number less than five. 
19 MR. OWSLEY: I think we should correct one thing. 
20 The Dorn memo reall has to be m effect by 2001. 
21 C O M M I S S I O ~ R  STEELE: Oka . I'm so '7- 22 MR. OWSLEY: I just want to d e  sure we on't - 

- - 
7 our own. 
8 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. There is a lgge 
9 differential on transfer of equipment. Have we looked mto 
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I COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. I asked all this 
2 because I am an economist by back round and by nature but the 
3 decision is readiness, military vdue and .&g sure things 
4 fit, which is why.1 want to get very speclfic on - even 
5 though I agree with the assumptions we are proceedm with 
6 here, I want to know, you know, real numbers and re!l 
7 amounts, if you wonder wh I'm di ging so deeply here. 
8 We had a cost chart a h ,  I beieve, Ms. Reese, 
9 comparing data? 
10 MS. REESE: Yes, we have. Could I have chart 48-B, 
1 1  please? 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: 48-B. 
13 MS. REESE: This is a chart that.shows numbers that 
14 were displayed on a memorandum that mdicate the Kelly 
15 cornmum estimates of costs for the categories that I have 
16 listed on g e  left. And I have also picked up the costs that 
17 the Air Force includes in those categories and then we have, 
18 as I mentioned, chan ed some assumphons in our COBRAS and so 
19 you can see the differences. 
20 The Kelly commuty  estimates construction costs 
21 for the C-5 hangar of $82 million - or, excuse me, the 
22 estimate military construction of $82 million. The ~ir$orce 

- - 
lo that'? 
11 MS. REESE: Yes, I have tried to determine the 
12 basis for that $102 million and have been unsuccessful. I 
13 simply ulled, for the next two columns, what is contained i~ 
14 the kr%orce and our COBRAs for . t h ~  cost for transfer 

t I can not tell you what is m the 102. I have 

17 MR. OWSLEY: We furnished that 102 million after it 
18 was submitted to AFMC headquarfers and yesterday they called 
19 us and said they can not reconcde wlth that number and that, 
20 again, that their numbers and the COBRAS and the FMC-21 is 
21 based on 13 ai lanes and that those are their correct 
22 numbers as they?ave them in the COBRA. We don't know where 

- 
processed. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Oka . Do you all have a 2 
backup chart on some of these costs, ~ e l L ' s  specific costs I 3 - - 
on C-5 and en ' es? 

MS. EKE: C-5 en ines? 
COMMISSIONER sTEE~E: Well, C-5 workload and 

engines, just the differences between what Kelly or the 
communiti. has stated and what you believe those numbers ought 

enginework. - 

MS. REESE: You would like to see the ~rcentages? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Yes. What is the total 

to be, juit so we can make sire  we have addressed every:thing 
here. And the reason I ask, earher I had asked the question 
of what percentage of workload at Kelly is the C-5 and is 

amount of workload at Kelly that's in these two functions. 
MS. REESE: Oka Could we  have slide 48-A please? 
CHAIRMAN D I ~ O N :  Slide 48-A, please 
MS. REESE: This is the composition of the major 

work at Kell and you can see that the C-5 airframe is about 
24 percent, (!?5 engine is 29 prcept, all other en ines, ypu 
know, the difference, if you wll ,  is 30 k d s o m  
total, C-5 and e n p e s  is 83 percent of 6%Ttkork .  

9 
10 
11 
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the 1% came from - or the makeup of it. We know w%ere it I 
came from. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: So that is the C-5 workload. 
And under the staff closure assumptions, the up-front cost t~ 
close was 412 and some million and that the piece for the C-: 
would be somewhere between the commission number and the 
community number, maybe the Air Force's number in there. 

MS. RljESE: What I am displaying on the colpmissiaz 
staff column is out of that COBRA that you are malang 
reference to of a total 412 one-time cost. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. And the C-5 workload 
plus the engines. And we didn't have a dollar amount on 
engines to move them, did we, earlier when we discussed 
en in??. The gentle-, the financial director from Kelly, 
h A  said it was a si ficant tax ayer investpent. Do we 
have a dollar sign goes to t& or an estimate, educated 
estimate at all? 

MS. REESE: There is the cost for modifications, as 
I understand it, included in the Air Force COBRAs. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: That's right. I apologize. - - - 
I remember. 

MS. REESE: I don't know -- I don't have reference 

L 1 
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1 to that immediately. I did not change it in our version of 
2 the COBRA. 
3 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. Mr. Chairman, I have 
4 some questions on McClellaq as well. We have kipd of been 
s tallun a lot about Kell but if you would llke I will pull 
6 back (hose until we shi6 earn, whichever you prefer. 
7 CHAIRMAN D ~ N :  Commissioner, I want to 
8 accommodate every commissioner and then I want to remind 
9 eve com+ssioner we have voted pnly three times* sq far. 

10 ~ut rcer taml  am interested m havmg every comrmssloner be 
I I fully heard. &ommissioner Davis is next. 
12 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Sir, as you can tell, we are 
13 in an excruciating period. And mentioning excruciating I 
14 hope we have a health and mamtenance break here shortfy. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: AAer the vote we will have one, 
16 Commissioner. We are going to have a vote before we have a 
17 health break. 
18 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: A couple things. Having 
19 ridden about hvo and a half feet from some of the products 
20 that Kell does, and I know Mr. Owsley talked about 
21 intermdate and we'll do a little bit better, I know the 
22 services are divesting their intermediate maintenance because 
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1 the mean time between failure improvements occurred across 
2 the products. 
3 But I still think there will be a legitimate amount 
4 of depot work that will be required some slight reduction, 
5 but I m not sure I agree yith signidcant reduction, which I 
6 thought ou led us to belleve. 
7 ~k OWSLEY: Well, they said that in engines was 
8 all. I don't know about the rest. 
9 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Well, the.problem with 

10 engines, or jet aircraft e n p e s  is catastro hlc failures 
11 somet im~ uire excess capability. ~ n 8 1  note you talked 
12 about the j o 3  service groups but et the Secreta of 
13 Defeaq neglected to pass any of J o y ?  on. We a%owledge 
14 that so ~ t ' s  not the duty of h s  comrmssion to try to fix 
15 that. 
16 Sir, I would like to make -join General Robles 
17 with - this is my soap box. I am very familiar with these 
18 products and-we ve got a v fine staff here, but as staffs 
19 tend to do thmgs we seem t% overly fascipnted on capacity 
20 - depot ppacity. . Staffs love to measure b g s  and 
21 capacity is the aslest h g  to measure, and bean counters 
22 love capacity because it's easy to measure. 
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1 Navy's numbers on such short notice, but I think if you look 
2 at the Army and the Navy you are gomg to see exactly the 
3 same thmg. 
4 That is capabilit that is lost before we take any 
5 action on any depot ?rany service h e n  toda . Closmg 
6 depots *.my view, IS a ~ e r y ,  very senqus t k g .  It can 
7 severeiy disrupt that service and m particular m h s  
8 discussion, the Air Force's ca .ability, war-time ca ability. 
9 You have heard all the &scussions about  elf^ and 

10 McClellan and their ca abilities, the C-5 high bay han ar. 
11 The C-5 is a partlcularh different weapon system and &ere 
12 are.many times a C-5 must be under cover to r r fo rm any 
13 maln@nance function. So ramps also are capa Ility, are. 

l4 
, but they can't necessarily be totally measured m 

IS capabi ity. 
16 We onl need to remember the time you could look on 
17 one of these depots? ram s and see F-15s sittin out there 
18 without any en iqes in gem because we didn9t%ave the 
19 cap?bi l i~?  re%uild those en es and et them flying 
20 agam. we can not Fver g g e t  the Binker hangar fire. 
21 In reduclng ca ac~ty to the optimum amount, 
22 whatever that mght%e, we lose, I think, capacity and 

I 
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1 capability to do more joint cross servicing. Privatization 
2 can work, but privatization takes a long tlme to get started 
3 and with propnetary information you may not be able to do it 
4 at all. It depends on the contractor. 
5 So as we reduce capac~ty. I would recommend that we 
6 do it very carefully. We keep our eyeball on the capability 
7 and make sure we do not impqct on those vital weapons 
8 rograms that we are considenag he=, such as maybe the F- 
9 %, the B-2, and others. 

10 Thank ou, Mr. Chairman. 
11 S H d A N  DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Davis. 
12 Comssioner  Monto a. 
13 COMMISSlONEg MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman, I think that 
14 we could talk about these numbers the rest of the week and 
15 avoid the ultimate, and 1 want to be the first to throw a 
16 rock, not at anyone but m a big pond and start the npple 
17 effect. So I'mgoing to ut my stake in the ground on where 
18 it is this co-ssioner t & h  we ought to go, and maybe that 
19 will adyance the thought to \vote. 
20 Flrst of all, I want to ve the Air Force credit 
21 for what they have done m & sense. 1 have mme to 
22 believe that they believe what they have put forth sincerely 
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1 But capacity can generally be equated to buildings. 
2 Then are some other measurements, but capacity can generally 
3 be equated to buildings. And, frankly, some overcapacity 
4 helps. It allows that surge work that all of us who have 
5 flown these jet engines would like the capability to exist. 
6 It allows some commanders, frankly, with overcapacity - and 
7 I.me-n more bulldings than the reall need at the present 
8 tune - to tear dowp same bullJmgs d a t  should have been 
9 tom down a lon time ago but, frankl they could not afford 

10 to because they h to keep the capab$ty that capacity gave 
11 them oing.. 
12 kP8Cig is impmtmt m d  we should concern 
13 ourselves wi it, but capability is the one thin that .we 
14 ral ly need to keep our eyes on the M. CI Eility is what 
15 - is men, women and machines and what gy produce: 
16 Capabili is what provides I+ that war-fi hting capabih . 
17 In % . e Chairman's aprmn remarksf stated, and ? 
18 uote, 'S- 1984we hav= reduced the sue  of the d t a r y  
19 40 percent. ?h.t IS ca abdjty lost since 1986. Those are 
20 forces that are gone. '&e Au Po- de ts have drawn down 
21 their work forces by 32.08 t m & same time frame 
22 since 1986, and I suspect i E d n ' t  get the Army and the 
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1 and accurately, based-upon their hilosaphy, 
2 I also want to dispel out o?my -nmg the chart 
3 that we saw this morning that pits employee productivity bast 
4 against b t p  in an way, shape or fotpl. I thdc th* 
5 productivity at a t 1s often a function of l e a d ~ h p ,  is 
6 often a function of management, and often a funchon of the 
7 kind of work ou're doing. Apd one gets into all sorts of 
8 subjectiv~ go that, for me, is off the scope. 
9 ~ u t k e  facts are that over the course of the yearn 

lo the other two semisas have, in fact, c l o d  depots. When I 
11 graduated from the Naval Academy we had some fourteen 
12 shipyards and now we am wntcm l a b  going to four. And so 
13 there have beexi ?me serious c$&ot 80&gs over time of 

very important faclhties. 1: 2, vlew the facts, we are about the business of 
16 saving money and about matching productive capaci 
17 count to our workload. I believe that to close no gin this 
18 would% shirking the b b  that we h v c  before us. I gb 
19 believe, havin heard h e  Air j?orce, havin heard them and 
20 beheve them, ba t  maybe closm two wouh be tco much. 
21 However, if I have the option of nm or two, then I think 
22 two would still be appropriate, based on my analysis. 
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1 unlike the laboratories that we have just kept o en. They 
2 are extremely unique functions. They do not f$ well in 
3 matching with other of the depots in the country and, 
4 therefore, I don't think that there is the further potential 
5 of cost savings from consolidations. 
6 And, lastly, and it is a criteria which I have 
7 looked at very, very hard, this is the one place where if you 
8 close this particular base the military is gone. There have 
9 been two other base closures taken lace in Sacramento, one 

10 Air Force base, one &my base. 1&c~lellan goes, there is 
1 1  gomg to be a cumulative Impact unllke an other locat~on 
12 and, secondly, those federal employees !Jl not have safe 
13 haven in thelr area, which would be ss~ble at other 
14 locations. ~ n d  I think that that is, aROhgs being equal, 
15 a factor that ought to be considered. 
16 I want to conclude by saym I want to make it 
17 clear that I am oing to vote for tie closure of a base. I 
18 won't vote for %s one. And I also believe that there is a 
19 possibility tpis.commission will close two, b . d  on m senst 
20 of the questlolung and sense of our comrmss~oners, andl1 am 
21 prepared to go there too, Mr. Chairman. 
22 Thank you. 
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1 year 2000 or 2005 or 2010 we won't be there, but I'll tell 
2 you I was m the service for almost 30 years and we have beer 
3 talking about rivatization since the da I came in as 
4 lieutenant anzwe aren't that much fartier head today than 
5 we are now. 
6 So given that as a backdrop, I think we have to be 
7 very, very careful that we don't take a -- o a bndge too 
8 far and real1 - cut a capacity that I worry h u t .  And you 
9 say, well, ilyou spent so much time as a war fi hter, why 

10 aren't you fightkg about force stcfure? I'll d l  you. 
1 1  Force structure IS eas . It IS relatively easy to cut out 
12 force structure. It is h ard as heck to cut out 
13 mfrastructure, and especially maintenance mfrastructure. 
14 When I was the Army s budget director I was on -- 
15 some of the folks here - I was on depots big time because I 
16 thought their overhead was too high. I thought that there 
17 was excess ca acity. But I never, ever was a champion of 
18 closing eve %ng we had down. What I said was we got to 
19 get more efKient, we've got to cut our overhead, et cetera, 
20 et cetera. 
2 1 And so I have heard a lot of debate toda about all 
22 that and I will tell you that I believe as my d e a g u e ,  

) 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Montoya. 
2 Commissioner Robles. 
3 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, since we  have 
4 joined the debate I think I need to, if you thought I was on 
5 a soap box before, you will real1 think I'm on a higher soap 
6 box pow. And 1 am goin to Wij  to you not from my 
7 prevlous - and I ent a &t of my years 
8 unique backgroun? that I was one of these -- r' ual how trackpys my ip 
9 the Arply tha! spent about half my tlple as a corn- er or m 

10 operat~onal blllets and half my tlme mto programmmg, 
1 1  budgeting, and analysis business. 
12 You have heard a dizzying array of numbers in front 
13 of you this morning. If you think that's bad, you ought to 
14 have been here for the last six or seven weeks trying to 
1s absorb these great numbers. So I'm not going to try to 
16 confuse you any more. The law of large numbers speak. There 
17 is excess capacitv in the United States Air Force depot 
18 system, penod. w e  can argue all da long about how much 
19 capacity, fme-tune it down to the n& degree, but I think, 
20 and you ,how from day one when I started my line of 
21 quest~orung when we had the test~monles, I have always 
22 believes there was excess capacity. 
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1 Admiral Montoya, that we do. have res risibility to close some 
2 of that capacay. I also believe we g v e  responsibility to 
3 close one depot. 
4 I don't believe that we want to close two. and get 
5 our capaclt and capabll~ty down so tight that if we ever had 
6 to fly the Z ~ A ,  for example, its wings off a ain, we would 
7 be scrambling to sa Jacksonville, can ou f o  this? Tinker, 
8 can you go to two skfts and do your oder work? Private 
9 sector, can you help us? Yes, we could do that on an interim 

10 basis, but you're not going to do that quickly and without 
I I havin any readiness Impact or operational impact. 
12 %ow, the other part of this is an o erational 
13 commander being handed a lot of these ~ R A C  decisions fro= 
14 BRAC '88, '91, and '93. You've got to implement them and, 
1s yes, you will get it done. But you will get it done very 
16 often more ineffic~entl , longer, and certainly more 
17 sxpensively. The !raci record shows that clearly, 
18 irrespective of testimony I have heard here. It has 
19 traditionally cost us more. 
20 And so we also have to guard a ainst the notion 
21 that just because you see a set of num%ers on a chart you can 
22 make those set of numbers walk immediately and you can make - 
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1 The issue for me is which one. We have, b my 
2 numbers and gatherin data, gathered u about $BbO million 
3 for the Air Force to cfose somethin 5%6 in the laboraeries 
4 we chose not to close, plus 234 rmlkon from the @Cs m 
I eneral. So there is money there to close somethmg and so 
6 fhe issue is which one and as difficult as this is for me, 1 
7 come down and I will only comment on the one not to close and 
8 leave lt to my colleagues to further help me with the debate 
9 of whch one. 

10 I don't think closing the de t at Sacramento, K" 11 McClellan Air Force Base, IS the ri t one. And why do I say 
12 that? First of alI, I don't think &at the savings are there 
13 to the extent they are at other places, number one. Number 
14 hvo, those that yould.argue that-to dose that base would 
15 create a clean lull environment; l.e., the base oes awa , 
16 because of an issue that ex$& there thqt we aIfnck.nowikdge 
17 but we don't calculate, whtch are a-senous environmental 
18 roblem: If we close McClellan h r  Force Base and the Air 
19 gorce wlll hve w t h  that base around rts neck for the next 
20 ten to fifteen years at enormous cost, and I can not ignore 
21 that fact when we're talking about savin money. 
22 The functions that are done at ~ c h e l l a n  are not 
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1 The issue was how much and what was the prudent 
2 thing to do. Now, I want to dispel the notion that 
3 downsizing is bad. I personally participated in the United 
4 States Army's domsizin efforts, and because we didn't have 
5 any money and we h d t o  downsize. But one thing that was 
6 always paramount in our anal ses was that we were always 
7 lwkmg at the current pocket &k but an eye on the future. 
8 
9 And so when we decided to close ammunition plants, 

10 for example, we just didn't close the ammunition plant; we 
11 warm-based a lot of the facilities, left a hotline or two 
12 open, so $at in time of war.we.would have the ability to 
13 search ulcMy and et on wlth it. 
14 +ow, I have %eard a lot of talk about the private 
15 sector, and I work in the private sector today, but there are 
16 just some things that the private sector does not do well, 
17 nor does it have the facihtation to do well and it would 
18 take an enormous .amount of time to do that. You just don't 
19 fir tanks m the pqvate sectors. You don't fix C-SAs at 
20 thls tlme in the pnvate sector. 
21 Now, I'm not sa ing that's not a strategic thrust 
2 that we ought to not d e ,  and I'm not saying that in the 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: commissioner Davis. 
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1 - you could do it for that number. If. that's the case, a 
2 very semor officer told us yesterday if you can certify 
3 those numbers I'll do this m a heartbeat. The answer is we 
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I out there in the desert when there was nothing but sanb: and 
2 the organic capablltty we had m the United States Armed 
3 Forces. 
4 So I 'ust caution all of my colleapes that before 
5 we take a dridge too far, before we get m a zeal to get 
6 mesmerized by numbers and cut all our capacity, before we 
7 take a risk that may be ill-advised, that w e  carefully think 
8 exactly what we are doing here and not like a deer m the 
9 street get in the headlights, look at the numbers.and say, 
10 oh, yeah, we can w e  that happen; that's the nght thm to 
1 1  do. It may be the n ht thmg to do, but we ought to wak  
12 that do a little slowfy up the trail. 
13 & having said that, sir. I yield my time. 
14 CHAIRMAN DUON: Now, I thank every commissioner 
15 for every questton and every statement and tell every 
16 commissioner that I cast hundreds of thousands of votes in 4; 
17 ears. A lot of them I dtdn't l~ke ,  but at some ttme you 
18 gave to vote. 
19 Doe. any commissioner have anything further they 
20 want to say before we come to the hard question? 
21 Commissioner Steele. 
22 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I just wanted to say I agree 
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1 Any BRAC commission that has the value of the 
2 experience base of men and women who have served in the armed 
3 services is also going to have individuals that feel that for 
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1 with General Davis greatly on that if we roc& in a 
2 direction that this commissioner has deci!ed to proceed, we 
3 will not have some, for m vote anyway, I am willing to let 
4 o of some reall to -not&, even state-of-the-art depot 
5 Rcifities. I thd alpfive ~u F O ~  ALC~ are just 
6 incredible installations. They truly are. 
7 My frustratton throughout t h s  entire round and 
8 aclydly watching BRAC smce '91, is the issue of inter- 
9 servicmg that you addressed. And I've seen the ball bounce 
10 back and forth between the department and the commission and 
11 back to department and back to a BRAC commission, and 1 think 
12 the department did an outstanding job creatin the joint 
13 cross ssrvtce grou to look at mter-servicmg an9 truly 
14 ~tilizing some of &ese assets bu~..unfortunately, I feel 
15 hke they-were glven a responstbtltty but not the authority 
16 to make tt happen. 
17 And I int no fingers specifically at anyone, but 
18 somewhere leadersh wasn't exerctsed to make that 
19 hap n. The ball is bacfin this commission's court. I 
20 d o n  an BR4C commission *at - and it's the last 
21 statutorily Jrected BRAC c o m s s i o n ,  I would add at this 
22 pomt. 
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1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I need to add one final 
2 statement, and I very much respect Admiral Montoya's remarks. 
3 We're classmates so we've known each other a lon time. All 
4 the servtce depots a n  fine depots and I agree t%at closing 
5 them is articularly excruciatm . But de ts are not de ts P" %" 6 are not Sepots so, pu know, cksing h a 1  of the.N!vy epots 
7 and closing part o the Army depots previously is im ortant 
8 but it may not be as relevant as we might want to &e it. 
9 My particular concern, a specific concern as it 

10 involves engmes, is that we have not had a new engme come 
1 1  on board, and as I'm sure Senator Dixon @ his previous life 
12 remembers, that new engines are a ve drfficult process and 
13 ou end up with some sort of catastrosc fatlure or blade 
14 failure or something like that tha! uires a lot of care 
15 and feedmg early on that's done j o X y  with the depots and 
16 the private sector. 
17 The one thm the depots do give you a very good 
18 capability is immJiate re+tron to a problem. S o  please, 
19 cowsstoners, let's keep tt m rmnd that t&e l a d  of 
20 capabtlity that we are about to vote on to etther keep or 
21 throw away. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Davis. 

4 a BR4C commission to be extremely independent, your - wr 
too far. We would be ushii into operational 
at department's leverand &at the decision 

to be made back at DOD. I've seen it go back and 

It's the last round at ttus point. Nobody has been 
iving much on inter-serviqing. I feel like the overhead is 

1 1  emergency leave and what brought me back, a C-5B. And I was 1 1  %ohg more damage to readmess, carrymg that overhead tha 
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I I I Now is there any other commissioner who would like to make 

12 amazed at the capabilit of that aircraft. 
13 I also know %at f w k  an assistant division 
14 commander for logistics over there and my job was to arm, 
15 fuel, and fix the force, and so I was very attuned to 
16 logistics and maintenance capability. And I'm telling ou if 
17 we hadn't had that or anic mamtenance capabiltty to f?x that 
I8 air frame, the C-130 ieet  and the C-5 fleet, we wouldn't 
19 have had a successful Desert Storm. 

2 any statement or ask an uestion? 
3 COMMISSIONE~ EORNELLA: Mr. Chairman. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
5 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I would just like to 

nd briefly, apd I will keep it brief. I just wanted to ]: =at I also belteve the kev to readmess is also 

12 under the assumpttons that are presented today would aliow a 
13 transfer of some of those functtons in excessing some of that 
14 overhead. And so at this int I am - however difficult 
15 this is, and I can't even te P" 1 you how difficult this is for 
16 me, I am wtllmg to proceed to vote to close some - 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank Commissioner Steele. Is 
18 there any other c o m s i o n e r  that has any statement that the 
19 commiss~oner wants to make or any question any commissioner 

8 training. It 1s also equipme&. It is also money. And for 
9 us to maintam excess mfrastructure at the ex ense of our 

10 young men and women in the m i l i x  I & would be 
11 mexcusable. And I know there is a e line that we have to 1 12 reach in there somewhere, whether we decide today to close 
13 zero, one, or two, I think we need to keep that issue in mind 
14 also. 
15 Thank ou, Mr. Chairman. 
16 CHAI&AN DIXON: I thank you, commissioner 
17 Cornella. And Commissioner Klin 
18 COMMISSIONER KLING: %st one last thing. .We 
19 voted. We start4 out by votmg on our labs and our h g h  
20 tech and our so hsticated areas and we voted on every one a 
21 those to reject &e Department of Defense's recommendatton. 
22 We can't have it all ways. We e~ther have to be able to 
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I support our sophisticated and our future development and 
2 research and t r a u g  or we have to reduce the sums from our 
3 infrastructure some way. 
4 The only place it seems to me from what we're doing 
5 that we have to reduce that infrastructure. We have some room 
6 and we have the capability as being resented and we do have 
7 the over-capacity as from the depot %at we have here, and 
8 that is why I support the reducin of the number of de ts. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I t h d  you. Commissioner I&&. 
10 Now is there any other commissioner who would like to make I j; any statement? 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, the buck stops Ijl here. I would like to make a motion. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles, you are -. 

17 recognized for a motion. 
18 M O T I O N  
19 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I move t$c commission find 
20 the Secretary of Defense devlated substanhally from tinal 
21 criteria one four, aqd five, ip the force structure and, 
22 therefore, the comrmsslon reject the Secretary's 

plan and final criterion. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to the motion of 

l 

f - 

Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER C O R N E U .  I second the motion. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: .It is seconded by Commissioner 

Cornella and the counsel w l l  call.the roll. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Charrman. 
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1 recommendation on air logistics centers at Hill Air Force 
2 Base. Utah; Kelly Air Force Base, Texas; McClellan Air Force 
3 Base, California; Robins Air Force Base, Georgia; and T i e r  
4 Air Force Base Oklahoma, Texas; and, instead adopt the 
5 following: to dose McClellan Air Force Base, b f o r n i a ,  
6 including the air lo 'stics centers and the defense 
7 distribut~on depot, Facramento; to retam the radiation 
8 center and make it available for dual use and/or research, or 
9 close as a ropriate, to consoli&te the remaining workloads 
10 to other 8 8 ~  depots as d e t e m e d  by the Defense Depot 
1 1  Maintenance Council and/or to private sector commercl@ 
12 activities. to move the required eqmpment and any r e q d  
13 personnei to the receiving locations. All other activihes 
14 and facilities at tqe b q  will.close. .me commission finds 
15 thls recommendation IS cons~stent w t h  the force structure 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Comrmssioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Nay. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. the votes are six 

1 (A brief recess was taken.) 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ladies and gentlemen, we are oing I 
3 to return to the last vote. There is a correction requirecf , 
4 I understand, from cqunsel .to that last motion. &d so 
5 w~thout any further dlscusslon - well, no, not wthout any ' 
6 further discussion. If anybody has any discussion, that's 
7 all right. But we are oing to go to that motion a ain. 
8 Couuni~ioner If obla ,  let tha record show &at this 
9 will be a motion, a corrective mot~on, with respect to the 
10 activity that just took lace regardjng the last motion put 
I I by Coqunissioner ~obyes. Comrmsuon~;r Robles, you are 
12 recopzed again to correct that last motlon. 
13 M O T I O N  
14 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Thank you, Mr. Chairnun. I 
15 would like to make a motion to amend the motion I just made 
16 to close McClellaq Air Force Base. I move the mohon to 
17 close McCleUan Ar Force Base be amended to read, m 
18 addition to everything that we had voted on and I read 
19 before, to add the following: to move the common use ground 
20 communication electromcs to Tobyhanna Army Depot, 
21 Penns Ivania. 
22 &AIRMAN DIXON: AU right. IS there a -nd b 

I that motion? 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: Second. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Cox. A d  
4 the counsel will call the roll. 
5 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Discussion, lease. 
6 CHAIRMAN DMON: Pardon me. Commissioner $omslL. 
7 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I am concerned about 
8 directing the move and destination of individual missions 
9 Today we will consider the closure of more than one air 
10 lo istlcs center. Whle I fully su port cross-servic 
1 1  st31 feel the Air Force needs the fatitude to decide 3:; 
12 rmss~ons vvlll be moved. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Commissioner C o e  
14 Are there any further comments before we take a vote on &IS, 
15 corrective motion by Commissioner Robles? If not, the 
16 counsel will call the roll. 
17 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
18 CHAlRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Comrmssioner Steele. 
20 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
21 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
22 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 

It: 

and two na s. 
C H ~ ~ M A N  DMON: The commission has voted six to 

two in favor of closure at McClellan, in accordance with the 
motion of Commissioner Robles. Now the chair is going to 
declare a seven-mute recess and wll ave1.u~ mto the 
hearing again at precisely 10 minutes a L r  11:W. 
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MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: I'm sorry. We're voting only on i 

the amendment? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Only on the motion, only on the 

amendment. -- - - - -. -. . 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA. No. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the votes on the 

amendment to the motion are six ayes and two nays. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the chair announces .!bat tbc 

votes are SIX ayes and two nays and the correchon IS made to 
the previous amendment offered by the distinpshed 
commissioner. Commissioner Robles. Adding to that anmdrrmt, 
that motion, with this 4ditional amendatery language. 

And IS counsel satisfied the record IS clear on 

I 
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1 17, and those fhings that the Air Force is goin .to have to 
2 pay for that mght not have the honey for I. t k s  pmccs~. 
3 And I would like to take this time to urge m 
4 fellow commissioners to reject this motion simply%ecause b 
5 Air Force has downsized its capability in its depots by 32 
6 percent before we voted on McClellan ALC. 
7 And I would request the honor of gomg first on the 
8 vote, sit. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner, you have that honor. 
lo Are there any further comments? 
11 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
13 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: . I  have to echo the comrn-ents 
14 of my feuow coxmussloner. I thmk that all of us who slt at 
15 this table have stepped up to the late. We just voted to 
16 close one air logistxcs cater. I I voting to close a 
17 second air logistics center is absolutely the wrong thi,ng to 
I8 do. I think not only does it near-term hens but 
19 it will have a y+tantial.&=the f u t u r e o x ~ i r  

E m ' s  capamty to do its engme work and ~t ' s  C-5 woric. 
21 So I urge m fell~~.commissioners in the strongest 
22 -bnotbyto~g&C8PBci tydowtoarha .onl l  
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1 that? 
2 MS. CREEDON: Yes, sir. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: What is the further p l y r e  of 
4 the commission with q t  to the remalnrng four lur 
5 logistic center ptallations and depots? Is there any 
6 further discussion? 
7 (No response.) 
8 CHAIRMAN DLXON: Is there any further discussion at 
9 this time? 
10 (No response. t. 11 M O  I O N  
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioners, I move the 
13 commission find the Secretary of Defense deviated 
14 substantially from final critena one four, and five, and 
15 the force structure and, therefore, &e corpmission reject the 
16 Secretary's recommendation on air loglstlcs centers at Hill 
17 Air Force Base. Utah; Kelly Air Force Base, Texas; McC1cU.n 
18 Air Force B-, Califorma; Robins Air Forqe Base, Georgia; 
19 and Tmker h r  Force Base, Oklahoma, and Instead adopt the 
20 follo*g recomrnen&tion:. @ign Kelly Air Force Base, 
21 Texas, mcludmg the u loglsttcs center and the defense 
u distribution depot, San Antonio; consolidate the workloads to 
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1 designated receiver locations as determined by the Defense 
2 Depot Maintenance Council; move the required equipment and 
3 an required personnel to the receiving locations. The air 

- 4  fieyd and dl associated support activities and facilities 
5 will be attached fo Lacklaqd Air Force Base, Texas, as yiU 
6 the foUowmg.umts: the &r Intelltgence Agenc mcludmg 
7 the crypto!ogc de $ the 433rd &hft.Wmg; dke 149th 
8 Fighter Wm an&e41827th Engmpenng Installatipn 
9 Squadron. B e  comrmss~on finds h s  xecommendaum is 
10 consistent with .the force structure plan and final criteria. 
11 And that is the motaon w t h  respect to Kelly and 
12 the chair in uires as to whether then is a second. 
13 COM%ISSIONER CORNELLA: I second the motion. 
14 W A N  DMON: That motion is seconded by 
15 Comrm.ssioner Comella. Is there any comment or any 
16 discussion of an land whatsoever? 
17 COMMIS~IO~RDAVIS: ~ r .  . 
18 C m A N  DDLON: Cmnmissi=. 
19 COMMISSIONER.DAVIS: Sir, I won't repeat the 
20 rhetonc that I did some hme ago but as you know for me 
21 personally and my concern that the severe dama e this will 
t2 cause to out-year program such as the F-22, the%-2, the C- 
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1 and the motion carries. Will the staff mmmodate the 
2 wlprmssion by changmg to those who wdl now prepare for 
3 theu resentatlon on Army depots? 
4 k v e  we everyone up at the t&1e that wiIl be part 
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1 number that we are oing to put that at jeopardy. 
2 CHAIRM,W D ~ N :  *rc there my fvrther mrnrnents by 
3 any commissioner? 
4 
5 %A=FdXON: I ask counsel to call the name of 
6 Commissioner Davis first. 
7 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
8 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: NO. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairmy, 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comrmss~oner Cox. 
11 MS. CREEDON: I'm sorry. Commissioner Cox. 
12 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Oh, e x c ~  me. I thought that 
14 Commissioner Cox asked to be recopzed. 
15 COMMISSIONER COX: NO. 
16 CHAIRMAN DMON: I a logize, 1-will vote, if you 
17 don't mind. M name was u ~ c d p c o ~ ~ S i o n c r .  Aye. 
la Comrmssioner 6ox has voted aye. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Comrmssioner Robles. 
20 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Na . 
21 MS. CREEDON: Comrmssioner iteele. 
22 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
2 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
4 COMMISSIONER CORNEUA: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
6 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA~ ~ t .  *ma, r 8ak.m vote 
7 last because I am reall troubled by hs. I have h g h  
8 regard for my two d t a r y  colleagues but I also have 
9 tremendous regard for the Air Force and the Congress md I 
10 feel that a five to six-year closure profile that if we've 
11 done the wron thing today that they will make it ri ht 
12 before it*s toopate -use of their ability to change%ws 
11 and to reexamme thmgs 
14 I do not want the &rd to show that this was all 
1s tit along three military members opposing our six, or our 
16 r v e  very distinguished civilian colleagues and, a h ,  1 
17 think it s right to uire a change in approach to manage 
18 our production ca 3 a ility, and so I vote a e. 
19 CH-~'DMON: c ~ ~ i o n a  Lo*p --aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chammn, the votes are au aye 
21 and two na s 
u C&AN DIXON: The vote is six ayes, two nay% 

I 5 of the resentation on Aruiy 
I 6 &R. L-: Yes, S t T % , I " L  We ready 

I i b first? Mr. Brown? 
17 MR. BROWN: 1 will, Mr. Chairman. 
18 CHADRMAN DMON: Thapk you, Mr. Brown. 
19 MR. BROWN. Good momm Mr. +nd 
20 ~ i ~ .  nechuton ge&liny%undthc 
21 a-pyin map on pgr 0 2  r E v t b .  names .ad - of 
u the ,4nny9s five depots. ~n developing its a 

L I I 
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1 MR. LYLES: Yes, sir Mr. Chairman, I willi-  to. 
2 p e  recommendations on 1x36 Let t e rke~y  .and.on RZRiver  
3 mclude also the closure of the defense distnbut~on depot at 
4 both facilities. That was part of the Defense Department's 
5 recommendation in v. 
6 The defense distnbut~on center at Rkd River is 
7 different from others in that a lar e percentage of its 
8 customers are outside the depot. %he co-ssion really has 
9 tyo  choices. One, whether to vote on the defense 

l o  distnbution -- the closure, the ro sed closure of the 
11 defense distribut~on center at &xi E v e r  at the same tlme 
12 that you vote on the uestion of whether or not to close the 
13 depot, or you could jela the vote on the defense 
14 distribution center at RJ River until you discuss all of the 
15 depots in the defense agency's portion of the presentations, 
16 probabl sometime tomorrow or Saturday. 
17 CXAIRMAN DIXON: If the chair could have a moment. 
18 if you would indul e the chair only a moment to hear from 
19 counsel so at least f know what my lawyer is telling me. 
20 May I have the attent~on of the staff and the 
21 commiss~on? Now, there have to be two separate motions on 
22 each of these. That is the counsel's clear oplnlon. Is that 

- 
6/22/95 
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1 C H A I W  DIXON: The cha.u $ aware of that. Thank 
2 you, Comrmss~oner Davis. Comrmssioner Klmg. 
3 COMMISSIONER KLING: And I would be much more 
4 comfortable having voted on those two Air Force depots to get 
5 our .information altogether as far as depots overall when we 
6 get ~t later, and I would rather from t h ~ s  - I thmk we are 
7 going to do a better job if we 'ust concentrate on the depot 
8 alone at this time as far as Red River and Letterkenny and so 
9 forth oes. 

10 %HAIRMAN DIXON: Do I have a consensus of my 
11 wmmissioners on this? 
12 COMMISSIONER COX: I'm not sure I understand what 
13 the consensus IS. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, I'm trying to find out are 
15 we all satisfied to vote on depots only at t h s  pomt in 
16 tlme. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: And we'll get DLAs altogether 
18 later. 

- - 

19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ri ht. 
20 COMMISSIONER K L I N ~  Particularlv in light of -- 
2 1 COMMISSIONER COX: With Memphis and th:others~~s. 
22 COMMISSIONER KLING: And particularly in light of 
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1 right? 
2 MS. CREEDON: Yes, sir. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, we can vote .them you know, 
4 simultaneously w ~ t h  reference to each of the mstaflations or 
5 we can sli the DLA part till later. Counsel dvises we can 
6 do that. $ow, it's simply a procedural question and the 
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,a 

1 the fact of our ast vote here 'ust with the Air Force. 
2 COMMI~SIONER COS: ~ i g h t .  ~ n d  particularly in 
3 light of the fact that at least this one even if we close the 
4 maintenance depot at Red River w e  may well not close the DLA. 
5 Ijust don't want us to get m a posit~on of necessarily 
6 h k h g  that. We have the option. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. Now, Commissioner Cox, 
8 I want to ask you all whether I understand what you are 
9 individually trying to say. 1 think I sense we have 

10 consensus that we vote on the Army depots now and t . e  the 
1 1  DLAs later when we et to that section of the presentation. 
12 Is that satisfactory wifh everybody? Do I have a consensus 
13 on how we do h s ?  
14 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: You have one objection, 80 

15 vou don't have a consensus. 

7 chair is -- 
8 COMMISSIONER ROBLES:. No, Mr. Chairman, I don't 
9 think ~ t ' s  a rocedural uestion ~f I mght. 

l o  C H ~ A N  DI%ON: ~ l l  ri ht 
1 1  COMMISSIONER FOBLES: d a t  i heard Mr. Cmk ray is 
12 that not onlyis *s distnbution depot different than most 
13 other DL* d~stnbut~on dep t s  because of its reat amount of 
14 repair parts and other sup lies it provrdes to & mechamzed 
15 force in the central ~ n i t J ~ t a t e s ,  but also because of jpst 
16 the recent votes .we took .m closing those Iyo air lops t~cs  
17 centers, there w ~ l l  be an Impact on DLA d~stnbution centers 
18 in total and you have to factor that input first before you 
19 vote on this. 
20 So there is a two-headed sword here. Not only do 
21 you have to worry about that it's 80 percent to its central 
22 customers, but now we have closed two air logistics centers 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: All ri ht. Let me hear from you. 
COMMISSIONER MONT~YA:  You have two, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Wait a minute now. Okay. 

19 Commissioner Cornella, what makes ou hap y? 
I20 COMMISSIONER CORN ELL^: sou$ D*ota. - 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, everybody can understand 
22 that. Conmussloner Cornella, bes~des that, tell us what -- 

I J 
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1 by our vote and there is going to be an impact on DLA and 
2 we've got to factor that m. 
3 CHqIRMAN DIXON: You're absolutely correct. One 
4 man at a t ~ m e  can make our lady, as the case may be, please. 
5 Now, Commissioner Robles, what are ou saying you want us to 7 

I 6 do in view of that sa e observation. 
7 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Well, the observation is that 
8 because of that dilemma it would have been normally easy to 
9 o say let's look at the depot function and the maintenance 

10 Lc t lon ,  but d you separate that and wait t ~ l l  we do the 
1 1  logistics analysis we are probably going to get disconnected. 
12 So I t b k  the best corn romse may be to go through 
I3 the three depots and look at $e mamtenance, then follow 
14 that on with the DLA presentations, if you can get there that 
15 fast, so at least you have some linkage there. Otherwise, 
16 either that or we all have to concentrate extra hard to 
17 remember what was said about the maintenance function on the 
18 decision until the make the presentation from DLA. And I 
19 don't know that.the staff is capable of pullmg all that 
20 together that u~ckl . 
21 COMMI%SIOdER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman, I might remind 
22 that we have already voted on two DLA functions. 
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I COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I think the - you know, 
2 the issue is that these are really tied to ether. I believe 
3 that if we would vote at a later time toseep the DLA at Red 
4 bve r ,  DLA, that it would really impact my decision on what 
5 we were golng to do with. the repau depot, so I don't see h o ~  
6 we separate them at t h s  ttme. 
7 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: And, Mr. Chairman, I am in 
8 the same cam as Mr. Cornella. 
9 C O M ~ S S I O N E R  DAVIS: Mr. Chairman, I share 

10 Corpmissioner Comella's -- we are not resupposeg the 
1 1  motion. If we want to separate the D L ~  functlon m the 
12 motion we can do that; i.e., say either reject.DOD or if we 
13 were gomg to take the tack of closmg Red h v e r  then make 
14 the motion to keep that DLA function open because 80 percent 
15 of it is -- 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Would.you yield, Commissioner 
17 Davis, s~mply for t h ~ s  because I y~eld to your expertise on 
18 the subject matter. But we are going to have to vote 
19 separate1 on them anyway. You do understand that. We are 
20 golog to Lave to have separate votes on Army depots and 
21 related DLAs. Is that correct, counsel? 
22 MS. CREEDON: That is correct. It would be a total 
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1 COMMISSIONER KLING: So you would be better - my 
2 question is will you be better off to do this in total as 
3 opposed to us loo in together one spot right now? 
4 MR. COO$ f e s  sir, we can do that later and would 
5 be better off dping that from a storage picture. And I can't 
6 t ak  to the mamtenance pe 
7 CHAUUll+N DD(ONTF:YZ~~ make this obsenation. 
8 I want to get thls clear. We mght have to have a procedural 
9 vote. We can do that. Are the staff 

Beople and are you 10 savine. Mr. Cook. vou would  refer to o the DLA and have the 
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&&on that later? 
MR. COOK: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay, it looks like we've got a 

division up here. Can we just have a division among the 
commissioners to decide how we do it? 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Well, I'm wondering if it 
wouldn't be appropriate that we would do the DLA first 
because that is gom to Impact the amount of workload at the 
depot in the sense tfat if we decided later and you have 
e k a t e d  the depot repair side, that is going to be an 
issue to me. 

COMMISSIONER COX: I guess the concern -- 
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i of four votes. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON:. So we are not talking about not 
3 having the votes. We are gomg to have lots of votes for 
4 you, you know. 
5 COMMISSIONER KLING: Could I ask a question of the 
6 staff? 
7 CHAlRMAN DIXON: All I am trying to figure out - 
8 Commissioner Klin , ask a question - bur how are we going to S 9 do it procedurally . Commissioner Klmg. 
10 COMMISSIONER KLING: My uestion is to Mr. Cook. 
11 W-ill you be prepared to do this in a %etter maqner if you can 
12 thdc t&s thm .through and ull this whole t h g  together, 
13 includmg the k r  Force? ~ $ 1  we be better off lookrng at 
14 all of the DLAs together and the AL -- I mean, yeah, and the 
15 effect that the ALs pve? 
16 MR. COOK: Yes, we will be prepared to do that, 
17 Comrmss~oner Klm 
18 COMMISSIO~~ER KLING: ~ ' m  sorry? 
19 MR. COOK: We will be prepared to do that in the 
20 overall context of the DOD storage ~cture. 
21 COMMISSIONER KLING: fotal? 
22 MR. COOK: Yes, sir. Across the country. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Could I have an observation, 
2 Commissioner Cox, from Director Lyles, because most of you 
3 were working with staff when this rocedure was put togethe1 
4 and this comes UD as a sumrise to t e  chair. 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: Is that what we see from 
2 Lieutenant Colonel Miller is that unlike other DLA operations 
3 which normally do most of their work with the depot, this one 
4 does the vast majority of its work unrelated to the depot and 
5 so it might be a perfectly reasonable and rational dec~sion 
6 to close the depot but not to close the DLA, and that might 
7 be particularly true gven the fact that we just closed 
8 distribution - a large capacity of distribut~on system in 
9 San Antonio and in Sacramento. 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox, could I 
I I interrupt? There are going to be separate votes and it might 
12 turn out that way. 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: But my concern is, as we know, 
14 there are other distnbut~on groups mvolved that are 
15 scheduled for t o m o ~ w  - Memphis, 0 den.. And their afgument 
16 had been if there is needed capacity%y vlrtue of closm two 
17 ALCs that they ought to be gven the option of filling t at 
18 needed ca acl . 

% 
19 ~ n c f s o  $at we articularly since this one -- I 
20 mean, honestly, the tG& of the matter is Letterkenny's DLA 
21 most1 does ktterkemy work. You really wouldn't keep 
22 Lcarrzenny's DL* if you were p i n g  to close the maintenance 

5 Ma I hea; from theldirector? 
6 ~ d :  LYLES: Yes sir, Mr. Chairman. I think whgt 
7 we could do to, if I could be so bold as tp suggest sometlung 
8 here, what we could do 1s have a d~scussion on the Army 
9 dewts and conclude that discussion. and then we could come 
10 b&k - Bob, correct me if I'm wrong - we copld come back 
11 and have the presentation on the DLA demts mvolvmg those 
12 two .&my d+ts and then continue withihe rest of the cross 
13 service group. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, now, here, a? you saying 7 
15 and b s  IS what I thought ma be was under d~scuss~on earl~er 
16 - that we could discuss the ~ L A S  related to these depots 
17 with the depots? Now, what is the matter with that? Well, 
18 is there anythin the matter with that? 
19 COMMI~~IONER MONTOYA: I'm fine with that 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is anybod not h e  w@ that? 
21 COMMISSIONER COX: M o& concern w~th  that - 
u CHAIRMAN DIXON: s&, Comrmssioner COX. 
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1 work at Letterkenny. This one is an anomaly and, therefore, 
2 might.& treated more as a stand-alone facility. My only 
3 mt 1s that we should look at DLA capacity altogether, at 
4 k t  as to this one, which seems to be an anomaly. 
5 COMMISSIONER KLING: And we mav need some capacity 
6 from Kell or some lace to o perha stq Red River. - 
7 CO~&MISSIO~ER c&: ~ i ~ g t , .  right. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, comm~ssloners. you have all 
9 made wonderful statements and I still don't know how to 
10 proceed. Someday we have to vote. Now, how are we going to 
11 do this? 
12 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Mr. Chairman. I iust have one 
13 thought here. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
15 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I see what we could do. 
16 Well, we could probably do a hundred things with this grou 
17 of eight, but two things: We could either vote now on w h i i  
18 way we are going to p6ceed and 'ust move ahead, or we wuld 
19 take, if it's going to take Mr. book - or if Mr. Cook would 
20 feel more comfortable domg that section when they have had 
21 some time to absorb the impact of our earlier votes, we could 
22 move this section to the time we were planning to do the DLA, 
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1 have it together, as many commissioners would like, but allow 
2 the staff to be fully prepared, as they need. I hate to 
3 throw that wrench in the ho ~ p p  but "'might - 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: o I don t thlnk the chair wants 
5 to do that. I think the Chair wants to stay on this track. 
6 The Chair will vote any way you want to do it. The Chair 
7 knows he has to vote. 
8 All I want to h o w  is how you w e t  to do it. But I 
9 want to stay on the Army depots. That 1s the order here. 
10 Now, do you want to vote on the Arm d ts separate from the 
11 DLAs, or do you want to hear the ~ L Z  referenced to these 
12 Army de ts at the time you are hearing this? That is all. 
13 CO~MISSIONER COX: Maybe as a mmpmmise, we mulc 
14 brief both now - the depot and the DLA, and since we have to 
15 vote separately anyway, we could see how that went. And, ij 
16, it turns out that there is some reason to separate them, 
17 after we get done voting se arately on the depots as we must 
18 do, then we would dec~de % then. 
19 CHAIRMAN. DIXON: The Chair is willing to do that. 
20 How many are w11m to do that? 
21 COMMISSIONE~ KLING: I will, under one condition; 
22 that Mr. Cook has had the chance to absorb and ant~clpate 
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1 commission hear the briefin s on all the Army's depots before 
2 votlng on any recommenhtions or alternatives. Lieutenant 
3 Colonel Bob Miller will discuss the first depot, Red River, 
4 and the Army's desire to consolidate its ground combat 
5 vehicle maintenance into a sin le depot. Mr. Glenn Knoepflt 
6 will discuss Letterkern and fobyhama. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXdN: Mr. Brown, we will me+ as you 
a have r uested, and that is the way we did on %e A r  Force 
9 and w 3 1  do that the same way on the Army. Do all your 
10 resentations. Any questions m view of request by 
I I Eommissioner Steele and others the last time, I thmk as we 

along we do charts. If a commissioner has a question I 
lieve ~ t ' s  in the context of that moment the best time to 

the question anyway so I think Commissioner Steele was 
15 entire1 right about that. 
16 l o  as we o along you may hintermpted, but when 
17 we have conclu%d everyhag we will then come to the vote. 
18 MR. BROWN: Lieutenant Colonel Bob Miller. 
19 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: Good morning. Could we 
20 have the next chart, please? Chart C-3 is a base analysis 
21 chart for Red River Army Depot, the Arm 's recommendation, 
22 and also for the Distribution Defense depot for Red River, 
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1 ca city on a &hour or one-shift, eight-hour, five-day work r 2 sc edule. Projections for wartime requirements would requlrc 
3 Anniston to operate. on a two-shi ft, eight-hour, seven-da -a- 
4 week schedule. Thrs is based on a rojected workload of: 8.4 
5 million man-hours in a wartime. And r7 of these actual man- 
6 hours would be for ground combat vehicles and the rest for 

I 7 support equipment. 
8 The impac! on the l w  economy, as the second 
9 issue shows, is sigruficant m the Texarkana area. DOD 
10 forecasts a 7.8 rcent impact for Red River Army Depot alone 
1 I and the ?umuGve impact is 6.6 percent. As showlr;-the 
12 commu~llty even forecasts a hlgher number of 21 percent. 
13 Chart C-6 are the two major issues for Defense 
14 Distribution Depot Red River. Unlike most co-located defense 
15 distribution depots, the depot at Red River has a 
16 distribution.mssion thatis 80 percent to customers other 
17 than the mamtenance activities co-located or part of Red 

-1 

18 River Arm De t. 
19 C O ~ M I ~ ~ O N E R  COX: I'm s?rry. 80 peycent of the 
20 work -they do there doesn't have anythmg to do with the 
21 depot'! 
22 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: 80 percent of the 
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1 the Army was pided by its operational.blueprint to retajn 
2 core capability size to support the sust;unment needs whale 
3 consolidating functionall maintaining separate electronic 'I' 4 oriented round apd air epots. 
5 To6 hama is the electronics oriented depot. 
6 Anniston, led River + Lxtkrkm arc ground combat vehicle 
7 depots. Letterkenny is also the &pot at whch the 1993 
8 commission consolidated tactical miss* maintenance. Corpus 
9 Christi, located on Naval .Air Station Corpps Christi, ~ ~ e s  

10 as the Army's aviation onented depot, havm reqonsibhty 8 11 for re air and overhaul of lptary wmg rurcra- . 
12 % perfo-g its d W ~ . v d u e  ~~@ysis, .the Army 
13 analyzed msti+atioe not achvihes on tnstallabons. 
I4 Hence, there is no miitary value ranking for Corpus Christi. 
15 The Secre of Defense recommendqd the closure of 

epot, Texas, and the reahgnment of I6 R d  fiver Army? 
17 Letterkenny Army D t, Pennsylvania. These r-mmy+tions 
18 are in agreement wi%termfrves developed by thejolnt 
19 cross service grou for depot maintenance. 
20 On May lo& the commission added Tobyhanna Army 
21 Depot, PennsyIvania and Lxtkrkenny Army Depot for further 
u consideration for ciosure. The staff suggests that the 
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distribution mission that's accomplished by DLA out of 

2 Defense Distribution D t Red River supports customers other 
3 than Red River ~rrn~?epot, for example, Fort Hood, Fort 
4 Carson. 
5 COMMISSlONER COX: 1 see. Is that normally DLAs 

would have a greater percentage of their work have to do with 

: the de~l%TENANT COLONEL MILLER: Normally, the CO- 
9 located de t with a mamtenance activity would be the 
10 inverse o g a t ; .  80 percent of $e mission would be to 

1 1  1 1  support the mamtenance activity where 20 percent would be 
12 customers other than what's on the installation. 

COMMISSIONER COX: So is this unusual because of 
Fort, Hood and some of the other installabons around there? 
It's m a lace that it tends to be useful for those others? 

16 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: ~t 1s centrally 
located. Bein in Texas it's close to Fort Hood, Fort 
Carson, Fon h e y ,  Fort Bliss, and so on. I would probably 

19 turn to the DLA team. 
20 20 COMMISSIONER COX: We can get on with it. I just 

was su rised to see that. 
22 LTEUTEN ANT COLONEL MILLER: Okay. 
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1 AS you see, there are two columns of numbem. h e y  
2 represent the Red River Arm Depot in the center column and 
3 the Defe- Distribution depot to the right. Most 
4 for Red River Army Depot are the hi h net present=yd 
5 personnel impacts. +so notice that t%e Army shows an 
6 immediate re- on mvestmcnt. 
7 

9 
10 
11 
12 

19 Review ~?Anniston'~ captbility shows that 
20 consohdation of these misslons is sslble. After pssuming 
21 complt vehicle workload from ~ $ ~ i v e r  and Letterkenny, 
22 Ann~ston would be operatmg at 78 percent of peacehme 

I I I 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 

3 
4 

9 

get the record . 
strai ht. I don't like to interrupt people here, but that's 
not director ~ y l e s .  Does the reporter b o w  who that is? 

MR. COOK: No, sir, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Do you know who that is, reporter? 

Please identify ourself. 
M.R. COOL: y r .  Chairman, my name is Bob Coqk and I 

Commissioner Kling, if I 22 am the mter-agency issues team lead. And we will m the 
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t d d  just comment a second. I am going to give you a ware 
t, f@au s pcrspcztive. As you know, we have gone through an 
3 axmoous amount of change in the D artment of Defense, a lot 
r of it precipitated by some wonder%l things called the 
3 Dc%nsc Management Review Initiatives. +d one of the things 
s th3t t& Defense Mana ement Rev~ew htiahves did was to 
7 downsze the amount 0% inventory the tactical units carry in 
a t k r  .stores. They w a n e  - it's analogous to the just-in- 
9 dm mentory concept m the pnvate sector. 
n So what we basically have done is we said since we 
am qnly - we're going to draw down our inventories of 

and +gs. we peed to keep .our force viable. We 
==on the.dis+b~uon depots bemg able to deliyer 

x tht needed parts just m time. To the extent you move ~t 
5 fran right there to some more eographicall dis rsed place, 
a yes, you g a  the repair parts%ut you w i ~ ~ a d ~ d . ~ s  and, ip 
7 some cases, weeks to that pipeline. And I'm just saymg ~f I 
3 wcze wearing my big red one atch today I would be over there 
3 uguiD like c that's a Bumb thin to do. 
4 EOMMI%ONER KLING: \Shy would that be? 
3 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Because as you stretch that 
2 pipeline out and move that to other distribution depots that, 
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I oae, don't have the background in sorting those kind o f very 
r unique parts. for combat systems and as you stretch it out, 
3 the order s h p  time 'ust wlll go up. It will go up because 
4 ou have fewer of Lose dismbutl,on hubs and so they - the 
5 b of lar c numbers. They service a lot more customers. 
r ~ncfeven though from a business- it's hard to 
7 mvision that not beii a very efficient process, it's not 
a the -same as shipp.ing 8resses or shipping widgets. The. 
9 brmness of shi plng repair parts. for &my combat vehc le ,  
n bere are 6,6dplus  combat vehcles m the Army M e c h m m  
:I Division and they carry some 7,000 lines of repair rts and 
2 thev go in size from something that's huge to s o m e k g  
3 thJ's small, and it is a complex business. 
:4 I tell you, I spent my whole adult life t ing.to 
3 fix that distribution s stern and I thmk erpan~ing it out 
r +her away will d e  it even worse. Just my professional 
7 ~ ~ d g m e n t .  
3 COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Borden. I wonder if1 could 
3 just ask a technical question. This recommendation came from 
the DOD and I h o w  a lot of them, the DLA and the depot 

J ra~mmcndations come to ether. It seems to me we ought to at 
2 least be considering  the%^^ section given that workload 
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1 next couple days be briefing the Defense Logistics Agency. 
2 The were indeed, Commissioner Cox, presented 
3 individuaiy by DOD and the DLA. As a result of revious 
4 votes that concern the ALG DLA now has a signikant 
5 shortfall and we will be briefing those. So I would su est 
6 that perhaps the vote qn the distribution dcpM and t h e f ? ~ ~  
7 portlon be sli untll w e  do that resentat~on. 
8 C O M ~ O N E R  COX: I dL W'S a good 
9 suggestion, if eve one would a 

10 C H A I R M ~ D I X O N :  I that it is apparcnt that 
11 the commissioners a with you, Commissioner Cox. 
12 MR. COOK: rank you, Mr. Chairman. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there further - where are we 
14 here now? 
15 COMMISSIONER COX: Just to make it clear - 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: - any vote we  now take would be 
18 on the depot only. We would not be Gating on the outcome of 
19 the DLA at Red River Base. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is that the staffs view as well? - - 
21 MR. COOK: Yes,.sir, Mr. Chairman. I wou!d suggest 
22 that we do just that m light of the area distribution 
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1 fpction that the Defense Depot Red River has, which is 
2 dlsslrmlar to most of the other co-locat* d 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And that is I%%ok again. - .  
4 reporter. Oka now how are we doing here? 
5 COMM~~SIONER COX: ~ m t .  
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Anybody else have a question? Arc 
7 we able to proceed? Now who is up to bat? Is it you, Mr. 
a Owsle 9 
9 &R. OWSLEY: Sir, Bob Miller is fontinuing. 

10 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Mr. Chairman. 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DMON: Commissioner Cornella. 
12 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: 1 would ask that we would 
13 discuss and decide on both of these issues together. If we 
14 postpone the DLA side, 1 don't think it's appro riate to take 
15 a v o e  because that may Impact whether or not %e depot side 
16 remams. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Where is my director? Could you 
18 come here, Mr. Lyles, and help us a little bit here? Can you 
19 get down here?, Mr. Cook is usurping your throne. Now, will 
20 you resolve t h ~ s  issue for us so that we can figure out how 
21 to roceed on this matter? We are having a procedural 
22 di&cultY here. 

- - 
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1 what would have taken place with Kelly and - 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON Are you prepared to do that, Mr. 
3 Cook, at the a ropnate tlme? 
4 MR. C ~ K :  I am, Mr. Chairman. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Poor Mr. Cook is a man without a 
6 sign. Okay, you are going to + able to do that. Are there 
7 any objections to proceedm h s  way? Is there any 
8 comrmssioner that has any %,ection about what we are going 
9 to do? 
10 Director Lyles? 
11 MR. LYLES: Mr. Chairman, I suggest we complete the 
12 resentatlon on the Red k v e r  Depot, and go back to 
13 rieutenant Colonel Miller. 
14 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: We will continue with 
15 Chart C-6, with the second issue, which is cost-to-move 
16 inventory. 
17 The community expressed concern $at DOD did not 
18 accurately~rtray the cost to move. a c w  mvento 
19 storage ?t ed a v e r  Defense Distnbut~on ~ ~ m t .  = 
20 commumty stated that that cost could be as hgh as  $319 
21 million and was based on moving 14,000 vehicles and 120,000 
22 tons of stock out of the depot. 
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1 DOD's position in the original recommendation, and 
2 reaffirmed later on, is the plan 1s not to move the entire 
3 stocka e of vehicles based on the closure. Vehicle inventory 
4 would% $5.8 million for moving, and $12.7 million for the 
5 stockage. These reflect a portion of the actual which is 
6 show on the chart. 
7 Next chart. What Chart C-7 shows is a su 7 of 
8 the scenarios as DOD ortrayed them. . On the left is ed 
9 fiver Army Depot. &e costs and savmgs shown here reflect 
10 the Comqsslon's COBRA results, after review of military 
1 1  construction. 
12 Actual1 , there is a $53 1,000 cost. Please note 
13 the chan e T% got a chart ahead of myself. 
14 W$ is on the left is Red fiver Army Depot's 
!S original recommendation from DOD, as amended by the update to 
16 the personnel numhrs that the gave us about a month ago. 
'7 Notice, annu$ savmgs is $92.~million. 
18 Immediate return on mvestment. You can see the 
19 comrnepttj there, About the only concern thaf you really have 
20 with h s  is placing all your combat track vehcle workload 
21 into one depot. 
22 If you look at the numbers, Anniston will hold the 

1 I I 
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1 Fiscal Year 1999 on the bottom, and the one on the top is the 
2 projected war time requirements, based on the modeling that 
3 the Army has done. 
4 That reflects a figure of 8.4 million man hours, 
5 where the projected funded workload actually reflects about 
6 3.2 million man hours. 
7 The bar to the nght is a computation of the three 
I depots stacked on top of each other, operatin at a 1-8-5 
9 shft, with the maximum potential capacities !kat exist in 
10 those depots. 
11 The one on the left is Anniston Army Depot, using 
12 the same maximum potential capacity but showing you wo shft , 
13 chan es one going to 80-hour workload and one going to a 
14 8-7 &A, or 
15 112-hour work week. 
16 In other words, Anniston can handle the proiixta 
17 war-time workload of 8.4 million man hours, on a 2-8-7 shift 
18 and can handle on a 1-8-5 shift, the peace-time progran 
19 funded workload. 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: I am sorry. Anniston's capa 
21 today, how many hours 1s that - 
22 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: That is about 4 million 
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2 Depot on a 1-8-5. 
CHAIRh4AN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 

1 man hours. Maximum potential capacity for Anniston Anq , 

3 
4 COMMISSIONER KLING: So what you are sayin is 
5 that, moviug eve thing to ADniston is going to get us ri&t 
6 up to the bnnk o8heir en aci 
7 COMMISSIONER 602'. h war-he.  
8 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: In peace-time, they 
9 would be o p i n ~ 7 8  r t  of capacity. 
10 COM ISSIO ER MG: But m a surge capacity, they 
1 1  would have to go to the extra hours? 
12 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: They would have to go 
13 to a 2-8-7, and on a 2-8-7, I think Anniston can operate at 
14 about 11 million man hours. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
16 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Let me put a little 
17 perspective here. I went to Amuston intent!onally so that I 
18 could walk the ground. I hate to keep harpmg on the fact 
19 that numbers mesmerize you, but numbers mesmerize you. 
20 The fact of the matter, you can look at a number so 
21 long and you can say -- oh, yes, this is perfect, and then 
22 w m g  out every bit of capac~ty. 
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1 workload. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: Could we talk about that for 
3 just a m u t e ?  
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
5 COMMISSIONER COX: We went through this before - 
6 is 85 ercent enough? Is 90 ercent too much? 
7 kould  you f n l ~  about tEe capacity of h s t o n  to 
8 hold all of the und vehcle -- 
9 L I E U T E G T  CO&ONEL MILLER: p i  of a!, u . b  
10 to AMC - AMC's goal is to have 85 percent capaaty m deir 
11 depots. That is what they would like to see. 
12 COMMISSIONER COX: That is on a oneshift, fivcday 
13 a week? 
14 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: Noxmal operations; 
15 correct. So I would llke to pull up a back-up chart, 52- 
16 Alpha. 
17 MR. COOK: I went to Anniston, so I would like to, 
18 after Colonel Miller talks about it, tell you what I saw as I 
19 walked the buiidin s. 
20 LIEUTENAN5 COLONEL MILLER: Sir, what I have 
21 briefly tried to show in this chart in the two lines that you 
22 see on there, the current funded program workload for the 
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1 So I said - show me your plan for moving all the 
2 round vehicle work here in Anniston. They had done a 
3 Ieautiful job. They had building by building exactly how 
4 they were going to put -- where the lathes were going to go, 
5 where the machmes were going to go, et cetera. 
6 When I left there, the impression I got is, yes, it 
7 can be done, 78 percent. I question that number big time. 
8 They are golng to shoehorn m there - 
9 COMMlSSIONER KLING: Which way do you question 
10 this? 
11 COMMISSIONER ROBES: I fhink there will be less 
12 than that, but from a physical - when 
13 you line-up all the machm+ an3=Ftt$ $Zehic1e8, 
14 and put m all the work stations, they are gom to shoehorn 
15 in everything into Anniston. It can be done. % can 
16 physically be done, but you have absolutely no slack. 
17 If one of those gigantic overhead cranes goes belly 
18 up, you have just im acted a whole bunch of work and there is 
19 no other place to & it. ra 

20 If you have a fire, if you have a tornado - if 
21 anything ha ns you are going to have a problem, further 
22 compoundJ%; 6 e  fact that Anniston's layout is pretty 
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I compact. They did a good job of having all the buildlpgs 
2 close together, so you can have a lot of sympathetic thmgs 
3 that ha pen if one thin s goes down. 
4 rPpleJs what realb got my attention and im acts on S 5 this question is: There IS more iron laying aroun at 
6 Anniston Army Depot than I have ever seen, including when I 
7 was in Desert Storm and it was everywhere. 
8 The .have things +ere for years y ~ d  years aqd 
9 ears, andllt is ust waltmg for d,sposition mstrucpon. r' lo ff you move a1 of the Army's round combat vehcles to 

1 1  Anniston Army Depot, it will i t .  but you might as well have 
!2 the rqost gigantic yard of iron and the most over-full 
13 bulldlngs that I have rsonally seen m my nearly 30 years 
14 of military service. E d  I worry about that a lot. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions, 
16 or shall Colonel Miller roceed? 
1 i COMMISSIONER L I N G :  Can 1 just back up on the - 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Klmg. 
19 COMMISSIONER KLING: Because we have the depot as a 
20 distribution - separate he?. The total, as I undentapd - 
21 and I wanted to ask you -- IS the staff comfortable wlth 
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1 Is that the one-time cost - roughly $109 million 
2 for both - is that fair? Is that a correct statement? And 
3 that the annual savm s comes to almost $100 mlhon? Are 
4 you comfortable wit% those fi 
5 LIEUTENANT COLONE&U$LLEn: Speaking for the Red 

I a piver Armypepot, the only costs, loolung at the 
7 lementation p1.m at Amuston Arm Depot,.there is a 
8 2 i 9  construction cost of $53 1 ,&, whch IS not Included 
9 in the OD's recompendation. 
10 That would brmg your one-time %st-up and bring 
11 your net resent value down by a half-mlhon. 
12 CORMISSIONER K L ~ G :  ~ u t  together you are. saying 
13 that you are comfortable w t h  the fact that the one-hme cost 
14 is roughly $100 million, annual savings of roughly $100 
15 million? 
16 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: Yes, sir. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: Could you just walk me - I knqw 
19 that there were some other one-time costs that the commumty 
20 raised with us. I know you have it on your chart here, and. 
21 ou mentioned it, but I would llke you to walk us through it. 
22 Lere  were a whole bunch of vehicles just kind of hanging out 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: Can I presume from what $u say 
1 2 hefe, that some of them might just tk on a normal schdule, 

3 golug awa ? Coin out to the field? Goin to whatever? 
I 4 L I E ~ T E N ~ T  COLONEL MILLE~: That 1s correct. - - - - - - - . - - -- 

5 COMMISSIONER COX: You wouldn't backfill those, and 
6 so as the went out, resumabl the would anyway? 
7 LIHUTENANQ COLON& M~LLER: bght .  
8 COMMISSIONER COX: So you wouldn't be ;;loving all of 

I 9 the vehcles there. 
10 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: Some of the vehicles at 
11 Red River Armv Dmot would be issued to units from Red River 
12 during the im -1ernkntation eriod. 
13 C O M ~ S S I O N E R  &x: I see. nd you - 
14 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman? 
IS CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commssioner Davis. 
16 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Colonel Miller, we talk about 
17 capacity, and again, I go back to my ca ability argument - 
18 how many new tanks - funded new & do we have on the I 
19 drawin hard?  
20 L ~ U T E N A N T  COLONEL MILLER: None, sir 
21 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: How many funded new ~ k d l e ~ s  
22 do we have on the drawrng board? 
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1 down there at Red River. 
2 The ~ m m u n i  indicated that they believed, and i t  7 3 sure look m e  it wou d be tough to move all of those wthout 
4 havin - I have forgotten what it was - but vans-full of 
5 vehisk  for the next two years, or somethmg, up to 
6 Anniston. 
7 You seem to be sayin that you are confirming the 

I 8 DOD numbers on moving, anf 1 am just wondering - how are 

Depot to Anniston Army 14 
vehicles that are 15 

16 
17 

19 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 they plannin on moviii that? - 

10 L I E ~ N A N T  &LONEL MILLER: I would have to 
11 actually defer to Mr. Cook, or one of the analysts for the 
12 actual plan, but we went back to DOD - DLA con- as 
13 well as the Army item manager, that the number of vehlcies 
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1 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: I don't think we have 
2 any. 
3 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: How many funded new 113's dc 
4 we have on the drawin board? 
5 LIEUTENANT EOLONEL MILLER: Zero, sir. 
6 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: What you arc telling me, we 
7 are goin to have to repair all those things .that we have 
8 got - alfthat iron sitting around out there lf we want to 

1: 
11 
12 
13 

9 have a force in the futuik? 
10 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: Yes, sir. 
11 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank vou. Mr. Chairman. -. 

12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, -~o&issioner Davis. 
13 Where are now? Are vou eoinn to no forward, - - - -  
14 Colonel Miller? 
15 LIEUTEN,ANT COLONEL MILLER: Sir, the.only thipg 1 
16 would hke to hghli ht to the nght is, Defense D~stnbutlon 
17 Depot Numbers. As $ommissioner Kling pointed out. yqu havc 

I 18 to add those together to get the total Impact of the srngle - 
I 19 recornmendaticZn. 
20 That concludes the formal resentation that I have. 

I 21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ag right. ~n there any 
22 questions of staff on this presentation on Army depots? 

20 agencies - 
21 COMMISSIONER COX: Aren't owned by them? 
22 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: bght. 
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COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Yes, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: You had referenced the 8( 

rcent distribution in regard to the depot earlier - the 
ELA side now. 1 know you are not DL*, but I want to ask you 
that questlon because you referenced it. 

Isn't it true - that is really a significant 
number in comparison to a DLA depot, co-located with a repair 
depot? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: Yes, sir. It is almost 

jun t h ~ ~ K ~ I k o N E R  CORNELLA: But that 20 percent 
doesn't really tell the true story, because are not each of 
those Bradlev's - are they counted as one individual item? 
Is this by item capacity? * 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: Yes, that is by item 
capaci 

&MMISSIONER CORNELLA: So really, K .Bradley 
went out of there, or a screw goes out of there, ~t 1s the 
same number of items; right? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: I +think the numbrs 
change dependmg on ~f you use dollars, or lf you use weight 

I 1 I 
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1 or if you use item transactions. 
2 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: So really, that 20 percent 
3 is even sigTuficant in itself; it probably creates a great 
4 deal of theu workload? Because if ou are dealmg with big 
5 items here - we are not dealing w i 2  a screw and a bolt that 
6 we put in a box; we are dealing with something that is going 
7 t o g o o n a f l a t w a n d b e s h i  ed. 
8 LIE~TENANT COLON!X MILLER: Sir, I would agre. 
9 MR. COOK: Mr. Chairman. 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Cook. 
11 MR. COOK: You are right. Commissioner Cornella, 
12 the issue is, the 20 percent are those line items that are 
13 directed towards the maintenance effort. If a Bradley goes 
14 out on a flatcar, that is an issue to the field, or it is 
15 leavin the yard to o someplace else. That might very well 
16 be - &at is part of h e  .other 80 percent 
17 What we are tallung about when \;e talk 20 percent 
18 are those things that are on the shelf, dedicated to go to 
19 the maintenance line. 
20 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I understand. Thank you. 
21 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I have a question for Mr. 
22 Miller, please. 

- 
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1 Letterkemy. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: What other things does Anniston 
3 do? 
4 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: Anniston does basically 
5 small arms and combat vehicles and b combat vehicles they 
6 do the heavy combat - the tanks; d e  AVLBs -- and they also 
7 have the deml facht 
8 COMMISSIO~ER COX: Are the lines different? At 
9 Anniston you do certain ound vehicles and at Red River ou 

10 do different ground veKcles? Are there crossover? k they 
11 all domg all the same vehcles? 
12 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER. The Army has accepted 
13 the center of excellence c o n e  t, as have the other services, 
14 I believe, and, right now, ~ J ~ i v e r  Army Depot does the 
15 light combat vehicles; Letterkenny does self- ropelled and 
16 towed howitzers- and the heavy mmbat vehit%s are done at 
17 Anniston Army bepot. 
18 If you look at the capabilities, though, wi-thin 
19 Anniston, ~nnls ton  has the ~~~~~~~~ty of assuIplng all the 
20 workloads and all the specific funchons that either of the 
21 other two have. Anniston currently works with aluminum, on 
22 the Sheridan. They work with the heavy metals on the M-1 
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1 with this is a model.hg called decision pad, where they 
2 actually ive objectwe values to different quantities and 
3 weighdthose m a decis~on .matnr. 
4 Those are the same weights that came out of the 
5 decision, and the numbers rate from 6.4 for Tobyhanna down to 
6 2.3 for Letterkeey. Then they applied the strate y of the 
7 ob~ect~ve blueonnt and the statlolun~ strateev. an% the 
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1 CHAZRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
2 COMMISSIONER STEELE: When we talk about the depot 
3 workload at Letterkenny or Red River, if you could please 
4 address for us how they ranked in the tiermg. I personally 
5 a ree with my collea e to my right, but I am very concern 
6 &t the Army has l e g 0  wi le room and all the eggs in 02 
7 basket. And there are severaffarguments that bother me. 
8 When I look at how I am going to address that 
9 concern of readiness and surge, and the two o tions before 
lo me, if you could tell me the capabilities that Lse places 
1 1  have and how they ranked and such? 
12 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: To address the tiering? 
13 How the ranked the de ots? 
14 C~MMISSIONE$STEELE: yes, sir. ~ n d  their 
15 capability to absorb some of the sur e that I am concerned 
16 that I am giving up if I accept all ~Bthese recommendations. 
17 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: To address the tierin 
18 I'd refer back to Chart C-1, which is the one that Mr. t r o w  
19 headed off with. And the Arm ranked their depots - 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: l&t up C-1. 
2 1 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: This is how the Army 
22 ranked their depots, and the method they used for mmmg up 

" -. , 
8 nimbers stay& the same. 
9 COMMISSIONER STEELE: What is the number for Red 
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1 tank. 
2 Up at Letterkenny, they do one on a Howitzer, which 
3 is, I believe, not aluminum, it's a type of light steel and 
4 then, at Red River, they mainly do alummum-hulled vehicles, 
5 which are the Bradle s and the 113s. 
6 COMMISSIO~ER COX: Is that a difference? 
7 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: Is it a big difference' 
8 It's a slull differen* and there's sqme differences m 
9 equipment, so yes, it would be a big difference m makin 
10 sure you had the m le and the ui ment to do the work 
1 1  CHW J D & O N :  ~ 0 1 0 3 ,  L e  you c o m t 1 d  the 
12 art about Red River? Because I don't thmk you ve given us 
13 Lterkenty  r t ,  have you? 
14 LIE T NANT COLONEL MILLER: Sir, I'm not going to 
15 discuss Letterkemy. After Red River, we're oin to give 
16 over to Mr. Knoe fie, who is the analyst for k teRenny.  
17 C H M R M ~  DIXON: If there are any other questions 
18 of you before we o to Mr. Knoepfle, 1et:s - are there any? 
19 COMMISSI~NER KLING: Yes s n  
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: ~ommisiioner Kling. 
2 1 COMMISSIONER KLING: Did you, b any chance 
22 any infomution together on what it w o u l k e  -- I &: 

lo 1 1  R i v e r ~ ~ L F , ? N ~ T  COLONEL MILLER: The number for Red 
12 River was 5. 
13 COMMISSIONER STEELE: 5? And then -- 
14 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: And Anniston was 6.1. 
15 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okav. 
16 COMMISSIONER COX: Tobyhanna Loesn't do any ground 
17 vehicles? 
18 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: Correct. Tobyhanna is 
19 unlike the other three depots in that they don't do any 
20 round vehicles. Now, Letterkenn , Red River, and Annlston 
21 80 ground vehic1.s as well as otger commodities. Most 
22 notable of those is the missile work that's done at 
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I know the answer - but if we maintained one line of ve%icle 
2 mamtenance at Red hver?  
3 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: Yes, sir, we did. Just 
4 recent1 , we looked at a COBRA where we had moved the 113s 
5 out ofked River and would leave on1 the Bradley line that's 
6 there, as it exists. And just almost a gack-of-the-envelo e 
7 thing, just taking the worwoad and using a percentage o? the 
8 workload, the savlngs at Red River Amy Depot from moving the 
9 113s were approximately $20 million a ear, with a net 
10 present value of $233 mllion over the $-year enod. 
1 1  The bi difference was the elimination o?te 
12 ~ r s o m e l ,  3 I 6 people involved in repairin the 113s and thf 
13 percent reduction in base ops h the COBL 
14 COMMISSIONER KLING: But I just would say, "Okay, 
15 you you're gomg to leave only the Bradley llne there, 
16 period, with our one-time costs and our annual savin s, 
17 what's oing to happen to those two, if you have it? 5 think 
18 I proba%ly h o w  the answer. 
19 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: The one-time costs 
20 would actually go down significantly from the original Army's 
21 -- or the net present value and the steady state savings 
22 would go down significantly from what the Army's original 

I I I 
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I et rid of any of m good stuff and 1 only have so muc% up 

1 2 kont costs, and r+Tly, that's ply driving equation - up 
3 front costs:" So if ou're tellmg me that the up front 
4 costs are significani de raded or dropped b domg this, in 
5 the b y ' s  chief oAtaBs  - ex-l\rmy chierof s t a r s  - 
6 view, that's a good use sto . 
7 Now, let me just b d  over and again, amongst all 
8 these numbers, put some experience, personal experience. And 
9 I .hate to keep.using rsonal experience but that's the only 
lo h d  of expenencetl% I have, and so I have to talk about 
1 1 my personal experiences. 
12 (Laughter.) 
13 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And, because I was intimately 
14 involved with Red River Army Depot in my Desert Storm buildup 
15 and in my da s as division commander, I know a lot about this 
16 depot, and i(l just havc to make some observations. 
17 The first observation I'll make is that the Army - 
18 and I'm not second- uessing the Army leadership. I know wh 
19 they're doing it. dknow why the closed two-thirds of t%eir 
20 depots. They closed two-thirds of their de ts because they 
21 need bucks. I know that better than an &, because I was 
22 the vacuum cleaner looking for bucks Z r  many years on the 
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1 tank, a new fighting vehicle, a new an thing. 

2 We're oing to have to live, in % Army, with what 
3 we have, pro%ud improve it, schlep it, baby it, fix it - 
4 like we've been domg on twp-and-a-half ton t ~ c k s ,  that are 
5 older than most of you m this room, forever, smce the 
6 Korean war; and with are going to have to keep fixing this 
7 stuff. 
8 And I'd just say, if you want to p.wh all that 
9 fixin through one depot and take the nsks attendant to 
10 that, 5 think that is not prudent. 
11 Finally, in this case, I have to look at economic 
12 impact. I went down there, along with many of our 
13 commissioners. On the gmund nght now there's about an 11 
14 percent unemployment rate. We're talking about two counties 
15 on the Texas side, three w-ties on the Arkansas side. 
16 If we do ths, we're gomg to double - at least 
17 double -- thew unemployment rate. There are not a lot of 
18 alternatives in that part of Texas and Arkansas. There are 
19 not. It is not a bi city. It is not a metropqlitan a m .  % 20 You are gomg to asically geographically disperse those 
21 people and restructure the economy of that part of the 
22 country. I just don't think that's smart. 
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1 recommendation was. 
2 The original recommendation was that $1.17 billion 
3 for net resent value. The net present value of leavm the B r Bradley %e there and only closing out the 113 would be 1 3 
5 million, about a 25 percent rate. You lose abou! 75 ercent 
6 of the actual savin s, on the. efonomics, just the num&rs. 
7 MR. LYLE& Comssioner, you can compare the 
a numbers that Lieutenant Colonel Md er just gave you to C-3 
9 m your books or there on the screen there. 
10 You could see the one-time costs in the Aimy's 
11 ~mmendatipn is about $51 -6 million and the recommendation 
12 he just described, the one-tlme cost would be &7 mllion. 
13 The annual savin s are $92 plillion and the one-time costs 
14 under the p ropa  that was just outlmed, one-t~me savmgs, 
15 would be about $20 million. 
16 CHAIRMAN DMON: Commissioner Robles. 
17 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Just a comment, and then 
18 apother observation. But I understand that there would be a 
19 sigmficaqt dro m steady stream savmgs, but I rememkr the 
20 ~ r m y  ~ t u e f  ot'staff focmmg not on steady stream savmgs, 
21 but up front costs. 
22 He said: "The problem I have is, I don't want to 
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1 Army staff, as Mr. Brown knows. 
2 But, as you look for bucks, ou don't want to do 
3 something dumb and, from a war-fighting perspective, a 
4 commander's perspective, Red River has always been the center 
5 of excellence for doin live track combat vehicles. That's 
6 why it has a value of !, which is double, the value pf alot 
7 of other depots in the & m y  system; so lt's not as if this IS 
8 not a ood d t. Th~s  is a great depot. 
9 !io youXve to really question, do you really want 
10 to ut all your combat, y u n d  combat vehicles and ground 
11 veficles in total at one ace? And es ou could do it; 
12 and yes, ~ y a u  could wo& double anitri'pre shifts; and yes, 
13 you wou d fi re out a way to do it, if you could find it 
14 amon st all &t stuff that's out there at Anniston. 
15 %ut, if ou could do a11 that, is that a prudent 
16 thing to do wKen you only have one ground depot, one air 
17 depot, and one communication electronics depot, and, in this 
18 case, they can't do each other's laundry? 
19 You could Force that ground work to Letterkenny, 
20 and the probably wuld do it eventual1 over time. An body 
21 could l o  it. Enough mone , enougktime you d d  do 
22 anythmg. But that is not deir  expemm. k don't thhk 
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1 you could ever take it to Tobyhanna and have it done. 
2 Then I get to the argument about privatization. 
3 Could we take this out to the rivate sector? Probabl some 
4 day but not for a long time, &cause there is absolutejy no 
5 facilitation in the private -tor to take a Bradley fightmg 
6 vehicle, or a 1 13, or an artcue iecc, or + of .the other 
7 live track vehicles we have, an3 iave the n & m l h g  
8 machines, the macme that can ick up a w%ole chlss~s and 
9 l i t  it u and make I clean as a gaby9s behmd, and all the 

10 things %at they do there. 
1 1 (Laughter.) 
12 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And all I have to say is that 
13 it is a center of excellence. So do.we really want not $ 
11 have any sur e ca acity m the Umted States Army for its 
15 combat vehic%s? h e  Arm is not bi airplanes or big ships, 
16 it's a lot of little combat ve&cles. As sud, .there are 
17 over 6,000.combat vehicle jn an Army divislon - ground 
18 vekcles - m an Army division and, at end sta e,  there's 
19 golng to be 10 of tpose, so you can multi 1 1 times 6,000. 
20 

8 
General Davls was very eloquent. P.8 sa it with 

21 p little more passion. Thcre isn't an thing on & books or 
22 is there llkely to be a n y h g  on the & x k s  m R&D for a new 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 
2 Robles. Are there any further comments before we go to 
3 Letterkenny? 
4 No - 
5 Lw%%~MoN: would you pmcea~, then, witb 
6 Letterkenn Mr. Knoepfle? 
7 MR. h0EPFLE: Good morning, Mr. Chairman. Good 
8 aflemoon, I ess. I will be discussmg the Letterkenny and 
9 Tobyhanna ky depots. I will concentrate on the tactical 

10 missile consolidation effort, which also includes the pending 
11 transfer of missile workload from Hill Air Force Base to the 
12 Army. 
13 This chart shows a comparison of closing costs and 
14 estimated savings resulting for the DOD recommendation to 
15 realign Letterkenny and a Commission alternative that would 
16 close Tobyhanna. 
17 Next chart. 
18 The 1993 Commission reversed DOD's recommended 
19 realiment of Letterkenny +d instead established a 
20 consolidated DOD depot activity for the repmr of DOD 
21 tactjcal missile guidance systems and related support 
u equipment. 

I I I 
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The 1993 Commission was specifically asked by fhe 

2 Secretary of D e f e v  to explore opt~ons for pter-servlcmg 
3 and include ap ropnate mter-service consolidation in its 

) ) h a l m o m m e n L  ons. The 1993 Commission serviced inter- ' 5 servicing options for tactical missiles, 
6 commmcations and electronics, whee ed vehicles, and rotq 
7 aircraft commodities. 

Yd 
The recommendation to consolidate tactical missile 

9 maintenance at Letterkemy was first suggested by the Defense 
10 Depot Maintenance Council in a report Issued 18 January 1991. 
11 In companson, the 1995 recommendat~on would termmate all 
12 depot-level work at ktterkemy, including the ongoing 
13 mssile consolidation effort. 

DOD's 1995 recommendation preserves the concept of 
1s inter-servicing for tactical missiles but, instead, would 
16 send the guidance and control s stem workload to Tobyhanna. 
17 Tactical missile midance micontrol sections taken from up- 

I 18 rounding missil& kept in Letterkemy's secured storage arei 
19 and also from other similar locations strateeicallv located 
20 around the country would be sent for repaiFand hverhaul to 
21 Tobyhanna, rather than htterkemy. 
22 Please note that a significant portion of the 
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1 guidance system workload includes a wide rpge of ~ F p o r t  
2 equ~pment, other support equ~pment, mcludlng msslle 
3 launchers, command ririd control shelters, and radar apparatus. 
4 The 1995 recommendation also ~rovides for the 
5 transfer of combat vehicle workload d Anniston. As stated 
6 previouslv -- and you've heard a lot of discussion about this 
7 1 the Anby believes that the work can be absorbed in 
8 A~iston 's  existing infrastructure and, because of declining 
9 workload m the out years, no personnel transfers are planned 

10 from Letterkenny to the activity at Anniston. 
11 Next chart. 
12 This chart shows the transition of tactical missile 
13 work from 11 sites into one central location at Letterkenny, 
14 as mandated by the 1993 Commission. The shaded systems 
15 indicate the workload that has already transitioned into 
16 Letterkemy. So far, Letterkern has spent about $26 miuior 
17 of the $42 million mssile consoidation bud el. 
18 In terms of workload transfers, about falf of the 
19 workload packa es have already transferred. Please note that 
20 three of the worboad packages which have not yet 
21 transitioned to Letterkemy are currently assigned to the 
22 private sector. 
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1 49 percent, I believe, to 70 

COMMlSSlONER STEE?Lxcuse me. Quation for you 
3 there. : CHAlRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
5 COMMISSIONER STEELE: The action we took earlier,. 
6 utting ground commmcat~ons and electromcs workload mtc 
7 obyhanna, how does that affect your capacity - I 8 ' CHAIRMAN DMON: That*s a good quat~on.  What's 
9 the answer to that? 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: I'm glad you liked that my I :: earlier - 
12 MR. KNOEPFLE: Back up, Chart 62. The combination 
13 of misde work plus electromcs work from McClellan would 
14 raise Tob hama s utilization rate to 83 percent, and that's 
I5 based on J e  maximum tential capacity urut of measurement. 
16 COMMISSIONE~STEELE: Okay. Thank you very much. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Steele. 
18 MR. KNOEPFLE: The next chart, please. 
19 This chart rovides -- 
20 COMMIS&ONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman? 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
22 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I'm not sure whether G l e ~  - 
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1 well, you were on the rqcess, too. The '93 joint direct~on 
2 was to move the rmssll!~ mto - all these mssdes you had 
3 listed on that chart - into Le-tterkemy - 
4 MR. KNOEPFLE: Mlles and related equipment, that's 
5 right. 
6 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: - and related uipment, to 
7 do that work. And, all those that were w l o r a  in dark have, 
8 in fact, moved, and all the rest of them are programmed to 
9 move: is that correct?? 

10 'MR. KNOEPFLE: That's correct, sir. 
11 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Unless altered by this 
12 process? 
13 MR. KNOEPFLE: Right. 
14 MR. OWSLEY: One auestion that came UD when we  had 
15 industry in is, that requires a contracting offificer to direct 
16 that work out of their plant and, in some cases, that hasn't 
17 been implemented yet so, h o w ,  just sayin that action 
18 without the contrfcting of lcer to, sa , issue ? c$. e order 
19 to use that says, From now on, sen8 y* msslles%ere,' in 
20 some cases that hasn't been done, and thdc the Army needs 
21 to look into that. 
22 MR. KNOEPFLE: The total consolidation effort is 
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1 Next chart. 
2 COtv?vfISSIONER COX: The 1993 recommendation required 
3 that the nvate sector work come into the government. 
4 MK. KNOEPFLE: Yes, ma'am 
5 COMMISSIONER COX: Does the'1995 recommendation 
6 also r uire that the rivate sector come in? 
7 8 ~ .  KNOEPAE: It does not address that issue 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: ~ n d ,  therefore, the phvate 
9 sector would have to come in and move to Tob hanna? 
10 MR. KNOEPFLE: n a t 9 s  correct, as we5 as any 
1 1  future s stems. The techn~cal art of the language -- 
12 C~MMISSIONER COX' Any future systems, as well? 
13 MR. KNOEPFLE: Yes. 
14 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. 
1s MR. KNOEPFLE: This chart compares Tob hanna's 

combined workload forecast &r 
electronics, plus the tactical missile 

19 
for transfer from htterkenny. 

You can see that Tobyhanna's overall ca acit is 
20 sufficient to absorb Letterkenny's missile worgoad: along 
21 with our other currently programmed work. That, 
22 incidentally, raises the capaclty utilization rate from about 
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1 scheduled to be complete at htterkemy by 1999, barnng an! 
2 changes to the 1993 recommendations. 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: The rest of the missiles from 
4 the - most of the rest of the missiles not movedyet from 
5 depots, other overnment depots, are the Hill mssiles? 
6 MR. ~ O E P F L E :  That's correct. That's the bulk of 
7 the - there are some that are scheduled to come in from 
8 Anniston in 1996-1997. The ongoing work at Hill is scheduled 
9 for transfer into Letterkemy m the summer. 
10 COMMISSIONER COX: In the next month, July, August? 
1 1  MR. KNOEPFLE: Au ust-Se tember tlme frame. 
12 COMMISSIONER C O ~ :  .Antis that training done, I 
13 mean -- 
14 MR. KNOEPFLE: htterkemy people are current at 
15 Hill Air Force Base undergoin t r a b g  in preparation for 
16 receipt of that workload, and &ere are a few peoele at Ogden 
17 who are sort of waiting m the wings, I guess you d say, to 
18 determine. They're planning to move, but no commitment, no 
19 fuy commitments have been made. There's about 80 pea le at 
20 Hi11 Ajr ForceBase that do the wark on the sidewider and 
21 Mavenck mssile, at the present time. 
22 COMMISSIONER COX: Are we going to get into Hill 
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I the original 3 F .  A l e ,  the enclaved ammunition and missile 
2 w e  area wll  retam 801 employees rather than the 
3 origmal491. 
4 The changes were made as a result of concerns 
s raised b the community. Letterkern community officials 
6 argued &at the Army's mitial COB& analysis only provrds 
7 for the transfer of core workload and not the above wre 
8 workload. 
9 It is our understanding that the Army lans to use 
lo the .+ditional 310 emplp oar within the e n c L  area until a 
11 dec~sron can be made w& regard to the poss~ble 
12 privatization of the above core work. 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: At tl?e moment, though, .under 
14 either .the '93 or '95 recommendation, could they pnvatlze 
15 any msslles? 
16 MR. KNOEPFLE: No, the could not. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: So $at would q u i r e  us -g 
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18 some action - 
19 MR. KNOEPFLE: That's correct. 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: - to overrule the '93 
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1 Air Force Base? 
2 MR. KNOEPFLE: Yes we will. Yes. 
3 COMMISSIONER C O ~ :  Okay. 
4 MR. KNOEPFLE: This chart - no, Brian, C-13. Keep 
5 rh+ up there. This chart provides a comparison of coqs and 
6 m g s  for the DOD fecomznendat~on and two alternatives 
7 inveshgated by the Commission. We've included closure costs 
8 for both the maintenance depot and the DLA distribution 
9 depot. 

10 In the case of Letterkenny, DLA has gone on record 
I 1 and says if the host mamtenance activity closes, the 
12 distribution depof is a likely candidate to follow, s+ly 
13 because it pnmanly supports the maintenance mssion, not 
14 entirely, but they've gone on record to sa if the 
1s maintenan$e depot oes down, that the DL distribution is a 
I6 good -did& to $110~. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: The rcentage of work done by 
18 the DLA is much hi her with the Gpot than we saw - 
19 MR. KNOEP~LE: It's well over 50 percent. 
20 The fvst column summarizes the DOD recommendation. 
21 The Army recent1 updated its COBRA anal sis to provide for 
2 the transfer of 4g0 personnel slots to ~og~hanna ,  rather than 

21 recommendation? 
22 MR. KNOEPFLE: The services have seen fit to 
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1 MR. KNOEPFLE: All up-rounding facilities are 
2 scattered throu hout the country. 
3 COMMIS!IONER DAVIS: And you do not have that at 
4 Hill and ou certain1 don't have it at Tobyhpa? 
5 MM K N O E P ~ E :  You have that at Bll for some. 
6 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Some? 
7 MR. KNOEPFLE: Yes. 
8 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: But there's deemed to be kind 
9 of an efficiency to have both the storage area and the 
lo maintenance capability at the same place, not necessary, but 
11 there is, when you slup it back and forth, your lag times 
12 drop down? 
13 MR. KNOEPFLE: There's some synergism gained by 
14 that through, you know, less transportation costs and maybe 
15 some sham of nomel. 
16 C O M ~ I S ~ O N E R  DAVIS: Thanks, Glenn 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Mr. ~ n o e ~ f l e .  You may 
18 proceed. 
19 MR. KNOEPFLE: Thank you. 
20 The third column summarizes the COBRA analysis to 
21 close Tobyhanna -- 
22 COMMISSIONER COX: I'm sorry. Just to go back, the 
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1 cate orize only about one-thjrd of the tactical missile 
2 w9&ord as core and two-hrds non-co~,  and Roles and 
3 Missions would say that that's a llkely candidate for 
4 possible privatization. 
5 The second column shows the results of DOD's COBRA 
6 analysis to move the total missile maintenance package to 
7 Hill Air Force Base. One-time cost for this option is $89 
8 million, and this estimate does not include the wst to 
9 construct new storage facilities at Utah. 

10 As you mght remember, at the Adds hearin , we. had 
11 a one-time cost to a m  lish this transfer of $22C?mlllon, 
12 which included a cost s u i l d  a substantial number of 
13 igl-, and we found out, later on, that storage was not a 
14 slpficant rt of that - 
15 COMkSSIONER DAVIS: Can I follow up on that one? 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davls, follow up, 
17 please. 
18 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes, sir. So, in fact 
19 Letkrkenny is the only that has the capability to store ail 
20 uprounds and work on them at the same time? 
21 MR. KNOEPFLE: Within the same facility. 
22 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes, within the same facility. 
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1 $89 million one-time cost, does Hill have the capacity to do 
2 all of what Tobyhanna would do? 
3 In other words, we know they can't store and 
4 disassemble at Hill or Tobyhanna, but the things that the DOD 
5 recommends movin to Tobyhanna - the u.idan9 and control 
6 and some of the A a t d  work - could h l  pick that up? DO 
7 they have the ca aci to do that? 
8 MR. K N & P ~ E :  The infrastructure is there to pick 
9 up. 
10 COMMISSIONER COX: With some of  t h e e  MILCON - 
11 MR. KNOEPFLE: Yes they have a sigruficant amount 
12 of excess ace at Hill Air $ o m  Base. 

CO~MISSIONER COX: Do you think they will still ' :: have excess ace when McClellan and S+ Antorno close? 
15 MR. O%SLEY:  he answer to that 1s yes. ' 16 COMMISSIONER COX: Yes. 
17 MR. OWSLEY: The will have less, but they'll still 2 18 have quite a bit, because, i you remember the individual 
19 charts we went to, not a lot of that work that would be 
20 transferred by the Air Force would end up at Hill Air Force 
21 Base. Some would, but m the areas where we saw the excess 
22 capacity and that upstairs storage area and all that, that's 
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1 devoted to missiles, that will not be utilized with the work 
2 that's oin to transfer. 
3 ~!O&ISSIONER COX: n a n k  ou 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: P r d ,  Lr..Knoepfle. 
5 MR. KNOEPFLE: Next chart, please. 
6 This chart shows the issues that we looked at when 
7 we did our analysis. .The items or! the left, I'll be talking 
8 to; the ]terns on the nght can be discussed, d you so 
9 desire. 
10 You might want to leave that one up there, Brian, 
11 and move on to the next chart. 
12 l b s  chart shows some of the pros and cons of 
13 performing missile maintenance at Tobyhanna, as suggested by 
14 the DOD's 1995 recommendations. Some information for the two 
1s alternatives is also included. 
16 All three of these optlons, I might point out, 
17 reserve, in theory, the con t of inter-servicing. The 
18 !obyhanna 0 tion would assigTe work to the Army's lowest- 

l9 , dT" t. f t  would increase Tob hanna's utilization rate 
20 from 4 to 70.porcent and, since t&s work is mainly 
21 electronics-onen!$ the workload could bl.end into 
22 Tobyhanna's facllity but, with some addltlonal bullding 

I I I 
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2 COMMIE~'~%R"COX: I'm s o w .  The numbers you're 
3 looking at, do they include, now that we have voted, anywa 1 4 to move the horomd communication work from ~ c ~ l e f i m  to 1 5 Tobyhanna?' 

MR. .KNOEPFLE: No, .the don't. That would raise 
the utilurt~on rake to m the nergh$brbmd of 83 percent. 

COMMISSIONER COX: 83 percent. And we probably 
9 haven't, but we had a MILCON for moving missiles there and we 
10 had a MlLCON for movin und mrnqunications there, because 
11 we got it from the C O B ~ O ~  the Au Force de ts. 
12 Is everybody us111 the same space here? R e  those P 13 MILCONs Em letely dif erent? Are we counting on some space 
14 for bulk m s s l k  and whatever? Did we ever run them 
15 to ether that if ou would move both of them there, what the 
I 6 &CON wouid be? 
17 MR. KNOEPFLE: The M.E.CON for moving.the missiles 
18 into Tobyhanna IS about $5 d h o n .  Bas~cally, ~ t ' s  bulldmg 
19 renovation costs. 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: But we have a one-time cost here 
21 of $50 million of which, I guess, $5 million is MILCON. But 
22 we're assummg they're movmg mto some space. What I'm 

- 
1 consolidation. 
2 But, without any new workload, the projected FY '99 
3 utilization rate would be 52 rcent, based on maximum 
4 potential capacity, corn arA the currently programmed 
5 woryoad estimates, or % percent if only core workload is 
6 considered. 
7 Next Chart. This talks about the issues, with 
8 regard that the Letterkenny Commun~ty msed with regard to 
9 the costs. 
10 The Letterkenny Community as reco zed that 
1 I expanded workload base would reduce - &an expanded 
12 workload base would reduce overhead costs. 
13 As a solution to this problem, they have suggested 
14 several alternatives. For example, expand the use of future 
15 publiclprivate teaming arrangements and possible transfer of 
16 work from other closmg actlvitles. 
17 These options were. rovided to the Army for.comqent 
18 and we were recently notlEed that the DOD's postlon w~th  
19 regard to Letterkenn realignment has not changed. 
20 While United 6efe- anticipates followron work on 
21 the Palladin Enterprise Project, company officials told us 
22 that contracts from the Natlonal Guard and FMS orders that 
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1 womed about is we're assuming @at the ground 
2 commu~llcat~ons people and the msslle people are now all 
3 movin into the same ace. 
4 h ~ .  WOEPFL~:. The amye? to that question is the 
5 Tobyhanna executive clvllian has mdlcated to us that the 
6 ground communications workload from McClellan is very similar 
7 to the current work that's being done at Tobyhanna, so the 
8 work, he said, would blend in right in with the ongoing 
9 benchto - he described lt as & e n  type work. 
10 C~MMISSIONER COX: Right. Xat1s  what they've said 
11 about the missile work, too. 
12 MR. KNOEPFLE: When we waked through Tobyhanna 
13 depot, they showed us the space. Essential1 , it was several 
14 open bays where they would put the missile wor K . And I might 
15 add that the number of square feet that Tob hanna plans to 
16 allocate to that work is somewhat.less than Ltterkenn is 
17 using at the resent time, but en eers say it wlll wor . 
18 

i 
COMh8SSIONER COX: x g h t .  But we've never ha! 

rtunity jo .run a COBRA that ?id "Move everythmg :: the m s ~ l e s  and the electron~cs~? 
21 ~ k .  KNOEPFLE: Not recisely. 
22 COMMISSIONER COX: \Rs don't know what the impact of 
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1 would extend this work to 2001 time frame, have not been 
2 finalized pendin a decision on the 1995 BRAC recommendation. 
3 Now wit% regard to the cost to close, or realign 
4 Letterkenny, the GAO reported that the Arm had inadvertently 
5 failed to eonuder $3 to $5 mll~on the C ~ B R A  cost analysis. 
6 The Commission staff, in fact, found that several 
7 important cost elements were overlooked. 
8 For example, the Arm has alread r uested $3.7 
9 million to renovate existing facilities at 'fo%anna and 
10 Anniston; $750,000 at Anniston, and about $3 4llion at 
11 Tobyhanna. The Arqsy has also developed an p t y a t e  to 
12 develo a radar test s ~ t e  at a cost of about $2 mlhon. 
13 &mmiSsion staff also found that rsonnel costs 
14 estimated - that could cost as much as KO million was not 
15 considered in the Army's COBRA analysis. 
16 Adding the $15 million to the Army's projection, it 
17 brings the one-tlme costs to $65 mllon. However, these 
18 oversights do pot change the DOD's estimated annual savings 
19 and return on mvestment. 
20 Next chart. This chart summarizes some of the 
21 concerns raised b the Tobyhanna Community when the 
22 Commission staf?looked at a possible alternative - to close 

1 
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1 the two together is? 
2 MR. KNOEPFLE: No, we have not. 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Knoe fle, roceed. 
5 MR. KNOEPFLE: The center cogmu gere t a b  to the 
6 Hill option. Hill was sug ested by the community roup that 
7 supports the bnsc. It shoufd be noted up fmnf that 8 1 ~  Air 
8 Force does not endorseethe transfer of g d ~ t ~ o n a l  misslie 
9 mamtenance workload mto the Hlll faclllt However, the 
10 Secretary of the Air Force stated, during &e June 14th 
11 hearing that she would accept all or part of the work, if so 
12 directed. 
13 Currently about 80 Air Force employees are working 
14 on the overhaul of guidance and control sections for Maverick 
15 aqd Sidewinder missiles and, I said previously that work 
16 wlll transfer.to Letterkenny durmg the summer of 1995. 
17 The thlrd column addresses some of the pros and 
18 cons of continuing with the missile consolidation effort at 
19 b r k e n n  . Rejection of DOD's recommendation would leave 
20 the Jxtkrienpy industrial areappen to include both combat 
21 vehlcle, poss~ble future ex anslon of publlc and pnvate 
22 teaming, and. of course, tfe tactical missile maintenance 

I 
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1 Tobyhanna and move the electronics workload into Lttterkenny. 
2 Tobyhanna was ranked as the Arm s number one de t 
3 with regard to military value and the &airman of the g in t  
4 Cost Service Group has affirmed that assessment. 
5 While-our analysis shows *at. Tobyhanna Depot could 
6 possibly fit mto Letterkenny's existmg bnck and mortar 
7 mfrastpcture, the cost of building renovation would be 
8 extensive -- in the neighborhood of $76 million. 
9 Next chart. The last chart provides a summa of 
10 the pros and cons of DOD's nmmmen@tion to rea7gn 
11 Letterkenny and ass1 the combat vehlcle workload to 
12 Anniston. ~t the enrof the implementation riod, 1999, 
13 Letterkc~y facility would be left with only co9ve.ntion 
14 ammumt~on and mssile stqrage and d~satjsembly esslon. 
15 DOD's r~omqen.dat~oq preserves mter-servpg of 
16 depot level tactical mss~le  mamtenance, but the mssion 
17 would be relocated to the Tobyhanna facility to eliminate 
18 excess depot infrastructure. 
19 The Comss ion  alternative to close Tobyhanna would 
20 eliminate the Army's newest vd highest r a w  depot. The 
21 costs applicable to the Comrmss~on alternat~ve are 
22 considerably higher. 
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COMMISSIONER KLING: Is Mr. Cook still there? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Cook even had a sign for r 

while. What ha ned to Mr. Cook? 
MR. ~06;eC I am n ht here. I still have the sign. 
CHAIRMAN DIXOJ: The elusive Mr. Cook. 
COMMISSIONER .KL,ING: Just one question abour Red 

River, back to the dlstnbutlon. You heard Covss!oner 
Robles' statement about that if w e  close the distnbutlon 
depot there we would hurt the abllity to respond quickly, 
maybe read'iness. 

M uestion to you is, could we not - Do you 
+lieye 62 that is true, or *Id these o t h r  depots - 
d~stnbution.areas not replap just as effective1 
moral? I thmk that Comrmssioner Robles sai$$t it can be 
replaced but we will lose timing, we will lose readiness. 

~ k .  COOK: Commissioner Kling, there are 
alternatives if the Commission decides to retain capacity. 
The DLA position is 
out-source that ca acity for any shortfall. However, there 
are other depots tgat have been recommended for closure. 

ifically the one at Meplpls and the one at San Antonio 
=can handle the Red Rwer workload - 

.+ 
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my presentation. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, ve much, Mr. 7 Knoepfle. Arc there any questions of Mr. Knoep e by anybody 

on the staff, or does an Commissioner have a comment? 
COMMISSIONE& DAVIS: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I would I would like, Mr. 

w p f l e , .  to et our assessment. Right now, Letteeenny is 
m fact dom &e Jalladm Project. I was there; 1 saw it. 

MR. ~ O E P F L E :   hat is correct 
COMMISSIONER.DAVIS: And the have the capacity to 

continue that and that, m fact, they do L v e  the capability 
and the ppacity to do further military vehicles - m your 
view - if the were fachtized q d  manned to do that? 

MR. ~ O E P F L E :  yes, sir; they do 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank iou. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner. Are 

there any further uestions of any of the staff, or any 
7 3  further statements efore there is a motion? 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Just one? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comssioner KIing and then 

Commissioner Cox. 
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1 COMMISSIONER KLING: Can or can't? 
2 MR. COOK: Can definitelv handle the Red River 
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3 workload and accommodate it well. 
4 COMMISSIONER KLING: And accom~lish what the 
5 Commissioner uestioned, .whether it was able'to be done? 
6 MR. C O ~ K :  Yes, s u  
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: &e there an further guestiqns.of 
8 Mr. Knoe fle, or anybody from the staff regardmg flus issue? 
9 CO&MISSIONER COX: I have a question. 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
11 COMMISSIONER COX: I have a question and it is on 
12 the issue of privatization. In 1993,.as Mr. + fle, we 
o were ve mterested m cross-scrvicmg msslles. h e  only 
14 lace to30 that and do storage and dlvlsscmbly was at 
15 f&e&enny, and while I .think we made a lot of r d y  good 
16 decisions m 1993, mcludmg 
17 inter-servicing the missiles, I think perhaps we made one bad 
18 decision as to that issue. 
19 That is, preventing the milita from having the 
20 ability to privatize those missiles. L d ,  in fact, as you 
21 look at your chart, you will see that some of them will even 
22 be w m g  out of the private sector at our direction, into 

the public sector. 
That is certainly inconsistent with the new roles 

and missions and where the DOD, even across the board, seems 
to be oing. 80 I want to ex lore the possibil~ of privatizing 8, those missiles, or at l!ast giving the D the authority 
privatize those missiles should they so desire. 

If we remove that plrohbition, or because we did 
and we sajd "all msslles - if-we made it clear that, ip 
fact. that it would be all riaht if the DOD wanted to, if 
we& considered not core, et cetera, to leave the rivate 
sector missiles in the private sector, evcn to hutger 
rivatize missiles currently in the public sector, and, in 

f k t ,  a fair amount of that were done and, as we know, there 
are the cost service group, and others, at the Army are very 
anxious to et about the process of doing that. 

W O U ~  it make sense not to spend the one-time cost 
to move it to Tobyhanna right now, or at least to see if they 
would move to the private sector, given the DOD - we would 
avoid, wouldn't we, if we let it play out at Letterkemy, the 
$15 million in one-time cosl? 

MR. KNOEPFLE: You could avoid those costs, yes. 
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And I believe the Army's plan for leaving the extra 308 
people within the enclave area to buy time, if you will, to 
consider those o tions. 

COMMISSPONER COX: You would have to leave some 
people there to do that work while you were either 
privatizing it or not rivatizing. 

MR. K~OEPFLE: That is correct. 
MR. OWSLEY: I would point out, though, ou woulc 

lose the annual savings. Because if you looked at dose 
rates of those depots, Letterkenny is considerably higher 
than an one else and that is because they lack absorption, 
and .dLs someone puts some work in there - and if you 
would o on with the move of the vehicles to Anniston, that 
will noton er be $82 an hour, it will be $lMsome odd. 

CqM~ISslONER COX: Rssury~bly w e  wouldnet privatize 
the missiles if it costs us move to pnvatlze them. 

MR. OWSLEY: No. What I am talking about if ou 
leave missile work in Letterkemy and take out the vebicz 
work, the cost per hour is goin to o u significantly. 
Someone needs to consider if &at s%oul$ be the desrre, there 
ought to be sometlung else to absorb the overhead structure 
that is there. 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: Or, could you leave the Army the 
2 ability to either rivatize them, and if the wanted to do 
3 that, not spend &e one-time cost to Toby E m a ,  or move to 
4 Tob hanna if in fact it is not cheaper to privatize? It may 
5 we not be cheaper to rivatize. 
6 

d 
MR. OWSLEY: &u could be right. You muld do any 

7 one of those . h g s  that you said, Commissioner. You could 
8 pnvatlze by just changmg your language from 1993 and let 
9 the Army go on with their current recommendation, which is to 
10 move the electronics to a lowcost place, which is Tobyhanna, 
11 and to load up Anniston, which is a recommendation. And you 
12 could take awav that onerous laneuaae at the same time you - - 
13 are doin that. * 
14 C ~ M M I S S I O N E R . ~ X :  Right. I gupss what I am 
15 looking at is a thvd possibility . That, plus, ~f there - 
16 What has h a ~ ~ e n e d ,  we have already s m t  money to consolidate 
17 these missilzs'at L&erkenny. We havt moved ptkple, we have 
I8 t M e d  people and what we are talking about is doing it, 
19 agam. 
20 If we were going to rivatize a large section of tE 21 those missiles as some at e DOD are-very anxious to do, it 
22 wouldn't make sense to do that all agam, if you could avold 

I 1 I 
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15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. I Is there a second? 
16 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, I move - COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: For purpose of discussion 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Just a m u t e ,  Comrmss~oner 17 I second that. 

) 
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1 understand that Commissioner Robles had a motion, but - 
2 whatever. I don't have a motion. 
3 CHAIRMAN DMON: Here is m understanding from 
4 1 Army Letterkenny and Depot Ltterkenny are 
S CO~ected. 
6 MR. OWSLEY: Yes. 
7 CHA1RM.M DMON: And if one goes, the both go. 
8 There is np distmguishm featyre with *pect .to dat  
9 particular mstallat~on, an% I W there is no dlrpvte 

10 about that. 
11 MR. OWSLEY: That is ri ht. E 12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The hair will entertain a motion. 
13 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, I have a 
14 motion. 
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1 activity under one wmrnand as determined b the D artmcnt of 
2 the Aqn ; the tactical maintenance missiikwor9baa will 
3 consolidte under the control of the consolidated depot 
4 command; missile repair work ma be assigned +.either the 
5 rivate sector or. letterkemy and f o b  h-a f?cdit~es, as 
6 seemed appropnate; the btterkenny Acillt w~l l  retam all 
7 currently pmgrammcd ground vehicle workloax other ground 
8 combat vehicle workload will move to Letterkenny, as deemed 
9 appro riate. 
10 %he Commission finds this rsommenhtionjs 
1 1  consistent with the four structure plan and final cnteria. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Counsel advises me that that is in 
13 the nature of a substitute amendment. Is there a second to 
14 the amendment - to the motion offered bv Commission Davis? 
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1 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I don't know if he wanted to 
2 do a motion first. I am not sure mine - my motion will be 
3 the same as his, so maybe - 
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1 it. 
2 I am looking for an option that says - give them 
3 the o tion to privatize the whole thing, move the whole thing 
4 to TO{ hanna, or do some combination of that durin a period. 
5 h ~ .  OWSLEY: We artainl did not 106% at e a t  
6 option. It was not on the table. d all talked about it a 
7 bit, but you would have -- to get any cost analysis of 
8 benefit, you would have to decide and give someone a year 
9 when you are going to rivatize and et the stuff out there. 
10 An anal sis coulfbe rformef once we knew that. 
i I C H ~ A N  D M O ~  Any further questions? 
12 (No response.) 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any other questions of  

arding their complete presentation which is now 

o response.) 
17 CH-AN DIXON: Are there an fulther questions? 
is ~n there an funher comments, or is &ere a motion? 
19 COMdSSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman, I have a motion. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Do you have a motion, Commissioner 
21 Cox? 
22 COMMISSIONER COX: Oh, no. I am sorry. I 

18 Robles. Counsel is askin me a question. 
19 COMMISSIONER ~ A V I S :  1 would yield to my Army 
20 collea e if it is the same motion I have. 
21 ~ H A I R M ~  DIXON: The Chair is an innocent 
22 bystander. Commssioner Robles. 

4 CHAIRM~LN D I ~ O N :  The Chair sure doesn't care who 
5 goes first. An bod want to o first? 
6 COMM&SIO&ER RO&ES: I will make a motion - 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. vou make the 
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1 private sector commercial activities. 
2 The Commission finds this recommendati0n.i~ 
3 consistent with the four structure lan and final cnteria. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is &re  a second to the motion 
s made b Commission Robles? 
6  OMM MISSIONER MONTOYA: Second. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded b Commissioner Montoya. 
8 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: h r .  -Chairman 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner ~ a v i s ?  
10 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman, I would like to 
1 1  propose an amendment to that. Would that be proper at this 
12 point? 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I think an amendment is entirely 
14 proper. Commissioner Davis. 
15 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: If you will give me a stcond, 
16 I will t to find where we differ. 
17 C ~ A N  DIXON: Do you want to confer with 
18 counsel? 
19 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes. 
20 1 would like to amend it to sa realign Letterkenny 
21 Army Depot and Tobyhama Armysepot, Pennsylvania - 
22 Letterkenny and Tobyhanna will become a combrned depot 

18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Cornella. 
19 Counsel will call the role 
20 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, before I go - 
21 since 1 did the on a1 amendment. After we vote on th~s  
22 substantive amengent -- 

8 motion. 
9 M O T I O N  
10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: 1 move the Commission find 
1 1  the Secretary Defense deviated substantially from Final 
12 Criteria One, Two, Four and Five, and therefore, the 
13 Commission reject the Secretary's recommendation on 
14 Letterkern Army Depot, and mstead, adopt the following 
15 recornmen. tion: 
16 

I 
Realign Letterkenny Army Depot by transferring the 

17 towed and self-propelled combat vehicle mission to Anniston 
18 Army Depot; retain enclave for convention ammunition 
19 storage and tactical mssile disassembly and storage; change 
20 the 1993 Commission's decision regarding the consolidation of 
21 tactical missile maintenance at Letterkenny by transfemg 
22 missile guidance system workload to Tobyhanna Army Depot, or 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: We come back to you. 

2 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: You will come back to me. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: If this amendment fails, I come 
4 back to ou. 
5 C~MMISSIONER ROBLES: That is fine 
6 COMMISSIONER KLING: We are voting on 'Commissioner 
7 Davis' motlon. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: We are voting on Commissioner 
9 Davis' motion, seconded by Commissioner Cornella. 

10 If it passes, that is the established decision of 
11 the Comssion with respect to Letterkenny. If it fails, we 
12 revert back to the motion b Commissioner Robles. 

1 3  IS there any questlon iy ~ o m s s r o n e r s  before 
14 Counsel calls the role? 
IS COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: No question, but there ought 
16 to be time for discussion or a statement. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Fine. Commissioner Montoya. 
18 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: It seems to me that that 
19 motion is a kind of - proposes the kind of thing that I 
20 would like to see all milita services have, that kind of 
21 flexibility to be able to c o q i n e  overhead, to move work 
22 around, to improve the effic~ency of the Armed Services. 

I I I 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: And, allowing the DOD, if they 
2 so desire, co letdy up to them, not to spend the one-time 
3 wst  tq myF% msslle work a Tobyhama ~f they can 
4 privatize lt m lace. 
5 COMM~SIONER DAVIS: That is w-t 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: In other words, there is no 
7 int m movlng it to Tobyhanna if what you are gomg to be 
8 %ing is pnvatrzing. What you would want to do is, lo a few 
9 y e ,  or a year - whatever it w.as - deciding whether or 

10 not it should be privatized, and ~f so, you phase it out at 
11 Letterkenny. 
12 You wouldn't spend money to move it to Tobyhanna 
13 and then phase it out, and this would give them the option to 
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14 do that. - 
- 

&d, as I understand it, it would also give them 
16 the ophon, but not dlrect, ground vehcle work m the 
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1 But, clearly we have a Base Closure Commission. 
2 because it 1s almost impossible to do that, and th~s  motlon 
3 tends to wnfuse the issue. Whether I like it or not, it 
4 tends to confuse the issue, so I am going to vote to oppose 
5 it because I think we ought to be leaving behind us a trail 
6 of very clean decisions. 
7 C H + I R M F  DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Montoya. 
8 Cornmissloner Kiln . 
9 COM~lSSIO#ER KLING: I would like to support that; 

10 that I beheve the operational aspects of how we go into this 
11 and what we do wlth it be left to the Armed Forces. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further comments by 
13 any Commissioner before Counsel calls the role? Commissioner 
14 Cox? 
15 COMMISSIONER COX: I just might ask a question, 
16 because now I am confused. Commissioner Davis our 
n proposal, asj understand it, would allow - The D& did not 
18 propose reall Yt -- closlng Letterkern You are 
19 propslog r e  ignh Letterkenny, as did &e DOD, rod doing 
20 tyo o @ e r . h ,  as fundemnod - allowmg 
21 pnvatlzatlon, whlch I certa~nl support - 
22 COMMISSIONER D A ~ I S :  correct. 

Is t h i  correct? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Your characterization is 
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1 there. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: But just tpe Palladin, not the 
3 rest of the ground -- The other ground vehlcle workload 
4 there. 
5 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Retain the current ground 
6 combat workload until it runs out. 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: Can I rpake a suvestion? 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comrmssloner Cox. 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: That we make that discretionary 
10 with the Army, as well? The reason I raise that, as I 
1 1  upderstood the intent of your proposal, it was in a sense to 
12 ve the DOD the authonty to phase out Letterkerny lf they 
13 fecide to do that, if they privatize the missiles and move it 
14 to Tob hanna. 
15 30 if they wanted to move ground work in, fine, but 
16 that should be at the o tlon of them. 
17 C0MM1SSIPNE$DA~1SI Mr. Chairman, I (m-ahid I 
18 have confused this lssue. M mtent was to maxlrmze the 
19 cmtraliution as it has alrea& been mandnted by the 1993 
20 BRAC, sustain the ground combat capablllty and permit 
21 additional sur e loads be added to Letterkenny as r uired. 
22 C H A I R ~ A N  DIXON: Thank you, ~ommisoione%avh. 

20 correct. 
21 COMMISSIONER CPX: Mr. Kling said he thought-we 
22 should p v e  them the option, and that 1s why I was a l~ttle 

Page 225 I 1 wnfused. I just want to make sure that that is the intent I of the motion. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: I am sony. Commissioner I : Davis, d e  it also, if I am not mistaken - Does it do one 

10 und program ground combat vehicle workload so, in essence. 
11 g t  portion would also stay at Letterkellny and not go to 
12 Atlnlston? I 13 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I am sorry. Commissioner 
14 Steele, sa a ah?  I a CO&~SSIONER S n E L E :  D i  it also not do one 

I 16 additional thing by retaining all currently programmed ground 
17 combat vehicle workload at Letterkenny, versus moving that to 
18 h s t o n .  as the recommendation - 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: That was my intention, yes. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Is that vour intention? I know 

21 you read it that way, but - 
22 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Retain the Palladin workload 
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Are there an further wmments? The question before us 1s a 
motion by 2 ommissioner Davis that, in effect, is a substitute 
to the motion by Commission Robles. 

We are prepared, if there is no further 
conversation, to vote on the motion by Commissioner Davis. 
Is there an ob'ection to oin to the vote? 

CO~M~SIONER%O%TOYA: Call the uestion 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: amp. counsel, A 1  the k le .  
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling . 
COMMISSIONER KLING: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Na . 
MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner iteele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Nay. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: No. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is six nays, 
4 and two a es. 
5 c&RMAN ?@ON: Th= v o e  is six nays, two ayes; 
6 the motion by Comssloner  Dams falls and the Chau 
7 announces that we revert to the motion by Commissioner 
8 Robles. Counsel will now call the role on the motion bv 
9 Commissioner Robles. Commissioner Davis. 

110 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman. it has been ' so I 
11 long a o wuld we have it re-read? 
12 &AIRMAN DIXON: why donPt we do hat? R& 
13 Commissioner Robles' motion, again. 
14 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: M; Chairman, I would be glad 
15 to re-submit the motion. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Would you, please, 
17 Commissioner Robles? 
18 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, I move the 
19 Comrmssion find the Secretary. of Defense devlated 
20 substantially from Flnal Cntena One, Two, Four and Five, 
21 and therefore, the C o m s s l o n  reject the Secretary's 
22 recommendation on Lcttcrkenny Army Depot, and instead adopt 

I 1 I 
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simply aren't neces 

CHAIRMAN D y 6 N :  Are there any further comments? I 2 

\ 
j 

&N&%%bIXON: Counsel,-call the role. 
MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the votes are five 

and three nays. 

c. 
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1 the follo%g recommendation: 
2 Realign Letterkenny Army Depot by tmferring the 
3 towed and self-propelled vehicle mission to ~ ~ l l l s t o n  Army 
4 Depot; retain an enclave for the conventional ammunition 
s storage and tactical missile disassembly and storage; change 
6 the 1993 Commission's decision regarding the consolidation of 
7 tactical missile maintenance at Letterkenny by transferring 
8 mpsile guidance system workload to Tobyhanna Army Depot, or 
9 pnvate sector commercial activities. 
10 The commission finds this recommendation is 
11 consistent with the four structure plan and final criteria. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: 1 thank the Commi.sioner for ro- 
13 readin his motion. Counsel will call the role. 
14 f OMMISSIONER COX: ~ . n  I just make a comment? 
15 CHAlRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
16 COMMISSIONER COX: I get back to my concern on this 
17 motion that whde we g v e  them the authonty to do pnvate 
18 sector, we force them to spend money, and move people to 
19 Tobyhanna at the same time. I don't think that makes sense. 
20 If we are gomg to nvatrze, we ought to leave them the 
21 option ofnot spenBin the money to move. 
22 I thmk we are &rcing dollars spent out that just 

ayes 
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1 activities, including fhe rivate sector; retain conventional 
2 ammunitron storage m J e  interim trainin center, the rubber 
3 roduction facility and civilian training ducation in ~ e d  
4 Lver. 
5 The Commission finds this recommendation is 
6 consistent with the Four Structure Plan and Final Criteria. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to the motion by 
8 Commissioner Robles? 
9 COMMISSIONER KLING: I second that one. 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: It is seconded by Commissioner 
11 Klin . Is there any comment regardim h s  motion? Is there 

13 
lg  12 any iiscussion concerning tlus motion. 

COMMISSIONER COX: I wopder, Chairman - 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: C!omrmssroner a x .  
15 COMMISSIONER COX: I wonder, Commissioner, if you 
16 would just explain what we are doing. Commissioner Robles, 
17 Commissioner Cox ask that you elaborate on what you are 
18 doing. 
19 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: What we are basing doing is, 
20 given my testimony on the fact that we needed a warm-base 
21 ca ability, we didn't want to put all our eggs in one basket, 
22 1 tfink it u prudent that we down-size Red River Army Depot, 
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and only leave the Bradley line there; find wa s to get m 
eficiencies and costs down to a level that the 6ePartment of 
the Defense, and the Department of Anny specifically can five 
with, but retain the abrlity for sur e capability, or other 
catastrophes or disasters, to be abfe to restock those other 
lines, and run the. facility at full production if necessary. 
But, m the meantime, ou onl maintain the Bradley lme, 
which is a-very specialzed an$ yique sort of skilled labor 
force that IS r urred for our natronal defense. 

COMMIZIONER COX: The C-113s and some of the other 
wheeled vehicles would continue to move to Anniston, but the 
Bradle 's would sta here? ZOMMISSIO~ER ROBLES: That is a-t 

COMMlSSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman, i have a 
comment. 

CH-AN DIXON: I&s get this clarified, and then 
I will recomze you, Comrmssroner Montova. l h s  motion 
addresses &e de- t - 

COMMISSENER ROBLES: Onl the depot, not the DLA. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: All rigit. Who asked -- 
COMMISSION.~ MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman, on the chance. 

that my vote on tlus may seem mcons~stent with the posrtron 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: M.otion carries. Announcement for 
2 the public here, so that there is no questron about it: That 
3 vote, which is a ma'ority vote, supports the Department of 
4 Defense recommendations with a moderate vanation. 
5 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissroner Robles, 
7 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Are ou entertaming 
8 additional motions on this whole area of Ly depots? 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes, I am, sir. 
10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I would like to make a 
11 motion. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles, you are 
13 recopzed. 
14 M O T I O N  
15 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I move that the Commission 
16 find the Secre of Defense devrated substantially from 
17 Final Criterion % e, and therefore, the Commission reject thc 
18 Secretary's recommendation on Red River Army Depot, and 
19 instead, adopt the following recommendation: 
20 Realign Red fiver Arm Depot b movin all 
21 maintenance missions except &r that reited to t%e Bradley 
22 Fighting Vehicle Series to other depot maintenance 
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I I took re ardin .the.&Cs,, on the issue pf surge capacrty and 
2 so forth.? see %s distmctron very clear m that the Arm 
3 has, in fact, closed many depots. They are dawn to theis t  
4 ones. 
5 I share the concern with Commissioner Robles on 
6 this one, for that fact and that fact, alone. I would almost 
7 favor keeping this particular base open, as is, and have. 
8 Amuston work out their syner res over tlme. But, agam, I 
9 think we have to give clearer Brections than just leave too 
10 many thin s m the air for fear that we will create dogfights 
1 1  in our traif 
12 So I will su rt the motion to submit it. 
13 CHNRMJ!? IXON: Are there any further comments by 
14 any Commissioner regarding this motion? - 

No res onse.) - 
bHAI&AN DIXON: Counsel will call the 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 

role. 
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1 defense distribution depot at Letterkenny, and the other is 
2 the d e f p  d!stnbution depot at Red Fver: I thmk p e n  
3 the Co-ssion's action just now, I thmk it would be staffs 
4 recommendation that vou could go ahead and act on both of 

~ u l t  i-page TM 
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- 

5 those, ri ht now. 
6 c ~ A N  DMON: All right. 1 think that point is 
7 well taken. On the Letterkennv auestion. where the result is 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
4 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
6 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
7 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: NO. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
10 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
11 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the votes are seven 
12 ayes, and one nay. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Votes are seven ayes and one nay. 
14 The motion is camed. 
15 May I say to m fellow Commissioners, we can either 
16 take a bnef break anlhave a bite to eat and come right back 
17 in here - and I would hope it wouldn't take more than half- 
18 hour at the most, or we can go to the DLA part of Red %ver 
19 whch I would llke to do to conclude this issue on Red Rtver. 
20 What is the Director saying to me? 
2 1 MR. LYLES: Mr. Chairman, I believe there are two 
22 remaining issues associated with this category; one is the 

I 8 already not in dispute, I think 1 6ould we go to that first? 
9 Is someone prepared to make a motion on the Letterkenny DLA 
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1 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
3 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: a e: 
6 MS. CREEDON: Mr. dairman, the votes are eight 
7 ayes and zero na s. 
8 CHAIRMA DIXON: That motion carries una~imously, 
9 going with the result already obtalned on the previous motion 
lo on Letterkenny . 
1 1  Did I understand that I had a consensus here, that 
12 we go to the Red River DLA question and then we can conclude 
13 for a bite to eat? 1s there any further comment or any other 
14 questions of any Commissioner before we go to the question? 
15 
16 &?AI%% bIXON: Is there a motion? 
17 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I have a motion, Mr. 
18 Chairman. 
19 M O T I O N  
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
21 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I move that the Commission 
22 find that the Secretary of Defense deviated substantially 

lq question? 
111 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, I have a 
12 motion. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Would you read that motion, 
14 please? 
1% M O T I O N  
16 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I move that the motion find 
17 that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially 
18 from the four structure plan and final criteria; therefore, 
19 that the Commission adopt the following recommendation to the 
20 Secretary of Defense: 
21 Disestablish the defense distribution depot, 
22 W r k e n n y ,  Pennsylvania, DDLP; material remaining at DDLP 
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at time of disestablishment will be relocated to the defense 
distribution depot, &iniston, Alabama, DDAA, and to optimum 
storage space w t h  the Department of Defense distribution 
system. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: That is a motion by Commissioner 
Robles. Is there a second to that motion? 

COMMISSIONER KLING: I second that motion. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Kling. 

Is there any comment, or can we go to the role call? - 
AN MON: Counsel will call the m-• 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kline. 
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1 from final criteria one and, therefore, that the Commission 
2 reject the Secretary's recommendation on Defense Distribution 
3 Depot Red River, Texas, DDRT, and instead adopt the following 
4 reiommendation: 
5 Defense Distribution De t Red River, Texas, DDRT, 
6 remain o ~ e n  and is not disestablis K" 4. The Commission finds 
7 this recdrnmendation is consistent with the four structure 
8 plan and final cntena. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there anv comments reearding v 

10 this motion? Oh, wait. is there a second to the motirk? 
11 COMMISSIONF~R CORNELLA: I second the motion. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella seconds that 
13 motion. 
14 Are there an comments re arding this motion? 
15 COMMISSIO~ER MONTO$A: I have a comment, Mr. 
16 Chairman. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
18 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: With the assistance of 
19 counsel, I believe that we ought to amend this to permit or 
20 make room for the flexibility of this depot to be.realign+ 
21 or downsized commensurate with the action we ~ u s t  took m 
22 realigning Red River. 
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I think that that somehow has to be worked into 

this motion. 
MR. LYLES: I would agree, Mr. Chairman, that that 

is possible. 
COMMISSIONER COX: As well. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Just a moment. If I just have the 

benefit of staffs view here. I see Mr. Cook and Director 
Lyles; what is our view on w s ?  

MR. L ~ E S :  Mr. Churman, let me recognize Bob 
Cook. 

MR. COOK: Mr. Chairman I think the workload 
adjustment would follow because t&e defense depot is there tc 
support the maintenance mission. The mission goes down, the 
workload will automatically go down, rhaps exce t for the 
regional distribution missioq, which wr be re t a ins  

So that should be wthm the purview of the Defense 
Logistics Agenc to accommodate that workload transfer. 

COMMlSSrONER COX: And therefore, wc would not need 
to chan e the motion; that that would happen as part -- &. LYLES: You are saying an opemtional unit will 
happen. 

MR. COOK: Yes, sir; 1 ttunk that is correct. 

L I I 
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COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. C h a i i ,  to the exient 
that we are all assured of that and it is on the record, I 
would withdraw m motion. 

5 1 x 0 ~ :  AU ri ht. Als  the^ any further H comments or questions by any o the Comrmssioners? - - 
=ON: Counsel will call the role. 

MS. CREEDON: On the motion made bv Commissioner 
c obi&, Commissioner Robles. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNEUA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner C&. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: I vote a e, also, on the basis 

$mt we do b v e  an understapding lhqt &s will be looked 
mto, operating on a down-slzmg basls. 

- a- - -- 
1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
2 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: No. 
5 MS. CREEDON: The vote is seven aves and one nav. 

16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The motion cam&, and I think w6 
7 have com leted eve ing with respect to Letterkenny and Red I 8 River. If ave we irector? 
9 

'd" 
MR. LYL~S:  Yes. sir. Mr. Chairman. we have. 
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A F T E R N O O N  S E S S I O N  

: 7) 

(1:35 p.m.) 
CHAIRMAN. DIXON: Ladies and g e n t l ~ n ,  we are going 

to get oing here ~f we can fiqd the Comrmssloners. 
b a t  are we on now, Director? Navy Depot Warfare 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Nbw, ladies and entlemen, we are 
11 going to take a very brief lunchwn break. f am hopmg we 
12 can gct back here by 1:30, if I am not imposing unduly, whlch 
13 would be 25 minutes. Is there any problem with an body here? 
14 I see some people loolung a little shocked. Al?right 
15 Ladles and gentlemen, I have been asked to announce 
16 that Senate Secunty rules requlre that you not leave any 
17 unattended personal items in this heanng room during the 
18 lunch break. 
19 The room will be swept during the break and any 
20 unattended items will be removed by the Capitol Police. 
21 

- - 
Centers? 

MR. LYLES: Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Do vou have your staff on Naw 

Depot Warfare Centers? 
MR. LYLES: We are here and read to go, sir. 
C H W A N  DFON: +dies and gentLmen, thank you 

for your hdness tius mommg. There were a lot of tough 
votes, and some that I am sure people were emotionally 
involved in very dee ly I ap reciate the fact that nobody 
got involved in any &&lays &at internoted the 
groceedings. - a - 

It was very sophisticated of you and I am indebted 
to you. 

Is staff ready to go ahead with the Navy 
DepotMaxfare Centers? 

MR. LYLES: Yes, we are, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Proceed. 
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1 -  . MR. LYLES: Mr. Owsley, from the Joint Cross 
2 Service Team. 
3 MR. OWSLEY: I have the team of p w  le, the 
4 analysts, here w ~ t h  me. Dlck Helmer, Bnan I!em and Les. 
5 Fanin ton, who are the senior analysts on this. 
6  HAIRM MAN DIXON: wo is going to proceed? 
7 MR. OWSLEY: I am sir. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Oka . Go ahead, Mr. Owsley. 
9 MR. OWSLEY: The first d a r t  depicts the three 
10 inst+llatioqs in this category, which is the Louisville, 
1 1  Indianapolis and Lakehurst, New Jersey. If we put up the 
12 next chart, we can get right on. 
13 The DOD recommendation is to close the Naval 
14 Surface Warfare Center, Crane Division, Detachment, 
15 Louisville, Kentucky; relocate the appropriate functions, 
I6 personnel, equipment and su port to other naval activity, 
17 primarily the Naval Shipyard, 8 orfolk, Naval Surface Warfare 
18 Center, Fort Wainemee, and the Naval Surface Warfare Center, 
19 Crane, Indiana. 
20 Louisville rforms depot level maintenance on the 
21 Navy's ships selEefense systems, gun and -fire control 
n systems, surface missile launchers, and s t anEd  missile 

5 recornmenilation. 
6 The Navy estimates a one-time closure cost of $104 
7 million with a return on investment in three years, after 
8 im lementation. The Navy also estimates this recommendation 
9 wi1 result in a net resent value of $244 million. 

10 Chart D-3, p f' ease. 
1 1  I will.address two major issues, closure costs and 
12 a naval aud~t  servlce report conducted on tius closure 
13 recommendation. 
14 The Commission staff, as ou will see, had run a 
II  COBRA with costs that were e+cJe+ by the Navy that need to 
16 be a part of the COBRA estimate, m order to do a more 
17 accurate assessment of closure recommen&tion. 
18 The Staff COBRA est~mates a one-t~me closure cost 
19 to be $136 million, with a retyrn on investment in five years 
20 after the Im 1emen.tatlon. T h ~ s  would result in a net present 
21 value of mlllon. 
22 There have been issues brought up by the community 

I 
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1 We will be back here at 1:30 p.m. We are in : k m P O R  recess for lunch. 
ereupon, a luncheon recess was taken at 1:05 

4 p.m.) 
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I rocket motor casings. 
2 The Joint Cross Service Group for depot maintenance 
3 recoecoqended the closure of the depot activ~ties at 
4 Lou~sville. and the Navv followed t h ~ s  closure 
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1 The community's proposal would b ~ g  in two pnvate 
2 companies who arc already workin on Na products that are 
3 done in that depot. They woulcfFlso s a  privnfe *tor 
4 investment or assistance m a platmg area to bnng m 
s pnvate work over Navy work. 
6 The Na has concurred that they will encourage 
7 this activity. 3 will require a small contingent of Navy 
8 in-service engineers to sta for whatever period of time the 
9 Navy work stays there. '& s is not unusual since the m- 

10 service en ineers are with the products in the Navy wherever 
11 this woulbbe. This would + a contingent of 300 to 4.00 
12 people - however the Na ucl es that 
1, COMMISSIONER %hd: ~ a n . 1  intempt you, one 

~ u l t i - p a g e ~ ~  
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- - 
minute? 

MR. OWSLEY: Yes. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: When it comes to the 

privati.zation propqsal, do ou have the f i g u ~  - and I know 
that h s  s t 1  tentative of wiere they are mmmg to on the 
privatization issue, but - Do we have any fi res, if it was 
worked out and con=-ted, what it woulcf&ve the Navy? 

MR. OWSLEY: Bnan, do you have that figure? 
MR. KERNS: No, sir, we do not. 
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1 on repair setandarcis - that is the work apers needed to 
2 affect repair, and how you do those. f i e  staff ran those to 
3 und with the Nav and with the investigative agencies, and 
1 g l i e v e  that e v e r y b y  is satisfied now with where we are 
5 on those answers. 
6 The community concerns were about the costs, and, 
7 again, there was an mves.tigative service report done. There 
8 were some irre lanties m some of the documentation, but 
9 nothing, as $e% reported, that would affect the BRAC 

10 recommendation. 
11 So based on those thin s, .we went OF and b q i d l y  
12 looked at what the Navy hdsa id ,  and believe t h ~ s  is a good 
13 recommendation. There is one further subject, however that 
14 needs to be discussed and that is the Navy s support of the 
15 community's desire to privatize t h s  activi 
16 If you go to the rivatization chart ?&e 
17 Th? Ibeuisville &mmunity presend to .U;' N a y  
18 seyeral tlmes, =.they d ~ d  w t h  us, a.way to privatize t e 
19 shpyard and rnalntaln a great capabili that is there. % 20 Particularly, there is the ca ability in t e plating area, 

Yl 21 with the new plating shop t at was com Ieted just three years 
22 ago at the cost of approximately $80 &ion. 
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language we usc in any motion we make here is kind of 
advisory in nature; that we are not r d y  mandating that 
somethm occurs- is that correct, Counsel? 

MS! CREE~ON: yes. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: I would make one comment, 

following what you said. 1 did have a conversation with the 
Secretary of the Navy and wjth Mr. Danzi who confirm& to 
me - and I believe they did a1.m. at the%earipgs - that 
they are very supportive of h s  issue and gom forward with 
privatization, in general, wherever they can, wkch I think 
is absolute1 - it is a great approach and a 
direction. h do want to encourage that, Cf, in any way 
that w e r b l y  can. 

C AIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Kling. I 
think that expresses robably the view of every member of the 
Commission re arSing that particular situation. I suppose 
dl of us feel a h e  brt of frustration that we can't go 
further than we are able to go in the motions that we will 
consider here. 

Are there other comments by other Commissioners? 
(No response. ) 
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1 would be lad to answer them. 
2 c&RMAN DIXON: Are there my  further questions 
3 concerning this sub'ect matter - on the privatization 
4 matter, you mean bwsley, or just on the g a d  subject 
5 matter of louisviile? 
6 MR. OWSLEY: Our findings were that the Navy's 
7 numbers, although a little high in some areas, were so close 
8 to what we came up with - we had no real differences in the 
9 fiqdings. It is still a viable alternative to close the 

10 shtpyard and to su port the pqvation that has been 
I I recommended b i e  w m m u  
12 COMMIS~IONER STEE~E: I have one question. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
14 COMMISSIONER STEELE; It is a c p l l y  for counsel. 
15 Just on our authonty as a comm~ss~on regardmg 
16 ~vatization, can we allow it but not direct it? Or, can we 
17 sirect it, as well? If you could just let me know what our 
18 authorit is. 
19 d.  CREEDON: Your earlier statement was correct. 
20 We can allow it; we cannot dlrect it. 
21 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I think one has to say that any 
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1 MR. OWSLEY: It was something that was very close, 
2 at least in an estimate. They don't have a firm estimate 
3 because of the nature - you know where they are on the 
4 rivatization. But it would actuaily improve over what the 
5 Ravy would save by closing the shipyard down and moving it to 
6 other places. 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: I remember when we were there 
8 that one of the things that was a materid cost - you 
9 wouldn't have the relocation. expenses for a lot of the 
10 personnel that would be endmg up staym there under the 
11 private relationshi s. That was a matexiaf aspect - 
12 MR. OWSL~Y: Yes. The estimate was somewhere in 
13 the nei hborhood of $100 million because the would not move 
14 all of Lose people that - the Navy wouldh.ve to either 
15 relocate the people or have to have authorization billets at 
16 the receivin locations. 
17 The d~ has been very su portive of the community 
18 and, based onvihrt, these are all &e charts we have. We 
19 would endo* the Navy's position, as the staff, that.the 
20 closure of h s  warfare ynter.meets in their d o w n s t ~ g  
21 -use they have capability m excess of tbe~r requ~rements. 
22 If there are any further questions on that, we 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: If there are no further 
2 comments - 
3 MR. OWSLEY: We have no further charts. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Do we want to do them all? Excuse 
5 me. 
6 Okay. Counsel thinks it is appropriate to vote on 
7 this one n ht now. Is there a motlon by an body? 
8 CO~~MISSIONER KLXNG: I would h e  to make one. 
9 M O T I O N  
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER W G :  As I just said, .I think we 
12 are goin m t&e nght dqectlon and I am reall delighted 
13 that the by is supportm this. SO I would b e  to move 
14 that the Commission find &at the Secretary of Defense 
15 deviated substantial from final criteria one and four, and 
16 therefore, that the Commission reject the Secretary's 
17 recommendation on Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane 
18 Division, Detachment, Louisville, Kentucky, and instead adopt 
19 the followin recommendation: 
20 Close b e  Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane 
21 Division, Detachment, Louisville, Kentucky; transfer workload 
22 equipment and facilities to the private sector or private 

I I 
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17 motion. Is there a second? 
18 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I will second the motion. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele seconds the 
20 motion by Commissioner Kling. Are there any comments? 
21 o r e  onse. 
22 &!-I&AN ~ I X O N :  Counsel will call the role. 

) 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 

rage 233 
1 local jurisdiction, as a ro riate., if the private sector can 
2 accommodate the work%aifon site, or, relocate n-'y 
3 functions, along with necessary personnel, equipment and 
4 support other Navy tphni .4  activities, nmanl the 
r Naval Shpyard, Norfolk, Virgma, ~ a v a l  %urface barfare 
6 Center. Port Hueneme, California, and the Naval Surface War 
7 Center Crane, Indiana. 
8 'fo the extent that workload is moved to the private 
9 sector, such personnel as are necessary should reman m 
10 place to assist with transfer to the private sector to 
1 1  perform functions compatible with private sector workload, or 
12 are necessary to sustain or support pnva@.s!xtor 
13 workload and to carry out any transition activities. 
14 The Commission finds this recommendation.is 
15 consistent with the four structure plan and final cnteria. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank the Commissioner for that 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. the votes are eight .z 

18 ayes and zero na s. 
119 . C I - I A I R M ~  DIXON: That motion is adopted 
20 unanimous1 
2 1 The ekect ofthat, of course, so that.1 qay 
22 explain for the audience; we encourage privatization. We do 
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1 not have the power, as  I understand it from counsel, to 
2 mandate. We encourage privatization. We exp- the 
3 unanimous view of the Commission that it is our view that 
4 that would be the a ~ ~ r o ~ r i a t e  b e  to do. 

1 '  1 e 

Mr. Owsle . 
6 MR. OWS~EY:  Thank you. The next installation we 
7 will cover is.t& Naval Warfare Center, Indianapolis, 
8 Indiana. Thus 1s verv simlar to the Louisville situation I 
9 that we 'ust went thrkugh. 

10 d e  DOD recommendation is to close the Naval 
11 Warfare Center, Aircraft Division, Indianapolis, Indiana; 
12 relocate necessary functions along with associated personnel, 
13 equipment and sup rt to other naval technical activities, 
14 primarily Naval S u r g e  Warfare Center, Crane, Indiana. Naval 
1s Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division, Patuxent River, 
16 Maryland, and Naval Air Warfare Center, Weapons Division in 
17 China Lake, Caljfornia. 
18 @dianapolis perf0.m res~rch/development tests, 
19 evaluation and. prototypmg of avionics, weapon guidance 
20 control and s h p  and round base electromc systems. 
21 p e  Joint Cost Service Group for Test and 
22 Evaluat~on recommended the realignment of the measurement 

Yage u o  
1 facilit testing for air-to-air and air-to-ground w e .  
2 one orthe five sites, including ~ h .  M e .  m e  EG at 
3 followed this recommen&tion. 
4 The Jolnt Cost Servlce Group for Laboratory 
5 recommended air vehicle work from Indianapolis to Patuxent 
6 River. The Navy followed this recommendation- 
7 The Navy estimates a one-time closure cost of $78 
8 million, with a return on investment in one year after 
9 im lementaeon. The Navy also estimates this recommendation 
lo wi result m a net present value of $392 million. 
11 

% 
I wdl address one major issue, closure costs for 

12 this recommendation. The Commission staff has run a COBRA 
13 with costs that were excluded by the Navy that need to be a 
14 part of the COBRA estimate in order to plake accurate 
15 assessments of the closure r~commendation. 
16 The staff COBRA estimates a one-tlme closure cost 
17 to be $125 million, with a return on investment in three 
18 years after implementation. 
19 Be Inl+napolis Community h e  pr-nted this 
20 Comrmsslon wlth a pro sal to pnvatlze this installation as 
21 an alternat~ve re-use. x e  commumty Ian is to form an 
22 employee stock ownershp program wfb the personnel 

- - 
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1 recommended to be eliminated or reali ed. 
2 The new corporatipn would worl%ongside a 
3 entingent of Naval engineers toare- at Indianapolis. The 
4 Cit 's re resentatives have idenhfied a closure avoidance of 
r f ~ X m i R i o n  based on estima* of closure costs. They have 
6 identified savm s to be DOD m the form of reduced 
7 infrastructure anfe~iminatin~ personnel from the Government 
8 payroll. 
9 The Nav was presented with this proposal by the 
lo community an$ believes the existing language in the 
11 recommendation gives them sufficient leverage to implement 
12 thls concept if the so desire. 
13 ~owmmen&tion lanmge strong enough to allow this 
14 roposal to be implemen has been requested and the 
15 Eommission has requested strong, encouragmg language to 
16 support this privatization. 
17 That IS all that we have on Indiana~olis. We will 
18 answer uestions. 
19 C~AIRMAN DIXON: If there are any uestions, Mr. 
20 Owsler. We thank you, ve much. I believe? reflect the 
21 view o the Commission when ?' say that all of us are aware of 
2 the fact that this is another suggested privatization that is 

1 warm1 supported by Co.mmissioners, generally, I believe. 
2 6 there anv necessity for comments. or can we have 
3 a motion? 
4 COMMISSIONER KLING: I so move Mr. Chairman 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner king.  
6 COM.MlSSIONER KLING: I.might say that the Mayor of 
7 Indianapohs, Mayor Goldsmrth, 1s a foremost mover on thls 
8 t pe of thing. I would hope that we can proceed quickly on 
9 Xat. 

M O T I O N  
COMMISSIONER KLING: I would move that the 

Commission find that the Secretary of Defense deviated 
substantiall from final criteria one and four, and, 
therefore, &a! the Commissi?n reject the Secretary's 
recommendation on Naval h r  Warfare Center, hrcraft 
Division, Indianapolis, Indiana, and instead adopt the 
following recommendation: 

Close the Naval Air Warfare Center,Aircraft 
Division, Indianapolis, Indiana apd transfer workload, 
equipment and facilities to the pnvate sector, or local 
juiidiction, as appro riate, if h e  private setor can 
accommodate the woLoad on site, or relocate necessary 

I I J 
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COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 
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I functions along with the necessary personnel, equi ment and P 2 support to other naval technical activities, pnmari y the 
3 Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane, Indiana, Naval Air 
4 Warfare Center, Aircraft Division, Patuxent River, Maryland, 
5 and.Navaj Air Warfare Center, Weapons Division, China Lake, 
6 Cahfoma. 
7 To the extent that workload is moved to the private 
8 sector, such personnel as are necessary should remain in 
9 place to assist with transfer to theprivate sector to 
10 perform functions compatible with pnvate s+r workload, or 
11 are necessary to sustam or support the pnvate sector 
12 workload and to 9q-y out any transition activities. 
13 The Comrmssion finds t h s  recommendation is 
14 consistent with the four structure plan and final criteria. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: You have beard the.motion. Is 
16 there a second to the motlon b Commss~oner K h g ?  
17 COMMISSIONER CO&LLA: Second 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: That is seconded by cbmmissioner 
19 Cornella. Is there any comment by any Commissioner? 
20 onse.) 
2 1 %M%AN DIXON: Counsel will call the role. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 

eight aye  
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I investment in three  yea^ after implementation.. 
2 The Navy also estimates t h s  wdl result m a net 
3 present value of $358 million. 
4 I w11. address tkpe ma or issues .that have come up 
5 on this subject: the dismant!ement of mterdependent 
6 functions, the effects on fleet emergency 

8 
YEnse9 " 7 closure cantonment costs for t@s ~ m p n  tion. 

The DOD recommendation will dismantle 
9 interdependent functions from Lakehurst and relocate them to 
10 other Naval facilities. The DOD has stated there may be some 
1 1  industrial ecpnomic prformance advantages by splintering 
12 t h s  mtallations functions. 
13 The community identified a 99 percent success rate 
14 for the roducts Lakehurst roduces. The catapult o ration 
15 at Lakegurst is responsible!or 1t t o t  afford to suKr  
16 even a minor change in the rcentage of availability. 
17 Each functlon at Lakegrst is mterdependent on the 
18 other. The catapult research development, test and 
19 evaluation function depend on the prototypmg and 
20 manufactumg of materials. 
21 The Navy wants to break this a art and send the 
22 functions from New Jersey, south to !lorid.. The Navy 

- - 
1 17 and zero navs. 
118 C H A I ~ A N  DIXON: The motion is unanimously adopted. - - 
19 Mr. Owsley. 

MR. OWSLEY: Thank ou. The next activity that 
21 will be discussed 1s the Naval &r Warfare Center. Lakehurst. 
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1 recommends Lakehurst be cantoned with the R&D facgties 
2 remaining in New Jersey. 
3 The functrons that would move to Florida would 
4 remain depend* on the facilities reptining in New Jersey. 
5 Lakehurst mterdependent functions are essential to 
6 fleet emergencies, and when the exist together, Lakehurst 
7 can nd instauf8neously w i d  all resouurces one place. 
8 T e  response time to fleet emergencies wdl be 
9 vulnerable to the necessary travel of parts and personnel 

10 between Lakehurst and Jacksonville. It 1s estimated it will 
11 take 50 days Ionger to respond to camer catapult 
12 emergencies if the DOD recommendation is implemented. 
13 The Naval Air Technical Trainin .Facility has 
14 recommend4 to t-fer to the Naval k r  Stati?n, Pensawla. 
15 The Navy estimated m the COBRA costs sufficient funds to 
16 dismantle, pack and shi to Florida. However, they did not 
17 rovide my of the navarair s y s t e m s . c o ~ d ' s  Certified 
18 ~ I L C O N  required to recons!ruct t h s  facility 
19 ~ i u s  cost was inserted mto the ComrmsIiion9s COBRA. 
20 Chart D-15, please. 
2 1 n o s e  are the major items regarding Lakehurst. I 
22 am available to answer any questions you may have. 
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1 The De artment of Defense recommendation is to 
2 close the NavarAir Warfare Center, Aircrall Division, in New 
3 Jersey, except transfer in lace certain facilities and 
4 equipment to the Naval Air Garfare Center, &raft Division 
5 Patuxent, Maryland; relocate other functions and associi;ted 
6 personnel and equi ment to the Naval Air Warfare Center, 
7 Aircraft Division Fatuxat River, Maryland, and the Naval. 
8 Aviation Dermt. ~acksonville. Florida: relocate the Naval A r  
9 Technical ~ra'inin Center, ~ h c h m e n t  iakehurst, to Naval Air I 10 Station. ~ensacofa. Flonda: relocate the Naval Mobile 

11 ~onstru.&on   at tali on to the by's Communication Electronic 
12 Command, Airborne E n y ~ r i n g  Evaluation Suppoxt Activity, 
13 and the Defense Reuti lvltion and Marketmg Office to other 
14 government-owned spaces. 
I S  L a k e w t  is the Navy's primary installation. It 
I16 rforms aircraft launch and recoverylresearch develo ment 
17 Ets and evaluatkns, pmtoty$ing ~d manufacturing For 
18 catapult and camer platform nctions. 
19 The Joint Cross Service Group for Laboratory 
20 recommended all in-service engineerin fixed-flight sub- 
21 system be consolidated at Lakehum. Thc%avy catimates one 
22 t~me closure wsts of $97 million, with a return on 

I 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Do anv of mv ~ o l l e a k ~ h a v e  1 - 
2 questions of Mr. Owsle on Lakehuht? 

- 
3 COMMISSIONE~ MONTOYA: 1 have a question 
4 CHAIRMAN DMON: Commissioner Montoya. 
5 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Would you hap en to Gave an 
6 overview of @ facili and, using that,.desm& @e 
7 closure scenano and g en the future testmg scenano 
8 associated with this? 
9 MR. KERNS: Yes, we do have. Can you bring out 
lo Backuv 69-A? 
11 k ~ .  OWSLEY: )Hhat this view is, Commissioner, is - 
12 the heavy yellow h e  1s the Navy's recommended cantonmen 
13 area whch would embody the catapult and the sled operation 
14 that you can see in the long wncrete area that is shown 
15 there. 
16 What hap ns now, if you look at the blue areas, 
17 they will take gse functions which are on the base - 
18 because that area is part of the base and they will move them 
19 into the cantonment area. 
20 What hap ns if there is a part that comes back in 
21 fail.+ ?OW, 01 !&ere is an.e.mergency in the fleet,. all the 
22 activities are m thls one facility to respond very quickly. 

1 
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1 It does take away a quick r 
2 unless you have airplanes standing y, or someth i ,  you 
3 know, to move those. 

Tse upabilitr 

4 Now, in terms of the valves which are the critical 
5 issue on the catapult, in that the Nav says that they would 
6 handle this in some measure by builBing up the stockpile .and 
7 be able to move valves back and forth out of stock lles vis- 
8 a-vis fixing them, as they have been doing, a num&r of them 
9 in the ast. 
la % essential1 ' they are keepkg the ability to .use 
I I the u t a  ult there, gut they are puttmg the t r a m g  m to 
12 perm&. You would train someplle and with the training 
13 center there, they o out of the t-g area- they go. out 
lr and use the cabpub and the seat ejecbon and eve tlung. 
15 Now the will have to train in Pensacola. %ey 
16 will come b ? t o  Lakehurst and erform their hands-on wit1 
17 the sleds and the cats ults; go bac! down - and this is the 
18 scenario that is d e s c r i h  by the Navy - go back down to 
19 their training. Then they will make one more trip back u 
20 then graduatlon through that course. So it does require &Y 
21 of the students back and forth from Pensacola to Lakehurst, 
22 whereas they're nght there now. 

-- 
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1 The Navy concurs in this. 
2 They have no problem that the rapid response is 
3 there. 
4 What happens, as you can see, is a very shoe 
5 movement of arts, engmeering prototypes a d  th s if ou 
6 do have a rollem - to get .the! out, test them on t f i s l d  
7 take them gack into the englneenng area, evaluate them; if 
8 you need, go back out, agam, or to the catapult qea. 
9 What would happen under the cantonment is that the 
lo cappult and those tiungs would be kept there becap they - 
11 htlal l  the Navy had roposed movmg them, but it turned 
12 out to L way PO cost$, so yhat.they are doing is 
13 separatmg the m-service e n p e e m g  functions and moving 
14 them to other Navy facilities. 
15 They are t h g  the support equipment, the yellow 
16 boxes, as you and I know them, that are done there to suppon 
17 these activities, and they are moving those to Pax hver. 
18 They are movin the manufacturin or the roptype shop +at 
19 responds quic&y to fixes, or &es thc e n p e e m g  
20 part for h s  development and makes it q u l S y  so the 
21 en eers can see what they have done - they are movin that 
22 to%ckson - or, propose to move that to ~acksonvilfe. 
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1 It also involves people moving parts back and forth 
2 to see that, if they work, they'll fabricate these parts in 
3 Jacksonville then will ship them back up to this area to see 
4 that the work pro rly and, you know, if all things go well, 
5 they wi6. I don't E v e  an n n n  a thinlr that the won't. 
6 But should there be a pro&em, they will have to them 
7 back to Jacksonville and then back up to Lakehurst. 
8 So the 've just simply made the logistics more 
9 difficult. I db.9 think an one believes it's impossible. 
lo COMMISSIONER ~ O N T O Y A :  Thank ou. 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner d i n g  
12 COMMISSIONER KLING: Just foFo-g up on ;ha!, a 
13 little b ~ t  more, really, what ou're saymg is we're talupg 
14 the engineering, we're taking J e  manufacturing. we're movlng 
15 those, and et we're leaving what they would engineer and 
16 what they'dlmaoufacNre. at that spot. 
17 As manufacturing m your lifetime -- that has been 
18 your business, manufacturing and doing that -- do ou think 
19 this makes - are there any maior fallacres to this? %ow do 
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1 almost all their fec0mmende.d closures during this and 
2 previous things, is they reduce p e r s o ~ e l  significant1 and, 
3 when they close an activity, they don't transfer every&ody, 
4 so the save some money. 
5 k e  asked: 'If you can do without those people, why 
6 don't ou downs& +d keep the Lakehurst ~gmplex?. 
7 %o that, there is the response that there IS some 
8 synergism and overhead that can be cut out by moving to these 
9 other activities, because the Navy is movmg, as you will 
10 notice, during this whole hearin , when you get to the Navy 
11 art, and then the ones mvolved%ere are centralizing at 
12 Ruxent Wer, some. NO~O,,  but a lot in china, 
13 So you'll see a lot of movement of things to the 
14 three primary areas that the Navy believes that they can 
15 su port in the fufure. So +t was a part .of t& dnve. 
16 &at they're tqmg to do IS centralize t h g s  m those three 
17 regions. 
18 I think that when they finall . found out that they 
19 could not move ihs catapults and &ngs hke that there may 
20 not have been enou h time for them to consider feavmg the 
21 things thpt .@ey'd $ready decided to move that supported 
22 those activities. 

. ., 
20 you look upon this? 
21 MR. OWSLEY: The function is very clear to me, that 
22 they work much better being together. What the Navy does in 
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1 MR. FARRINGTON: I'd like to add a comment please 
2 - Les Farrington. 
3 I had the o rtuni to make two - 

CHAIRM~&DIX~N: Excuse me, Mr. Farrington. ' : MR. F ~ G T O N :  I'm sorry. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I'm just looking around up here. 
7 Mr. Farrin ton. 
8 YR. EARRINGTON: I*ve had the opportulity g make 
9 two visits to Lakehurst and observe the operation m total. 

1 0  It's not just a logistics question, and this 1s really not a 
1 1  cost issue, of those increased costs putting it way over a 
12 sav1n s 

I 13 h s  is a problem of design teams being broken up, 
14 bein able to r y n d  to fleet emergencies a 4  fleet 
15 probfems, q d  it s not a manufactuxyg capabihbes. It's a 
16 onesle, twosie o eration. They deslgn replacement part or 
17 modified part, & the drawing, do the prototyping, and then 
18 go out to mdptry and buy the part, if that be, the case. 
19 So this is a problem of brealun up desi teams, I 
20 believe, and spreadin them out to dfiferent and not 
21 being able to rWn&o the fleet in a timely manner, which, 
22 as you well know, could result in serious consequences if 
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1 that wouldn't be taken care of. 
2 Thank ou. 
3 CHAIAAN DIXON: Ars there any fufier comments or 
4 uestions. by commissioners? Who is asking for recognition? 
5 %onmussloner Cornella. 
6 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I visited a fair number of 
7 installations, and I would say, if I had .to put two of them 
8 that didn't make anv sense on a list. h s  would be one of 
9 the two. 
10 This started out that we were going to, look at, I 
1 1  think, at closing h s  mstallation. It was quickly 
12 d e t e m e d  that as you see the left hand of @t slide up 
13 there, that the dve test tracks, the launch facllity test 
14 area and all the thin s that are located there, it was 
15 quich determined A t  it just didn't make a lot of sense. 
16 % it was decided to try to cantope this and, in 
17 that process, I believe the cost of movmg all that equipment 
I 8 to Jacksonville was left out. .We addressed. that at previous 
19 hearings, and I'm not gom mto great dew1 on that, other 
20 than to say that there are su%~tantid costs there that may 
21 not be accounted for at this pomt, that will be mcurred if 
22 that move is made. 

I I 1 
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be retested, the would have to - or r e h u f a c b r e d  if 
there was a rrogl=m with the valve, it would go all the way 
back to Jacksonvdle and back a ain. 

You know, as I've said, &s mmmendatiqn, me 
is one that makes the least sense, and I support rejection of 
the recommendation. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Cornella. 
Are there further comments? Commissioner Steele? 

COMMESIONER STEELE: My only comment - and it was 
goin to be uick - Mr. Farrington, the cqmmunity says thert 
will& a 58day separmon, response t~me,  and your staff 
finding is a longer nse time. Do you anticipate a very 
length r nse hmyike  the community does? XIRTRRWGTON: yes, we would. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: That concerned you? Okay. 
MR. FARRINGTON: Yes, we would. 
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1 I don't dispute .that there could be some savings on 
2 this by takmg the act~on recommended by the Secreta but I 
3 w d d  also close one win of the Pentagon and probab$ 
4 produce saviqp, too. l&s is not an issue about costs or 
5 savings. T h s  IS an issue about Criterion No. 1, or military 
6 readiness. 
7 What this facility does it i s . p r o d u ~  proto 
8 in some uses, and procures aU smgle-pomt item%t are 
9 dealing with the launch and recovery of aircraft from Naval 

10 shlps. 
11 If the move is made, valves that are remanufactured 
12 at Jacksonville will have to be ship ed back up to Lakehurst 
13 for testing, as I understand it. now that is bein 
14 don? for - I believe the figure was $66,060 a.year; an% it's 
15 projected that that would cost how many mllion dollars if 
16 that move is made? Is there such a figure that you have? 
17 MR. KERNS: There was a figure that was provided by 
18 the cornmum , and the Navy felt that it was grossly over- X 19 exaggerated, ased on travel estimates. 
20 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: But there's no dis ute that 
21 it would cost more to s h p  those valves - whlch are agout as 
22 big as a Volkswagen - to ship those valves from 

ii gm~ L E O N :  I, there a motion? 
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1 COMMISSIONER CORNELM:. I have a motion, sir. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comrmss~oner Cornella. 
3 M O T I O N  
4 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I move that the Commission 
5 find that the Secretary of Defense deviated substantially 
6 from Final Criterion 1 and, therefore, that the Commission 
7 reject the Secreta s recommendation on Naval Air Warfare 
8 )ter, Aircraft &isioo, Lakehum, Ney Jersey and, 
9 mstead, ado t the followm recornrnendat~on: 
10 -The 8aval Air warkre Center, Aircraft Division, 
1 1  Lakehurst, New Jersey will remain open. The Commission finds 
12 this recommendation i t  consistent with the force structure 
13 plan and final criteria. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second? 
15 COMMISSIONER COX: Second. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella moves and 
17 Commissioner Cox seconds a motion to keep open Lakehurst. 
18 Are there any further comments? 
19 nse . ) 
20 %%M DIXON: Counsel will a l l  the roll. 
21 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
22 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
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1 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. That was my only 
2 question. Thank ou. 
3 CHAIRM~DIXON: Thank you. Are there any further 
4 questions or statements? Mr. Owsley. 
5 MR. OWSLEY: I need to speak for the Navy on this 
6 one. If they're willing to spend the money or rotate the 
7 valves around they can have valves near where the need to 
8 have them and the can take the additional time wi&out fleet 
9 risk, and the d e  that clear to us. There is money 
10 involved wi4 that, but they rotect the @edul.e - and 
11 I thmk we need to sa that - w& spares bem ava~lable. 
12 CIUlRMAN ~ I X O N :  All nght. Arc &ere W e r  
13 comments or an further uestions? 
14 COMMIS&IONER (EOX: I .ust want to svppon 
15 &mmissiona Cornella's comment. /also had the o rtunity 
16 to visit Lakehurst; and, while it may have s t a r t s u t  as a 
17 good idea, by the time it got done, it's very clear that 
18 operationally and readmess w l l  clearly be affected. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Cox. Are 
20 there anv further comments or auestions? 
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MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner Davis. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
I I 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is seven ayes 

and one na . 
C H ~ R M A N  DIXON: The vote is seven ayes and one 

nay. The motion cames, and Lakehurst re- open. 
MR. OWSLEY: The next area that we wll cover is 

electronic combat testing facilities. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Wait a minute, now, Mr. Owsley. I 

think you're thrown us off the h r  Force group. 
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MR. LYLES: Tab E in your notebooks, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DMON: What? 
MR. LYLES: Tab E in our notebooks. 
CHAIRMAN DMON: &kay. Air Force Ins@llatioar. 
MR. OWSLEY: And the first 

electronic combat testing facilities. =z:% Clk 
about three installations as a group, because of &eir mter- 
relation to electronic combat testing. The three 
installations are Eglin, REDCAP and *EWES. 

DOD pro ses closmg the hlectrox11c Combat Testing 
Facility at Air I%ce's Electronic Warfare Evaluation 
Simulator Activity - AFEWES - Fort Worth, Texas; the Rcal- 
Time Di 'tally Controlled Analyze Processor - REDCAF' - 
~uf@o,%ew York; and moving the Electromagnetic Test 
Environment at Eglm h r  Force Base, Florida to Nelhs. All 
of these real iments  will have a simficant imDact on 
electronic cokbat test and evaluati&. infrastruciure. 

The current Au Force electroxllc test and 
evaluation process uses test range and simulation facilities 
at AFEWES, REDCAP, and E lin to test new electronic combat 
equipment a ainst potential breats before that uipment is 
flown on  fin's open-air range. This pmecss%lows 

I I I 
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1 rather than Eglin, based on the propqsed move. 

The testmg commuruty sup rtmg these electronic 
3 combat facilities has demonstrate!? rt for the 
4 completion of an Electronic C o m b ~ % ? ? g ~  in order to 
5 ensure infrastructure changes to the electronic combat 
6 facilities are made in the most cost-effective manner. 
7 Qn !me 20, 1995 the Air Force provided the 
8 Comrmsslon wlth a draA cop of the A r  Fprce's contribution 
9 to the master plan. The &r 6orce has advised that the DOD 
lo master plan IS currently bem drafted by the board of 
I 1 directors and is scheduled to% completed prior to fiscal 
12 year 1997. 
113 I wlll now discuss each of these test facilities: 
14 DOD recommends the realignment of Eglin Air Force 
I5 Base by relocating the Electromagnet Test Environment to the 
16 Nellis. h r  Force Base-complex. All other .activltles and 
17 faclllhes assoc~ated wth E g h  are to r e m  open. The 
18 costs ro osed by DOD have increased, but are still 
19 fonsid)era%l below staff finding that would indicate the most 
20 to be cost-effective. 
21 The second issue. is pnge consolidation. The Air 
22 Force proposed consolldatlon testing at Nelhs. The 
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1 community is concerned with testing delays and points out 
2 that Edwards is also involved, causm increased costs. The 
3 Nellis-Edwards consolidation dismanies the highest rated 

) 

- 
4 electronic test xange in DOD. 
5 The last issue is the Electronic Combat Master Plan 
6 that was agreed by all as necessary prior to the move of test 
7 assets. The scenano summary indicates a DOD-projected two- 
8 year return on investment. As previous1 discussed, the 
9 mcreased costs indicate there wlll never ge a ayback. 
10 This ends the discussion on Eglin Air &rce Base. 
1 1  Do you have any uestion on this testing activity? 
12 ~DMMI~SIORER COX: Can I ask some questions about 
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1 equipment to be tested on the ground before starting 
2 expensive airborne testing. 
3 The Air Force is roposing to disestablish this P 4 infrastruch+re and deve op a new s ~ p d a t ~ o n  fac111ty at 
5 Edwards h r  Force Base and focus ~ t s  open-an testmg at the 
6 Nellis Air Force Base complex. 
7 A major issue wi.th two of these inter-related 
8 electronic combat realignments -- Eglin and AFEWES - is 
9 cost. qach case, casts have been increased or casts have 

fi-tly understated. 
ther issues deal wlth electronic linking and test :: bee,3 

12 capabilities. In conductin our anal sis, we relied heavil 
13 on two sources - DOD's board of dhrstors for Test an2 
14 Evaluation and Georgia Tech's-Research .htltute. The 
15 independent board, whlch cons~sts of -or-level 
16 representatives from Army, Navy, and Air Force, has examined 
17 the consolidation electronic combat testing facilities. 
18 Georgia Tech recent1 completed a comprehensive of the 
19 electronic combat m ?' rastructure. 
20 In addition, we obtained data from Air Force's Air 
21 Warfare Center and Special Operations Command that showed 
22 additional costs of having to conduct operation at Nell~s, 

13 C O S ~ ? ~  
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
15 COMMISSIONER COX: If I'm looking at the ri ht one 
16 here. you all are projecting a one-time cost of $153 million 
17 for the move? 
18 MR. OWSLEY: That's correct. 
19 COMMISSIONER COX: And the return on investment is 
20 never? 
2 1 MR. FARRINGTON: That's because of the recurring 
22 costs that have been added for the cost of operations from 
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1 AFSOC and AWC to the Nellis range. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: And this isn't just the 
3 community's view? You all have lookg at it and you agree? 
4 MR. OWSLEY: We've got data m the recwrrng costs. 
5 We've got data from both AFSOC and AWC. We're using a lot of 
6 acronyms here. 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: Right. 
8 MR. OWSLEY: The S ial 0 rations Force has moved 
9 their operation to Holbert a d ,  wgch is at Eglin or right 
10 at Fort Walton Beach, to cut down on these costs and make 
11 accessibility of testing quick. 
12 Unless they move thelr headquarters and the lains 
13 and things to the Holbert Field operation, they wllfhave to 
14 fly their airplanes from Flonda out to the West Range to run 
15 their tests, and those costs were excluded, and we received 
16 those costs and ut them in our estimates. 
17 COMMI&IONER COX: SO you've looked +t these, 
18 you've validated them, to the extent that that's possible to 
19 do? 
20 MR. OWSLEY: Yes, we have. 
21 COMMISSIONER.COX: I I'm havin a hard time in the 
22 sense that one of the t h g s  we've heard from the h r  Force 
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1 is that they're really tight on one-time costs. The . y e  
2 ve concerned that they're gom to be spending Znuted 
3 dogars on one-time costs, even if there are savings in the 
4 future. 
5 Now, we have a huge one-time cost and no savin s in 
6 the future. I guess I'm trying to figure out why we're joing 
7 this . --. 
8 .  .. MR. OWSLEY: .Commissioner, the Air Force, I don't 
9 believe, has concurred in our findings. 

10 COMMISSIONER COX: I see.. 
11 MR. OWSLEY: So I don't w p t  to indicate that they 
12 have. There are further questions msed by the cornmurut 
13 that we did not have time to investigate thoroughly, and da t  
14 is the cost of actually settin up these liew simulators and 
15 that, and how long a will &e30 et @em online, and those 
16 tests, or tbose costs were not m tgc i\lr FOW COBRA,. and 
17 that's because they believe they can set them up very qwckly 
18 and not have to spend money. That has not been the case in 
19 the past. The ma be fortunate this time. 
20 MR. F J ~ ~ ~ G T O N :  An example of that type of cast 
21 would be the MILCON cost to accommodate those 17 simulators 
22 that will be going from Eglin to Nellis. The Air Force is 

- -- 
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1 looking at what that would cost. They have not estimated 
2 that. 
3 We took that cost from the board of directors 
4 study, that inde ndent grou so that's where we got our 
5 number in the MECON area. phe Air Force has not estimated. I ; so w e r t  that in. 

OMMISSIONER COX: Maybe Commissioner Davis could I 
comment. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I have a couple questions. 

One of them is, this should be part of an electronic combat 
plan, which we've been t ing to put together for ears, and 

ou received a draft dunk just recent1 . d d  you 
iave a chance to take a look st i d  &d how dbes that play? 

MR. OWSLEY: That IS the h r  Force only. The 
combat plan requires all three services. We do not have 
anything from them. I personally have not had time to review 
it. We ot it like two ni hts a o, as you know. 

c~AIRMAN D I X ~ N :  h r .  Farrin ton. 
MR. FARRINGTON: That is the ,&r Force input. It 

mentions the o!her services, Anny and Navy, but it doesn't o 
loto any detall lo terms of what their future plans wouh be 
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1 in electropic combat. 
2 I mght mention that the FY '97 is the date upon 2 @d%k DDMN: Give it a try, General, give it s 
3 which DOD expects to have that master plan completed, so it's 3 try. 
4 still out in the future. 4 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I thought I was being nice. 
5 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: May I continue? ?ere are 
6 several other related programs that go along wth  it; and, in 
7 your estimation, the synergy. of those other programs don't 
8 mandate a move on t h s  articular case? 
9 MR. OWSLEY: 80, I think the problem - and you 

10 really you know now this is a complex area we're trying to 

12 about that -. the thing that is worrisome to the test 
11 discuss in a few m u t e s ,  here, because you and I have talked 

13 community is that, @ fact, the are dismantling a fair 2' 14 amount of the capabhty of RED AP, winch is the ro m $at 
15 flies ai lanes mto the danger areas, and A F E & ~ W ~ C ~  is 
16 the facxty e a t  *ts the electronic equipment aboard that 
17 airplane to am t h g s  as they o alon that ath. 
18 The k r  Force intends, t%ey sai8, in tfe future - 
19 if possible, and that have funding -- to reassemble those 
20 capabilities out west, but they do not have those costs m 
21 the COBRAS. 
22 So we understand some of the things bothering the 
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1 Air Force, they believe these facilities are under-utilized 
2 - and, you know, we can talk about it - and, indeed, in 
3 many mstances, I believe that's the case. 
4 However, to rebuild, three years a o, the Air Force 

6 to make ~t up to current threats. That wl l  be lost when 
5 spent I5O.million to modernize AFEWES inFort Woxth, Texas, 

7 they dismantle it and do not move it to the west test 
8 complex. There is a big disagreement. 
9 You know, the west test complex that they're 
10 taking about is a training range now, basically, as opposed 
1 1 to a test range. They're trying to make that conversron from 
12 a training range to a test range. And that's not to say that 
13 they don t have both those capabilities out west. They do. 
14 They je don't have as much free a ~ .  time, nor do Gey have 
15 the emttcrs that the A r  Force c o m t t e d  to puttmg mto 
16 Eglin for the last 20 ears. 
17 COMMISSIONJR DAVIS: If this Commission re'ects the 
18 Department of Defense, there's nothing to prevent &e 
19 Department of Defense from going ahead and making those 
20 moves? 
21 MR. OWSLEY: No, sir that's correct. In fact, 
22 this is beIow the threshold, and we were openly told in our 
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5 I didn't know I'd ut ou on the spot. 
6 C O M M I S S ~ N ~ R  DAVIS: The problem with this 
7 particular issue - and there are sqme thmgs we can't talk 
8 about m h s  room -- 1s that the h r  Force and Department of 
9 Defense has been trying to ut together an electronic combat B 10 plan for years and years an years, and to try to et l t  

12 sort of an R&D appro%' for the future years. 
d 11 meshed mto a very co ete road map that woul g v e  us a 

13 I haven't seen one in my last 15 yea? of .seervice. 
14 We keep hearing there's one and t h ~ s  hot biscuit is omg to 
15 show up ve soon. m s  would be ihc first part oBforcmg 
16 that issue, iywe approved these motions. 
17 However,.on the other hand, the Air Force could go. 
18 ahead and do t h s  art an ay, wthout our he1 . There is 
19 some concern in tie ~ ; r  g c e  that, if we don't force it, the 
20 issue wl l  not be forced. 
2 1 CHAIRMAN DMON: Now, Commissioner Kling. 
22 COMMISSIONER KLING: Just on that same subject, so 
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1 I guess what we're saying here, I believe, is that, from a 
2 dollars and cents standpomt, this probabl doesn't make 
3 sense, because, if you just took the three focations, you'd 
4 have roughly $19 milllon in u front costs and a savings of 

6 
E 5 $3 million a year, 3.8, p1us.w atever we &I& is higher. 

So there must be - h s  must make very, very good 
7 sense, from a training, from a future development, and a 
8 better wa to o erate bases. Is that a fair assu tion? 
9 ~d O ~ L E Y :  I believe that that's the% Force's 

10 position, sir. 
1 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Farrington. 
12 MR. FARRINGTON: May I just add one point to 
13 General Davis's point? 
14 I haven't gven up on inter-servicipg, even fhough 
15 this ast BRAC '95 results were.fwly disa pomtmg, of 
16 whlc% you are aware. I think h s  master p f an, or some such 
17 document, would help or maybe start the road along funher to 
18 obtain the servicing. And considering, for example, the 
19 Navy's, you know, China Lake capab~lity that they have up 
20 there in electromc combat, maybe we can get more mter- 
21 servicin through that process than we have u to now. 
22 C~MJAIRMAN DIXON: okay. ma& you, Rr.  hnington. 
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1 meetings 9 t h  them that .they put it in to avoid havin to et 
2 on mto thrs Issue of gettmg the master plan approvd andi 
3 that. 
4 I think that's of concern 9 me, because it's not 
5 eas to get the testmg commmty to a 
6 unBerstand that, but it would be nice iKe$Z%ro?ie! 
7 input before this action is taken. 
8 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: And one last question. Eglin 
9 Air Force Base, is it related tq any of these other moves 
10 that we're tallun about, or wrll ?t st+d on its o ~ ?  
11 MR. OW&EY: No, slr; rt will stand on its own. We 
12 have motions on their one, because they were presented by the 
13 Department of Defense that wa 
14 COMMISSIONER STELE: Mr. Chairman? 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions? 
16 ~mmissioner Steele. 
17 COMMISSIONER STEELE: For General Davis, if you 
18 could just let me know your comfort level. or lack of comfort 
19 level. wth  &IS as a group, I would appreciate heamg your 
20 opmon on h s .  
21 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Well, given my past history, 
22 I'm not sure that's very helpful. 
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1 Do you have something to say about - 
2 MR. OWSLEY: One last thin I should say. In the 
3 meeting, the subject came up of fun f mg, and the Air Force 
4 representatives in the meeting also believed that this BRAC 
5 funding would help them accomplish something which they do 
6 not current1 have fundmg to do. 
7 ~ H M i L w  DKON: Okay. Aoy further questions? 
8 there an further comment? 
9 C8MMISSIONE~ COX: I would just ask C?mmissioner 

10 Davis a question, because I feel uncomfortable m the sense I 
11 feel like we*= being used by the group that wants to have 
12 the master plan whch may be a very ood idea, and that 
13 group a parentiy wants funding, as ~ $ 1 ,  but there are no 
14 savings%ere. 
15 So is this an appro riate BRAC decision? Should we 
16 be decidin to o down h e  master plan? Is that right? 
17 CO~MIS~IONER DAVIS: Some of those constraints have 
18 not bothered us before. 
19 COMMISSIONER COX: That's true. 
20 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: But I would say that the 
21 rocess here, the BRAC would help the service do something 
22 %eY9ve been unable to do by themselves. 
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1 Cornpiex, Nevada. 
2 Those emitter-only systems at the Air Force 
3 Development Test Center at Eglin Air Force Base necessary to 
4 support the Air Force S ial Operations Command the United 
5 States Air Force Air Farfare Center, and Air F'orce Materiel 
6 Command Armament, Weapons, Test and Evaluation Activity, will 
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be retained. 
"All other activities and facilities associated 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: I guess I'd feel better about it 
2 if it saved mone . 
3 COMMISS~ONER DAVIS: This particular one not. 
4 Now, there's one later on that we've got to have, because it 
5 saves mone 
6 CHAIh,+N DI*ON: Axt there my further questions or 
7 philoso hcal discussions by any of my colleagues? 

&G?EE ~ X O N :  IS there a motion? 9 
10 (No resp~nse.) 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: If we only had a motion. Is there 
12 a motion? 
13 M O T I O N  
14 COMMISSIONER KLING: So moved. I would move the 
1s Commission find the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
16 substantially from the final cnterion, Force Structure, and, 
17 therefore, the Commission adopt the following recommendation 
18 of the>ecretary of Defense: 
19 Reali Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. 
20 "The l%ctromagnetic Test Environment, consisting 
21 of ei ht electronic ~ m b a t  threat simula@r s stems and two 
22 EC Bod systems will relocate to Nell~s Au Jorce Base 

with E lin will remain o n. " 
&AIRMAN D I X ~ N :  You've heard the motion by 

Commissioner Klin to realign Eglin. Is there a second? 
COMMISSIOI$ER COX: I'm sorrv. This would mend the 
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1 simulates an enemy air defense system in order tp measure how 
2 effective arcraft can enetete aq enemy's a r  space. 
3 ~ l though the c8u-t bamg displayed shows three 
4 issues, I will stick my comments to cost and estimated work 
5 load. As ou can see, estunated one-time cost to close IS 
6 increased from 1.7 to 3.7 million due to an idditional 
7 military construction and moving costs associated with this 
8 action. Based on DOD's recommendation to move 40 percent of 
9 the total mission, commission sfaff findings estimated .an 
10 actual one-time cost of 4.2 million with a payback penod in 
11 five years, 
12 Utihzation was estimated at very low by the Air 
13 Force, while the community differed greatly to 93 percent. 
14 The board of directors who assessed it said utilizatlon was 
15 at 50 to 60 percent for Fiscal '94 and '95. And I don't 
16 think there was so much a difference- as it might indicate 
17 there. It was the ground rules at which one went to judge 
18 utilization, whether setup time and data reduction was part 
19 of the test or not. 
20 The scenario su shows the pros and cons and 
21 the differences in the x b r s  previously discussed. 
22 Are there any further questions? 

13 money and reali E lin. 
' -3 114 COMMISROPOI$ER CORNELLA: 1 second the motion. 

15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: There's a second by Commissioner 
16 Cornella. Is there any comment by any Commissioner? 

l7 18 Pre HAIS%? ~ I X O N :  ~n there any questions by 
19 Commissioner? 
20 onse.) ~"H"AI%AN DIXON: counsel will call the roll. 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
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1 C H W A N  DIXON: Are there any questions of Mr. 
2 Owsle regardmg REDCAP? 
3 h;oresponse.) 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there anv comments bv mv . 
5 commissioner re ardin this issue? 
6 COMMIS&ONE& COX: Mr. Owsley - 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: I know there is an issue here of 
9 whether -- are these overnrnent employees? 
10 MR. OWSLE~:  No, these are contractor employees 
1 1  opeeting in a contractor facility using government 
12 equipment. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any further questions of Mr. 

15 
16 
17 No r 
18 ~HAI%%?~)IXON: IS there a motion? 
19 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I have a motion, Mr. Chairman. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
21 M O T I O N  
22 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I move the commission find the 
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1 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
3 COMMISSIONER MONTOY A: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
5 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele. 

7 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
9 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 

10 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
1 I COMMISSIONER COX: No. 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
13 I l2 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 

1 Is CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is seven ayes 
17 and one na . PY 18 CH RMAN DIXON: And the motion to realign Eglin 
19 prevails. 

I 20 MR. OWSLEY: The next .are+, Mr. Commissioner, is 
21 the part we discussed of this, whlch is REDCC,  whch is 
22 located in New York. REDCAP is a test faclllty that 
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1 Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially from the 
2 final criteria on force structure and, therefore, the 
3 commission ado t the followin recommendation of the 
4 Secretary of ~ e g n s e :  To estabfsh a real-time visually 
5 controlled analyzer rocessing activity REDCAP at Buffalo, 
6 New York; 7 uirJtcst  activrties necessary to su port it be 
7 located at k,"f;orce Flight Test Center Edwards R r o r c c  
8 Base, California; any remaining equipment will be disposed 
9 of. 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And is there a second to that 
1 1  motion? 
12 COMMISSIONER KLING: Second. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling seconds the 
14 motion of Commissioner Davis. Any comments? 
15 No res onse. 
16 ~HAI&AN LIXON: h y  questions? 
17 No res onse. 
18 &HAI&AN ~ I X O N :  Counsel will call the roll. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
20 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
21 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
22 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
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15 They are not op+tingindependently: 15 plan and final criteria. 
16 The staf belleves that costs have been COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I second the motion. 
17 simificantlv underestimated by the Air Force. The current 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. It is moved by 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
2 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
4 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
6 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
7 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
8 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
10 COMMISSIONER COX: No. 
11 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
13 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is seven ayes 
14 and one na . 
15 CHJRMAN DIXON: And that motion passes seven to 
16 one. 
17 Air Force Electronic Warfare Evaluation System, 
18 Fort Worth. 
19 MR. OWSLEY: DOD recommends that the Air Force 
20 Electronic Warfare Evaluation Simulator activit in Fort 
21 Worth be disestablished and moved to Edwards Air $ orce Base, 
22 California. Workload and selected AFEWES equipment will be 
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1 transferred to Edwards and the remaining equipment is to be 
2 disposed of. 
3 *EWES is a .unique labqrato created in 1958 for 
r the testmg the effectiveness of aircraX defensive counter- 
s measures. It is located within Air Force plant four and 
6 operated by I+kheed Fort Worth Compan . 
7 I would l l ~ e  to d d m s  - if you wourd put up the 
8 next chart lease. I would like to address three issues: 
9 cast, capabfity and electronic data linking. The DOD board 
10 of di i tors ,  Georgia Tech, and the AFEWES community have 
11 raised significant concern over the cost to move Edwards 
12 M E W ? 3  - move AFEWES to Edwards. I ahould point out Georgia 
13 T F ~  m these instances, b the way, is workin for the U.S. 
14 Au Force. That is why & are bemg refer rJ  to and used. 
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1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: What is the cost of &e 
2 contract on an annual basis? 
3 MR. OWSLEY: I don't think we have this, but I can 
4 tell you it is quite - I lcnow - I guess whether it's quip 
5 expensive depends on how much oil you have. There 1s 100 
6 people a roxlmately involved, Commissioner, that is 
7 to keep% open, which I consider quite a few pmp "I"'"d e for an 
8 activity that sorpetimes is not used and then other tlrnes it 
9 becomes very vital. That is a problem the Au Force has that 

10 they're trying to get - throu h the years we're trying to 
1 1  et more users to cut down tfe cost but it is a wst to the 
12 Force. 
13 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: So the Air Force effectively 
14 wuld kill the program by removing that funding line from 
IS thek bud ct? 
16 ~k OWSLEY: yes, that's correct 
17 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions of 
19 Mr. Owsley regarding this particular issue? 
20 
21 L$A=% ~ I X O N :  IS there any comment by any 
22 commissioner? 
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1 
2 AN DIXON: Is there a motion by any L N m - I  
3 commissioner? 
4 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I have a motion. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
6 M O T I O N  
7 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I move.the commission find the 
8 Secretary of Defense deviated substantially from the final 
9 criteria one, four, and five and, thqrefore, the cpmmission 
10 re ect the Secreta 's recommendahon on the h Force 
11 ~t-nie Warfare%valuation Simulator AFE- and instead 
12 adopt the following recommendation: retain the Air Force 
13 Electro+c Warfare Evaluatjon Simulator.. The commission 
14 finds t h~s  recommendation is consistent w t h  force structure 

18 onetime c6st accordin to thdAir Force is $9 million with a 
19 yback of 13 years. x s  you can see on the chart bein 
20 %played, after a pl in commission staff estimates, &e 
21 diiblishment of!&& is not cost-effective. Relocating 
22 AFEWES capabilities poses a major technical risk because of 

I 411 talc$ an uestions. 
C H A I R M ~ & X O N :  Are there any questions of Mr. 

Owslev? 

18 Commissioner Davis, seconded by Conihissioner Cornella -that 
19 we reject the Secretary's r%om.qendation on the +r f;orce 
20 Electronic Warfare Evaluation Lmulator and retam the 
21 simulator. 
22 Is that correct? That is the motion? 
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the system's unique ability to fully evaluate aircraft 
pexformance @ a defeqse .&reat environment. 

Electro111c data ldcmg has been offered as an 
alternative to co-locating to a major test range. The Air 
Force did not believe thls was possible. They commissioned 
Georgia Tech to do this. Georgia Tech shows it to be cost- 
effective and feasible. 

We will go to the final chart, which is a scenario 
chart which re ts these issues we have just talked about. 
The 13-year ~ E h a s  been seriously uestioned by the 
commission stafPffi however, it is b a r 2 0  wme by 111 the 

since we are only talking about reconstructmg part f E  ca~abilitv . 

- .7- - -  

 OMM MISSIONER DAVIS: I do have one, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: What is the cost that -- we 

contract for this, is that correct? 
MR. OWSLEY: Yes, we contract with Lockheed Fort 

Worth, who used to be General Dynamics. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

L N & w s b I X O N :  Counsel will call the 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: No. 

roll. 

MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is seven ayes 

I I 
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113 realiment. Are there any questions? 

, 
4 

-CHAIRMAN DIX0N:- Are there an questions of Mr. 
15 Owsley .*th respect to the Hill Air Force f;ase, Utah, Test 
16 and T r a w g  Range? 

- 
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1 and one na . 
2 CH J ~ A N  DIXON: And the motion is carried and the 
3 recommendation of the Secretary is rejected. 

Hill Air Force Base, Utah, Test and Training-Fge. 
5 MR. OWSUY: I tlvnk most peo le are faml~ar wth 
6 this. We have simply one cost c h ~ t  anlone chart to explain 
7 DOD recommends the realignment of Hill Air Force Base by 
8 diys~blishing the test .mge activity at Utah Test and 
9 T r a m g  Ran e chan g the mana ement responsibilit for 

11 Command. 
E l 10 the test range f f o ~  Air l%ce Material ommand to Air Corn at 

12 The staff found no issues with res~ect to this 

(No lesponse.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any comments by any 

19 commissioner? ; @Jmnse.b 
AN IXON: Is there a plotion? 

22 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I w~ll  make a motion. 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. I : MS. CREEDON: Mr. C!hrman. the vote is eight ayes - - 

3 and no nays. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: That motion unanimously carries. 
5 Williams Air Force Base. 
6 MR. OWSLEY: The next activity, Will@*, involves 
7 a redirect. Currently operatmg at the former W~lhams h r  
8 Force Base is the Annstrong Labs Air Crew Trainins and 
9 Simulation Facility. The.etions of the 1991 comss ion  
10 mandated moving the faclh to Orlando, Florida, for it to 
11 be co-located with Army a+ 3 a y  simulation activities +ere. 
12 The current recommendation IS to leave h s  fachty m place 
13 as a stand-alone facility. 
14 Other options Include returning to the '91 
15 commission's decision and the option of moving to Luke Air 
16 Force Base. We have studied both of these. They have roven 
17 to be cost-ineffectiye and, (herefore, we are availabfi for 
18 any questions relative to thls. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: .You heard the s q e n t  by Mr. 
20 Owsley. Is %ere any question by any comrmssioner of Mr. 
21 Owsle or l s  staff? 
22 &o response.) 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
2 M O T I O N  
3 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I move the commission find 
4 the Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantial1 from 
5 the final criteria and force structure plan and, therezre 
6 the commission adopt the followin recommendation of the 
7 Secretary of Defense: Realign ~ i l f ~ i r  Force Base, Utah. 
8 The permanent Air Force Materiel Command Test Range activit 
9 at the Utah Test and T+in Range will be disestablishd 
lo Mana p ement re z n s ~ b l l ~ t y  k r  o ration of the UTTR will 
11 trans er from MC to h r  Comrat Command. Personnel, 
12 equipment and systems required for use by ACC to support the 
13 training range will be transferred to ACC. Additional AFMC 
14 manpower associated with the operation will be eliminate. 
15 Some armament weapons test and evaluat~on workload w~l l  
16 transfer to the Air Force Development Test Center, Eglin Air 
17 Force Base, Florida and the &r Force Flight Test Center, 
18 Edwards An Force base, callforma. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And. that is a motion. Is there a 
20 second to the motion b Comssioner Steele? 
21 COMMISSION& DAVIS: I second it 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: It is seconded by  omm missioner 

-- 

I 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: ~ n v  comments bv anv commissioner? Page305 I . . 
2 (No response.) 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: An motion by any w.mrnissioner? 
4 COMMISSIONER D A ~ S :  I have a motlon 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner ~ a v i i  

1 6  COMMISSIONER DAVIS: But I have one-question that I 
7 goes alon with it. 
8 C H ~ R M A N  DIXON: Commissioner Davis 
9 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: The +stron Lab .* contained 
10 got only m Mesa but there is parts of ~t on L&= h r  Force 
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Davis. there apy comments by any commissione5 
concemmg the mot~on? 1 :  

Nores nse 3 
~HAI&AN.~IXON: Is then any question by any 

wmmissioner? I :  
onse. 

&%=AN bIXON: Counsel will call the 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 

roll. 

Base? - 

MR. OWSLEY: That's true. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: So the motion will have to - 

well, the motion will have to say what? In the phoenix area? 
Because it's located in two different places, 1s the problem. 
I don't want to make them move what they have got at Luke 
back to Mesa. 

MR. OWSLEY: If we accept the recommendation that 
was in the DOD submittal we'll be fine, which I can't read. 
It's too far awa . 

CoMMIsYioNER DAVIS: Well, 1 don? - I'm sorry, 1 
don't get the - 
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CH.AIRMAN DIXON: Let's take a moment here for $e 

wmrmssloner and counsel to examme h s .  Is ~t the oplnlon 
of the director down there wants to say something that we're 
all right if we acce t the recommendation - 

MR. OWSL~Y:  The e n e d  facil~ty and then any Fj detachments somewhere else. 
MR. LYLES: As I uqderstand it, Mr. Chairman, we 

are just talAung about the faclllty at Mesa. Is that 
correct. Jim? - - - -~ ,  

MR. OWSLEY: That's correct. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. 

M O T I O N  
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, sir. I move the 

commission find the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
substantially from the final criteria on force structure and, 
therefore, the commission adopt the following recommendation 
of the Secretary of Defense: Change the recommendation of 
the 1991 commission regarding the relocation of Williams Air 
Force Base Armstrong Laboratory Air Crew Training Research 
Facility to Orlando, Florida, as follows: The Armstrong 
Laboratory .Air Crew Training Research Facility at Mesa, 
Arizona, will remain at its present location as a stand-alone 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes 
4 and zero na s 
5 cHAIf;M*N DIXON: Eight to nothing we goofed. and 
6 it's off. Mr. Owsley. 
7 MR. OWSLEY: Commissioner Montoya, did you want me 
8 to answer that uestion about the IG re rt? 
9 COMMIS~IONBR MONTOYA: &don't ou answer it 

l o  for -- well, answer it in one line but have it in &e record. 
11 Would ou, lease? 
12 JR. &SLEY: It was a case of an obsolete report 
13 *t rqany of the things that they observed were true at one 
14 pomt m time but were overtaken by events such as the 
15 consolid$on that we saw in the command down 20 percent. It 
16 was a fadure to neogmze work that was lurlung around the 
17 corner and was about to amve and did arrive before the IG 
18 report was issued. It should have been taken into 
19 consideration, in my opinion. 
20 So I think we were chasing somethin that was out 
21 of date, so those things all entered into it. h o s t  of the 
22 Navy's comments in rejecting that report were accurate. 

I 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any questions of Mr. 

: OwsleK;;0 response., 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. do vou have 

Page 5 16 
1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: The vote, Mr. Chairman, is eight aye 
3 and zero na s 
4 C H A A N  DIXON: The motion is qrried unanimously. 
5 Naval Command and Control Ocean Surveillance center, 
6 Warminster, Pennsylvania. 
7 MR. OWSLEY: The Department of Defense recommends 
8 closure of the Naval Command Control and Ocean Surveillance 
9 Center, RDT&E Division Detachment. Warminster. Penns lvania, 

10 and.the relocation of appropriate funct.iolls, -me{ 
11 equ~pment, and sup rt to other techcal activlt~es, 
12 nmarily to the Navtf&nmand Control and +xan-Suweillance 
13 bn te r ,  RDT&E Dlvlsion, San Dlego, Califorma, and to the 
14 Naval Command Control and Ocean Surveillance RDT&E Division 
15 Deehrnent, Wa.rminster, Penns lvania - excuse me, I'm 
16 readmg a dual shde h ~ r e .  And &e ~main ing  activities 
17 would o to the surveillance center m Naval Oceanographic 
18 Office 8ay, St. h u i s ,  Mississippi. 
19 There were no %or issues were identified by the 
20 commumt~es d u m g  t h ~ s  process and we had no problem with 
21 the figures, as you see on the chart. 
22 Are there any further questions? 

:.3 

. . 
5 a motion? 
6 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I do, sir. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
8 M O T I O N  
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1 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Thank you. 
2 CHAIRIylAN DIXON: Tqank you. Naval Air Warfan 
3 Center W a r m ~ ~ ~ t e r  Penns lvama. 
4 I ~ R .  OWSLE~:  DO^; recommends the closure of the 
5 Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division, Warplinster, 
6 Pennsylvama, and relocat~on of appropnate functions, 
7 equipment, and su port to other techcal activities., 
8 n-ly the ~ a v e  h r  Warfare Center Alrcraft Division. 
9 F a b e n t  River, Maryland. 

10 There were no major issues that were identified 
11 with r t to this closure. Are there any questions? 
12 CTMAN DIXON: ~n there any questions? 
1-3 ( N O  response. 
14 
15 

M O k I O N  
CHAZRMAN DIXON: Commissioners, I move that the 

16 commission find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
17 substantially from the force structure plan and final 
18 criteria and, therefore, that the wmrmssion adopt the 
19 following recommendation of the Secretary of Defense: Close 
20 the Naval q i r  Warfare Center Aircraft Division, Warminster, 
21 Pennsylvama; relocate appro nate funct~ons, personnel, 
22 equipment, and support to otger technical activities, 

9 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I move that the commission 
10 find that the Secretary of Defense d ~ d  not devlate 
11 substantially from the force structure plan and final 
12 criteria and, therefore, that the comrmssion adopt the 
13 following recommendation of the Secretary of Defense: Close 
14 the Naval Command Control and Ocean Surveillance Center, 
15 RDT&E Division Detachment, Warminster, Pennsylvania; relocate 
16 ap ropriatq functions, personnel, equipment, and support to 
17 o&er techcal  activ~tles, p r i m l y  to the Naval Command 
18 Control and Ocean Surveillance Center, RDT&E Division San 
19 Die o California, and the Naval Oceanographic 0fdce Bay, 
20 St. k u i s ,  Missisd 
21 C H A I R M ~ B ' ~ X O N :  I second the motion. Are there 
22 any comments or questions? 
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rimarily the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division, 1 

Katuxent kver .  Marvland. I t  
Is there a'&o;d? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Second. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any comment? 

Gh%%brxo~: will call the 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Ave. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner R6bles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 

No res onse 
k H A I & b b M O N :  Counsel will call the 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kiing. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 

Page 3 18 1 
roll. 

eight - - 
and zero na s 

cHN;LMAN ~ 1 x 0 ~ :  Now, by those last two unanimous 
votes the commission has closed Naval Air Warfare Center and 
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AN IXON: Counsel will call the Fi!E2iYse. b 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
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1 Naval .Command and Control Ocean Surveillance Center, 
2 Warmulster, Pennsy l v q a .  
3 All nght, Naval A r  Warfare Center, Oreland, 
4 Penns Ivatua. 
5 bR. OWSLEY: Yes. DOD recommends the closure of 

7 Testin Facility, Oreland, Pennsylvania. 
6 the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division Open Water 

8 6 e  found that there were no major issues were 
9 identified in our analysis and, therefore, we have no further 

10 information to offer. 
11 Is there an uestions? 
12 CHAIRMU DIXON: Are there any questions of Mr. 

15 IXON: Are there any comments by 
16 wmmissloners? Commissioner Cornella. 
17 M O T I O N  
18 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I move that th= commission 
19 find that the Secretary of Defense d ~ d  not deviate 
20 substant~ally from the force structure plan and final 
21 criteria and, therefore, that the comrmssion adopt the 
22 foUowing recommendation of the Secretary of Defense: Close 

roll. 
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1 cqnsolidation be in BRAC 19 1. Community cited concm 
2 w t h  loss of worKlass expertise and s y ~  y. Major errors 
3 in estimatin one-time costs and the suitab 3 ties of 
r facilities in k e w p r t  to house the towed a m  
5 We put these questions .to the.Na . &ey answqred 7 6 all the commmty concerns, mcludmg irect contact wlth the 
7 community and we believe they were adequately answered. 
8 Are there any further questions? 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions? 
10 (No response.) 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further comments? 
12 (No response. 
13 M O  'r I O N  
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioners, I move that the 
15 commission find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
16 substantially from the force structure plan and final 
17 criteria and, therefore, @at the comrmssion ado t the 
18 followin mmmendat~on of the secrets of gefense: 
19 ~lsestabfsh the Naval Undersea Warfare % enter Newport 
20 Division, New London defachment New e n d o n  Connecticut; 
21 relocate necessary funct~ons with assoc~ated 
22 equipment and support to Naval Undersea $%ranter 

- p~~ - 
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rt Division, Newport, Rhode Island; close the NUWC New : k z o n  Facih , except retain Pier 7, which is t r a n s f e d  

3 to the Navy Su 'Y, marine Base, New London; the site presently 
4 occupied by the U.S. Coast Guard Station, New London, will be 
5 transferred to the U.S. Coast Gu*; the N a y  Submarine Base,. 
6 New London, Magnetic Silencmg Faclh will remain in its 
7 resent location as a tenant of the U.S. 8 ast Guard; Naval 
8 Eserve units will relocate to other naval activities, 
9 rimaril NUWC Ne rt, Rhode Island, and Navy Submarine 

10 gase, J e w  Londonyonnecticut. 
1 1  Is there a second? 
12 COMMISSIONER KLING: Second, Mr. Chairman. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Kling. 
14 Are there any comments or questions? 

I:: 
me.) 

F h E E A N  D a o N I  counsel will 4 1  a e  roll. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 

Pa e 321 I MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is elg%t ayes 
I 2 and zero na s. 
3 CH&AN DIXON: Ladies and gentleman, b that 
4 vote. unanimous vote. Naval Air Warfare Center, & A d ,  
s Penis Ivania, is c l o d .  
6 kaval Undersea Warfare Center, New London, 
7 Connecticut. 
8 MR. OWSLEY: The Department of  Defense recommends 
9 that the Naval Undersea Warfare Center Newport Division, New 
lo London Connecticut be disestablished and .relocated to the 
11 Naval dndersea warfare Center Newport D~vlsion, Newport, 
12 Rhode Island. The New London facility s to be closed ex 
13 that Pier 7 is to be retained and transferred to the ~ a v 2  
14 Submarine Base, New London: 
15 The site presently occupied b the U S. Coast Guard 
16 in New London will be transferred a n h e  LJ.i Coast Guard's 
17 Navy Submarine Base New London Magnetic Silencing Facility 
18 will remain ~ t s  present location as a tenant of the U.S. 
19 Coast GUarp.. Nav.d Reserve w t s  will relocate to other 
20 naval activities, pnmanl to Ne rt, Rhode Island, and 
21 Navy Submarme Base, dew ~ o n T n ,  Connect~cut. 
22 This closure completes the undersea warfare 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. Commissioner 
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Davis is 
8 recused from this vote. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis is mused.  
lo Let the &cord show that. 

MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 

13 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chaixman. the vote is seven aves 
14 and zero na s. 
15 C H ~ A N  DIXON: And on that vote the motion 
16 cames. Naval Biodynamics Laboratory, New Orleans, 
17 Louisiana. 

MR. OWSLEY: q e  Naval Biodynamics Lab in New 
19 Orleans conducts biomedical research as to the effects of 
20 mechanical forces on Nav personnel. The Department 
21 recommends to close this Hcility; however, it is expected 
22 the University of New Orleans w ~ l l  take over the facility and 

L I I 
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We have no obiections or found no differences to I : """""- 
4 this. I 5 CHAIRMAN &ON: Are there any questions of Mr. 
6 Owslev? . - --. 

I : @ ~ G ~ I X O N :  1s there any comment by any 
1 9 commissioner? 

113 commission find I 

I 14 substantially from the force struche plan and final 
15 criteria and. therefore. that the commtssion a d o ~ t  the 
16 following &ommendation of the Secretary of ~efen'se: Close 
17 the Naval Biodynamics Laboratory, New Orleans, Louisiana, and 
18 relocate necessa .personnel to Wright-Patterson Air Force 
19 Base, Dayton, &o, and Naval Aeromedid Research 
20 Laboratory, Pensawla Florida. 
2 1 Is there a second? 
22 COMMISSIONER KLING: Second, Mr. Chairman. 

FE~EEE~IxoN: s re there any questions? 1 
Pa e 326 3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any comments. 
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1 Dalh ren Division Coastal Systems Station, Panama Crty, 
2 ~lori%; relocate the Infectious D~susss  Combat Casualty 
3 Care and Operational Medicine programs, along with necessary 
4 rsonnel and equipment to the Walter Reed Army Institute for 
5 research at Forest Glen, Maryland. 
6 Is there a second? 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: Second, Mr. Chairman. 
8 

10 
11 
12 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
13 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
15 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
17 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
21 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 

1 

- - 

EN%% ~ I X ~ N :  CO+ wil! call the 
MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner K h g .  
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissroner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 

roll. 

eight 

COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissroner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote 

ayes 
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eight ayes 1 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

and zero na s 
C H A I L A N  DIXON: That motion unanimously carries. 

Naval Research Lab Underwater Sound Reference. Orlando. - I 
Florida. 

MR. OWSLEY: The Naval Research Laboratory 
Underwater Sound Reference Detachment in Orlando, Florida, 
studies and sets standards associated with underwater sound 
measurements. The  department.'^ recommendation is to c l w  
this.fachty and relocate ~ t s  rmssion, personnel, and 
equi ment to Rhode Island, where ~t will be co-located with 
the &a Full Spec.trum Laboratory. 

g e  commuruty ex ressed a concern that an 
irreplaceable facility courd be lost. however, +?lysis 
reveals other Navy facrlitres can ahorb the rmsslon without 
loss. 1 would also llke to pomt out that we had the Na 
talk directly to the Florida people that were concerned L u t  
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1 and zero na s 
2 C H A l h A N  DIXON: That motion unanimously carries. 
3 Naval Medical Research Institute, Bethesda, Maryland. 
4 MR. OWSLEY: The Naval Medical Research Institute 
5 in Bethesda, Maryland, conducts biomedical research in 
6 support of operating forces. The De artment's recommendation 
7 is relocate this facility to Walter geed with the erce tion 
8 of thc diving facility. which would be moved to Panama &ty, 
9 Flonda. 

10 Do ou have an uestions on this motion? 
11 C I - L ~ M A N  DVON: ~n there any questions of MT. 
12 Owslev? 
13 (No response. 
14 - - - -  

15 C H A I R M ~ D I X O N :  Commissioners, 1 move that the 
16 commission find that that the Secretary of Defense did not 
17 deviate substantially from the force structure lan and final 
18 criteria and, therefore, that the commission .$opt the 
19 following recommendation of the Secre of Defense: Close 
20 the Naval Medical Research hstitute~ethesda, Maryland; 
21 consolidate the personnel of the diving medicine program with 
22 the Experimental Diving Unit Naval Surface Warfare Center 
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1 this and I believe their concerns were answered. 
2 Are there an other uestions? 
3 CHAIR MA^ ~ 1 ~ 0 % :  Are there any questions of Mr. 

: ows1e6~MMISSIONER DAVIS: I have one question. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
7 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Apparently, this lake the 
8 Florida delegation keeps talking about has very particular 
9 ualities. Is where the Navy is going to relocate it 
10 Buplicate those articular quali~es? 
1 I MR. OW~LEY: We discussed that, and that is the 
12 particular area that we had the community get involved with 
13 us and with the Navy. And I believe the cornmunit understood 
14 the Navy's position, that they had this coveredl It sounded 
15 like a reasonable a proach to us, General Davis. 
16 S~AIRh4AN ~ I X O N :  Are there any further questions? 
17 Comrmssioner Kim 9 
18 
19 

M O % I O N  
CO.MMlSSlONER KLING: Mr. Chairman, I move that the 

20 commtsslon find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
21 substantial1 from the force structure plan and final 
22 criteria; and therefore, that the ~ o m s s i o n  adopt the 
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1 following recommendation of the Secretary of Defense 1 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
2 disestablish the Naval Research Laborato Underwater Sound 2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner COX. 
3 nzferenced attachment, Orlando, ~ l o r i x  3 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
4 Relocate the calibr+ion of standarc& function with 4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
5 associated rsonnel, equi ment and support to the Naval 5 V F  COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
6 Undenea arfare Center, gswlart Div.ion, Rhode 6 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
7 Island, except for the tank facility one, whch will be 7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
8 accessed. 8 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second that motion. Are there 

lo  any comments or uestions? Counsel will .call the role. 
1 i MS. CREEBON: Comss ioner  ~ l m g .  
12 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
13 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
14 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
15 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
16 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
17 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele. 

I f : COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. . 

I COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
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MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight aye! 

and zero na s. 
C&AN DIXON: That motion is unanimously 

adopted. Naval Command Control and Ocean Surveillance 
Center, Norfolk, Vir inia. 

MR. OWSLE~! The Department of Defense 
recommendations is close the in-service engineerin East 
Coast attachment, St. Julien's Creek h e x ,  ~o r fo fk ,  
Virginia, of the Naval Command Control and Ocean Surveillance 
h-terexcept  retain in place the transmit and receive 
equipment antennas currently at the St. Julien Creek Annex. 

Relocate functions necessa personnel and 
vipment to thq ~ ~ r f o l k  Nsval Zpyard ,  Norfok, Virginia 

%ere are no major :sues wlth this recommendat~on 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank ou. Are therk any 

questions to Mr. Owsle ? An comments$ Commissioner KLng. MOTYIOJ 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chairman, I move that the 

SLEY: Yes. we are. The next installation is 
Dugway Provin Ground, utah. The original recommendation 
that Dugwa #roving Ground be rullgned b relocating the l 2' smoke and o scurant mission to Yuma Proving round, Arizona, 
and some elements of chemical biological research to Aberdeen 
Proving Ground, Maryland. Also, English Village was to be 
disposed of, and test and experimentation facilities to 
support the Arm and DOD msslons would be r e t a d .  

On June l l th ,  the Secretary of Defense supported 
the removal of the BRAC recommendation on Dugway Proving 
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Ground. Are there any questions? 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yeah, the Secretary has asked that 
we reiect this. Now. is that correct? You have a letter 
f romhe  re& &kin this be rejected. 

MR. OWSBY: d a t ' s  correct. --- - 

CHAIRMAN DIXON Are there any further questions? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, lust one auick . - 

question. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Would you just clarify for 

the record what the Army's roposal is on English VdIage? 
MR.. OWSLEY: . Other fRan keqing it o 

at some time there w ~ l l  be a pnvatizatlon of%tdlh"~$f:d 
not give a articular ro sal with the recommendatron. 

C O ~ ~ M I S S ~ O N ~ R  Z B L E S :  But as you understand it. 

comments? Is there a motion? 
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I commission find that the Secretpry of D e f e ~  did not ieviati 
2 from the force structure plap and final cntena; and 
3 therefore, that the c o m s s l o n  ado t the follow~ng 
4 recommendation of the Secretary of ~efense .  Close the in- 
5 service engineering East Coast attachment, St. Julien's Creek 
6 Annex, Norfolk. Virginia, of the Naval Command Control and 
7 Ocean Surveillane Center; except retain in place the 
8 transnut and fecelve equipment and antennas currently at the 
9 S t  Julien's Creek Annex. 

10 Relocate function necessary personnel, and 
11 equipment to Norfolk daval Shipyard, Norfolk, Virginia. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And I second that motlon. An 
13 there an comments or questions? Counsel, call the roll. 
14 d. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
15 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
17 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
19 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
21 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 

M O T I O N  
6 1 - -  

1 
2 COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chainpan, I move the 
3 c o w s s i o n  find the Secretarv of Defense devlated 
4 substantially from final criteria 1 and 8; and therefore, the 
5 commission reject the Secretary's recommendation on Dugway 
6 Proving Ground, and instead adopt the following 
7 rtcommendation. Retain Du y Proving Ground, including all 
8 activities and facilities. g c o q m i s s m  finds ltus 
9 recomrnendat~on 1s consistent w t h  the force structure ~ l a n  

10 and final criteria. 
11 C H g R M q  DIXON: Is there a second to the motion of 
12 Commssioner Klm 
13 COMMISSIO?& STEELE: I am deli~hted to second that - 
14 motion. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right, Commissioner Steele 
16 seconds that motion. And are there any comments? Counsel, 
17 call the roll. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling . 
19 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
21 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
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1 the number of locally based tankers is measured against 
2 training requirements, this is not an important issue, and 
3 considered against the operational reqmrements at Grand 
4 Forks. 
5 Slide A5, please. The Minot l s s p  are closely. 
6 related to those at Grand Forks. Misslle field operational 
7 effectiveness is better at Minot. The geolo is more 
8 nwivable. The alert rate is the highest in fKe Air Force. 
9 The depot support .costs are the lowest in the Air Force. By 
10 these measures, Mmot is not on1 better than Grand Forks, 
11 but better than F.E. .Warren and klalmstrom as well. 
12 The DOD sition w q  that Myot couid be 
13 substituted for &d Folks if ABM implications became a 
14 show-stopper for the Grand Forks recommendation. The 
15 intera ency review concluded there are no ABM related 
16 obskfes; and the Minot alternative is no longer required 
17 for this T n .  Although the Air Force eva1,uated missile. 
18 and large alrcraft mssions separately, the Mmot commmty 
19 believe that the missions should be considerg together whem 
20 calculat~ng military value, because they provide operational 
21 efficiencies. 
22 The staff finds there is shared overhead, and the 
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I maintenance and facilities utilization. 
2 Grand Forks is an unportant operational location 
3 for supportmg both strategc nuclear and contmgency 
4 de loyment operations, CINC STRATCOM, CINC TRANSCOM, the Vice 
5 &airman of the Jomt Cluefs, and the Alr Force a e f  of 
6 Staff stron ly support retaining the core tanker mission at 
7 Grand ~ o r k  because of its o erational location. In 
8 addition, the staff qotes that &e runway at Grand Forks was 
9 updated to Code 1 m 1994. 
10 The h drant system, essential to effective tanker 
11 operations, eas been u raded. Airfield facilities are 
12 modem. And state an$?ocal zoning assure that there will be 
13 no airfield encroachment in the fo-ble future. The 
14 final two issues, tanker saturation m the Northwest and the 
15 tanker shortfall m the Southeast were raised by DOD as art 
16 of the rationale for relocating tankers from Malmstrom ,& 
17 Force Base to McDill Air Force Base. 
18 Grand Forks has a North Central location, and as 
19 such, does not confribute to the tanker saturation problem in 
20 the Northwest. It is m fact, the only North Central 
21 location to support the single mte rated operations plan. 
22 Although there is a tanker shortfai in the Southeast, when 

I 
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1 was higher at Grand Forks than other missile wings, the Grand ' 2 Forks overall maintenance dollars was still lower than 
3 Malmstrom. 
4 So I just wanted to voice my frustration at having 
5 spept a wonderful da up there, and really did enjoy.my 
6 vist. But I felt that {was gettmg very different stones 
7 on the water problem, depending upon the outcome that the 
8 department was seekin on this issue. And I 'ust thought I'd 
9 voice that. Now I feelktter and I see no sukstantial 
10 deviation, and we can move forward. 
11 CHAIRMAN. DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Steele. 
12 That doesn't requlre a reswnse. I don't W. Is there any 

\ 
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1 Grand Forks missile field has a lower cost to inactivate than 
2 Minot. DOD included $5.5 million for housing demolition at 
3 Grand Forks, increasing annual recurring savings by $3.7 
4 million. This appears to be a sound investment strateg that 
5 produces substantial long-term qvin s, but would not 
6 necessitated by a decision to realign grand Forks. 
7 As such, the costs and savings associated with this 

9 Grand Forks for a cqmplete cl?+re, the value of the core 
8 action were removed from the decision COBRA. In studying 

10 tanker concept is an issue. Ths  is a component of mlitary 
1 1  value which the commission must wei h against the savings foy 
12 a complete closure, Both the Air 8orce and the commuruty 
13 argue the orgamzational Improvements, operational 
14 capabilities, and fiscal efficiencies of core tanker bases 
15 are essential to meetin current military challenges. 
16 Staff findings iniicate that the core tanker unit. 
17 at Grand Forks has been successful in sustainin a hgh I 18 deployment rate in support of global operationa 
19 contin encies. On avera e, over the past year, on a given 
20 day, 68 percent of ~ r a n c f ~ o r k s  tankers were off statlon, 
21 combining four s uadrons of tankers at Grand Forks fully uses 
22 the air field, an3 achieves efficiencies and supply 
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I Minot, because we hadn't received the letter on the AEh 
2 issue, the Air Force said that there were no water problems 
3 in the silos for the past two years. 
4 Topside gradmg and i roved seals have eliminated 
5 topside water intpion intozos.  And agam they Mlfied 
6 that the missile silos at Grand Forks have had a utation 
7 for leakin , but that roblem was eliminated in '3. Then wc 
8 looked at b e  issue ofclosure of Grand Forks, and we sort of 
9 focused on the core tanker wing. Then we kind of removed 
10 that issue, because the strong support from the core tanker 
11 wing u there. 
12 A d  then the testimony from the Air Force was, last 
13 Wednesday - I was not aware that the Air Force says there 
14 were no water problems at Grand Forks. We're spendmg 
15 considerably more money to operate those silos at Grand Forks 
16 than we are at Mhot or anywhere else. And if the re not 
17 spending it on the water issue, I don't h o w  what &eY9re 
18 spending it on. 
19 And I guess my frustration is that Ogden, which is 
20 the depot that supports the missile win s, says that the 
21 water maintenance - the percentage okmaintenance th?t9s 
22 spent on the water problem is only 5 percent. And whle it 

13 further comment or question' from anybody, concerning what the 
14 staff has re rted? Is there a motion? 
15 CO&ISSIONER KLING: Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 
17 M O T I O N  
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1 nuclear missions are able to share the weapons stora e area. 
2 The next two slides, please. Mr. Chairman, these c%Prts 
3 summarize the DOD recommendation and the commission 
4 alternatives, and provide pros and cons of each. I would be 
5 pleased to m e t  an uestions you may have at this time. 
6 CHAIRMAN D U N :  Is there anythin more on Grand 
7 FO~CS or ~ i n o t  by anybody on your s t a d  AR time an 

9 COMMISSIO~ER STEE$: Yes, sir. 
Y 8 questions of the staff concernin Grand Forks or Minot. 

lo CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Stele. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER STEELE: Just a comment - more 
12 comment than a question. But I w a n e  to wmpl@ent, for the 
13 department, the~r messa e of wantmg to retam the core 
14 tanker wing was so louband clear in writin that hott rmgbt 
IS be a violation of the Paperwork Reduction k t .  We got so 
16 mapy letters on the subject. it was definitely a mese e 
17 delivered and heard. And i appreciate that c l ~  &ce. 
18 My frustration on the issue in one area is w g n  I 
19 went up to Grand Forks, after we added the base, for closure. 
20 Pnor to that, on March 30$, both on the base v!s~f I d~dn't 
21 o to and the regonal hearmg, when we were st111 looking at 
22 b e  alternat~ve between the mssile field at Grand Forks or 

18 COMMISSIONER KLING: I move the commission find the 
19 Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantiail from the 
20 force structure plan and final criteria; and therezre, that 
21 the wmmission adopt the following recommendation of the 
22 Secretary of Defense. Realign Grand Forks. The 321st 
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11 
12 

Hearing 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chuman, the vote 

- 
Page 

eight 
- - 

13 andZX0l.U S 
14 C H A L A N  DIXON: And the request of the Secretary 
15 is m ported unanimously. .Now, ladies ant! gentleplen, that P 16 conc udes, as I understand it, the cross service section of 
17 our work. I want to say that, in the o inion of the chair, 
18 this was the most difficult part, on ba&nce, of our entire 
19 program - high1 controversial, very, very difficult. I 
20 want to congrsnTate the staff on an outstandm job. 
21 It was a difficult job, well ~esearched. A d  I 
22 congratulate all of you on a fine job. Thank you very, very 
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1 much. 
2 MR. OWSLEY: Thank ou, Mr. Chairman. 
3 CHAIRh4AN DIXON: hank ou, Mr. Owsley. And 
4 Director, are ou ready to go forwar& 
5 MR. L d E S :  Mr. Chairman, we're ready to o forward 
6 with the Air Force team. at the convenience of t%e 
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1 As a reminder, Mr. Chairman ~d commissioners, the 
2 Secretary of the Au Force used the hers to develop theu 
3 closure and realignment recommendations. I will now turn 
4 this catego over to Mr. David Olson, who will discuss Grand 
5 Forks and%inot Air Force Bases; and then to Mr. Rick 
6 DiCamillo, who will discuss Malqstmm Air For* Base and a 
7 related redirect from McDill A r  Force Base m Flonda. Mr. 
8 Olson. 
9 MR. OMON: Mr. Chairman, commi.sioners, in the 
10 large aircraft mssile cate ory, we have studied DOD 
11 recommendations !or. Grand~orks and Malmstmm Air Fprce Bee, 
12 as well as comrmssion adds for Grand Forks and Mmot An 
13 Force Bases. This chart reflects the Air Force assessed 
14 overall value of the Grand Forks and Minot Air Force Bay%, 
15 as well as the costs and savipgs of the DOD recommendation 
16 and the comss lon  alternatives. 
17 DOD recommended the Grand Forks realignment because 
18 of a reduction in intercontinental ballistic mssile force 
19 structure, in accordance with the nuclear posture review, 
20 which requires inactivation of one missile field within the* 
21 Air Force. p e  commission adds provide the Mmot mssile 
22 field for consideration as an alternative to Grand Forks, as 
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1 well as the potential for substantially more savings wid the 
2 complete closure of Grand F o r e  &r Force Base. 
3 If I could have the next slide, A4, please. These 
4 are the issues associated with the DOD recommended 
5 inactivation of the missile field at Grand Forks and the 
6 commission alternative to close Grand Forks. h e  key issue, 
7 with respect to the missile field, is o rational 
8 effectivenws, The Air Force rated &&d Forks-ip least 
9 capable mssile field, based on five cntena - abihty to 
lo reach targets; size and orientation of the field; geological 
1 1  effects on survivability;. weather i acts on operations and 
12 mamtenance; and l?gistics sup a i l i t y  . 
13 The commu~ut argues d? at all rmssile fields are 
14 equally capable and Eave erfonned their missions effeztively 
15 for the past 30 years. ~ t a k  findin s support the DOD 
16 position. All missile fields are f d y  capable, but the hi h 
17 water table at Grand Forks reduces survivability. The Bert 
18 rate at Grand Forks has been consistently lower than at 
19 Minot. And on-site depot support costs have been higher. 
20 At the time the DOD recommendation was received, 
21 there was uncertain about whether implications for the 
22 Grand Forks anti-ba ?' listic missile system and ballistic 

7 commission. 
8 CHAIRMAN DMON: We're oing. to declare a five- 
9 minute break, and then we'll be back%ere m five m u t e s ,  
lo and we'll go to the Air Force. 
11 [A biief recess was taken.] 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: We're ready to testify concerning 
13 the Air Force. Do you have someone missin %Director? 
14 MR. LYLES: I think we can proceed, r Cha~rpurn. 
15 We have the Air Force team m lace and ready to go, SX. 
16 CHAIRMAN DMON: Af;l right, we're going to go to 
17 the Air Force. Director L 1%. 
18 MR. LYLES: Mr. 6hurman. Frank Cirillo, the Air 
19 Force team cpief will begin the r-tation of .the 
20 recommendations for closure an$ real~gnments m the Air 
21 Force. 
22 CHAIRMAN DMON: All right, Mr. Cirillo. 
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1 MR. CIRILLO: That& ou, Mr. Chairman, a n h  also 
2 have Mr. Olson, Mr. ~iCarmdb at the table with me for the 
3 f i ~ t  portion of our presentation. Commissioners, the first 
4 slide, whch is just ahead of Tab A m your book represents 
5 the. 13 categories the Department of the Air Force used in 
6 their analysis of 100 major A r  Force bases. The shaded 
7 categories have bases tq be discussed today. 
8 We'll bnef the mss~le  and large arcraft 
9 categories to ether, due to their relationship; and then d 10 cover the un ergraduate p~lot tra~nm category. The depot, 

11 laboratory and test categories of the %r Force have already 
12 been briefed by the cross service team. Finally, we'll cover 
13 those installations today and the remaining categories, as 
14 shorn. 
15 If you go to Tab A on Slide A1 q d  also the map. 
16 We'll first cover the missile and large aircraft categories. 
17 The four biases jndicated with an M are the missile bases. 
18 Also note m this slide that four bases were excluded by the 
19 Air Force for mission or geo ra hical reasons, We'll be 
20 addressmg only the thne shase8base.s. The tleF shown at 
21 the left for the non-excluded bases reflect the h r  Force for 
22 ranking respective installations within each category. 
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1 missile defense mi ht reclude inactivation of the Grand 
2 Forks MMUIU~~- %elx Indeed, it was for this reason that 
3 the Minot missile field was.added for consideration. 
4 On May 9, the comrmssion received a letter from the 
5 De ut Secretary of Defense, indicatin that representaiives 
6 of b o b ,  the Jolnt Chiefs of Staff, the Etate De Dement, the 
7 Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, and t8e National 
8 Security Council staff had determined that ABM considerations 
9 would not reclude inactivation of the Grand Forks Minuteman 
lo field, ~ ~ f s e ~ u e n t  corres ondence with DOD confirms 
11 mactivation of the ~ r a n % ~ o r k s  Minuteman field will not 
12 affect the U.S. right to retain an ABM system deployment area 
13 at Grand Forks. 
14 And it will not require demolition of the ABM 
1s facilities. It should be noted, however, it may be necessary 
16 to leave a small number of empty silos in place at Grand 
17 Forks. The staff finds that the interagency position 
18 resolves the potentla1 ABM obstacles. Th~s  findmg also 
19 affects costs, because the communit believes that ABM 
20 demolition costs, if r uired, s h o u l ~  be added to the cost to 
21 inactivate the missile?eld. 
22 However, since there are no ABM related costs, the 

I I 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Comella. 
2 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I recuse in this issue. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella recuses on 
4 this issue. 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
BRAC Hearing 6/22/95 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMlSSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 
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I r missile rou will inactivate in Minutemen 3 missiles to 

2 relocate8 to kalmstrom Air Force Base, Montana. A s e l l  
3 number of silo launchers at Grand Forks may be retsuned if 
4 required. 
5 The 319th Air Refuelin Wing will remain @ lace. 
6 AU activities and.facilit.ies af &e b.w asqciated the 
7 3 19th Au Refueling Wm , mcludmg farmly housmg, the 
8 hospital commi antbasic exchange, will re- open. 
9 c~IRM%IXON: That's a motion. Is there a 
10 second to the motion? 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: I*U second the motion. 
CHAIRMAN DMON: And Commissioner Steele seconds 

13 the motion. Are there any further comments or questions? 
I 14 Counsel, call the roll. 
15 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling . 
l 6  COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
17 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
18 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
20 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
21 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
22 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 

seven 
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1 outstanding facilities. Our analysis reflects 70 tankers at 
2 Fairchild AIT Force Base in Spokane. Washington, which is one 
3 of three core tanker bases m the A r  Force. Conversely, 
4 there is a lack of W e r s  located in.the Sou-that U:S., 
5 where there is a hlgh demand for air refuelmg trammg 
6 capability. 
7 The Air Force contends the relocation of Malmstrom 
8 tank-ers to McDill \?rill alleviate the Southeast tanker deficit 
9 par@a!ly, and provide a cost ~ffeftive a proach for 
lo reta-g and o mtm McDdl ur field: whch is the 
I I subject of a s e c t  wkch I will address shortly. The 
12 commission staff agrees with the deficiency in tanker 
13 resources to support training in the Southeast, and notes the 
14 relocation will partially relieve the problem, as I 
15 mentioned. 
16 Another issue is the Malmstrom field elevation - 
17 3,500 foot elevation in runway len th limits maxlmum ross 
18 weight take off capability for +e l8~-135 tankers y~hicf 
19 traqslates to reduced alr refuelrng. off load capabihtles 
20 dumg operat~onal deployment rmssions. The community 
21 maintains combast mawnum gross weight take offs occur only 
22 about 10 percent of the time. 

ayes 

I 12 and zero na s. 
13 c&AN DMON: And on that vote, the motion 
14 carries unanimouslv. with one recusal. And I believe I'm 
15 correct in statin , &unsel, that on Minot, unless there is 
16 some ob'ection gY commissioners, there 1s not activity 
17 requird That was an add on. Is there any suggestion by 
18 anybody that the want to do an exercise on Mmot? Or ma we 
19 just save ourserf that moment of grace there? ~ o o c ~ .  h e n  
20 the 9 a 1 r  declares that Mmot h r  Force Base, North Dakota, 
21 remalns open. 
22 No activity needed, since it was an add on. 
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1 Malmstrom Air Force Base. 
2 MR. CIRILLO: Mr. DiCamillo will cover that, Mr. 
3 Chairman. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. DiCamillo. 
5 MR. DiCAMILLO: Commissioners, carrying on with the 
6 large alrcraft catego , we have Malmstrom A r  F o r e  Base, 
7 Montana rtoommendJby Deoarrtment of Defense for reahenment. 
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1 Staff concurs with the gross weight take off 
2 limitations, and notes that gross welght take off ca ability 
3 at McDill is 23.000 pounds greater than Malmstrom. &ally, 
4 there is excess capacity existing at Malmstrom Air Force 
5 B.ase. I don't think. anybody denies that. No oqe really 
6 dl Utes thls, but d~ffers m the method of resolving the 
7 pr%lemr. The Air F o r p  pro sal would.close down the fired 
8 wrng air field operations aP;kr relocation of the tankers, 
9 w h i  the community advocates addin two more s uadrons of 
10 aircraft -- approximately 24 KC-185s -- to the%- to make 
1 1 use of excess capacit . 
12 We concur w i J  the communi that there is ex- 
13 capacit and &e b a q  could probab ?' y. handle more tank-ers, 
14 but wit~additlonal rmlitary construct~on. However, tius 
15 approach would exacerbate the Northwest tanker saturation 
16 problem. Next chart, please. The h a 1  chart is the 

) , 

17 Scenario summa 

118 
MR. C I ~ ~ ~ O :  -Yes, Mr. Chairman, this js a scenario 

19 sumrnarv for h s  base. But after vou've looked it over. I 

8 The recommendation reaCgns h e  43rd Air Refueling ~ r o u f a n d  
9 its 12 KC-35 tankers from Malmstrom to McDill Air Force Base, 
lo Florida. Further, the recommendation closes the Malmstrom 
1 1  air field fo fixed wing operations. 
12 Thls chart reflects the overall value of the base 
13 and cost and savings associated with the recommendation. A?, 
14 please. The next.chart reviews. the issues associated w~th 
15 the recommendation. ?%e bold Issues on the left of the chart 
16 will be discussed in more detail in the followin chart. The 
17 leading i sue  in this recommendation is the AirBorce's 
18 osition there is a tanker saturation problem in the 
19 korthwestem U.S. 
20 The community did not address tanker saturation, 
21 but rather recommended the addition of more tankers be moved 
22 into Malmstrom to take advantage of excess capacity and 

120 recommbd that we go on to McfSill, to discuss it, befo're we - 
21 actual1 vote. 
22  HAIRM MAN DIXON: Yes, we're going to do that, 
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1 because the 're aired. 
2 MR. &&LO: yes, sir 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: SO move right alon 
4 MR.. DjCAMILLO: @art A12, lease. &] Chai 
5 and comrmssioners, 1 would llLe to adgess the redrrect 
6 McDill .Air Force Base at this time, since it is cou led with 
7 the realiment of Malmstrom and the KC-135s. h e  chart 
8 before yzu gives the back round of actions taken b previous 
9 commissions, regarding h f c ~ i l l  Air Force Base. d e  redirect 
10 proposes the Air Force retain McDill an field as part of the 
11 Air-Force Base. 
12 The Air Force will continue to o rate the runway 
13 and its associated activities. And the gpartment of 
14 Commerce will remain as attendant, under the DOD 
15 recommendation. A13, lease. This is a summa of the DOD 
16 recommendations, w i i  the pros and cons. l%e cost and 
17 savings for this redirect are reflected in the Malmstrom 
18 realignment. 
19 The reason for no costs is shown at the to part of 
20 the chart. This completes my briefiog, and 1'11 %e glad to 
21 answer any questions. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you very much. Are there 
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1 12 further comments? - (12 

1 any questions? Are there an comments? 
- 

2 COMMISSIONER S d E :  I have one brief comment. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
4 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Just so my colleague @ow, 
5 when I was at Grand Forks, and we were still enter tawg the 
6 motion of closin the entire base 1 asked a visitrng eneral 5 7 that day if wc di r e l v t e  the K&-135s from- ~randBorks,  
8 would the An Force stdl want to move the arcraft from 
9 Malmstrom; and he responded, yes. And I just wanted to share 
10 that with m collea es. 
I I c&&IXON: I thank you. An there any 

Pi ! " . '  
AN DIXON: Is there a motion? Mr. Davis. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Being a fi hter pilot, I hate 
to thmw away .my xu*way: I tried to tin% that there was 
significant deviat~on I. tymf to k ~ p  the runway, but I got 
no support whatsoever. o submt the following motion. 

M O T I O N  

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
I I 

-. - - - - - - . 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: 1. move the commission fmd the 

Secretary of Defense did not deviate substant~all from the ? force structure plan and final criteria; and there ore, the 

Secretary of Defense. 
- 

Reali Malmstpm Air For? Base. .The 43rd Air 
&up and its KC-135 a ~ r m f t  mll relocate to 

b%Linir  ~ o r c e  BPS, Florida, or as appropriate. fired 
wing aircraft fl ing o erations at Malmstrom will cease, and 
the air field wi8 be cgsed. The small air field 
operational area will continue to be available to su port 
helicopter operations of jhc40th R ~ u e  Flight, &ch will 

I 

remaiii to mipport the missile operations. 
All base activities and facilities associated with 
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commission adopt the following recommendation of the 

the 341st Missile Link will remain. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner. Is there 

a second to that motion? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Second that, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner m g .  

Is there further comment or any questlous? Counsel w l l  call 
the role. 

1 

- - - - - - . 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I muse myself 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Cornella recuses 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 

on this 

himself. 

15 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairkan, the vote is seven ayes 
16 and zero na s 
17 CHAILAN DIXON: Malrnstmm'~ realigned, according 
18 to that vote, unanimously. McDill Air Foqx Base. Is +ere 
19 any further comment or are there any uestions concenung 

21 
9 20 McDill? And if not, is there a motion. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I have a motion, sir. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 

- BRAC Hearing 
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M O T I O N  - - - - - - - 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I move the commission find the 
Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantiall from the f" force structure plan and final Miteria; and there ore the 
commission ado t the following recommendation of the 
Secreta o f ~ e k k e .  

6?ange the recommendation of 1991 and 1993 
commissions, yc arding the closure and transfer of McDill Air 
Force Base air field to the Department of Commerce, as 
follows. Redirect the retention of McDill air field as part 
of the McDill Air Force Base. The Air Force continue to 
o rate the runwa and its associated activities. Department 
oKommerce wi lkmain  as attendant. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: 1'11 second that motion, and I 
would again observe, this 1s another era* of a 
revisitat~on of prior BRACs. And I hope e Congress is 
aware of the fact that there's not going to be another BRAC 
in a couple of years. I'm sure they're relieved about-that; 
but we're going to have to have some way of correctmg these 
BRAC activities. So that's part of what we're going to 
recommend to the Congress. 

I see distinguished members here. Counsel will 

- 
call the roll. 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I recuse mvsc 
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on this - .- - - -  

matter. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella recuses 1 

himself. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. ~ h a k a n ,  the vote is seven ayes 

and zero nays. 
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1 C H A M A N  DIXON: All right, and that motion 
2 revails unammousl y, and the redirect takes place. 
3 b d e r  raduate ilot training. 
4 &R. CI&LO: Yes, if everybody will turn to Tab B 
5 and charts B1 and B2. The map on your ri ht reflect the 
6 bases in the Air Fonc  Underpduate ~ i l o t e m m m  or 
r called the UPT category. We 11 be discussmg the siaded 
8 bases. The Air Force recommended Reese k r  Force Base, 
9 Texas for closure. And on May. loth, the commission adde4 
10 three 6- for further considerat~on. 
11 1'11 now turn the presentation over to Lieutenant 
12 Colonel Merrill Be er, for the UPT category. 
13 &IEUTENA~? COLONE& BEYER: Mr. Chairman and 
14 comssloners, I'd llke to begm my remarks w t h  some 
15 comments about cmss servici?rg, and then address capacity, 
16 and then quick1 hjt on the key issues. The Secretary of 
17 Defense formedY.joint cross service up to shldy ways to %" 18 reduce excess capacity in the pilot an navigatqr 
19 undergraduate trammg programs by co~lsolidat~on of Air 
20 Force, Navy, and Army unique programs where it made sense to 
21 do so. 

I 22 This group presented its alternatives for closure 

I I 
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1 slight1 outside the FY DAC, or beyond the six-year cksure K : pen Please tum to slide 84, and you can leave 8 3  up as 
4 well. .Thank ou. Thjs chart summarizes the Air Force 
s +alysrs ?f & capacrty after the 1-4 52 
s mc- m uirements. T ~ F  sta# finds t+ cKEZof  ?ne 
7 Air Force u% base to contam acceptable risks to the h r  
8 Force's ablllty to meet its ilot trainmg requlrements. The 
9 closure of more than one 8m b+se, however, w~l l  simply no 
10 allow the h r  Force to meet ~ t s  ilot tmrmg requlrements. 
1 1  Please turn to slide B5, B! only. The Secretary of 
12 Defense recommended the closure of Reese Air Force Base, the 
13 deactivation of the 64th flight training wine. and the 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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I wo&ing a lot of weekends, because you will have wea&er 
2 attntlon durn the week. And remember that weekends are 
3 when you're tf ym those cross-country trainin4 missions. Sa 
4 once you get to 9tpeTcent of that number, ou re going to 
5 ex rate yoyr capaclt problem beupe L g s  start to 
6 b r z d o w n ,  m terms t r a m  effectiveness and safety. 
7 So that number IS really 1%0 percent. That's a 
8 maximum. And you might be able to pet more than that over a 
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1 md realignment actions to the services. Each service &en 
2 performed their own anal sis in determining their final H 3 recommendat~ons to the ecretary of Defense. The staff 
4 examined the efforts of the services to integrate fixed win , 5 ilot and navigator undergraduate trainin . and finds the k 
6 hrce. q d  N a v y - w i n g  commands have nu d e great s+du to 
7 consolrdate trammg programs, reduce ex- capaclty, and 
8 retain those pro rams unique to each service. ' 9 We shoulf be loold. at slide B3. Capacity is the 

10 overriding issue in the Airsorce uPT catego . Currently, 
I 11 the Air Force is p erating its bases well?elow capac~ty. 
12 Hoyever, the h r g o r c e  plap tqmcrease its. pilot traiolog 
13 requlrements 52 percent, ~ t s  pllot population returns to 
14 normal. DOD performed ~ts  capaclty anal SIS based on this 

t i  15 increased uirement. The Secretary of e Air Force 
16 roeammend~one UPT base, Rcese Air Force b e ,  for c1osure 
17 On the 14th of June, General Fogieman and the Air 
18 Force Chief of Staff reconfirmed the recommendation for 
19 closure of no pore  than on= UFT base, s t a h  Reese Air Force 
20 Base is the nght instaIlaoon to clpse. ~ l & o u ~ h  he noted a 
21 smgle closure was a reasonable nsk, he d ~ d  ex ress some 
22 concerns about the capacity of the three remaining %PT bases. 

9 year's time. But ou -w't o erate-that way continuously. 
lo COMMISSTONER ~ 0 % :  I see. 
11 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: So that is a true 
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I - 21.4 percent. .Please. turn @ B10. On this summary chart, 
2 I've l i s g  the nmary usues m the UPT category for easy 
3 cornpanson. &r. Chairman, if there's no uestions, we can 
4 throw up the scenario slides, charts B11 an% 12. This 
5 concludes m remarks sir. 
6 C H A I ~ A N  D ~ O N :  Thank you ve much, Colonel 
7 Beyer. Are there an questions of the colon% 
8 COMMISSIONZR COX: .Colonel Beyer, I wonder if ye 
9 could o back to the capac~ty issue, and d you could go mto 

10 some Rrther detail. AS you know, one of the other services 
I I thqught perhaps they should re- what the needs for their 
12 tralrupg yere. And if you would just walk through what the 
13 ca aclty lssues are agam, and whether we're close to the 
14 &e. 
IS LIEU'I"ENANT COLONEL BEY= The capaci charts are, 
16 I believe, B3 and B4. Turn your attention to c%ut B4. 
17 Pilot training capacity is listed on the left table, and 
18 reflects the maxlmum ca aci of each base. 
19 COMMISSIONE&O%: And that's if, on a five-day I 
20 week - one shift, so to speak. 
21 LEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: NO, that is the maximum 
22 capacity. Io other words, if you are going full bore, 

12 reflection of the maximum capacity of that base. 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: Okav. So the total maximum 

21 economic impacts of closure on the local c6rhmunities are the 21 LIEUTEN& COLOREL BEY*: The ~quirernent is 1078 
n key. If there are no questions on this chart, 1.1, address (22 right now, g~vlng you 150 excess. The h r  Force states that 

14 redistribution or retiremenrof all assrgnedzrcraft. The 
IS commission added Columbus, Lau hlin, and Vance Air Force 
16 Bases as possible substitute for Weese. The primsry criteria 
17 for analysis in.the UPT cafe ory are shown on th~s  sllde. 
18 The most s~golficant are hghighted. 
19 Tpe .functional value of each base to perform the 
20 UPT rmsslon, the costs mvolved m t r a m g  vllots, and the 

14 capacit 1 228. 
15 L ~ ~ T E N A N T  COLONEL BEYER: ~orrect  
16 COMMISSIONER COX: And the requiremei - 
17 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: On the requirement 
18 side - 
19 COMMISSIONER COX: This is their version of core 
20 requirement or something. adds ur, to - 

I I J 
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ific issues relevant to the UPT category, first, 

2 wea er. Please turn to slide B6. 
3 The Secreta of Defense recommendation is based on 
4 analysis erformzby the UPT joint cross service group and 
5 utilized gy the Air Force in arriving at their 
6 recommendation. The UPT joint cross service grou assigned 
7 value to several measures of merit in order tq letermine the 
8 funct~onal value of each UPT base. Weather IS one of these 
9 measures of ment. Staff finds that 15 rcent IS 
10 insufficient for this vital attribute of U K ,  and instead 
1 1  used a weighting factor of. 30 percent. 
12 If there are no questions, we can turn to slide B7. 
13 The next issue is the air space surrounding each UPT base. 
14 Staff fin* no base is defic~ent m alr space. +d we can 
15 turn to sllde B8. Encroachment llke weather 1s a vltal 
16 factor for the safe and efficient conduct of UPT flight 
17 training operations. The UPT joining cross service group 
18 assi ed a weighting factor fpr encroachment of 6 percent. 
19 ~ta8"knds this to be msufficrent, and mstead nrsrgned a 
20 value of.20 ercent. 
2 1 Sllde E9, please. This chart compps econopie 
22 impact. Laughlm has the hghest potentla1 econormc Impact 
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1 the need 100 of those slots during the period of 2001 to 
2 2011, when they will be transitio-g to the new joint 
3 primary aircraft training system aircraft. And they use 39 
4 slots. to transition instructors from th? T-37 to %e T-38, as 
5 requirements dictate. For example, instructor pllots bemg 
6 reassi ed of ettin out of the Air Force. 
7 ~?OMM~SSIO%TER COX: So, now at 139 - we're 150 
8 excess, minus 139. 
9 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: Correct. 
10 COMMISSIONER COX: So we're at 11 excess. And are 
1 1  those numbers - obvious1 you don't know exactly where we're 
12 goingto be a number ofy- from now -- but that training 
13 capaclty, you think lt tends to be a llttle high, a llttle 
14 conservat~ve? 
15 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: I think the training 
16 capacity -- 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: Does the kind of training plan 
18 that comes in make a difference? 
19 MR. CIRILLO: Just as a comment, a reminder that 
20 the excess capacity that's shown - and correct me if I'm 
21 wrong, Mernll -- mcludes the 52 percent growth mcrease 
22 between the years 1996 and 2002. 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: Mm-hmm. 
2 MR. CIRILLO: As General Fogleman did express some 
3 concerns in the area, he talked about a potential increase in 
4 pilot hiring by the airlines. He talked about a potential 
5 mcrease from requ i reme  b +e reserves. So conservative 
6 depends on the rspectiye. h n s  nght here does consider 
7 *at growth m next s u  years. But as ou can see, it's 
8 nght at the level that the A r  Force wouldlbe comfortable 
9 wlth, but no more than that with the closure of one. 
10 You might want to expand that a little bit more, 
11 Merrill, as far as the r uirements. 
12 LIEUTENANT C X O N E L  BEYER: The chief of staff said 
13 that he is depending on some assum tions that the 've made in 
14 their requirements model lo hodtrue. And i% they do hold 
15 true, he is comfprtable thzit the . can meet their requirements 
16 wth the remamg capacity ac&eved through three bases 
17 throu h the five year -- the future year defense plan. But 
18 aRcr &at, because of uncertainty with a number of 
19 requirements, p.articularly in the area of the reserve 
20 component, he is not so sure. 
2 I COMMISSIONER COX: And the margin of error here 
22 could be really low. 
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1 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: A couple of assu tions 

I 2 being wrong on the. part of the Air Force could pt%e 
3 requuements up a little bit. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions? 
5 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes, sir. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
7 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I have a couple. I'd like to 
8 take .that a little bit farther. The Air National Guard 
9 trainmg requirements are already built into there; isn't 

10 that correct. It's about two er squadron per ear. 
11 LIEUTENANT COL~NEL BEY&: dat9s correct. 
12 COMMLSSIONER DAVIS: And what would be the maximum 
13 for Air Force reserve - the maximum r uirements for Air 
14 F q m  reserve? It's not much more than%at, because they're 
1s farrly balanced; is that not correct? 
16 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: The Air Force reserve 
17 squadrons do not have theability to absorb new pilots at the 
18 same rate that the active duty does, because of the nature of 
19 flyin that they do. They have part-time pilots that come 
20 m. h e y  don t have the.continuity, with @lructor pilop 
21 there to take new pilots m out of pilot tra~ntng and provide 
22 the seasoning and the training they would need to get to 

L 1 
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1 that's 125; and that includes both the active and the reserve 
2 component. 
3 Sheppard's the site of the Euro-NATO Joint Jet 
4 Pilot Trammg Program, and in accordance with in@mational 
5 agreements is excluded by the Air Force from ensideration 
6 here. . l'p showing it because to cqqle te  the ?eture of 
7 capacity m undergraduate pilot t r i ~ ~ ~ g .  As &s chart 
8 shows, if you compare nqu~rements to capacity, they have 
9 about 11 percent excess. 
10 But I'd like to pomt out that pilot production at 
11 Sheppard can only increase by 19 more pilots, in order to 
12 re- below that 95 puccnt capaclty that I b k s d  about 
13 before. So 11 percent may look like a lot, but it's d y  
14 not there. Sh ard effective1 is now at maximum capacity. 
IS C O M M ~ ~ I O N E R  D A ~ S :  Well, then, I guess it goes 
16 back t?.Commissioner Cox's question. Do we have adequate 
17 capabili to meet requirements? 
18 MX. CIRILLO: There's a reasonable comfort level is 
19 what we can say; a reasonable comfort level. 
20 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: And that's what the Air Force 
21 tells us? 
22 MR. CIRILLO: General Fogleman did express some 
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1 concerns if some of the assumptions that he bases his numbers 
2 on, that the Air Force bases their numbers on, don't come 
3 true, if the &ring goes up, they could be dippmg into their 
4 excess ca aci 
5 C&&AN DIXON: Any further questions? Any 
6 further comments? Is there a motion? 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: Ye. ,  sir, Mr. Chairman. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 
9 MOTION 
10 COMMISSIONER KLING: I might say that this is 
11 another case where we hate to have to pick and choose. 
12 However, downsizing, we know, is necessary. And having said 
13 that, Mr. Chaean,  I move the cornm$sion find the Sccrctary 
14 of Defense did not deviate substantially from the force 
15 struc$re.plan and find criteria; and therefore, the 
16 coxmussion ado t the followmg recommendation of the 
17 Ssreta of ~e&se.  
18 ~ % s e  Reese h r  Force Base. W e  64th flying 
19 training \?ring will inactivate, and ig.yigned *raft will 
20 be dlnnbuted or retired. AU activities and facditles 
21 of the base, including family housing and the hospital, will 
22 close. 
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1 combat ready status. 
2 So they're limited in the number of new pilots that 
3 they can absorb. 
4 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: And additional1 , the 52 
r r m t  - a lot of them are what we call backed or 
6 E k e d  UPTs, that have not gone to pilot training yet. And 
7 that considers all those? 
8 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: The backed pilots will 
9 be out of the ilot ulation over the next two years. 
10 COM~SSI&%R DAVIS: Okay 
11 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: 'SO we're talking about 
12 the next six years. So the last four years of that, that 
13 will not be an issue. 
14 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Now there are two UFT bases 
15 that are not on here. You have the ~ J E P T  at Wichita Falls, 
16 and you have the PIT capability. Is there service capacity 
17 in those two? B14. 
18 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: The Air Force pilot 
19 trainin requirement of 1078, shown on B4, is that portion of 
20 the t o 3  requirement assigned to the four UPT bases under 
21 consideration. The re& requirement is assigned to 
22 Sheppard Atr Force Base, an8 is shown on this chart. And 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second the motion. Any comments 
2 or questions? Counsel will call the role. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling 
4 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
6 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
7 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
8 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Before I vote, I have to say 
9 that never havin spent much time on Air Force bases for 
lo underjgduate pi ot t r a m g ,  1 was struck by the absolute. 5 
11 p o a p  cent quali of eve base in that system. And t h ~ s  
12 1s a hard d, and? pe+s 5 t  if the consensus is 12 
13 percent excess capaclty is okay, reasonably okay, 
14 reluctantly 1'11 sa a e. 
15 MS. ~ R E E ~ o L :  Commissioner Steele. 
16 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
17 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
18 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Nay. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: No. 
21 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
22 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
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1 MR. OWSLEY: That's correct. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: And my understanding - and that 
3 makes not so much difference in some thin s and a lot of B 4 difference in those - it wuld make a lot o difference, 
5 particular1 where you have a high one-time wst, because 
6 that cost of money IS important; and so, even though I h o w  
7 we used the 2.75 for a good reason, we can't compare it by 
8 using some other number. 
9 Were you all able to run both their numbers and our 
lo numbers on th~s usm the GAO - 
11 MS. REESE: gks 
12 COMMISSIONE~ COX: - presumption of a 4.85 
13 percent? I wonder if you could just tell us what did to the 
14 return on investment? 
15 MS. REESE: Yes. We have a slide that will show 
16 ou the difference. The net present value changes sli htly. 
17 b e  return. on investment for those things that pa . b a g  later 
la changes sllghtly for those h g s  that have an earger return 
19 on investment, wst of mone - 
20 COMMISSIONER c&: Doesn't change that much? 
21 MS. REESE: - doesn't change that much, exactly. 
22 CHAIRh4AN DIXON: Have you wncludcd, Commissioner 
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1 distribution of work on a commodity-byammodit basis, an 
2 the commodltres o down to a reat level of d r ~ .  d 
3 COMMISS~ONER sTE&: Okay 
4 MS. REESE: So. ou know, when kou look at it on a 
5 wmmod~ty-b~commod~& bms, you're rally l o o b  at the 
6 capability of a de t to perfqrm a cemip type of wag, a 
7 capability to Zfm a certam commod~ty p u p .  
8 COMM~&ONER STEELE: Okay.. And it also d m  not 
9 take into account any other depot capactty throughout the 
10 Department? 
11 MS. REESE: That's correct. 
12 COMMISSIONER STEELE: This is 'ust Air Force? 
13 MS. REESE: That's precisely right. h s  is all 
14 within the Air Force es. 
15 COMMISSIO~R STEELE Thank ou 
16 CHAIRMAN DMON: And did you iavi  a question, 
17 Comrmssioner Robles? 
18 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Yes, I do. I just wondered, 
19 now since this is core workload by definition, is this the 
20 stud we want. to do in-hoq? There has been a copcious 

rate declsion that that 1s workload to be done m-house, Zg% 

I 
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1 Cox? 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: Well, I just wanted to check. 
3 So what we're sa ing is, even though you would show less 
4 savin s obvious&, over a 20-year penod, still on Kelly and 
5 ~cckelian, the rehlm on investment here, you would still - 
6 MS. REESE: Is the same. 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: - makc back your money, even at 

: a4-85r t discount rate? 
S. REESE: Yes, ma'am, that's correct. 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: You ma proceed, Ms. Reese. 
I I COMMISSIONER COX: d you. 
12 MS. REESE: Thank you Chairman. 
13 Switching gears from C O ~ R A  results, this slide 
14 shows how workload would be distributed +th a closurc of two 
15 depots. We have fr uently been asked if workload can be 
16 accommqdated with% cloq~re .of tyo Air Force d 
17 Th.~s chart shows the d~stnbut~on of wre w o r g z  
18 to remaining de ts. The basis of this distribution is the 
19 Air Force Base ~ s u r c  Executive Group meeting minutes and 
20 briefin materials, and the Joint Cross-Service data. 
21 f i e  Air Force's study qf potential depot closure 
22 contained a bstmg of appropriate workload movmg from 
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1 McClellan and KelIy to other depots. We can list the pes 
2 of work, b a commodity-b sqmpmdity grouping, an 2' the 
3 numbers o?hours. We can Tist it m great d e w ,  m other 
4 words if ouwish to see it. 
5 k e  iave also examined this Air Force distribution 
6 on a wmmod~ -by-commodity basis, and have wnfmcd  that 
7 the wre wo18oad fits on a single shift within the capacity 
8 available at the remaining three depots. 
9 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Ms. Reese? 
10 MS. REESE: Yes. 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
12 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. So the bottom line on 
13 this is we all h o w  there's excess capacity, but we all know 
14 p i t y  is not capacity. .You have to look at what it is and 
15 tf lt fits and the same w t h  wre. 
16 h d ~ .  REESE: Right. 
17 COMMISSIONER STEELE: We all know there's more 
18 qacity.than there's core wor!do+, but core is not core; 
19 it's specific of mre. .Tius mmplple-lmlun chart. 
20 though, has a eve1 of detad to the item, b d o n  DOD data. 
21 Is that what ou're tellin us today? 
22 MS. &ESE: Thafs right. This chart reflects a 
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1 MS. REESE: That's ri ht. 
2 COMMISSIONER ROBLb: So another y to look a 
3 this, the spin I put on this ball is, oece yo? - I! ou make 
4 the decision to close two of those Ax Logstics &item, the 
5 amouqt of capaclty that's left, your surge capacity for core 
6 work m wartlme - and please, I don't want to get lnto the 
7 one-shift, Weshift, because you have to have a constant 
8 base of anal sis. 
9 But, &r normal peacehe operations, the amount 
lo that's between the top of the yellow and the top of whatever 
11 that chartre- color IS or wpatever it is, 1s the excess 

left m the entlre Ulllted States Ax Force. 
13 l2 S. REESE: That's the unused - 
14 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And wuld ou kind of tell me 
15 +at that is? If you @k that little iece +d that little 
16 plea? and that httle plece, how mucE capac~ty are we talking 
17 about? 
18 MS. REESE: Oka Just a minute. 
19 MR. OWSLEY: &le she's loolring for.&@ number, 
20 @mmis$oner,.I would like to point out that tks  is a 
21 sm le-shft bass and, m the recent desert wnfllct, each 
22 of &e ALCs was called on to do special things, and they did 
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I it b either puttin on a full second shift or one half a 
2 sb& and were abfc to meet all of the surge requlfements 
3 with no problem. They all discussed that with us on our 
4 visits. 
5 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Owsley, in all deference, 
6 I understand that. But the fact of the matter 1s that, 
7 during World War II, r put women in hard haw in factories, 
8 p d  wartime, which Desert Storm was, 1s a whole different 
9 ~ssue. Yes, you could. But, for analys~s purposes, you want 
10 to put $is on a level playing field, and that's why you use 
11 oneshlft. 
12 There's a lot of things ou could do under 

cmumstances for a b t e d  amount of time. 
14 But we re l3 about c i a y r t o + y r t i m e  operations, 
15 which is, hopehgly, the majonty o the work we're tallung 
16 about here. 
17 MS. REESE: The capacity would be 32 million hours; 
18 the core work, of course, remains at 27 million hours. And 
19 that is an 85 rcent utiluation so, in other words - 
20 COMMFSIONER ROBLES: So what you're tellin me is. 
21 if you close two depots, you leave the ~ m t r d  states l u  
2 Force 15 percent excess capacity? 
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1 Ms. Reese? 
2 MS. REESE: From the information we've displayed 
3 here, the return would come - of course, we have a one-year 
4 ptanning year in our C0B.U that the Air Force did not. But 
5 the rebrn would w.me m 2001, one year after the 
6 implementation 
7 COMMISS I=-"' ONER STEELE: SO it's five yprs plus, then 
8 it's one vear. and that's when your mbm on investment 

occurs; &t? 
MS. REESE: That's correct. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. Thank you. And that's 

the same wav that the DOD - the COBRA numbers we got from 
the DOD a&? 

MS. REESE: Rinht. 
COMMISSIONER%OX: The closure year plus whatever 

the return on investment is? 
MS. REESE: Right, using the mxne discount rates 

and the same tions there. 
C O M M I S R  COX: Right. And I want to talk about 

discount rates later, but let's o ahead. 
COMMISSIONER &G: Ms. R-? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 

I 
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MS. REESE. Yes, sir? 1 
COMMISSI~NER KLING: I just want to be sure that 2 

we're undersf8nding the same thing. We - the staff - wemt 3 
back to the Au Force and asked them tq do these runs that 4 
we're lookiqg at-up-here, to give us then cost to close, 5 
savln s and %o forth. 

- %s. REESE-: That's correct. .,, 

for G? 10 
MS. REESE: .The chart on the right displays the 11 

COBRAs that the A r  Force 
COMMISSIONER &%!?&ht. 

12 
13 

MS. REESE: We took - 14 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: The chart on the leff, Ms. R#oe. 15 
MS. REESE: I'm sorry. Yes. 16 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: The chart on the left. 17 
MS. REESE: The chart on the left, that's correct. 18 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: We did ask them, that's their 19 

figurn. 20 
MS. REESE: Right, those are their figures. We 21 

have a COBRA expert on the staff who took those COBRAS and 22 
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1 simply changed assumptions - took the very same COBRAs and 
2 simply made assumptions changes - and the results urt on the 
3 right. 
4 COMMISSIONER KLING: And you .rc now in the process 
5 of goin throu h what those assumphons were. 
6 8s. REESE: ~ i g h t .  I've reviewed those 
7 tions that's co*t. 
a TOMMISSIONER KLING: OL.~  
9 COMMISSIONER COX: Lct me & sure I understand - 

10 because we talked about the assumptions and the personnel and 
11 tha! - where it is the MILCON costs, for ex? 
12 make assumptions on that, where tbey scud, X'k- %gYg 
13 have tp build a C-5 hangar at Tinkerw or WWc*rc g~in~tofuvc 
14 to budd or re lace a nuclear. reactor at McClellap ? What 
15 assumptions &d we use? Did we use tho*? Did we second 
16 guess those? 
17 MS. REESE: We did not change any of the 
18 assum ons. any of the MILCON costs built into the Air Force 
19 COB& 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: SO whatever they raid they wpu~d 
21 have to do to move that work, and whatever cost they scud 
22 that was, we took it? 

- - 0- . - 
MS. REESE: We took it. 
COMMISSIOFER COX: So for example, the C-5 hnngu. 

which has been a b ~ g  Issue at gefiy - 
MS. REESE: Yes. The Air Force assumptions of a 

$52 million wst to replicate C-5 han ar at another Air 
F O ~ W  ~ n s e  was both m the ~u F O ~  an% our COBRA rua - --.. - 

COMMISSIONER COX: Okay. And that's true on every 
MILCON? 

MS. REESE: That's true on every MILCON. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Are there assumptions - let:a 

say the nuclear faclhty at McClellan - where the said lt 
would be mlly expensive to move it and we said. *0i, WC'F 
not going to, or did, every time they my they were gorn to 
move somethi and y for it, we took that same assumpns f 

MS. RE&E G e  toot all of the MILCON assumptions. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Everything? 
MS. REESE: The only assumptions that we've 

changed, I've highlighted on a line-by-line basis for you. 
We've changed no other assumptions than those I've givcn you 
a specific llst for in the last two slides. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Since we only changed the 
savings assumptions, we dldn't change the costs? 
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MS. REESE: We affected one-time costs sli htly. 

The annual savings were m y p e c ~  bsuuc the drff-cc in 
the positions elirmnated we ou ht reaso~ble  - in fact, 
cysqv*ve - in the phasing oethose pas~bon 
eliminations. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Essentially, there are a lot of - not a lot - there. are several assumptions that you all. 
changed, but the b~ggest dollar assumpboo was the positions 
ellrmnated? - .. . . - . 

MS. REESE: That's correct. 
COMMISSIONER COX: That was the largd:- 
MS. REESE: That's correct. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Proceed. Ms. Reese. .- 
COMMISSIONER COX: I'm sore. W e  we're on- 

since we're on it an the - CHAIRMANE~~N: Commissioner Cox. - . 
COMMISSIONER COX: - the assu tions that the 

Def- Depqtment used in all of *ur ~ 0 %  and in thei 
recommendations. and the assumtions that we have used. 
assume a 2.75 k t  discount Ate; is that correct? 

MS. REEE: That's nnht. 
COMM~SSIONER COX: -And what is that discount rate? 

- - 0- . - 
1 Where do we et that? Where do they get that? 
2 MS. &E: where do the get h t ?  
3 COMMISSIONER COX: d e  didn't get it. We used 
4 theirs. 

- 

5 MS. REESE: That's right. And tbat was at the time 
6 the base closure preparation pxss began,-that was the 
r accepted discount rate and I &I&, for coaaskacy, the 
8 decision was that that would remam the f i e r e  used 
9 throughout. We did not change that figure m our COBRAs. 

10 . COMMISSIONER COX: Fght. Otherwise, we wouldn't 
11 be able to co are ~t to the on@ Defense numbers. 
12 MS. RETSE: correct 
13 COMMISSIONER COX:. However, as I understand it, 
14 shortly thereafter, that assumption changed, as far as the 
15 government - 
16 MS. REESE: I guess there was an update. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: - assumDtion on what the wst 
18 of money is, and most people would say d 2.75 p e m t  cost of 
19 money 1s really low. And that assumption changed, as I 
20 understand it, and GAO also looked at this and recommaded 
21 that a more reasonable assumption on the cost of money would 
22 be 4.85 percent; is that correct? 

1 I I 
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Page 66 , 1 think it a propriate to include civilian accrued leave cost 
2 as a  BRA^ ma, because it's the obli on of the government 
3 to y regardless. We also thou&t inappropriate to 
4 incfqle an additional $30 million to implement each closure, 
5 given that the COBRA already includes a factor which 
6 calculates this cost. 
7 The COBRA factor calculates a 4 to $9 million 
8 amount for conversion a ency cost, depending on the size of 
9 the depot closure. No oker service, and with only one 
10 exception within the Air Force, is there an additional amount 
1 1  on top of the COBRA factor included. 
12 We also did not believe it reasonable to include 
13 the cost to send equipment through the excess system. 
14 Histprical experience indicates that roceeds equal cost. 
15 Equ~pment bu ers come out to the stop floor to buy the 

17 
B 16 equipment an . pay the cost to .move it. 

To transit~on a product llne requires the shutdown 
18 of one line and the start-up of another production line. If 
19 dollars were not an issue, one would probably set up two 
20 parallel lines. 
21 This is not practical, so t ically companies, as 
22 the other services have p r o p o a  do a build ahead an interim 

' 5  

' 
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I just wanted to make sure I understood what you were tefjing 
2 us here. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: You may p d ,  Mrs. R-. 

MS. REESE: Thank you. I want a make one more 
5 comment about the.cqst data, just to be more complete 9 t h  my 
6 answer to Commssloner Steele. The source of h s  data that 
7 1 have on the screen is DOD data. I thdc ou've also been 
8 p-ted wth data that has been p r e m  LLoutside 
9 companies, private sector fqms. s is all OD data. 
10 Turmng to the next shde the DOD BRAC 
11 recommendation to downsize ah Air Force depots has two 
12 c o ~ e n t s .  Two mjllion square feet of depot space will be 
13 mo -balled. ' h s  wdl e b a t e  the amount of sqwe 
14 footage used by the depot but will not eliminate depot 
15 infrastmcture. 

Slight1 less than 2,000 persome! sitions would 1: be e d .  pusomel number is %Ledonan 
tion that en @g of the depot pmcqs.will result :: EZYprseot Pro%chvity lmprwement. %s is the first 

20 time that downsivng has ever been pursued through the BRAC 
21 process. Downsizmg yill .not reduce overhead costs. As a 
22 result, costs per hour wdl mcrease. 
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1 The Commission has received a number of revislorn 
2 to the downsizing recommendation. I am displayin two 
3 versions of the BRAC recommendations, the recommdtion *at 
4 was foxwarded on the 1st of Mar*, and the recommendation 
5 that Secretary of the Au Force teshfied to l e t  week. 
6 The o n e  downsimg recommendahon requires 
7 $183 million of onetime costs and would result in steady- 
8 state savings, annual savings of $89 million, and a net 
9 p r e s ~ t  value of $991 million. Last week Dr. W~dnall used a 

10 verslon +ch wpuld uire $234 mihion in one-time costs 
11 and result rn savmgs 0% nnllion a year and net present 
12 value of $975 ndhon. 
13 As we reviewed the military department's COBRA 
.a results, we saw significant differences between the results. 
15 Examining the assumptions .behind tpe military department's 
16 WBRAs, weealso saw slgxuficant differences. ' h s  chart 
17 Qspla s the differences m COBRA assumphons that nn act 
18 annuarsavings. And it shown the differences between &e Air 
19 Force's assu. tions and the Colpmission's.staff assumption. 
20 The &?%om assumes a SIX-year penod to close a 
21 depot installation. Based on discussions that we have had 
22 with DOD personnel and based on historical experiences of the 
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1 services that have closed large industrial activities, we 
2 believe a three-year time to close is realistic. But to be 
3 conservative, we assumed a four-year period. Further, we 
4 built in a one- ear planning period so, in fact, the time to 
5 close that the Lmmission mff assumed is five years 
6 The Air Force COBRAS assume, we believe, & 
7 unrealisticall small number of personnel eliminations. 
8 Drawing on ibe experience of the other militaIy services witb 
9 mstallahon closures and d.rawing.on Jim Owsley's 42 years o: 
10 expenence m the defense mdustnal busmess, we realm 
1 1  that personnel eliminations will result h m  closure and 
12 consolidation of workload. 
13 We assumed that 15 percent of selected air 
14 logistics center personnel would be eliminated to include 
15 depot maintenance persoanel, materiel mana ement, 2 16 contracting, and computer support personnel. e believe that 
17 this is a very conservative estimate, and we base it in part 
18 on the Air Force's downsizing BRAC recommendation, which 
19 eliminates 15 percent of direct labor de;pqt ~ s o n n e l .  
20 We also assumed a 15 percent ellmmation of ALC 
21 mtdical facility personnel and management overhead personnel. 
22 Of those personnel realigned, we would realign an additional 
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1 9 percent $mnnel to rovide b q  opentin sup d at the 
2 receivia d o n ,  witf the excepbon of ~ e 8 ~  w p m  we 
3 realignd all base o ratin personnel for Air Porce tenants 
4 being -toned to l%klan%, which is an issue that I'll talk 
5 about m a W U  le of IniIIuteS. 
6 The ~e?- assumptions are scex@o-b+wi 
7 and will also be exp lamdh dclul on an u mmg Lde. 
8 The Commission staff tion is that e&om are 
9 evenly phased over t h e z u t  y m ,  and no personnel are 
lo eliminated or realigned until the up-front plannmg year, 
11 1997. 
12 COMMISSIONER COX: AM on that uestion ou all 
13 on the four-year time to close, wdch is 21 Lause 
14 of the pl-g year, didp't evenly p b .  & 2 & e  Air 
15 Force assumphon says s u  years, was that evenly phased ova 
16 six years? 
17 MS. REESE: No, ma'am. The Air Force assumed thp 
18 all of the sition eliminations would occur in the very las 
19 year, m &'sixth yea. 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: So nothing would ha n for six 
21 years, and then in the sixth year, .everythin wouf~iappen? 
22 MS. REESE: AU the posrtlons woulfi bc elmmated 
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1 at that int. Yes. 
2 ~MMISSIONER COX: I see. Thank you. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Cox. 
4 Proceed, Mrs. Reese. 
5 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Mq. Reese, uick question. 
6 CHAIRMAN DMON: Comrmssioner Zteele. 
7 COWISSIONER STEELE: On your 15 percent assumption 
8 for elimination of selected ALC persomel, what kind of 
9 assumptions do the Navy and Army use? I respect Mr. Owsley's 
10 nvate sector service and ex ence immense1 , but I would 
11 hce to compare this within c ~ e p a r t m e n t ,  if !couI&-v 
12 please. 
13 MS. REESE: The Navy and the Army have up-front 
14 position eliminations of 20 to 40 percent for industrial 
15 activities similar to what - 
16 COMMISSIONER STEELE: So you took a pretty, 
17 conservative route, here? 
18 MS. REESE: I believe we did. That's right. 
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thanks for clanfyig that. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: P d ,  Mrs. Reese. 
21 MS. REESE: Thank you. The next slide lists the 
22 COBRA assumptions that impact one-time cost. We did not 
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1 wntractor support to avoid the high cost of duplicate lines. 
2 This is why we used this assum tion rather $an the Air Force 
3 pmposihon, whch embodidborn: that is, parallel imes and 
4 mterim contractpr support. 
5 We also disallowed the wst to procure new 
6 equipment. The Air Force assumed that aU equipment would 
7 be moved or excessed and .repurchased. This assumption does 
8 not recopze that there is considerable duplicati.on of 
9 equipment, and consolidating work would p e m t  increased 
lo utilization of specialized equipment that mght othemise be 
11 underutilized. 
12 Furthermore, the Air Force has already a schedule 
13 of equipment replacements and funds set aside in their 
14 budge  to do so. Finally, we used the DLA pro'ections to rl is move mventory. They would bear the costs we ave 
16 experienced wlth distribution depot closures. 
17 This slide is an illustrative example of the 
18 personnel impact of our COBRA assumptions. You can see that 
19 a 15 percent personnel eliqination in the ALCs and a 50 
20 percent personnel assumption m the mana ement overhead 
21 -Its in a significant increase in the num r of personnel 
22 e h a t e d  at an ALC. 

%z! 
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1 Almost 20 percent of the rsonnel savings accrue 
2 from Defense agency actions. g e  Defense Logistics Agency 
3 personnel savings match the Defense egistics Agency COBRAs 
4 tha! the 've w, 'J%e resultant savmgn would be accrued by 
5 the Derense Logwtlcs Agency. 
6 DLA's assumqtions are based on the historical 
7 experience that they ve had with closing distribution de 
8 The Defauc Commissary personnel will be ehninakd with gb. 
9 closure of an installation. The Defense Finance and 
10 Accountin Agency personnel will be fully realigned to the 
11 receiving f-tion. 
12 The Information Agency personnel are the 
13 information pmce ing  pmp1eth.f you've s- @the Defense 
14 megacenters durmg your vlsits to the lur logistics centers. 
15 We eliminated the personnel from the.lnfoxmation Services 
16 Agency due to a letter e a t  we've receiv* from the 
17 Department of Defense mdicatlng that, wlth a closure of an 
18 ALC, there would also the closure of the megaceqter. 
19 We realigned all An Force tenants except the h r  
20 Force audjt personnel who sppport the Air Logistics Center, 
21 and we e h a t e d  those pos~tions. Of the rsonnel 
22 d g n e d ,  we also realigned a 9 percent adzional personnel 
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I but as a downsizing? 
2 MS. REESE: Yes, that's right. 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: And then the COBRA, their COBRA 
4 proposals - 
5 MS. REESE: For downsizing? 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: NO, for closure. 
7 MS. REESE: For closure. 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: p~ we asked for closure 
9 COBRAs, that's where h s  373 ehm~nahon comes from? 
10 MS. REESE: That's nght. 
11 COMMISSIONER COX: Versus your projection of 1401? 
12 MS. REESE: That's correct. 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank ou. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, &mmissioner Cox. 
15 Proceed, Ms. Reese. 
16 MS. REESE: Kelly Air Force Base was treated 
17 differently by the Air Force and b ourselves. Kelly Air 
18 Force B e  !s @.cent to L a c k l a n i ~  Force Base., In fact, 
19 so* faclllties on Kelly Au Force Base support w t s  
20 ass1 ed to Lackland.. For example, the qmway at Kelly is 
21 d b y  the 76th Murutions Squadron, Wdfod Hd, and the 
22 Interagency Air Force Academy. 
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I I to provide base o ratin services at the receivin location. 
2 COMMISSI&ER 80X:  ucrtion for you. ou indicated 5 ? 
3 - and I just want to make sure understand you - that our 
4 numbers, once we use the 15 pexcent on the ALCs, I thought 
5 you said matched the COBRA numbers. What docs that mean? 
6 MS. REESE: I'm sorry. Would YOU 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: I thought you X: %?,e 
8 numbers, our numbers on - staff numbers - on the 15 percent 
9 duction, and how many eliminated that would be, matched the 

I 10 COBRA numbers. 
11 MS. REESE: I'm sorry. I perha miaspoke. The 15 
12 pe-t @ we mmmed, of selected AEC rsomel, was 
13 chosen, ?BUf *use the Air Force usx%~t assumption 
14 with theu ownsmg but there were no 
15 shinations contained in the closure COrgO& the Air 
16 Force ared. 
17  MISSIONER COX: I sec 
18 MS. REESE: So we based our i5 percent, in part, on 
19 $e downsizing proposal, which would eliminate 15 percent of 
20 k t  labor m the d t catego . 
21 

cOM~I~ION%COX: z e y ,  themselves in their own 
22 proposal, e h a t e d  15 percent, not needy as a closure 
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1 Also, her$. are a number of .tenant units on Kell 
2 not associated wth the h. b ~ s f ~ e .  C e n t . ,  that wodd be 
3 expensive to relocate, which could be easil reassigned to 
4 Lckland Air Force Base. The best exampre of h s  is the 
5 433rd Air Lift Wing. The 433rd is an Air Force Reserve *g 
6 that flies the. C-5 aircraft. 
7 The h r  Force Kelly closure scenario would assign 
8 all of the Kelly taunts not associated with the Air 
9 bpcs Center to Lackland Air Foqe Base. The Coqmission 
10 sta adopted the Air Force.scenano - close the Arr 
11 Logistics Center and all wts ysociated yitp the ALC, but 

the q w a  open and assign all re-g units to :: %and Air B e .  
COMMISSIONER COX: And I'm sorry. Then the only . 14 

15 base where we assume that the tenants would stay, as part of 
16 Lackland? 
17 MS. REESE: Yes, ma'am, that's correct. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Pfoceed,.Ms. Reese. 
19 MS. REESE: This slide summamm the results of 
20 the Air Force closure COBRAs. The one-time casts range from 
21 a low of $575 million to a high.of $1.3 billion.. Stead 
22 state savings range from $62 rmlhon to $87 &on. % 
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I number of years for nturn on investment rangerr frum seven to 
2 28 y-. 
3 You can see the results of the rsonnel 
4 realignments ~d eliminations that &ow the assumptions 
5 that we 'u~t hghh h e .  
6 i d s  c h n  -%nan, could YOU put both up 
7 simultaneously? Thank ou. The chart on the right shows the 
8 ~ u l t s  of *e C O B W  kt the Cornmiasion r ~ a f f  r s p d .  We 
9 slnply adjusted the Air Force closure COB& with the 

10 assumptions that I've reviewed with you. You can see that 
11 the assumptions very much drive the results of COBRA. 
12 The one-time.cqsts to close cppe down slightly and 
13 range frpm $409 rmlhon $1.1 bdhon, and the stead .state 
14 savmgs ~mpmve substmtlall and ran e fmm $153 &on 
15 $178 million. The period oftime be i re  a return on 
16 ~nvestment is reduced markedly. The closure of Kelly and 
17 McClellan return after one ear 
18 COMMISSIONER STELE: Ms. Reme, muld you explain 
19 that one-year return, when that actually is? That isn't the 
20 year after? Just please tell ps what that means. How did 
21 you 0 2001, & , cm m l ?  
22 CHAIRMAN & ? C O N :  Do you understand the qucgion, 

-,b 
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1 +d it forward. &~d it is, in fact, the Air Force positlon 
2 m the DOD on dellvenes. We could not as we got those 
3 numbers ascertain exactly how those lower numbers came about. 
4 It was very difficult, because if some of the planes go 
5 through they et additional work packages sent to them. And 
6 that aflects s!edules. And there's a lot of data kept out 
7 there. 
8 But I woqld point out again .&at we were liqited in 
9 time, and we tned to use the officlal reports and Qd go 
10 back to that part of the Air Force and ask was this the 
11 report that we should be usin . And the did confirm that. 
12 q m ~ ~ s s l o N e R  sTEe&: ohy. L to clor tha OM 
13 real qruckly, the original work kage on the C-5 at Kelly 
14 increased by 166 percent, I am tolrHow d- that impact on 
IS time delivery? And then m can make this real quick and move 
16 on. 
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1 to hold our uestions on charts until the end of the 'i 2 briefin , or as as we o thmugh? Do you have a preference? 
3 bWRMAN  ON: I hav= w ob'c~t~oq to. asking a 
4 question if it's an appropnate questlorn at $s pomt m 
s tlme. Go ahead. 
6 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. On our first line 

Kelly Au: 7 there about the labor hour cost, when we visitcdy 
8 Force Base, the @-ew numbers before us and said that on 
9 certified data, & labor cost was lower than all of the 
10 other ALCs. Could ou lease tell us what our source is and 
1 I if you know what &e Jfferencm might in opix$on. here? 
12 MS. R E F  Yes.. source that I'm usmg 1% the 
13 DOD d t mamtenance md~cator report. The report 1s 
14 d o r  the Deputy Undarsscre of Defense for 
IS &gisti=. It's prepared for his c o w !  The m c i !  /a 
16 comprised of rep-tatlves from each one of the mrhtary 
17 depots. 
18 And the data is a reed to by each one of the 
19 military departments. f think it IS a thorou hl examined 
20 nqnbsr, and I have confidence in the data &a& contained in 
21 th~s report. I'm sorry. I'm not clear on the source of 
22 Kelly's data that was presented. 
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1 COMMISSIONER STEELE: But we did try to find that 
2 out, did we not? 
3 MS. REESE: We did. 
4 COMMISSIO~R STEELE: And jyst lastly .on this 
s chart, on +raft on tune, I received some m f o ~ t l o n  from 
6 the commumty down there that sald that Kelly dehvered 1 out 
7 of 19 C-5s on time for 5 rcent rate but Tinker's on time 
8 deliveries were 3 of 51 3 - 1 3 5 s  in the same period, for a 6 
9 percent r e .  
10 Obv~ously, the numbers up there show very different 
11 numbers. Ag-, I wonder if we know what the difference is 
12 here and.whch lnformat~on ought to be the cert~fied 
13 lnformat~on before us. 
14 MR. 0.WSLEY: I think I was 'ven that one to check 
15 out. We agam used in this data the %&ot mamtenance 
16 report, whch is fonvarded to DOD by Air Form Materiel 
17 Command. I called the Air Force Materiel Command on the 
18 report, and they said ,that 1s a report fhat we should be 
19 using as a grou to ve correct relatlve we~ghtlngs to each 
a of the &at .(ere are many ways that centers look at 
21 things and some.of.them the look at a a qomm.dty also. 
22 hut they sud m the e n l  they synthasne h s  and 

17 MR. OWSLEY: As you yernbcr  that was brought u 
118 to us on our vruts to San Antomo. wbm 1 contacted ~ M C  
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1 And then they report an anticipated schedule and cost. 
2 I a s k  about added work packa es, and they said if 
3 there are tply added work ka es Li&t mcrease the scope 
4 of the ori .I job, that eacE"~~8 is then given schedule 
5 mlief to. number of days for that package and W t  they 
6 do conslder that m what they send forward to DOD m thew 
7 final report. 
8 COMMISSlONER m E L E :  Okay. Thank you, Mr. Owsley. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank ou very much. 
10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: &r. charman, I need tc 
I I follow u because I need to understand C s  mnc clearly. 
12 c ~ A N  DIXON: Commissioner Robles 
13 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Owsley, I need h make 
14 sure I understand in my simple mind$ow.this works. The fact 
15 of the matter is, are you tellin me that those numbers right 
16 there take into amount the adc8hona~ work that comas out of 
17 an aircraft overhaul once they break it down and realize that 
18 what they thou ht was oin to take 10 hours may, in fact, 
19 take 20 hours, &awe & e 3 s  a lot more damage underneath 
20 that? Is that what ou're telling me? 
21 MR. OWSL~Y: NO, sir 
22 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Okay. I didn't think so. 
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1 Because General Fogleman yesterday, we talked to him, who was 
2 the old TRANSCOM commander, he was very clear about that. HI 
3 says the C-5 fleet has alwa s been our most fragile fleet. 
4 And we flew the legs off of that fleet dunng Desert Storm, 
5 as I can attest to from m days over there. 
6 ~ n d  a, when you Car down a C-5 and all of a sudden 
7 think it's going to take a standard - because they do 
6 standard work-ups - and we find out that it's oing to take 
9 twice that standard work-up because there's a fot more 
10 delayed Desert Stonn damage or delayed erosion in there, that 
11 they go ahead and do the work, because it's prudent sense 
12 once you tear the aircraft down. 
13 And if this takes into account the new work and 
I4 they have a standard model for these additional enhancements, 
15 then I'll think these are apples and a ples. Otherwise, I 
16 think we're t a k  about ap la. anfonnges here. 
17 MR. OWSL~Y: I d l y  want to clariz that, 
18 commissioner. What I said is that the aircra comes in. 
19 They're allowed to tear the amraft do.? and +en w e  a 
20 report back to AFMC headqyters, g~"m thev estimate of 
21 how long it would take. to.qmr. that .up&e and schedule 
22 in cost to do so. That 1s lake a l~ttle negotlahon that 

19 headquarters, they explained that the way the airplanes are 
20 given schedules and. budgetsjs by the centers - whichever 
21 cenfer ~t is that "elves an arrplane, they're gowed 
22 tear ~t down wthm 30 days and get on ~t and Inspect ~ t .  

I 
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1 occurs. 

If there's added work, not work that should have 
3 been anticipated in a teardown, that added work package is 
4 given. But if, for instance an ALC underestimates or mi- 
s something @e you're tal&hg about, the schedules and 
6 budgeted nce are not ad usted for that. .We discussed that 

1 7 dm,  but &ey f e ~  p e r  a long penod of time smce the 
8 centers are not obhgated for the whole fleet when the make 
9 one airplane tear down, that adjustments do occur as key get 
10 smar&er on the condition of the airplanes coming in. 
1 1  ButitFort.inl doesnotcoverifmairplane,for 
12 instance, say - 30 isn't an extremely long time on a C- 
13 5, as you know. It mght be on a fighter plane, but a C-5 is 
14 enomus  and is old and has a lot more difficult ways of 
15 etting into the airplane than a modern airplane has. So 
I6 hey could, indeed, miss a bi part of the work packa e, and 
17 that would aftexwards make &em miss schedules and %udgets 
18 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And my only point was, on an 
19 airplane like the C-5A, which went through an enormous 
20 workload during Desert Stonn, like our tanks in the Army did, 
21 you know, your standard convention is out. And it will be 
22 years before you figure out how all that worked out. So I 

L 1 I 
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1 Those that have been roposed by the Department of 
2 Defense for closure-during $6 cycle are listed lo green. 
3 Those that have been closed or proposed for closure - excuse 
4 me. Those that have lpn closed are hsted m red. 
5 The Army has either closed or roposed for closure 
6 six of its original nine depots. The $av has closed or 
7 ro sed for closure 10 of lts 18 nuuntenanu depot 
8 W e s .  The Air Foru and Marine Caps  have not closed 
9 maintenance facilities. 
10 We wlll now move to the Air Force de~ots. where Ms. 

3 
1 s  ' 

f) 

. , 
1 1  Reese will -Lku the presentation. 
12 MS. ~ E s E :  Good moping. This slide dppicts DOD- 
13 wide dewt maintenance c a w ~ t v .  core workload m FY '99. 
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1 andzerona s 
2 C H M k h l m  DXXON: And the motion is adopted. +d 
3 thepublic in the room and observing this proceeding 1s 
4 advl+ that B m k s  Air Force + San An)on.io Air Force Lob 
5 reinam open b the vote of Comrmss~on. 
6 Director $les, is your staff prepared to go to Air 
7 Force d ts? 
8 M ~ L Y L E s :  Yes, sir. w~ are, Mr 
9 MR. OWSLEY: 1 wodd u e  to m t i ! i i ! i i n e w  
10 member who has arrived, Ms. Ann Rctsc. who is the deputy team 
11 leader for the cross-service grou 

The next cate ory, the ebmmissio~! no*, is the :: Air Force depots. h e  shde deprcts the mtue -verse of 
14 the maintenance facilities within the Department of Defense 
1s and is being di layed so that ou can have a visual image of 
16 the numbers mTlautioos of 6 0 ~ ' s  depots. 
17 My second sllde &splays a hstory of the base 
18 closure process iq the depot maintenm~ area. I have only 
19 hsted those orgamzahons that are collsldered depots. For 

le, Newark Force Base is not listed because it is 
Z s e r e d  a s p e c i a l ~ d  support cenpr. Tlie depots that 

22 have not been closed are llsted first m blue. 

14 ~aximuin potential capacity if; def&d as "'!''he optifnum depot 
15 confi ratlon and employment levels unth no s!pficant 
16 upita$llmpmvements and no mlitary construct100 
17 expenditures. 
18 It's also important to int ou! that maximum 
19 potentla1 capacity is one # c u r  shft capacity. The 
20 services reporttd capacity on a commodity-bycommodity basis 
21 and anticipate fiscal year '99 ca it of 165 million hours. 
22 "Core" IS defined as "That wo&%?that the services have 

- 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: It is seconded by Commissioner 
2 Steele. 

Is there any further comment? 

5 (N&$%%bIXON: Pe.co-1 will call the roll. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Comrmssioner Davls? 
7 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner  ling? 
9 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
10 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
11 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA. Aye. 
12 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
13 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
15 COMMISSIONER STEELE: aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
17 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
19 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chauman? 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes 
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1 data to the joint cross-seqvjce u . In FY '99, 47 rcent 
2 of the capacrty w l  be utrlr&%$ core hours and 
3 percent with workload. 
4 The chahart on the left displays fhe same data for. 
5 each of the Au Fo- depqts. .And ~t ' s  mtended 
6 a sense of the ca utlllu(lon each of th ~1r%2?' 
7 depots. Robins highest capacity utilintion. 68 
8 percent; Kelly is 29 percent utilized on a single 40-hour 
9 work week. 
10 This slide .pmnwjzes the missions on eaqh of the 
11 Air Force ALC wtallahons. In all cases, the au lo 
12 center is the major tenant or the main tenant on the =a 
13 The air logistics center is primarily co rised of o depdt 
14 xpaintenance and material management%ction. n e  chart 
IS hsts across the top the products managed by the au 
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1 determined must stay in-house tq -re the ability to 
2 mobilize." FY '99 core 1s 78 d o n  hours. 
3 iding rinciple through the DOD BRAC process 
4 was &&OD fepot strucauo~ must be to core.  he 
5 depot infrastructure should be sizrd appropriately to be able 
6 to do wre work in-house and other work may be done by the 
7 rivate sector. workload is anticipated to be 94 million 
8 IOW in FY '99. 
9 The next slide, or the one on the right, is Air 
10 Force-wide depot figures. To ensure that the 
11 numbers were solid, the depots reported the w s a  that 
12 they had actually donned on a commodity-bycommodity bash 
13 during their hgrwater -k year in thelate 1980s, plus the 
14 capacrfy they have bugt rmnus the capacl. that has been 
15 demohshed. In fact, lt reports the ca b 2 ty that they had 
16 in the high water mark years. the wogoad that they were 
17 able to rfonn. 
18 % total FY '99 Air Force de t ca ity is 57 
19 million direct labor hours. The  to&^ '$Sh Force depot 
20 core workload is 27 million direct labor hours. The Air 
21 Force antici tes 29 million hours of workload in FY '99. 
22 All the numgrs were reported by the Air Force as certified 

16 logistics center. 
17 The next row displays the special of that d 
18 A number of years ago the Air Force a leE%kal 
19 repair concept in whch commodities were sm le-srded. 
20 You'll often hear refenncs to 'centem of erceflmu. ' and 
21 that's what this reference is. 
22 The third row displays the force structure as of 
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1 1997. Please note that the National Guard units listed at 
2 McClellan are dependent on your decision to move them from 
3 Moffett Field through the BRAC '95 process. The bottom row 
4 i;ummarip the +r Force's o tional concerns and mission 
5 impact wrth the mtallation G o - .  
6 This chart shows the tiers that the Air Force 
7 determined for both installations and depots. The tier was 
8 determined by uniformed leaders and senior civilians on the 
9 Air Force Base Closure Executive Group. Their tier serves as 
lo proxy for military value. You'll note that I've ordered the 
11 wlumns accordmg to the BCEG vote to establtsh the 
12 installation tier. 
13 Ths chart display some data from the DOD Depot 
14 Maintenance Council indicators report. This report is 
15 prepared for the DOD Depot Maintenance Council and contains 
16 rforpmce dap on all DOD maintenance activities. The 
17 g s t  st!de on h s  chart shows actual '94 mamtenance hour 
18 cost without the cost of material. You see there the 
19 costs range from a low of $53.53 at Roblns to a hgh of 
m S62.15. - - - - - . - - - 
21 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Excuse me, Mrs. Reese, one 
22 second. I have a question, Mr. Chairman. Would you like us 

I 
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1 might want tq consider movin those people if this 
2 remmmmiahon does not go &rough 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: They can do that without BRAC, of 
4 course. 
5 MR. OWSLEY: Yes. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Fanington, do you have a 
7 wmment? 
8 MR. FARRINGTON: Yes, sir. I might 'ust add, on 
9 the n-ber of people, I have a breakdo- on d e number of 
10 people m thls man-machme mterface, wh~ch 1s the crew 
11 technolo kind of work that's done at Wright-Pat and also a 
12 Brooks % civilians 59 military, and 44 wntmctors, for a 
13 total ?f 94 people. h t ' s  the breakdown of that man- 
14 machme. 
15 CHAlRh4AN DMON: Thank vou. 
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16 Are there an further uestions'? 
17 COMMISSI~NER S&ELE: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I lust want to sav I a m  
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1 happened to visit Brooks m self, and I feel this is a very 
2 specla1 lace that does awfd fine work m somethmg that we 
3 have to 7 ook at very closely. And I feel the same way that. 
4 Commissioner Robles felt about Rome, that this is somethmg 
s you hate to break up and you hate to separate down. 
6 And the facihties, by the way, are pretty fine 
7 there, about as fine as I've seen anyplace. Anyway, thank 
8 you. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 
lo Kling. 
11 Are there any further - pardon me, Mr. Owsley . Do 
12 you have a 
13 MR. 0-f%: I think I should say that the one 
14 thing that didn't come out here in these pros and wns is the 
15 man-plachine interface, which is es-sentially the cockpit with 
16 the dot and that the Ax Force bebeves would be better 
17 hansed wjth the r e l m ~ i m  to Wright-Patte~on. And the 
18 staff certamly agrees with that part of the A r  Force 
19 analysis, because Wri ht-Patterson really does control the 
20 mdcpit and those kin& of things. 
2 1 I would also point out that this is only 20 some 
22 odd people or SO from the Brooks operation, and the Air Force 

20 with Commissioner Robles' roapbox on subjtxt, so I Gon'C 
21 repeat it: Butjust to add on this-subject, it s not on1 
22 the dah-hp - I mean, the scrnentrsts at Brooks. 6 s  a 
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1 with the staff that we had a DOD-mandated relationship in San 
2 Antonio called SARPMA, which was the San Antonio Real 
3 Property Maintenance Agency which caused all that to be done 
4 b one agency and was finidly disbanded because it actually 
5 aahedcosttothe rocess. 
6 COMMISSI~NER DAVIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you Commissioner Davis. 
8 Are there an further comments? 
9 COMMISSI&R ROBLES: Mr. Chairman? 
10 CHAIRMAN DMON: Commissioner Robles? 
11 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I think - and I nted to say 
12 this on the record because we're very 7 and this gets. 
13 mostly to Mr. ~ ~ k e s '  con- about savmp.. I thmk i. this 
14 case, we have a two-edged issue. Issue one IS, it's the 
15 y o n g  thing to do to break up this world class lab and move 
16 it somewhere else. 
17 But I think pragmatically, from my on-the-fmund 
18 look at Brooks, you're tallung about a lot of facl itres, a 
19 lot of buildings, a lot of chambers, a lot of test facilitres 
20 that require special engineering, special piping, special 
21 certification, ial environmental concerns. And although 
22 1 won't say I =t believe the numbers, 1 d tdl you that 
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I a number of COBRAS are ordinal measwes, not cardinaf 
2 measures. 
3 And the fact of the matter, I think, is that you 
4 will incur an enonnous wst to mnstruct  all those very 
5 specialized and sensitive facilities at other laces. So not 
6 ad doesn't it make sense from a syn4rgi4c pin! of view, 
7 it 2-*t rm*a ams. from an s o a o m c  porn! of vlew. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Comt~ssioner Robles. 
9 Are there an further uestions or comments? 
10 . COMMISSIO&ER MO&OYA: I have a mmmcnt, Mr. 
11 cilamm 
12 C H ~ W A N  DMON: Commissioner Montoya. 
13 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I wish to register a dissent 
14 from the Air Force view that one has to have 
is log~st~cs support hs111t1es at eve base re s,"s 
16 their distance a art. 1 happen to%ve dvdunder a 
17 different mode! 
18 And 1 believe as bud ets get .tau her, as dollars 
19 get more drfficult to mme ty, partl&ly m the lopstics 
20 end of things, that the Air Force would be well-servod or DOD 
21 would be well-served to consider themselves a holdin company 
P and provide common support to the activities in b e  San 

21 And I a ain Gould like to 'oin General Robles on 21 Commissioner Davis? 
P his sapbox .%out tinkering wid a superb lab. I do agree 1 n COMMISSIONER STEELE: I second the motion. ' 

Page 45 ' I nl?tions~ip with other entities iq the copmpnit , 
1 2 wvmrhes  and wlth NASA, w h  I M is a?k very 

3 important. 
4 And we have x p i v e d  numerous letters. from all of 
5 those enhhes supporting rehum Brooks at ~ t s  current 
6 loution. So I just wanted to &e th.t comment. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Steele. 
8 Are there any M e r  comments or quest~ons of 
9 staff! 

10 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: yes, sir. 
11 CHAIRMAN DMON. Commissioner Davis. 
12 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I would like to speak to the 
13 man-machine interface. Having been a beneficiary of some of 
14 the - as an aviator, havh been a beneficia of some of 
I5 the B m k s ~ t s  over fhe years, one of me thin s that is 
16 nice .bau -4' current locat~on IS the fact that fhay 
17 have a k l y  s~pf ican t  labora and that ou have a 3" 18 considerable amount of young p. ots at Randolph Air Force 
19 Base you can draw from and some of us older pilots that you 
20 can draw from Kellv Atr Force Base. 
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1 Antonio area. Because I think there are savings that can be 
2 achieved there. And so I just want to register that I don't 
3 a c q t  the position that every place has to have its own 
4 log~strcs tall. Thank ou. 
I CHAIRMAN D&N: T h e  you. Commissioner Montoya. 
6 Are there any further queshons or comments? 
7 
t FE.GEE~IxoN: IS there a motion? 
9 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman I have a motion. 
10 CHAIRMAN DMON: commissioner bavis. 
11 M O T I O N  
12 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: SK, I move the Commission 
13 find the Secre of Defense devlated substantrally from 
14 final criteria 1 3  and 5 and, therefon. the Commission 
15 reject the Secmtary's recommendation on Brooks Air Force 
16 Base and instead ado the following recommendation: Retain 
17 B m k s  Ah Force gase, including aU activities and 
18 facilities. The Commission finds this recommendation is 
19 consistent with the force structure plan and h a 1  criteria. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to the motion bv 
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1 and final criteria. Thank you, sir. 
2 CHAIRMAN DDCON: Thank you, Commisrioner Davis. 
3 And my apologies. 
4 Is there a second? 
5 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Second, Mr. Chairman. 
6 CHAIRMAN DXXON: Commissioner Montoya seconds the 
7 motion of Commissioner Davis. 
8 Are there any comments regarding the motion? 

&%E!tY=b AN EON: Counsel, will YOU d 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA. A e. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner d g ?  
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA, Aye. 

the 

- - 0- - -  
1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
4 CHAIRMAN DEON: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the votes are eight 

roll? 

ihe +on is urmimouslj 
mmendatrons of the Secretary 

amended by subraquart 
10 correspondence to the Commission, is sd aside and ovtmrlod. 
11 So for the folks in the audience, an one yatching 
12 that did not understand what has taken p&ce, wth Tt 13 Rome bbpratory and Kirtland Air Force Base, the votcs o the 
14 Comrmsslon have held that those two bases reman open. 
15 MR. OWSLEY: The next category that we'll cover is 
16 Brooks Air Forcc Base San Antonio, Texas. The chart on the 
17 left indicates the Air borce's position relative to Brooks. 
18 There are a lot of words, but essentially, the recommendatior 
19 is fQ close Brooks and move the wjor portions of it to 
20 Wnght-Patterson Au Force Base m Oho. 
21 Among its-activities, Brooks Air Force Base 
22 conducts approxlrnately 40 percent of the h u m  systems and 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
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1 aerospace related medical research and product development 
2 within the Department of Defense. Brooks's pnmary 
3 components are the human systuns center Annstrong laboratory. 
4 the Air Force School of Aeros ce Medicine, and the Air Force 
5 Center for Environmental F!&llence. 
6 Will you put up the next two charts? The Air Force 
7 plans to consolidate similar activities and has recqmpnded 
8 the clormre of B-ks and the mqvemeat of rmsslp~ and 

nnel to Wnght-Patterson h r  Force Base m Oho. ' 1; rht-Pattenon conducts about 20 percent of DOD's -space ~ 1 1  mdcal  research. 
12 The overnding ispes ip this recoqm@ation are 
13 the closure costs, the disruption of the nussion, and the 
14 condition of facilities. Implementation of the 
15 recommendation would require an up-front cost of over $200 
16 million and has the potential to interrupt many critical 
17 research projects. - 

18 More than half of the rofessional staff at Brooks 
19 have sald they probably wilfnot move. Ths figure 1s based 
20 on a petition -&it was iirculated at the center which was 
21 iven to on our visit. Some of the activity at Wright- 6 22 atterson is simlar to that of Brooks. However, the 

- 
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existing excess space at Wright-Patterson intend+. for Brooks 
is not cuireptly suitable to 7 Brooks -llIOT. '@s is borne out by the act that the Air Force 
ro'ects it would have to constnrct or renovate nearly 1 

' d o n  square feet to be able to takp on the Bmaks.mi~on. 
Brooks currently operates m very mce and well-mamtamed 
facilities in a campus:like enviroironment in San Antonio. 

The San Antomo commuruty would most prefer that 
Brooks remain open as it is. The , however, have offered a X sound propod that would preserve e Brooks mission and its 
linkage to the San Antomo biomedical community by placing 
into cantonment most of the Brooks facilities. 

Cantonment saves the 2$lO millie u front c?g& of 
the ~ i r  ~orce's  mmmendatmn and it o F m  
mual savin s of near1 $18 &on and net resent value 
savings of 2 8  W o n  gy having the Brooks &a aperatin 
services taken over by oarby L c W d  reorganhbon ICefif 
Air Force Base. The cantonment plan would also make part of 
Brooks available for re--. 

The ma on the left mdicates the spaces that are 
intended for &ooks at Wright-Patterson. They are not 
contiguous while they are at Brooks. And this is a concern 
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1 that has been expressed by the community. The map on the 
2 right reflects the Brooks pro sed cantonment. You can see 
3 the continuous nature of the%Puildings in the ah.ded area on 
4 thema . - 

5 ?might add .that the &r Fonc has informod the 
6 Cornmiss~on ofiic~allv that ~f the Commission were to decide - 

7 to reject the ~cpartmc&'s ncommardation on Brooks, the Air 
8 Force would prefer to retain Brooks open as is rather than to 
9 place Brooks mto cantonment. The An Force believes that 

10 cantonment is unworkable iq the long term. 
11 Ow last chart summarizes the pros and cons tl&+ 
12 you have heard prev~ously. Are there any further queshons 
13 on Brooks? 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any uestions by any 

16 Brooks Au Force Base. San Antorno? 
X 15 commissioner of Mr. Owsley or othcq on the sta concerning 

i7 Commissioner Klin 
18 COMMISSIONER. d & O :  Mr. OMley, my qudon goes 
19 to when you look .at t@s pmse+Uon abqut the ~ t o q n e n t  
20 from the pmmuyty, it looks We you drll m v e  qulte a 
21 bit of savings, with a smaller up-front cost and so forth. 
22 What is the Au Force's reasomng that it feels that they 
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1 cannot live with the contonement pro 
2 MR. OWSLEY: It is unclear you h o w ,  the 
3 COBRAS are comparative tools. And in the case when you go 
4 into a contonement, you don't d y  have a comparative thing 
5 that you're in to do. Sq those estimates would robably 
6 have to be re%$ by the Au Force and the psople &ere. 
7 Th- is-a feeling that there will not be that .y e of a 
8 mvm s f you really get mto th final analysis L the 
9 Air &rce would have to do. 

10 It would also require services to be provided from 
1 1  approximately 10 to 20 miles awa , depending on whether ou 
12 use San Antonio -.I mean, ICeiy or you use.Lacldand~ir 
13 Force Base to fumsh those services. The k r  Force has 
14 previous experience they had in other areas, and they just do 
15 not believe this is a satisfactory way to reserve the 
u lifestyle tbat mcoura y good working gy their peo le. 
17 So they really klieve that they would rather gave 
18 the base remain open if you are not going to accept their 
19 ncommcn$ation. And by the .yay, we believe that as a staff, 
20 after l q k m  where the seplce wogd have to come from and 
21 things ldce &at that the h r  Force a correct in that. 
22 COMMI~SIONER KLING; I'm glad to hear that. I 

I I J 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Chairman. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
3 M O T I O N  
4 COMMISSIONER COX: Havin been moved by 
5 Commissioner Robles' ve fine remark, I move that the 
6 Commission find that the yecretary of Defense deviated 
7 substantially from final criteria 1, 4, and 5 and, therefore, 
8 the Commission reject the Secr&q's rcconyncndation on Rome 
9 Laboratory and instead ado t the followm recommendation: 

10 Retain Rome Laboratory &me, New YO%, including all 
I 1 activities and facilities. h e  Commission finds that th~s  
12 recomrnen@tlon is consistent with the force structure plan 
13 and final cntena. 

~ulti-Pagem 
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- CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a sccond to the motion by 
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1 which there are really no good analogues in the civilian 
2 -tor - there are many in some sectors, but there's a lot 
3 of them @ which there s a void out there - that we don't 
4 ut that m the same bucket as movmg a tank battahon or a 
s L t i d  fighter wing or a force structure action @at's 
6 relatively s' le by d t a r y  standards apd we tfunk twice. 
7 ~ n d  Z j u s t  have p say that ~s 1s sort of - 
8 if you don't want to call it my protest, statement that I 
9 'ust am very nervous about starting to break apart labs that 

10 h.ve taken years to construct to build the teamwork to do the 
11 certifications to et thelfight teams in place and say, 
12 'yeah, we un & that. 
13 And you use the same analogue like, well take 
14 those 58 tanks and move them from Fort A to F'ort B. " So 
lr that's my F a  box for the day, but 1 think it's something we 
16 ought to d a b o u t  as we start to vote m some of these 
17 crihcal decisions. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 
19 Robles. 
20 Are there any other questions or statements? 
2 1 onse. 
22 P~~S!LAN LEON: IS there a motion? 

Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: I second the motion. 
CHALRMAN DIXON: It is seconded by Commissioner 
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1 MR. OWSLEY: The next center that we're going to 
2 cover - 
3 CHAIRMAN DKON: Pardon me. Ladies and gentlemen 
4 it will be a long few days. And we understand that some whl 
5 leave when theu ~ l t s  have been obtained, and we respect 
6 that. Please do it m an orderly way. We have got a lot of 
7 work to do. 
8 Commissioner Owsley? I mean -- pardon me. Mr. 

10 ' "slebughterL 
11 R. OW Y: I will take promotions any time I can 
12 get them. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Don't ever take this job, Jim. 
14 I'm t e h g  ou. Mr. Owsley. 
15 MR. ~wsLEY: Thank ou. The next laboratory area 
16 that we'll cover is Kirtland, w&ch will be covered by Mr. 
17 Frank Cantwell. 
18 MR. CANTWELL: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, 
19 commissioners. March lst, the Department of Defense 
20 recommended the realignment of Kirtland Air Force Base. The 
21 Department's recommendation would relocate most of the units 
22 currently located on Kirtland, leaving the Phillips 

Steele. Are there any comments or rema& concerning this 
motion by Commissioner Cox? 

~~G LEON: If not. counsel will c a ~  the roll 
on the motion by Commissioner Cox, seconded by Commissioner 

1 
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1 Laboratory in a contoned area. 
2 Of special note, Kirtland is also the home of the 
3 Department of Energy's Sandii National Laboratory. The slide 
4 on the left - and could you please put the base analysis 
5 slide on the right. The slide on the left is an exce t from 
6 a memorandum sent h m  Secretary Perry to Chairman%ixon 
7 I. would like to summarize the paragra h on the l e i  
8 b sa-ymg that a k  the Secretary reviewed &e results of 
9 % ate survey, he felt that this locommendation was no 

10 longer fiscally or operationally sound. The fiscal concerns 
11 are shown on the base analysis slide on the right. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: May I intcrmpt you, Mr. Cantwell? 
13 MR. CANTWELL: Yes, sir. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I doubt that there's an question 
a in the mind of any commissioner regarding d a n d .  If the 
16 Chair is wrong, would any commissioner who thinks otherwise 
17 speak up? But my .only thought w-as, it's goin to be a long 
18 time, and t h ~ s  one is not m any - is there an Sebate about 
19 it? Is there any commissioner that needs to h more? 
20 
21 

(No =Po=.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a motion on Kirtland Air 

22 Base? 

Steele. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER R O B W :  Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNEELLA:? Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chrurman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. the votes are eight - 

ayes and zero na s. 
C K A I R M . ~  DIXON: The vote on the first motion is 

eight ayes and no nays. And the loconpendation of the 
Secretary of Defense is unanimously rejected. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. C h ~ + i  1 have a mGtion. 
CHAIRMAN DMON: Comrmss~oner bav~s.  

M O T I O N  
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19 
20 
21 
22 

- - - - - - - . 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Sjr, I move the emmission 

find the Secretary of Defense dev~ated substanhally from 
final criteria 4 and 5 in the force structure lan. 

CHAIRMAN FIXON: Is there a &conBto the motion by 
Comrmss~oner Davis? 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Second. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Sir, I'm going to have to put 

an add-in here. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Pardon me, commissioner. I 

1 

apologize. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: The Washington weather has 

me on a stnasal dri , and so I had to slow down, sir. 
C ~ A N  JWN: EX- me 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: The cbmmission reiect 

Secretary's recommendation on Kirtland Air Force Base, N& 
Meqco .and ins* adopt the foflowing recoxupendation: 
Retam h a n d  Au Force Base, lncludmg all uruts, base 
activities, and fa~~ilities. The Cpnmission finds h s  
recommendahon IS consistent wth  the force structure plan 

got 

the 
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1 per se. It's an acquisition activit , mainly. They do 

3 C4-I activities. 
d 2 control Rome Laboratory, but they o not do the same kind of 

4 The cross-services grou recommended that the 
5 s ner y m the C4-I area wouPd be enhanced by movutg all of 
6 t& cf-I activities to F q t  Monmquth, New Jerse where the 
7 Army has a large orgmzahon domg that. And &t would 
8 have enhanced gettin the Navy, Army, and Air Force together. 
9 But that rmmmen&tion was not picked up by any one of the 
10 services. 
11 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Com+rioner Davis. 
13 Are there any questions of any conmussloner of the 
14 staff? 

' 
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1 recommendation is the have a serious reduction in lab 
2 dollars co-g m the &we 
3 And they had to look for wa s to consolidate things 
4 to get ready for those reductions & us imminent- So 
5 there was a difference in the Air Force's recommendahon in 
6 '93 versus '95 for those reasons. Thank you. 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: Thanlr YOU. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: &e @re an further questions ftY 9 from an co-ssioner re W g  b s  SF report on Rome? 
10 C~MMISSIDNER DA%S: Mr. CbruMn. just one short 
11 one. 
12 CHAIRMAN DMON: Commissioner Davis. 
13 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Rec0-g that one of the 
14 driving ~ n s  1s to do so- consohdahon amon S 15 laboratones that DOD put tius one forth, or 0ne.o. the 
16 adverhsed reasons, clearly, I just - is tius an opmon - 
17 will we lose synergism by not doing that, or do you think you 
18 can sustain the level of good work that Rome performs if they 
19 stay ri ht where the are? 
20 f l ~ .  OWSLE~:  I think you will retain the s ergism 
21 that Rome has with the other services in that betterr  
22 keeping them where they are. Hansom is not a ~4-{activity 

l5 16 P~~?WGLIXON: IS there a motion? panion me. 
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1 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I didn't realize we were 
2 oing to go right into the vote. That's my fault. But I 
3 8mk there ought to be - I want a pake just a-mu le of 
4 statements, because 1 think it's ap hcable to tius wEole 
I family of thin s we're oin to & Ppopt. 

7 COMMlSSIONER ROBLES: I s t most of my ad& life 
6 C ~ A N  D&OP$: Co-ss~oner Robles. 

8 in the mili.tary and in the.Army, and% 1.m r s le soldier. 
9 So I'm p m g  to corn at it from a -1e polnt?view. r m  
10 gravely concerned about th~s whole category of 1.brmone. 
11 and production centers in all the services. And Jet mt tell 
12 you why. 
13 One of my risibilities on active duty was to 
14 m j e  r lot of these%% h a p  do realiynents, mxpe up 
15 with alternat~ves, work RA issues. An it was relahvely 
16 easy when we're talking about moving force structure type 
17 dec~sions. That is, it was easy to move a tank battalion or 
18 move a brigade or move a tactical fighter wing. We-how how 
19 to do this, the military. T h q  know.how to do it. They have 
20 done it for all of my tenure m the nuhtary. And it's 
21 pretty straightforward. 
22 What concerns me greatly is that as we start the 

17 Commissioner Stiele. 
18 COMMISSIONER STEELE: One final thing, really 
19 quickly. So the bottom line with that, Mr. Owsley, was 
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1 technolo y center to draw in technology companies not too 
2 unlike w%at has happened at the parent, H m m  Air Force 
3 Base, in that area, as we know, around Boston. 

The city around there ?qd the State of New York has 
: p + i p a p p m u m u e ~ y ~ ~ 9 ~ o n t o t o t o - a m r s y s o  
a achvity .  hat muse activity that we have 
7 presentations on - q d  it shows and it uses nght in the 
8 center of that mdustnal technology complex 1s Rome 
9 Laborato 
10 An?i~cause of t&e nature of the work they do, 
11 there will be a propnsity to draw other We firms which is 
12 what Rome was trymg to do, was to develop a t e c b l o  y 
13 rather than mauufactdng base, because they believed t$ 
14 that would pro 1 them mto the future. 
15 They diruse Rome as a base. They relied on the 
16 five years. And if you look at their plan that the 
17 p-tep to us several tipes, it focused q u n d  11: 
18 robabhty that Rome mght have to be pnvatlzed or might 
19 Lye to stand. on its own at the =nd of the.five-year period. 
20 So it was an tmportant assumphon on then part. 
21 I will say that as ou look at the laboratory 
22 structure and what I bezeve led the Au Force to the 

20 thougli $e 'oipt cross-service group recommeqded it for 
21 closure m & eu proposal to increase crossaervicmg, the 
22 recommendation that came to us actually does not 
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1 significantly increase cross-servicing at all; is that 
2 correct? 
3 MR. OWSLEY: 
4 recommend it for closure. It 
5 Fort Monrnouth 
6 other such ~ 4 - 1  
7 synergism occur there, but 
8 services, for the reasons that they 
9 that raommendation. So in the end, 
10 to consolidate on their own, recommended the movement of Rome 
11 Laborato to Hanscom. 
12 CO%MISSIOMR STEELE: Thank you. 
13 CH.AIRMAN DIXON: Is there any other question by any 
14 comrmss~oner of tius staff? 

f: &~%~%&MON: IS there any motion by my 
17 commissioner regarding the recommendation of the Secretary of 
18 Defense with reference to Rome Laboratory? Is there a 
19 motion? 
20 COMMISSlONER ROBLES: Mr. Chiman, befort we have 
21 a motion, can we - 
22 CHAIRMAN DMON: Commissioner Robles. 
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1 defense downsizing, the focus now is on infrastructure. 
2 We're going to do the force structure reduction. That's 
3 going to hap n automatically. And, as you look at the track 
4 m r d  since 'g, wc have done that very well. We have Wra 
5 over a &ird of the military's capabihty - war fighting 
6 capability out very quickly. 
7 But when we start to dabble in infrastructure and 
8 start to make adjustments in infrastructure we don't have 
9 qulte as good a te late to do that. And fworry a lot when 
lo we start to move 1 3 s  a ~ p d .  I worry a lot whe. we start to 
11 move very hghly sophsticated test centers. I worry a lot 
12 when we move basic production facilities in which there is xu 
13 analo e in the civilian sector. 
1-1 %e military has always been a leader in these 
15 laboratory facilities. And a lot of the work that happens in 
16 the military labs spins off to the civilian sector. At the 
17 same time, we're cutting back on FFRDCs, federally funded 
18 research and development center grants, to universihes and 
19 other laces. 
20 %ljusthavetosaythataswegetready tovote 
21 on this whole farm1 of laboratories and on th~s whole family 
22 of infrastructure an i production facilities and things m 

L I J 
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1 seriously ' air or could impair the effectiveness of that. 
2 W d d  yo%d of touch on that a little bit as well, as to 
3 what the staffs feelings on that Tt.are? 
4 MR. OWSIEY: Yes. I wo d ldce to touch on the 
5 latter first and then ask Mr. Helmer, who did the anal sis, 
6 m mver the c o s t ~ o n  of that. Rome &ab is a &g& 
7 fated lab b the Force and has bean m operahon for 
8 many, rmnf. years. The assist many, many agencies of the 
9 govepnent other t+~ tbe Air Force and particularly in the 
lo ~ntelh ence commumty. 
1 I b y  have interrelated labs that assist each other 
12 in projects. They're totally netted together in fiber o tics 
13 networks, so they have immediate communications, cfear 
14 commnnicati~. I think, as in almost any labrato in this 
15 country that is judged really good, the thmg that d e s  a 

:; l a b y  
or technology center are the people. 

An m k s  case as we went through the laboratory 
18 and we stop and taked to peo le and we had several visits 
19 to Roma Lagpd, large number of &ese people mdlcated that 
20 they were long-tenm residents of the area. And some were 
21 near retirement, not ready to take retirement, but would +dce 
22 early rehrement ~f lt meant relocatmg themselves and theu 

~ulti-Page TM 
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1 staff believes that the re-use plan will be impaired by Rome 
2 Lab closure. 
3 My last ch* on Rome Qb shows the pros and cons 
4 which we have d~scussed prev~ously. And those pros are 
5 consolidated infrastructure will be gained at the gaining 
6 installation and will e@nbte some ex- laboratory space. 
7 Tbe cons a th? one-time costs to do k s  and the longer- 
8 term return on Investment and the breakup of a proven lab 
9 team. 
10 Tbis ends our presentation on Rome Laboratory. Do 
11 you have an uestions? 
12 C H ~ A N  DIXON: Thank you very much, Mr. Ounley. 
13 Do any of my colleagues have any questions of Mr. 
14 Owsle or of aqy member of the staff regarding Rome Labs? 
1s &-ssloner ~ l m  9 
16 COMMISSIONER h G :  Mr. Owsley, I noticed the 
17 large difference m the annual savings between what the 
18 Department of Defense has shown and what the staff does. 
19 What accounts for that? What's the largest factor that makes 
20 this almost 40 percent difference? And the other question to 
21 do with that is, this is a very high technical location. 
22 And you've touched on the fact that we would 

1 in the savin s iece? 
- 

2 MR. &ER: yes, a. memain savings in the 
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1 MR. HELMER: I'm so Excuse me. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: ?&nk ou v 
3 MR. HEWER: The basic didtken~t%~& our 
4 estimate and the Air Force's is that we moved less 
5 far *.the personnel eliminated yere concerned. fi!PG 
6 the h r  Force overstated the savmgs el-wise. We also 
7 added $8 million for ipe interim b U i l G 1 o c a t e  people or 
8 to constiuct, if you WLU, a new fachty. Those are the 
9 basic differences. 
10 COMMISSIONER KLING: You're comfomble with those 
11 figures? 
12 MR. HELMER: Yes, sir, we are. 
13 COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank you. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ant there any other questions by 
15 my collea es? 
16 CO~MISSIONER MONTOYA: Yes, Mr ' 

17 CHAlRMAN DD(0N: Commissioner M i n t 0 7  
18 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I wish to focus on the 
19 savings side, because there the percenta e change is even 
20 larger than on the cost side. Can one o f  you ut our finger 
21 on one or two variables as to wh there's SUC! a L g e  -g 
22 between the wmmunity position an d ours and the Department's 

3 analysis result from me1 elimixdons. And %e 
4 elimmated less peopKthe AU F-. 
5 COMMISSIONER M O T Y A :  And bow about the community? 
6 Why are the commumty sawn so 1 4  
7 MR. HELMER: Well, & w t y  did a number ol 
8 things. The included, for example 8 hgher discount rate. 
9 The s t a n d  rate we're usin is m the area of, 1 believe, 
10 2.75. And theirs is 4.85. 'I%e also included things like 
11 locality pay. And they dm di&'t acumt the persome1 
12 reductiobs; 
13 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Did not, you say? 
14 MR. HELMER: Did not es. 
1s COMMISSIONER M O N ~ Y A :  ~ h . m ~  you. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Arc there anv further auestions bv 
17 any of the commissioners? 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Owsley - 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: I was on the 1993 Commission. 
21 and I certainiy a that tpe.'95 Commission is in no way 
22 bound by the 19F~omrmsslon. ~ u t  I do note t .  +ime are 

I I J 
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1 family. 
2 So it seems likely that the continui of a feam 
3 @t has been together for many y- d c e r t a d y  be 
4 mppted .  The Air Force concurs with this, but the 
5 beheve the have a management plan that would ut dem 
6 togetha wd some like type people m some cases at 8 . anscorn 
7 h Force Base and that in time, the team syner sm throu h 
8 new bYg and the personnel that do move woulfcome baci 
9 together as ood a team as Rome currently has. 
10 I &oJd pomt out that Rome Laboratory does report 
11 to the Hanscom command, so this is not like taking a 
12 laboratory that is totally new to a c o d ,  because the 
13 commander of Hpswm IS. also the commander of Rome. So there 
14 IS a plus there, if ou wdl, that he and lus spff wdl 
15 understand ~ O ~ L b o r a t o  And that mugates to some 
16 degree the con- that we Eve ,  but it h not replace the 
17 people that I beheve would not move. 
18 CHAU+4+N DIXON: Mr. Helmcr, can you cast any light 
19 on the comssloner's uestroy on cost? 
20 MR. HELMER: %es, m. The basic difference 
21 between our - 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Talk into your mike, Mr. Helmer. 
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1 over directs, redirects, or changes from decisions we Qd 
2 make m 1993. 
3 And while I'm not in the sition of defending all 
4 the of '93 decisions and ceiau$)thmgs have changed since 
5 then, I am interested in sort of what the differences are 
6 from 1993 in the DOD mmmendaticm. And we obviously 
7 decided in 1993 that moving the Rome labs was not cost- 
8 effechve. 
9 Since then, if you might just tell me a little. bit 
lo - and IPS snWnly not a b~ fmtor, but a factor m this 
11 rrur plan. -use one ofthe u ts has bcon, 'GO&, 
12 we counted on the ~ o m e  labs fm =use plan. We were 
13 entitled to do 80, not because the '93 Comrmssion didn't 
14 close it, but because the Air Force made a commitment to it. " 
15 What r the re-use plan? Have them hem legtunate 
16 reliances on the Air Force commitment? 
17 MR. OWSLEY: Yes, commissioner. After the closing 
18 of Griffiss Air Force Base where Rome is located and the 
19 Commission and the Air Force's position to keep Rome lab in 
20 place, the Rome lab people tried to offset the loss of the 
21 personnel and the economic effects of losin Griffiss by 
22 starting a muse plan that involved as its hut Rome's 
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1 lower, and the 2CLyear savings. would be 10 p#cent lower th.m 
2 the Defense Department estunated w b a  they sent the hst to 
3 the Commission on March the 1st. 
4 The second area I would hke to 
5 Mr. Chairman, is the Commission's am, 2t"lght to economic impact 
6 and cumulative economic impact in our of the Defense 
7 Deparhpeqt r e c o ~ d a h o n s  over the 
8 Econormc ~mpact is one of the aght 

~2ug?$s. 
9 considered by the Defense Department wha tbcy d w  up their 
10 clogure m-dations. 
11 In the presentations by the Compliffion's staff o v q  
12 !he next several days you will see for economc 
13 -act and for cvmuLtlve a m n o m i s f o r  e r ~ b  
14 installation on the Secretary of Def- s list of 
15 mmmendation~ as well as on the CommiPrion's list of bases 
16 added for conslcferahon. 
17 The econo+c UIIJU% of a $ r o o  closure or 
18 realignment of an u ~ s  ation is e .d as "The dtrect and 
19 indirect job loss resulting from a  re+^ 
20 a percent of the enlgloyment wi ~ t s  econormc area." 
21 

t&nnt Or as 
The cumulahve econormc impact of a closure or 

22 realignment is "The direct and indlrectpb loss as a perceat 
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1 my left is Mr. Jim Oysley, the team of the cross- 
2 servlce team, who wlll begm the d i m  and resentation. 
3 MR. OWSLEY: Thank ou Good morning, h r. Chairman 
4 and mmmissioners. It's a K& to b here this morning 
5 to present OUT analysis of t fe  Secretary of Defmne:s 
6 recommendahons on product centers pod kboratones, 
7 logistics centers, depots, and air warfare omters. 
8 Assisting me on the first portion of my testimony is Dick 
9 Helmer. next to him is Les Farrington; od then last m h e  
10 Frank dantwell, all senior analysts for fk CoCommission stad. 
11 The cross-services resentation taby wlll address 
12 29 insfallations. The insLllations are M e d  UI~O seven 
13 cafegones-that you see 
14 A 1s the Alr Force 

3 
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1 Kirtland Air Force Base, and Brooks Air F- ?I%= 
2 three shaded installations are those that are 
3 the Department of Defense for closure or 

5 installations. 
=-23cr" 4 have a map that shows the location of each 

6 Our next chart begins with the first ' 
7 which is the Rome Laboratory, located at - F a b  
8 Bast in New York. Rome Laboratory is the qir 
9 cx+larcc.for command, control, wmmu* 
lo and 1nteUmauc. known as C41. And *e 

e=- 
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I of the employment base @tin from tbe pro sed 19 P" & 
2 closye or d g n m e n t  achon, ?ker 995 C ~ O W  p 
3 reahgnments across all the services vvltbrq the same econormc 
4 area, and prior closure or realignment e o n s  across all the 
5 services wthm the same economic arer' 
6 Mr. Chairmaa and commissioneir, I think our hearing 
7 record demonstrated .!hat the economic estimates 
8 pre@+t$xi ore just d a r e a b y m ~ c  
9 techcuna to be w= estimates. (be 
10 economic impacts of base closures may or r r y  not reflcct this 
11 worst case. 
12 
13 the methods usxi 
14 documented and 
15 installations.in the . We have 
16 had two -or economists on our staff 
17 area Mr. Dave He from the 
18 Bob' ~ i l s o n  f r o x n % ~ ~ .  
19 Mr. Chairman, with these in tducto  remarks, I 
20 thinkthestaffisreadytoproceedwith~%tatcg~ 
21 of closure and r tal ipent r c c o m m e w .  Mr. .Ben Bo en. 
22 our director of revlew and analysis, 1s an my nght. And on 

Force's ti& I top laboratories. 
According to th? of the J o i r w  of 

Staff - and 1 quote - I=f the 
century, new technology debuted that rev 

A ~ I  - u l ~  you please ut the 
we fou ht wars. The revolution occurring 

This chart shows the Sec -'I of 8efeme.r 
and the cost-savings personne and the -w 
involved. 

The Secretary's recommendation is to -.Bane 
lab. Chart A-5 shows the DOD pro P *  0fRab 
Laboratory's activities and ~ W M  posit;- 

1 Air Force Base and Fort Momnouth New 
2 plan, the lab site, a modelling and fihi 
3 along with personnel, will remain at G 
4 The nexf cha~? shows the issues we 
s The DOD pos~t~on IS that its wsts are fau 8 h- 
6 year re4um on investment, while the c o m b -  
7 that it will take more than 100 years for tbe - - 
8 investment. Our review and analysis show a l.3-I CURUZ 

9 investment. .. . 
10 The second issue involves space. L-- 
I I that space is available for the.maovatim- 
12 Force Base wlthout constmctmg n w  faciliris. 3 b  - . 
13 community's sition is that renovated d ~ . r  
14 will be n e e d 3   he staff because of a -- 
15 the facility to be modifidat Hanecom, f 
16 facility or an investment in interim f a c d i t i a d *  
17 r q d .  
18 DOD's position on .Rome acti 
19 Monmouth 1s that they will lncrease 
20 wmm+ 's sition is that it brtaks 
21 m m n u d f i n ~ i d u a l s  without. standin 
22 capabilities who are cumntly mvolvakin - 
1 interserv~cing pro'ets. We believe that no in 
2 cross-swvxmg Is\kcly to a r u r  from t b s  - 
3 DOD's position is that some loss in m p ' s  
4 laboratory missions effectivw~s will ns&, Brt"h&,m 
5 return at a later date. The community's k-s 
6 most key rsonnel will not relocate and -3hb willn, 
7 never be e same. 
8 

ti= 
We believe there is a hi h probabili - 

""P" se would be serious1 & ndsd by&- u x k  
lo re d o n .  ~m pemonneT wlfj not move d.r a d 
11 the aining instdations would have a hire --le "h 
12 wi~~%ave to be trained. 
13 The Air Force, the last issue is one ' . ~e- 
14 use. And the Air Force is no longer w-* 
15 comrnumty's re-use plan, because the law l b n  el 
16lookatbs&.thatareo equallyeach-w-k 
17 process. Then+ a l f i e t t e r  to the th? (3 
r 8 the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Au 
19 installations statin "The Air Fo- has na -;Oo c h  
20 or relocate ROW kboratory w* the n e o - ~  ' 
21 The commwu believes ttus program I Itt;ljLLI1 
22 its redevelopment o Griffiss Air F o m  ~ a d s k b .  T 
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1 MR. CIRILLO: Mr. Chair-, @e Air Force'sfast 
2 activity of the day under considera+on is another m t  
3 for Gnffiss. As a result of the real lg~lent  m 1993, ~f 
4 you'll look at Chart 4, the 485th Engineerin Installation 

6 Base. 
a 5 Group, a communications outfit, was to move to ill Air Force 

7 That proved to be expensive. As a result of this 
8 r e d b t ,  the Secretary's~recommendation is to disestablish 
9 the umt and to relocate ~ t s  assets to Kelly, McClellan and 
lo Tinker Air Force Base. 
11 In li ht of the activities of this momin when we 
12 turned to &rt No. G-6,.1 don? have any oker issues. If 
13 you have an other uestions - 
14 C& AN BIXON: Are there an? questions of 
15 Mr. Cirillo regarding this redirect question. 

l6 17 ~EG%%?~IxoN: IS thm a motion? 
18 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes, sir. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
20 M O T I O N  
21 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman, this is such a 
22 fast-movmg tram, I want to make sure I got all the numbers 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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1 Now, ladies aqd entlemen, momentaril we're gomg 
2 to go mto recess until 8 3 0  - ad'ourn until 8:l0 t omo~ow 
3 morning whep.we911 take up thebavy. Let me say tlus. A 
4 number of mhtary ple and members.of the Congress have 
5 asked through the Gto tq the chair. 
6 I am embarrassed to d e c h e  those requests because 
7 every one of them is a friend, and I always am reluctant to 
8 decline speaking with someone, but I s ke to everybody from 
9 October of last year until midnight %esday, made my last 
10 call at 11:30 Tuesday mght to a congressman whose name I 
11 could 've if I had to. 
12 fieel that I've done my du I don't believe 
13 an body sa s that this indivldualks not been open and 
14 w&ing to Bscuss with all people their concerns but I 
15 think, you .how, it's fish or cut bait time. A& we're going 
16 to be worlun pretty hard here, and so I regret I can't talk 
17 more wth  oders. 
18 The other thing I want to say is several requests 
19 have been made through the day to 'uggle the order on some of 
20 these things. The staff worked rltmlly hundreds and 
21 h u n d e  of hours to get this h g  in shape. We're moving 
22 along mraculously well given the fact that some of these 

Page 487 
1 Counsel will call the roll. Copmissioner Robles, being a 
2 fine gentleman w l l  second tlus one. 
3 MS. C ~ E D O N :  Comssioner  Davis? 
4 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
6 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
7 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
8 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 

10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
11 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
12 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
13 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
14 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
15 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
16 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
17 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
18 CHAIRMAN DMON: Aye. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 8 ayes and 
20 8 nays. 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the redirect is adopted 
22 unanimously. 

Pa e 489 ' I heq. I move the Commission find 3 e  Secretary of ~ e f e n s e  
2 devlates substantially from Fmal Cntenon 3 and therefore 
3 the Commission re'ect the Secretary's recormpendation on 
4 Griffiss &r Forcc$ase New York as it rtams to the 485th 
r E n p e e n n  Installmg Group and m d a d o p t  the following 
6 recornmen tion: 
7 

Ji 
m a n  e the recommendation of 1993 Commission 

8 regardmg &e transfer of the 485th En meen. Installation 
9 Group h m  Oriffirs Air Force Base New&ork to kill Air Force 
10 Base Utah as follows: 
11 Inactivate the 485th EIG, transfer its engineering 
12 and installation functions, as operational requirements 
13 dictate, in accordance with Department of Air Force policy. 
14 Thc Commission finds this recommendation is consistent with 
15 the Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Davis. Is 
17 there a second to that motion? 
18 COMMISSIONER KLING: I second that motion. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Kling. 
20 And if there are no further comments, counsel wd1 call the 
21 roll. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
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1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
3 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
5 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
7 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
9 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
10 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
11 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
12 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
15 CHAIRMAN DMON: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 8 ayes and 
17 0 nays. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And that r e d i i t  .is unanimously 
19 adopted. Now may I say to staff for the h r  Force you ve 
20 done an exempfa and outstanding 'ob and both this 
11 Commission a n d x e  country are indebted to you for that fine 
22 work. We thank you. 

Page 492 
1 things we touched today were highly controversial, as tough a 
2 vote as you ever have to cast m your lifetime. 
3 And so I hope everybody understands-that it isn't.a 
4 lack of care for your view. It s the responsibll~ty of domg 
5 this job ri ht that motivates us and forgive us if we've 
6 temporari& miffed you a bit by gobg about our business. 
7 If there is any other Comrmssioner has anythmg 
8 that he or she wapts to sa . before I.dro t@s avel, when I 
9 drop it, we're gong to .d;oum until 8:50 m t%e m o m  . f 10 Do any of my Commissioners have anything they want to say. 

:: f!m$bMON: Right here in this room 8:30 in 
13 the moming, the Navy. 
14 (Whereupon, at 5 5 0  p.m. the hearing was 
15 adjourned.) 
16 * * * * *  

I I I 
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1 Movin to the third issue on this chart, the City 
I 2 of sPringfiel% has recently prop@ to provlde fire crash 
3 rescue services durin the non-fl 9 g  hour units - or non- 
4 flyin hour hours of %s upi!. A s  propsal, if 
5 woul% save about half a d o n  annuaIIy m p m n n e  wits. 
6 

==TM 
If Ifus propsal, assumed to be in place, the ROI 

7 regarding h s  c osyre would increase to 13 years, The qir 
8 Force and An Nat~onal Guard are rece bve to b s  offer ~f 
9 the Commission does not close the Guard &ation. However, it 

10 is only a proposal and was not factored into the original 
11 estimate of return on investment. 
12 The Commission staff concy with the co'pmunity that 
13 this ~ r o w s a l  would reduce o~eratme costs and mcrease the - 
14 ROrto 13 ears. 
15 c&AN DIXON: Mr. Hall, may I interrupt you? 
16 MR. HALL: Yes sir. 
17 CHAIRMAN D ~ O N :  The Secretary of the Air Force 
18 through the Secretary of Defense has advised us that they've 
19 changed their mind about this. Is that right? Is there a - 
20 mot&? 
21 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I'd like to make a motion. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 

Pa e 482 
1 COMMISSIONER STEELE; Is there a comment. b 
2 MR. HALL: If they have, su, I do not know about 
3 it. It's entire1 possible. 
4 C ~ A N  DIXON: Well, I'm tenibly sorry, 
5 Mr. Hall. The Chairman is entirely out of order. I was told 
6 that we had notification from them that they'd changed their 
7 mind about this. That isn't true. There is an argument 
8 about the numbers; is that ri ht? 
9 MR. HAW: l n f o d y ,  they have told us that if 
10 this relocation had an 11-year ROI on March 1st it would not 
11 have been on the base closure hst. 
12 COMMISSIONER COX: But the haven't written us. 
13 MR. HALL: Thev haven't f o A v  wntten to the 
14 Commission. 
15 C H W A N  DRON: So you've got me back in the same 

place now, have ou7 
MR. C I ~ L ~ :  They have i n f o d l  - 
CHAIRMAN DIXON; They've informaly changed their 

mind, but they haven't wntten us a letter? Is that what 
you're kllm me, Mr. Hall? 

MR. &ALL: mat's CO-t, sir. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: I'd make the same motion 

Page 483 - 
DIXON: Is evervbodv comfortable thev've 

I 3 changed their mind? Commissioner !he16 you're recogniz& 
4 for a motion. 
5 M O T I O N  
6 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I move the Commission find 
7 the Secretary of Defense devlated substantially from Fmal 
8 Criteria 4 and 5 and therefore the Commission reject the 
9 Secretary's recommendation on Springfield-BecMey Municipal 
10 Airport Guard Station and instead adopt the followmg 
1 1  recOmmendation: 

Keep open Sprin field-Beckley Munici al Air Guard 
13 Station, mcludmg the f78th Fighter Group, %e 251st Combs 
14 Communications Group and the 269th Combat Communications 
15 Squadron. The Commission finds this recommendation is 
16 consistent with the Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. That's the mot~on. Is 
18 there a second? COMMISSIONER COX: I'll second. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Second by Commissioner Cox. If 
20 there are no -- are there anv comments? 

Nor onse.) 1:; AN DIxoN: Counsel will call the roll. 

- 
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MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Comella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Charman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 

117 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Cha&an, the vote is 8 ayes and I 
18 0 MYS. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And Springfield-Beckley remains 
20 open. Redirects. 
21 MR. CIRILLO: Yes, sir, Mr.. Ch4~man. ?he last two 
22 today, if you'll turn to chart G-1, h s  redlrect reheves 
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1 the - changes the responsibili of the operation of an 
2 airfield f v m  a contingency aAeld  Y Griffiss Air Forq? 
3 Base, whch was closed - real? ed m the 1993 Comrmssion. 
4 The Air Force will rebuiRt& runway at Fort Drum 
5 toasup rt the 10th Mountfun Division. Thflt's the ~ c e  of 
6 b s .  E e r e  is no co-umty issues on tius issue, and d 
7 you'll turn to G-3, it shows you all the figures. 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: Just so I remem.kr from '93, w e  
9 had intended to leave the runwa open at Gnffiss and though{ 

10 that would take care of the probyem, and I take it that's now 
11 much mom expensive than w e  had ho it might be when we 
12 believed that. and now this is an s" ternative which is at 

least less ex ensive? 
MR. ~IRILLo: .That's wrrect, We were conwrnqd 

then at the cost, you mght recall, whch ~t appeared hke it 
was going up, and that's exactly right. The ?st to do the 
wntlqgency contract wqnt up a lot more, and ~ t ' s  a lot more 
effective for them to build a $52 runway replacement at Fort - - 

19 Drum. That's correct. 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there anv further auestions? 
22 (No response.) 

Page 486 
1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a motion? 
2 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I have a motion, Mr. Chairman. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
4 M O T I O N  
5 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I move the Commission find the 
6 Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially from the 
7 Final Criteria and Force Structure and therefo~ the 
8 Comrmss~on ado t the followmg recommendation of the 
9 Secretary of ~ e g n s e :  

10 Change the recommendation of 1993 Commission 
11 regardin su ort of the 10th Infantry Division Li ht, Fort 
12 Drum, &ew yo*, at Griffiss Air Force Base as foflows: 
13 Close the essent~al arrfield that was to be 
14 maintained by tk.contractor at Griffiss Air Force Base and 
15 rovide the mob~lrty contrngency t&g su 
16 &fantry Division LI ht from Fort Drum Air eld msslon 
17 essential 

POrt lo loth f - essential airfield at Griffiss 
18 Air Forceykm$! =fer to Fort Drum. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank vou. Commissioner Davis. Is 
20 there a second for the motion ut 6 Commissioner Davis? 
21 COMMISSIONER KLIPIG: ? second. 
.22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Kling. 
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1 Only when these proceeds from the sale of the 
2 property are used is this recommendation cost-effective. If 
3 these proceeds are not realized, the net resent value is a 
4 net cost of $1 1.3 mdlion, and the ROI &comes 100 plus 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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5 years. 
6 There are t w o p t s  I'd like to make regarding 
7 this issue. First, D D policy generally discourages the use 
8 of such proceeds from property sales m calculatmg the wsts 
9 and savmgs of closure recommendations, since proceeds may 

10: never be realized. 
11  Second, the Air Force did not include revenue from 
12 the sale of land as p of any.other b e  c l o s u ~  
13 recommendation. owever, lt feels thls situat~on is unique 
14 because of the location of the.property. 
15 Generally, the commumty opposes the closure of the 
16 guard station has raised doubts as to whether the sale of the 
17 proprty for commercial development is realistic given zoning 
18 restnctions. Next chart, please. 
19 The next chart summarizes the pros and cons 
20 re ardm t h ~ s  recommendation. The costs and savings, ROI 
21 % N P ~  an this chart reflect the use of proceeds from the 
22 sale of the Guard Station property. Agam, only when these 
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1 Airport Air Guard Station New York. 
2 The relocation of these w t s  requires $14.2 
3 million up front and has a two-year return on investment. 
4 The net resent value and ROI assumed DOD will be able to 
5 sell .the foslyn property at or near market value. This Guard 
6 Station is on 50 acres of pro erty 27 mles east of New York 
7 City on Lon Island, New A r k .  
8 Next c%art, please.. The next chart shows the. 
9 issues associated w t h  thls recommendat~on. The site survey 

lo completed after the March recommendations revealed that 
i I adequate facilities were not available at Stewart 
12 International Axport. 
13 As a result, relocation costs increased from $2.4- 
14 to $14.2 milkon. However, accordin to the Air Force, ? 15 rospects exlst for reallzln revenue rom the sale of the 
16 Euard Station ropert . '&IS revenue estimated at $22.4 
17 million would k usedlto offset the costs associated with 
18 relocation of the unit. 
19 The h r  Force would have to receive at least $14 
20 million by 1999 for the pro erty if the roposal is to be 
21 cost-eff~tive. The use of & e ~ e . ~ r o c e $  was not part of 
22 the ongmal DOD recommendation. 
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1 are used is this ~ m m e n d a t i o n  costeffective. Mr. 
2 barn, I'll now mte- m y  questions on thls 
3 mmmendat~on.  
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1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes, sir. I have a motion. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
3 M O T I O N  
4 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I move.the Commiss.ion find the 
5 Secretary of Defense deviated substantially from Fmal 
6 Criteria 4 and 5 and therefore the &mmission reject the 
7 Secretary's recommendation on Roslyn Air Guard Station New 
8 York and instead adopt the followipg recommendation: 
9 Close Rosl n &r Guard Station and relocate the 

10 213th ~1ectromcLtallatlon Squadron and the 274th Combat 
11 Communications Grou to Stewart International rt AGS New 
12 York if Roslyn Air 8uard Station can be sold or its fair 
13 market value, 

T 
14 The 722nd Air Medical Staging Squadron will 
15 relocate to suitable lease space wthin the current 
16 rceruiting area. The Commission finds this recommendation la 
17 consistent with the Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Very well. pat 's a motion. Is 
19 there a second to the motion b Comrmssioner Davis? 
20 COMMISSIONER STE~LE: I'll second the motion. 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele seconds the 
22 motion. Counsel will call the roll. 

- - --- - - - -~ .. - - 

4 CH+IRMAN DIXON: Thank ou, Mr. Hall. Are there 
5 any questions of Mr. Hall? Mr. d ing?  I COMMISSIONER KLING: One auick one. That value of 
7 22 million, did they obtain an apprai&l, I have to assume, 
8 on that? Where does that figure wme from? 

MR. HALL: The &r Force Real Estate Agency 
10 estimated the value at $22.4 million. Because the uroceeds I 
11  or because the anticipation of the sale of the propehy came 
12 m late m the Drocess. there is some doubt as to whether 

they'll actualfy et bything for the property or not given 
the base closure 5 aws. 

COMMISSIO?TER KLING: So we're going to tie the 
closedown to receivme the momes UD front. Thev have to - 

17 receive the monies - 
18 MR. HALL: Yes, they do. They have to receive $14 
19 million b 1999. 
20 C&RMAN DIXON: Anv other auestions? 

22 
21 

P=%?~%XON: IS there a motion? 

- 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aue. 

117 MS. CREEDON: Mr. ~hairkan, the vote is 8 ayes and I 
18 0 nays. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion cames. 
20 Springfield-B~kley. MR. HALL: Mr, Chairman the final 
21 recommendat~on re ardln the &r National ~ u a r d  is the 
22 closure of ~ ~ r i n ~ f i ~ d - ~ & e ~  Municipal Airport Air Guard 

1 Station Ohio and the relocation of the F-16 Fighter Group and 
2 Combat Communications G r o u ~  to Wright-Patterson Air Force w 

3 Base Ohio. 
4 The one-time cost associated with this 
5 recommendation is about $25 million yith an 11-year return on 
6 investment. Chart F;16 shows the issues we re plannin to 
7 brief on the left and issues we are   re pared to bnef on &e . - 
8 right. 
9 Chart F-17,.please. The savings associated with 

10  this recommendation are largely denved from elimination of 
11 personnel and base operatmg support costs. The estimate of 
12 prsonnel and b+w operatkg su port savm s has decreased 
13 smce the relocation was onendy proposd m March. 
14 As a result, the relocation of this unit is not as 
15 cost-effective as originally estimated. It now offers an 11- 
16 Year return on investment. almost twice the orieinal estimate - 

general. the first two issues on the chart 
19 address community concerns re ardin the true savin s of thin 
20 recommendation and the d i t y  otfacilities at d r i  ht- 
21 P?tterson. In both ~~es,?20mmission staff generaffy concur 
22 with DOD. 
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1 (No resp0w.) 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I think my Commissioner colleagues 
3 would share the fact that that's the appropriate thin to do, 
4 in view of what we did earlier today. Counsel, calf the 
5 roll. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
9 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
10 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
11 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
12 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
13 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
15 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
17 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
19 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
2 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote are 8 ayes and 
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1 0 nays. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion is adopted, and 
3 Moffett Federal Airfield Air Guard Station California remains 
4 open. North Hi hlands. 
5 MR. HAS: Chart F-9, please. Under the DOD 
6 recommendation regarding the closure of North Highlands Air 
7 Guard Station, the unit would relocate to McClellan Air Force 
8 Base California. Since t b s  Commission moved earlier to 
9 close McClellan Air Force Base, the DOD recommendation cannot 

10 be implemented. 
1 1  Given the costs associated with relocating the unit 
12 to another Air Force base, the Air Force recammends and 
13 Compission staff concur the Guard station and unit should 
14 remap at North Highlands. We're prepared to answer any 
15 questions. 
16 CH-AN DIXON: I think none are necessary. Is 
17 there a mot~on? 
18 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I have a motion, sir. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Motion by Commissioner Cornella. 
20 M O T I O N  
2 1 COMMISSlONER CORNELLA: I move the Commission find 
22 the Secretary of Defense deviated substantially from Final 

Page 47 1 
1 Criterion 2 and therefore-the Commission re'ect the. 

s recommendrtron on North ~ i ~ h r ' a n d s  A r  Guard : g ; g ! i f o r n i a  and instead adopt the following 
4 recommendation: 
5 Kee open North Highlands Air Guard Station, 
6 including ti!e 162nd Combat Communications Group and the 149th 
7 Combat Communications Squadron and associated aircraft. The 
8 Commission finds this recommendation is consistent with the 
9 Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria. 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And is there a second? 
11 COMMISSIONER KLING: Second. 
12 CHAIYqN PIXON: Second+ b Commjssioner .%g. 
13 And agam. (hrs 1s ro accordance with &e revrow actrvlties 
14 this day by the Commission. Counsel wiK call the roll. 
15 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
16 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
17 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Davis? 
20 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
21 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
22 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
2 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
4 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
6 COMMISSIONER STEELlj: Aye. 
7 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chamman? 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 8 ayes and 
10 0 nays. 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: North Highlands remains open. 
12 MR. H?9LI,: The next Guard. Station up for 
13 recommendation 1s Ontano International rt Air Guard 
14 Station California and the relocation of th%mbat 
15 CommunicaFions and Weather units to March Air Reserve Base 
16 also in Califorma. 
17 The recommendation requires $900,000 in up-front 
18 costs and has an ROI of m e  years. In the next chart, we. 
19 show the pros and wv assoc~ated with t h ~ s  reco~pmen&tion. 
20 There are no cornmurut or staff concerns regardlug thts 
21 rem-epdation. we 'd  now answer any questions the 
22 Comrmss~oners may have. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Art there any questions regarding 
2 Ontario? 

4 %pJ"%?% ~ I X O N :  IS there a motion? 
5 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman, I have a motion. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
7 M O T I O N  
8 COMMISSIONER.DAVIS: !move the Commission find the 
9 Secretary of Defense dld not dev~ate substantially from the 

10 Flnal Cntena and Force Structure Plan and therefore the 
11 Commission ado t the following recommendation of the 
12 Secreta of ~ef&se:  
13 ~ % s e  Ontano International Airport Air Guard 
14 Station and relocate the 148th Combat Communications S uadron 
15 and the 210th Weather Flight to March Air ~ e s e r v e i a s e  
16 California. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second? 
18 COMMISSIONER KLING: Second. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Kling. 
20 Counsel will call the roll. 
21 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
22 COMMlSSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
2 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
4 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
6 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
7 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele? 
8 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Comella? 
10 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
1 1  MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
12 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
13 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
15 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 8 ayes and 
16 0 nays. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ontario remains open - gets 
18 relocated to March A r  Force B*. Thank you. Roslyn. 
19 MR. HALL: The next h r  Guard statlon we are 
20 considering for closure is Roslyn Air Guard Station New York 
21 and relocation of tqe Combat CommunicationsGroup and 
22 Electroll~c Installation w t s  to Stewart Internat~onal 
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1 installations do not employ 300 or more civilians, they did 
2 not complete data calls or uestiomaires for the base # 3 closure process. The Air orce also did not perform an 
4 analysis of rnilita value on these installations. 
5  ons sequent$, relatively little information existed 
6 on these installations for the Air Force's Base Closure 
7 Executive Grou to consider. during its delibe~tions. Much 
8 of the data nee%& to d e t e m e  the cost-effectiveness of 
9 these relocations was collected after base closure 

10 mmrnendations were announced. 
11 As a result, these recommendations were not as 
12 mat-effective once more accurate costs and savings were 
13 fulIy developed. I'd like to turn to each recommendation 
14 indtvidually . 
15 Chart F-7. Under the DO? recommendation regarding 
16 the closure of Moffett Federal h r  Field Air Guard Stat~on, 
17 the unit would relocate to McClellan Ax Force Base 
18 California. Since this Commission moved earlier to close 
I9 McClellan Air Force Base, the DOD recommendation cannot be 
20 implemented. 
2 1 Given the wst associated with relocating the unit 
22 to another h r  Force Base, the h r  Force recommends and the 
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1 Commission staff concur the Guard station and unit should 
2 remain at Moffett Federal Airfield. Mr. Chairman, we'll now 
3 entertain any questions you may have regarding this 
4 recommendation. 
5 COMMISSIONER COX: How about motions? Do you have 
6 a question? COMMISSIONER KLING: Are you goin to go on 5 7 throu h or do ou want to do them one at a time. 
8 &R. &L: One at a time, yes 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. &airman? 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The Chair recognizes Commissioner 
1 1  Cox. 
12 COMMISSIONER COX: I'm prepared to do r motion if 
13 there is no discussion. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yeah. Let's do that, but let me 
15 make an announcement now. The Chair may be overreaching. If 
16 any Commissioner feels I am, feel free to object. 
17 We are within striking distance of finishing the 
18 work regarding the Air Force. I would ve much like to work 
19 into the night sometime for a while on%ie Navy 
20 Now, I don't want to burden my colleagues beyond 
21 what the brain and the bottom will endure, but if I could 
22 indulge all of you and ask you to think about working until, 
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1 that feeling? One person having that view is enough for the 
2 Chair. 
3 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I second that. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I think, then, if my colleagues - 
5 I'm sure we'd want to honor the view of any colleague. 
6 That's fine. Then pardon me for interrupting you, 
7 Comssioner. 
8 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I would like to add I'm 
9 prepared to go until it freezes over tomorrow night. 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Let's see how that oes tomorrow, 
11 but I appreciate very much that sug &ion. i t  least it 
12 would appear that when we finish &e Air Force tonight we'n 
13 going to conclude for the evening. Commissioner Cox. 
14 COMMISSIONER STEELE: May I ask a question? I'm 
15 sorry. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
17 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Just would it be a 
18 possibilit to do DLA toni ht? I 'ust offer that as a - 
19 C&RMAN D I X O ~ :  well, I got the sen= that my 
20 colleague, who had spent a lot of time m preparation and so 
21 forth, felt that he wanted to have time to prepare for 
22 tomorrow. 
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1 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. I didn't know if that 
2 was Na 
3 ~i%$!Zi!% DIXON:  bat's b d  of you to in u k  
4 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. All right. P h a ~ s  
5 fine. 
6 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I t h i i  we need to be fair, 
7 and I don't feel read for any more after today. 
8 CHAIRMAN AEON: That's fine. I'm satisfied that'f 
9 the right thin to do. Commissioner Cox. 
10 COMMkSIONER COX: !'m prepared to offer a motion 
1 1  on Moffett if we're at that mt. 
12 C H A ~ A N  D I X O r s a y  it again. 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: I'm prepared to offer a motion 
14 on Moffett. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Good. Do so. 
16 M O T I O N  
17 COMMISSIONER COX: I move, given the events of this 
18 mornin , the Commission find the Secreta of Defense 
19 deviatJ ~betantially from Final criterion? and therefore 
20 the Comssion re ~t fhe Secretary's recommendation -- 
21 excuse me, from &tens 4 and 5 and therefore the 
22 Commission -- 
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1 be, 8:30 or 9:00, could you live with that? We'll take a 
2 httL break along here or somethmg. If there is an 
3 objection, I'd want to hear it. 
4 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman, I couldn't. 
5 Ltt me tell you wh Mr. Chairman. I've worked like a son of 
6 a gun etting di for toda emotiondl studyin 
7 don? feel at this moment .dequateIy stuiicd for tfg gd I 
8 where I fcsl I have a particular obligation to be fully r J y  
9 to go. 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. 
11 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: And I was looking forward to 
12 havin this evenin to do that. 
13 EHAIRMAI~ DIXON: Well, now, Commissioner, I 
14 a .miate very much your honesty in saying that because our 
15 0% ation !s do ths  m the n ht way. I would no! wan! 
16 any$mssioner to go beyon% what that Comsnoner  e 
17 prepared to do today. 
18 So your su gestion is ou don't want to go any 
19 W e r  than the R r  ~orce .  % that what you were saying, 
20 sir? 
21 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Yes, sir. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there anybody else who shares 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Waif a minute a minute, now. Why 
2 don't we start ths  one over a am. I lost track there. 
3 Would you mind, cornmissione$ There are r couple of these 
4 going around here. 
5 COMMISS1.ONER COX: There are. Let's start over. I 
6 move the Comssion find the Secre of Defense deviated 
7 substantially from Final Criteria 4 and 9 and therefore the 
8 Commission reject the Scsreta 's recommendation on Moffett 
9 Federal Airfield .Air ~ u a r d  Ttatio* California and instead 
lo adopt the fo l low recompendatton: 
11 Keep open hfoffett Field Auficld Air Guard Station, 
12 including the 129th Rescue Group and assoctated aircraft. 
13 The Commission finds this rtcompendation is consistent with 
14 the Force Structure Plan and Fmal Criteria. 
15 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Seconded. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIWN: Commissioner Cox makes themotior 
17 second4 by em+ss~oner .Cornella. As 1.undeqtand it, tf 
18 the Chair may mqulre, th~s  1s m vtew of pnor actions of 
19 this date with t to McClellan? 
20 C O M M I ~ N E R  COX: Exactly 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Arc there any'further comments 
22 about this? 
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1 Base Georgia and Peterson Air Force Base Colorado. 
2 Or as appropriate, close O'Hare IAP Air Reserve 
3 Station L o i s ,  as ro sed by the City of Chicago, 
4 relocate the 126th Lrfefueling Wing Air National Guard to 
5 Scott Air Force Base Illinois and relocate the remainin 
6 ass1 ed k r  National Guard wts tq 1ocat10ns.- ta%le to 
7 the &retary of the h r  Force, prov~ded the C ~ t y  ofChlcago 
8 can demonstrate that it has financing in place to cover the 
9 full cost of replacin facilities exce t for FAA rants for 
lo airport planning anf  develo ment &t would okerwise be 
1 I eligible for federal financiafassistanc to servp the needs 
12 of civil aviation at the receiving location, environmental 
13 impact analysis, moving and any added costs of environmental 
14 cleanup resultm from higher standar-ds or a fastq schedule 
15 than DOD wouh be obliged to meet if the base &d not close 
16 without any *st whatspever to the federal government. 
17 If the City of m c a g o  agrees to fund the full cost 
18 of relocating the Army Reserve activit , such activity shall 
19 also be relouted to a mutually amptaile ate; otherwise, 
20 it shall r e m .  
21 Extend .the commencement of the closure from the 
22 recommendation of the 1993 Comrmssion to July 1996 with a 
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1 completion date no later than Jul 1999. If these condrt~ons 
2 are not met, the 126th Air  eftd din^ Wing will remain at 
3 O'Hare International Ai 
4 The emmission K Z i h i s  recommepdation. is 
5 consistent w~th  Force Structure Plan and Flnal Cnteria. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to the motion bv 
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1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I vote aye. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote, then, is 7 
4 ayes and 0 na s. 
5 C ~ A N  DMON: OL. . 7 ayes, 0 nays, and the 
6 Chair rec-, and the Secretary or~efense's on mal 
7 request is rejected in view of the Secreta of ~efense's 
8 modification of $at  and request Gat ~itts.%yr~h remain open. 
9 I dunk that's a fau suxnmat~on. P~ttsburgh IS open. 
10 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I have another motion, Mr. 
1 1  Chairman? 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
13 M O T I O N  
14 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I move the Commission find 
15 the Secre of Defense deviated substantiGly from Final 
16 Cnterip 17 and 5 and therefore the Comrmsslon adopt the 
17 followmg recommendation: 
18 Modify the closure of O'Hare IAP Air Reserve 
19 Station as recommended by the 1993 Defense Base Closure and 
20 Realignment Commission by deactivating the 928th Airlift Wing 
21 rather than relocating the unit and distribute its C-130 
22 aircraft to Air Reserve C-130 units at Dobbins Air Reserve 

7 Commissioner Cornella? 
8 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Second. 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
2 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
4 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: And Mr. (kurman, as you've 
6 indicated, you are mused. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The Chair muses himself. 
8 MS. CREEDON: So that the vote on this one, Mr. 
9 Chairman, is 7 ayes and 0 nays. 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: 7 ayes and 0 na s, and the motion 
I I revail!, and O'Hare is closed svbject p de.conditions 
12 how I m uire of my collea es the Wisconsm - ~ e n e k  
13 Mitchell %isconsin is an S - o n ;  is that correct? It's an 
14 add-on. 
15 MR. CIRILLO: As is - 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON:. Well, Ilm goin to do +em one at 
17 a time, if my colleagues % p e m t  me. %ow, 1s here 
18 a n y t b g  that has any deslre to make a mot~on with r 
19 this W~consin C-130 WReserve b?se? is there a n y b o d y z t  to 
20 declares to make a motion or deslres to make a motion about 
21 this Wisconsin base? 
22 (No response.) 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And it's seconded by Commissioner 
11: Davis. Are there anv further comments or auest~ons? 

P i ! ~ ~ L r n o N :  Counsel will i l l  the 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? w 

20 COMM~SSIONER KLING: Aye. 
21 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
22 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 

roll. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The Chair declares General 
2 Mitchell IAP Wisconsin open. Now, Minneapolis-St.Paul. 
3 Minnea lis St.Pau1, Minnesota, Air For? Reserve C-130 base 
4 is ap A*;. Are thcre an Co-ss~pners here that have a 
5 d e u e  to w e  any land ofYI motion wth  respect to this 
6 Minnesota k r  Reserve C-130 base? 
7 (No response.) 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: A couple,of Commissioners are mad 
9 but they're not going to make a mot~on. All ri ht. The 
10 Chair declares Mmneapolis-St.Pau1 open. Nia ara F alls, New 
11 York, is an add-on Air Force Reserve (2-150 base. Is there 
12 anyone here that cares to make a motion about Niagara Falls? 
13 (No response.) 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The Chair declares Niagara Falls 
,IS open. Youn stown-Warren Ohio Air Force Reserve C-130 base is 
I6 an +d-on. % there any Commissioner that ures to make r 
17 mot~on or make any statements regardmg h s  Air Reserve 
18 base? 
19 (No response.) 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The Chair declares Youngstown- 
21 Warren open. Air National Guard. 
22 MR. CIRILLO: Mr. Chairman, this is the last full 
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I cate ory we'll discuss today. Chart F-1 on your left and the 
2 map -2 shows the five Secretary of Defense recommendations. 
3 

g: 
Note that like the Reserve catego , the Air Force 

4 did not tier the Air Force bases. ~ n s d ,  their 
5 recommendations were based on ex ted cost benefit 
6 considerations. Mr. Craig Hall w i E o  the presentation for 
7 the Air Force team. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Hall. 
9 MR. HALL: Mr. Chairmfm, with your permission, I'd 
10 like to make a few very bnef polnts about t h s  cate ory m 
11 general and how it was handled differently from otfer 
12 categories and then go into each recommendation individually. 
13 
14 First chart. F-3. First, Air National Guard bases 
15 were not evaluated against one another for closure. As units 
I6 maintain a relationshp with their respective states, 
17 relocating Gyrd units across state lkes is not practical. 
18 Further, recru~tm needs of each umt have to be considered. 
19 Consequentfy, .the Air Force examined this category 
20 solely for cost-effect~ve relocat~ons to other active A r  
21 Reserve nearby .installations. 
22 Second, slnce these five Air National Guard 

1 1 
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I I no nays. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the redirect is approved. 
13 Now, Commissioners, we have left Homestead. Homestead is an 
14 add-on. If there is a motion, it mres five votes to 
15 close, If there is no motion, the%air makes a doclantion 
16 I awat the leasure of my colleagues. 1s there a motlon on' 4' 17 Homestead. 
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18 
19 
20 Air 
21 
22 
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1 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
3 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
5 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
7 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
10 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 8 ayes and 

- 

(No response.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Chair declares Homestead ooen. 
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1 acceptable substitute. 
2 CHAIRI)4qN DIXON: Okay. Well, what's the leasure 
3 of the Commssion? Do you want b hear all the gfferent 
4 criteria? 
5 MR. DiCAMILLO: I have the charts up on the - 
6 COMMISSIONER KLING: What you're sa ing here is 
7 that - or what the Air Force is sayin is that &ey would 
8 like to substitute O'Hare in place of fittsburgh. So why 
9 don't we move on to look at -- 
10 MR. DiCAMILLO: Okay. Put up - let me see, here. 

Force Reserve C-130s. 
MR. CIRILLO: Mr. DiCamillo will cover that. 
MR. DiCAMILLO: May I have slide E-3, please? Sir, 

1 i; counter if 
MR. CIRILLO: Put u E-8 and E-9. 
MR. DiCAMILLO: ~ i z f t .  E-8 and E-9.  lease. These 

I 14 are the summary charts that shcbw the pros and cons. We have 
IS all six - we have the DOD recommendation and the Commission 
16 Alternatives 1 throu h 5. 
17 CHAIRMAN ~ M O N :  Permit me to interrupt you, 
18 Mr. DiCamillo. The Chair has to recuse himself on one part 
19 of the auestion. but I think that Commissioner Cornella has a 
20 motion: What 'is the motion, Commissioner? 
121 M O T I O N  - - - - - - - - - 

22 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Mr. Chairman, I move the 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The Chair has to m u s e  himself on 
2 one of these questions, but I believe it was clear to 
3 eve body that the Air Force is firm in its uest that we 
4 not?onor its original request concerning p%urgh. Is 
5 that correct, Mr. D ~ C m l l o ?  
6 That is to say, the Air Force had original1 put 
7 Pittsbur h - am I correct? Pittsbur h's on the k t .  
8 I&. DiCAMILLO: ~i t tsbur %'s on the list, yes, sir. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: But &ey later sent us a letter, 
10 have the not, sayin the do not want Pittsburgh closed? 
11 ML ~iCAh41LfO: L r .  K M s ,  would you distribute the 
12 June 9th letter? 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well I've seen it. Has every 
14 Commissioner season that letter? h e n  I withdraw my -- I 
15 thought eve Commissioner understood that the Air Force now 
I6 has r e v e r d  itself and does not want to close Pittsburgh. 
17 I'd hoped w e  could shorten that, but do you want to hear some 
18 on that, then? 
19 MR. DiCAMILLO: Sir, I think the letter just says 
20 they would accept O'Hare as a substitute or alternative for 
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1 the slide I have just called for reflects the Air Force's 
2 wncem.for closing more than one (2-130 Air Force Reserve 
3 installation, much the same as Colonel Beyer addressed in hls 
4 opening remarks on the F-16s. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON:. Pardon me, Mr. DiCamillo. Folks, 
6 I appreciate from tlme to tune there 1s a little enjoy ?me 
7 sometimes some sadness, byt would ou file out as h d l y  as 
8 you can? Thank ou very h d l y  . d r .  DiCamillo. 
9 MR. D ~ C A I L L O :  Yes, sir. I'd also like to note 

10 that the Secretary of the Air For* has wme on record to the 
11 C o m r m ~ ~ o n  supportlug O'Hare mstallatlon, O'Hare 
12 Intemat~onal Auport h r  Reserve Stat~on as a substitute for 
13 the c l o q  or an altemative for .the closure of Pittsburgh. 
14 Shde E 4 ,  please. Comxyssloners, t h ~ s  chart llsts 
15 the bases whch are presented m t h s  briefing. The A r  
16 Force recommendation was to close Pittsburgh Air Reserve 
17 Station and redistrict its C-130 assets. During the 
18 Commission adds on May 10th. the other five bases were added 
19 to the list. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: May I interrupt you, 
21 Mr. DiCamillo? 

MR. DiCAMILLO: Yes, sir. 

21 Pitisbur h. - 
22 &. CIRILLO: Right. They've n o d  it as an 
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1 Commission find the Secrepry. of Defense deviated 
2 substant~ally from Flnal Cntena 4 and 5 and therefore the 
3 Commission re'ect the Secfeta 's mmmendation on Greater 
4 Pittsburgh 1Ab Air ~e.serve%tati?n Pennsylvania and instead 
5 adopt the followm recompendation: 
6 Keep open 8-eater Pittsbur h IAP Air Reserve 
7 Station Penusylvania, including b e  911th Airlift Wing and 
8 its C-130 aircraft. The Commission finds this recommendation 
9 is consistent with the Force Structure Plan and Final 

10 Criteria. 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you, Commissioner 
12 Cornella. Is there a second to the motion of Commissioner 
13 Comella? 
14 COMMISSIONER KLING: Second. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: It's seconded by Commissionel 
16 Kling. Now, let me say to my colleagues I'm advised b 
17 counsel that d view of the fact that I must m u s e  myselfyon 
18 the base in my state, it is proper to recuse myself on this 
19 vote as well, and the Char w l l  recuse himself. .Are there 
20 further comments on the questions concemmg Pittsburgh or 
21 any questions? 
22 (No response.) 

Pa e 456 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Counsel call the roll. &s is 

on a question to reject the Secreta o f  ~efense 's  original 
recommendation concerning Pittsbur 7 with the understanding 
there is a letter sa s they want to feep Pittsbur h. 

MS. CREEAON: Commissioner Cornelfa? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: And Mr. Chairman, you are rtcuscd? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I have recused, and General Davis 

119 is here. 
20 MS. CREEDON: General Davis. 
21 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: The motion is to reject? 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes. 
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1 Secreta of Defense: 
2 ~ % s e  Ber strom Air Reserve Base. The 924th 
3 Fighter Win &EWES will inact/vate. The Wing's F-16 
4 urcraft will %e redistributed or retue. Headquarters 10th 
5 Air Force AFEWES wlll relocate to Naval A r  Stat~on Fort 
6 Worth Joint Reserve Base Texas. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to the motion by 
8 Commissioner Davis? 
9 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Second. 

~ulti-pageTM 
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1 recommendation of the Secretary of Defense. I wonder whether 
2 everybody understands the little nuan- here. 
3 Now where are we now, Mr. Cinllo? All right. 
4 Now, let's see now, we've acted on Bergstrom. We've actcd on 
5 Carswell. We've acted on the redirect on the 301st. 
6 Now, I don't want to resume an thing here. I can 
7 o to the other redirect, or ?can g o  to domestead. What's 
8 &e pleasure of my colleagues? 
9 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: Do the r e d i i t ,  sir, 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
2 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 

6 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
7 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: No. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the votes are 4 ayes 

10 and 4 na s. 
11 C~AIRMAN DIXON: AU ri ht. 4 ayes, 4 nays. t: 12 Secretary of Defense wins. The mo ion fails. The 
13 recommendation of the Secretary of Defense, the presumption 
14 c a m s  in favor of the Secretary of Defense. All nght. 
15 Counsel tells me I need another mot~on here. 
16 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I have a motion, Mr. Chairman. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
18 M O T I O N  
19 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I move the Commission God the 
20 Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially from the 
21 Final Criteria and Force Structure, and therefore the 
22 Commission adopt the following recommendation of the 
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1 COMMISSIONER KLING: No. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
3 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
5 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: No. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
7 COMMISSIONER STEELE: No. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
9 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
10 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
11 COMMISSIONER COX: No. 
12 MS. CREEDON: Mr. (buman?  
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 4 ayes and 
1s 4 nays. 
16 CHAlRMAN DIXON: And the vote is tied, and the 
17 Secretary of Defense's r~ommendation, having the blessing of 
18 the presumption revads. 
19 MR. C I R ~ L ~ O :  If you turn to D-21, Lieutenant 
20 Colonel Be er will occur the next one. 
21 C H ~ R M A N  DIXON: It s clear, I think, that 
22 Bergstrom, therefore, is closed in accordance wlth the 
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10 CHAIRMAN DXXON: Seconded by Commissioner Cornelia. 
11 Is there an comment or any uestions by any Commissioner? 
12 CO~MISSIONER K L I N ~ :  I have to assume we're voting 
13 on the com lete reverse of what we jyst.voted op. 
14 CHAEWAN DIXON: ~omrmss~oner ~ ~ m g ,  your 
15. astuteness is beyond debate. Is there any further comment by 
16 anybody? 
17 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Mr. Chaiian,  I'm sorry. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Mine is not at this moment, 
20 because I was lookin at the wron motion in front of me and 
21 noticed halfway thmugf. Could wep f ease -t that motion? 
22 I apologize. Could we just read it one more time? 

10 and then if there's a - 
11 CHALRMAN DIXON: All right. Then, let's do the 
12 redirect. Is there a motion on Homestead on - I mean, on 
13 the redirect on the 726th? 
14 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Yes. I've ot one. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner corneta. 
16 M O T I O N  
17 COMMlSSlONER CORNELLA: I move the Cornmimion find 
18 the Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantidy from 
19 the Fiqal Criteria and Force Structure Plan and. therefore the 
20 Comrmss~on ado t the followmg recommendat~on of the 
21 Secreta of ~e$nse: 
22 c%mge the recommendation of the 1993 Commission 
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1 CHAIRMAN DMON: The motion of Comrnisioner%avis? 
2 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Yes, lease. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner gavis, would you 
4 please read your motion again? 
5 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I'd be hap y to, sir. 1 move 
6 the Commission find the Secretary of ~ e g n s e  did not deviate 
7 substantially from the Final Criteria and Force Structure and 
8 therefore the Commission adopt the following recommendation 
9 of the Secretary of Defense: 
10 Close Ber strom A r  Reserve Base. The 924th 
I I Fighter Win &EWES will inactivate. The Wing's F-16 
12 urcnft wdl& redistributed or retire. Headquarters 10th 
13 Air Force AFEWES will relocate to Naval A r  Station Fort 
14 Worth Joint Reserve Base Texas. 

Pa e 4 3  
1 regarding the relocation of the 726th Air Control sq&n 
2 from Homestead Air Force Base to Shaw Air Force Base South 
3 Carolina as follows: Redirect the 726th ACS to Mountain Home 
4 Air Force Base Idaho. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: You've heard the motion by the 
6 Commissioner. Is there a somod to the mobon by 
7 Commissioner Cornella? 
8 COMMISSIONER KLING: Second the motion. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXPN: Commissioner Cornella's motion is 
10 seconded by Comrmss~oner Kling. Are there any further 
I I comments? 
12 No re 
13 ~ H A I ~ ~ ~ . ~ I X O N :  Are there any questions? 
14 No re 

15 ~HAICG ~ D [ O N :  Counsel will c a l ~  the roll. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 

17 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
18 18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
19 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
21 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 

20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
21 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
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1 Commissioner Cornella, don't put me on the spot here. 
2 Commissioner Steele withheld doing a motion to accommodate 
3 Cowssioner Davis, and I feel a little reluctant to 
4 recogme someone for a motlon before her if my friend has r 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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5 wncluded his remarks. 1 6 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I have, but I-think 
7 Commissioner Steele will vield to - 

Page 439 
1 follow a motion on this particular issue should my wlle8gues 
2 wish to do so. 
3 CH-AN DIXON: I didn't know we had a Bergstrom 
4 motion gendmg. Do we? 
5 C MMISSIONER STEELE: Way, like, 45 minutes ago 
6 or -  
7 CHAlRMAN DIXON: Well, I apologize to my friend. 
8 COMMISSIONER STEELE: No, no. That's okay: 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Have you made such a motlon? 
10 COMMISSIONER STEELE: No. I was just to start, and 
1 1  then we moved mto - 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Oh, you're ready to make such a 
13 motion? You're read to make a Ber strom motion? 
14 COMMISSIOXR STEELE: fight. And that was the 
1s plan, but I would be glad to wait, if we want to address this 
16 issue - 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Oh, I remember now. You withheld 
18 it to accommodate Commissioner Davis. All right. I've 
19 caught up again. 
20 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Mr. Chairman, I have a 
21 motion. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, now, before you do that, 

I: COMMISSIONER S T ~ E L E :  A motion on this issue only. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Will vou vield to Commissioner 
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1 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner Davis? 
5 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
9 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
10 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
1 1  COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
12 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
13 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 8 eyes and 
17 0 nays. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: .The Commission unanimously votes 
19 to red~rect m .xcordance wth  the Secretary of Defense's 
20 recommendations. 
2 1 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: At this time it might.be 
22 appropnate to go to sl~des D-15 and D-16, the scenano 

- .  1;: Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: If it's a motion or this 

12 issue. 
I i3 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: It is. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: It is. Very well done. 
15 Commissioner Cornella. 
16 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I'm afraid if we take one 
17 more step away from Bergstrom we'll be deallug Howard Air 
18 Force Base from Panama. So I'm gomg to make a motion. 
19 CHAIRMAN D F O N :  Well, we've wandered around a 
20 little here. Comrmss~oner Cornella. 
21 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: This is a motion on the 
22 redirect. 

- - e- 
1 summa for the Reserve F-16 issue. 
2 c%AIRMAN DIXON: D-16 
3 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: D-15 and 16. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: D-15 and 16. 
5 MR. CIRILLO: And at this time only the DOD 
6 recommendation and Alternative 2 are up f6r discussion. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okav. 
8 COMMISSIONER STEELE: bkay. Is the ball back in m Y 9 court at this moment? Mr. Chairme, are we back on this. 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comrmss~oner Stele. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER STEELE: All right. And I preface 
12 this motion with my making it has no reflection on Homestead. 
13 I feel that commitments were made to the Bergstrom community. 
14 If they get to keep an F-16 unit, that's fine. If the 
15 Department has to turn that into another type of unit, that's 
16 fine. 
17 M O T I O N  
18 COMMISSIONER STEELE: That said,. the move the 
19 Comrmssion find the Secreery. of Defense deviated 
20 substant~ally from Fmal Cntena 1 and therefore the 
21 Commission reject the Secretary's recommendation on Bergstrom 
22 Air Force Base Texas and instead adopt the following 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. 
M O T I O N  

Page 441 Page 444 I ; recommendation: 
K e e ~  Berestrom Air Force Base o m .  includine the 

I I I 
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COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I move the Commission find 
the Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially from 
the Final Criteria and Force Structure Plan and therefore the 
Commission ado t the following recommendation of the 
S e c r e x  of ~ e z - :  

ange the recommendation of the 1993 Commission 
re arding Homestead Air Force Base as follows: Redirect the 
381n Rescue Sguadmn with its associated aircraft to 
relocate to Patnck Air Force Base, Florida. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to the motion by 
Commissioner Cornella? 

COMMISSIONER KLING: I second that. 
CH@WA?l DIXON: And that motion is seconded by 

Comrmss~oner Klmg. Now, are there any more comments or 
questions? 

(No response.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Then counsel will call the roll on 

the motion by Commissioner Cornella to redirect on Homestead 
to Patrick. 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 

3 924th Fighter win and all base activities ahd facilitk. 
4 The Commission fin% thii recommendation is consistent with 
5 the Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: You've heard the Commissioner's 
7 motion. Is there a second to the Commissioner's motion? 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: Second. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: It's moved by Commissioner Stecle 
10 and seconded by Commissioner Cox that the Commission reject 
11 the recommendation of the S e c y  of Defense on Bcrgstrom. 
12 Are there any further comments. 

14 l3 F & ~ E ~ I x o N :  CO-1 will epll the roll. 
15 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele. 
16 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
17 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
18 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: No. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
21 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
22 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: No. 
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1 D-19. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, let's stop there 'ust a 
3 minute before you turn. Now, that has to do. with tie assets 
4 at Patrick that went there because of the hurncane from 
5 Homestead? 
6 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: That's correct. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the Secretary of Air has 
8 recommended the Secretary of Defense recommend to the 
9 Commission that we redirect and change the '93 and k those 
lo assep at Hope+ead. Thus, that asset would .not -7 mean at 
11 Patnck. Ttus it would not go to Hom.estead if we follow the 
12 Secreta of Defense. Is that substantla11 - 
13 L%UTENANT COLONEL BE YE^: That's correct. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. Now what a n  you going to 
15 look at next here now? 
16 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: We're going to look a 
17 the issues relevant to this redirect. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. Good. 
19 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: On the one chafl, D19. 
20 The first Issue is recruitm . DOD states the Central 
21 Flonda area can ad uatef: su port unit recruiting 
22 requirements. The~omesdcommuni ty  argues that it also 
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1 somethin around here. I'm 'ust tryin to find a way to - 
2 CO~MISSIONER C O ~ :  s h o d  we follow-up on the 
3 ~ r m a n ' s  sug estion? Because I really don't know the 
4 lmes  on the refirect. and I would be interested in whether 
5 or not that makes sense to redirect them out of Homestead. 

7 to Patrick, but that's about all I know. 
6 We put them in there in 1993. I understand they want to go 

8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, the assets are at Patrick 
9 because of the hurricane, ri4ht? 
10 MR. CIRTLLO: That s correct. 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And if we don't redirect, I 
12 thought those assets went back to Homestead. 
13 MR. CIRILLO: That's correct. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thus putting more assets at 
15 Homestead. 
16 MR. CIRILLO: That's correct. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: So the-question is shall we 
18 redirect and follow the recommendat~ons of Secretary of 
19 Defense and redirect and keep the assets at Patrick? 
20 MR. CIRILLO: Correct. 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: So why don't we find that out? 
22 MR. CIRILLO: I agree. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, I don't care if we fdnd it 
2 out, but sometlme we're gorng to have to vote on it. 
3 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: We'll put up Dl7 and D 
4 18, and if you wish to we could look at that redirect. 
5 CHAIRMAN D ~ O N :  Oh, that's reat. Let's do that. 
6 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEwR: %us is the first of tua 
7 redirects regarding Homestead. The first concerns the 301st 
8 Rescue Squadron currently at Patrick. The '93 Commission 
9 recommended the 301st return to Homestead once its facilities 
10 are rebwlt. 
11 The unit evacuated from Homestead to Patrick after 
11 the base was destroyed in August '92 by Hurricane Andrew. 
13 The Secretary of Defense's recoqmendation is to relocate the 
14 301st to Patnck Au Force Base, ~ t s  current temporary 
15 location. 
16 Chart D-18 .summarizes the criteria to consider for 
17 this recommendat~on. I should pornt out that the m t  is 
18 comprised of both recuse helicopters and specially configured 
19 air refueling C-130s. The p e r s o ~ e l  eliminated and the 
20 ecoqomc impact .numbers are for the Homestead, not the 
21 Patnck, commmty. I'm prepared to discuss the relevant 
22 issues. If there aren't any questions, please turn to slide 
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1 COMMlSSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman. the helico~ters 
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1 can support recruiting. Staff finds that both areas are 
2 satsfactory. 
3 Regarding costs, the Homestead community argues DOD 
4 has exaggerated the mFDY costs in the COBRA and understated 
5 the military construction costs if the two active du 2 units 6 currently occupyin the 301st facilities at Patrick o not 
7 depart as planned, %e facility earmarked for the 301st. I 
8 should sa . 
9 stag finds then are no cost avoidance sav.ings by 
10 not re-g the m t  to Homestead, but the achve duty 
1 1  +ts at Patnck are not likely to remain there. They are 
12 golng to - they are planned to move. DOD rmhtary 
13 construction estimates are accurate. 
14 Regarding the impact on Homes*, this redirec! 
15 the co-unit argues, will reduce the h Foqe contnAutior 
16 to operatmg d e  h e l d .  The staff finds that with the 
17 482nd Fighter Wing and the Florida Air National Guard Alert 
18 Detachment and other federal a encies that are in the process 
19 of movin back to Homestead, for example, the Customs 
20 Service, %e airfield will re- viable wjthout the 301n. 
21 On the mssion Issue, DOD has assigned a space 
22 shuttle support mission to the 301st Rescue Squadron as  its 
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1 primary peacetime tasking while retainin its combat rescue 
2 mission. This was an issue in '93.a~. welf. 
3 The r c e  shuttle support rmssion is an ideal 
4 mission for e Reserves, but more importantly it allows ACC 
5 to free the active duty rescue unit at Patrick for combat 
6 rescue t a shg .  
7 The Homestead community argues that the space 
8 shuttle support mission accounts for on1 5 percent of the 
9 301n Rescue Squadron's flymg hme a n i  can be adequately 

10 supported at Homestead with a detachment at Patrick. 
11 Staff finds the u t  can sup rt the shuttle 
12 mission better at Patrick, particuEly the helicopters, but 
13 it.can be supported at Homestead. The C-130s can be based at 
14 e~ther Patnck or Homestead. For combat search and rescue 
15 readiness training, Patrick's proximity to tpe Avon Park 
16 Gunne Range 1s an advantage for the helicopters. 
17 ze pom! here is h+ ope of the options the 
18 Comrmss~on mght entertam is to create a detachment 
19 situation for the unit, either place it at Homestead or 
20 Patrick with a detachment at the other for the helicopters. 
21 On the last issue, the '93 Commission commitment to Dade 
22 County, we've pretty much discussed this already. 

2 can operate either lace. 
3 CHAIRMA DIXON: yes, of W U ~ X  
4 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: If that helps you. 
5 MR. CIRILLO: I do want to make one correction for 
6 the record on the airspace just handed me by Mr. Flippen, our 
7 FAA representative. He pointed out that the warning areas, 
8 the supersonic warnin areas, one is controlled by Eglrn, 
9 another by Key West. #hc ran e, the Avon Park range, is the 
10 one controlled bv McDill. l o  I did want to mint that out 
1 1  for the record. ' 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. 
13 LIEUTENANT COLONEL B E ~ ~ R :  If you'll turn now to 
14 slide D-20, this chart will rovide you the scenario summav 
15 for the redirect. That concfudes my presentation for this. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Certainly Beyer. 
17 What's the leasure - any Commissioner have any questions or 

19 
t 18 statements. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: I have a suggestion. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
2 1 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Even though my Bergstrom 
22 motion 1s m order, I would be del~ghted to immediately 

I I 
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back to Homestead, ri ht? 

LIEUTENANT ~OLONEL BEYER: That's co-t. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Now they're not going to move 

to Homestead? 
LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: That is your -- 
COMMISSIONER KLING: The Air Force is recommending 

~ulti-pagem 
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they do not? 
MR. C-@I-LLO: That's the recommendation of the - 1  i - 
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1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Well, I would just tell my 
2 colleagues a little bit of my impassioned speech earlier. 
3 This is.strategkal1 a very important base. It's not a very 
4 expeauve base. d e  money is already co-tted. You can't 
5 get it back ~f you w q t  to. 
6 Secondarily, Atr Combat Command and the commander 
7 himself has told us that he wants to mamtam that as a 
8 weapons training detachment because of its access to the 
9 supersonic ranges and Avon Park, which is a very good range, 

10 in Central Flonda. 
11 Secondarily, with the advent of additional 
12 airplanes such as the F-22, we'll have more and more ne+ for 
13 supersonic a i y c e  because they cruise at su rsomc . 
14 Mr. Chairman, do thank you for finally getting g m e s t e a e  
15 on the docket. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis, it has been my 
17 t ple+mre and honor to be accommodating to you, sir. 
18 Emrmssioner Klm , what can I do for you? 
19 COMMISSIOKER KLING: Mlght as well stay on 
20 Homestead. 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, fine. You go right ahead. 
22 COMMISSIONER KLING: The 301st was going to move 

Secrets of Defense. 
C%MMISSIONER KLING: Yes 
MR. CIRILLO: That they not mbve back. We'll 

address that ri ht after this. 
COUM~SIONER KLING: Yes. I understand. So 

otherwise, part of the use of Homestead is now not going to 
take nlace~ 
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I utilized, the FAA would rempize thst and as part of t%eir 
2 normal rocess of reconfi m g  the airspace -- 
3 C~MMISSIONER EX: Has the FAA indicated that 
4 they'd like to take over that airspace? Have they indicated 
5 an mterest? 
6 MR. CIRILLO: I'm not aware of that. 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank ou. 
8 MR. CIRILLO: I'm.not aware orany such indication 
9 of that. The ai ace is bem used. It's bemg managed. 

10 COMMI%ONER ~0%:  n a n k  
1 1  COMMISSIONER STEELE: May I G2w-uP on the exact 
12 same point? Does BRAC have any authori 
13 De artment to retam use of that a~rspace? FdO"nf!kZo% 
14 wesave any legal authority to do that, if this is an open 
15 question or not, and it's something we're concerned about. I 
16 took a ste here a h thetical ste 
17 LI&E~&OLONEL  EYER: I'd refer that to 
18 counsel. 
19 MS. CREEDON: There is no requirement to get rid of 
20 it. The Air Force has the ability to retam it if they 
21 desire. Closure of the base does not equate to closure of 
22 the range. It is an asset that the Air Force can do with as 

-- 
MR. CIRILLO: That's correct. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: That was going to be the1 

before? 
- - 

MR. CIRILLO: That's correct. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Which does-affect some of  the 

costs of operatma there, I have to assume, ~f vou have less 

Page 429 I: MR. CIRILLO: Yes, sir. That's correct. 
COMMISSIONER COX: I have some auestions on 

3 Homestead, too. If we would move to close 2 move thep 
4 reserve, close the reserve unit at Homestead, does that mean 
5 we would be closin the superso~llc range? 
6 ~ ~ E u - r E N A N F  COLONEL BEYER: That's hard to tell any 
7 time you close a base. I can't predict the outcome of that. 
8 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: If I may answer your question? 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
10 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: You can make other 
11 arran ements for the supersonic range. Normally, he who 
12 schedsules it m a  es it, needs to be very close to it. 
13 C O M ~ I S S I ~ N E R  COX: But we would contmue to 
14 schedule and m a  e it whether or not there was a reserve ? 15 unit at Homestead. 
16 C~MMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes. 
17 MR. CIRILLO: I think McDill manages it right now. 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: McDill manages it? And would 
19 that chan e if we move the unit at Homestead? 
20 MW. CIRILLO: ~t would not. 
21 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: It would be a mattcr.of 
22 how much use the airspace receives, and if it's not bemg 
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they wish. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. Thank you for 
clarifyin that. 

CIfAIRMAN DIXON: M? I ask my colleagues som.ethiing 
on this debate? I don't know itwe've otten to the 
where we're ready to vote yet, but wufh I re-spectfu&zk 
my friend Commissioner Dav~s whether it might not be somewhat 
helpful to first deterrmne whether we're going.to red~rect, 
as requested, with t to the lanes at Patnck? 

COMMISSION% AVIS: he rescue detachment, sk? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I wonder if we ought to resolve 

that first. I'm not trying to force that upon an body, but 
it occurs to me that at least for this rson, an d' I can only 
speak for one commissioner, it woug help me a little bit to 
resolve what I ultimate1 need to. 

COMMISSIONE~ DAVIS: k t ' s  say, for iartance, we 
re'ected the redirect and made the rescue detachment stay at 
domestead, Thqn, you would. find yourself in a position to 
have to do it agam. I don't thmk there 1s anythmg wrong 
with your approach. We'll 'ust have to pursue it, if for 
some reason, the ~omestead closes -- or. d-'t close. 

COMMISSIONER COX: If we did reject the redirect, 
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1 that would make it - we would be, obviously, less interested 
2 in closin Homestead. 
3 C&RMAN DMON: Well now, let's see. If we 
4 reject the redirect on Patrick, in effkt, the '93 order 
5 would be invoked, and that would ultimately -- 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: And that unit would be 
7 Homestead. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: -- ut more at Homestead. I : COMMISSIONER COX: fixactlv. 
10 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Sir, I ddn't know we were 
1 1  oing to talk about that, but only 25 percent of them 
12 %usiness. is up ?t Patrick &r Force Base. The  other 75 
13 percent is t m  down m the southern tip of Flonda. 
14 C H M R M A ~  DIXON: Well, I don't care which way we do 
15 it. I'd just like to find out if we're ready - I don't mind 
16 tallung some more. Does somebody want to ask an more 
17 questions or make a h? I like the speeches. deY ' re  
18 very entertainin , a n z e  been richly rewarded b them. 
19 cOMMISS~NER FTEELC lust so you don't g r  a that 
20 I have a Bergstrom motlon lurkmg out hen, that's d. We 
21 can wntmue as lon as we need to. 
22 CHAIRMAN %EON: Okay. Now, somebody's got to do 

I I 1 
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Pa e 423 % 1 area of the cantonment. If that cantonment was there, t e 
2 runwa s would be closer together. 
3 however, another s t  of that is tp allow 
4 simultaneous departure ,"Barrival operations, the FAA 
5 requires a certain separation of runways. To allow 
6 intercontinental range aircraft to land at Austin ou need 
7 certain length of runways. So it could be argudthat the 
8 city was oin to be ndin the money anyway. 
9 C O ~ ~ S S I O N ? %  ~ 0 % :  Does it require that -- 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER COX: - amount of room between the 
12 two runwa s, Colonel Beyer, on the commercial airport? 
13 L m & m w T  C O L ~ N E L  BEYER: It does not q u i r e  the 
14 amount of room that u bemg used to accommodate the 
15 cantonment area. There is a greater distance to accommodate 
16 the cantonment area. 
17 COMMlSSlONER COX: Thank you. And is it not true 
18 that in 1991 before Carswell was closed and before the first 
19 BRAC indicated that the reserve would stay there if in fact 
20 the met the June 1993 date that Austm was, m fact, 
21 buidmg another ai ort elsewhere and had already started 
22 the money and the $-ing for that, and so the move to 
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1 COMMISSIONER S.TEELE: That's not only appropmte. 
2 it's f i r ,  and it's a reat idea. 
3 CHAIRMAN EMON: YouVre very kind, and now we arc 
4 going to brief on Homestead. 
5 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: I draw your attention to 
6 charts D-12 and D-13 on Homestead. The first issue is the 
7 issue of Reserve F-16 force structure reductions, and the 
8 staff finds that the drawdown in and of itself does not 
9 require a base closure, and the closure of Bergstrom is a 

10 cost, not a drawdown issue. 
11 In regards to the issue of total base closure, as 
12 stated previously, DOD states the recommendation to 
13 deactivate the 924th Fighter Wlng at Bergstrom allows the Air 
14 Force to achieve more savings. 
15 The cornmum at Homestead argues the '93 I 16 Commission directed e return of both 301st Rescue Squadron 
17 and the 482nd Fighter Win to Homestead because of the 
18 military value of the b e ,  & recruiting value of Dade 
19 County v d  the econoquc impact to the community after the 
20 devastation of the hurncane. 
21 Staff h d s  deactivation of the 842nd Fighter Wing 
22 allows a complete closure. The Bergstrom closure, however, 
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1 is more cost-effective. 
2 Next, the issue of commitments. We've discussed 
3 that, I believe, already including the commitment of the Dade 
4 County - 
5 COMMISSIONER KLWG: Excuse me. You know, at the 
6 bottom of D-7, and I'm sure you got that there, it says, 
7 "Airport developmept involves no detrimental reliance o n  Air 
8 Force commitment. 
9 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: What I'm referring to 

10 there is the fact that the city was proceeding a pace with 
11 the development of Bergstrom as its airport whether or not 
12 the reserve was there. 
13 COMMISSIONER KLING: So you're sa ing to me +at 
14 even if we - if we close down Bergstrom, d e  airport is 
1s goin forward, no other effects to it? It's not gomg to 
16 eost fhem an g anymore? Everything is - P 17 LIEU NANT COLONEL BEYER: To be absolutely fair, 
18 the city !s savmg money by omg to Ber strom compared to 
19 developmg an anport somew 5 ere else. hso, the have spent r 20 some money to accommodate the reserve cantonment ocation. 
21 Fpr exam le, a second runway* being constructed. The 
22 distance $om the first runway s sufficient to cover the 
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I a continuous problem for the Air Force, for the U.S. 
2 military, and when we move out of an area there is a danger 
3 that airwa s and other real estate encroachment, if it's on 
4 the rouni will lead to the loss of value traiqing airspace. 
5 So gomestead does have access now to that m 
6 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: The $88 m?:rhat are 
7 allocated by the federal government to Homestead, if we close 
8 Homestead, will we save an of that mone 
9 LnzuTENmT c o L o & L  BEYER: S That. not DoD 
10 money. According to the rules that we're operating under, we 
11 cannot claim that as a BRAC savings. That was a commitment 
12 b the Congress to the commuruty to recover economcally 
13 a$er the humcane. 
14 If Homestead Air Reserve Base closes, that money 
IS will be spent somewhere else at Homestead Municipal Airport, 
16 but it wlll still be spent there. 
17 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: The Air Force Air National 
18 Guard maintains an alert detachment, and that is literal1 - 
19 although Key West has some FA-18s, it's the only, Air $ore  
20 alert detachment between Mr. Castro and Miami; is that 
21 correct? 
22 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: That's correct, sir. 
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1 Bergstrom was, perhaps, not in detrimental reliance but 
2 certady as a cause approximately cause, fro-m the closure 
3 of Carswell and foljowmg an a reement that if they move 
4 forward on that airport by 1998that they would have a 
5 reserve? 
6 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: You mean the closure of 
7 Bergstrom Air Force Base? 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: Right, in 1991, when the 
9 commitment was first made b BRAC that the Reserves would 
lo stay there if in fact the - ifthat by June 1993 they had 
11 passed the referendum to do so. 
12 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: The city did change its 
13 lans because the '91 Commission did close Bergstrom Ax 
14 Force Base. That is correct. 
15 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. 
16 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chaman, could we return 
17 to Homestead one of these days? 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: .Commissioner Davis, I'm delighted 
19 to do it. How about retummg to Homestead. 
20 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: I'm not on Chan D13. 
21 The issue is strategic location. The strategic location of 
22 Homestead has about used by SOUTHCOM and U.S. ACOM for 

I 
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1 several contingency operations in the Caribbean and Latin 
2 America. 
3 The staff finds Homestead has high military value. 
4 It was reco ized by the '93 Commission as the primary reason 
5 to retain &base. Tbe final issue is ran e access. 
6 The base h q  excellent wars to vafuable over- 
7 water su ersomc airspace and the Avon Park An-to-Ground 
8 Gunnery Lge. Air Combat Command deploys its fighter units 
9 eequently to the base to exploit the training value of this 

10 mrspace. 
1 1 The community ar es the unencroached land area and 
12 strategic location of the & cannot be re licated by other 
13 bases m Florida or the Gulf of Mexico. ttaff agrees. Tboss 
14 are the issues. Are there an uestions on Home+ad? 
15 COMMISSIONER DK&s: 1 have a questton. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
17 COMMlSSIONER DAVIS: Supersonic ranges. There are 
18 some people believe that you just go fly out over the water 
19 and go as fast as you want to o with no control whatsoever, P 20 but su ersonic ranges, first o all, are not that - are they 
21 that pfintiful? Do they require control? 
22 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: The loss of airspace i: 

I I 
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CHAIRMAN ~ I X O N :  Well, as a member that was there 11 matters. 
12 during the home porting debates who spoke against home I :: CHAIRMAN DIXON: Let's hope so. 
13 porting, I have to share the view of my distinguished l i i  COMMISSIONER COX: Even though-we-added it to the 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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1 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: And when I was in the Navy, 
2 we went through a process - you won't believe this process 
3 of selling ships to home rts, and wmmum spent enormous B 
5 And I can tell you that today 8alveston, Staten 
4 amounts of money a n ~ m u r c e s  to et avy ships to come. 

6 Island Mobile, Alabama, Lake Charles, Louisiana, who made 
7 sigmecant commitments are still yaiting for their Navy ship 
8 to arnve, and it probably never will because times change. 
9 And I thmk that we've got to keep that in mind as we thmk 

lo about eovemment ~ romses .  
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1 @e we're sta*ipg to et into - we're looking for a m e r  
2 m h s c o  $0 it would be my recommendation that 
3 we brief r&%tcs that are m competition and then do 
4 the appropriate motions thereafter. 
5 CHqIRMAN DIXON: .Okay. I think that's an excellent 
6 idea, and if there are no ob ections, let's do it. 
7 LEU'JENANT COLOkIEL BEYER: 1 direct your attention 
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1 If allybody has any questions On those, we'd be glad to WVer 
2 those with ou. 
3 C H ~ R M A N  DIXON: Are there an questions qf i 4 Mr. Cirillo or any qbservations by any o f t  e Comrmssioners 
5 or even any suggestion about whlch one we vote on first? 
6 Because the Chair doesn't have a do in his bite. I'm just 
7 trying to et throu h this Air ~ o r c e  Beserve F-16 question. 
8 C O ~ M I S S I ~ N E R  COX: I have a sug estion, too. I 
9 have a motion. CHAIRMAN DMON: YOU-fave a motjon? 
10 COMMISSIONER COX: 1 thmk ~t w l l  h e l ~  clanfv 

14 -mllea@e. Next question. 
- 

15 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: m e  final comment I have 
16 on Bergstrom is that if the decision is to close Bergstrom 
17 there are other federal a encies and DOD units, including the 
18 Texas National Guard, &at would move lnto the facilities 
19 vacated b the f i  hter win there. 
20 C O ~ M I S ~ O N E R  ~ A V I S :  Mr. Chairman? 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
22 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: W~th your permission, it looks 

8 to slide D-7 - 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: I'm sorry, Colonel Beyer. 
10 Before we do that, you lust made a statement that the 

14 list, I suggest that we vote to take out of further 
15 consideration ckiwell. That will at least get that one out 
16 of the wa 
17 CHYA~RMAN DIXON: right. 
18 M O T I O N  
19 COMMISSIONER COX: So I move that we remove 
20 Carswell Air Force Reserve from any further consideration. 
2 1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I second that motion. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. Moved by Commissioner Cox 

1 1  National Guard or somebody was interested in taking over the 
12 Bergstrom. Do we have any letters to that effect? 
13 LIEUTENANT COLONEL B E P R :  We haye minutes of 
14 meetings of the local military council, ~f you wl l ,  that 
15 shows of all the people that are prospective tenants for 
16 Bergstrom what their plans are m the event of a closure of 
17 the -- 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: Does the local military council 
19 get to decide where the National Guard oes? 
20 LIEUTENANT COLONEL B E ~ R :  ~t would be 
21 representatives from the Texas National Guard that are there 
22 expressing the plans, and nothing is firm, of course. These 

I 1 a"d seconded by Commissioner Davis that Carswell. which page IS an 419 I 
2 add-on - 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: Right. 
4 CHAlRMAN DIXON: But just to clarify the record - 
5 COMMISSIONER COX: Just to clarify. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: -- I think it's a good idea, be 
7 removed from the list. Is there any further comment? 

No nse.) L H M % ~  DIXoN: Counsel, clll the roll. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
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are note  about future events that are no guarantee. T h s  is 
perspective on1 

COMMI&IONER COX: This is their hope for a reuse 
if Ber strom oes; is that correct? 

~ ~ N A N T  COLONEL BEYER: Correct. That is 
correct. 

COMMISSIONER COX: And nobody in the Governor's 
office or the National Guard has indicated that that's what 
they want to do? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: Correct. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Thank vou. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you dommissioner Cox. 
MR. CIRILLO: Mr. chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DMON: Mr. CirilIo. 
MR. CIR JLLO: Yes. sir. We've covered a lot of the 

issues on the chart there. I'don't know if anybody has an 
questions. We ca. go through these issues on= at a tipe, k t  
it appears to mclude the force structure reductions whch 
you alread covered and the fact which is a total base 
closure a n i  which isn't. 

Obvious1 , Bergstrom and Homest* would be. 
Camel l  wouldnot, and the cost issue, whch is the last. 
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COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ave. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. chairinan, the vote is 8 ayes and 

0 nays. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox, thanks for a 

good idea. We've clanfied that Carswell is not any longer 
on the list, and Carswell remains open, having been placed on 
as an add-on. Commissioner Steele. 

M O T I O N  
COMMISSIONER STEELE: I would .like to make a motion 

regardm Ber strom. I move the .emrmssion find CM-AN~ DMON: Wait just a m u t e ,  you, 
Commissioner Steele? 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Sure. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I'm netting advice of counsel - - 

before I et in trouble. 
C&MISSIONER STEELE: All right. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. Commissioner +le, if you 

would p l ~  indulge the Chair, I thmk Comrmssioner Davis' 
msitlon is m order. He would llke to have a bnefine on 
homestead before we go further. Would you mind doing%at? 
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Page 41 1 
1 yet, but -- Mr. Chairman? 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
3 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I could say that we just had 
4 an Assistant Secretary of the Air Force make a commitment. 
5 The President at the time and the residential candidate made B 6 a commitment on keeping Homestea open, but I would like to 
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1 fighter units. 
2 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Am there any o.ther bases in 
3 the Air Force structure that only support one m t ?  
4 MR. CIRDLLO: None that I can think of. 
5 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I'm 'ust trying to fi urc out 
6 the rationale for this articular - and t understand h 
7 that went down in 1.962, et cetera, but this is 1995 and the 
8 future. I'm 'ust mg to - 
9 MR. dIRILY0: In 1993, the Commission - each of 
10 the communities - 1'11 have to point out each of the 
11 communities feel there is a commitment, the Carswell 
12 community, the joint Reserve base in '93. We've already 
13 taked about this on?, the Homestead, their base, their unit 
14 was - after the hurncane, thelr reserve u ~ u t  was retamed 
15 there b the Commission in 1993. 
16 &ch of the? feel h t  there is a commitqent, but 
17 you9re.right m saymg that at Hom+ead.there 1s only $at 
18 one u t .  They do have another Au National Guard w t  that 
19 pulls alert down there on occasion, but that's in a separate 
20 unrelated area. 
21 But the only unit the? is the reserve unit, and 
22 like 1 mentioned, and the A u  Force wants to not move the 
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1 301$ Rtyue  Unit down there that is currently located at 
2 Patnck A r  Force Base that was supposed to go back to 
3 Homestead as a result of the '93 recommendations. 
4 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: So I guess what ou're 
5 telling me the bottom line is we9.re trying 9 sort out iere 
6 - or we're trymg to sort out whch comrmtment we ought to 
7 honor, all three of them, one of them, two of them. 
8 MR. CIRILLO: I just call your attention to the 
9 Secretary's recomrnendation. The Secreta 's recommendation 

11 and we've had-other comments. 
x 10 was one, and then - the one unit, and at was Bergstrom, 

12 If you w s h  to, we could look at the Homestead 
13 slide, the issues that have come u since then, as far as the 
14 retention of Homestead. They taked about strategic location 
15 there. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON:. Now, Let's Commissioner Robles 
17 pursue h s  course. Comrmssioner Robles. 
18 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I would at least like to see 
19 those i.ssues with respect to Homestead because, you know, if 
20 we're m the buslness - 0.u charter has to look at these 
21 h g s  and sa one of a lund - 
22 COMMrSSIONER DAVIS: We have not briefed Homestead 

review the Homesttia- 
C w R M q N  DIXON: If memory seples me, in .that 

vresidentlal election. both  residential candidates vrormsed 
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r Homestead, too. 
2 CHAIRMAN DNON: Commissioner Cox. 
3 COMMISSIONER CPX: On Bergstrom, it's my 
4 understandmg that if we reject the Secretary's 
5 recommendation, the DOD's recommendation, that they would 
6 rather that the get rid of an F-16 unit by themselves - 
7 literally g ~ t  r i i  of this F-16 unit and convert it to a 
8 tanker u111t or whatever. So they would take care of the 
9 extra F-16 unit; is that correct? 
10 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: By internal conversion 
11 action. 
12 COMMISSIONER COX: B internal conversion. And so 
13 the need to get rid of an - we &n9t have to worry about 
14 gettin rid of an F-16 unit; is that correct? 
15 fIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: The issue is cost. 
16 COMMISSIONER COX: Ri ht. Understandably, you 
17 don't get rid of the infrastructure. f cer tad  a r e .  
18 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I have one &f on 
19 Bergstrom, please. Just for the Bergstrom commumty's sake, 
20 we heard from the Carswell community that Bergstrom's long: 
21 term plans for the rt had a runway or s o m e h g  gomg 
22 right through w h e r e x  reserve unit is currently located, 
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I but then I later heard that that was an early version of &e 
2 plan and that has since changed. 
3 And I wonder if ou could just let us @ow if the 
4 city lam to go nght &ugh the reserve u ~ u t  if II stays 
5 or &hey have decided to work around it. 
6 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: What you're referring to 
7 is an early drawing, I think about 1993, that showed terminal 
8 expansion mto the reserve cantonment area. And once the 
9 city of Austin Mized that that was u n a ~ p t a b l e ,  because 
10 the cantonment is federal p r o p  , and it sunply wasn't an 
11 option, they redrew their prmin expansion plan. r .  

12 
9 

And there 1s no mfmgement upon the cantonment 
13 area. As a matter of fact, the airport is built around the 
14 cantonment area specificall to accommodate the reserve. 
15 COMMISSIONER S ~ E L E :  So from your knowled e, it 
16 was an oversight. It's not a city plan to want any khcfof 
17 reserve unit to move out? 
18 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: That's correct. 
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: In fact, as I understand it, as 
21 you've mentioned, it cost them more to move the termma1 so 
22 they could make sure it was not m the way of the cantonment 

it. That will happen next 6me again, I suspect, dwel l .  
Now, what do ou want to say about this, Commissioner Davis? 

COM~SSIONER DAVIS: Sir, I'd llke to get the 
Homestead brief so we can talk about it -- 

MR. CIRILLO: D-12 and D-13 - 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now wait. Now wait. We're 

still -- Grdon me, but we're still on Bergstrom, 
essential1 , are we not? 

- 
MZ CIRILLO: That's correct 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: 1 wondkr if we ursued that 

assiduously and whether eve bod is satisfikl? 
COMMISSIONER COT: I?I could ask just one more 

question about Bergstrom, and then I'd llke to move on to 
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1 area. 
2 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: Make no mistake about 
3 it, the cit has accommodated the reserve and its cost them 
4 for.it, .m CJ also they were oing to convert Bergstrom into 
5 thelr airport at any rate w % ether the reserves were there or 
6 not. 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: Oh, 1 a ree. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: NOW, let the h a i r  say there has 
9 been some discussion u here. What we're going to do, we're 

10 oing to discuss all of these Air Force Reserve F-16s, and 
1 1  hen we'll either make a selection or we won't make a 
12 selection, but we'll muddle around until we do something. 
13 Now, what are we on next? 
14 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to 
15 make one more comment on Bergstr0.m. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comrmssioner Montoya. 
17 COMMlSSlONER MONTOYA: I don't want to have it 
18 appear that h s  gentleman has a conscious and I don't 
19 regarding proxpses. I do need to make another observation. 
20 Our Congress is dealing these days with promises called 
21 entitlements and the 're havin a heck of a time with that. 
22 C H A I ~ A N  ~ I X O N :  80 kidding. 

-- 
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1 moved. 
2 The BRAC Commission felt very stron ly when several 
3 - when in fact the community assed that inication of 
4 support, including monetary vaRe, before the date that was 
5 nquired in the 1991 recommendation and committed to by the 
6 Air Force, that that was unfair. 
7 What we did, then, is say no to the DOD moving that 
8 reserve base at that time, but we kept with the 1991 
9 recommendation that just committing to an airport and even 

I@ startip building an alrpoe was not enou h e w u s e  we were 
I I w o m d  that Bergstrom rmght never get %eir done. 
12 It .might be 2001, 2002, or it lpight be like the enver 
13 hrport and take-an extra $2 billion and five ears later. 
14 So we put m our recommendat~on that ibe same 
15 commitment - we intended to put the same commitment same 
16 request that it must be done by 1996, and, in fact, Bergstrom 
17 is goin to open a cargo airport in 1996. 
18 l%ey are splittin the operations between a 
19 assmger airport and i%e old airport and the cargo airport 
20 !ecause of that commitment that they would have to have a 
21 viable open airport by 1996. I feel whle there is not a 
22 contractual agreement between the government or the BRAC with 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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MR. CIRILLO: The one issue I would have to comment 

2 on is when the commitment was made there was no promises 
3 iven at that time or it was clarified by the individual that 
4 %rce stpctun is bound to go down. 
5 Smce tpen f o ~  structures have gone down from a 
6 26 fighter wmg equivalent to 20 fi hter wmg uivalents. 
7 FOW structure has gone down. d e  Air ~orce"has in excess. 
8 actually, of two fi hter units, and they would fix one as the 
9 is- that you're familiar wth. They9re.up $ere. 

10 They would get nd of one by deactivatmg this 
11 installation and the other one b conversion actlons at 
12 another installation, convert a h h t e r  unit to another type 
13 of aircraft. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Mr. Cirillo. 
IS COMMISSIONER KLING: I would have to assume the 
16 city also went out and raised money to accomplish and to 
17 build this. 
18 MR. CIRILLO: They had a referendum to support it. 
19 As a matter of fact, the decision to keep the reserve unit 
20 there in 1991 was contingent u n the referendum to be signed 
21 by, I think it was, June of 1$93, and that referendum was 
22 taken care of in June. 
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1 BRAC recommendations at Ber strom because I was very involved 
2 in them, and I think I have a%em idea than almost anyone 
3 on what they are and what the meant, which is not to say 
4 that I believe in any way we siould try to move the reserve 
5 out of Dallas. 
6 Th~s is a Ber strom-only issue or, perhaps, a 
7 Bergstrom versus fiomestead issue, but m any case, in my 
8 mind, it's not a Carswell issue. And that is, m 1991, the 
9 DOD and the BRAC indicated that if, in closing Carswell Air 

10 Force Base, the community were prepared to build an airpat 
11 and become a host to that reserve, that, in fact, that would 
12 be available but that they would have to w e  an indication 
13 that they were pre ared to do that by a certam date m 1993 
14 and that, in fact, $eY would have to make an airport 
15 They would have to have a viable airport by 1996. 
I6 That was m the 1991 recommendat~on. In 1993, several days 
17 before the city passed a referendum indicating their interest 
18 in making an a' rt and committin some monies to do so, the 
19 Department oKefense h d i c a d  that d ite the fact that 
20 they had made the commitment that they w% keep a reserve 
21 there if by a certain date the city made that commitment, the 
22 DOD recommended that the reserve base be disestablished and 
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1 Bergsfrom that they have met every -- so far everythjng that 
2 we m d  that we would kee a reserve there if they d ~ d  it. 
3 They indicated and &ey started building an airport 
4 by 1993, and it appears that they will have it o en by 1996. 
5 So does that mean we can't chan e our m d ?  %o way. Of 
6 course we can change our mind, %ut there was a commitment 
7 there, and I feel, certainly as a member of the '93 
8 Commission, that there was a commitment there, and that 
9 that's what it was. 
10 It wouldn't have made any sense frankly, for us to 
11 +y we'll keep a reserve unit there -ti\ you open an 
12 y r t .  I mcsp, it had to have.been !f you open .n airport 
13 m 996 we wdl come ~ t .  So I just raise that as a little 
14 bit of histo 
15 CHAI&AN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Cox. 
16 Commissioner Klin . 
17 COMMISSIO&R .mING: I'd like to follow-up on that, 
18 because I happen to belleve - I feel the same way that 
19 Co-ssioner Cox does, and I guess I have to understand it a 
20 httle bit better, afld I.heax-d very .well what ou sa~d. 
21 But if we dld gcve a comrmtment m 'd; that we 
22 would maintain this Air Force - the reserve if they proposed 
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1 with the airport, and if the are.proceeding with it, even 
2 thqugh they haven't cornp6ted d, I don't understand 
3 phdoso hlcally how we can turn around now and say, well, 
4 we've cRanged our mind, and we're not going to recognize that 
5 anymore. 
6 Have you checked into that? Have you looked into 
7 this t? What's our comments on that? 
8 YR. C I R I L L ~  yes.  here are commitments, but the 
9 commitments as far as from a le al basis - 

10 COMMISSIONER KLIN8: Not a legal basis. 
1 1  MR. CIRILLO: From a legal basis - 
12 COMMISSIONER KLING: But we did make - otherwise, 
13 everything that is said is correct? 
14 MR. CIRILLO: That is correct. Everytiung that is 
15 said is correct, and the issue @at are up there the 
16 Comrmss~oners are very farmliar with, pretty much lays them 
17 all out on the line as far as where we are on a legal basis 
18 and as far as a moral basis. 
19 COMMISSIONER KLING: I happen to - 
20 MR. CIRILLO: Force structure -- 
21 COMMISSIONER KLING: I happen to agree that I have 
22 a problem with that, then. 
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1 COMMISSIONER KLING: I would only 'ust say m 
2 Mshing that I'd hate to do business the way thai! I say one 
3 h g  and then three years later or two years later I change 
4 my kind. 

- 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
6 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman. I'd like to 
7 shift the spotlight over to Homestead Air For& Base. Let's 
8 just say that the 482nd Fighter Wing was relocated or 
9 qtctjvated from Homestead Air Force Base. What other 
lo mssions. tenants or s u ~ ~ o r t  would be located at Homestead 
11 Air  or& Base or would homestead Air-Force Base provide if 
12 we took that dghter wmg and moved ~t somewhere else or 
13 inactivated it? 
14 MR. CIRILLO: The only thing that's at Homestead 
15 right now is .the unit - I'm sorry,.the fighter unit. There 
16 is a redirect m there to bnng a m t  back lqto there mto 
17 Homestead, that's currently located at Patnck h r  horce 
18 Base. 
19 So if the upit at Homestead Air Force Base.was 
20 either closed or if the base was closed and the m t  was 
21 allowed to be either disestablished by the Air Force or ma 
u to another location, that would also relieve an excess of 

I I I 
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1 an: aying higher costs than they might ay, almqst for sure 
2 WI 8 pay, when they besome tenants on Zose partrcular 
3 facihties. That's sooner rather than later at Bergstrom in 
4 a year or so but ex ted at some pomt at Homestead. I 
5 wonder if ou m i g r w  to that. 
6 LIEYTEN ANT COLONEL BEYER: Both of  these Air 
7 Reserve Bases will become Air Reserve Stations when the 
8 airfield facilities revert over to the l+ co~pmunities, and 
9 both wd1 benefit from the same reductions m costs. The 
10 COBRA is a comparative model, and our determination is that 
11 the co arisons remain valid in the numbers he?. 
12 ~ M M I S S I O N E R  COX: They re- v a ~  as to each 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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13 other? 
14 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: Correct, betweel 
15 Homestead and Ber strom. 
16 COMMISSIO~ER COX: ~i ht, but not necessarily as to 
17 carswell. DO we expect ~prswefl's annual costs to go down 
18 significant1 in the next few ears? 
19 LIEU$ENANT COLONEL BEYER: N O ,  but Carswell is 
20 already a federal installation apd if we.close the - if we 
21 deactivate the 301st F~ghter bmg,  the mstallaaon does not 
22 close. 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: Right. 
2 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: There are no benefits 
3 received by the DOD in that. 
4 MR. CIRILLO: Further, that installation, the 
5 Carswell unit has been there slnce the '91 Commission. So 
6 they've dread been there for - 
7 COMMI&3IONER COX: Believe me, I:m well aware 0.f 
8 that one. We put a few m there ourselves m 1993, I'm just 
9 tryin to get to the fact that at.Ber strom for sure m a 
10 year $e costs of that base station %en will go down because 
11 the airport will open. At Homestead we expect that to 
12 happen although it is not as predictable in timing. Is that 
13 corRCt3 
14 MR. CWLLO: As Lieutenant Colonel Beyer said, on 
15 a balance, that's a correct statement. When the cargo 
16 airport does o over and takes operation at Bergstrom Air 
17 Force Base. here will still be some costs to the borne by 
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1 still be fm increased cost because they'll still be providmg 
2 that assistance. 
3 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: I should also point out 
4 that an agreement with the Base Conversion Agency in Dade 
5 County includes a $1.4 million subsidy by. Dade Coun for the 
6 Homqtead ARB. So that will Eqme nght off the?kse 
7 operatm sup rt costs for the Ax Force. 
8 C~M&SIONER COX: Oka 
9 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: c a n  [io a follow-on on both 
10 of those? What will those costs come down to, the one-time 
11 costs - or the annual savin s? 
12 LIEUTENANT COLO~IEL BEYER: A ballpark would be 
13 about $4 million a ear. 
14 COMMISSI~NER DAVIS: ~ a c h ?  
15 COMMISSIONER COX: Each. 
16 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: Each. 
17 C.0MMlSSIONER DAVIS: And that would include the 
18 $1.4 mll~on subsidatlon by Dade County? 
19 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: The $1.4 million subsidy 
20 would be on to of that. 
2 1 COMMIS~IONER DAVIS: So it would be 5.somahing at 
22 Homestead and 4 million at Bergstrom. Okay. 

. ,, 
J 

18 the Air Force. 
19 COMMISSIONER COX: Sure. 
20 MR. CIRILLO: For example, fire protection and 
21 rescue, and we're not exactly sure what that cost will be, 
22 but it won't go down as immediately as 1996. There will 
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1 F-16 category now under consideration. The Secretary of 
2 Defense's recommendation for closure is Bergstrom. Carswell 
3 and Homestead w c n  added by the Commission for consideration 
4 as additions or substitutions. In addition, Homestead has 
5 two redirects from the '93 Commission. 
6 Please turn to Slide D-5. This chart compares the 
7 bases under consideration. The Secretary of Defense's 
8 recommendation is to close-Bergstrom. Aceording to DOD, 
9 closure of the Bergstrom Ax Reserve Base 1s the most cost- 
10 effective option.. 
11 Carswell 1s a cost-effective installation for the 
12 Reserves. If there are no more uestions, I will - if there 
13 are no questions, I will address e issues relevant to each 
14 base in the Reserve F-16 cate ory. 
ir COMMISSIONER C O ~ :  Colonel Beyer? 
16 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: Yes. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
18 C0.MMISSIONER COX: I wonder if1 might ask about 
19 the one-time costs and annual savm s. As I understand it, 

c f  20 there is an issue on both Bergstrom an Homestead, and so we  
21 should at least talk about it. 
22 Both of them are on bases where at the moment they 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any further questions? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Yw.  Colonel Beyer, just a . . 

quick uestion. 
$HAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: .Did I understand you - I'm 

sure I d ~ d  but ust clanfy - the h r  Force sibon you PP said ?as that key close one of those F-16 ases, not two or 
more? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: That's correct. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And ou didn't give an sort 

of valid judgment from a staff point ofview. Do ou &I& 
that is the correct analysis, that the should only CL 
one? So we're really trying to findYout which one of those 
three to close? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEYER: Staff finds that that is 
a correct assessment that the should only close one. 

COMMISSIONER MO&YA: I have a comment, Mr. 
Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: This issue almost turned 

into a tale of two Texas cities with a famous promse m 
between, and I must commend both cities for being very 
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1 straightforward, very entre reneurial on this issue. 
2 But I want the recor 2 to show that my assessment 
3 is, one, the military value of creating this -- continuing to ' 

4 create this joint base, Reserve base at Carswell, has 
5 tremendous appeal, and two, the promse - when you look at 
6 the langua e very carefully and look at the whole tape, there 
7 is some am%rguity in the promise. 
8 At the &mum it says that the fighter win will 
9 stay there through the end of 1996, at least throu& the end 
10 of 1996, and that's well within the BRAC time period m which 
11 one would close and it could remain that long to meet that 
12 promise if it reaily was needed and then move. 
13 So in the fmal analysis, I think that the country 
14 is best served by creating that joint Reserve base at 
15 Carswell. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank Commissioner Montoya. An 
17 there any further comments? 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Montoya, if I might discuss 
19 that further, I certainly agree with the value of the 
20 Carswell Air Force Base and would not in any way suggest that 
21 we chan e Carswell. 
22 I & like I have to speak as to the '91 and '93 
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COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner KLing? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Na . 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner ~ o & e s ?  
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Nay. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Nay. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. the vote is 5 a 

~ulti-pageTM 
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ves and 
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1 5 nays. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: A reversal of that, of course, 
3 would support the Secretary. Now, does the Commissioner want 
4 -ther motion? Perhaps. we should have another motion. I 
s beheve it's the first time I! has o c c u p d  today. Is there 
6 another motion, Comss ioner  Davis? 
7 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes, sir. 
8 M O T I O N  
9 COMMISSIONER.DAVIS: 1. move the Copmission find the 
lo Secretary of Defense did not dev~ate substant~ally from the 
I 1 Final Criteria and the Force Structure Plan, and therefore 
12 the Comrmssion adopt the followmg recommendation of the 
13 Secretary of Defense: 
14 Realignment Onizuka Air Station. The 750th Space 
15 Group will mactivate, and its functions will relocate to 
16 Falcon Air Force Station Colorado. Some tenants will remain 
17 in existin facilities. All activities and facilities 
18 assoclatefwth the 750th Space Group, mcludmg family 
19 housin and the clinic will close. 
20 &RMAN DIXON: I second that motion. Counsel 
21 will call the roll. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 

3 nays. 17 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the Commission su rts the 18 

regmmendation of the Secretary of Defense that L be I 19 
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1 Commission find the Secre+ry. of Defense deviated 
2 substantially from Fmal Cntena 2, and therefore the 
3 Commission reject the Secretary's recommendation on Lo Air 
4 Force Base and instead adopt the followin recommextion: 
5 Change the recommendation of 199f commission 
6 re arding the cantonment of the lOOlst Space Support S uadron 
7 at%owry Support Center as follows: Inactivate l d l s t  Space 
8 Systems S uadron now designated Detachment 1 Space System 
9 Support &oup and close all related facilities. 
lo Some Detachment 1 personnel and equipment will 
1 1  relocate to Peterson Air Fo? Base Colorado under Space 
12 Systems Support Group whle the remamder of the positions 
13 yill be eliminated. The Commission finds this recommendation 
14 1s consistent for the Force Structure Plan and Fmal 
15 Criteria. And I would ask counsel does that include - 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second the motion, and I'm 
17 advised b counsel the language is in there. Is that right, 
18 Mr. ~ i n l L ?  
19 MR. CIRILLO: Right. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further comments or 
21 questions? 
22 (No response.) 

tealigned. 
MR.. CIRILLO: Mr. Chairman if ou'd turn to page 

C-6, this a another redirect. This is tor l%wry Air Force 

Pa e 393 1 1 Base. Layr Air Force Base was closed during the 1961 
2 Commission but a cantonment area was left. In that 
3 cantonment area was the lOOlst Space S sterns Squadron. This 
4 redirect caIls for the inactivation of &e Space Systems 
5 Squadron. 
6 If you go to C-7 it points out the DOD 
7 recommendation and t6e ecifics of that recommendation. 
8 Included in the recommextion is the fact that some 
9 Detachment l ~ ~ s o n n e l  and equipment will relocate to 
10 Peterson Air orce Base - 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Cirillo, would you for 've 
12 more intempting? This is a redirect. and I've inauired OF 
13 my colleagutk, &d there is no wntrdversy. Is th6re a 
14 motion b m collea es re arding Lowry Air Force Base? 
15 COL~ISSIO~$UER D ~ S :  I have a motion. 
16 MR. CWLLO: 1 do have one issue, aqd that is the 
17 fact that there is an error in the language m this 
18 natticular - . . 

19 C H W A N  DIXON: We're aware of that, Mr. Cirillo. 
20 Comrmss~oner Davis. 
21 M O T I O N  
22 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman, I move the 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Counsel will call the rolf 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornelia? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: The votes are 8 ayes and 0 na s 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: ~ n d  that's a redirect of Lw 

and again let me point out that I see congressmen and 
senators in the room. You're oing to have to have some kind 
of a provision in the law, I %ope in the DOD authorization 
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1 bill @s year, to help with these changes that BRAC has 
2 experienced m the ast and that we'll not have the mechanisn 
3 to do subsequent to xis '95 BRAC, Air Force Reserve F-16s. 
4 MR: CIRILLO: Mr. Chairman, on Tab D actually, 
5 we'll be discussin m the next two areas the h r  korce 
6 Reserve category. f ust one point out on Tab No. D-1, age D- 
7 1, is that the Air FOF did not tier these facilities gut 
8 rather closed them pnmanly based on cost and geographical 
9 considerations. 

10 Lieutenant Colonel Memll Beyer will be discussing 
11 the fleet fighter reserve bases, and he'll be followed by 
12 Mr. DiCamillo, who will be wverin the C-130 bases. 
13 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BEdR:  I will first discuss 
14 capacity. Please refer to Slide D-3. The Base Closure 
15 Executive Group sites several concerns with two closures. 
16 First, the ovemding reason for the Reserve is to recruit 
17 qualified personnel to support the Air Force. 
18 Second, cutting too deep will be impact combat 
19 readiness and peacetime ogrational capabili For these 
20 reasons, the Secretary of efense supported R e  closure of 
21 one Resepe F-16 base. Please p r n  to Slide D-4. 
22 T h ~ s  chart chose the bases m the h r  Force Reserve 
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1 and we don:t have to s nd $80 million to move someone which 
2 9 no savmgs, .whit is not to say that ultimately the goal 
3 isn't to close b s .  

g. 
4 It's ve clear that the goal is to close this, and 
5 there is somc%oueht that if w e  spend $80 million now maybe 
6 ten years from now we can close Onizuka. 1 just uestion 
7 whether that's a wise use at this moment of very h i d ?  BRAC 
8 dollars. 
9 LIEUTENANT COLONEL PROSS: According to the Air 
10 Force, if you moved out the classified mission that's going 
11 to continue for some indefinite period of time - it costs. 
12 $80 million - that.would1ay the groundwork, if you wl l ,  
13 for eventually closmg b z u k a  once the other classified 
14 missions either hase out or fl out. 
15 COMMI&IONER C O ~  Absolutely. 
16 LIEUTENANT COLONEL PROSS: The annual recurring 
17 savings are about $16.1 million per year. The return on 
18 investment is about seven years. W~thout the classified 
19 mission, that ROI would be one or one and a half years. 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: No. I understand. That's what 
21 I'm sayin . We're paying to move the classified mission, 
22 which is k e .  The goal is, lo the long run, to save money, 
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1 one, is that we're losing $80 million of BRAC funds to move a 
2 mission with no savings. 1 3 The savings - and a mimission that is oin to be at 
4 a base that at most can't close until 2 W 3 , 4 d , .  maybe even 

I 5 corn letely close longer than that if the networkmg 
6 avaigbility is not available in 2003 or 2004 when these 
7 other missions copplete what they're doing. 
8 The h g  savmgs here are c o r n  from the 750th, and 
9 actually that one-time cost isn't that kgh.  But as a 
lo racticai matter, the wa you're getting those savings is 
i I L u s e  you9ve got dupHCptive people m both Onizuka and 
12 Falcon, and right now they back each other u and the don't 
13 believe that you need those people to bacebch oder up. 
14 I don't believe ou need to do this whole move and 
15 do it under BRAC, irwhat you csq do iq you just don't need 
16 as man2 r p l e  as you have today 111 Oolzyka. 
17 o m concerned that even any detriment on the 
18 dual node b?ckup - and .as I understaqd it, at least as to 
19 the netwo-g, lf there IS a problem, lt would take some 
20 period of tune to get a n e t w o h g  dual node backup once we 
21 move these people - we can get much of the savings by simply 
22 removing the duplicative people between Onizuka and Falcon, 

No r LHAIXE~IXON: IS there a motion? 

- 
2 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: I have a motion. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
s M O T I O N  
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1 the 1998 to 2000 time frame. 
2 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: It would be out that far? 
3 LIEUTENANT COLONEL PROSS: Yes, sir. 
4 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Thank you. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Are there any other 
6 questions? 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: J y t  a fast one, sir? 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comrmss~oner Klm . 
9 COMMISSIONER KLING: Are pu cornfortab& with the 

that you have that you're l m L g  at, the cost to t Y  savings? 
12 LIEUTENANT COLONEL PROSS: There was a site survey 
13 done after the original COBRA came out, and the annual 
14 recurring savings went from 30.3 million down to 16.1 
15 million. The cost to close went from 124 million to 121 
16 million. So they didn't change very much. Return on 
17 investment sta ed at about seven years. 
18 C H ~ A N  DIXON: Any further questions of 
19 Mr. Pross? 
20 No re nse. 
21 f.!HAI8&N bIXON: Any further statements by any 
22 Commissioner? 

I 

COMMISSIONER.C~X: The Commission find the 
7 Secretary o f  Defense devlated substantially from Fmal 1 8 Criteria 1. 4 and 5 and the Force Structure Plan. and 

I 

9 therefore h e  Commission reject the Secretary's ' 
10 recommendation on Onizuka A u  Station Califomla and instead 
1 1 adopt the folloyin recommendation: 
12 Retam Om&a Air Station, includin all base 
13 activities and facilities. The Commission &ds this 
14 recommendation is consistent with the Force Structure Plan 
15 and Final Criteria. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commission, Cox. Is 
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17 there a second to the motion? 
18 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Second. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox moves and 
20 Commissioner Montoya seconds that motion to reject the 
21 recommendation of the Secretary of Defense. Are there any 
22 further comments? 

-- 
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1 we.hope out of movin @at classified mission, because you 
2 ult~mate/~ could c l o e  Lzuka. 
3 But I just questlon when ou've got an Air Force 
4 saying you can't make us spenorthese one-time dollars. 
5 becaw we have a real short-term crisis here, why we're 
6 allowmg the BRAC to be used m a number of these cases to 
7 make decisions, frankly, that they could make themselves and 
8 that shouldn't be using BRAC funds. So I have a concern 
9 about this. 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: +right. Are there any further 
11 statements by any other Cornmissloner or any questions by any 
12 other Cornmissloner? Is there a motion? 
13 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: 1 want to ask a uestion, 
14 Mr. Chairman. CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner dontoy.. 
15 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: A very simple uestion. 
16 Somewhe~e in your d i s e t i o n  this fact is buned.1 think. 
17 It's very s~mply, when - m the chronology of closln when 
18 would the Air Force s nd most of their onetime costs? k i s  
19 goes to what Mrs. 8 x  has been saying, and I share her 
20 concern given what we handed the Air Force this morning. 
21 When do ou expect most of that money to be 
22 LIE6TENANT COLONEL PROSS: I t h i i ~ ~ o u l d  be in 
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1 
2 &?EWG~IXON: counsel will call the r o ~ .  
3 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
4 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
6 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: No. 
7 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
8 COMMISSIONER KLING: No. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
10 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
1 1  MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
12 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Na . 
13 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner {teele? 
14 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
15 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
16 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: No. 
17 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: YOU asked Mr. Davis. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Oh, I'm sorry. I'm sorry. Mr. 
20 Chairman? 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: No. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 3 ayes and 
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it without it? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL PROSS: That's correct. 
Although the personnel will relocate to Falcon, the equi ment 
wiIl be left at Onizuka in what's called a warm bacLp 
capability that could be quickly manned in case of an 
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1 Detachment 2 has two com nents only one of whch 
2 belongs in the cost calculation.. g e  sateilite control 
3 flight operations and en ineem component consists of 17 
4 personnel that would rekoute to%alcon under the ro sed 
5 reali a t  and consolidate with Detachment 5, w%cgs 
6 &there. 
7 h RDT&E component qonsists of 331 personnsl and 
8 is being relocated to Qrtland h r  Force Base to consolidate 
9 the Space and Missile Center's RDT&E functions, which is a 

10 force structure move. 
11 This consolidation is not BRAC related, nor does it have any 
12 affect on the Onizuka realignment. Nonetheless, this 
13 co~ls0lidation.i~ on hold pending BRAC action. 
14 In the sm le node o ration stud the classified R" 15 tenets account k r  520 mi ion of the 664 million cost to 
16 close. Under the proposed realignment, only one classified 
17 mission would be required to locate. 
18 The other class1fi.d missions will remain at 
19 Onizuka until they. ex ire. The cost for real1 $mg the One 20 classified missiqn is 89.2 million and was inc uded in the 
21 total 121 -3 mllion realignment cost. 
22 The current return on investment is seven years 
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without relocation, and the classified mission, that's about 
a year to a year and a half. The Air Force lan is to 
eventually close Onizuka once all the class#ed tenants' 
missions phase out or move out b the Year 2q04 or later. 

Let me ust summa- quichy that the smgle node 
aperation study is not connected to on oing multi-year 
u grade efforts for the Air Force ?telf;te control network. 
&ese are not the result of the h z u k a  realignment and are 
required with or without the realignment. 

Mr. Chairman and Commissioners, the final two 
issues deal with excess capacity. As I mentioned, the Air 
Force has one more installation than it needs. The community 
argues that both Falcon and Onizuka are r uired, and staff 
analysis shows that the classified tenants 3 1  not phase out 
or move their missions until after the BRAC '95 time frame. 
Thus, DOD's recommendation is for a realignment and not a 
closure. 

Finally, if Onizuka closes its family housing and 
other support functions, the whole conce t of a federal. 
airfield wd! be severely +maged. The R r  ~ o r c e ,  bas?cally, 
wants to elinmate its enlisted personnel so it can provide 
less base operating support. 

eniergenc 
CO~MISSIONER COX: Ri ht 
LIEUTENANT COLPNEL P R ~ S S  The upgnde prob?bly 

will not come on lme until 2001 or 2002. l k s  is a massive 
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1 How much of the savin s of this proposal come i o m  Fi 2 moving the classified mission. 
3 LIEUTENANT COLONEL PROSS: The classified mission 
4 does not generate any manpower savmgs. However, of the 
5 a proximately $8.9 million in current o ~ t u r  cost at 
6 &zuka for military housing medical c L c ,  Emily support 
7 services and what not, only about 654,000, or 7.4 percent, 
8 can be attributed to the classified mission. 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: So most of the savings - 

10 virtually all of the savings and not much ofthe cost, as 
1 1  ou mentioned, come from gettmg nd of duphcation between 
12 6alcon and Onlzuka? 
13 LIEUTENANT COLONEL PROSS: Yes. The savings come 
14 from the consolidation of the 750th with its counterpart at 
15 Falcon, and a smaller savings come from elimination of some 
16 base o rating sup rt, but primarily it's from the 
17 conso&tion, not room the classified mission. 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: As I understand it, the DOD, and 
19 maybe this is just semantics, is not saying that they don't 
20 need a dual node capacity anymoF but th?t they will leave 
21 the bass for that dual node capacity at Olllzuka until they 
22 are able to develop whatever architecture allows them to do 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

upgrade in the Air Force base cant-rol network. 
COMMISSIONER COX: kght. The network upgrade 

won't be on until 2001 2002. 
LIEUTENANT ~OLONEL PROSS: That's correct. 
COMMISSIONER COX: That doesn't necessarily mean 

that the abllity to do a dual node backup w11 be completed 
then? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL PROSS: The backup and 
redundancy could be provided now through these other major - 
as I mentioned, the processin centers, the remote trackm 
stations, mobile units, they, %sically, can kee the balf 
is in the air, if you wll, until the network can 
reconstructed. 

L- 
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1 Staff analysis shows that the Air Force wants to 
2 convert o rations to civilian control and eliminate 

nnef", it can close all housing and related su port : K t i e s  at the Onizuka annex located at Moffett k e ~  
5 Airfield. 
6 CHAIRMAN DMON: Are there any questions of 
7 Mr. Pross? 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: Yes, Mr. Chairman. How many 

le are with the 750th? There are several missions here, 
lo l?! ut ow many people are with the 750th today, not the rest o 
11 the classified mssions? 
12 LIEUTENANT COLONEL PROSS: The 750th includes 31 
13 officers, 52 enlisted, 47 civilian and 127 contractor. 
14 COMMISSIONER COX: So, I'm sorry, without the 
15 contractor about 100? 
16 LIE~TTENANT COLONEL PROSS: A ~ O U ~  120. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: About 120 for the 750th. And 
18 most of the savings, as you mentioned, the one, the three -- 
19 excuse me. There are several missions, classified missions 
20 here some of whlch w11 fully themselves out eventually, 
21 another of which will be moved under this proposal, and 
22 that's the 80 million. 

- -- 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: Right. The command and control 
2 backup is available through the other, but the network is 
3 not? 
4 LIEUTENANT COWNEL PROSS: That's right. Network 
5 backup would not be avarlable -- 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: And that's the reason why they - - 
7 want to kee that abilit to do it? 
8 LEU~ENANT ~OLONEL PROSS: That's right 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: I guess Dart of mv concern 6 t h  

10 this, and-we went throu h this &fo&on another issue we 
11 have limted BRAC fun% that can be avalable. and ad of the 
12 services are anxious to make sure that there is enough money 
13 to close these bases. 
14 The one-time costs are very hi h, as we mentioned 
15 before. The Air Force based their w%ole strate y on 
16 downsizing the ALCs on the inability to cover fbe one-time 
17 costs. We just voted through a series of motions to spend 
18 one-time costs of a little over $54 million for a net loss of 
19 SaVmgS. 
20 So we're using BRAC funds, in m view to do some 
21 things that real1 weren't intended by BLC. b a t  we're d 2 seeing here, an at least there are some savings out of this 

I I I 
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11 
12 I:: 

MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the votes are 

and two na s. 
C H ~ A N  DIXON: Six aves. two navs. and the ~- 

Department of Defense's recommenda6on on pees; is. sustained 
by the adopted motlon. Now, may I m ulre of counsel and 
staff, Columbus. Laughlin and Vance are a 1 add-ons, are they 
not? 

- 
MR. CIRILLO: That's correct, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, I'm going to in uire if 

there's any commissioner who has any object~on to %e cha~r 
declaring that there's not sufficient support on the 
commiss~on to act further on these three. Is there any 
question by an bod ? Then under the authority vested in me 
as chairman, d' L bases being add om, and the 
necessary su port not being present to consider them present, 
the chair dec%ns Columbus Air Force Base, Mississip i; 
Lau hlin Au Force Base, T e x q  and Vance h r  ~orcesase ,  
ouLoma, =,in 0 n. satell~te control 

MR. c I R I L L ~  yes, sir. Mr. C h a k ,  if we turn 
to Tab C, we'll cover the satellite control category. Chart 
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1 C1 and the map at C2 represent the two bases in that ' 2 category. Mr. Mark Prpss discuss the Secretary's 
3 recommendat~on to r d g n  Olllzuka h r  Stat~on, as well as a 
4 related redirect for Lowry Air Force Base, in elorado. 
5 MR. PROSS: Mr. Chalrman and comss~oners ,  DOD 
6 recommend+ reaggning Onkuka Air Station: The 750th space 
7 roup will mact~vate, and ~ t s  functions wdl relocate to 
8 Falcon Air Force Base, Colorado. Detachment two of the space 
9 and missile s stems center of the Air Force material command 
lo will also refocate to Falcon. 
11 Spme tenants *.remain ip existip facilities. 
12 AU actlvrtles and faclhtles assoc~ated wtf the 750th space 
13 roup, including family housin the clinic, commissary, and 
14 Ease exchange, will close. DOB justified realigning 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON; Pardon me, Mr. Pross. Ladies and 
16 entlemen, there's be g to be a little stirring in.the 
17 &ek of the hall. . An= np"ing along rett qulckly 
18 here. I'd annrec~ate ~t ~f the v~s~tat~ons couPd d e  dace 
19 outside. ML Pross. 
20 MR. PROSS: you, sir. DOD justified 
21 realignipg Onipka s l u e  the h r  Force has one more satellite 
u control lnstallat~on that ~t currently needs to support 

- 
evaluation. 

The 750th is rmns ib le  for the o~erations. 
maintenance, and logiktical su port of the Air Force 
satellite control network. It a h  supports NASA's space 
shuttle, NATO, and allied nations' satellites. It schedules 
allocates and configures Air Force satellite control nepork 
common user resources, and resolves resource allocat~on. 
conflicts. Final1 the 750th prov~des a host base operatmg 
support at O n i J a  

Next slide, The overriding issue 
concerning this reali ent are the nat~onal security 
implications of satelecontrol redundancy single node 
versus dual node. DOD's sition is that that backup 
capability .pd redundancy & entrolljng individual 
satellites wlll not be lost w~th &IS rdgnment. Although - 
the united states still has a uiremenT for satellite 
control redundancv. two ful8unct1onal satelhte control 
nodes- i.e., at and a? Falcon are no longer required. 

h e  community argues Onizyka's mission pbject~ves 
require a robust, flex~ble, ns~ble and endunng 
satellite control capability.%kup resources are required 
to eliminate single failure points and provide continuous 

- -~ -  - - 

1 upintempted control capability in the event of war, natural 
2 dlsaster or sabotage. 
3 The community qgues an Air Force policy directive 
4 also requires ~ g r a  hlcally sepaet* backup satell~te 
5 control capab!lty. {taff analys~s mdlcates backup 
6 capability and redundancy for satellites will not be lost 
7 w~th this realignment: 
8 Backup capabll~ for individual satellites could 
9 be provlded to paylo 9 command and control, geographically 
lo separate mission p r v i n g  facilities, the nine remote 
11 satellite t r a c b g  stat~ons around the world or moblle 
12 assets. 
13 Mr. C h a i n -  and Comm+sioners, .the proposed BRAC 
14 1995 action to real?gnmeqt O n t e a  w1l not m any way 
15 mcrease nsk assoc~ated w~th  satehte control or reduce 
16 redundancy. 
17 The next ma'or issue on the slide is a single node 
18 operation sp.xiy. L * s  an issue that emerged r-tly 
19 +use of ~ t s  existence and the cost estlmates contamed in 
20 th~s  stud . And at thls time will staff please pass out 
21 copies ofthat study? 
22 Thls study was conducted in 1993 and 1994 by the 
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1 rojected future Air Force satellite control uirements. 
2 b z u k a  ranked lower than Falcon m the sa%ite control 
3 catego% when all eight criteria are a plied. As you can 
4 see on t s shde, the Air Force rank3 Onizuka in tier 
5 three. 
6 Finally, Falcon has superior protection a ainst J 7 current and future electronic ~croachq~ent;  r uced risk 
8 associated wlth secunty and msslon dlsruptm P 9 contingencies, such as emergencies and natura disasters; and 
10 significantly higher closure costs. Mr. C h a i w  and 
1 1  commissioners, it may be helpful to describe bnefly 
12 Onizuka's mission. 
13 k z u k a  IS a space satellite control installation 
14 in Sunn ale, California, that provides techcal support for 
15 national?&ce operations. Omzuka conducts telemetry 
16 monitoring and tracking, and provides controllin commands to 
17 operational defense assets, space vehicles an5 satelbtes, 
18 orbiting the earth. Major units include the 750th space 
19 group, which opeptes and maintains a worldwide network of 
20 nine remote satell~te t r acbg  stat~ons that support over 90 
21 DOD satellites, and detachment two, which is the desi ated 
22 DOD facility for space research, development, test an f' 
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1 Air Force Material Command, the Air Force S ace Command and 
2 the classified tenants at Omzuka to assess %e ~mpact of 
3 closing Onizuka and to estimate the cost and operational risk 
4 of closure. 
5 The comunit  argues the relevant issue for the 
6 Commission's consi i erat~on is the cost est~mates. The 
7 community concluded that the Air Force has planned to close 
8 Oni* ever since 1994. They also conclude that all costs 
9 assoc~ated w~th movmg Detachment 2 and the class~fied 
lo tenants belong in the cost calculations of DOD's 
1 1 recommendat~on. 
12 Finally they ar e that the one-time cost to close 
13 Onizuka are $699 and? return on investment of 27.1 years. 
14 Staff analysis shows a single node operation study was not 
15 art of the BRAC 1995 analysis because, one, it was conducted 
16 &fore the BRAC 1995 process, and two, its assumptions were 
17 fundamentally different from DOD's recomrnen.datipn. 
18 The study was based on the complete repl~cat~on of 
19 all Onizuka facilities and brand new facilities while the 
20 BRAC 1995 re+gnmeqt targeted only the consolidation of 
21 redundant actlvltles ut~llvng excess capacity where 
22 available. 
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1 work that is distributed throughout five depots currently and 
2 taking the same number of hours, and p&tmg them on a 
3 commodity-b -cornmodit basis within duee depots. 
4 c ~ M M ~ S I O N E R  SAELE: So +gh $e wo-d 
S would plck up on any of these categonq ~t says l t  would 
6 ust plug alon at the exact same rate evm though tt would 4 7 i e  co-located. 
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1 MS. REESE: That's c o m t .  
2 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I wmt to make sure we 
3 remember that, because I'll talk about U n t  later on. 
4 COMMISSIONER STEELE: And I will robably add to 
5 that, that reasonable people could di- &at on? shift 
6 should be the maximum that you look J fbr capaclty on this 
7 Issue. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commkioner Cox. 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: When we u y  85 percent - and 
10 pul be, .Mr. Owsley, you're the right pason to answer this - 
11 m & a x l m  busmess,. d we can get to 85 t load 
12 factor, we would cons~dez that - ou s v e n  try to 
13 get past. I mean, that would be f& q a c i  
14 IS 85per~ent- -~oureal l~  - a & m t a t  100 
15 rccnt? Don't you have down time? Do pu have to allow for 
16 K5s taking longer *an pie thought i h y  might take? You 
17 have to allow for f'ixmg equlpmenL 
18 I luag what I'm asking is, whea ro say 85 percent 
19 capacity, is that - in business, a lot of times that would 
20 be the mos! you wodd ever reall et. I -, that would 
21 be, for all mtents and p 108 -t. 
22 MR. OWSLEY: s d p e r a t e  r ss pe-t, the 
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1 board of directors will leave ou alone? 
2 COMMISSIONER cog: Yes. TWS for sure. 
3 MR. OWSLEY: The thing that I would like to point 
4 out, that's pointed out by General Curtis, is that these 
5 figures do not contain the ability to do airplanes. Outside. 
6 aJr spaces and certaia logistics cenp1-3. rrrch as San &tonto 
7 Warner Robms, do quite a bit of a u p h  work outside. 
8 Because of the - 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: Outsi& meaning on the 
10 aprons or 
11 M R . X & Y :  On nmp. wmva ami that. h u e  
12 of the very nature of that, the services tIid not try to 
13 capture that when they re rted depot ity, so you bave 
14 to remember P ~ I  the tune kP.t ttiis e x c l S E i y l a y s h ~ t Y  
15 on +mps and .that, but it does include dl tpe - 
16 platm m h m e  sho - that su rt the u lane. 
17 ~!OMMISSIO&R STEEE l%. Rear, does or 
18 doesn't - 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: C Q ~  Stqle. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: - does a doesn't it include 
21 efficiencies of co-locating work? 
n MS. REESE: No. Thls IS simply trlring the core 

8 MS:-REESE: That's correct. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thmk you. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Yes. kt let me make sure I 

1 cranes that break. 
Pagt 88' 

2 And my central question on this is, clYw look* 
3 the critical path? The question is, you c+ dl 
4 stuff and dense ack lt m s o m e h g ,  but IS clbaac a c d  
s - .+xsyourdYsisforthu l ~ ~ r c a a t ~ ( m t * a  
6 cnhcal th? 
r ~ ~ ~ c e ~ ~ g s . Y ~ ~ ~ y ~ ~ t b C  
8 ramp spce in the world, and you may h a v c d  dre h m # ~  
9 space m the world but, ~f you do a cntical d y m &  
lo everything has to go through this back shop *an, d I 
11 assume that none of that co@d be done, we're ailking 
12 about a very eom lex analysis. 
13 MR. O W S ~ :  Commissioner, ex--. *Air 
14 Force did not have time to do that, nor did q of tbe d k  
IS services, nor did we. 
16 The only one we did look at is we bid see aW 
17 would ha pen with the C-5, because it di& ik-soam uqw, 
18 relate to %e B-52 transfer that the ALCs sed8 
19 number of years back, and .that was the on@ BdtthPt 
20 is not a cnt~cal path andyas. That would zh 
21 deal of time. 
22 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: SO this ib r ~ l y  a- 

1 macro-analysis? 
hF 89 

2 MR. OW~LEY: Yes. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: ~n $ere any furitsrr qucrtiolEof 
4 Mr. Owsle or Ms. Reese on this graph? 
s CoMKlISSIoNER COX: I'm sorry. Ta p e t im t  
6 question - 
7 CHAIRMAN DMON: Commissior~er C k .  
8 COMMISSIONER COX 
9 critical path, did we, though, 1 

10 w e n  we say you could move - 
11 = h e r  or ~ o b m  or d you c 
12 it wasn't in overall man h o w  it 
13 it was a settin out as the  DO^ would havedoc - a- in 
14 their own COBRA? 
15 MR. OWSLEY: Most of this is froanIXlD. -of 
16 all, the gave it to us in the@ COBL4;. 
17 &ndly, m t  of them COBRAS w c r l . l d  an. 
18 study called the AFMC-21 Study which was a- a 
19 penod of time, which did, in fact, take 
20 commodity en e stud , C-5 study for m o v m g t t t C  ZrmpSh --?* 
21 Antonio to &er. $ was done by Air F-W r ht' 
22 business, and we used their scheduling and to 

11 understand that. 
12 CHAIRMAN DMON: Co- Robles. 
13 COMMISSIONER ROBLES; I u n . a  efficienoicr, 
14 but you dldn't factor meffjclencies, e ~ t b a .  
15 MS. REESE: No, su, because - 
16 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Because sometimes, w h a ~  
17 ou're mixyg ples .ad  oranges and perches and pears, you 
18 L some loeL1mcies them. 
19 And the second thing, 85 ypent c q r i t y ,  I think, 
20 last time I checked, is optunal. ou never want to s q u e a ~  
21 anything down to much m o ~ t h a n  85 p e w  capacity, because 
22 you take lnto account nothung for work smppages,.overhead 

1 
-90 

So tl+s isn't like the Air Force has not at 
2 consol~datln depots before. The have dole i nuny .iiats 
3 and the -8-21 Stud w sa up g r  bow u+M -. -bok i 
4 f u t u r r , a n d w e v s o d $ t a p e r t d d , a s ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~  
5 report it in their COBRAS, that this data is frolmttk AFMca 
6 Study. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: You may Ms. -. 
8 MS. REESE: Thank ou. This c= 

-of 9 the cost advantage of cooso&ating sat e 
10 have averaged the labor hour rate of two AuBmct 
1 1 that do e n w e  work and we show here that t& -on :: gfrr work reduces h o ~ l y  o v e r h d  -+ I d@m 

3 d o n  annual savmgs. The sav 
14 but it's not addressed or m y z e d  by th-e -' 
15 COMMISSIONER STEE E Ms. R-. rrn mmy, .quick 
16 question. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: C o m m i s s i ~ ~ .  
18 COMMISSIONER STEELE: W d k c  am a lot 01 
19 questions on Kelly, and I want to make sum~lIMwc tbt6dl 
20 picture here. 

Kelly I belive, is the designated caas of 
22 excellence for engmes or whatever? W s F &  tam 1 enght 

1 I 1 
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I It doesn't make a great deal of diffeqnce, but we 
2 tried not to show one and tqe oather. We tr14 to meld them 
3 together to show that there IS sigmficant savln 
4 consolidation without eficiencies being c o n s i g a .  
5 And again this stud was done, and the AFMC-21 
6 study, that said keuY mu& do all of the engines in the Air 
7 Force or that Tinker could do all of the engtnes in the Air 
8 Force. 
9 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Let me just ask one mon 
lo level of detail, please. The d i t o r  of financial 
11 management fqm Kelly Air Force Base rovidcd w a jet engine 
12 test cell a bdrty memorandum, d h e  says: 
13 d b o t h  T i i e r  and Kelly have four large 
14 universal test cells the equipment for each center was built 
15 b different manuf'achuers. Neither lace can test all Air 
16 F?&.engines. I+iwev~r, with mafi&ations, additional 
17 facd~hes and wpment, and substarnal taxpa er 
a investment, c 3 e r  depot could accommodate t& uimment 
19 I h o w  we're wi lpi~ the nm. ~ ~ i t y ,  w e  have 
20 different types of maches we're tallun about here. I'd 
21 ~ r c  you to atid- both the mst to mdQ, test cells me 
22 place or another, if you could please, and what percentage of 

~ u l t i - P a g e ~ ~  
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1 Let make sure I heard you correct1 . You .told me 

3 there's about 15 
B 2 that core work, when you closed two .an consohdated three, 
left for core work. 

r But in the w o r l x g f  f"myou right, Kelly has 
s 7 &on hours worth of capacity. 
6 MS. REESE: That's n ht. 
7 COMMISSIONER RO~LES: Tinker has 5. 

Page 9 1 
1 to be using here? 
2 MS. REESE: Technical repair center. 
3 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Technics! repair center etr 
4 engines. So you would assume the expertise 1s there. We're 
5 usmg averages here, and averages make me nervous, because 
6 I'm voting on specifics. 
7 If en ' eg came to Kelly, versus if engines went to 
8 another & a there a dramahc change m the savmgs or 
9 not? 
10 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I think there's a change in 
11 savinp of a+ut.$3 mileon, based on the labor hour cost. 
12 Kelly s rate is shghtly h~gher, and so them s somewhat of 

:: a cb8&vlMISSIONER S'EELE: Okay. But the savings .~c 
15 just for consolidation. that is the main driver here? 
16 MR. OWSLE~(: We should point out that we did 
17 receive, from each of the communities, on engines - because 
18 it's one of the two instan~ea where you can compare something 
19 very sllpllar, apd all thls busmess that we're into here is 

e busmess even thou es are dlffereat at g ~ g ~  - the bpth hmis&% z%Ithek fi- a d  
22 what we tned to i o  1s meld them together. 

8 MS. REESE: That's ri t. 
9 COMMISSIONER ROBL @ : There's about 2-lL? that's 
10 done in total workload, and that is a projected workload for 
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I that and, really, if one looks at the total cost of engine 
2 work and that, the adapters q e  not the lqge thing, 
3 There would also be, rf you d l  m your visits 
4 +e isl engines diffemtly at the two laces. B ~ S I C ~ I Y ,  
5 d e r  hangs them on an overhead stan$ San Antonio has 
6 ward stands. So there would either have to be an 
7 Eptation mad? to the overheads qr you would have to 
8 transport the Tdcer stands for thew eagnes - I mean Kelly 
9 - if you .moved them to Tinker. 
10 Ths.was all taken lnto considefation in the Air 
11 Force studtes. It was m utted m thelr COBRAS. As m t l ]  
12 as esterday I talked to dlr Force hdq-m about this. 
13 anJthey ssrd tbe numbers which they hati g v m  us in  he^ 
14 COBRA for MILCON are correct f?r a moyemmt offhi. nature. 
1s And we used - ~f you recall earher teshmony - we used the 
16 Air Force MILCON in thue assumptions. We dldn't try to go 
17 up or down on it. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
19 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Ms. Rtcse, I apologize for 
20 the never-mding briefing, but, as you can see, some of the 
21 tbiugs~~e're.drawing out here are going to be central to OW 
22 later d~scuss~on. 

- - 
11 fomvcl? 
12 MS. REESE: No. It's a workload for FY '99. 
13 COMMISSlONER ROBLES: And how much eaaine wortload, 

if any is beim done at T i e r  right now? - 
ks. ~ S E :  There9s about 2-112. miIIion hours - 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: So d vou took the 2-112 

t@'s bc-&gdOi=-i-~<F -andthei-lo &it's being done at 
Tinker. vou max out ~ d e r ' s  caoab~11hr. So vou're at 100 -- 
m i  iif canacitv rm heine w&, is #at &t? 

x commander indicated that he 

waiSwais wwaiswaismilitary amstructioxi refluired and no si 
c a p ~ t .  m v e - t  eosg itomrrd. ~hsrc w o E k Y & s t  to 
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workload is that at Kell ALC? 

MS. REESE: & tap of workload? 
COMMISSIONER SWLE: YM 
MS. REESE: Okay. Each of the ~ L C S  do about 2-112 

million hours of engine work. I think that Kell has about 7 
million hours qf ca r i tyand T i e r  has about 3 million 
h m  of apn Zr engme work. S? the statement ~s 
b i n  md~in&rncmq~~u've jmtt , thes ta tement  
was $t both would fit ather law? 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: co-t. 
MS. REESE: That is a correct statement. The 

camcity numbers that were mwided to us assumed that there 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

21 has the capacity to do 5.1 million hours - 
22 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: So he has .1 million hours 

&ify, tb& ma be Jim Owsley*oould speak to, m tcrma of the 
engine test ced.  

MR. OWSLEY: You know, this was somdhing we talked 
to both wmrnanders and, if you remember, when you were at 
both placa they did say there was a study that h a d . k  
conducted for movin to either dimti- oq the q g g  of 
There would be & and cell mod~ficahons m 
the equipment, but them would be no major MILCON inv~hrod in. 
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worth of excess capacity or is there something I'm misslag 
here? 

MR. OWSLEY: May I co-t that, please? At 
Tinker presentationOI1, it was 5.7 -on hours that Tmker 1s 
able to do, not 5 rmllion hours. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: e y .  What do you say it is, 
then? If you combme the two en e w o r k l e ,  how much 
ex- capacity to do engine W O ~  be left m the Umted 
States Air Force? 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: On a single shift. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: On a single shift. And we're 

not goin to et into this other shift till later. MA. O%SLEY: 1t.s about 10 m t ,  commissioners. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLF: 10 t. So ou nowtake 

15 -t o v d  ex- a p n t y  a n G n a u  &ve 10 
percent op engine work Apd yea, there are various 

utat~ov and combmhons of that number, but I'm just 
g to stick to a constant t h e  here. K MR. OWSMY: Comrmmrmmoner, I would like-to point 

out to you that th~smonly t a .  about th0U.S. h r  
F-. ~f you followed the &as-a T-'s 
t ecomdat ion ,  there would have been work going to 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

I I I 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: You may procead now, Ms. Recse. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: I'm sorry. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
4 COMMISSIONER COX: On that workload, bpically 5 
5 million - between the tyo current workloads, Tlnker and 
6 Kell that's about 5 rmlhon man hours. Is that all core 
7 w o r & d  toda or are we doing some non-core in the depots? 
8 MS. RE~SE: The Au Force reported that that's 

Multi-pageTM 
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9 their core work. 
10 COMMISSIONER COX: That's all core w o a d .  And 
11 what is the uroidon? You mentioned in 1999 the number was 

j 

12 different, ihai we weren't necessarily going to be doin 
I3 whatever a * r e  doing today in 1999. Do we have a way tn fook 
I4 at a projection over the years? Is it Likely to o up. Are .B 15 we going to have more e n p e s ,  less engmes. Do we have to 
I6 do more work because we re using them e r e  often? 
17 MR. OWSLEY: Excuse me. It 1s llkely that there 
18 will be less engine hours, because, as both Air Force centers 
19 told us, the hours in between maintenance are going down, or 
20 the hours between are increasing, because the engine 
21 manufacturers e v e  become more reliable in the engines that 
22 they're now puttmg out. 
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1 even increase in the out years, and what that essentially 
2 means is that the nature of an e n p e  overhaul becomes less 
3 today because they find preventative maintenance is much 
4 better than waiting until you blow a hole in an engine and it 
5 becomes a ma'or overhaul repair. 
6 SO they have to b v e  less ~0~1icated.equipment in 
7 etal, but they have to have more o the equipment, because 
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1 Jacksonville and Cherry Point, and excludes the engine 
2 capability for these engines that are in .the private sector. 
3 So there was a look to move en es around to other 
4 pl- than just.*- the two Air k orce depots, so.there 
s would be an abdIty, if needed, to do some of these dungs at 
6 other places. 
7 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And my notion about how much 
8 capacity there we're taking about? 
9 MR. OWSLEY: I'm not pfepared to - 
10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I m just interested in where 
11 else they do F-100 engines and how much is done in the 
12 private sector. 
13 MR. OWSLEY: We would - I'm sorry. I can't 've 
14 you that capacity th.at's remaining h the United S h e .  
15 do b o w  that the &r Fo- looked. There are oertam engines 
16 at.Tmker and certamen es at K d y  tha! could be done 
17 fasly easily at ~ackson"%, but Jacksonvdle d e  not 
18 begm to have the capaclty that elther Kelly or Tlnker has. 
19 And then there was some classes of en lnes that the 
20 Cross-Service Group - which included the Force and the 
21 Nav in that - looked at that could be done at Cherry Point, 
22 and f do not have those dcWs here wth us today. 

there are moie en ines. CHAIRMA DIXON- 
COMMISSIONER COX: 
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1 rcent more iq total out to the private sector than what 
2 gey*re dom n ht now 
3 MR. ~ ~ L E Y :  hrrent  workload is about 4.4 million 
4 hours. 
5 COMMISSIONER COX: So the 5 million in '99 is 
6 actuall an increase on the current? 
7 %s. REESE: NO, that's a mns p& figure. ~ ' m  
8 sorry. I was speakin in round numbers. 
9 CHAIRMAN &ON: Am there further questions? 
10 COMMISSIONER KLING: Yes. 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 
12 COMMlSSIONER KLING: Just a commcnt. It n fair to 
13 sa like the Roles Commission did sa the rivate sector is 
I4 st3 out there, available to do an a d l o t ,  #we get 
15 caught into it ri ht? Is that a fair statement? 
16 MR. o ~ & Y :  That's m-t. I'd like to just 
17 point one mom thing out very quickly. ,I talked at length 
18 to both of these centers, 6ecause the engmes 1s a very 
19 important thin to anybody that wants to et in +e a r ,  
20 Most of !he work in the A r  Force dwts is lurmng 
21 out now, is moving over to intermediate maintmance as 
22 opposed to depot maintenance, and they expect that trend to 

registerin what ou just said 
worlcidgfor '99V 

MS. REESE: FY '99. 
COMMISSIONER COX: 

Commissioner Cox. 
More numpCrs.here. I'mAjpst . 4.4 rmll~on 1s the pmj&cted 

Yes. 
And 5.7 million is the caoacitv? 

15 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: The cpmmander of 'fw; 
16 indicated that hls capacity was 5.7 rmllion hours for engme 
17 work. 
18 COMMJSSlONER COX: So that's more than a 10 percent 

? I thou ht we were talking abqut 5 and 5.7? i: eX-M"rQ"dC~~~~: f can tell you at hlus m t ,  I'm not 
21 sure I can multipl . 
22 CHAIRMA~DIXON: Well, try to answer the question 

I I I 
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l 1  I would also like to say that, you know, on con, 
2 we don't want to discredit it, because we use it a lot and 
3 try to work witb it, but at Kelly, for instance, the 're 

1 4 doing, you know, a fair number of ship engines da t  are not 
5 COT.@ the Air Force, and the N a y  does have, both in Navy 

1 6 facihties and pnvate facllit~es, abdIty to do that, but 
7 they sent $em to Kelly because *ey got a be%.pririce doing 
8 those engms at Kelly. So there 1s some flexibility m 
9 core, albeit we don't have it defined here today. 
10 COMMISSlONER COX: But we're projcctang the same 
11 core on out into the future? 
12 MS. REESE: The core figures were reported for FY 
13 '99. 
14 COMMISSIONER COX: And they are the same, I'm 
15 sorry, as this ear, for example? 
16 MS. ~ S E :  The core m '99 - I haven't looked at 
17 this year. I believe that the core work will + reduced from 
18 now to '99. I know that the services are gorn through a 80 19 rocess of looking at the Roles and Missions mrmss~on 
20 &ePq that recommends that all qf the depo! yprk be 
21 pnvati*, and I know that the h r  Force s lnrtial 
22 is that, just to get to core, they'd have to put 
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1 that the Commissioner Cox is asking. This is very senous 
2 business. Let's foceed. Commissioner Cox. 
3 C O M ~ I S S ~ N E R  COX: 1t would bs over a 20 percent 
4 excess ca aci - 
5 ~k B Z ' E N :  It's D.5 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: 'There we go. Thank you. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: AH ri ht 
8 
9 

MR. OWSLEY: Thank you, L 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Arc there an; fulther questions? 

10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Yes, just one quick question. 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comrmssioner Robles. 
12 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: You said that the commander 
13 of Tinker said that? 
14 MS. REESE: Yes, when asked - 
15 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: In all deference p 
16 commanders at depots, I understand what they get paid to do. 
17 What does the United Sta* pir Force say? 
18 MS. REESE: 5.1 mllton hours capacity. 
19 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Okay. Let's not get 
20 mesmerized by what a depot commander sa s. Remember, they're 
21 in the business of doing workload. And having been one f o ~  
22 most of my adult life, commanders have a sense in their 



that's 15.9 rcent. 
CO&ISSIONER COX: 15.9 percent. Thank you. 
MS. RESE: And tq further q w e r  .&mtnjssioner 

Robles' question about engme capacity, I d ~ d  a quick 
calculation of the Jac@nville capacity, and theq's about 
650,000 hours of unutll~zed ca acity m Jacksonville. 

COMMISSIONER ROBE'ES: nank you 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now. are there ady further 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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20 questions? 
21 (F4PTl.b 
22 AN EON:  Ms. Reese, you may proceed. 
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1 lexicon. It's called "c;u! do. " 
2 So I'm mterested m what the Department says 
3 pragmatically can be done. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions or 
5 statements before MS. Reese proceeds? Commissioner Cox. 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: I'm sorry. I see that Ben had 
7 his calculator out and, since I asked for the 29 percent 
8 based on the corpmpder, I should ask for e a t  percentage is 
9 the excess capaclty m 1999, based on the Au Force's 
10 numbers? 
11 MR. BORDEN: Based on those numbers of 4.4 and 5.1. 

p~ 
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1 MS. REESE: Thank you. Next slide. Fine. 
2 This chart is an example - exc* me. This l$ 
3 slide summarizes the economc and t l m g  mfomahon that I 
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1 MS. REESE: 1 guess we're pulling out a slide that 
2 will answer our uestlon. 
3 COM~SSIO%ER COX: O h  . And a h ,  if you would 4' 4 just go throu h that on Kelly, too. 
5 MS. ~ E S E :  Yes 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: Not every one, but the big 
7 numbers. 
8 MS. REESE: Okay. Well, another significant 
9 diffe~nce was the - surprisip 1 the DLA rejection to 
10 move mventory was substantiafi$lower m d ussr erce t 
11 in one ALC, it was higher. I thmk it was about $20 &dn 

4 uresented, so you can more easily see the-differences between 
s *mtallations. - 
6 The one-time costs @t the Cprnmission staff used 
7 for theu COBRA assumptions declmed sl~ghtly. The annual 
8 savings and return on investments driven by the differences 
9 in p&onnel assumptions arc the more marked aifferencc. The 
10 adjustments that we've made to our COBRA assumptions are very 
11 conservative, We believe that the savings that we've listed 

l2 are ve% 
realistic. 

13 e closure of Air Force de ts could reduce excess 
14 DOD initastqcture and cquld maEfuoding, not othemjse 
1s available, avadable for flymg hours, mvestment, or qual~ty 
16 of life. 
17 And that concludes m resentation. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: g a t  concludes vour ~rcscntation. . 
19 Ms. Reese? Are there any uestions? 
20 COMMISSIONER c~X: Yes. 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox, 
22 COMMISSIONER COX: We say the one-tlme costs 

12 less. 
13 We used DLA's assumption based on the fact that 
14 they've had experience with closing distribution depots and, 
15 of course, they re the ple that are going to be w g  
16 the costs. so we used E r  costs. rather than the Au 

Force's wsts. 
Another cost is the cjvilian t e w  leave cost. 

I think it's about a $5 ml!lon or $7 rmlllon d~fference. 
We as+m.ed that the terrmnal leave or accrued annual leave is 
an obl~gatlon of the overnment, regardless, so we also took 
that out of our COB& assumptions. 
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1 What are the other big differences? 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions of 
3 Ms. Reese? 
4 - COMMISSIONER KLING: I have a comment I'd like to 
5 make. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling has a comment. 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: You know, I had the - and 
8 I'll say this - I had the privilege of visiting every one of 
9 the+ depots, and I'm s y p . r i ~ m y s e l f .  Icaube 
10 particularly proud of w t we ve out there, of all these 
11 mstallations. These are wonderful, wonderful places and the 
12 people are absolutely spectacular at every one. 
13 However, saymg that, when you look at some of 
14 these fi urn and when you look across each location, and you 
15 seqmuftiple plating facilities, you see multiple pain!ing 
16 facilities, you see mult~ple machrne shop fachhes, ~t 
17 kinds of leads ou to fact of sa ing, we do .have a lot of 

I 18 duplication and: when you lool out - and ust forgettmg the d 19 figures and the numbers - you see tremen ous capacity 
20 available in all these d . 
21 And then you, o P course, look at the Roles 
22 Commission, that says the private sector is another d i i t i o n  

1 
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1 decreased slightly, but it's a pre lar e rcent. I'm 
2 just looking at first one - ~ ~ ~ l % a n ,  %.Eta 4.10.. C.n 
3 you tell me what - p .  ma* 1s pretty bad too, at th~s  pomt 
4 - but that's $165 m d o n  .&fference., well over 10 percent 
5 decrease - what are the bl factors m that? 
6 MS. REESE: One 0% the factors was the .ssumption 
7 that we not include a $30 million amount for Base Conversion 
8 Agenc costs on to of - 
9 f OMMISSI~NER COX: o f  the $9 million? 
10 MS. REESE: - on top of the $9 rmlllon. 
11 COMMISSIONER COX: Okay. So that's $20-something 
12 million. 
13 MS. REESE: Yes. Just a second. Yeah. Another 
14 one_tiqe costs that comes down is the movin costs. We.'= 
15 ~~ fewer rsonnel thmu h our COBL assum tlom. 
16 CO~MISSI&ER COX: gere an avenge? I srs Rr. 
17 Bivins back there - there is an average moving cost? How do 
18 we get that number? 
19 MS. REESE: Okay. We're going to ull that out. 
20 CoMMlssIpNER COX: Okay. .I guoqP.m lmlring for, 
21 is that $100 mlhon of the $165 mllion or 1s that $20 
u million? 
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1 to go for these.de ts - which I ha to believe, that 
2 i h . ( l s a t P l n g m ~ f u t u r e - d o ? ~ i t l a d r  outo 
3 a mnclua~on, as ainW q d  as tough as it is, and 
4 u n p h ~ y ~ ~ ,  that & Lrsbon go IS to close some of 
5 these facdities, these depot faclhties that we have. 
6 And I 'ust wanted to make the comment that they 're 
7 dl wonder&, they're all great, they w e  this country 
8 very, very well, and it's very, very tough, but that's - I 
9 just wanted to make that statement. 
10 C H W A N  DIXON: Thank you, Cpmmission. Kling. 
11 Comrmssioner Steele and then Comrmss~oner Davls. 
12 Commissioner Steele. 
13 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. A general question an 
14 then a cou le of specifics, if I could, lease. 
15 The born memo that's bem n&md to at times, I 
16 believe projects in 1999 or dictates in 1999 that the 
17 employment level in the ALCs drops 26,000 peo le from, I 
18 guess, about '72,000 today; is that correct? Are &ose 
19 numbers ri ht? 
20 MS. ~ E S E :  That sounds right 
21 MR. OWSLEY: Yes, they have: 
22 COMMlSSlONER STEELE: So tell me how that's going 
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I P R O C E E D I N G S  
2 CHAIRhlAN DIXON: Good morning, ladies and 
3 gentlemen. T h ~ s  IS the second day of the final Jel~berations 
4 of thc Dcfcnsc Base Closurc and Rcrrlignmcnt Commission. We 
5 tiad a vc roductivc day y~ctcrday. Wc wnsidcrcd and acted 
6 on all o?tl!e ncommenda~ions in the cross service and Air 
7 Force areas. Out of a tolal of 174 base closure and 
8 m l i  nmcnt rccommcndations before the commission. we actd  
e on 6% of them yesterday. o r  almost 40 p m t .  
10 Today we will be in with the Nav and then proceed 
I I to the Army and the de f ense agencies. ,&I of the commirsion 
12 staff were sworn in at the beg~nning of our deliberations 
13 yesterday. 
14 Now, all the commissioners are here. Some are 
IS coming in a little bit more slowly than others, but let me 
16 say to m fellow co!nmissioners ~t is the view of the chair we 
17 un finisg today. 1 intend to press for that w ~ t h  very short 
I8 breaks and a short lunch to achieve closure t h y  In the real 
19 sense of the commission's closure. 
20 Is there any comrniisioner had any objection to 
21 trying to ach~eve the end of this process today? 
22 (Nomponse . )  . 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All commissioners feel preparcd to 
2 o forward then. Is thcre any wmmissioncr has my comment 
3 k f o r e  we begin? 
4 (No response.) 
5 CHAI@AN DIXON:. W~th that, wc art.nxdy 10 bcgin 
6 and the commssion staff director. Mr. David Lyles. will 
7 begin the Navy resentation. 

David L &. 8 
9 MR. L ~ E S :  G w d  morning, Mr. ~ha i rmsn ;  We are 

10 read to start with the Navy p~esentation and Alex Yellin, 
1 I the kavv team chlef. WIII beem. 
12 ~ k .  YELLIN: ' ~ o o d  m k i n  . Mr Chairman. 1 would 
13 1ik.e to-be in by disqussing our d v y  facilitjcr in Guam and 
14 E n c  ~mdgsnbaum wlll present the staff findings. 
IS LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: Good morning. 
16 Chairman. Thc kcy to undersanding the Guam recommendations 
17 is understanding whcrc the milih sea lifl cornmand,'or MSC 
18 vessels, need to be home port$. The MSC shi s where the) 
19 o. so goes the Shi Repair Facility, the Fleet ()n~ustrial 
20 !upply Center, the%elicopter squadron. AC-5, and the 
21 majonty of the support personnel which make up ru'aval 
22 Activit~es Guam. 
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Shiftin deployment patterns in the western Pacific 

fescrrenul the requirement to maintain a fully 
aval basc on Guam. They havc also lcssencd the 
tp home p R  the military sea lift command. or 
in Guam. .This, In no way, lessens the strategic 

6 value of Guam. The m ~ l ~ l a r y ,  ~n fact. w ~ l l  cont~nue to.have 
7 a substantla1 presence on Guam if all the recommendations as 
8 they presently are written are accepted. In fact, there will 
9 be ovcr 7.000 active duty militmy pcople rcrnaining on Guam. 
10 To start off with Naval Activities Guam, the 
I I recommendation 1 will briefly summarize, is to realign lu'avai 
12 A c t ~ v ~ t ~ e s  Guam, relocate all ammunition and su port 
13 personnel and vessels tp Naval Ma azine ~ u a l u a y ~ i .  Hawaii; 
14 relocate a11 cornhat loglst~cs force sfti s and r r~uca ted  
15 per,sonncl tq Naval Support P u r l  ~ a r % o r ;  md, relocatc the 
16 milllay SIX lilt command rsonncl and Dic o Garcia sup 
17 functions also to Naval !$&tion P u r l  ~ a r % o r ;  disestaE:h 
18 the Naval Pacific Meteorologv and Oceanographic Center 
19 WESTPAC, cxccpt for rnovin the typhoon warning ccntcr, which 
20 r e l w t u  to Naval Pacific detcoroloey and Oceanornphic 
21 Center Pearl Harbor; disestablish ~ l r o a l  Training Crou and 
22 i l l  other Department of Defense Activities present on Zurm 
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I This is why alternate language has been addressed 
2 bv thc Navy Guamanian oficials and opcntionrl commandcn. 
3 l h i s  alternate Ian y a  e would remove al l  references to a 8 4 fcceivin location an would leave the  receiving site up to 
5 the impkmcntation p m r a .  This  has  b a n  a g d  upon in 
6 princi I t  by all sides involvecl. . .  
7 b e  next point I would like to  e l a h o n t e  o n  relates 
8 to  the weather center on Guam. Origina!ly,-it a p r e d  that 
9 Navy had s a ~ d  there was n o  e x c c u  c a p a c ~ t y  rn t t e  weather 

10 center category. The o n - s c ~ e  commander. during his 
I I  impressive presenlal~on d u n n g  the base visit, stressed the 
12 operational importance of  the weather center there on Guam. 
13 U n questioning, the Navy showed excess capacity 
14 w l k h  a K w d  the weather center qn G u m  to  be closed was 
IS created b the Guam recommendat~on itself. T h e  Nav also 
I6 showed ILL through a phased i p p ~ e m e n t a l i o n  plan a n i t h e  
17 addition of  satellite retransmission e ui men1 which -and 
18 this equi ment is inclu$ed it! the CO%& analysis - that 
IP  there WIR be n o  operational rmpact by  the  clortng of  the 
20 weather center on  Guam. 
2 1 Next I would like to comment o n  the Naval magazine 
u issue on Guam. It was requested by several - 

t may remain a s  tenant activity o f  Naval Activities Guam o; 
2 appro riate Navnl nctivity. A1.w at the  very end,  retain 
3 waarrront assets for support. mohi l iu t ion  and contingencies 
4 to  support the Afloat tender. 
5 As you can sg from the figures and the COBRA 
6 analysts up there, this IS n very large savings for  the Navy, 
7 snd whcn combined with thc four oUlcr Guam m m m a d a t i o n s .  
8 a net present valye savin s o f  over  $1.85 billion 
9 .over the life cycle and a savings of  133.1 mtllton per ycar 

~ o s a v i n f f i -  - I 
11 r. Chairman, now I wou!d like to turn to the 
12 i m e  unless YOU have m y  questions o n  the figures for the 
13 initial COBRA analysis. 
14 -, .CHAIRMAN DIXON: Please d o ,  Commander. 
1s - "1EUTENAM.COMMAND~ LINDENBAUM: Thank ymt. sir. 
16 ?he first p r n t  agaln deals with the shlfttng deployment 
17 palt-erns in the western Pacifi-c and the r e l v t i o n  o f  the 
18 military sea 11ft command ships. It is  cerlatnly not meant 
19 b the original language o f  the recommendation that the hlSC 
20 skps ~ n d  the assostaled s"ppon should forever be  moved to 
21 Hawatt; on  the contrary. just by the fact that deployment 
22 patterns are  shifting shows that needs change over  time. 
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1 "It is  our objective to  convey through long-term 
2 leases, outright transfers o r  any other mutually agreeable 
3 arrangement, as much o r t h e  land and facilities as  possible 
4 from the affected ?ctivities on Guam so as  to  stimulate local 
5 economic rowth. 

6 ~ i n a f l ~ ,  on the Navy Activities issues, the 
/ 7 community and Lhc govcrnmcnt of Guam havc asked for a two- 

8 ycar dclay in the implcmcntn~ion of any recommendation which 
9 would delete o r  realign any billet off of  Guam. This 

to recommendation was passed to the Navy for  ~ n a l y s i s  and the 
I I Navy has  calculated it will cost over  S242'milIion to delay 
12 the ~mplementa t~on  of  the savtn c on Guam. T h i s  is not 
13 w n s s t e n t  with the goals of  t h e t ~ ~ c  pr-, thts p a n  of 
14 the recommendation. 
1 5 Mr. Chairman, are there any further questions o n  
16 Naval Activitits Guam? 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, let me  ask you this 
18 qucction, Commander Lindcnbaum, because I bclievc that thcrc 
19 will be  some different actions contemplated here. I have 
20 heard e v e  thin you have said. Now, are you saying that 
21 this letter%om fhe Navy contemplates what the h a v y  feels is  
22 appropriate with nrpcct to Guam outside UIC mmmendations 

I also for operational reasons. 
- 

2 T h e  next isqile deals with the Guam Land Use Plan, 
3 o r  GLUP. GLUP '94 is a second iteyatlon of! plan w h ~ c h  
4 identifies releasahle lands and consolidates nulltar 
5 faciliticr. Present1 there are  over 3,600 a c r m  of  k a v y  
6 prn rty on the GL J P '94 process. And just to cmphasizc, the 
I G L G  p m c o s  is outsidc - p p a t l y  ouuldc lhc Basc Closurs 
8 and Reali nment Commission process. 
9 If a 6  GLUP properties are  accepted for  closure. 

10 thcn the DOD footprint on Guam will bc raluccd from m t c r  
I I than one  third to Icss than one quarter. The  GLUJ roccss 
12 also serves to underscore the working relationship 1% 
13 militnry has with the govcmmcnt of Gunm and, hopefully, this 
I4 will form the hasls o[a successful economic revitaltzation 
IS process b u s e ,  eastly, the greatest concern o f  h t h  the 
16 community and the government o f  Guam is over  re-u.se o f  an 
17 excess fac~lities and/or lands. 
18 T h e  RNA staff feels the position of the DOD and the 
19 correct position is represented In a4etter from Assishnt 
20 Secretary of  the Navy. Secretary Perr , of which you have a 
21 copy at each of your places. 1 w o u l d h k e  to quote one  
22 paragraph from that. 

L I 
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1 MR. YELLIN: Put up  A-4, please. Excuse me. 
2 LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: It W ~ S  requested 
3 by several members o f  the Guam legislation that the Naval 
4 marazine on Guam be closed o r  consolidated. W e  sent this 
5 ma'lysis and this - excuse me, w e  sent the request 
6 over to the ~ a v ~  3% at and the conducted an analysis. 
7 The first scenario they l m k d a t  dealt with 
8 closing the mngarine outnght and movlng 11 up  to Anniston 
9 Air Force Base, which is on  the northem end o f  the island. 

10 This would come at a cost o f  $355 m i l l ~ o n  and would 
11 necessltale taktng all ammuni t~on  when r t  IS brought to the 
12 island and then when it is taken off the island through 
13 downtown Agnnft on trucks. This alone IS a safety risk that 
1 4  the Navy felt was not doable. 
15 T o  get rid of this safety.r/sk the decided they 
I6 would have to htitld pter faclllt~es at tie northern end of  
17 the island. T o  d o  *IS it would cost f 1.22 billion to create 
I8 the facilities at the northern end, which would mean you 
19 would not have to d n v e  the ammunition through downtown 
20 Agana. 
21 Both of these alternatives, the Xavy  felt and our 
zt RNA staff agreed wtth, were not economtcal and not feasible 
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I alread given us b the Department o f  Defense and that w e  
2 shoulzmake  no otxer accommodations because of cost? 
3 LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: Yea, sir. The 
4 peo le  that I have talked to, both at the base structure 
5 ana r ysis team and the base structure evaluation team, have 
6 always a i d  all along had it alwavs been there intentlens to 
7 maximize the amount of re-use that the community can have. 
8 In fact, it is to their economic benefit for the Navy to 
9 foster a spirit of  re-use on!he island !o allow them to take 

10 over as much of  the facilttlu as  possible s o  the government 
1 1  would not havc to either mothball, which doun't work wcll on 
12 Guam, o r  would have to maintain some type o f  holding status 
13 any pro rties o r  facilities. 
14 C r ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~  DIXON: Now, you have talked about 
I S  deferrln- thls for a couple ymrs  and the cost o f  a couple 
16 h u n d d m i l l i o n  dollars, and I would suggcrt that we  ought 
17 not lo  contemplale a cost of that kind. 
18 There is some other discussion about the fleet 
19 supply center. What about that? 
20 LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: I wilt be getting 
21 to each o f  the-  those fall under four other separate 
22 recommendations. 
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1 MR. YELLIN: Mr. Chairpan, would you like us to and 
2 the othef commissionen, to bnef all of the actlvltles 
3 together? 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, is that satisfactory? Wh) 
5 don't ou do that? Why don't you just go through the list. 
6 --  LR. YELLIN: We can go ahcad. Mr. Chairman, and go 
7 through all of the Guam discussions. 
8 : CHAIRMAN DIXON: I apologize to the.commander. 1 
9 thought that that was the extent of the contnbut~on. 
10 LIE-ANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: Thi! is 'ust 
I I  Naval A C ~ I Y I U ~ ~ .  NOW I would ldce to go on to S h ~ p  i(tPair 
12 Facili Guam. 
13 %-IURMAN DIXON: Thank you. Who is doing the ship 

1 i5 - LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LIND WBAUM: Correction. Let 
16 me go to Naval Air Station, please. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Naval Air Station, okay. I :: MR. YELUN: That's A-5 and A 4 .  - - 
19 LIEUTENAKT COMMANDER UNDENBAUM: Ibe former NavJ 
20 Air Station G . m  in Agana was closed as part of the 1993 
21 recommendatlon and part of that recommendatlon to Intel air 
22 squadrons, V Q l  and VQ-5, and a helicopter squadron, HC-5, 
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1 were sent up to Anniston Air Force Base. 
2 What t h ~ s  recommendat~on you see before you does is 
3 allows V 1 and VQ-5 to be relocated to CONUS and allows HC- 
4 5,  .the he 't, 'co ter squadron, to be relocated where the MSC 
5 shps  o d e  HC-s is a true follower activity of the MSC 
6 shi s % e c a ~ ~  the MSC ships have the helicopters embarked 
7 wig them when they deploy. 
8 As you can see from the issues slide, it can be 
9 broken down into two parts. First the VQ-1 and VQ-5. The 

10 have a l r e y  left the rsland Pqd have b n  spnroildated by 
1 I the o eratlonal commander wlth other llke mtelllgence 
12 s q d r o n s  back in the continental United States. 
13 The HC-5. which would be relocated wherever the MSC 
14 ships go does have one issue, and @at is if they do leave 
15 there wdl be no orgaolc SAR ca ablllty left on Guam, or 
I6 search and rescue. The Coast has been notified of this 
17 and is aware of the issue. 
I8 Are there any questions on Naval Air Station Agana 
19 before I move on? 
20 O\io respo=.) 
2 1 L E F N A N T  COMMANDER LMDENBAUM: Okav, the Ship 
22 Repair Facihty, please. The recommendation for S h p  Repair 
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1 Lndustrial Supply Center Guam. 
2 The commission has an alternate recommendation, 
3 which comes from an input from the operational commander, 
4 Co~nmandcr USCINCPAC. He has asked for   he mntion ofthe 
s fuel farm facility. The retention of this facility insures 
6 both military control of the facility, but also continues 
7 fuel support ofthc remaining DOD activities on Guam such as 
8 Anniston Air Force Base and the Navy Telecommunications 
9 Center. 
10 Mr. Chairman, are there anv uestions in regards to 
1 I the ~ p p l  center on Guam, or FXS? Guam? 
12 CoLMlssioN~R STEELE: I just one this .nC, we 
13 were in Guam, is it not correct that we heard that ~t was 
14 actual1 an oversight by the Nav to -- even in the 
IS disestaglish had +e potential of &sing the fuel farm 
16 because w e n d  i t  both for war reserves and just for the 
17 operations of activities that remain on the island? 
18 LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: I'm not quite 
19 sure if oversight is the correct word. The Navy - 
20 COMMISSIONER STEELE: That was the word used but - 
21 LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: Onc section of it 
22 would like to get out of the fuels business and they believed 
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1 that a private firm qigh! be able to come in and take over 
2 the fuel farm and pnvatlze it and then the Navy would buy 
3 back from it fuels. 
4 COMMISSIONER CORNELFA: Commirrioner Steele, bci 
5 Dresent at that same conversation. I heard the same wor& 
6 'that you did. 
7 COMMISSIONER STEELE: It was said pretty clearly. 
8 And I realm vou weren't there at that Dart of that 
9 conversation, but.it.ww stat.& as an oversight and because 

10 ~f commercial actlvlty took ~t over they couldn't use 80 
I 1 percent of the fuel farm anyway because it's a different type 
12 of fuel and the tanks are below ground and all sorts of 
13 stuff. We probably don't need LO get into the detail here, 
14 but it was something needed for war reserves and daily 
IS operations. Ijust wanted to make sure my colleagues were 
16 aware of that.- 

- 
17 MR, YELUN: .Commissioner Steele, I tl+& as Eric 
18 was explaminp, there IS a difference of oplnion m the Navy. 
19 We went back and asked them about this and the official 

120 Dosition of the Navv that develo~ed the base closure 
21 ~ e c o ~ e n d a t i o n s  &rough the ~ k r e t a r y  said that the didn't 
22 need it. But you are absolutely nght, the operatlonay 

L I 
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1 Facility Guam is to close the Shi Repair Facility Guam, 
2 except retain the piers, flo?ting $dock as t phwn X 3 anchorage and recompression chamber and oatlng crane and 
4 transfer that to Naval Activities Guam. 
5 The part of what IS reta~ned there would allow the 
6 access to be maintained to Guam. And this goes back, once 
7 again, to the strategic importance of Guam and its  location. 
8 under the issues for Guam you will see that SRF G p m  
9 resently has excess capacity. It is resently operatmg at 

10 72.4 percent of its capacity and the ~ S C  sh~ps, which could 
1 1  possibly leave under the recommendation, represent 35 percent 
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1 cornman$er has clearlv indicat@ that he nee+ to - he wants 
2 to keep it. You are a6solutei nght. There 1s that 
3 controvenv there within the Aavv on that. 
4 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. 
5 LIEUTENANT COhlMANDER LINDENBAUM: I would like to 
6 shift to Public Works Center Guam, lease. Public Works 
7 Center Guam was removed from the l ist py the Sccrurry of the 
8 Navy for excessive job loss reasons. 
9 On the slide you can see two possible alternatives. 
10 The first one is the commission alternative to close. The 
1 1  figures you see were passed to the Navy for their analysis 

11 of that 72.4. i h n d  you a n  sec a 42-yar turnback on a raum on inveskment. 
13 Re-use issues, Once again, I believe the DOD's. I 13 The second.alternative is to realign. The realign 
14 osition is s u m m a n d  in Secretary Pe 's letter, whlch I 
15 &ve alread quoted the appl~c+ble partyom. 
16 Are tiere any questions 1n relards to SRF Guam 
17 before I move on? 
18 (No response.) 
19 LIEUTEE' ;A~~ COMMANDER LMDENBAUAI: I would like lo 
20 QO to the Fleet Industrial Supply Center Guam. The Fleet 

14 does have a posltlve economic return. You can see an 
15 immediate return on investment. What the realignment does is 
16 take the center and ~t will realign it to a detachment at 
17 Public Works Center Pearl Hahor,  and thev will be able to 
18 remove some of their excess overhead. Thrs will then make 
19 the center more economical to run and they will be able to 
20 pass on lower costs to their clients. They do operate in 

21 hdustrial Supply Center Guam, or FISC Guam. the 121 that regards as a DBOF activity. Excuse me for the acronymG 
22 recommendation is to outright disestablish the Fleet ,22 Defense Base -- 
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1 LIEUENANT COMMANDER LINDWBAUM: One final pan or 
2 Public Works Center Guam I would like to add is the former - 
3 the officer housing at the former Naval Air Station Agana is 
4 owned presently by Public Works Center Guam. The community 
5 has asked for this housrng to be excessed. To excess this 
6 housing would be consistent with the GLUP proccss since this 
7 housing-is a stand alone.housin It does not abut upon any 
8 other d l t a q  b~ and ?t IS on %c o d  thing left over 
9 from the Naval h r  Statlon. And the &A staff also believes 

10 that this would be the correct thing to do and consistent 
11 with the GLUP rocess. 
12 MR. YELFIN: That concludes our presentation on 

- -- 
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I ;: Guam activities. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there questions of staff, 

(No response.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Arc %ere questions of staff? Arc 

18 there statements by anv commtssioners and, part~cularly, the 
19 two that visited there ba t  want to make some observations 

, 
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1 . ' MR. YELLIN: - Business 0 ratin Fund. I would 
2 like to add sornelhinr on that r e l a t z o  the%bllc Works 
3 Center. As you see bere, the staff believes and agrees with 
4 the Navy that a public works center detachment would save 
5 jobs and would save some monc . The community has indicated 
6 that they f d  that this s e n e  t ie  wrong s i p  to the 
7 employw there at the public works center at a time when 
8 other orgiuuzatrons in Guam w l l  be havlng penomel 
9 reductions. 

10 -.-The Navy has indicated that this isnot a major 
11 isme for them, that $c could o crate erth?r.way and, /n d 12 fact as a DBOF, or m ustnally Rnded ac t~v~ty ,  a publlc 
13.works center sizes its work force to the workload so that . 
15 would be done no matter what we would do here. 
15 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: As a matter of fact, Mr. 
16 Yellin, I have, as you know, I am familiar with this world of 
17 en ineers and Navv and I have had some later on discussions 
18 an% Ms , 'S t~ l e  uin probably be offering q motion to permit 
19 the flexlbllity to have tbat command.~emam m place but to 
20 be able to downsize over time, as the rest of the Navy 
21 downsizes. So we are going to be recommending the command 

r e m .  

20 about this? 
21 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I would just state that at 
3 this point I feel very comfortable that the motions that we 
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I Commissioner, let me - 
2 COMMISSIONER KLING: Maybe we should have the 
3 motion and then -- 
4 COMMlSSlONER STEELE: You know, I can answer that. 
5 The answer is we don't know the answer, bu! it allows -- for 
6 a good reason. It allows the Navy to detennrne what they 
7 would like to do, meanin if they choose for operational 
8 reasons to put the MSC skips in one place or another, it is 
9 fully their decision to make that choice. h d  the , I 

10 believe, have sent us letters sayin that that flexizlit . 
I I would be fine. .They haven't sairfthey want them in bawaii; 
12 they haven't s a ~ d  they are poqg to keep the9  in Guam. It 
13 just provides them the flex~billt to work w ~ t h  the 
14 government of Guam to pro d in the best course for both 
15 partles. 
16 COMMISSIONER KLING: So, really, what you are 
17 saying is that the Nav is comfortable witb this. 
i t  C O M M I S S I O ~ R  STEELE: That s fully my 
19 understandin Would ou concuf? 
20 MR. ~ L L I N :  dommissioner Kling, tbeptaff's 
21 assessment would be that we would use the on~ lna l  - the 
22 COBRA information we have displayed to you. The Navy has a 
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1 lot of options in the motions that 1 believe you are going to 
2 pro ose and so the could do the ~mplementation, m essence, 
3 m $e way they h n i  antici ated.1 
4 COMMISSIONER s?P EELE: In some ways - I'm SO 
5 just to add to that, there is some words that say the 192' 
6 Guam Land Use Plan. These are additional roperties on Guam 
7 that the Navy hpl been trying to excess &r.n number of 
8 years. In fact, lf they can get those off thelr books and 
9 transferred to the government of Guam there would be some 

10 savings there as well for the Na 
I I COMMISSIONER K L I N ~ '  But just to a n y r  the 
12 question, the Navy is comfortable with the direction we're 

17 that because this is something we spent a tremendous amount 
18 of time on. I mean, if there 1s one Issue that we have spent 
19 the majority, at least of thls commissioner's tune, i t  has 
20 been ent on Guam and on the issues regarding Guam, 
21 %n June 14th we posed the questions that wrll anse 
22 here today to the Navy and they agreed to the language that 

11 involved. 
12 CHAKVPlW DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 
I i 3  COMMISSIONER KLING: Followinc throuch what 
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I have drafted, though vou will hear substantially deviated' 
t from time to time - that is because changes needed to be 
3 made - there isn't a substantial deviation in the sense of 
4 takinc away the Navy's flexibility to achieve gr$at savings. 
5 And a e  flip side for Guam as well, the subsrant~al 
6 deviations, the new language: allows for the government of 
i Guam to have maxlmum flextb~llty for re-use of assets. , 

8 &d I just feel very comfortable that the language 
9 that I lntend to ropose as motions, and Commissioner 
10 Cornella as welF is the best of all worlds for all ~art ies  

I 1: Commissioner Steelc just said, what are h e  a m o h  of savings 
!S from the Navy's recommendation to the one that Commissioncr 

I I6 S t ~ l e  is eoing to do? What are we losing in the way of 
17 savmgs? %at IS the difference? Tell me the major 

i 18 dxfference and the major cost of ~ t .  

119 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Actually, I can answer that. 

,10 CHAIRMAEI DIXON: Does the commander undentand what 
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1 is contained in these motions. 
2 Is that not correct? 
3 MR. YELLIN: Yes, sir. 
4 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Okay. Thank you very much. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: May I ask you that thcn this. Mr. 
6 Yellin. and I would urge my colleapues who have some 
7 exce tional knowledge because of their visitation to 
8 enlig%ten. the chair and perhaps other commissionen as well. 
9 I count m e  mot~ons here. 

10 COMMISSIONER STEELE: No. sir. I see some 

I:] Commissioner Stele's motions will be? 
I -- , - LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: Yes, sir. 

i 

1 1  alternative motions. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Or at least the potentiality of 
13 nine are in mv draft book here. 
14 MR. YELLIN: Mr. Chairman, some of those are 
IS alternatives. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. 
17 MR. YELLIN: Are exclusive -- I mean. some of them 
18 would not be - if one within that group is accepted for a 
19 specific facilit , the others would not be.A 
20 C H A I ~ A N  DIXON: AII naht. Now, here is one 
21 accepting the Secretary's recommenaation and then there are 
72 variations doing a vanety of things in what I see is eight 
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I to su port operational commitments; disestablish the Navy 
2 Pas& Mc+mlog and Occqogn hic Center WESTPAC, u c  
3 for the Jomt T oon W a r n  (!enter, which relocates to 
4 Naval Pacific geteorolo y an% Ocuno raphic Center P u r l  
5 Harbor, Hawaii; diswta&lsh the ~ f l o a t % n i n i n ~  Group 
6 WESTPAC; all other Department of Defense activities  hat arc 
7 present1 on Naval Activities Guam may remain either as  a 
8 tenant of ~ a v d  Activ~ues Guam or other appropnate Naval 
9 activity; retain waterfront assets for support, mobilization, 

10 and contmgencles to support the Afloat tender and to support 
11 shared use of these assets consistent with operational 
12 requirements, if appro riate; dispose of pro erty owned by 
13 Naval Activities dcclarcfrelcasablc under the 1894 Guam Land 
14 Use Plan with ap ropriate restrictions. The commission finds 
11 this rccommenktion is consistent with the force structure 
16 plan and final cntena. 
17 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: 1 second that motion. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. The motion is offered 
19 by Commissioner Stecle and sccondfi by Commissioner Cornella. 
20 how, Mr. Yellm, this motlon rejects the Secretary's 
21 recommendation and makes substantial modifications. 
22 Would you enlighten us? 
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1 assessment of this alternative. -It does give the N-avy 
2 flexlbill{y and $e assumption is $at the Navy w d  do what 
3 is in .their best loterest as a balancing of operational md 
4 cost tssurs to do that. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: May co&l call the roll? 
6 Counsel will call the roll. 
7 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele.1 
8 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 

10 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
1 I MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox is recused on this 
12 issue. Commissioner Davis. 
13 COh$MISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
15 COMMISSIONER KLLNG: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
17 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
19 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the votes are seven 

i 
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1 other motions around here. All right, then may I suggest, is 
1 it all right with my colleagues if we do it this way: As a 
3 motion is offered. I wonder if someone on the skff would 
4 enlighten us about the consequences of that motion. 
5 MR. YELLIN: Yes sir. 
6 CHAIRMAN D I X O ~ :  Can we do that? 
7 .?. MR. YELLIN: Yes, sir. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Does anybody want to offer a 
9 motion? 

10 ,..: . . COMMISSIONER STEELE: Yes, sir. 
11 CHATRMAN DIXON: Comrmssioner Steele. 
12 M O T I O N  
13 . .; -=.. COMMISSIONER STEELE: Mr. Chairman, ou will love 
1, this one. It's about 30 1111s long. 1 move that d e  
1s c o m i o n  find that the Secretary of Defense deviated 
16 substapt~$ly frpm final cntena one and, therefore, the 
1, ~ ~ m m ~ s s t o n  reject the Secrerary's recommendation on Naval 
1s Activities Guam and, instead, adopt the following 
19 recommendation: 
20 Realign Naval Activities Guam; locate all Military 
21 Sea Lift Command assets and related ersomel and support at 
:2 available DOD activities or in rented facilities as requlrd 

1 operdtional requirements, if appropriate.' Page 28 ! 

2 I And that comes from the letter we read earlier from 
3 Mr. Perry. 
4 CHAlRMAN DIXON: Oka Always quit when you a 
5 winner. Commissioner Stele. %oulre ahead on this on=. 
6 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Well, I'm being fair, sir. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there any further comment? 
8 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes, sir. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay, Commissioner Davis. 

10 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I realize ou have not ban  
i 

11 able to costthe difference, or have you, htween the 
12 original r uest of the Department of Defense and this one? 
If M R ~ E L L I N :  The reason wh rt's difficult to cost 
14 this is that it does not rpecify a s g c i l c  location for the 
15 MSC ships to go. The ocation at is called out in the 
16 original recommendation scenario, which sa s Hawaii, is still 
17 an applicable o tion for the Navy for this. L d  the 
18 assumption is tEat the Navy will work intheir brct interest 

I 
19 top do rhings that are dperationally and economically 
20 beneficial. 
21 So that is why the staff is recommendin that you 
22 would use the ongtnal COBRA results as, rigit now, o w  k t  

! 
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1 MR. YELLJN: Yes. Commander Lindenbaum will 
2 discuss that. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commander Lindenbaum. 
4 & I E U ? E N C  COMMANDER q D E N B A U h f :  Yes ,  sir. The 
5 first thmg it does 1s l t  allows operational flexibilit to 
6 station the MSC shps  where the Navv best f e l s  dev  should 
7 be. The second art that it does is iniludes the GLLJP, or 
a the Guam h d  8 s e  Plan, l.ands in the BRAC process. The 
9 reason why they want that is thev had the first rocess was 

10 1977 and they still have lands which are being Eeld up in the 
I 1 court s stem. If you include it tpe BRAC process l t  goes 
12 througi quicker. Economc revitalization can also occur 
13 faster. 
1; CHAIRMAN DIXON: And is the Sccreury of the Navy 
15 comfortable with ths motion? 
16 LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: Yes. sir. 
17 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Let me add one more 
18 embellishment, if I could, lease. Mr. Chai?,, it makes 
19 one more difference. On tEe line that says, retam 
20 watejront assets for support, mobilization, and 
21 contmgencies to support the Afloat tendrr,. we add. .and to 
22 support shared use of these assets consistent with 

I 
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1 ayes and zero na s. 1 
2 C H A I R M ~  DIXON: Seven ayes and no nays. I 
3 Commissioner Cox recuscd herself. And that motion to deviate 
4 from the Secretary's recommendation is adopted. i 
5 Is there a further motion? 
6 

I 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 

7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Stele. 
8 M O T I O N  
9 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I move that the commission 

10 find that the Secretary of Defense deviated subs+!ially 
11 from final cntena one and, therefore, the comrmssion reject ' 
I? the Secreury's recommendation on N v a l  Air Station .+gana, 1 
1; Guam, and, mstead, adopt the followmrr recommendation: , 
14 Change the receiving site  ifi id bv the 1993 
15 commission (1993 ~omrmssion T e  o n  at $age 1 - 21) for the 
16 .air~raft, personnel, y d  associat&uiprnent' from the 
17 closmc Naval Air Station Agana, Guam, from 'Andersen Air 
18 ForceB;tse Guam to,other haval or.DOD air sptions.: The 
19 c o m s s i o n  finds this recommendation IS consistent mth the 
20 force structure Ian and final criteria. 
21 C H A I R ~ ~ A N  DIXON: And is there a second to the 
22 motion of Commissioner Stele? 

i 
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COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I second that, slr. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Comclla seconds the 

3 motion. Arc thcrc any commcnts or questions? Mr. Ycllin and 
4 Cornmandcr Lindcnbaum, what is your wmment with respect to 
5 this motion? 

LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUhf: Sir, this allows (I 7 the HC-5 helicooter ssuadron to be co-located to whcrcver thc 

8 MSC vessels b. I 9 C H ~ A N  DIxoN: Is the Secretary of the Navy 
10 comfortable with it? I:: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: Yes. sir. 

CHAlRMAN DIXON: Are there any other comments? 
onse P&%~.~IxoN: Counsel wil; ~ p l l  the roll. 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye, 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox 1s recused. 

Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the votes 
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are seven 
9 ayes and zero na s. 

10 CHARM& DMON: Seven ayes, zero na s 
11 Commissioner Cox rcnues. And that motion is aJipted. 
12 Are there an further motions? 
o COMMISSI~NER CORNELLA:. I have a motion, sir. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Cornmissloner Cornella. 
1s M O T I O N  -- 

16 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I move that r h ~  commission 
17 find that the Secretary of Defense dld not devlate 
18 substantially from the force structure lan final criteria . 
19 and, therefore, that the commission ale t the following 
u, recommendation of the Secretary of ~ e k s e :  
11 Close the Naval Ship Re air Facility Guam, except 
n t-fer appropriate assets, incrudins the piers, floating 
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1 drydock, its typhoon base and anchorage, the recorn resslon 
1 chamber aud the floatin crane, to Naval Activities &am 
3 CHAIRh4A.N D ~ O N :  Is there a second to the motion 
4 put by Commissioner Cornella? 
5 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I second the motion. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Stule. 
7 Mr. Ycllim, Commander Lindcnbaum, do you have any comment? 
e MR. YELLIN: T h ~ s  IS a direct acceptance of the DOD 
9 recommendation and that's still in accordance with the Navy 

10 desires. 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any questions by any commissioner? 
12 onse. 
13 LN&%m ~ I X O N :  counsel will call the roll. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
15 COMMISSIOXER CORNELLA: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
17 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox is rccused on this 
19 vote. Commissioner Klinc. 
20 COMMISSIONER FLING: Aye. 
2 1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
2 COMMISSIONER MONTOY A: Aye. 
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MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSlONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMlSSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the votes are seven 

ayes and zero na s. 
C H A I R M ~  DIXON: Seven ayes, zero nays. 

Commissioner Cox recuses herself. And the motion carries 
unanimously. Are there an further motions? 

M O T I O ~  
COMMlSSlONER CORNELLA: Yes. sir. I move that the 

commission find that the Secretary of Defense deviated 
substantially from final criterion one and, therefore, the 
commission reject the Secretary's recpmmendatlon on Fleet 
Industrial Supply Center Guam and, mstead, adopt the 
following recommendation: 

Disestablish the-Fleet Industrial Su ly Center 
Guam: retam ap ropnate assets ur the FI& fuel. facilities. 
including Piers 8 and E, tanks farms, and associated 
pipelines and pumping systems under DOD operational control 

-- 
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1 to support military service fuel requirements. The 
2 commtssion finds this recommendation is consistent.wi9 the 
3 force structure Ian and h a 1  cntena. 
4 C ~ A N  DMON: You hear the motion by 
5 Commissioner Cornella. Is there a second? 
6 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I second the motion. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox seconds (sic). 
8 Mr. Yellin. 
9 MR. YELLIN: Sir, what this do? is it takes in the 

10 oaerational commander's wlshes to retam the fuel farm assets 
i I a id  hlsd% means in the COBRA -1 sis a less savings of 546 
12 million over the net resent value%fe cycle time. 
I3 CHAIRMAN ~ M o N :  The Secretary of the Navy 
14 acquiesces? 
15 LIEFENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: Sir. I think 
16 there is stdl some controversv but I t h k  ~t has been 
17 acceptable to them because of the operational commander's 
18 conierns. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Anv questions? 
20 COMMISSIONER STEEG: Just a legal comment. 
2 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: CommisslonerbCox. 
22 COMMISSIONER STEELE: That is what I was going to 
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1 say. Just since Commissioner Cox is recused, make sure it 
2 says Commissioner Steele as second. That's all. Or anyone 
3 else. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Did I say Commissioner - I 
5 apologize. Commissioner S!ale scconds. Commissioner Cox 
6 recusd herself. I apologize. 
7 C0,MMlSSIONER CORNELLA: One last comment, sir, on 
8 this. T h ~ s  IS the Issue that we discussed just a moment ago 
9 where the operational commandcn, both the Cornmandcr in chief 

10 of thc Pacific Fleet and the Commander in Chief Pacific, have 
11 indicated that we need these facilities for war reserves an 
12 for Andersen Air Force Bay. So I think it is important that 
13 we accept thls recornmendatron. 
14 CHAlRMAN DIXON: Are there any further commcnts 
15 before counsel calls the roll? 
16 (No re onse.) 
17 CHAI&AN DIXON: counsel will call the roll. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornelia. 
19 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
30 MS. CREEDOX: Commissioner Cox is reused. 
31 Commissioner Davis. 
32 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 

I 1 
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MS. CREEDON: Commissioner lUing. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: . Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commssroner Montoya. 
COMMISSlOKER MOhTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 

. COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 

.COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the votes 
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are seven 
12 ayes and zero na s. 

113 . . .cHAKRM& DMON: Motion carries. Are there ixy 
r motions? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Yes, sir. 

ON: Commissioner Steele. 
T I O N  
ER STEELE: I move that the commission 
ry of Defense devlated substantially 

. 2.: CHAlRMANDIX 
- ,- M O  

COMMISSION 
find that the Secreta . 
from final criteria five and, therefore, the commission- 
recommend the following: Realign Public Works Center Guam to 
match a s s ~ p e d  workload; close the officer housing at the 
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believe the only thine bey have added money on this vczr 1s 
housing over in the flouse side just now. And we had had 
lot of earlier dlscusslons about our concern about rmllhry 
housin . 

I r e  we doing &e right thing here? IS this what 
people want us to do? 

MR. YELLIN: Mr. Chairman, there ate significant 
excess housing, military housin , available on G G m  so this 
would not impact - in the staff% opinion. the Navy's 
position is that they would prefer not to haye the commission 
determine wh~ch houslng to excess and whch to keep. They 
would like to do that themselves. - -. - . -. 

C H A I ~ ~ A N  DIXON: Is this what both Commissioner 
Cornellaand Commssloner Steele thdc we ought to do after 
lookin at thin s over there? 

$MMIS$IONER CORNELLA: I do, sir. Therc are other 
d namjcs into this situation and I can't go into because 
of -- 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ah, there are big secrets here. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Well, they're not that big. 

And if I had to malie one suggestion for future commissions, I 
would say that all commissioners should sit in on all 
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former Naval Air Station, Agana, Guam. The commission finds 
this recommendation is consistent with the force structure 
plan and-fbal criteria. 

CHAlRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to Commissioner 
Steele's motion? 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Second. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella seconds the 

motion. Commander Lindenbaum. do you have any comment on . . 
that particular sub'ect? 

MR.  YELL^: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Yellin. 
MR. YELLIN: The issue here related to the workload 

sizing in the Public Works Center, that fits every statement 
we have had from the Navy about what their plans are for the 
Public Works Center. 

Concerning .the housing, the Navy's re onse on the 
housing in Guam is that then preference wou% be to look at 
the housing as a unit after they do all the rea l iments  and 
determine at that time what housin~ they wourd like to keep 
or dispose of. So for t h s  part of &.is motion, the Navy's 
official position is that thev would like us not to do that. 

COMMISSIONER ST~ELE:  May I ask you a clarifying 
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1 classified briefings. But that aside I would say - where 
2 is that housin located, Mr. c ell in? 
3 MR. YELLIN: Mr. Chnrman, the housing is at the 
4 Naval Air Station. 
5 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA:'-What is the situation 
6 regarding the Naval Air Station? Where is that at in this 
7 process? 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella, I don't 
9 think we need to go at it any more. Commissioner Montoya, I 
10 think, also agrees that h s  is probabl the rinht thing to 
I I do. Is there my  commissioner that &ngs o%erwise becaw, 
12 if not, we don't need to eo into it more. 
13 MR: YELL-W: I aidn't mean to mislead anyone. The 
14 staff certainly belleves that there 1s lent of hous~ng 
15 available on Guam, even if this is crosedl 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okav. eood. Counsel will call the 
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auestions? 1 

., - 
17 roll. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
70 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
2 I COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox is recused. 

A 

MR. YELLIN: Sure. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Does not the Navy have 

adequate housing on the island of Guam, in fact, excess 
housing due to hdersen  and other places? 5 

MR. YELLIN: Commissioner Steele, the amount of 6 
reductions ofpersonnel in Guam that are anticipated show 7 
that there is slg-nificant housing available even ~f this 8 
housing is closed. You are absolutely right. 9 
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COMMISSIONER STEELE: And at this point there are 
doctors, I believe, living in the housing instead of folks 
that were working at the Naval Air Station? 

MR. YELLIN: The housing at the Kaval Air Station 
was always pan of the Navy's overall housing so it housed 
people from all over the actlvlties. But ou arq right, h s  
does not house people that were at the d v a l  Air Station m . . 
the past. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: But now let me sce if I understand 

this now. We are closing here officer housing. 
MR. YELLIN: Yes, sir. 
CHPJRMAh' DIXON: Now, the Congress has just -- 1 

. DAVIS: Aye. 
Commissioner Kling . 
KLING: Aye. 
Commissioner Montoya. 
MONTOYA: Aye. 
Commissioner Robles. 
ROBLES: Aye. 
Mr. Chairman. 

10 
1 1  
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is seven ayes 

and zero nays. 
CHAIRhl? DIXON: The motion is adopted. Are there 

any further motlons? 
COMMISSIONER h,lONTOYA: Mr. Chairman, I would like 

to make a comment. I have been associated wilh in and around 
Guam since the mid-1960s and some of these issues we have 
talkd about today have been around smce before 
Representative Underwood was born, I think. And these twc 
coinmissioners aqd what they have done, +ey have advanced 
Guam Xavy rclatlons tremendouslv, even m the face of some 
vrry difficult Issues for Guam. f i e y  deserve a lot of credlt 

-- - 
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for becornin experts, sorting this out, a@ brinring the fl partiu toeet er. The\* have ust done an ~ncredble job. 
C O ~ ~ M I S S I O ~ ~ R  ST~ELE:  Thanks 
MR. YELLLN: Mr. Chairman. h m  ihe staff 

standpoint too, we appreciate ail their efforts. This has 
been avery.confusing and movmg target for a11 of us. We 
appreciate thev he1 

CHAIRM~DIXON:  Are there any further motions? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: We're done, slr. 

' CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella? 
' COMMISSIONER CORNELLA. 'No ,  sir, thank you. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: That docs it. Well, I know ths 

every one of us on +IS Comrmsslon appreciate very much the 
efforts of Comrmssloner Steele and Commissioner Comella 
their visitation there. And their reports back and their 
thoughts about t h ~ s  have been ve useful. I lpow those 
f o b  that represent Guam share g a t  appreciation. We thank 

18 you all. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: I just wish we could have 

10 k e ~ t  our frequent flyer rmles. 
Lau iiter - LR.%E~?.IN: Mr. Chairman, I would now like to 12 

0 - 
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I And the naval air station Atlanta, and another, - 
2 were below them. And that at time very late in the rocess f 3 the operational commander of the Atlanta fleet deci ed that 
4 the needed a full u , full service naval air station north 
r of &orfolk and so-t l! ey started to l.ook for that capability. 
6 And at that olnt m t~me Naval h r  Statlon South Weymouth 
7 was analyr$rlon with Brunsuick as a combination of the two 
8 where you woud  have active and re+erve forces on one base. 
9 The decision was made that Bnrnswlck would stay open and 
lo South Weymouth would close. 
1 1  Their first issue was: We were put in a special 
12 category. We were being analyzed and compared.to all our 
13 fellow reserve naval air statlons and now we re mxed m a 
14 hybrid here and we're the only one that's considered for a 
15 mixed hybrid and that's not fair. 
16 The second issue was that a eograpgc, demographic 
17 issue of which all of us who scrvJ on actwe duty are very 
18 sensitive to, you have to station reserve units where there 
19 is .the right demographic prpfile and where !here is the-right 
20 skl l  sets for the type of unlts you're domg it or the unlt 
21 will flounder. You won't be able to recruit and eventually 
22 the unlt will be non-ready. 
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1 p r e p a d  COBRA analyses for several scenarios for those new 
2 missions. All of them required construction at South 
3 Weymouth and the COBRA economics were much less favorable 
4 than the South Weymouth closure. 
5 With-that, I will be happy to answer any questions 
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1 proceed with the Naval Reserve Air Stations. Doyle Reedy 
z will give the staff presentation. 
3 MR. REEDY: Good morning, Mr. Chairman. Could 1 
4 get slides B2 and B3, lease. 
5 Mr. Chairman, %e Na\*aas nrammended closing the 
6 Reserve Air Station at South eymouth, Massachusetts. The 
7 Navy wants to move its reserve ass& at South Weymouth to an 
8 active duty base at Brunswick, Maine. 
9 &i you can see by the chart, the closure shows an 

10 almost immediate savm s of over $27 million per year. The 
I I savb_rs are largely attriiutable to a reduction in civilian 
12 jobs at South Weymouth. During the m u a s  of the Navy's base 
I3 closing process the commander in chief of the Atlantic fleet 
14 detc+mxi that the Navy needed to retain an active duty air 
IS station north of Norfolk. 
16 This permitted the Navy to consider the option of 
17 closing a nearby reserve alr station, South Weymouth, and at 
18 the same t+ne k q  what the Navy had dctcrrnined to be a more 
19 capable alr statlon open. As you know, the distance between 
to South Weymouth and Brunswick is about 150 miles. 
21 The community at Sputh Weymouth has said that its 
r reserve air statlon can easily accept new mssions. The Navy 

6 you might have. 
-fir DIXON: Are there any questions of Mr. 

8 Reedy? 
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1 And the believe that around the South Boston area 
2 they have sucga skill set and they would not get a lot of 
3 those people who are currently members of those very fine 
4 units at South Weymouth to commute the 150 miles up to 
5 Brunwick to join the reserve unit up there. Those are the 
6 two cen td  issues. 
7 In light of that I made a motion, as  ou know, to 
a add Naval Air Station Atlanta to look at &t issue of 
9 fairness apd should we, in fact - were there other options 

10 about talun~ from u t s  from Atlanta, for example, and move 
1 1 them u to Brunswick, et cetera. 
12 Sf i ,  when you hear the analysis about Atlanta you 
13 need to ut those two issues in context. And when we come 
14 back to 1011th Weymouth you need to put those two issues in 
IS context. 
16 MR. YELLIN: Yes, sir. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Robla. 
18 Mr. Yellin. 
19 MR. YELLIN: Do le, proceed with At lmta~lcpse .  
20 MR.. REEDY: S I I ~  8 4  nod 5, please. Mr. a~qnan 
21 the Comrmsslon added Naval h r  Station Atlanta to its 1st  of 
22 possible closures because it had a low military value 

IXON: Is there a motion? 
MR. YELLIN: Mr. Chairman. I would Wtc to sucrest. 

if you don't have any roblems with it. to 20 on anpdhave us 
bnef Atlanta rior to favmy mot~ons on t h s  category. 

COMMl%SIONER ROBLES: .Before you brief Atlanu I 
would ilke to give a quick synopsls of the two major issues 
revolving around South Weymouth. 

South Weymouth I vlsited along with several other 
commissioner; two major concerns. Concern A was that d u e g  
this whole deliberation of analysis for tential closures m 
the resexve naval air station category t g v  were sitting 
firmly somewhere in the middle, four or six, if I reca7l 
nght. 
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1 ranking, as Commissioner Robles iust said. The Navy opposes 
2 closing NAS Atlanta and says that the mili@xy value ranking 
3 is only tbe starting mt for makmg a decislon about 

5 
P" 4 whether or not to c ose the facility. 

Mr. Chairman, our analysis shows that collocating 
6 whenever possible with other military services allows the 
7 Navy to reduce it's operation and marntenance costs by 
8 shanng base sup ort ex enses. The collocatlon of NAS 
9 Atlanta with ~ol!bim &B saves the Navy money 

10 As you c+n see from the chart, Mr. ~ a i r m a h ,  ip 
1 1  addition to savmg money through collocatlon, relocatm~ 
11 reserve squadrons to NAS Atlanta can be done at virtuany no 
13 cost to the Navy. 
14 The F-18 reserve squadrons going to Atlanta were 
1s roine to be relocated to the Marine Corps Air Station at 
16 Beau'fort, South Carolina. Bv going to Atlanta, however, the 
17 recruiting demographics needed to staff the units improved - .  
I8  markedly. 

Finally. Mr. Chainnan, we have reviewed recruiting 
70 democravhics at both Atlanta and South Wcvmouth. Both are I" 
21 very 5ood locations for recruitinc aviatibn reservists. 
In 'CHAIRMAh' DIXON: 1'1% sure. 

1 I 1 
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1 MR. REEDY: Our analysis of Atlanta confirms, Mr. 
2 Chairman, that the Navy posltlon that the low rmlrtary value 
3 r+mg for NAS Atlanta was not an accurate portrdyal of the 
4 air statJon IS a .correct one. 
5 .Mr. Chairman, I will be happy to answer any 
6 questions. .. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank ou, very much. But I don't 
8 know whether you have told me wiat I want to bear here. 
9 Everybody here is sqart enough to know that Boston and 
10 Atlaxita aie both good recruitin areas. 

, I I - The ust ion is, which okthese is the better base, 
12 I guess. &at are your th?u@~ on that? There is a 4 of 6 
13 and a 6 of 6. and you say lt IS better than a 6 of 6. 1 

I 14 guess ou aie tellin me- that. 
15 &R. REED? Well, we lwked at the ranking aspect 
16 and the reason that Atlanta was d e d  lower was because of - -  -- - . 

17 demographics and also because it was farther away from a 
18 training area. But, we found that the demographics was 
19 comparable between the two bases, but the trdlning ran e use 
20 that was beyond a 100-mile range, only 10 ercent of tfe 
21 training in Atlanta was done in that range. 5 o i t  wasn't a 
122 key dGision p in t .  

1 
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I I think what the Nav . did was look at the ranking, r 2 the numbers, and then app led a little common sense to it and 
3 said - we reall -we can explain away some of these 
4 differences in t i e  ranking process 
5 I think, the com aqson of rkserve bases to active 
6 duty bases, that is in 8 e  Interest of the total force 
7 conce t that the Navy wants to enjoy in the coming - 
8 GR. YELLW: Mr. Chairman, there are numerous 
9 reserve aviation u t s  that are at active bases. In fact, 
lo the units that are proposed for movin to Atlanta - the tyo 
11 F-18 reserve squadrons, were 1-1 to go from one active 
12 base to another active base in &e 1993 recommendation. 
13 The staff does not believe looking at a scenarip 
14 that encompasses capaclty avnlable at active duty au 
15 stations is mwnsistent w ~ t h  the Navy's process or is . . 
I 6 impro er at all. 
17 ~OMMISSIOMR.ROBLES: Mr. Chairman. I - 1 MR. YELLmT: It indicates an effectwe, cost- 
19 effective usaoe of ca acit 
20 CHAIRMAN 61~Bi.l: Commissioner Kling and then 
21 Commissioner Robles. Commissioner &ling. 
22 COMMISSIONER KLING: I believe it is also a face 
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1 Wcymouth. moving i! to Bnmnvjck. the distance that p p l e  
2 would have to travel is not exo rb~mt ly  bad m that 
3 articular -- i t  is not good. You like to be right ncxt - 
4 gut i t  is not that far removed. Would that be a fair 
5 synopsis? 
6 MR. REEDY: That is right, and by closing Weyrnouth, 
7 you reduce excut capacity there, and by moving the Weymouth 
II over to B&ick you remove ex-capacity on the 
9 activit duty base. 
10 $OMMISSIONER KLING: And h e  fieurcs will kind of 
i i speak for themselves, if ou look at them: 
12 MR. REEDY: In :act, we have another chart. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Could 1 hear from Commissioner 
14 Robles first? 
15 COMMlSSIONER ROBLES: What I was going to add to 
16 the issue - we don't want to get too hung-up on a reserve 
17 category. They just happen to have been In the reserve 
IS catego because that was their major use function, but there 
19 were ayot of lnspncts and actlve and e e r v e  b u g  rmxed, 
20 as Mr. Yellin +id. That IS the appropnate thm 
2 I But more mportantly, huo other ?nu: h e  
22 facilities at Brunswick are supenor, m rastructure 
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I facilities, than the facilities at South Weymouth. The big 
2 issue about the Atlanta Naval Air Station, it is a dual-use 
3 base. It is a joint-use base. It barall-seivices 
.4 participatin and it is trul a synergistic base which is, I 
5 think, a m a e l  of what otKer bases want to be - lke ,  to 
6 have Army, Navy. Marine Corps, AL Force on the base and be 
7 able to share the cost of operating tipt facility based on 
8 the usage factor of the part~cular ut. 
9 But it was a fairness issue and we need to look at 
10 both of them. 
1 1  MR. REEDY: That is exactly correct, Commissioner 
12 Robles. In fact, a lot of the t r a m g  is done at Brunmck 
13 by the Weymouth people already because the facilities are . . 
14 over there. / 15 COMMISSIONER STEELE: And with AUuUa. 1 Weve 
16 wz heard the number - thev saved 40 Dercent of their 

1 17 overhead because of being Go-located. Was that a correct 
I8 number? 

- 
19 MR. REEDY: Pretty close. 
20 MR. YELLIN: Yes, there is a significant operat.hp 
21 cost advantage because of shared facilitres, shared cost~ng 
22 at the joint ticility in Atlanb. 
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1 that we are not comparing, really, apples to apples. 
2 MR. YELLW: That is right. 
3 COMMISSIONER KLING: I remember when I was there - 
4 you can't corn are them. They are two very different types of 
5 places, very gifferent t per of operations. I think i t  is 
6 robably fair to say - {think we forgot to mention a very 
7 gig! oint; tbpt is at Weypou-th, 6.0 percent, I bclieve it  is. 
8 o f g e  reservists llve wlthln 30 mles of Brunsw~ck. I s  
9 that -- No, they live within 50 miles and they can dnve the 
10 150 - 
I 1 MR. REEDY: Sixty-four percent, I thmk, live 
1: within 150 miles. 
13 COhlMISSIONER U I N G :  I think -- 
14 MR. REEDY: You are right. The comparison has to 
15 be made between Brunswick and Weymouth. Thsr is the essence 
16 of the ar-gument here; not between Atlanta and Weymouth. 
17 COMMISSIONER KLING: I think that hose of us that 
I8 visited there - this may be correct -- would be comfortable 
19 with the fact that if you were going to choose between 
20 Atlanu and Weymouth, you cerr?inly pick Atlsnw would be 
21 the one to remain open. I believe that a falr statement. 
22 And then tbe second aspect of i t  is, at South 
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1 MR. REEDY: Atlanta, if you just looked at tbe 
2 numbers, the costs. it is a low cost with a high pay off. 
3 CGMMISSIONER &ZING: YOU mean Atlanta? 
4 MR. REEDY: Atlanta, because it is co-locared base. 
5 COMhlISSIONER KLING: Okay. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions 
7 about South Weymouth or Atlanta? 
8 (No response.) 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions by 
10 any Commissioner? 
I I (KO resnonse 
12 MR. Y E L L I ~ :  By the way, this slide *at we are 
13 just puttmg up is a sununary of some of the different 
14 alternatives that were looked at by the Nav , revlewed by the 
I5 shff, related to al~ernativa to the closure %uth Weymouth, 
16 or alternatlvel to the closure of Atlanta. 
17 C H A I ~ ~ A N  DIXON: Is there -- pardon me, sir. Did 
I8 you want to sav something? 
19 MR. REEDY: J was going to talk a little bit about 
20 the chart. But that is tine. 
21 CHAIRh4Ah' DIXON: Are there any questions by any of 
1-2 the Commissioners? 
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I Commissioner Klin 9 
2 C O M M I S S I O ~ R  DAVIS: Seconded 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by ~omtkssioner Davis. 
4 Arc there any comments by any Commissioners, or any questions 
5 by any Commissioners? 

- - 
- 
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F&%%~MoN: Cou.nse1, call ihe role. 7 
8 MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner U n g .  
9 COMMISSIONER KLLNG: Aye. 

10 
1.  

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
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1 (NO response.) 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is thci. any motion? Commissioner 
j Kling? 
4 M O T I O N  
5 COMMISSIONER K I N G :  Mr. Chairman, I would like to 
6 move that the Comrmss~on find that the Secretary of Defense 
7 did not devjate.substantially from the four strucpqe plan 
8 and final cntena and, therefore, that the Comrmss~on adopt 
9 the followin recommendation of the Secretary of Defense: 

10 Close kaval Air Sption. South Weymouth, 
11 Massachusetts; relocate ~ t s  aircraft and n-ry personnel, 
11 uipment and support, to Naval A I ~  Stat~on, Brunswick, 
13 2aine; nlocats the Marine Corps Reserve Sup art Sqyadmns to 
14 anoth~r facility in a local area, or tq NAS l$run.sw~ck; re- 
1s establish Naval R,ese?e Center PC , Massachwet?; .and 
16 change the rscivm s ~ t e  specrd by Xe  1993 ~omrmss~on  ! 17 for consolidation o Navy and Marine Co s Reserve-Center, 
l a  Lawrence, Mruachusctts, Naval ~ a e r v e T e n t e r ,  Chrcopee, 
19 Massachusetts, and Naval Reserve Center, Quincy, 
20 Massachusetts from NAS South We mouth. Massachuseus, to 
21 Naval Reserve Center, Quincy, kassachusetts. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is then a second to the motion by 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
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I re1,oqte the Marine Co s Reserve Center in Detroit, 
1 Mlchlean, to ~elfnd~e,%ich? an 
3 The Kavy wants to avo!$ th; cost of moving, while 
4 at the same time staving withln the Detrolt Area where 
5 recpiting is ood. The-move to Selfridge, rather than the 
6 T w ~ n  Cltles f rea,  as onylal ly  planned, will save aBut  $ 
7 million. 
8  I will be ha v to answer any questions. 
9 C H A I ~ A ~ ~ I X O N :  Arc there any questions by any of 

10 the Commissioners? 
11 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Just one quick question. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner robles. 
I3 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Does that say that the move 
14 has already been made to Selfridge? So, why are we here 
IS talkinr about this? 
16 'MR. REEDY: The 1993 recommendation based on the 
17 Navy's request in 1993, which was confinned by the 
18 Commission. qu i res  them to move to Twin Cities. During thc 
19 implementation, after 1993, thc Navydderrn$ed that that was 
20 not the best place for them; to keep them in the Detroit Area 
21 was possible, would save mone . 
22 So they need a redirect orthe - change the1993 

Pa e 59 / 1 recommendation to allow them to do this and not to do &e I : Twin Cities move. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I won't make anv comment 

I 
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I MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 

3 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eirht ayes I - - 
4 and zero navs. 
5 CHAI~MAN DIXON: That motion is unanimously adopted 
6 aqd the Secretary of Defense's position is supported on h'aval 
7 h r  Stallon, South Weymouth. 
8 What is the uleasure of the Commission on Naval Air 
9 Station, Atlanta, dn this list? Is there a motion? 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kiing . 

12 COMMISSIONER KLING: Well. that was an add. Mr. 

4 about that, but it seems to me, if they already m6ved them in 
5 anticipation of this Commission's finding, that probably 
6 wasn t the ri ht thing to do. 
7 MR. &ED*: Any move in anticipation, or in advance 
8  of any decision on the part of the 1993 is a tem orary move, 
9 and so if the !Zomqiss~on overturqr this, then &ey will have 

10 to proceed w t h  gomg to Twm C~tles. 
11 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I am just ma& a statement 
12 for the r m r d .  I just don't think - you know, d a t  is like 
13 putting a gun to your htad and saying - you know - go ahead 
14 and pull the trig er. 
15 I mean, w i en you move a upit in anticipation of a 
16 decision being made, I think that is pretty blatant. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: Is that what that means. Alex? 
18 MR. REEDY: The issue is that they Navy wanted to 
19 proqwl with moving out of the Detroit facility as soon as 
20 poss~ble to start generatmg those savmp. And when they 
21 did the planning, they determined that they could stay 
22 locally, and so as not to delay the savings from the 
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I initial - you know, leavine the facility in Detroit as soon 
2 as they could, they made t h s  move in anticipation of this. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay, they were bad boys. Anybod] 
4 got a motion? 
5 M O T I O N  
6 COMMISSIONER UING: Mr. Chairman, I move that the 
7 Commission find that the Sccrctary of Defense did not deviate 
8 substantially from the four s tFcFre plan and final criteria 
9 and, therefore, that the Commsslon ado t the follow~ng 

10 recornmendahon of t h ~  Secr+ry of .~eZnse :  
11 Change the recervme srte specified by the 1993 
12 Commission for the Mt. Clemens. Michiran. Marine Corns 

Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there any motion at all on it? 

That is an add-on. Is there any mot~on? 

Ah' IXON: Atlanta is declared open. & N m s e . b  
MR. REEDY: I would now like to discuss haval Air 

Reserve Center, including M W S G ~ ~ ,  and ~ u \ ~ o n i n ~  unit, for 
Marine Co s Reserve Center, T . e  Cities, Minnesota, to Air 
Natlonal g a r d .  Selfridee. Mlchgan. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: That is a motion. Is there a 
second? 

COMMISSIONER MOhTOYA: Second. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya seconds 

Commissioner Qing's motion. Arc there any comments by any 
Comrmssloners regarding this? 

(NO response.) 

Station. Detroit. 
CHA.IRMAhT DIXON: Please do. 
MR..REEDY: My. Chairman, the Navy wants to change 

the receivmg slte speclfied by the 1993 recornmendat~on, and 

I I 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Counsel, call the role. 
COMMlSSIONER KLING: Aye. 
h4S. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOY A: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele. ' 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight 
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1 will give the staff presentation. 
2 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: Good morning, Mr. 
3 Chairman. Commissioners. If 1 could have slide C-2 uo on the 

- - 
is and zero na s 
19 C H A I h r V I  DIXGK: The motio* unanjrnousl parso. 
20 Tp-g Au Stahons, Naval h r  Stat~on, deridian . 
21 Mississ~ PI. 
22 ME. YELLIN: Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. Jim Brub&cr 

4 left, pl&. 
Mr. Chairman, this recommendation will close !he 

6 Naval h r  Statlon and relocate undergraduate stnke/p~lot 

18 
19 
20 
2 1 
22 

7 training. 
- 

8 The air station's ma'or tenant, the Naval Technical 
9 T-g Cepter, or NIT&, will close and its traininp 

lo funct~ons w d  be relocated to other trainin activities. 
11 It should be noted here that the  COB^ dated shown 
12 on the slide includes the relocation of NITC. The one-time 
13 cost associated with this action, $73.3 million, with an 
14 annual savin s of $26.9 mllion, with a one-year return on 
15 investment. h e  net p ~ n t  value over a 20-year period is 
16 approximately $345 mllion. 
17 You can see b y - h s  slide that there is a 
18 si,gnificant economc im act to h s  MSA as a result of the 
19 action. on the order of atout 8 percent. 
20 Slide C-3 up on the right, please. 
21 T%e first.issue I will discuss is the mission of. 
22 Kaval A r  Stat~on, Mendlan. As you can see by h s  slide, 
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required for the combined T-2 and TA-1 syllabus currently 
being flow at Mendiw. 

A figure of 1,5! 1, 
operat~ons er PTR IS 
combined f-2, ~ 4 3  
will be required 
flown entirely in the T45 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: May I ask a question right on 
that point? 

- 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Stele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: We heard some comrnmt that 

there is a draft new syllabus for some of the a~rcraft wbch 
decreases the amount of training necessary. Could you just 
clarify what that is? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: 1 have hard  that 
there is a syllabus m a draft stage. It has not come to our 
attention at the Commission that that has actually been 
signed off b the Secreta of the Navy. 

COM~ISSIONER~TEELE: Does it affect these 
onerations? Which aircraft are we discuss in^? ' 

L I E C T T E N A ~ .  COLONEL BRUBAKER: I I G ~  the in!", or 
going to the T-45 1s that ult~mately, when the T-45 1s fully 
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delivered and operational in Kingsville, that the syllabus 
will, in fact, be reduced because you will no longer be 
required to complete two se arate familiarization courses 
with two different aircraft. 5 o u  will go into an 
intennedia!e phase in a T-45, and ou will proceed right into 
the same aircraft for the, advance pinre. 

So, In effect, it w11l be a net decrease in the 
syllabus r uirements. 

M R ~ E L L I N :  The 1.5 11 figure that the Navy used 
was for a blend of h s  which encom~assed some elements of 
the reduced T-45 syllabus requiremQts - the cumtpnes .  
I thmk the Serv~ces are always l o o h g  to try to do thmgs 
more efficiently. That is probabl likely that all the 
trauung cumculum are bcmg looled at to see d they can be 
improved. 

- 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Mr. Yellin, isn't it a 
little difficult to deal with things that aren't here yet, 
that we don't h o w  about? 

hlR. YELLIN: Yes, sir. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: And take them under 

consideration? I don't see how that can even be a part of 
the discussion. 
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1 it is to conduct intermediate and advance strike training m 
2 the T-2. T A 4  arcraft. 
3 The community agrees with this position but also 
4 maintains that the base 1s suitable for joint training. The 
5 R and A staff agrees with the community position in that the 
6 Naval Air Station, Meridian, offers a otential for joint 
7 training due to its proximity to ~ o l u m ~ u s  Air Force Base and 
8 it shamg of the bombing and strafing range that is located 
9 approximately mid-way between those two facilities. 

10 The next issue is that of the training requirement. 
11 7 3 s  will be discussed later in the presentation, however, I 
12 would like to point out at this time,what i g h t  be c?nstnred 
13 as an error that shows the community posltlon on h s  top~c 
14 as "no discussion". 
15 This is an maccurate representation of the 
16 community's position. However, for the pu oses of *is 
17 slide. they don*[ establish requirements and xerefore. ~t 
18 was left off. 
19 The next issue is that of the operations for PTR, 
20 or pilot training requirement. 
21 The DOD position on this very imporpnt issue is 
22 that 1,867 operations per pilot training requ~rement IS 
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1 COMMlSSIONER STEELE: Commissioner, my intent was 
2 not to put a hypothetical in here. There was a clam that 
3 this was goips to affect the ability of Kingsville to retain 
4 11 or not. I just wanted to clanfy for the record what we 
5 knew and d~dn't h o w  regardin0 that sub'ect. 
a COMMISSIONER CO&E W: i h d  you. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. Mr. Yellin. 
8 MR. YELLIIU': Commissioner Cornella, I thiqk the 
9 issuz here on the operat~ons for PTR - because that is the 

10 s~grzlficant factor In the determriatlon of the ca aclty of 
I I the sccnano that the Navy 1s proposin - that Zere is some 
12 element of uncertainty in that in that t i e  7-45 is a new 
13 system. There 1s not a lot of historical data to look at, as 
I4 wc do have with the current procedures for strike r h g .  
15 COh4MISSlOh:ER CORNELLA: I appreciate that. You 
16 know, it is difficult to deal with the overwhelming amount of 
17 material that we have here without referring to possibly non- 
18 ex~stent svllabus, and things like that. 
19 LIIXJTENWT COLONEL BRUBAKER: Just for 
20 clarification, and I will get into it a little bit later - 
21 nght at Kingsville today, there are approximately 50 T-45 
22 a~rcraft on location there. At hlerid~an, hleridian has no T- 
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1 45 aircraft. Thev have about 160 combined total between the 
:! T A 4  and the T-2 s Ilabus. 
3 Approximale?;* 50 percent of the studies that go to 
4 the advanced stage 6f Gngsville today have completed the 
5 intermediate page of their training in the T-2 aircraft at 
6 Meridian. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is lhcrc any further presentation? 
8 LIEUTENAHT COLONEL BRUBAKER: Yes,  sir. The Navy 
9 feels as those these numbers are realistic. The communitv 

10 agrees with the o erations for PTR of 1887 for the T-2, TA-L 
1 1  s ilabus in that z ey  are historical numbers. Their position 
12 c{mcu, however, to a number that looks like 1822 operations 
13 per PTR, a more reallstlc figure to be utilized for the 50 

Il t  ro ected for the year 2000, utlllung both the :: E ; q & B e  %i aircraft. 
16 The R and A staff agrees with the 1887 number as 
17 the operations PTR for the current T-2 and T A 4  syllabus 
18 being flown. The TA-4 aircraft will be hased out of the 
19 inventory around the ywr 1991-1999. h e  f-2,  however, will 
20 be r q u ~ r e d  to augment the T-45 training system because of 
21 the planned procurement of the 
22 T-43, until around the year 2007, thus, the required T-2n45 
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1 syllabus. 
2 The projections foy the TT45 are projections only. 
3 Historical data for +s a~rcraft IS st111 bem created. 
4 The next lssue IS that of the advanc3 E-2lC-2 
5 training. The annual uirement for this cate o of pilot 
6 is 36 per year. I b e  D% posit~on IS that the 8-2%-2 
7 training is not part of strike trainin; in that, when the 
8 analysis was xun, these students were In Pcnsacola undergoing 
9 their training there, 
10 The commumty position is that ultimate1 this 
11 advanced E-ZC-2 syllabus will revolve aroundlthe T-45 in 
12 that it yi l l  be the only camer quaIified training aircraft 
13 in the inventory. 

Since the Department of the Navy analysis was 
IS completed, the plan 1s to move h s  function to a stnke base 
16 at &me time. ' 

The R.and A assessment is that this traininc is 
18 currently belng conducted at Pensacola m the T-ZIC aircraft 
19 and that b s  functlon could ult~matelv transfer to another 
20 base. 
21 If I wuld.have slide C.4 up on.the right, gl-. 
2 The next lssue to be discussed IS the suita llity 

- 
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I evepbodv through i t  here. 

Stnie pilot trxining uirtments arc currently I funded to the 336 level as zicnted on the to of thls 
4 side. On the loth of May. thrs year, the ~ $ 0  released a 
s revised PTR letter raising the stnke requirement to 360 
6 pilots per ear. This increase was due to the Navy beinc 
7 assimed t ie  rquirement to fulfill the U.S. Air Force EF-111 
8 misGon which r u i n s  the Navy to buy four additional EA6-B 
9 s uadrons andxeir  own internal nqulnment to buy back six 

10 alditional F-18 sauadrons across the fit-uo or future vears 
defense plan. 

The Navy calculated their sur e requirement based 
upon the funded PTR of 336 plus 2Ert. giving them a 
surge requirement of approximately 3. 

The community contends that the strike PTR should 
also include a weighted number of E-2/C-2 pilots since they 
will be flying a siplilar aircraft.and that eventually, as a 
result of transfemnr t h ~ s  functlon to a stnke base, will 
have an impact on flight operations. 

If you make thls assumption, strike plus C-2lC-2 
training incorporated in Lhe revised May 1995 increase, shown 
in the middle of this slide, will give you a PTR of 382. 
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1 If, then, you calculate a surge capacity of putting 
2 in the 20 percent factor, you come up with a requirement to 
3 be able to support 458 strike ilots per year. But the 
4 bottom line here is that the d v y 9 s  runway capacity fi ures, 
5 ycy only show a runway capacity in order m support at ~d of 
6 j Y b .  
7 These c$culations are based on one home airfield 
8 and two out1 mp a~rfields bemo . u t W  100 percent of the 
9 time. The dvy believes that %s a close enough to the 403 
lo number that they are funded to, to be acceptable, and that is 
1 1  about 18 percent. 
12 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Colonel Brubakcr. can I ask - - ~- - . - ~ --- 
13 you a uick uestion? 
14 QEUPENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: Y=, sir. 
IS COMMISSIONER DAVIS: When you talk about the 20 
16 ercent surge figure, can you elucidate a little bit on that? 
17 PS that because of weather ~roblems. or  instructor shon-fall 
118 nroblerns. or blockares ofathe runwav? Is that - I -- -~ - 

19 ' L I E I ~ E N A M  C%LONEL B R U ~ ~ :  I think thox would 
20 be more construed as kind of recovery operations - where you 
21 had a thunderstorm move in and you pot deferred for a day or 
21 two, you had to leave for a day. Surge capacity is a wartime 
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I of Cornus Christi as an outlying field for Kinrsville. 

The Department of Defense ositjon is ha t  tpe 
u acity calculations for Corpus d n s t l e  will be stubble 

r a R r  the pro or& runway extensions 
5 The d r i d i a n  community feels &i though the capacity 
6 ~ l c u l a t ~ o n s  for Corpus Christ! are over-stated and that the 
7 slngle sltmg of stnke tramrig IS not posslble because of 
8 the ca acitv numbers. 
9 h e  R and A staff concurs with the DOD position in 
10 that the planned runway extension will have a sl&ficant 
1 1  impact on the runway capacity at Corpus. 
12 In addition, another alternative could he to 
I3 rethin& the issue of the outlying Field Goliad that is 
14 potentially, ~f the Commjsslon were to allow its re-use, help 
15 to alleviate the concern about some of this surge capaclty ~n 
16 the Kinesville Area. 
17 ?beeannual capacity at.Goliad is roughly the same 
18 as  Kingsvllle's current outlylng field at Orange Grove In 
19 that it IS a single runway and it is not a home field; it is 
20 not where you could bed down aircraft. 
11 If vou could ut C-5 up on the nrht,  please. 
22 T&s is a didcult slide but I will i r y  to talk 
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1 reserve mode and it would be for a duration of time. 
2 In the way that the Navy budgeting s stem works 
1 within DOD, money that we will et m d l 9 9 6  to.spend on 
4 aircraft was ap ropnated -- or ma e the dec~slon - ~t was d 
5 back in 1994. kiiiewise. as new requirements come down the 
6 road, there is goinr to be a period of time between when the 
7 requirement IS esta'bllshed and when the money IS ava~lable to 
8 support that requirement. 
9 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: The only Ason I am getting 
10 at that, I just want to know where in that whole formula you 
1 1  have. do vou factor in those recovery shortfalls and other 
11 thlngs? rundefs,tand surgmg, for. in the classical sense of 
13 surge, for mobll~zat~on, wartrme, or whatever. But where do 
14 you factor in that vou are runninr at 100 ercent? 
15 We heard a lot of testimony yerterdy that if you 
16 want to run a depot at 85 percent; any time you run above the 
17 85 percent, you really don't have anv flexib~lity. Where is 
18 the flexibilitv figure In that number? 
19 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: I haye a back-up 
20 slide. If I could put that up for just a cou le of m u t e s .  
21 If I could put Navy Back-up 20-A -- coul$1 put that on the 
22 left side? 
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1 These are the assumptions that were p d e  in 
t calculating runwa capaclty. The assumptions were that you 
3 had 237 training Jars per y u r  -- that taku into account, 
4 you get two weeks off for Christmas and Ncw Year's, vou gct 
5 eight Federal holidays, you get four safety standdowns er 
6_ xf;~.? and a change of command per year. So you come up wi $ 
7 L J I .  
8 Those are ideal days and the assumption is that you 
9 are w o r h  five da s a week m order to get that. 

10 n e  &me fie& ca acity was assumed $ a t  the 
11 +ylight capacity, now &at we have.b- tallung about that, 
12 is 12.1 hours per da For an out1 mg field, the factor 1s 
13 a little bit lower in &at it is 11.6. h e  thought being 
14 that you have to get there and that you have to come Lack - 
15 so the hours are reduced there. 
16 For sm le runway operations, in the case of an 
I7 outlying field 54 operations per hour - about one per 
18 minute IS a comfortable f igure~o  work with. It is a number 
19 that the Navy has come and said - that is a doable number. 
20 If you have dud runways, then you get 80 opcmrions per hour 
21 in that t pe of an environment. 
22 d e s e  are the numbers that went into corning up with 

- 
diffeknce. 

CHAlRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes. sir. Again. Colonel 
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those - number of annual o s available for those airfiel8s. 

COMMISSIONER DRVIS: Colonel Brubaker, are you 
finished? 

LIEUTENmT COLONEL BRUBAKER: If 1 could just 
clarify; the way ou find out that capacity at that 
particular airfield is to take L e  runwa capacity, divide 
that by the number of o eratlons per &R - and.that 1s why 
that number is so c r i t i d .  It makes a difference if you are 
using 1887 historical numbers in the T-2, TA-4, or trying to 
do a prorect~on for the future, or  a - It makes a bin 

Brubaker has already gone through someof the'caiiulus for 114 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
t 
9 

10 

me. I have a series 6fquestions.- 
First of all, 1887 was the PTR for the T-2TT-4, and 

the Navy has already included the calculations to the 
efficiencies they are going to receive on the T-45 and 
brought those o eratlon? down to 1822. 

MR. YEL%N: 131 1. 
LIEUTENAh7 COLONEL BRUBAKER: 151 l is h e  Navy- 

agreed upon -- that is the middle of the road where you are 

June ~ 3 .  I Y Y ~  
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COh1MISSlONER DAVIS: A not rnalurc system can give 

you variances because of problcms with Lhc engines, ruframcs 
h d  thins like that? - 

MR. YELLIN: Yes, sir. There is not the historical 
experience base that we have with the other. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: NOW, can I go back to our 
rcvircd strikc V R  by thc Navy? They rcvi!cd (hat strikc 
based on buymg back A d s  that were going out of the - - - - 
invent0 

M%. YEYELL Bu new EAdBs to =place 
COMMISSIONER ~ A V I S :  ~emanubctures!  
LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: Yes. rctually, they 

would be a remanufacture, vd the intent wai to &the* 
miss~on yith the EF-J1.I gom by the wayside, %e Navv har 
been rvlgned that msslon of %e EAdBs, to take over d e  
EF-111 mission. 

Four squadrons worth of aimlanes. on the order of 
about 16 airplanes. 

COMMISSIONERDAVIS: Again. I would have to check, 
but there was I think some attem t by the Air Force to try to 
buv that back. All that would t J e  out of that brocess is 
hoh  many -- is what I am trying to get t6 -- ~frthat didn't 
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happen, how many would that take out? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: Sixtezn airplanes, 
four s usdrons. POMMISSIONER DAVIS: HOW m y  rn slots? 

MR. YELLIN: That IS not an easy calculation to get 
to. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: It would bc 16 - about two a 
year, robabiv. FEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: YS, sir. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Because of the maturity of 
those ilots? RIR. YELLIN: yes, sir. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thcm m v  final ~iecc of the 
calculus is that you have a chance to &iew all this; you 
see the rojected requirements; you see the capability of 
~ i n g r v & e  and with the associated flight areas, and you have 
seen the capabilit of Meridian. 

In the staf ? s view, is that a too-tight PTR, and 
because of the wa the Navy does pilot trdining in that,.@at 
they have to do a r ot detachments; they don't have a t w g  
camer any more, so consequent1 they have to wait for a 
camer to appear - Does b a t  m h  that PTR calculation too 
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I utilizing the T-2 and the T-45 syllabus. 
2 c~MMISSIONER DAVlS: But we are not going to get to 
3 that polnt until 2000-sometlung. 
4 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: Well, 2007 when we g o  
5 to the T-45, It could potentially be lower than that number. 
6 This transition stave, we are trylng to create a welghted 
7 average, er se. The 151 1 number makes the assumption that 
8 you are &ins part of the training in the T-2 aircraft and 
9 then oino on to tpe T-45. 

lo  q t  aho takes into account that some students don't 
1; el.-er s c  s T-2; they wil! go +ght into a T45. So wh3: we 
12 have to bear in mind now, there is only 50 available and the 
13 delivery schedule calls for 12 per year. 
14 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: What kind of expcricncc do Lhc 
15 services have m the T35? How many vears? 
16 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUB&R: In the last BRAC 
17 round. thev were not included -- so. within the last c o u ~ l e  
18 of sir. 
19 MR. YELLIN: It is verv recent, sir. 
20 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: So we have a not nlature 
21 system, is what vou are saying. 
22 hlR. YELLIN: Yes, sir. 
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tight from an operational standpoint? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAI;ER: Again, I don't have 
the operalional coplmander here. My assessment is that there 
is no training camer q y  more_; you are exactly coqect. 

When those cnt~cal T-43 assets are m Kmgsville 
today and they deploy to either the West Coast or the East 
Coast to make those camer qualifications happen, they take 
that ?set away from the home field, thereby rendering the 
capaclty at the home field to be less than - 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: But Coloncl Brubakcr, what I 
am t?img, at it is, given all those va-aries, the fact that 
the T-45 IS not matured yet, given t&e fact that you have to 
rro on detachments, given the fact that you don't have a 
;raining ,carrier, does that PTR make your palm sweat, or 
dozsn't ~ t ?  

I guess that is what I am eettine at - if Meridian 
17 C~OSCS. - - - 
18 MR. YELLIN: Well, Commissioner, we have already 
19 heard from Chief of Naval Operations, that it bothers him, 
20 personally, although the Secretary of the Navy has come bad 
21 very stronglv to say that we belleve that we have the 
22 capacity to do that. 
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1 1  The staff has soent a lot of time lookinr at this 

.d 

2 and it  is a verv t i  htr---a vent tirht fit. 
COMMISS~ONER DAVIS: Thank you, very much. 
MR. YELLIN: I hesitate to be any more specific 

5 than that. It makes some optimistic assum tions'that about 
6 issue+. The Navy has come back to. us eac R time we have 
7 uest~oned these, and they have lndlcated that they belleve 
8 %at the uncertaiqty here is made up by the savings of 
9 closin the ca acit 

lo E O M M ~ S I ~ N E R  DAVIS: Let me take it one step 
l i  farthec 1 f  for some reason or another they can't meet thk 
12 PTR, what are their options? 
13 MR. YELLIN: Well, not meeting the PTR has direct 
14 readiness im act on the fleet. 

- 

I5 COM&SSIONER DAVIS: But you don't havc a surge 
16 capabilit an lace that they could go to? 
17 . ~ k .  &LLIN: Well, there are other places that they 
18 send peo le for detachments - 
19 C&MISSIONER DAVIS: NO, but - 
20 MR. YELLIN: You afe absolutely right, 
21 @mmiss~oner. In my experience m working on this process 
?, smce 1991 - In 1991, the Navy had three bases dolng stnke 
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I the Defense Department would have provided us with spme 
: cross-servicing recommendations related to avlation tralnlng. 
3 They have not. 
4 The Sen++ as a result, look+ at their 
5 requirements w l b  each of the Services. 
6 One issue we have not talked about though that the 
7 community has bmu ht up a nurnbcr of times, is that Columbus 
8 Air Force Base m d ~ e r i d i a n  are very close together. In 
9 fact, they do share training areas, they do share facilities 

10 together. 
1 1  T h e ~ e  is a otential jn-the future, if there is 
12 inter;servicing o e pilot trammg, that that could be an 
13 efficient rmx. But we ot no recommendat~ons and no 
14 information from the d efense Department or the Services to 
IS really give us any way to analyze that from an implcmcntation 
16 standpoint. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
18 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I want to makc onc comment. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Stele.  
20 COMMISSIONER STEELE: And thcn we can  ass back. I 
21 agreed -- and last Wednesda , I asked several qu&tions about 
22 thc jointnus. Commissioncr d n g ,  bccause I was wondcnnp if 

- - 
beginning. 

Even the Chief of Naval Operations admits that if 
vou kee both of them open, vou w ~ l l  not fill them both up. 

C~MMISSIONER KLING: So we are just kind of -- 
MR. YELLIN: It is a problem when plrticuiarlv you 

look at only Navy requirements, you don't ook at D 6 D  

i 
- 
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1 1 trainipg. They eliminated one in 1991 and they arc proposing 
I 2 to elminate a second of the three in 1995, and also the 

3 tried in 1993. So that means of the three bases in 199?-- 
4 and the PTR rate has not gone down that substantially from 
5 that period of time. 

I 6 Those are rejections. They are try.ing to 
7 anticipate the efl!c1mcies that the are going to get with 

I 8 the T-45. But, as we have seen zoom the Navy - certain 
9 rp&in the Navy, including this Chief of Naval Operations, 

10 as n verv concerned about that. 
11 The official Navy position is that they feel 
12 comfortable enough to continue with the recommendation evcn 
!3 thought it is a ve ti ht firht. 
14 C H A I R M ~  &OR: Commissioner Klhg 
IS COMMISSlONER KLING: Looking forward to ;he down- 
I6 sizing aspect. You know, you touched on that a minute aro. 
17 hula you look forward to that? Wouldn't that relieve this 
18 to some extent? 
19 MR. YELLIN: The strike pilot training rate, the 
20 336 or the 360. that is the future pro'ection. 
11 COMMISSIONER KLING: &at is already there. 
-7 - MR. YELLIN: I was tryxng to go back to a higher 
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number, back int he early 1990s when we fmt started looking 
at base closures in this categorv. The numbers have not gone 
down, along with a reduction from three bases to two, and 
then to one. However there was excess capacity in the 

aviation trriininrieauirements. a.i a whole. which the Joint 
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I we could use that Meridian complex more efficiently, or 
2 utilize Columbus to alleviate the Navy problem here. 
3 I believe we took out the excess capacity on the 
4 Air Force s ~ d e  yesterday. We got down to a 12 ercent surge 
5 wiggle mom. So now, unlcss somcrhing c h a i ~ p  wi$ thc Air 
6 Force's 52 ercent increase number, we are not goin to have 
7 that flexibizty at Columbus, or at another Air ~ o r c e t a s e ,  
8 to absorb any Navy. 
9 We lund of took away our options there, in my 
10 opinion. 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Can we have Commissioner Cox' 
12 question. 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: I want to ask two quick 
14 uestions. I want to make sure I understood your answer to 
15 %r. Robles* question. because I think it is irn 
16 I mean, we are looking at basically touc E"""' downs and 
17 take-offs every minute, so you want to make sure that the 237 
I S  traininr days 1s right. Is that where the bad weather comes 
19 m, andthe -- we are d o m ~  all the sort of problems by 
20 co~lllng down to 237 days? 
2 1 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: .No, the 237 days arc 
22 strictly adrmn days, calcuiated ahead of tlme. 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Corps Scrvicc G&U 'ancmpted to do. Whcn you look at them, 
you have pieces ofexcess at different bases -- It is not 
necessarily easy to eliminate a whole base in many cases. 

This is one of the problems you are runnins into 
here, is that if you have two now, to go to one, it really 
does make it very tight. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Would it push us to the cross- 
servicinrr if we did this? Doing more of ~ t ?  

MR. YELLIN: The implementation of cross-servicing 
may or may not ha pen in the future. We really - certainly 
h m  the staffs sun t point, we were hoping madc from before. 
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COMMISSIONER COX: That is it? 
LIEUTENAhT COLONEL BRUBAKER: Yes.  If you have a 

bad day, now we are talking about flying into the evening. 
We are talking about having to fly on the weekends. Those 
are kind of recoverv o eratlons. 

MR. YELLIN: %ere is some weather attrition built 
into the PTR, itself, thburh. 

COMMISSIONER C ~ X :  Okay, so the weather comes in 
there. But, other than that, you are really t a b  about 
every mjnute having to have an operation to get %s - - 
capici ty? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: Yes, yes. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Well, we would love to do that 

in the commercial business. And then let me ask you a final 
question. 

In 1993. we went through this very same issue. As 
I recall. the PTR was virtually identical to the now revised 
PTR. Is that correct? 

MR. YELLIN: The PTR. as I recall, Commissioner 
Cox, in 1993. we were looking at a PTR in the 380s. 

COMhlISSIONEX COX: 382 - 
MR. YELLIN: It had dropped down with the 336, but 

L I I 
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15 at. 
16 There are a lot of them and I think we had kind of 
17 a unique circumstance here with the Chief of Naval 0 erations 
18 steppme up on his own to ex ress bjs concerns, gut we have 
19 also had the Secretant come &ck with a strone resoonse. that 

) 
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1 workload, if that came into the system for T-45s at 
2 Kinesville, with a Meridian closure, that that would. be 
3 anoher one of these sur e type of issues, uncertamtles, 
4 that the 20 ercent wou6 try to take care of. 
5 But i?pu include the 22 PTR from E-21C-2, into 
6 the 336, ou get 358 - if you do 20 percent on top of that, 
7 then we dbn't belleve that the calculations for the 
8 Kingsville scenario fit. That is the 430. 
9 Now, as I said, the Na s osit~on is that +at 

10 fits within the 20 ercent ooXL 86 and these k g s  are 
i I not necessarily adsitive. But what we are tryino to do hcrc 
12 is. to lay out to you - and I guess we are nor herpins you as 
13 d~rectly as we could, but we are tryrn to d~splay h s  as 
14 best we CP. with d l  the uncrrtaintlu %ere for you to look 

" A  20 he still su orts the dosure. 
21 C H ~ A N  DIXON: Are there iunher questions? 
21 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes, sir. 

Pace 89 
1 location versus two, SO the won't have - When the T-2 
2 training leaves Pensacola, ey want to site that at 
3 Kingsvilie. 

3; 
4 You kind of have to add the 22 to the 360, and then 
5 add 20 ercent. 
6 JR. YELLIN: That is the very big number at the 
7 bottom,. the 458. If vou include that. 
8 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thanks. I just wanted to 
9 make sure. 

10 MR. YELLIN: We tried to provide all the options. 
I 1 Clearly. if ha t  is our anticipated requirement plus surge, 
12 then you are clear& ripnifi-tly-in ex- of rbe capacity 
13 of the Nav 's scenano at K~ngsville. 
14 CHA~RMAN DIXON: Arc there any further questions or 
15 comments? 
16 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes, sir. 
1 7  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis? 
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1 it is now -- 
2 COhiMISSIONER COX: It is comin~ back up. 
3 MR. YELLIN: This is a variable. That is one of 
4 the reasons why you would have a sur e rquiremcnt in Lhcrc; 
5 is that there is unce*inty about airfines hiring pilots. 
6 about mss~ons movrn These kind of issues aren't certain. 
7 We picked the 2 b  rcent to d ~ s  lay here because 
8 that is what the Navy mgcated to us %at they felt 
9 comfortable with as surge requirements. The staff believes 
10 that that is a reasonable window to look at, the 20 percent 
11 surge. 
12 COMhlISSIONER COX: Even if we didn't o to the 
13 revised May 360, but went with the original, plus %e E-2IC- 
14 2, and the 20 ercent, then we are - 
15 MR. ~ L L I N ;  The Navy's official position on E-2IC- 
I6 2 is that i t  is uncertiim where that is going to go. The 
17 reality js that within the 2001 timeframe, that !s our 
18 evaluation period, that it does not ap ear that it  w~l l  be 
19 going to Kmgsville, durin~. that timekame. The T-2, which 
20 p e r f o p  that funct~on -- E-2/C-2 wlll still be in place at 
1 1  that  me. 
22 Their position is that this E-UC-2 additional 

18 COMhllSSIONER DAVIS: 1 want to make absolutely sure 
19 I understand. The FA-1 8s apd the EA-6s are funded; right? 
20 MR. YELLm: No, s ~ r ,  they are not. They are not 
21 funded. They are - it is a requirement now, the have to go 
22 back through the budget process and per the fun$mg for those 
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1 rquirement that he thinks he has. +I he is going to go se& 
2 more aircraft because of revised rmsslon rqulrements. and 
3 now he takes that 360 and -- 
4 MR. YELLIN: W: don't have 360; plus 20 percent, 
5 but i t  is close to the 430 if ou ut 20 ercent. 
6 COMMISSIONER MO is TO A: 0 E ay: That is ally what 
7 he is focusing upon. Now he is not an avlator. Now ~f weR 
8 an aviator, I think General Davis would say - he may have 
9 not even hedged a bit. He may have been even stronger. 1 

10 don't want to speculate, but he clearly was very, very 
I 1 concerned about that. That is what we felt as a Commission 
12 last week. 
13 COMMISSIONER STEELE: My comment here - 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
15 COMMISSlONER STEELE: Looking at the 360, wc talked 
I6 about the four squadrons of EA6-Bs but in addition to that, 
17 is there not six squadrons of FA-18 k ~ s ,  that are also going 
18 to build into that - 72 a~rcraft? 
19 MR. YELLIN: Yes. It is the combination of those 
20 that created the increase in the ilot training rate. 
21 COMMlSSlONER smxP: And then the 22 E-YC-2s is 
22 because the Navy wants to have all of the T-45s in one 

CHAIRMAN DMON: Commissioner Davis. %;% / I -. . 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: It was the two of us. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I want to follow back to - ~ - -  

Commissioner Robles' comment yesterday. You know, jf you 
have two training areas , a d  you ask me if I would like to 
have three, as an operations manager, I am gomo to say yes. 

It gives vou a comfort.leve1. I am uncomfortable 
with the comfort level on t b s  PTR. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any fuher comments or 
questions? 1 1  

COMh4ISSIONER STEELE: You may go first. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: 1,s spmebodv~posing a question or [i 

making a statement? Comrmssloner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I want to make sure h a t  all 15 

of us understand somethng. Under oath, the CNO did 116 
somethino unusual. He tookit on his own shoulders to render I17 
a opinion. He was very careful about it, but 
nonetheless, he did. 

I think his nervousness. if we follow this 
I I; 
i 10 

calculation, Mr. Yellin -- and just me that I have i t  
121 right -- I think he is looking at h ~ s  360 number, the revised 
/ t2 
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rzquirements. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: And this is a question I 
should have asked, and I hate to do it and display my 
ienorance. But the E-2 is a rop airplane, isn't it, but the 
lu'avy's selection of the ~ 4 ? i s  to get them an understanding 
of the T-15. even thourh it's a ro eller-driven airplane? 

MR. YELLIN: The ~ - 2 $ - ~ ~ i l o t s  have to be able to 
land on carriers, apd T 4 5  in the p i s s  now, the Navy.'s plan 
wlll be that that will be the only trallllng plane that will 
be available to training eo Ie to land on wmers. 

COMMlSSlONER g A&: That was a bettcr answer Lhan 
the one I had. Thank vou very much. 

MR. YELLIS: Yes, slr. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions? 
COMlMlSSIONER MONTOYA: 1 want to ask a 

clarification uestion. 
C H A I ~ . A N  DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COhlMlSSlONER hlOhTOYA: Lookina ahead hcrc, we have 

the NTTC issue. Clearly, if you close heridian, the Naval 
Technical Trainino Center moyes. 

hlR. YELLhl: l'es, sir. 
COhlhllSSlONER MONTOYA: But, i f  you kccp Meridian 

I I I 
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1 o en. isn't there still an open question of whether or not we 1 dispersing clerks and storeke n; and they also train 
2 slouldn't mns~der sepantely. wheth?r.to keep N l T C  or nod t religious pemnnel; and they E v e  also laundry psnonnel: 
3 MR. YELLIN: Yes, s ~ r .  This IS a -- and we were 3 and it's a whole bunch of -- ~t is the - it's a school that 
4 oin to talk about this right at the end of this discussion; 
I gut &s is kind of a unique base. It's the only one that 
a I've had, in my experience in base closure, that the services 
7 felt theyeneed@ to close twice. 
8 It 1s mentioned m wo different recommendations. 
9 It's mention in t$c Meridian Naval Air Sktion recommendation 

10 and there also 1s a separate recommendat~on for that. If you 
1l.wouldn't mind, I'd like to talk real briefly about that. 
12 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Just a minute, Mr. Ycllin. 
13 Mr. Chairman, as we look at the vanous recommendat~on 
14 options, there's none - at least under Meridian it says, 
1s just keep the base open and silent on the NlTC. And my 
16 convm is, or my f ~ l i n g  is that we have to dcal with the 
17 MendIan lssue, penod, and then deal separately with the 
18 N?Tc. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I Lhink if you look at thc second 
20 motion. Admiral -- 
2 1 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: The second motion is - 
22 CHALRMM DIXON: Let's s u  if Madclyn can help you 
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I here. 
2 (A discussion was held off the record.) 
3 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: So I'm told I have a motion 
4 that. by its very nature, if you keep the base open, you.keep 
5 NTTC open but then, subsequent to that, we can turn nght 
6 around and close it. That's what she's saying. All right. 
7 MR. YELLIN: Yes. 
8 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I understand. 
9 MR. YELLIN: It would have been. I think, a bit 
10 more straightfonvard if the Meridian recommendation had not 
1 1 discussed NlTC. 
12 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Yes. 
13 MR. YELLIN: I think the concern of the Navy in 
14 doing that was robably the fact that, i f  Meridian closes, 
15 then'NITC real cannot stav there b ~tself. 
16 COMMIS.&ONER MONTOY~:  Okay 
17 MR. YELLIN: But there is the option,'if the air 
18 station stavs open, that h T C ,  because there are o erational 
19 and trainbig reasons to move the schools to be co-gated 
20 with other schools, that the Navy*s osition is that that is E 11 an appro riate o entlonal ~ssue, alt ouch we dld get a 
2 separate e o ~ d f r o m  the Navy that malutes that that is a 
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4 was put there to take advantage of the support and overhead 
5 of the air station, but it is not related to avi.ation. 
6 A11 the av~ation enlrsted tralnq w l c h  was 
7 rimanly perform+ in Memphis, wlfk t&.'93.clorure of 
a  emp plus as a tramrng center, all that tra-g rs at 
9 Pensacola. So all the enlist* aviation rate training is, 

10 for the most part. done now m Pensacola. This is 
I I misccllancous training that some thcy want to move to Newport 
12 and the supply-related things they want to move to the Suppl: 
13 Corps School in Athens, Georgia. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. Are there any more 
15 ucstions or statcmcnts7 Commissioncr Roblcs. Commiss~oncr 
16 i o b l w  
17 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 1 
18 think Comrmssloner Steele wants to make a quick comment, 
19 here. 
20 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Well, it's not funny anymore, 
21 because you waited so long. I was just oing to say we've 
12 been on the road for two-and-a-half wee!& straight,' and we 

I 
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1 went to look at the school where they were doing the laundry, 
2 and we were real te.mpted to have a demonstration. But it's 
3 kind of lost m the tlmn , here. 
4 CHAIRMAN D I ~ O N :  Okay. ~6mmisrioner Roblcs. 
5 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I'd like to make one quick 
6 statement and then ask one question, Mr. Yellin. 
7 First, the quick statement. There was some talk 
8 here, and I'd su port my colleague on the CNO's comment. 
9 Having workad%oth for the chief of a service and the 
10 secretary of a service, the chief of a service sets paid to 
1 1  make operat~onal calls. By Tltle X, he's pald to or anize, 
12 train. and equip the force. So it is not unusual for e 5, 
13 chief of servlce to give you the operational requirement, as  
14 he sees it. 
IS Now, wise men and these sepior euys a= oree to 
16 disagree, but I thought it was partlculady mstructive and 
17 illustrative that the CNO told 9 what he ~ l l v  beheved, 
18 from an opefrttjonal point of vlew, under h ~ s  Title 
19 X r onsrblllt~es. 
20 %e d iming  arny of T-45s. T ~ s ,  T-34s. T-2s - 
21 could you explain to me, in quick, simple terms, how this 
E movement of all these airplanes and modernization is going to 
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1 fairly leu thv - that's a 19-vear a back / 2 CO~~MISSIONER M O ~ ~ A :  0kav 
3 MR. YELLIN: If Naval Air Station Meridian stays 
4 open. w e  asked for a COBRA from the Navy which b d s  out the 
5 cost of mqving, c!osing NlTC Meridian and moving it. And we 
6 have a s!~de on ~f you'd like to see but, m summa T, It  7 a $3 1 mlhon oqe-tlme cost and ~t is a 19-year pav ack. 
8 SO, financially, I ~ ' S  not an attractive move 6ut. 
9 operationally those schools there arF appro nately located 

10 w ~ t h  other schools at Athens, Georpa and 8ewport, Rhode 
11 Island. So, for training co-location, the movement away from 
12 Meridian is.appropnate, but the economics are not favorable. 
i3 There 1s a sgmficant one-tlme cost for construction, and 
14 that really reduces the - that lengthens the payback on 
15 that, sirnificantlv. 
16 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: One additional question. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
18 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: The NTTC. what do thcy train 
19 there? What kind of folks do they train, and are they 
20 aircraft related? 
11 MR. YELLIN: No. they are not. This is an 
X independent school. They tram the supply rating, such as 
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1 r o  on this fleet here? There's kind of a doplino effect here. 
2 'They're goln_r to smgle-slte the T 4 5 s  at IGngsvllle. but 
3 the 're poinc to brine some more, maybe later, to Meridian, 
4 anc?the\7're eoln to Ghat at wherever. 
5 MR. Y E L ~ N :  We have a backup slide that r a y  be. 
6 useful to help us with the d~scusslon. I 11 have Colonel 
7 Brubaker - 
8 LEUTENAhT COLONEL BRUBAKER: If you could. put u 
9 Navy b a c b  12. lease. James ut it up on the righ! sibc. 
10 COM&ISS&ER ROB&S: Tius is it. T h ~ s  n 
I I perfectly clear. 
11 (Laughter.) 
13 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Would you plcasc. at least 
1: for other folks, for whom ~t isn't qulte so clear, at 
!s least -- 
16 (Laughter.) 
17 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBA.+R: Yes.  air. What we've 
18 ot here, this is the Na\ly's pilot tr+un_g syllabus. All 
IP &e students - and there are about, m t h s  new letter, a 
20 total of about 1.2.00 pilot requirements per vear. 360 of 
21 those are stnke pllots but, nonetheless, all 1200 of the 
12 Navy pilots eventually go in through primary training in the 
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1 T-34 aircraft, as indicated on the left. 
- 

2 Afier their primarv hase is complete - and that's 
3 done cunently today at &;ting Field m Corpus Chnsh, 
4 Texas -- they select their pipe. If they go to strike, they 
.5 could PO anywhere of two places ri ht now: 
6 fhey could either go to ~ e r i z a n ,  in which they 
7 would do their mterrned~ate flyrn m the T-2 urcraft, and 
8 they're advanced in the A-4; or t%ey could go to Mendim for 
9 intermediate, Kingsville for advanced; or  they could go to 
10 Kingsville, if thev were in the T-45 TS syllabus, and do 
1 1  intermediate in advance+. training entire1 in the T-45. 
12 If thev chose mantime. currentlv d ev contmue on . . 
13 now in the T-34 for the - . 

14 COMMISSIONER COX: Colonel Brubaker? 
is LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER; yes, ma'am. 
16 COMMISSIONER COX: Could you just, as you go 
17 throueh each of these. ex~laln how the 95 recommendat~ons 
18 woulJ chan e any of it? ' 
19 LIEU~ENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: The '95 - - -  

zo r~ommep+tion, in this particular c?e,.and in the m e  of 
21 stnlre t r a m  , was that you would e l l m a t e  one of those 
22 wo training ~ a s e s  up there. 
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1 COMhfISSIONER MONTOYA: I wish 10 make it clar 
2 that, notwithstanding what a p w r  to be differences of 
3 opinion between the.leadershlp and the Navy, I arrive at this 
4 motion. this conclus~on, on my own, based on what I've 
5 learned independently. 
6 I.have pot beenolobbied by pea le in the Navy to 
7 take this position. m just want to d e  hat  very, very 
8 clear, that this is an independent judgment based on what we 
9 did yesterda with the A I ~  Force, bayA upon a visit to 

10 Columbus, <sed upon the opportunity for future .oint 
I i tmi*g, wh!ch I thnk we can forge, if we leave &e 
12 capacltv ava~lable to make that ha pen. 
13 Therefore. I move $at the &m@ssion find . b t  the 
14 Secretary of Defense dcv~ated substanball from Frnal 
IS Criteria I and 3 and, therefore, that the dmmission rrject 
16 the Secretary's recommendation on Naval Air Station Merid~an, 
17 Mississip i and, @stead, adopt tile foUow@g recommendation: 
18 mNavnl.ilr Stat~on Meridian. M l q ~ s s i y i  yill.rernam opep. 
19 It's major tenant, the Naval Technical r a i u g  Center, wlll 
20 also remain open. Thc Commission finds this recommendation 
21 is consis~ent with the Force Structure Plan and Final 
22 Criteria. 

- --a - - - 

COMMISSIONER COX: So all of would go to I : Kinesville? 1 :  
1 3  

" 
LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: AU of it would go to ( 3 1 ; Kingsville. 
COMMISSIONER COX: All of it. 
LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: That's the issue. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And all would be done with T- 

8 45s? 
9 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: Excuse me, sir? 
10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And all would be done with T. 
1 1  45s? 
12 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUB.AKER: Eventually, that's 
13 correct. Don't for et, the TA-4 IS eomg to be phased out 
14 around +e '98 or 6 9  time frame. fhe  mtent would be,. until 
15 the buy IS complete for T-45~. that you would have a rmx of 
16 T-2s and T45s. All the advanced svllabus would be done in 
17 the T-45s and a mix of ~ e o ~ l e  would do their intermediate - .  - . . - - ~ - -  

18 phase in the T-2. 
19 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I think this slide is useful 
20 for education evervbodv, but I would urge the commissioners 
21 not to get into detiiil in-&y motions theymight be 
22 contemplating, to give the Navy the operational flexibility 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya has made a 

motion. Is there a second? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I second. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is seconded by Commissioner 

Robles. k there any further comment or ard there any 
further auestions? - 

o res onse 
L % ~ & , o i b I x o N :  coinsel kill c d  the 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KING:.  Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Cha~nnan. 
CHAIRMW DIXON: So .  

roll. 
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I that they need in the future. 
2 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: That's no; my intent. I just 
3 want to unde,rstand how all this flows together,, because PTR 
4 and the t r a m p  is a central issue m thls ?vlendlan 

I 5 discussion. I $st want to make sure I understand. I 
6 visited, and I thought I understood it, but every day I hear 
7 adifferentfact. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there an in fuder,  Colonel 
9 Brubaker, that you have to sav renard% %s subiect matter? 
10 L I E ~ E N ~  COLONEL B R U ~ ~ I  No. Mr. chairman. 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, are there any further 
12 questions or statements? 
13 (No response.) 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The,Chair notices, on the tough 
15 ones, there are a lot more questions and statements. The 
16 Chair learned a horrible truth in two years of ublic 
17 service: in the.egd we have to vote. Now, wEenever you're 
18 ready, the Cha~r is ready. 
19 COhlMlSSlONER MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman. 1 have a 
20 motion. 

(ii CH.41RMm DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
M O T I O N  
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I MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
2 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is seven ayes 
4 and one na . 
5 CHARMAN DIXON: The vote is seven ayes and one 
6 nay. The necessary maiuritv hsving been obtaind, ru'aval Air 
7 S ~ t i o n  Meridian and N?TC remain open. 
8 MR. YELLIN: Mr. Chairman. could I inquire of 
9 counsel whether we should - 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Just a moment, now. Let's clarify 
1 1  somethlno. 
12 (A  isc cuss ion was held off the record.) 
1: CHAIRhlAh' DIXON: Now, let me repeat this, so there 
14 isn't any doubt about i t .  Counsel had misheard what 
15 happend. 

The Chair declares that, on the seven to one vote, 
17 Naval Air Station Meridian. M i s s i s s i ~ ~ i  and the Xaval 

A A 

18 Technical Training Centcr, remain open. Any question among 
19 the commissioners about that result? 
20 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: That was my intent. 
2 1 CHA1Rh.I.W DIXON: That's the result. 
22 COh~IhlISSIONER MONTOYA: Thank you. Because, now 

Diversified Reporting Services, Inc. 
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I we're oinr to address h T C  ves, inde endently. 
2 EHAIRMAN DIXON: *ahh. a11 ri %t. 
3 COMMISSIOKER MONTOYA: 5t.s next. is it not? 
4 MR.-YELLIN: yes sir. 
5 CHAIRMAN D I X O ~ :  A11 right, now. Is that 
6 understood? 41 ri ht.. Qt ' s  ursue this, now. Now, we go 
7 to Naval Tcchn:cal r a i u g  &nter; is that correct? 
R 

5 
MR. YELLIN: Yes. sir. Do you have any further 

9 questions? I have some overheads. * 

10 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I want to see the COBRA. 
1 1  MR. YELLIN: Yes,  sir. Put up on -- I apologize; 
12 you'll have to 'urnp ahead ;- the E-7 and.E-8 James, please. 
13 The CO$RA that's dlspla ed here a w k t  I 
1 4  summarizd a few *omen& ago. &is is Navv COBRA bas4 on 
15 our request to.sp11t out the effect of the N?TC, which was I la encom assed 1n the original COBRA for NAS Meridian. 
17 Abd +S you can sec, it has = $31 rm!l:on one-time 
18 cost, ?hick 1s ?used by construction "9"'r* at the 19 recelvmg locations, has a minimal annua savmgs, In part 
20 because lt shares a lot of its costs at the Naval alr 
21 station; and the result is that it has a 19-year avback and 
22 it does not have a net present value savings. !t has a small 
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1 cost. 
2 There are, however - if vou can look at E-8 - 
3 there are some 1ssue.s that we d d  speak about, about co- 
4 location of this t&g with other locations, with the 
5 Supply Corps School m Athens and with the other Naval 
6 framing schqols at Newport, Rhode Island. 
7 ?here 1s a synergy there w t h  those other schools 
8 and there are appropriate places to move these schools from 
9 Meridian. However, the economics do not appear to be 
lo favorable to that. But the operational issues are there. 
1 1  The Navy has indicated that they would like to move 
12 the school, even if the air station stayed open, because they 
13 feel there are o erational advantages to dome it. 
14 COMMI.!SIONER MONTOYA: Telj'me something. 
15 haven't e n  there in a long time, Mr. .Yellin, and didn't 
16 visit h s  tlme. How 1s !he qph ty  of life recardlng 
17 students, barracks, housinc, instructors; andls that an 
18 issue at the receivmg sites? 
19 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Can I address that, since I 
20 visited, .and I walked thrpurh that buildinc? It's a world- 
21 class bulldmr. 1t.s relative1 modem. Tfie quality of llfe 
12 of those students is wonderzl. They walk across the street 

I I M R .  YELLIN: Yes, sir. They're ANC ~ c h & l s , ~  - I 
2 prirnarilt.. 
3 COMh4ISSIOKER MONTOYA: Okay. ANC? Okay. 
4 MR. YELLIN: Yes. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Stele. 
6 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Just a bricf aucstion. The 
i one-time costs and annual savings, have they'changed at all 
8 since the ori inal recommendation? 
9 MR. SELLIN: NO. 

1 1 0  COMMISSIONER STEELE: So there's nothing revised 
1 I here? 
12 MR. YELLIN: We did not get, until very late in the 
13 rocess, from the Navy, the separate COBRA. The data, the 
14 EOBRA data that we showed ou earller for the Naval Air 

e J  I5 Station Meridian closurc includ the closure and movement of 
16 the school as part of it since, if the air station closes, it 
17 has to close. 
18 COMMISSIONER STEELE: So, even though it's a 19- 
19 year pavback. the Navv wants to d o  it? 
20 MR. YELLIN: Yes. 
21 COMMISSIONER STEELE: They must want to do it. I 
22 don't know. Okay. I'm just checking. 

1 
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4 

and go to class. - 
1 

Everybody I saw -- the commander, the female 2 
lieutenant commander who headed it up, was delichted to be 3 
there. There may be some operational concerns. 1 can't see 4 
them, but there may be. But the economics certainly don't 5 
support it and it doesn't seem llke it would pass the common- 6 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any further questions o h .  
2 Yellin? 
3 (No response.) 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ak there any further questions? I 
5 (No response.) 
6 CHAIRMAN DMON: Arc t h v c  any fulrhcr sutunents? I 

k%A=$bIXON: Is there a motion on NTTC? 8 
9 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chauman, I have a I 

sense test. 7 
MR. YELLIN: Commissioner Robles, I didn't mean to 8 

imply that the fiav indicated they had any problems with the 9 
ahool, b u s s  I & it rccnvnly is o e n t ~ n s  well there 10 
and it IS - mv im~ression aerees with eomrmssioner Robles'. 1 1  

10 motion. 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
12 M O T I O N  
13 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I move that the Commission 
14 find that the Secretary of Defense devlated substantiayy 
IS from Fmal Cntenop 5 and, therefo.re, that the Comrm~ion 
16 reject the Secreta s recommendat~on on Naval Tecbca l  
17 Training Center zeridian, Mississippi and, instcnd, adopt the 
18 followinc recomrnendation: 
19 "The Naval Technical Trainino Center Meridian, 
20 Mississippi will remain open. The ~omrmsslon finds this 
21 recoqmendatloq lslconslstent with the Force Structure Plan 
22 and Final Cntena. 

It's a nice. self-cdntained pirt of the base, separated from 
the air field. se~arated from familv housinr. It's a 1 is 

- 

- 
compact, &d bf campus arrangement. 

The Xavy has indicated to us, though, that they're 
try*g to co-locate slrmlar schools, particularly officer 
trammg with enlisted training, and some of that would 
happen here with this closure. 

COMMISSIONER MOhTOYA: One more questi:n. This i s  
the kind of schools that are "finishing schools, where the 
sailors then would leave there, nght to their next 
operational assi,ment? 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to the motion of 

Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Second, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner U e  seconds the 

motion of Commissioner Robles. 
- 

Are there anv comments. statements. or auestions? . . 
(No res on&. 
CHAIR%AN LIXON: Counsel will call the roll. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steeie. 
COhlMISSIONER STEELE: Nav. 
MS. CREEDON: Comrnissioner%ornella. 
COMMlSSIONER CORNELLA: Ave. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Coi. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Nav. 
MS. CREEDON: Commission& Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Ave. 
MS. CREEDON: Comrnissionkr Montoya. 
COMMISSIOXER MONTOYA: Aye. 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. I I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Nay. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is five ayes 
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I man\. different types of aircraft w d  as many aircraft as 
2 possible in there. 
3 He's concerned about the safety aspect. He said, 
4 you know, there's just a lot of safety factors here. So I'm 
5 very interested in an analysls you all d ~ d  about his 
6 concerns that it wourd be preferable to net congest the 
7 Pensacola area more by bnngin more a~rcraft to Pensacola, 
8 as opposed to usmg the relatlvet unencumbered airs  ace 
9 doull in that southem part pf T e ~ a s ,  which is one of % 

10 reasons they put all those alr statlons down there, was it's 
1 I outside the ma or traffic routes and there's a lot of 
12 unencumberal)space down there. 
13 Could you comment on both those issues? 
14 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: A position could be 
I5 made to acce t your comment m regards to safety and, 
16 ce*inly, wi%o Naval aviation. as in all forms of 
17 avlatlon. there is a certain amount of risk nssociated with 
18 traininr Naval aviation, and dots in eneral. 
19 The assessment by the h.vy is g a t  the available 
20 air space and the runway capaclty at Pensacola and the 
21 Whiting Field complex down there su ports that additional 
22 training down there and. by going down t f  ere, they reduce the 

I 5  
4 and three nays. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: pnd. the five to three vote befflg a 
6 sufficient majonty, the motlon IS camed and the 
7 of thc Secretary of Defense is rejected and NTTC%L%an 
8 remans open. 
9 MR. YELLIN: I would not like to proceed with Naval 

10 Air Station Corpus Christi. 
11 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: If  I could, please 
12 have Slide C-6 up on the left and C-7 on the right, 
13 The DOD rec~qmendation 1% to rq!lgn h e  d Y ~ r  
14 Station Corpus C h s t ~  as a Naval alr fac~llty and to 
15 relocate the undergraduate pilot trainin function to Naval 
16 Air SLation PensacoIa. F b n d a  and the haval air station at 
17 Whitinn Field, Florida. 
I8 f i e  one-time cost associated with this realignment 
19 is $13 million with an annual savings of $5.1 minion and an 
20 immediate return on investment. The net present value over a 
11 20-year period is $106.4 million. 
22 The economc lmpact IS reduced here by a redirect 
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I is that they suppon the retention of maritime training at 
2 NAS Corpus Christi, Texas. The R and A staff a g r ~ s  w>h the 
3 Navy.powtlon that the recommendation does eliminate excen 
4 capaclty. 
5 The Navy recommendation changes Corpus Christi from 
6 a h'aval air station to a Naval arr fac~lity. Although the 
7 Kavy could make h s  change wlthout a BRAC actlon, they 
8 believe it is an integral pan of their overall 
9 recommendation. 

10 Mr. Chairman, are there any questions? 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there anv aucstions of Colonel 
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2 we'll touch on !ater. 
3 The first ~ssue  I'd like to discuss is the capacjty 
4 of receiving size to F e p F  the T-34 and the T-44 alrcpft. 
5 The DOD position IS that sufficient excess capacity 

I 6 exists at both Pensacola and Whiting Field. The Corpus 

8 further contends that the capacr? of Penscola will no! 
7 community wants to retain theT-44 maritime training and 

9 support maritime training in ad ition to the other tramng 
10 currently being conducted there. The R and A staff concurs 
11 with the DOD position, in that sufficient excess capacity 
12 exists at other air stations. 
13 The next %_e I'd like to discuss is the maritime 
14 training r e m a m g  at Corpus Chnstl. 
I5 The DOD osition is that, by movino. the rparitime 
I6 training out of $AS Corpus Chnsu, that &IS actlon wlll 
I7 eliminate excess training epaci t  while, at the same time, 
18 increasme available ~ p a c l t y  at Xe air field for the 
19 planned T43 operatlons out of NAS.IGnosvlile. Under this 
20 lan, NAS Co us C h s t l  wlll be utll~&as an outlylng 
21 i e ld  for the T% training. 
22 As mentioned above, the community position on this 

. . I j; Brubaker? 
COhlhllSSIONER ROBLES: Colonel Brubakcr. auestion 
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3 

10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Is any of that at risk? I 
1 I m a n ,  do ou think, the staff analysis that's all going to 
12 work and i o w  the way ou thuic ~t IS? 
13 MR. YELLIN: dbviously, the Navy's proposal does 
14 move a lot more training into the Pensamla-Whiting complex. 
IS The Navy has an assessment they have donc, and they have done 
16 analysis, which they've shown us, and they feel they have the 
17 capacltv there. 
18 gut the comments you're hearing, though, are 
19 reflective of the fact ,that the Navy is accepting significan! 
20 msslons from the Air Force for nav~oator tra-g, combmed 
21 XFO-navigator training, which will L?e done in the Pensacola 
22 area, and what we're moving from Corpus up there will add 
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1 significantly. The Navv's position, that &ey:ve shown us, 
2 1s that the alr space andthe air field capaclty IS there to 
3 do that. 
4 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I understand that. I guess, 
5 you know-, the rason I brought this issue is, anyrime anybody 
6 says anydug about safety m the aviation world, your 
7 antennae go up and, when a four-star avlator says that, vour 
8 antennae go really, really high up in the air - apd who had 
9 operational responslbllity for a major geographc pan of the 

lo world. 
11  And what you're saying is, there is some room for 
12 concern on the safety issut. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further qucstions? 
14  COMMISSIONER STEELE: Yes. 
I5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis, I think. had 
16 asked for reco-pnition, first. Commissioner Davis. 
17 COMblISSIONER DAVIS: Will the approval of Meridian 
I 8  Naval A x  StiLlon open reduce the rquirement LO download the 
19 T--!js? 
20 MR. YELLIN:, Yes. By keeping Meridian open, we 
21 ha\ ,e  kept exrm capacity open. If the Comrmsslon provldzs 
22 thc rlzxlbility, Commissioner Davis, that you have prev~ously 

. 
r - 
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14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: General Robles - ~ommis;ioner 
15 Robla. 
16 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Could you pluse tell me. 
17 just explain to me - and I'm asking this question because a 
18 very senior Navy four-star. who used Lo bc CINCLANT, said - 
19 an aviator, by the wav -- that -- he talked about the uallty 
20 of the air space over Corpus Christi. );Llgsville, an% thd 
21 southern pan of Texas versus the Pensacola area; and, as I 
22 understand it, the Navy is dense-pachng Pensacola to put as 
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I discussed. in realigning where they put trainin missions 
1 acer.they - as art of a tential movement ?Rhe tnlnlnc 
3 mrslon out of corpus. tKn that would certnnly expand the 
4 area and would help alleviate some of the -- 
5 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman, that's one of my 
6 concerns, that we have significantly altered the Nav 's 
7 architecture for pilot trainmg, and we probably ougit to 
8 provide them as many options to readjust their program as 
9 possible, and I will make a motion to that effect. 

10 COMM1SSIONER STEELE: What I was coin2 to add to - - 
that was in concert -- 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Stele. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: - with Commissioner Davis. and 

actually took half of the question away, because, ColoneI 
Brubaker, you and I, when we spoke to the Navy, there were 
some who were - concern is not the r i  ht word, so much, on 
this issue, as they felt tb?t the .Co us knprage was largely 
due !o.the Navy proceeding w t h  #e an t ic~pa~on that 
MendIan was gom to be closed. 

So, to rovick the flexlblllty for the Navy to sort $ this out and o what is most effic~ent for them, I concur 
with my colleague that that would be a wlse move. 

COMMISSIONER COX: CI. 1 just n* a qu,Pt"li Z6 1 1 
both - - 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: - Commissioner.Davis and 

Commissioner Steele, because I certady agree wlth the 
conce t. But Mr. Yellin said something, and I want to make 
sure funderstand where you all are obg.  

We should provide the flexibi&ty of movement, 
whether - includmq not movin . I mean, if they wanted to 
stay at Corpus. that s h e .  If &ey want to move them 
that's fine, that we're not requiring that they be moved out 
of Corpus. 

MR. YELLIN: Commissioner Cox. the retention of anv 
extra &&.ing capacity does provide the Navy more 
flexlblll to move thlnrs around. 

C~MMMISSIONER COX: ~ i p h t .  
MR. YELLIN: So the retention - 
COMMISSIONER COX: I 'ust want to make sure a 

l! motion doesn't say you have flex] lllty to move them 
somewhere but you have to move them, that if we're going 1 
a v e  them flexiblllt we ought to just say - - 

MR. YELUX: That 1s certainly an option for the 

I:: 
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1 commissioners to consider. ' 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Art there an further questions or 
3 any funher statements with respect to 8orpus Chnsti. Texas? 
4 (No response.) 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a motion bv anyone with 
6 respect to Xaval Air Station Corpus Chnsti, Texas. 
7 COMMlSSIONER DAVIS: Mr. ?hainnan. I have a motion. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comrmssioner Davis. 
9 M O T I O N  
10 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I move the Commission find 
11 that the Secretary of Defense deviated substantially from 
11 Fipal Criteria 1, 2, and 3 and, therefore, the Com+ssion 
!3 reject the Secretary's recompendation on Naval h r  Statlon 
14 Corpus Chnstl, Texas and, mstead, adopt the followmg 
15 recommendations: 
16 "That Naval Air Station Corpus Christi, Texas 
:7 rernainls open, and,r?lip as necessary. 
18 The Comrmsslon finds thls recommendation is 
19 consistent with the Force Structure Plan and the Final 
10 Cntena." - - . . - . - -. 

11 CHAIRMAhT DIXON: Is there a second? 
11 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Second. 

B L ~ L  nearing 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: There is a second by ~ommis;ioncr 
Montova. Are there anv further comments? 

C O M ~ ~ I S S I O N E R  STEELE: I just want to make sure. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: This allows the Navy full 

flexibility? I just want to make sure I understand. 
COMMlSSlONER DAVIS: This,-accading to counseI, 

gives the Nav . full flexlblllt to reah as necessary - COMMISSIONER STHELE: E h o t  m i l i p ?  
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: - or not realign, as 

necessa 
C ~ ~ ~ M I S S I O N E R  STEELE: Okay. Thank you 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: And h e  counsel, I hopc,'is 

right. 
COMMISSIONER COX: So, if the Navy decides not to 

move the T-44s out of Corpus, they could do that? We don't 
require it, the move, and we don't prevent them staying? 

MR. YELLIN: I think it's slrmlar back to some of 
the things wc did with an clement of the Guam recommendation, 
where we're givin: the Navy the opportunity to do the 
scenario they prov~ded to us, but we've also given them an 
opportunity to do other things, and this provldes additional 
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flexibility for them in the future to do things as their 
requirements - 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: And I can't oint out the 
impact. We have, in a major way, altered the 8avy9s pilot 
t r a w g  requirement, and we must glve the Department of th 
Navy an opportunity to structure properly. They can't open 
any new bas&, but, cbnsequently, they Gon't spend any mon- 
mone I, or they may not nd some of the money the 've 
alreah got progxammed,%cause of the realignment &at's 
taken alace. ~- 

EHAIW~AN DIXON: Well. the only comment the Chair 
would like to make is, 1.wonder why we continue to do them 
all these favors when ~t 1s the Nav ltself that made the 
request of us. This is the second hvor in a row we've done 
them. 

The observation the Chair would like to make is 
that I think that the services run their shops pretty well, 
as the evidence of the entire history of h s  nation 
demonstrates. But ~f my colleagues want to contlnue to fme- 
tune, we'll do that. 

Are there any further comments? 
(No response.) 

Pa e 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: -upsel will cpll the rolf 
MS. CREEDON: Comrmssloner Dav~s.  
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Cornqissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLIhG: Aye. 
hlS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MOhTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele .  
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
h?S. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIOKER CORKELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: KO. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. the vote is seven ayes 

and one nay. 
CHAlRMAN DIXON: Seven ayes and one nay, and the 

motion is adopted. 
Operational air stations, the Marine Corps' Air 
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1 S ~ t i o n  El Toro and Tusrin, California. 
?, MR. YELLIN: Yes. Mr. Chairman. Colonel Brubakcr 
3 will also provide the staff presentation for this ategory, 
4 for most of the bases in h s  calegory. 
5 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: If 1 could have Slide 
6 D-2 u on the left, please. 
7 h r .  Chairman. the 1993 Commission directed that the 
8 Navy move several F-14 squadrons, and this particular - I'm 
9 sorry. 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Colonel, would you permit me to 
11 interrupt you? I'm going to declare about a five-minute 
12 recess, and then we'll come right back to this subject. 
13 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: Yo. Mr. Chairman. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, sir. 
15 (A brief recess was taken.) 
16 CHAI@+lj DIXON: Would the room come to order? 
17 Would the visltatlon m the back of the hall, back by the 
18 back wall, be discontinued, please, and would the 
19 commissioners take their seats and would staff be prepared to 
20 proceed agaln on Manne Co s h r  Statlon El Toro? 
21 MR. YELLIN: Sir. d o n e l  Brubaker wlll begin. 
2 2  LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: Mr. Chairman, the 
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1 the aircraft out of NAS Lemoorr. that s ac:ipn will rlimnare 
2 construction costs at KAS Lemoore and utilize exlstlng 
3 capacitv at KAS Oceana. 
4 There have been no concerns expressed by the 
5 co~nrnunity at NAS Lemoorc. Thc R and A staff concurs wi~h the 
6 DOD position and .the conslructioq costs eliminated at NAS 
7 Lemoore is approx~matelv $345 rmllion. 
8 The next issue that 5'11 discuss is the co-location 
9 of fixed-win and rotary-wing aircraft at .NAS Miramar. 

10 The D ~ D  posluon a that some helicopters have 
11 already moved and that the Manne Corps currently operates 
12 this t p e  and mix on a smaller scale at other locations, 
13 specigcally on-board LHAs and LHDs. There have been no 
14 concerns ex rcssed by the community of San Dicoo; and the R 
15 and A staff in @is case, concurs with the DBD ?sition. 
16 The next lssue concerns the use of March L r  Force 
17 Base and, at this time, I'd like to make available to the 
I8 Clrairman and his commissioners a letter from the Commandant 
19 of the Marine Co s, General Carl Mundv. 
20 C H A I R M J  DIXON: Do we have that letter? 
21 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: It is coming. A 
2 2  letter from the Commandant of thc Msrinc Corps, General Carl 
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1 1993 Commission directed that the Navy move severalT-14 
2 s uadrons, along with E-2 squadrons, our of NAS Miramar to 
3  AS Lemoore. It also directed that Be Marine Corps move 
4 numerous fixed-wing and rotarv-wing assets from Tustin and El 
5 Toro into Naval h r  Station 'Miramar. 
6 This 1995 redirect changes the r v i v i n g  sites for 
7 the squadrons and related actlvltles at Mlramar from Lemoore 
8 to other Naval air stations, rimaril the Nayal q i r  Station 
9 OC-a, v i r  inia. ~t PISO cfanLOees d e  r-Lvmg sites for 

10 the Marine &rpr Air Station liustin, Califorma assets from 
I 1 Miramar to other Naval air stations, primarily the Marine 
12 Corps Air Station at New River. North Carolina and the Marine 
13 Co s Base Hawaii, specifically the Marine Corps air facility 
14 at Faneohe Bay. 
15 The one:time cost associated with this redirect is 
16 $92 million with an rpnual savmzs of S6.9 rmlllon and an 
17 ~mmediate return on mvestment. The net present value of 
18 this redirect is 5346.8 million. 
19 The air stations at El Toro and Tustin were closed 
20  in previous rounds. Therefore, the base opera.tmg.cost and 
21 personnel data are not available, as those effic~encles were 
2 2  claimed in the previous rounds. 
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1 Mund the Commission, dated the 22nd of June 1995, stating 
2 the d a m e  Corps position on March h r  Force Base, and I 
3 quote:" 
4 When all factors are included,. the Marine Corps 
5 can neither afford to operate an additional stand-alone air 
6 station nor is it required to meet its mission.' 
7 The DOD posltion is that they do not want to open 
8 up a Reserve base for active dutv because of the increased 
9 operating costs. The Riverside b u n t y  cornmunit wants the 

10 ~ a r i n e  heiicopters to be psmunentfy based ~ y s h ,  {owever. 
I I The R and A staff concurs with the DOD position: the Marine 
12 Corps cannot afford an additional stand-alone air field, nor 
13 is an additions! base required to support its mission. 
14 Mr. Chairman, are there any queshons? 
IS CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any questions, my fellow 
16 commissioners, of Colonel Brubaker or the staff? 
17 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I have a question on what you 1 ;; last said., 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
COUMISSIONER STEELE: N'ho does w a n  to eo m March? 

21 I understand who says they can't afford it. Who did you say 
22 did want to go to March? 
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1 Slide 3,  D-3, u on the right, pleas*. 

I'd like to brie& describe the direction provided ' : bv the '93 Commission to the services. A significant number 
4 of helicopters were directed from Marine Corps Air Station 
5 Tustin to Miramar and a large number of fixed-wing aircraft 
6 were directed from El Toro to Miramar. 
7 To e.e room for these arriving aircraft,.the vavy 
8 moved a silllficant number of F-14s and E-2 aircrah out of 
9 Mimmar lo NAS Lernwrc. The Navy's f o p  Gun Squadmn was also 

10 directed to NAS Fallon. Nevada. 
11 D-4 u on the nght, please. 
12 ~ o u ' l P ~ e e  here the propos? laydown for '95.  The 
13 numbers of aircrah shown are estimates for the t pes and 
14 models,of aircraft identified. Of i m p o r - c e  is [{at 
15 approx~mateiy 29 helicopters previous1 slated to go from 
16 Tustin will now be going to Mame Corps g sse Kaneohc Bay, 
17 Hawaii and to Marine Corps Air Station s e w  hve r ,  thus 
18 creatinr some excess space do? at Mlramar. 
19 Slide D-5, please, on the nght. 
20 Tne first lssue I'd likz to d~scuss is the reduced 
21 construction costs as a result of this redirect. The DOD 
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1 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: I'm not sure who 
2 wanted to PO. The Navy does not want to go. 
3 MR.-YELLIN: I W, Commissioner Steele, we have 
4 had comments from Marine Corps personnel who have said that 
5 they are concemed about the joint helicopter and fixed-win 
6 operations at Miramar; and the community has cenainly fe t 
7 that -- the community at Riverside - the aarch  Air Force 

H 
8 Base community has very strongly presented the fact that 
9 having them separated would be an Improvement, from an 

1 0  opzratlonal standpoint. 
1 1  But, when we went back and questioned the Navy 
1 2  De artrnent leadership and the hiarine Corps leadership, tiley 
1 2  incl%ated that costs are very high to do that and that they 
14 really feel that they can operate satisfactorily with the 
I S  scenano that the havv De artrnent has presented to us. 
16 COMMlSSlONER {TEELE: O k q .  Sinse thi* one - 1 
17 think some commissioners~feelings of t h g s  gomg different 
1 8  places. Whatever motlon IS read, if somebody could do what 
19 we did with Gunm, and walk me throuoh what we're changing. 
20  I'd appreciate it, if we change anyt&g. 
21 CHAIRMAY DIXON: Arc there any furher questions of 

2 2  position is that, by reducing the aircraft, by redirecting 122 the staff? C~mrmssioner Cox. 
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I COMMlSSlOKER COX: I just wish to make a comment on 
? the last one. and that is this: that i t  is tnle that the 
3 Navy and Marinc Corps lcadcrship havc lormslly said that thcy 
4 don t want to move to March, and I don't thmk anybody is 
s trymg to make them move.to March. 
6 But ~ t ' s  not just Manne Corps personnel who have 
7 indicated that they have serious operational concerns with 
8 gomg to Miramar. It is very senior Manne Corps e f s o ~ e l ,  
9 who are m charre of those ooerations and whose 10 \ ~t is to 

&e that work: 
11 MR. YELLIN: I didn't mean to mischaracterize it. 
12 COMMISSIONER COX: I just wanted that clear, it's 
13 not just the Rivcrs~de community and a few errant Marincs out 
14 the%. 
15 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: And, as an aviator, mixing 
16 helicopters and fixed-wm aircraft is.not q easy $mg to Fr 17 do. It can I>e done. The avy does ~t routmely, m the~r 
18 fleet operalions,.and the U.S. Air Force and the A m y  do it 
19 routine?. In thelr operations: but i t  does add an element of 
20 risk an thrill when you o throuch the rocess. 
21 COMMISSIONER%ONTOYA: b r .  Chairman? 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
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1 COMMISSIONER MONTOY A: Just an, observation. 
2 Alluding back to your comments earher regardmg the BRAC 
3 fme-tunmg operations of the services, I &I& what we did 
4 before was +ly untie their hands, as  opposed to fixing for 
5 them where h g s  went. 
6 The reason I say that is because you've observed, a 
7 c o u ~ l e  of-times, this IS the last BRAC. In other words, what 
8 we nx in this BRAC is likely to be law for some period of 
9 time, unless somebody changes it and, even-in this BRAC, we 

10 have a senes of redirects where the services have rethought 
11 their initial position and so they have the benefit of c o m g  
12 to us to help them change past thmking, which is healthy. 
13 And so, as I have visited the sites and as I have 
14 learned more, the way I'm headed is, t to provlde as much 
ir flexibility around the decision as possixe, p e n  that 
16 they'=. 5oing to be stuck with whatever we say and, when it's 
17 over, it s over, I t M .  
18 So that's sort of the spirit in which I have 
19 approached some of these site- ecific recommendations, sir. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: 8 a v  I r ond 

121 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA?~~. slr. 

I n  CHAlRMAN DIXON: - to my good friend, Commissioner 
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1 often want lo suggest to them how they mirht be able to do it 
2 a little bit better. And the.Chair would onry suggest they 
3 thought ahout this a long t!me, too. The separate services 
4 thought about this a long time, too. 
5 I appreciate that last vofe was a very tough vote a 
6 while ago, and you had the difference between the chief 
7 executive officer and the Secreta of the Naw. But, at the 
8 u u t  of the Congressman invo~vd: when the chi$ ex~utive 
9 %cer was sittin there. I said to him. I said. Now does 

10 the Secnta of t%e Navy stick by G s  uns? And the 
I I Secretary orthe Navy wrote back t h s  $hairmrn and said, -1 
12 do. He had considered it. He had taken the nsk. And the 
13 Chair then took the risk. 
14 And that's what the Chair says: these folks 
i5 thoughCabout it, too. 
16 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: But. Mr. Chairman. I feel 
ij compelled~to res ond. 
18 C H A I R M ~  DIXON: Well. I honor your response, 
19 Commissioner Robles. 
20 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: The fact of the matter is, 
21 when I raised my hand and said., :I hereb,: do y e a r , "  one of 
22 the th~ngs they told me IS that, if m my mlitary judgment, 
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1 because I'm sup sed to be apqlitical, I did not agree w t h  
2 the political leaEbp or appointed lcadershp, 1 should 
3 stand forth and state mv convictions clearly. 
4 CHAIRMAN DU(0N: Absolutely. 
5 COMM!SSIONER ROBLES: .And I think what +q Chief of 
6 Naval Operations was domg was just that. Now, it 1s up to 
7 us to factor all that into the equation, and determine what 
8 the right answer is. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Oh, I aeree with that. 

10 Commissioner Robles, 1 spent 42 years voting, and I disagreed 
I 1 with peo le all the time in good humor, and went and had a 
12 drink wi% them that night. I didn't have any problem with 
13 anybody else had to say here or any vote anybody else cast. 
14 Love ou all, w t  mv own, you cast yours. 
1s how, any furtder questions or statements? 
16 (No response.) 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: AU right. what's the motion? Is - .  
16 there a motion? 
19 COMMISSIONER COX: I have a motion. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
2 1 COMMISSIONER COX: Let me make sure this is the 
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I Montoya, and express this view? And I respect his, very 
z much: 
3 In the first place, I think it will be the 
4 consensus of the Commission, from every discussion I've had, 
5 that we will recommend another BRAC, probablv in 2001, after 

, 6 two Presidential elections and at the terrninaiion date of the 
7 h a 1  tail of t+t BRAC. Now, whether the Congress has the 
8 stomach for ~t 1s a questlon for the Congress, and I 
9 appreciate that. 

10 But the other part of what we can recommend, I 
11 believe, $e Coneress will readily accept, z+nd that is a 
12 recoptlon of &e fact that, throurhout thls process, we 
13 kee on seeing these redirects andthese changes in 
I4 evaktion bv the separate xrvices and the Department of 
:S  Defense as they go along l o o b g  at what they ve done in the 
16 other BRACs, whlch 1 understand, because I'm not going to say 
17 to this audience and this country that I haven't reevaluated 
18 cenain things that I've done in my life and corrected 
19 thinfs. So there's nothing the matter with that, and I think 
20 the b n r r e s s  sees that. 
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1 right one. 
2 M O T I O N  
3 COMMISSIONER COX: I move that the Commission find 
4 that the Secretarv of Defense did not deviate substantially 
5 from the Force $tmcture Plan and Final Criteriaand, 
6 therefore, that the Comrmssion ado t the followmg 

' 7 recommendation of the Secretary o r~e fense :  
8 "Chance the receiving sites for squadrons and 
9 related activities at NAS Miramar specified by the 1993 

10 Commission, the 1993 Commission Report at Page 1 through 18, 
11  from NAS Lemoorc and NAS FaUon to other" - excuse me. I 
12 have the wronr one. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: That's all right. Commissioner 
i n  Cox. Do you want to start over on ~t when you pet the 
15 correct one that satisfies you? 
16 COMMISSIONER COX: Yes. I'm sorrv. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: No problem at an. 
18 COM?4lSSIONER COX: I'm sorry. That was the correct 
19 one, so I will continue. 

"- from NAS Lemoore and NAS Fallon to" - this is 
21 %at's beginning to bother the Chair is the fact 21 the one I was reading. Okay. I'll start over again, to make 
'3 that we - and I don't mean this critically of anybody -- so 
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1 CHAIRMU DIXOh.: Wodd you. C o m r n i s ~ f r ' ~ ? ~ ~ ~  / I . . 
2 Commissioner Cox. 

COhlMlSSlONER COX: I.movc th3t.the Commission find 
4 that the Secretarv of Defense did not devlate substantially 

from the Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria and. 
6 therefore, that the Commission ado t the following . 
7 recommendation of the Sacre!+ry o f~e fense :  
8 'Change the receivin sltes for squadrons and 
9 related activities at NAS d m m a r  spcclfied by the 1993 

10 Commission, the 1993 Commission Rtporr at Page 1 through 18, 
11 from NAS Lcmoorc and NAS Fallon to other Naval air stations, 
12 primarily NAS Occana. Virginia; NAS North Island, California; 
13 and NAS Fallon, Nevada; 
14 "Change the recelvln sites for MCAS Tustin, 8 15 California specified by the 19 3 Commission from NAS No* 
16 Island; NAS Miramar; or MCM Camp Padlaon to other au 
17 stations, rimarily MCAS New River, North Carolina; MCB 
I8  Hawaii; JCAF Kansohc Bay; MCAS Cam Pendlaon. California; 
19 NAS Minmar, California; and March k r  Force Base. 
20 California. 
2 1 "The Commission finds this recommendation is 
22 consistent with the Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria. " 

1 Page 134 
1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, the Chair is going to ask - 
2 we can have a discussion, but there's a problem with the 
3 motion that requires some corrective anal as .  And let me 
4 say, in the time frame.that we do the worg we do here, it's a 
5 mracle we're not havmg more of t h e  problems. 
6 I want to say to t h e p p l e  m h s  room apd the 

ple m this country, this staff has been w o r b g  on : &rdays and Sundays, 15-and-16-hour da s for 1 think a 
9 month or more. I was kidding my friend, k a r l i e  smith 

lo  because he hasn't played golf m a month. I'm telling 
11 follcs, this is pretty bruisin work. 
12 I don't make any apo?o y for the fact that they 
13 have to look at a motlon ano d er time here, because some of 
14 us sit here and make the speeches and thev go do the grunt 
15 work all the time, 16 hours a day, seven days a week. 
16 So we're going to let them get this b e  right 
17 and, the minute we've ot it right, counsel wal h o w  and 
18 then we'll o ahead a n t  do it. 
19 But, Commissioner Kling, did you want to say 
20 somethina in the meantime? 
2 1 COMMISSIONER KLING: No, Mr. Chairman. I just 
22 wanted to understand and ask the question, I thnk, that 
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MR. YELLIN: Ma be I should -- I h o w  $e counsel 

is busy now.. I think may& we should ret her.yldance on 
what IS the impact on the Navy of specihilly including 
March in that list. 

COMMISSIONER COX: It ilra chanew it to ail I 
stations. 

- 

MR. YELLIN: Air stations, right. That's right. 
It takes out the -- the Navy wants to be able to move these 
units to other Navy Department facil~tles. 

COMMISSIONER COX: And would thcv be unable to do 
so under this motion? 

MR. YELLIN: No, they could do that. 
Now, I would like to et counsel's guidance, or f maybe she should provide gui ancc to you, about what docs the 

inclusion of March do, in that statement, to the Navy, 
whether there is a requirement to move something to ever). . 

base that's on that list or  whether that's merely an option 
that we're leaving open for them, that their recommendation 
does not allow. COMMISSIONER COX: Well, counsel -- we'll wait. 

MR.  YELLIN: The Navy rccommends~ion docs not allow 
the Navy to move units to March Air Force Base. 
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I COMMISSIONER COX: And this recommendat~on IS 
2 intended to allow them, if they so desire, and certainly, if 
3 counsel believes that it does something more than that, then 
4 1 would be h ~ p p y  to amend. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: . Commissioner Cox.'I think. for the 
6 purpose of the record, we ought to havcthe motion again. 

1 7  COMMISSIONER COX: Okav. I 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: ' And may h e  ncord show, reporter 
9 - Madam Reporter - that the Commission is now entertaining 

10 the motion tnat Comqissioner Cox apd counsel haye-draft@ 
I I that I belleve accompl~shes the mtenbon of Cornmssloner 
12 Cox. Am I cxrect about that counsel? . . I 

13 MS. CXEEDON: yes,  'sir. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. Now Commissioner Cox 
15 will be recognized again for a m6tion. 
16 M O T I O N  
17 COMMISSlONER COX: I move that the Commission find 
18 that the Secretarv of Defense deviated substantiall from the 
19 Force Structure Plan and F&al Criteria 1, 2. and $ and, 
20 therefore, that the Cornrmssion ado t the following 
21 recommendation of theSecretary of~e fense :  
22 "Change the receiving sltes for squadrons and 
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1 mavbe is being asked. IS the motion that was made supponed 
2 by ihe Navy? 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Before we ask it. do you think we 
4 ought to see what the final motion is gomg to be? They're 
5 dolng some repair work on it. 
6 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: It's being modified sliphlly. 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: Then I will Ilold the ques~ion. 
8 MR. YELLIN: Commissioner Kling, the Navy - the 
9 two chan~es, as I inte ret, in the motion lnvolve takmg out 2 10 the h'avy5 statement at t h e e  would be redirected only to 

11 other Naval alr stat!ons. It plves morr flexlbllrtv to go to 
12 an air station and ~t specifically ~dent~fies March as one 
13 o f" the outions. 
14 CDhlhlISSIONER KLING: Options or requirements? 
IS MR. YELLIN: Options. 
16 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Why would they be opposed, 
17 Mr. Yellin, ~f i t  IS the same as they had and a little bit 
18 broader? I'm not trackmg, here. 
19 COMMISSIONER COX: I don't think they're opposed. 
20 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Well, they said - 1 beiicvc 
1 1  we were just told the Navv opposed the change, and I'm 
22 wondering why they woufd. 

' Paee 138 
1 rclatul activities at NAS Miramar specified by the 1993 
2 Commission. 1993 Commission Rcpon at Pa e 1 through 18 from 
3 NAS Lemuors and NAS Fallon to other fiaval air stations, 
4 primarily NAS Ocana, \:irginia; NAS North Islmd, California; 
5 and N.4S Fallon, Nev;id;i.. 
6 "Chanee the rzcelvmg sites for MCAS Tustin, 
7 C;llifornia sp&Sed by thc 1993 Commission from XAS North 
8 Island; NAS h-liramar; or MCAS Camp Pendleton to other air 
9 stations. primarily MCAS New River, North Carolina; MCB 

10 Hawaii; MCAF Kaneohe Bay; MCAS Cam Pendluon, California; 
I I N.4S Minmar, California; and March Bur Force Base, 
12 Caiif~~mla. 
13 The Commission f i n k  this recommendation is 
1.1 co~~sistznt wilh the Force Strucnlre Plan and Final Criteria." 
IS CHAIRMAN DIXON: That 1s the motlon you are 
16 satisfied wlth, now. Commissioner Cox. 
17 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I second, Mr. Chairman. 
18 CHAIRMAN DlXON: And that is seconded by 
19 c\)rnmissioner Davis. 
20 COMhfISSIONER COX: But I would like to ask the 
1 1  counsel a question that's been raised by Mr. Yellin. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. 
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1 1  instance. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: A!l right. Then's a motion and a 
13 s w p d  but, rather than - I thqk what we'll do is leave 
14 that m the record for now. while counsel revlews h s  and so 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: And that is, i t  was thd 
2 intention only to broaden - the Navv asked for flexibility 
3 in what to do with these assets. In 1993, we told them a 
4 ific 'You must move these assets from here to there.' 
r Z P l s v y  &ed US to give them flexibility and give them 
6 several optlous on where they mi ht move these assets. 
7 Tlus would give them the Aexibility that the 
8 asked for and add, as a su gestion, the areas that $ey said 
9 they mght want to move fhue to - March. But it is not the 
lo intention of @is Copmissioner to .r uire that they move to 
1 1  March and it is qe!?tentlon of thlscgommissioner to leave 
12 the Navy the flexlbillty wherever they want to. 
13 And I want to make sure that this motion does not 
14 in any wa require a move, a specific move to a specific 
IS base. In Let, it's intended to unrequire the 1993 specific 
16 moves as requested b the Navy. 5 17 CHAIRhl* DI ON: Let me say, now, we have aproblcm 
18 right now that t h s  Chairman used to have when he tned 
19 lawsuits in the old days. His client would be talhng.to him 
20 while he was trying to hear what the other lawyer was saying. 
2 1 Now, counsel was talking to Comrmssioner Davls. I 
22 want to make sure, docs counsel understand what Commissioner 
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1 Cox asked? 
2 MS. CREEDON: Yes, sir. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. Wbat's the answer? 
4 MS. CREEDON: B e u s e  of the importance of this 
s articular question,.I would ldce a few m u t e s  to go do a 
6 eule r-rch on h r o n e .  I ?xn not co.mpleWy comfortable 
7 w t h  the answer to ttus question, and, if you could, Mr. 
8 Chairman if you could pass on this one and come back to this 
9 one in a few minutes, why, I'd do few minutes, because I 

10 don't want to do sometlung that is Incorrect m h s  

IS fad, and we'll go on to the next subject matter. I don't 
16 want to make a mistake on something like this. I sus ect the 
17 Chair isn't going to vpte, anyway. in support of it. Ju t  I 
18 don't want a mstake m the record about it. 
19 So let's ro  to the next question. 
20 MR. YELLIN: Sir. the next is NAS Alameda. 
21 CHAIRMAN DMON: Naval Air Station Alamerla, 
3 Califoma. 
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I Could I have D-8 on thc rirht, please? 
2 The first issue deals with [fie consolidation of 
3 mine warfare helicopters -- ~n t h ~ s  w e ,  MH-53s -- near the 
4 Mine Warfare Center of Exc~ l l enc~  m .Ingleside. PIS makes 
5 opent~onnl sense. DOD clalrns t h r ~  will ease the alr traffic 
6 situation in the Sari Die o area and saves the n-ry costs 
7 of construct~on at NAS k o n h  Island, of approximately $30.4 
8 million. 
9 There were no negative concerns ex ressed by the 

ective communitiu. The R and A stayf thereby concurs k% the DOD's osltron. 
12 The seconaissue deals with the Marine Reserves 
13 that fly the RH-53 helicopters. As a result of this 
14 r+irect, these helico ters, if ap roved bv the Commission, 
15 will be allowed to r e k t e  to otger Naval alr stations. 
16 There were no concerns expressed bv the communities 
17 in this scenario. The R apd A staff finds that the co- 
18 locatlon of these assets wlth other Reserve aviation assets, 
19 ssibly of the joint Rcscrve base at WAS Fort Worth or other 
20 !?aval air stat~ons would be m the best- interests of both the 
21 operational commander and the reservists tasked to support 
22 and maintain this valuable asset. 
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I Mr. Chairman, are there any questions at this time? 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: -Arc there any questions pf Colonel 
3 Bmbaker on Naval Air Station Alameda, Califonua? 
4 onse. 
s $?L%AN bIXON: h there any statements of any 
6 Commissioner on Naval Air Station Alameda, California? 
7 
8 &"H"AI%%~XON: IS there a motion bv any 
9 Commissioner on Naval Air Station Alameda, California? 
10 . COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman, I have a 
11 motion. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
13 M O T I O N  
14 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I move that the~Commiuion 
15 find that the Secretary of Defense dld not devlated 
16 substantiall from the Force Structure Plan and Final 
17 Criteria and: therefore, $at the Commission adopt the 
18 folIowminc recommendatron of the Secretarv of Defense: 
19 Change the receiving sites specified by. the 1993 
20 C o m s s i o n  for the closure of Naval h r  Station Alameda, 
21 +lifornia, 1993 emrmsslon Re rt at Page 1-35. for 
22 aircraft, along with the dedicatzpersonncl. equipment, and 
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LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: And, if w e  could have 
1 2 Slide D-6 up on the left,.please. 
3 This recommendation changes the receiving sites 
I 4 specified by the 1993 Commission from NAS North Island and 
5 NASA AmeslMoffen to other Naval air stations, primarily the 
6 Naval Air Facility Corpus Christi, Texas, to sup on the M-e 
7 Warfare Center of Excellence at the nearby kaval statron at 
8 Inglesrde, Texas. 
9 This recommendation has limited cost data 

10 associated with it, because these savings were realized as 
1 1  part of the 1993 round and, therefore, are not being claimed 
1'. as addrtional savings q thls round. 
13 Could I have Sllde D-7 up on the rirht, please? 
1; On the slide, you can see that the '93 
IS recommendation.sent Marine Reserve RH-53s to the NASA 
16 AmeslMoffett A r  F~eld and the Nav s m n e  warfare 
17 helico ten. MH-53s. to the NAS at Sorth island. 
18 Pbe 1995 redirect c$ls fol the Marine Reserve RH- 
19 53s to go to other Naval air stat!ons and the Navy's ~ n e  

Pane 144 
I SU port' and 'Reserve aviation assets' from 'NAS North 
2 ~sPand* and 'NAS SLmesiMoffett Field,' r tively to 'other 
3 Naval air stations, primarilv the Naval A i X c i l i t y  Corpus 
4 Christi, Texas. to support the Mlne Warfare Center of 
s Excellence, Xaval Station Ingleside. Texas.'" 
6 CHAIRMAK DIXON: I second that motion. 
7 Are there any further comments or questions by any 
8 commissioner? 
9 (No re onse.) 
10 C H A I ~ A N  DIXON: Counsel will call the roll. 
I I MS. KING: Commissioner Davis. 
11 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
13 h4S. KING: Commissioner Klmg. 
14 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
15 MS. KING: Commissioner Montova. 
16 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
17 MS. KING: Commissioner Robles. 
18 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Ave. 
19 MS. KING: Commissioner Steere. 

20 warfare helicopters to be consol~dated at the Naval alr COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
21 wtion in Corpus Christi, Texas near the Mine Warfare Center MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella. 
21 of Excellence. COMMISSIOXER CORNELLA: Aye. 
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1 MS. KING: Commissioner Cox. 
2 COMMlSSIONER COX: Aye. 
j MS. KING: Mr. Chairman. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 

MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes and 
6 zero navs. 
7 Chl.IRMAN DIXON: And the motion is unanimously 
8 adopted to sup ort the Secretary of Defense m respect to 
9 Naval Air ~acf l i t  Alameda. 

10 Naval Air Jtation Cecil Field, Florida. 
1 1  LIamEN*lrr c o L o n E ~  BnuB*xul: Could 1 have Slide D- 
1 2  9 up on the left, please? 
13 Mr. Chairman this recommendation chapges the 
14 receivm sites specrked by the 1993 Comrmulon for the F- 
15 18s and 5-3. aircraft to other Nava! air stations 
I6 t$e Nayal alr stat~on at 0-a, V~rpuua; the g$?$rps 
17 alr statlon at Beaufort, South CaroIma; and the Naval alr 
18 station at Jacksonville, Florida. and the Naval air station 
19 at Atlanta, Georgia, or other davy and Marine Corps air 
20 stations with the necessary capacity and support 
21 infrastructure. 
22 In addition, it recommends the retention of OLF, or 
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1 the Outlying Field White House, the Pinecastle Target 
2 Complex, and the Yellow Water Famly Hous~ng Area. 
3 The one-time cost associated with this red~rect is 
4 566.6 million with an annual savings of 51 142 million and an 
5 immediate return on investment. The net present value of 
6 this redirect is $407,4 mi!lion. And it should be brought 
7 out that the Naval arr stat~on at Cec~l  was closed by the 
8 1993 Commission and, therefore, the base operating budget and 
9 personnel information are not included. 

10 Could I have Slide D-10 up on the right, piease? 
1 1  This slide de icts where @e '93 Corqmisslon sen! 
12 the aircraft. The 8 1 8 s  were gorng to Marme Corps Alr 
13 Station Cherry Point; the S-3s were going to NAS Oceana; and 
14 the Reserve squadron of F-18s were going to Marine Corps Air 
IS Stat~on at Beaufort. 
16 The '95 recommendations change the receiving sites 
17 for these aircraft. The S-3s will go to NAS Jacksonville; 
18 eight fleet squadrons andJhe fleet re lacement squadron of 

I 
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I costs at hlarine Corps Alr Station Chrny Point from the '93 
z recommendations. 
3 The Nav position was that a 10 percent reduction 
4 is possible. d e  commumty feels as though the construction 
5 costs at Cherry Point are inflated. The R and A .staff finds 
6 that the reduced construcllon costs, to $300.8 rmlllon, IS a 
7 reasonable figure for the ? m a h h g  force struc&re. 
8 The thud lssue I'd l ~ k e  to dlscuss IS the a ~ r  
9 conformity at Oceana. 

10 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I'm so Colonel Bmbaker. 
I I L I E m E N m  COLONEL B R ~ A X E R :  Ys, sir 
12 COMMlSSlONER DAVIS: g e  construction duction tb 
13 300? So you're sa m to move ~t to Oceana - 
I4 MR. YE&: ? h e  cost to move to Cherry Point that 
15 was confrontin the Navy was about $300 million. 
16 COMMI!S;SIONER DAVIS: Thank you. 
17 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: 'That's Ihe remainin- 
1 8  construction, based on a reduced force structure that W O U ~  
19 have to move now, and-it would still be about $300 million a 
20 Cheny Point. 
11 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: T h d -  you, sir. 
22 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUB-R: The third issue I'd 

I 
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I like to discuss is the air conformity at Oceana. 
2 The DOD posltlon IS that the npmbe? of aircraft and 
3 personnel assigned at Oceana after t h ~ s  actlon wll be less 
4 than the levels that there were there in 1990. T h e  
5 confonnity determination will be completed by the Navy prior 
6 to the movement of axcraft. 
7 'Ipe community position is that and-Navy and the 
8 Comrmsslon have not completed the specific year-to-year 
9 confonqit analysis for hs.recommendation and that there is 

1 0  a potent~arfor non-confomu 
11 The R yd A staff has 7 ;ermined that-the Na not 
1 2  the Comgusslon, must demonstrate confomty and% 
13 confomt)' appears to be likely. 
14 Mr. Chairman, are there any questions? 
I S  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Arc there any questions of Colonel 
16 Brubaker? 
17 COMMISSIOAZR STEELE: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
18 CHA1RM.W DIXON: Commissioner Stele.  

, 

; - 

19 F-18s wlll go to Naval Alr Statlon &-a; two squadrons of 119 COMMl.SSIO.NER STEELE: On that las~ pint, Colone!, 
20 F-18s will go to Marine Co s Air Station Beaufort, South 2 0  so you're sayln m the Navy's recommendation - I haven't 

32 Atlanta. 
I ?, 21 Carolina; and two Reserve g18 squadrons will go to NAS 21 re-read it here or a second - they will not move? I m-, 
122 if there's an environmental problem, what will be do? Why 
1 
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1 Could I have Slide D-11 u on the right, please? 
2 COMMISSIONER D A V I ~  Before vou uo on - 
3 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAISR: Yes, sir. 
4 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: - at some point, are you 
5 going to tell us what construction had taken siace? 
6 LIEUTENAhT COLONEL BRUBAE.R: Yes, sir. 
7 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: T h a d  vc 
8 LIEUTENANT COLONEL B R U B A ~ ? . :  Yes, sir. 
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1 don't I just ask it that way? 
3 LIEUTENAVT COLONEL BRUBAKER: That conformity 
3 determination will have to  be made before the aircraft are 
4 actuallv moved into posltlon. 
5 COMMISSIOhER STEELE: Okay. Say there was a 
6 problem. What are thc  Kavy's options or where would the 
7 atrcraft be that are down? 
8 L,E.UTENA~T.COL.ONEL BRUBAKER: That would be up m 

9 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: The first :EEUZ I'd like to 9 the individual services. to be able to deterqne that. 
10 discuss is the issue of. excess capacit at NAS Oceana. COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Is ~t an alr quallt 
1 1  The DOD poslt~on OF th~s, a tiat, by movmg.the F- 1 :P attainment or non-attainment area? Is that the prob6m? 
12 18s to NAS Oceana, the utlljzatlon of already existmg LIELTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: It's r non-rtuinrnenl 
!3 capacity at Oceana w ~ l l  el~rmnate the need for new 1 Z area. 
14 construction at Cbery  Point.. COMMISSIONER DAVIS: But do they have sufficient 
15 The commumt~es' positions vary on this topic. i: crdi ts  within the state to -- 
16 Obviously, the NAS Oceans community has favonble comments LIE.U?ENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: The Navv's position 
17 and North Carolina is concerned about the 7-112 percent 17 is that t h~s  IS a very new rule, very new law, and so there's 
18 increase in employment base that will not occur. The R and A 18 not a lot of expenence with it. 
19 staff concurs with the DOD position. The reduction in force 19 The!r qsessment is, though, that the way they 
20 structure and the accelented,retlrernent of the A-6 amraft 1% looked at 11. in 1990, the level of planes and personnel at 
21 has created this excess capaclty at Oceana. 121 O c m a  was at a level that exceeds the number of planes and 
1: The second issue is the potential construction I 23 personnel that will be at Oceana with the implementation of 
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this redirect and the El Toro redirect, so that they wlll not 
come back up, even after the implementation of these t\rlo 
recommendations up to a level that exceeds where they were 
in 1990;.and so, for that reason, they believe that 
conformlt will be determined. 

CO~MISSIONER DAVIS: But they're within the 
Virginia Beach air quality ipdex? 

MS. NURRE: Thts IS Deirdre Nurre. I'm the 
environmental analyst from the interagency team. 
Commissioner Davls, your question was, are they in a non- 
attainment area? The answer is. ves thev are. 

d 

would ou like -- 
C O M ~ S S I O N E R  DAVIS: yes, p i ~  
MS. NURRE: The conformity determination is 

required for aircraft moving into an-area that's in non- 
attainment. For these pu oses of our analysis, they have to 
deal with 1990 as the basxine. 

Now, a large~umber of aircraft have left Oceana, 
out of that non-attainment area, and ~ t ' s  shown that the 
additional aircraft corning in will be ultimately less than 
the number gomg away, so ~t appears very i~kely that the 
Navy could ldent~fy conformity. 

0 - 
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is that C h e m  Point is st,ill coqsidered by the Navy a n d  
bqanne Corps as a remler facllltv. Thev st111 Ian to keep 
140 aircraft there. ?hatss.a subshntial air field) 

However, the doubllng of the a~rcraft there, which 
was anticipated b: the '93 recommendation, q e  Navy now docs 
no! want to do I[, because they can mmmze their cosls by 
uslng this ca acit at Oceana. 

COM~SSI&NER STEELE: Just one finalguestion; and 
it's a shame we don't know what the commumty has alread 
spent. We've known that on a lot of other things, so I wis 
I knew that at this moment. 

2' 
But, iven I don't. is it a possibility to put some 

squadrons here, given their testimony under oath was the 
had built schools and passed bonds and things, that w o u l ~ n o t  
require MILCON to Ive this $300 million, or is it just not a 
cost-effective option for the Navy at this time to go to 
Cherrv Point? 

MR. YELLIN: There is excess capacity at Cherry 
Point now for approximately two'squadrons of planes. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: That's correct, two 
squadrons worth of a1 lanes. 

MR. YELLIN: Ifiowever, they would still need to have 
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1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: That was my int. Is ~t the 
2 airplanes that are planned to be assigned to &S 0-a a n  
3 less than those from the baseline of 1990, therefore ~ t ' s  
4 reasonable to believe that conformity can be achieved? Is 
5 that correct? 
6 MS. NURRE: The Navy has confidence in that, and I 
7 have confidence in the Navy's analysis. 
8 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: All ri ht And I have one 
9 other auestion - aviation-me auestion. b a t  about 

10 cncroaihmcnt within NAS 0&na? It's a very wonderful place 
11 to be, with resort areas around it. Is that a problem? 
12 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BRUBAKER: The community has 
13 gotten involved, and the 've appropriated a significant 
14 amount of dollars towar&.  the^ arc a couple of schools 
1s within the AQs.; and the c o q u m t y  IS worhng well In hand 
16 with the Navy m order to rectlfy those problems that have 
17 been identifid. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Anv further uestions? 

[ISSIONER STEELE: Yes. J r .  Chairman. 

I Cherrv Point? 
2 MR. YELLIN: Yes. 
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3 COMMISSIONERSTEELE: When the Cherry Point folks 1 4 testified before us, they said that afier the action by the 
I 5 '93 Commission, they assed bonds and built schools and thus 

6 and such, a s s u m g  &IS was rolne to happen. Do you h o w  ; what kind of numbers are b e h d  ihat statement? 
MR. YELLIN: The onlv specific information we have 

9 is that the Kavy, the Defense Department has spent 
lo approximately $25 million in dolnr planning and other 
11 preparatory work for this work. That is, the Navy considers 
12 that a sunk cost, but that has been done. 
:3 I don't have anv .specific figures from the 
14 community, although &is was - the community around Chcrrv 
15 Point would have to be expanded and they were anticipaiing 
I6 and had made efforts to do that, based on the '93 
17 recommendation. 
18 I would expect that substantial efforts have been 
! 9  made. I don't know that any speclfic constructton has 
20 acmallv occurred in the area, but certain] the community 
21 bas indicated that a lot of plans were mad; to do that. 
22 Now, one of the things that we do want to pomt out 
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I a maintenance facility, intermediate maintenance fac~l~ ty  
2 constructed or create  there at slgplficant cost. 
3 .4nd then there 1s the o ~ t ~ o n a l  and jogistics 
4 problems for the Na of s p g m  these uu t s  up. If they 
5 can have them at on~oca t i on ,  w k c h  they're pmposin to do 
6 at Ocuna, then that is 1 significantly better operationaf 
7 and logistics support basis to base your planes, having them 
8 all at one place. 
9 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Given that, I'll reluctantly 

10 support the Navy's recommendation, because we don't have the 
I I numbers on the other, but I think it's a shame, if they have 
12 spent a lot of money under the anticipation that this would 
13 happen, and we're - 
14 MR. YELLIN: We have similar situations. .The El 
15 Toro redirect that we talked about before also elirmnated 
16 about 5300 million of construction and major ex ansion of the 
17 Naval air station a! Lemoore n u r  Fremo, &ifornia; and 
18 they are probably m the same sltuatlon, also. 
19 And you have here, too, Marine Corps Air Station 
20 Cherry Point and NAS Lemoore, that are both Frcat bases and 
21 that both have si-mificant excess capacity left at them 
22 because of this redirect. 

1 
I 
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I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank. you, Mr. Yellin. Are ihere 
2 any further questions of Mr. Yelllq or staff, or  are there 
3 any more statements by any comrmss~oner? 
4 (No re onse. 
5 C H A I ~ A N  bIXON: Is there a motion? Is there a 
6 motion? 
7 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Yes, sir. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
9 M O T I O N  

10 COMMISSIONER MOmOYA: I move that the Commission 
1 I find that. the Secretary of Defense dld not deviated 
12 substant~allv from the Force Structure Plan and Final 
I; Cntena and. therefore, that the Comrmssion adopt the 
14 follow~nr recommendation of the Secretarv of Defense: 
I5 "Change the receiving sites specified by the 1993 
I6  Commissjon (1993 Commission Repon at Page 1-10) frum Marine 
17 Corps Alr Statlon C h e ~  Polnt. North Carolina; Kaval Air 
la  Statlon Oceana, Virplma; and Manne Corps Air Stat~on 
I9 Beaufort. South Carolina to other Naval alr stations, 
20 primarily Naval A r  Station Oceana, Virginia; Mariqe Corps 
21 Air Statlon Beaufon, South Caroliqa; Naval Air Statlon 
22 Jacksonville. Flonda; and Naval h r  Statlon Atlanta, Georgia 

-- - - 
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I or other Navy or Marine Corps air stations with the nzcessar) 
2 capacitv and support mfrastructure. 
3 'In addition. add the following: 
4 rt Naval Air Station Jacksonville, retain 
5 OLF the Pinecastle Taget  Complex. and the 
6 Yellow Water Farnil Housin Area. 
7 CHAIRMAN ~ I X O N :  kou 've  heard the motio" by 
8 Commissioner Monto a. Is there a second to that motlon. 
9 COMMISSION$R DAVIS: 1'11 second 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: .It is s anded  by cdmmissioncr 
11 Davis. Is there any discusston? 

o res onse 
~ A I R K m . ) D m o N :  Counsel will cn 
MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: l y e .  
MS. KING: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Ave. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Steefe. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 

111 the roll. 

MS. KING: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: A e. 
MS. KING: Commissioner 6avis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Klmg. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chainnan. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chainnan, the vote is eight 

Page 

ayes. 
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- - .  
and zero na s 

C H A ~ L A N  DIXON: The vote is eight a v u  zero nays, 
and the recommendation of the Secretary of ~ e f e n s e  is 
supported b the Commission. 

MR. $ELLIN: I would now like to go onto Naval Air 
Facilit A&, Alaska; and Doyle Reedy will resent this. 

&R. REEDY: Mr. Chainnan. the ~ a v ~ % a s  roposed 
closing the Naval Air Facilrty at Adak, Alaska, m 3 i s  m the 
roccss of dnying do? its presence there. According to the 

haT, in antlsubmannc warfare surveillance. mrsslon no 
longer requires Ad& to base or support its arcraft. 

As vou can see from the slide, Mr. Chairman, 
closing N'aval Air Facility Adak will result in an annual 

rage 160 
COMMISSIONER DAk'IS: Yes, sir, hlr. Chairm;cn. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: hlr. Davis. 
COMMISSlONER DAVIS: I would like to state that 

10 
I 1  
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2 1 
22 

AdakIXlaska served us verv well. It was sort of the bast&, 
the outpost to counter the Russian bearers as they traversed 
to the nonhem part of the United States. I hate to see it 
go, but it has outlived its usefulness. 

C H A l R M F  DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Davis. Is 
there amotion-~n view of that remark by the distmguished 
Commissioner? 

- 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 

M O T I O N  . - - - - - . 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: 1 move rhnt r h ~  Coinmiasion 
find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
substantially from the four structure plan and final criteria 
and, therefore, that the Commission ado t the following 
recommendation of the Secretary of ~ e z n s e ,  close Naval Air 
Facility, Ad&, Alaska.. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is then a second to Lhc motion by . 
Commissioner Cornella? 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Second. 
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CHAlRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Momoyr. 

Are there any comments? 
No rei onse 

kHAI&AN.bIXON: The counsel-will d l  the roll. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: a y e .  
COMMISSIONER KLING: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Ave. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner K h g .  
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: l y e .  
MS. KING: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. 
MS. KING: Commissioner ~ t e e i .  
COMhlISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eieht aves, - - and zero nays. I 

I I 
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Page 159 1 I rpvioer of about 526 million. Rsent l  the Alnrkp State 
2 Legislature introduced a resolution calfing for t a k ~ ~ g  stc s 
3 to develop a new community for the western Aleutians at Ada P 
4 once the military withdraws. 
5 The closbg of NAF Adak, however, has caused the 
6 Coast Guard to voice concern about losin. a base from which 
7 they can stage their search and rescue andiaw enforcement 
8 operations. 
9 Recent1 we asked the De artment of the Navy to 

l o  respond to a i t t e r  we r-vd /&m Secretlry Pena ?t [he 
1 I Department of Transportation askmg Fat the C o m s s ~ o n  
12 consider the Coas! Guard's interest in mamkining NAFIAdak. 
13 The Navy's osltron was that operating bas* is solely for use 
14 by another d&artment or agency is not feasible or ! 

15 permissible wi!hout s ~ i f i c  congressional acaon. 
16 Mr.  hairm man,! 11 be happy to answer your 
17 questions. 
18 CH.IURMAN DIXON: Are there any questions of Mr. 
19 Reedy concerning Adak? 
20 (No response.) 

Page 162 
1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And on that unanimous vote ~ h c  
2 Naval Air Facility s t  A&&. Alaska, is closed i. assordance 
3 with the r uest of the Secrets of Defense. 
4 MR%EDY: The nert%ase a K*y West. Mr. 
5 Chairman. slides D-13 and 15. pl-e. Mr. Chairman. the Navy 
6 recommends rlali-ping the haval Air Station at Key West to 
7 make it a Kaval Alr Facility. Alsq under the proposal the 
8 Nav would turn over certain portlons of the waterfront to 
9 the &cal commumty. 

10 Realigningthe Key West Naval Air Station allows 
I I the Navy to continuous access to needed alr ace and ranues 
1 2  rhilg at the same tirn? reducine unneeded ul%trucrure. %O 
13 avratlon assets are be~ng moved in or ou! o! the facility, 
1 4  and there will on1 be a small number ot mlitary personnel 
1s transferred from Xe area. 
16 I'd be happy to answer your questions on that. 
17 MR.  YELLIN: I'd Wte to make one comment. We have 
18  received a request from the Navy to have a slight 
19  modification to the original recommendation to give them 
20 broader opponunities to release excess property than the two 

2 1 CHMRhlkK DIXON: Are there any statc~ncnts by any 121 specific locations in their recommendation. So you have a 
27 Commissioner concerning .4dak? 112 motion in tront of you that does modify the recommendation. 

i 
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1 I just want to let you know that that is a Navy request, that 
2 now they realize that thev wanted to have broader language - - 

for - - 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr .  Yellin. 
MR. YELLIN: Yes sir. 
CHAIRMAN D I X O ~ :  Is this the Ian a e the want, 

-Realign Naval Air Station. Key West, to X v a f  Air facility. 
Dispose of all property not required to support operational 
mmmitmenls, inc!udin_c cerhin portions of Truman annex and 
Trumble Pomt, includinr piers, wharfs and buildinxs"? Is - 
that the lancuace they wZt?  

MR. 'YELLIN: Yes,  sir, that is the chance. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any o 6 e r  questions? 

I f  : L"H"pJ"&E b r x o N :  Are there any comments? 
16 No rcs nse.) 
17 . . ~ H ~ A N  DIXON: Is there a motion? 
18 M O T I O N  
19 COMMISSIONER CORlVELLA: . Mr. Chairman. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comrniss~oner Cornella. 

COhihlISSIONER CORNELLA: . I  move that the Commirsion 13: find the Secretary of Defense devlated substantially from 
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1 much in accord with what we need to do as possible. 
Do vou have that motlon now, Comrmssioner Cox? 

1 3  COMMISSIONER COX: Mr.  Chairman. 1 u*ould Iikc to 
4 withdraw mv revious motion. 
5 CHAJRKAN DIXON: The record will show that 
6 Commissioner Cox has withdrawn all revious motions in 
7 respect to Alr Station El Toro, and so ?or&. 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: And 1 have a new motion. which 
9 my unGstandin is that Counsel and the Navy have look& at 

1 0  and even if the fast motion dld o r a t e  a problem, &s one 
I I clearly does what we expected it to do, which is to ive the 
12 Navy flexibility on where to move the assets from t fe  '93 
13 redirect. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. And would you m d  it? 
1s M O T I O N  
16 COMMISSIONER COX: 1 move that the Commission h d  
17 that the Secretary of Defense deviated substantially from 
18 final criteria one, two and three, therefore, that the 
19 Commission rcjcct the Secretary's motion: adopt the followin 
20 rrso,mrnendatlons of the Secretary of Defense: change t i e  
21 rece~ving sights for squadrons and related activities at NAS 
22 Miramar spccilied by thc 1993 Commission report at page one 
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1 final criterion one and, therefore, that the Commission 
2 re'ect the Secretary's recpmmendation on Naval .&r Station, 
3 dY West, Florida; and mstead adopt the followmg 
4 ncommendation: realign Nava! Air Station, Key West, Florida 
5 to a Naval Air Fachty and dl ose of a11 property not 
6 required to support o p e r a t i o n ~ w m m i t m e m ,  including 
7 certain portions of Truman annex and Trumble point; including 
8 piers, wharfs and buildings. 
9 The emmission finds this recommendation.is 

10 consistent w t h  the four structure plan and final cnteria. 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second that motion. Are there 
12 any comments by any Comrmss~oners? 

LNm% LIXON:. Counsel will call 
MS. KING: Comrmssioner CorneIla. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Ave. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Klmg. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye: 

the roll. 
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I through. 18, from NAS LcMoorc and NAS.Fa.lJon, to other 8 aval 
2 alr stations, nrnanly NAS Oceana, Virguua, NASINorth 
3 Island, Call&mia and NASlFnllon Nevada. 
4 Change the receiving sights for MCAS Tustin, 
5 California specified by the 1993 Commission from NASMorth 
6 Island. NASIMiramar, or MCAS Camp Pendlcton to other air 
7 stations consistent with operational requirements. 
8 The qmrmssion finds thts recommendatlon.is 
9 consistent w ~ t h  the four structure lan and final cnteria. 

lo  CHAIRMAN DMON: hi' that is the motion by 
1 I Commissioner Cox. Is t h e n  a second? 
12 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I second. 
13 CHAIRMAN DTXON: Then is a second by Commissioner 
14 Davis. Now. I'm told, Mr. Yellrn and Colonel Bmbaker ant 
15 others. that the Navy folks have looked a! b s .  Is that 
16 right, Director Lvles. am I told that that is accurate? 
17 MS. CREEDON: That's correct, Mr. Chalnnan. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: AII right. +d Counsel is 
19 satisfied that we've got t h ~ s  thing in the neht  shape now. 
20 Are there any further questions 6y anybody? 
2 1 COMMISSIONER COX: And just to say again what we 
22 intended to do, which was to give the Navy the option if the) 

I I 
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1 MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a. 
2 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: l y e .  
3 MS. KING: Commissioner Robles. 
4 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Ave. 
5 MS. KING: Commissioner Steefe. 
6 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
7 MS. KING: h4r. Chairman. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ave. 
9 MS. KING: Mr. C h a i h ,  the vote is eight ayes, 

10 and zero navs. 
11 CHAfRMA.. DIXON: The vote is eirht ayes and zero 
12 navs, and the.request of the Secretary of Derense ~n regard 
13 to Key West 1s supported bv the C o m s s ~ o n .  
14 Now, do I understand, Counsel, that the motion is 
15 now in order? 
16 MS. KING: Yes. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are we satisfied now that the -- 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: T h ~ s  is the El Toro redirect? 
19 CHAlRMAN DIXON: Well., let me just say that, 
30 certainly, no one is cntical about this. These thin, 0s are 
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1 so desired -- and onlv if they so desired - to move, among 
a other laces. to Marih. 
3  HAIRM MAN DIXON: And they're satisfied, they've 
4 confered with you and I understand they're satisfied wlth 
s this motlon. Are there any further questions? 
6 (No res onse. 
7 CHAIRGAN LMON:  Counsel, call the roll. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: Ave. 

10 MS. CREEDON: Commiss;oner Davis. 
1 I COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
12 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
13 COMh4ISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
14 hlS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
15 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
I7 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Cornmjssioner Cornella. 

21 so highly comolicatd and the rime frame in which we do them 121 COhiMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
22 so constricted that I'm hopeful that we have these things as MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. the vote is cight ayes, 

CHAIRMAN DLXON: And the motion by Commissioner Cox 
5 is ado ted. 1 6 

 OMM MISSIONER MONTOYA: .Mr. Chairman. 
7 CHAlRMAN DIXON: Comrmssloner Montova. 
8 COMMISSIONER MOhTOYA: While we're fixing Ihings. I 
9 also have to fi an eyebrow and a gnat on a motion we adopted 

lo previously. You recall that we rejected the Secretarv s 
11 recommendation regarding the milignment of Naval Air Station 
12 Corpus Christi, and we left it named Naval Air Stntion Corpus 
13 Chnsti instead of a Naval Air Facility. 
14 Now, in the motion on redirectlno the helicopters 
15 from Alameda to Corpus Christi, I ina8vertently used the 
16 language before me and called it a Naval Air Facilit . I 
17 want to correct that to a Naval h r  Station to have tKe 
I 8 record consistent. 
19 MS. CREEDON: That's correct. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: A 1  right.. I don't believe that 
21 requires a roll call, but let me just say is there any 
22 objection from any Commissioner? 

June 23,1995 - 
COhlhllSSlOh'ER CORKELLA: Aye. 
h4S. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox .  
COMhllSSIONER COX: Aye. 
h4S. CREEDOh : Commiss~oner Davis. 
COMMISS~ONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSlONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. ClEEDON: Commissioner Steeie. 
COMh4ISSlONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 

EDON: Mr. Chairmac, the vote is eight MS. CRE - - .  
and zero nrtvs. 

C H ~ R M , A N  DIXON: That motion is unanimously 
adopted. Tninlng centers, Navy Nuclear Power Propulsion 
School, Orlando. 

MR. YELLIK: Yes, sir, Eric Lindenbaum will make 
the presentation on this base. I 

- a -  

No r onse. 1 : &HAI%AN blXON: Let the record show. Madame 
3 Remrter. all eight Commissioners being: mesent. That -. ' 4 cokectioh is d e .  
5 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Thank you. Mr. Chairman. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Montoya. 
7 MR. YELLIN: Mr. Chairman, there is only one air 
8 station r.emaining. Please put up D-16 and 17, this is Naval 

1 9 Air Stahon Barber's Point. There is a redirect to correct 
10 an F o r  m the '93 recommendatlon. The Navy now wants to 
11 retarn - the Naval Air Station at Barber's Point was closed 
12 m '93. Now the Navy wants to be able to retam a landfill, 
13 commissary facilities and two beaches, which should have been 
14 included as retained facilities in the '93 recommendation. 
I5 The would like to change that. Thc community is supporting 
16 of &at, the staff sees no problems with this redirect 
17 recommendation. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. Are there any questions? 
19 0-0 response.) 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seems pretty simple. Any motion . . 

21 by any Commissioner? 
22 COMMISSIOhTR CORNELLA: Yes, sir. 
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1 LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LWDWBAUM: Good morning. 
2 again, Chairman. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Good morning. ' 

4 LIEUI'EVA~T COW-eDER LINDPIBAUM: The Nmvy N& 
5 Power Propulsion Ccntei- d i r e c t  comes from a combination of 
6 1993 recommendations. The first were sent to school to New 
7 London, but in a second recommendation the submarines in New 
8 London were retained, which meant facilities which had been 
9 earmarked for the xhool  would not be available. 

10 The resent recbmrnendation would send the school to 
I I the Navy &eapons Sation .ust outside of Charleston instud 
12 of to the sub base in NN-dndon  
13 On the first slice you can sek two COBRA m.. The 
14 first is a DOD subqm~lon.  The second 1s @e Comrm~on ' s  
15 estimate. As you will see from the issues shdes, desplte 
16 the seemino similarity in the bottom lines of the two C O B U  
17 eslirnates there are several costs and savings figures which 
18 have changed from .@e staffs analysis. 
19 Dunno the mtial analysis l t  was discovered that 
20 the student roads at New London and Charleston were not the 
21 sslne. The New London estimate was higher than Ckirlamn's 
22 and it was felt - espcially by the community and the R and 

I 
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1 CH.4IRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella.- 
2 M O T I O N  
3 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I move that rhc Commission 
4 find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
5 substantially from the four structure plan and final criteria 
6 and, therefore, that the Commission ado t the followlne P 7 rzcommendar/on of the Secretary of ,De ense: chug?  the 
8 recommendatlon of the 1993 Comrmsslon regarding ]terns 
9 excepted from the closure of h'aval h r  Statlon Barber's 

10 Point. Hawaii. 1993 Commission at page one and 19; and from 
1 1  retain the family housino as needed for multi-service use, 
12 including the following hmi ly  housing supported facilities, 
13 cornmissan. facilities, public work center corn ound with a 
14 sanitary lahdfill, and beach recreational areas fnown zi 
15 Nimitz Beach and White Plains Beach. 
16 CHAIRMA!! DIXON: Is there a second? 
17 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I second. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Davis seconds. Arc there any 
19 comments? 
20 KO res onse.) 
21 kHAIR%lPuY DIXOS: Counsel will call the roll. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. I X  uiiiitirs. This is the r e son  why the R and A stafffelt 

I 
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1 A staff that this would lzad to a higher cost estimate for 
2 Ncw London. The Nsvy did not revise its cstimare for the New 
3 London, instead statin?. that they would use the budget* 
4 figure, as was thelr pol~cy,  because budget data when l t  IS 
5 available, they feel, is more accurate. 
6 The R and A sal'f felt that a revisd estimate with 1 7 equal student load wouid be more accurate. Also d u ~ g  the 
8 in~tial analysis it was tiiscovered that the PCS, or the 
9 rnovlny cost savings associated with Charleston option were 

10 overstated. 
I 1 Upon further analysis the Navv determined that the 
12 yere o v c r s t r ~ ~  and they corrected their figure downwar& 
13 from S6.2 millon er v a r  to S2.SS2 milllon er yzar. Their 
1 4  fi14 point on the fPrst issues s i d e  deals with %e 
15 mlrastructure costs at Charleston. 
16 The primary contention by the New London c o m m u ~ u ~  
17 is that not all infrastructure costs were captured by the 
16 COBRA roeram. There ~ppean  to be some merit to this ciaim, 
19 as the &BRA analysis is not site s ecific. T h s  m- that 
20 the COBRA eencrated costs would ge  !be slme whetby *e 
21 building u,asbuiIt 100 yards or two rmlcs from anv exlstmg 

I 
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I overhead costs in the Charleston Wea~ons Station cost - and 

Page 175 
I that the planning facility cost estima~e figures, which are 
2 slte specific, would be more accurate. 
3 Could you please replace E-3 with E4? Thank you. 
4 The first issue o,n the second issue slide deals 
5 with a possible delav in closing Orlando if the Charleskon 
6 optloo is accepted. ? h ~ s  may - and 1 em hasize 'may -- 
7 cause u to a one year cost of keeping Or I' ando open: For the 
8 R and 1 staff's estimate. w h i ~ h  is worse case scenano for 
9 Charleston, the cost.of f 14 mllion to operate Orlando for an 

10 addlt~onal year was mcluded. 
11 The next issue deals with a possible wetlands 
12 but m actuality, the R and A staff found no 
13 roblem. There are 403 acres available for an 80 acre 
14 Lility.  And the Depanmcnr of Intenor has dread 
15 verified there are no endangered species or critical iabitats 
16 on the site in uestion. 
17 The f i n j  point on the issue slide deals with the 
18 base operatm cost for Charleston relative to those of New 
19 London and 6rlando. The revised figures are $3 million per 
?,O year less expensive than New London: and over 515 million 
11  year 1 s :  ex ensive than for Orlando. The Orlando difgAnc 
12 IS exP1amdbY Orlando having to shoulder all the burden of 
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I the base operating costs by itself. The New London 
2 difference is based on a revision the Navy conducted in 
3 response to R and A staff concerns. 
4 Mv final slide will show a side-by-side coryarison 
5 of the Nkw London, Charleston and Orlando optlons. But 
6 before we move on to the Orlando scenario, Mr. Chairman, are 

uestions on the issues which I have already shown? : AN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
9 COMMISSIONER STEELE: The BOS costs - ust to make 

10 sure eve thing is equal here - oka you say thehavy 
11 s u b m i d n e w  data. certified data t l i t  reduced Charleston's 
12 BOS cost b about half from their original estimate, they 
13 came back? 
14 UEUTENAl7 COhlMM'DER uNDEh'B~uhi:  Ye., m'm. that 
15 is correct. 
16 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Did we apply whatever 
17 rationale for that change across the board? Do we have 
I 8 everything even? 
19 UEVTEh'Ah" C O W \ P E R  UNDEXBAUM: The ntionale ud 
20 the certified data call is all correct. The r-on why the 
21 Navy's BOS costs went down was an error m their mtial 
12 certified data call, which included the nice east command's 

2 that is an error. We found the error a'nd then we corrected 
3 it. That is whv their costs went down. 
4 COMM~SSIONER STEELE: Okay. Now. looking at 
5 Charleston meclficallv here for a second -- because as we 
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1 correction. the staff did a sensitivity analvsis which gave 
? Neue London everything that they wanted in  re ards to the 
> anxicris: a cost ruluction; I zeroed out t h s  BOS cost 
4 di ffirential; I applied their PCS savings q d  I used the 
5 lower PCS saL1!ngs. And in the final sensltivit analysis the 
6 Charleston option still came out with a $65 mifiion net 
7 pFcnt value and an annual savings over New London of 52.5 
8 rmllion er y u r .  
9 C~MMISSIONER STEELE: And the savings are largely 

10 duc to the fact that even if you had the school in New London 
I 1 or Orlando, you would have to go to Charleston to train at 
12 those subs? And that annual recumng savings, if it's at 
13 Charleston, indeed, says you're do~ng what's nght for the 
14 tax ayers and the Nav in the long haul, to site it there? 
15 Is tRat your testimony! 
16 LIEUTENANT COMh4ANDER LINDENBAUM: Yes,  that is 
17 correct. And neither of the other two options can get over 
18 the fact that one half of the prototype training is already 
19 stationex! in Charleston. So there will always be a ~ u r r i n g  
20 $2.8S rn~ll~on per year savlngs associated w~th  movlng to 
21 Charleston. 
22 CHAIRMAN DDION: Thank you, Commissioner Steele. 
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I Are there any other further questions from any other 
2 Comrmssioner? 
3 (No res onse.) 
4 CHM&AN DIXON: Is tbere a motion? 
5 COMMlSSlONER MONTOYA: I think we need to hear the 
6 Orlando -- leaving it in place versus moving to Charleston. 
7 LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: Yes, sir, that's 
8 the next. 
9 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: There is another piece yet. 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. 
1 1 LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: On b e  fin1 
12 slide u in the left of the COBRA analysis you can see the 
13 two C ~ B R A  analysis - one submitted from the Orlando 
14 community, one submined from the Department of the Navy upon 
15 request. 
16 As you can see from the bottom line, there is a 
17 vent large discrepancv between what the Orlando community 
18 fee[s is c o ~ e c t  and what the Navy feels IS correct. The 
10 basis of thls differential can be traced to the base 
20 operating budgct in the COBRA submitted by the community. 
21 They d ~ d  not increase their base operating budget. 
22 They presently are located with the Navy Training 

6 recall there was a national nightly news rogram on this 
7 issue that made it look like we'd be dumkr  than dirt to 
8 accept it, so,I'd like to make sure we have it all out 
9 here - the site Ian for the Charleston proposal, ~t 

10 @clud.es all of %e infmstrucrure, everyclung we need? Is 
: 1 1t ceflified? Do we know it IS what they need to do at 
12 Charleston to move this? 
1 j LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LRJDENBAUhl: T h e  R and A 
14 staffs COBRA reflects the planning facilities estimate, 
15 certified 1391 cost estimate which Includes everything. 
16 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. Lookin at New London 
17 for a second. I understand there is a small facility option, 
18 that they could have done it. New London. Could you address. 
19 again, if we've looked at that and made sure we've looked at 
20 an three sites equally? 
11 LIEUTENAh'T COMhlANDER LMDENBAU~Z: The pff s 
22 analysis allowed them cost reductions. And I also drd -- 
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1 Center. and they share overhead costs with several other 
2 commands. If they are to remain as a single, s m d  alone 
3 entity, they must sboulder the burden of all overhead costs. 
4 That was not reflects in their cornmunir). COBRA. 
5 It is reflected m the Navy's Orlando optlon COBRA. n And that is wh; you see a return of investment of, in their 
' words. "never. 
8 Are there any questions in regard to the Orlando 
9 option? 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any questions of 
I I Commander Lindenbaum? Commissioner Cox? 
12 CHAIRMAN COX: I have a question, just so 1 make 
15 sure I understand. We have a number of these redirects and 
14 the same issue would come up, but to make sure I understand 
15 how i t  works. In 1993 we directed the folks from Orlando to 
16 New London. At that time we took some savin s, presumably, 
17 we assumed there were some savinrrs. ,4ndgnow we're 
18 redirecting. Nothing ever happend. They didn't actually 
10 move vet, they're st31 in Orlando. And now we're 
20 redirecting them to Charleston. 
2 1 One of the concerns that bas been raised -- if you 
1:. just look at all the numbers we could make a lot of money by 

I I 
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I that's not fair. You weren't spending the money to move to 
2 New London; in a sense, Orlando is getting hurt by virtue of 
3 the fact that you're taking $162 million in savings from the 
4 '93 to the '93 redirect and counting it against Ohando. I'm 
5 probably not statmg that very well. I just want to rnake 
6 sure that that's not what is happening. 
7 LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: For the Orlando 
8 option they are iven the benefit of the doubt in both 

t% 9 locations, and ey were iven the higher of the two cost 
10 estimates as savmgs fo&eeping the school in that 
1 1  location. Still the recurring costs -- go back to the base 
12 operating bud et a ain - cause that option not to be 
13 ec~normcall feasigle. 
14 COM~ISSIONER COX: Right. So tbey got the same 
15 credit, so to speak, that Charleston ot for the non- 
16 necessity of doing the New landon%uilding. 
17 LIEUTENANT COMMMDER LFDENBAUM: Yes, ma'am, the 
18 cost avoidance of not havlng to build up in New London was 
19 also applied to the Orlando option. 
10 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank vou verv much. Are there 

. . . . . .  . - - -  . . 
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1 were no communities which even addressed the issue. What i! 
2 does is removes the reference to Service School Command from 
3 the '93 recol~lmendation and allows three schools to be co- 
4 loqted with alread existing facilities to get rid of cost 
5 avoidance for MILSON. 
6 MR. YELLIN: This is merely another one of a kind ; 
7 of a correction to one of the details that came up in the 
8 implementation of the major closures of NTC Orlanda and San 
9 Diego in '93. 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any questions of Mr. 
1 1  Yellin on this particular issue? 
12 (No response.) 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any comments on this 
14 issue? 

j 

15 (No res onse.) 
16 CHAI&AN DIXON: Is there a motion? / 17 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I have a motion. Mr. 

! 18 Chairman. ' I  

Page IS 1 
1 'ust moving people around on paprr and never moving them. 
2 i-use evev time we move romcbod~ we savc money. So 1 just 
3 want to, make sure that, in  fact, that's not what IS ; happening. 

One of the things that comes in the COBRA analysis 
6 as a savings, if you want to ut it that way, is the cost 
7 avoidance -- it's cheaper LO $0 it in Charleston than it is 
8 in New London. Now, are we including that cost avoidance? 
9 LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: There is some 
10 cost avoidance for not havino to build up in New London. 
1 1  There also is some cost - wdch is some costs or planning 
12 costs - which have already bcen conducted in New London, and 
13 also to back out of contracts. Those costs are included as a 
1.i cost to take the Charleston option. 
I5 COMMISSIONER COX: Right. And so we've already 
16 counted that. I mean, $ 1993 we counted that cost, wha~ever 
17 ~t IS,. and now we're savlng it  and so 1t's.a savings, 
18 Obviously, as always there 1s less one-time costs lf you 
19 stay where you are; if vou don't move, there aren't any 
20 costs. And that would bg in your COBRA model for staying in 
21 Orlando, as well. 
22 And I guess the question is, that's been raised is 

~ - . ~  ~- 
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1 COMMlSSlONER MONTOYA: Aye. I 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. I 
3 COhIMISSlONER ROBLES: Aye. 
4 hlS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
s COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
7 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: 'Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
9 COMMISSiONER COX: Aye. 

10 MS. CREEDON: Commirnoner Davis is mused. 1 
1 1  Commissioner Klinc. 
12 COMMISSIO'NER KLING: Aye. 
13 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
15 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is seven ayes, 
16 and zero na s. 
17 C H ~ R M A N  DIXON: And the motion is adopted 
18 MR. YELLIN: Mr. Chairman, we've already done N+C 
19 Meridian, so we can skip over Lhat and Commander Lindenbaum 
20 will do the NTC red~rect next. That's on E-9. 
2 1 LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDEZJBAUM: N?vy mining 
22 centers redirect has no community objection to ths.  There 

2 any further questions? 
22 COMMISSIONER MOhTOYA: I have a motion, Mr. 

, 

. - - - - - . 
21 COMMISSIONER hlOhTOYA: 1 move that the Commission 
22 find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate I 

\ 
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1 Chairman. 83 / I substantially from the lour structure plp. and final criteria 
7 - CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 2 and, therefor?, that thc Commission ado t the following 
3 M O T I O N  3 ncomrnendat~on of the Secretarv of De msz: 
4 COhlMlSSlONER MONTOYA: I move that the Commission 

P 
Changz the reconunendatibn of the 1993 Commission, 

5 fmd that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 5 1993 Comrmss~on report at age 1-38, c o n c e r n  the closure 
6 ~bstnntiallg from the four apc tvre  plan md final crjteria / 6 of Naval Ta lnmg Center, &lando, Florida_ b feleting alj 
7 and, therefore, that the Comrmss~on ado t the followln~ 7 retkrencs LO Service School Command from d e  list of major 

I I I 1 
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8 recommendation of the Secretarv of ~ e z n s e :  chanoe tfie 
9 receiving site specified by the 1993 Commission, 1593 
10 Commission rspon at page 1-18. for rhe Nuclcnr Power School 
1 1  or the Navy Nuclear Power Propulsion Tnining Center from the 
I2 submsrine school at the Naval Submarine Base, New London LO 
1; Naval Wea on Station, Charleston, South Carolina. 

, 

j - 

8 tenanls; change the recornmendation of the 1993 Commission, 
9 1993 Commission Re n at page 1-39, concerning the closure 
I0 of Naval Trdinino gn t e r .  S m  Diego, Cal i fp ia ,  by del-g 
1 I all references to Servlcz School Command, lncludmg Servlce 
12 School Command, electronic warfare, and Service School 
I: Command. surface, from the list of major tenants. 

18 No re onse.) ' 1 8  Kling. 
19 &~AlifR.L"i DIXON: Are there any questions? 119 Are there anv statements, questions or comments by I I 
7-0 (No re onse.) i 20 any Commss~oner? 
21 CHAI&A.. DIXON: Counsel will call the roll. $ 2 1  

I 

( N o  response.) ! 

22 MS. CREEDOX: Commissioner Montoya. ! 22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I am advised by counsel, I must ' 
I 

14 CH&M DIXOk: Is there a second. 14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second LO h e  motion by 
15 COMMISSIONER KLING: Second. 15 Admiral Montova? 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And there is a second by II6 COMMISSIONER KLING: Second, Mr. Chairman. 
17 Commissioner Kling. Are there any comments? 117 CHAIRMAN DIXON: It is seconded bv Commissioner 
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1 into. I just want to raise this: I am going to sugrest that 
2 we take testimony on both Portsmouth and Long BCACX cntircly 
3 before we vote. I suspect that that ma take -- the 
4 discussion and voting - mav take half&our or so, so I am 
5 p-ar* to stay and do it. But, I would prefer to wait and 
6 quick bite to eat, come back and get on ~ t .  Just an idea. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank the Commissioner veq 
8 much. If the Commissioner would indul c me. Thii is another 
9 one of those tou h ones, and I think %at our lunch will 
10 digest pore n i t  if we do @s first - if my Commissioners 
1 1  would mdulge me. I would like to get Long Beach and 
12 Portsmouth out of the wav and then take lunch. 

r Pace 187 : 1 recuse on this vote. Counsel will call the vote. roll An. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
3 COMMlSSlONER A~ONTOYA: Aye. 
1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
5 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele.  
7 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
9 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
10 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
: 1 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
12 MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Davis. 
13 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
15 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, with your rccusal, the 
17 vote is seven ayes, and zero na s. 
18  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Luld the motion is adopted. 
19 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
? 1 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: ! am looking at ~ h c  clock 
12 and I am looking at the subject matter we are about to go 

13 Is there any objection to going forward? 
14 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Only if lunch doesn't become 

1 Pap: 19C 
I ex-< capacity in those scenarios which entail the closiire 
2 nr h n g  ~ a c h  Fjaval Shipyard. and they arc presented hcrc in 
3 black. 
.I Essentially. what you have in the scenario where 
5 Lon Bcach and Guam close. 19 percent total excess capacity; 
6 staff has added on ap mximately five more percent of excess 
7 capacity to rep-nt 5 4  rcent total. In the scenario 
8 which entails the closurc oKng B u s h .  Portsmouth and Guam. 
9 we have added on approximately six percent of total excess 

to have a total of seven percent total excess. 
ow, the Nav would like for me to pobt out that IP caPacT 

12 there are some 60-46 split issues here that are mvolved and 
13 that those numbers that staff has calculated, they feel, 
14 should be a little bit lower. 
15 Slide F-3, please. 
16 COMMISSIONER KLING: Right now, you arc saying - 
1 7  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kin . 
18 COMMISSlONER KLING: 1 just want to %e sure I a, 
19 with you. Right now, exactly as we stand doing notlung, is 
20 29 percent -- g v e  or take excess. 
21 With Long Beach and Guam, we will still have 24 
22 percent. If they are closed we will still have 24 percent 

I5 supper, sir. 
! 6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, there is always that 
:7 possibility. Let's see bow it roes. 
8 Naval Shl vard, Long Beach, California. 
9 MR. YELFIN: h r r y  Jackson will give the staff 
io presentation on shi vards. 
:1 
'7 

P CHAIRMAh bIXON: Mr. Jackson. - MR. JACKSON: Good morning, Commissioners, Mr. 

I 
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1 I excess? 
2 MR. JACKSON: Yes, sir. 
3 MR. YELLIN: The Navy's number is 19 and the 
4 staff's number 1s 24 because the closure of Long Beach, in 
5 essence, reduces the Na s requirement. 
6 COMMWdONER Z k G :  But there will rriU more than 
7 ample - 
8 .  MR. JACKSON: There is a slight difference, but it - 
9 is am le: yes, sir. 
10 %R. YELLM: We wanted to bring this u in lar e 
1 I part because the one percent number - and thc d v y  stifl 
12 supports that number - the staff believes that lt u really 
13 seven percent. 
14 COMMISSIONER COX: I am sorry, Mr. Yellin. When we 
15 were at Portsmouth, they said - if vou close Portsmouth, we 
16 will only have an excess capacity of one percent. They were 
17 talkinr about both nuclear and convent~onal. and assurmng 
la that an of the work that they planned to put'in the rivate 

MR. YELEIN: Y e . .  
E: 19 yards out of Lonr Beach stayed in the public yards. 

20 
2 1 COMMISSIONER COX:. What you are tclling us, if vou 
22 look at total capacity, wbch IS, glven the fact that nuclear 

1 
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--- a-, 
1 Chairman. - 
z Slide F-2, please. Thank you. 
3 In the analysis of naval stup ards, capacity is an 
4 i m p o m t  to ic. Some ccnfusio~ I a s  risen over the capacity 
5 numbers d ' 1  would like to c l an6  that ~ssue  before we 
6 proceed. 
7 The Navy in their analysis used total excess 
8 capacity. It is represented here by the white bars. Excess 
9 capacity is expressed in thousands of direct labor man vears. 
0 On this slide, the Navy requirement is represented by the 
1 zero line. 
2 From left to right, total excess capacity is 
j de icted for the scenarios in which the shipyard is listed 
4 berow the bar closed. The proposed Navy scenario, in which 
5 Long Beach closes, directs a proximately 40 percent of the 
5 Long Beach workload into t i e  rivate sector. 
7 This effectively rrduces tge Navy out-year workload 
I nquircmcnts. The Department of thc Navy did not account for 

h s ,  instead assuminr, in their capacitv analysis, that all 
I of.the Long Beach w5rkload was assumed by other na\~al 
! shpyards. 

1 and conventional are different -- perhaps not the r i ~ h t  way 
2 to look at it, but nonetheless, if you do look at total 
3 capac~ty. that one ercent number was off by 5-6 percent? 
4 MR. YELL&: Yes 
5 COMMlSSlONER ROBLES: Mr. Jackson, could you define 
b "ample"? You said there would still be ample -- I am just 
7 trying to get a base reference here. 
8 Yesterday we heard the depot analysis, 85 percent 
9 we were shooting for and therefore, 15 ercent excess was 

la ample. I am us t  trvin to get what am$e is,in Nlvy jargon. 
1 1  MR. ~ L L I N :  f donlt t h ~  the suff 1s t vmg  to 
12 present that 7 percent is ample or not. We just wanted to 
13 get the right number. 
14 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: No. You said it was ample, 
15 and I am just tryin3 to Pet what reference - Are you saymg 
16 90 rcent utilization, gs percent utilization, 75 percent 
17 ut ig t ion .  What is ample? 
18 MR. JACKSOIV: S o m ,  sir. I was tallung about the 
19 scenano in which Long Beach and Guam closed, where the 
20 Department of the Navy has calculated 19 percent excess 
21 capacity. 

R and A staff has estimated the chan, nes to total COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And hat is ample by their 
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6 slr. 
I MR. YELLIN: And that is supported by their. 

8 recommendation,. so whether it is stated or not, that 1s 
9 implied that this IS acceptable to them, md going down to 
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1 definition? That is what they consider to be sufticient 
2 wi gle room, margin -- whatever vou want to call r t  -- to be 
3 rbks to do unforeseen thinus, surp;. u,hatever 
4 MR. JACKSON: ~ $ e ~  haven't stated. that 
5 specifically, but it would give then1 some w~ggle room; yes. 

i 10 the lesser number is not acce table to them. 
11 COMMISSIONER RO~LES:  Okay. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Proceed. 

1 
2 
3 
J 

5 

- - 

13 MR. JACKSON: You now s g  before you Slide F-3, in 
14 addition to Slide F-2. T h ~ s  slide !s unchanged smce the 
IS adds hearing. It has been the subject of considerable 
16 discussion. 
17 The Department of the Navy and Portsmouth community 
18 have poiqted out that the Navy oqly broke out nuclear 
19 capac~ty In order to prevent reducing thelr orgalucJnuclear 
20 capacit below acceptable levels. 
2 1 &iff broke out the conventio~al and n ~ c l w l  
22 capacity In order to pomt out the dlfference m philosophy 

-bb 
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tests on the Lono Beach scenario. 
Lonr ~ e a c %  indicated to the Commission and provided 

us with rnrormatlon that rndrcatrcl th;it the stupvard's budget 
submission to close tile shipyard was actually about 5433 . . 

million Lo close. 
The NavyTs costs in  COBRA show $74.5 million to 

close. What I d~d .  to nlve the benefit of the doubt to the 
community and to the shYpyard, working with our staff expert. 
I calculated - added in all of those savings, all of those 
costs that were not covered by the $74 mllion - and ran a 
COBRA on that. 

The results were that you have a one-time cost of I 
$156.35 million. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Tliat is the number vou are I 
comfortable with? 

COMMISSIONER COX: And what were the annual I 
savings? 

MR.  JACKSON: The annual savings were reduced from 
$130.6 million to 51 14.8 million a year. The 20 ear net 

resent value rdyced from 51.95 billion to $1.4?billion. 
go about half-blll~on. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: ROI? 

the Navy has regarding nuclear and conventional work. 
Sllde F-4. alease. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Before you go on to F-4. 
MR. JACKSON: Yes.sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Can you just kind of walk 

throu h and tell me what this means? 
%R. JACKSON: Yes, slr. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I think I know what it means. 

but I want to make sure that I totally understand this. 
MR. JACKSON: This is verv much like the slide F-2. 

At the zero line you have the Navy's &&ement - what they 
- 

Navy stated their requirement was for capacity, in this case, 
in the Year 2001. 

What you see are the bars above the line in black 
represent the nuclear excess capacity, and that is ex ressed 
in thousands of direct labor man years, and I have $0 
included some percentages in there - and in white, you see 
the non-nuclear excess capacity. . 

The d~fferent airs of bars correspond to the 
scenarios de icted &wn below whch are, from left to right, 
the present, ~ O D  recommendation. and then - 
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MR. JACKSON: ROI was two years - 1999. 
COMMISSIONER COX: And we have talked about this 

before in other scrviccs - our number, the COBRA number, the 
Depanment of Defense numbers rely on a 2.75 percent discount 
for a very good reason - that is the way they came over. We 
have not tned to chan e them, but I dunk man of us - and 6 Certainly even the GA who reviewed 16is - & that the 
cost of monev is considerabl hi her than 2.75 percent, and 
recommended that we use a i d p e r c e n t  .- 

Were you able to run those numb& bash  on a 4.85 
percent, more realistic cost of money number? 

MR. JACKSON: Yu, ma'am, we were. There is a more 
conservative scenario that I ran for Long Beach, a l . ~ .  I ran 
the DOD submission at the 4.85 percent GAO rate. effccIxvcly. 
and the numbers that result fr6m.that - your 20-year nei. 
present value chan es to $1.62 b~llion. 

COMMISSI~NER COX: On the DOD numbers 
MR. JACKSON: Yes. ma'am. Now. on the moit 

conservative COBRA run that wc ran on the Beach h'aval 
Shipyard, in the shipyard scenario when vou move work fium 
one shipyard to another,, the delta - the dlfference m the 
mandate rates at each sh~pyard -- are accounted for. 

I 
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1 COMMlSSlONER DAVIS: Pick an example. Not 9; one 
2 on the left and not the one on the ri_ght, and tell me - ~n 
3 both cases, we.have negatlve epaclty in non-nuclear areas. 
4 Can that ca acltv be absorbed m the nuclear excess? 
5 MR. TACKSON: It can, and that is why the Navy used 
6 total excess capacity. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Commissioner Davis. 
8 Proceed, Mr. Jackson. 
9 MR. JACKSON: Slide F-4, please. 

10 T h s  slide resents the DOD recommendation to not 
11 close long  B-cE Naval Shpyard and the smdard figures 
12 regarding that recommendat~on. 1 would point out that the 
13 30-year COBRA savinos for the shipyard are quiie large. This 
14 is ? reflection of the Eree numbers rdative to other Navy 
15 activities of civilian employees for the most pan. 
16 1 would further polnt out that with shpyards, i t  
17 is very difficult to come up wlth a closure scenario that is 
18 not supponed by COBRA. 
19 COMMISSIONER KLING: So you are totally cornfortable 

- -- - - -  
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I There were savings in the COBRA that resulted from 
2 that which I eliminatecl, again, to give Long Beach the 
3 benefit of the doubt. 
4 So, m the scenario in which the closur~ costs were 
5 incrwcd, according to the shrpyard submtssron for closure 
6 budget, and thz mandate rate, delta, was eliminated. I also 
7 increased the d~scount rate. 
8 The one-time cost to close remained at $156 
9 million. The annual savmgs remamed at $114 xpuion, and 

10 the 20-vear net present value was not quite $1 biliron; ~t 
I I x r s  $992 million. 
1: SO, you end up with about n billion dollars in 20- 
13 year net resent value .avincs. 
14 CJAIRMAI*. DiXOh7 h funhey questions? 
15 COMMISSIONER COX: kt to glve us the whole 
16 are3 - I mean, basically, dependin on what numbers you use 
17 for costs and for savings and r fiscount rate -- a more 
18 reasonable discount rats: - you are loolclng at - that would 

, I 9  g q  vou, at a low, down to a savings of about $900-somerhinj 
10 with these numbers rovided by the h'avy? 120 rmlfion. 
21 MR. JACKSO%: I have run stress tests. I am not 2 1  MR. JACKSON: 5992 - almost a billion. 
22 totally comfortable with these numbers, but I have run stress I ? ?  

I -- COh4hllSSIONER COX: Right, about the same as we 

i 
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1 would have .saved, for example, on closinr Red River. And, 
2 the bgh ,  usup, the lowst d~scounf rate ---that I don't 
3 hdt anvbodv thinks is reasonable -- of 1.95. 
4 MR. JACKSON: That IS correct. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Arc there any further questions? 
6 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Just one. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: C~mmissioner Steele. 
8 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Just the basic philosophy in 
9 the Navy analysis. Your F-3 - if we adopted the Navy's . 

10 proposal to close Lqnp Beach and Guam, you would lose more 
1 1  non-nuclear capaclty ?an you have excess on then. And in 
12 the Navy's ncommenda~~on. I beheve they talk about goin to 
13 the p n v a t ~  sector - I don't h o w  if they use the worf  
I4 *snpaclty , but 0. the West C o a t  they did use private sector 
IS when the were l00.kmg at their analysis though the 
16 trs~fied tKat. they d ~ d  not measure i t  - they assumcdlthe 
17 presence of rt .  
I8 On the East Coast, they did not do that. Is that 
19 correct? 
10 MR. JACKSON: That is correct. 
2 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there anv funher questions? 
21 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Orie quick question. 

L 
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I CHATRMAN DUON: Commissioner Robles. 
2 COMM.ISSlONER ROBLES: Did I hu r  ou say ur l iu  - 
3 I l h o ~ @ l  I d ~ d  and I 'ust want to d e  sure! heard the 
4 right k g ;  that the d a m  could make up that shortfall in 
s conventional ca aci 4 t h  their nuclear excess capacity. 
6 MR. JACPESOX: That is c o m t .  
7 COMMlSSIONER ROBLES: Is that feasible; is that 
8 operationall feasible? 
9 MR. JACKSON: yes, sir. 
10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Would the Navy entertain 
1 1  doing that? 
12 MR. JACKSON: Yes, sir. In fact, I have seen 
13 schedules proposed with the closure of Long Beach and it is 
14 feasible. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: An thcre any further questions? 
16 COMMISSIONER MONTOY A: Mr. Chairman. 
17 CHAIRMA! DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
18 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: As we are getting close to 
19 voting, I tbk, I would like to -- for mv fellow 
20 Comrmssloners - lay out the lssues as rhave studied them, 
31 for a few moments. 
-7 -- CHAIRMAN DIXON: You are recognized, Commissioner 

1 
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I i t  can. 
Z On the West Coast another tack has been taken. 
3 prirnariiv because of 
4 the policy that they 
5 sustaln a week pnvate sector 
6 where the Navy wants to 
7 Diego Are+. 
8 That 1s a risk that they have - I have uestioned 
9 it md they achowledg@ i t  and they are wiling tp take it. 

10 I have a couple of ~ssues -- first of all, the nsk 
I I taken is inconsistent when one looks at it on its face and 
12 discount the nuclear issue. 
13 The Nav is building and plans to build a major 
14 home port in dn Dlepo and, to an extent ~t IS severable and 
15 distinct from the Long Beach Naval Shipvard issue however, I 
16 have some dqcumentatlon as late as Lhe 19th o i ~ u n e  - a 
17 croup of environmental folks wrote ou a letter -- and I 
I S  don't know if you have pot it, Mr. &airman, the 19th June 
19 letter. 
20 The Navy is in the process of doing an 
21 environmental Impact statement to do considerable -- I have 
22 one here rf  we need to see it. 
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I The Nav is going to do considerable dredging, 
2 conpidenble f ibg ,  considerable construction and bnng in 
3 additional sup rts ships into San Diego to do ship repair 
4 work if Long reach closes. The first volley has b ~ n  fired 
5 by this group of people who are saylng - we are going to 
6 take that on. We don't like what it is we see. 
7 So, I don't have any doubt that the Navy will 
8 prevail and have their home port, because NEEPA is procedure, 
9 rather than a substantive law, but it could take quite a 
10 whle. 
I I The Navy wants to sup ort the private industry in 
12 San Dieeo because they like to 80 work on Navy shi s next to 
13 where the sailors live. Bur on the other hand, tge Navy also 
14 says that we are willing to do awav with our conventional 
IS shipyards and will absorb the work in the non-nuclear ards, 
16 which means, that if for some reason you have a labor d;spute 
17 in the San Diego area and the work can be done, or ~f you do 
18 not - if you are not able to construct that home port in S s  
29 Dlego and vou close Long Beach, you are golng to be domg 
20 Navy work In Bremenon, which is a heck of a lot further from 
21 San Dlero home-ported sbps  than the Long Beach Naval 
23 Shipyard. 

C 
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1 Montoya. 
7 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Thank you. Let me take a 

moment and take a page from those that say that numbers are 
4 numben, but - they arc more than numbers when one considers 
5 something, this significant - this kind of an ?set that, 
6 once we pve  lt up. we had better recoplze it 1s gone; i t  is 
7 done. It is out o Navy mventory. 
8 I would make no bones about the fact that Navy 
9 really wants to close this shipyard. 
10 There is no doubt in my mind. At least, the Navy 
1 1  nt the leaderstup level. So get that on the table right 
12 away. 
13 But, in my looung at this, the Navv has applied 
14 two different nsk policies to these two sGpyards, one in 
15 Portsmouth and the oa t  in Long Beach. 

On the East Coast, the Navy has assessed the 
17 capacity in the private sector and in the ublic yards, and 
la hey rococnize that there is a high possi&lity because of 
19 the, lack 07 work over the years cominr up, that somebody.is 
20 eomg to close. They have chosen deliberately that they wlIl 
21 keep the - they are recommending ,keeping the Portsmouth 
2: Naval Shipyard open and let the pnvate sector float the best 
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I So I find an incoosistcncy in saying we can abso& 
2 the non-nuclear work in nuclear yards, and on the oeer  hand, 
3 we want to do all of our repalr work in San Dlego wlth the 
4 private sector because they are near our sailors. 
s So I find that to be a very inconsistent argument. 
6 1 have probed the issue of larce drydock in Long Beach. 
i Drvdock Number one exists there and ~t handles Enterprise- 
8 si& aircraft carriers and other large - hull/large desk 
9 ships. 
lo In checking with staff, the Navy, in 1993, made 
I I Drydock Number One an issue and felt that they needed it. I 
12 have asked has the number of big-deckcd ships one away since 
13 L993? The answer I have; no, that the numiem remain very 
14 similar. 
15 I had seen correspondence inside the Navy 
16 expressing some concern with the loss of Drydock Number one, 
17 but I must also be fair and tel you that that correspondence 
18 h q  been seen bv the,Navy leadenbp and they are also 
19 wlllmr to take that nsk. 
20 Last, I wish to say that with the closure of 
21 McCIellan yesterday and now -4th the closure of Long Beach, 
22 one of our critena -- though down at the bottom -- ~t 
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1 better uses by the Services in connection with force levels, 
2 procurement and other things. 
3 Now, every vote taken has been a responsible vote 
4 and one that I understand. 
5 Clearly, Meridian, Red River, in particular were 
6 difficult votes and an excellent case had been made. The 
7 Chair cannot quarrel - though the Chair did not vote that 
8 way - the Chair did not quarrel too much with the views of 
9 this collea e who see that matter othenvise, particularly in 
lo the case ofkendman, where you had the very difficult 
11 situation where. in effect, the Chief differed with the 
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12 Secretary. 
13 I am sure that that was a ve difficult call and 
14 everyone will agree it was clearly%nd of a risky question. 
15 So one had to understand what occurred. 
16 Long Beach was laced on here by the Secretary of ' . 
17 the Na . YOU h o w ,  &t me say, we put on Portsmouth. 
18 3 a t  was an act by , CO-ssmn. ,re, a lot 
19 of a itation about the fact that the numbers were fair1 
20 sir$%ir. We went to Portsmouth - all ei ht of us. d e  
21 chef came there. He gave us a very h d  ease for why you 
22 couldn't just look at the numbers. 
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I nonetheless is concerning cumulative economic impact on a 
2 state or a community. 
3 I think clearly the closure of this shipyard, 
4 coupled with yesterday's closure, does exactly that. So this 
5 Commissioner though clearly, is going to vote for sustaining 
6 the Navy's request to keep Portsmouth ern, I have my 
7 reservat~ons - deep reservations abou! c os!ng. thls shl yard 
8 during these ti- of u~lcertamty at t h s  p m t  m the Nt)vy9s 

~ l ~ + . ! f .  
ank ou for the time, Mr. Chairman. 

I1 CHAl&AN DKON: Thank you. Commissioner Montoya. 
12 I regret very much that I feel compelled to respond. 
13 I have held my tongue, except for one occasion this 
14 m o w g  when I vented some frustration about our vote+ on 
IS Mendian and then the follow-up vote on Corpus Chnsti. 
16 I want to say one more time that there is a purpose 
17 for this painful exercise. And, it is that the Congress is 
18 not su lying the necessary funding for our Armed Services. 
19 R e  force levels have been cut over 30 percent, the 
20 a ro riated amounts, 40 rcent. We are do- to about a 
21 fke l  and the reason E r  these pmful exerclra is a 
22 meaningful reason. It is to find some money to be put to 

1 going to be the next one we look at. 
The Navy has said to us, we ou ht to close Navrl 

3 Shipyard, Long Beach, California. I son*t want to close it. 
4 I don't want to close it, but I want to support the N a y  on 
5 this one. 

Are there an further comments? 
COMMIS~IOLER MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman. a s b r t  
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I daughter. There is no fun in that. 
2 There is no fun in that. This is nothing but pain. 
3 But the question here is, are we omg to recognize 
4 that it was the same experience - you &now I am prem 
5 satisfied that the Secretary of the Navy would be deli 
6 ~f we had the levels we had m the Reagan years th.1 t E 3  
7 chairman, as a Senator, voted for. I am not a Republicm. 
8 I voted for those levels. I voted against those 
9 cuts and I don't know how I got m ws .spot, but now I am 
lo here t ing to fmd other money,afier it 15 all one. 
I I ?..OW that the congress 1s reflectmg t fe  v i m  of 
12 its constituency. The most amazing thing m this world is, 
13 nobody wants to spend more money on defense and nobody 
14 to close theu base. 
15 Oh, I can understand that, too. I think that this 
16 is probably the critical vote on this whole issue. I had to 
17 put everybody on the spot that way, but we have done some Big 
18 ones here -- Meridian, Red River, Lakehurst. 
19 I would just want to say to my colleagues that 
20 everything we are lookino at is good stuff. Ever) 
21 are looking at is good s t u k  l k s  is a good port and 
22 is another one in existence that we have'looked ar - that is 

I 

8 response. 
9 CHAIRMAN DTXON: Commissioner Moatoyt 
10 COMMISSlONER MONTOYA: This is so i m m m  that I 
11 think we ought to make sure we debate it until & are 
12 satisfied. I am sure ou would agree with that, 
13 CHAIRMAN D ~ O N :  oh, positively. d c  ywr 
14 statement. 
IS COMMJSSIONER MONTOYA: Yes, sir. A d  I doail W 
16 in this case - this is not a matter of money or morr: 
17 appropriations. What this is,-it is a zero-sum gain. You 
18 are omg to have so many s.iups, ou are going to have so 
19 muc% workload, ou a?-e;gom to%ave so many d o h  
20 appro rialrd to a&ect b a t  wokoad  
21 %us is a choice of whether do it in the 
22 private sector or the publtc sector. 

1 I 
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1 We all understand that there are other things -- 
2 ou can get a lot of different numbers m this busmess. 
3 h r d  knows I would be the first to understand that after many 
4 years in public service. You can get a number for almost 
5 anythin 
6 1 %nL that the Navy has made a strong case 
7 concerning their views there. That will, of course, be 
8 another issue after we get beyond this issue. But, we are 
9 approaching the moment where our actions, i.f we fail to 
10 N port the S e r v ~ u .  op some of the hard declnons. that they 
I I dl%n9t like elther, I thmk reflect on the process to some 
12 extent. 
13 Now, this is a big vote. I know it is a big vote. 
14 1 b o w  it is a difficult vote. I respect, very much, my 
15 fnend who has 'ust made the remarks he made. 1 see the 
16 quality of the ?ksPrvation and the emotional soundness 
17 expressed by ium m rrs$ct to the c o n ~ m s  about economic 
18 experiences in some of t ese communities. 
19 That is tou h. It is really un leasant. 11 is 
20 robably the har%est thing we do. s o u  don't ever have any 
21 R n  ooing to l h ~ e  l a c s  and weing those slgcs that say -- 
22 y o u b o w ,  t h s  1s &e only job I got, and thls n my 

5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And I highly regard om opinions 
6 and your position. Others may want to press &is. 
7 I 'ust want to say this, in the rivate sectorwhem 
8 people have all of these problems, %ey close down plants, 
9 the lay oft peo le - they worry about the bottom k I 
10 reaEze we are t a i n g  about the government. I 
1 1  The 8overnrnent has a bottom line, too: A lot of 
12 peo le a r eb ing  criticized - I want to my this as 1 f awr  ; 13 to 8ongress 
14 -- A lot of peo le are being criticized in the Co -ress for ' 
15 makin a lot ortough cuts right now. P m  Ie b& hcme 
16 is? - fOk COW, they ::it me that time. I dP on't Iike it  nu. 
17 A I the o er cuts were great, but, now, thts one Jfam me. 
18 I am not too hap y about t h s  cut. 
19 I say that t&s is an unpleasant piece of duty 

i 
I 

20 requiring us to bite the bullet and do some things we b ' t  I 
21 want to do. ~ n d  if we are not saving my money, we ought m t  
22 to be in existence. I 

I 
i 
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1 As to the specifics of Long Beach, let me just say 
2 that this is an issue of inconsistency to some extent. And, 
3 it is true, if the issue were that we wanted to rivatize 
4 more that would be fine. But the impast of kq is not just 
5 that 6 e  Department of Defense IS dec~dmg to pnvatlze on 
6 +e-East Coa+,.or conventional versus nuclear - but, there 
7 IS hterally p~ckmg nsks and the nsks that the are 
8 icking arc - you know, do we have enough d dkL capability 
9 for .th? long ships, versus the nuclear -- an?they are 
10 dec~d~n  . 
I I T%e are decidin to mtect the private .sector 
12 which IS &e. on the d e s t  L a s t .  The actual impaci of this. 
13 'ven the 60-40 rule, is they ut all of the dollars that 
I4 %ey say they plan to put on &e west coast mto the private 
15 sector - they will have to take dollars out of the pnvate 
16 sector 04 the East COG.  
17 n s  is not a hlosophical decision on behalf of 
18 the DepGment of befense, that private sector is good. It 
19 1s a dec~s~on that the are gomg to move nvate sector on 
20 t& West Coast. 1 also yant to echo%en7s views, that 
21 h s  sort of theo that h s  gomg to help the fleet by 
22 getting the work%ack to the fleet in San Diego, whch is not 
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I We ought not to be going through this exercise I! 
2 it is not about that. 
3 Are there any other comments? 
4 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Mr. Chairman, I have a 
5 comment. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
7 COMMlSSIONER CORNELLA: Y w  said a few moments ago 
8 that you love us, and 1 want. to tell you - we love you, too. 
9 AS long as we are havmg t h s  love-~n, I have to express a 

10 tittle b ~ t  of it. 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
12 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I man that, bemuse we 
13 have traveled to and fro across this country many times 
14 to ether and got to know each other, and really appreciate % t each other's opinion. 15 an 
16 % is a difficult, d~fficulty pmess. We have 
17 said it a thousand tlmes, and I guess that makes a thousand 
18 and one. There have three previous rounds and now we 
19 are down to tough dec~s~ons. 
20 F a t  we are seein here today, I think, is the 
21 frustrat~on of those toug% decslons. We are acting as an 
22 independent commission and if we feel, at times, m my 
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I opinion, that certain installatipns have to come pff the [st 
2 and we don't enerate the savmgs, I guess that 1s a problem 
3 &at I can deafwith. 
4 I don't belleve that we can be a rubber stamp for 
5 the Department of Defense. I know that is not what Chairman 
6 Dixon is indicating, but I feel it is important that we treat 
7 each individual installation as a separate installation from 
8 this int fonvard and not say that because we have to 
9 prod& a certain amount of savings that we are going to vote 
10 a certam way. 
1 1  Those are my comments, sir, and I still love you. 
12 C H V A N  DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Cornella. 
13 The feelrn IS mutual. 
14 An 8od else have an thin to sa 
15 COLMESIONER C ~ X :  h r .  ~ g k n a n .  
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comrmssloner Cox. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: I want to echo Commissioner 
18 Cornella's, as well. I do t l p k  we have to - we are here to 
19 provide some mde dent judgment. We are also very aware 
20 that the statue a n g u r  mission is to ive the Department of 
21 Defcnse an enormous presumption and i%op we are all doing 
22 that, as much as possible. 
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I COMMISSIONER ROBLES: The tough call about thi 
2 one, as everybody has said, is the fact that the economics 
3 are not compelling in this one - they a? overwhelmin . BU 
4 I think it s also, sqce we are here malung statements k r  
5 the record and malung sure everybody knows what our 
6 hilosophical unde Inning is - Our criteria that we are 
7 rooking at, the eig8critena - the first four are military 
8 value. 
9 Those ought to be the preeminent criteria to look 
10 at. Economics are certainly underpinning all of that. We 
I I did not create the economic hole in the Department of 
12 Defense. I don't believe this Commission withdrew any budget 
13 authont from the Department of Defense. 
14 d e  De~artment of Defense d ~ d  not withdraw its own 
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I necessarily true. 
2 One, 60 percent of it, because it is the large 
3 ships, are not going to go into San Diego. The can't fit 
4 intp San Diego, they don't have a dock in San Biego. It is 
s golng up a long ways from the home port m San Dle o. 
6 From that perspective, as well, even the stuff t% at 
7 is available to San Dlego in the private sector, after they 
8 take it out of the private sector on the East Coast, is not 
9 necessarily going to San Diego. It gets bid all up and down 

10 that West Coast. 
1 1  So, this sort of -- you know, we are doin this to 
I2 he1 the fleet and be helpful and brin this wor& back home 
13 to #ie soldiers, I uestion the value of thpt. I do have a 
I4 concern and I thi& we have to glve that uldependent look 
IS our~ehes. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Commissioner Cox. 
17 commissioner Kin 
18 COMMISSI~NER KLING: I have to say that I - 
19 everything in life is a risk. We have a risk in every one of 
20 the motlous that we have looked at and the votes we have 
21 taken. In all of them that I have looked at, this is one 
22 that I believe that we have the ability -- that we can take 
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I this risk. I should say. 
2 We do th~s  other places. A risk is when you have 
3 no back u and when you don't know what to do about it. This 
4 one we L o w  what to do with. We, at least, have the a b i l i ~  
5 in the private sector to handle, wthout a quest~on of a 
6 doubt. 
7 I also go then to the fact that the Chief made a 
8 very, very strong case about Portsmouth. He came to 
9 Portsmouth. He talked to us about Portsmouth. I believe he 
10 has made the same case, reverse, here: The need this one 
I I taken down because they have the ability toiandle it in 
12 other manners. 
13 Having said that, I guess we can all make our great 
14 statements - I, for one, am totally supportive of the 
15 Department's recommendation as r c s w  Long Beach and that 
16 is where I would come from. I am prepared to make that 
17 motion whenever an bod is ready. 
18 CHAIRMAN D L O d  Thank you.  commission^ W g .  
19 Are there.any m o p  statements, arguments or questlous befon 
20 Comrmss~oner Klm 's ut h s  motlon? 
21 C O M M I S S I O ~ ~ E ~  ROBLES: Ys, sir 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner'~ob1es. 

IS budget authoky. 
T@s - the rest of the Congress has a share in 

17 this busmess because ~t 1s the Umted States Congress 
18 dealme w ~ t h  a whole mamtude of ~roblems that has. in fact 
19 we wait a doown-payment o i  the end of the Cold War, and'we are 
20 going to start to take budget authonty out of the Department 
21 of Defense. 
22 Always faster than the structure is corning out. 

I 
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1 Always faster. There is at least a 10 to 15 percent 
2 differentla1 between structure coming down and resources 
3 comn out. 
4 hived that durin the last six or seven years 
5 that caused me to not s f eep many nights tryin to hgure out 
6 how to balance the boob. NOW we a r e f a J y i t h  an issue 
7 direct1 that revolves around that very slm le Issue. 
8 h r e  say that if the Department of &e Navy had 
9 the adequate bud et authority, this facility would not be on 
lo this list e y .  gut, given that they had no qpption, they 
I 1 had to put 11 on the list and we are here argumg the fine 
12 points of it. 
13 I don't say that the economics are not 
1 4  overwhelmmg, and I would not want to cast a vote to harm 
IS future readiness, but I think all of us ought lo remember - 
16 we dldn't create h s  problem and h s  IS a b~gger problem 
17 than BRAC 1995. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I want to thank my coUeaguc for 
19 expressing more eloquently than I was able to, and from his 
20 own personal experience, what I wanted to say. That was very 
21 well put. I thank him. 
22 Are there any other comments? Are there any 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The vote is six ayes. two IY?, 
2 and we sup r t  the recommendation of the Secretary of Defcnv 
3 that Long E a c h  be closed. 
4 Now, ladies and gentlemen and Commissioners, 
5 Portsmouth was put on the list by a vote of the 
6 It IS an add-on. As such, I w~ l l  remmd the Comrmsslon 
7 that it requires a direct activity by the Commission to 
8 close. And if there is no motloo, Portsmouth remains opbl, 
9 Is there any motlon on Portsmouth? 

10 N o r  &.) 
I I L H A I E A N  DIXON: I will ask a second time. Is I 
12 there anv motion on Portsmouth. I 
13 No res use.) 
14 ~ H A I G A N  DIXON: Portsmouth OF. 
IS COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I am hungry, Mr. C h a i m .  
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: We will recess for lunch until one 
17 o'clock. 
1 a (A luncheon recess was held at 12~25 p.m.) 
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(No response.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a motion? Commissioner 

M O T I O N  

==-I 
* E m A N  DIXON: counsel will call the role. 1;; 

C O M M I S S ~ N E R  KLING: I move that the Commission 
find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
substantid from the four structure plan and final 
criteria, anJ therefore, that the Commission ado t the 
following mmmendatiqn of the Secretary of & f e e ;  

Close the Naval Shipyard, Long Beach, Califonua, 
ex t & sonar dome overnmat-owned contractor o mtor 
fxTties  and those f d  housing units needed to f~5"fill 
the De artment of Navy s reyiremmts, arpcularly those at 

$4 Naval e a p n  Station, Sepl each, C@!$nua; relocate 
necessary personnel to other naval actlvltles, as 
appyia~c.~prirnadI  Naval Weapon Stagon. Seal Beach, and 
nav act~vitles ln e San Die o, Calrfoma Ar.ea. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: ! second the motlon. Are there 
anv further comments? 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay, ladies and gmtlemcn. If I 
am readin my schcdule,comctly and the a enda, we an w 
at Naval !hipyFrd Phladelphia, ~orfoftr  Detachmenk 
Pemsvlvarua: IS t L t  correct? 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
I3 
14 
IS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

MR. YELLIN: Yes, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Jackson and Mr. Yel l in  
MR. YELLIN: Yes sir. We would l i e  to proceed. 
CHAIRMAN D I X O ~ :  Please do. 
MR. JACKSON: These are the rtineut numbas ar 

the Norfolk Detachment of the ~hi laderh ia  N?+I Shq 
This comoletes the closure of the 1991 bmrmmon  
facilitate bmmunity re-use. 

The savin s of approximately $8.8 million a year 
result from not %awng to pay for any base operatmg - 
A,...+.- 
LUDlD.  

MR. YELLIN: Mr. Chaiqnxq, in 1991 --the N - v  
indicated that the neeJed to rmnt;un the ~ & e l ~ h n  
Shipyard ~ r y d d k  an; facilities in a mothball status. 
Consistent with their presentation on Long Beach they s q  
the no longer need to keep drydocks - large ~ d o c k s  - 
~ h i a d e l ~ h i a  has two cnmer drydocks; they no onger krep 
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MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Klmg. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Na . 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner ~oZ1e.s. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. I am just going to make 

a comment for one second here. I agree a thousand percent 
with what Commissioner Robles has said, and I feel the Navy 
has picked and selected artificially their logic on East 
Coast, but that said, I am still golug to vote 'a en. 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner cornelfa. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Nay. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is six ayes 

22 and two nays. 

Page ZL2 1 1 these as an insurance policy. 
2 That is consistent with their Long Beach positioa. 
3 CHAIRMAN D!XON: This supports that desire oa the . . 
4 part of the Nav ? 
5 MR. YE~LIN:  To get out of the cost of operating - 
6 they don't need them any m& and they are going to put tbcm 
7 out for conmunit re-use. 
8 CHAIRM~DIXON:  Arc there any comments. or mar I 
9 turn to Commissioner Monto a for a motion? 
10 COMMISSIONER M O ~ T O Y A :  YOU m y  
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner ~ o d t o ~  
12 M O T I O N  
13 COMMISSIONER AIONTOYA: I move that h e  Commirrioo 
14 find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
15 substantial1 from the four structure plan and final 
16 criteria, anitherefore, that the Commission ado t the 
17 following recommend*tion of the Secretar of &f-: 
18 Chan e the rsonunendatjon of @e 8291 C o e m  
19 related to t ie  closure of the Phladelpha Naval S h p ) d .  
20 Commission Report at page 5-28,.to delete "and preservhn'. 
21 line 5, and "for emergent requ~rements", line 6-7. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second that motion. Are k 
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1 Naval Underwater Warfare Center, Keyport. 
2 MR. YELLIN: Next, we have the supervisor 
3 s$pbuilding on the xhedullng next, I think, Mr. dairman. 

~ u l t i - ~ a ~ e ' ~  
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4 No. 
5 - - -  MR. JACKSON: Keyport is next, sir. Slide F-14 and 
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1 any comments? 
2 No r onse.) 
3 &+&?LAN DIXON: Counsel. call the rote. 
4 MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a. 
5 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: l y e  
6 COMMISSIONER COX: ~ornmiss~o*er Robles. 
7 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. r S MS. KING: Commissioner Stee e. 
9 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
10 MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella. 
11 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
12 MS. KING: Commissioner COX. 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: A e. 
14 MS. KING: Commissioner Aavis. 
15 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
16 MS. KING: Commissioner Klmg. 
17 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
I S MS. KING: Mr. Chairman. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
20 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes and 
21 zero na S. 
22 C~(AIRMAN DIXON: The motion carries unanimously. 

6 F-15. 
7 This slide presents the standard information 
s re a@ng the Naval Undersea Warfare Center in-Keyport, 
9 dshmgton.. Th= rmssrqn of W C ,  Keypprt, IS to provide 

10 tests, evaluation, m-service engmeenng, mamtenance and 
11 industrial support for updersea w@are systems. 
12 A substantla1 portton of the lndustnal workload at 
13 NUWC, Keyport, can easily be assumed by the Pug& Sound Naval 
14 Shipyard. Doing so will allow Naval Undersea Warfare Center. 
15 Keyport, to consolidate its operations onto overnment 
16 p r o p e g  w q l l y ,  .the have some l d s t o r a g e e  
17 s is a --WID 6 r  both activities. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Good. 
19 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman. I have a 
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I COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
2 MS. KING: Commissioner Cox. 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: A e. 
4 MS. KING: Commissioner Aavis. 
5 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
6 MS. KING: Commissioner Klmg. 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
8 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 

10 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes, 
I 1 and zero nays. 
12 CHAlRMAN DIXON: The motion is adopted unanimously. 
13 Supqvisor, Shipbulldlng, Conversion and Repair, 
14 San Francisco. 
15 MR. JACKSON: S l ide  F-1 1 andF-12. Slide F-11 
16 presents *e standard information regardm 
17 of hpbuddmg, conversion and repalr. de%i~i~T&'se 
18 SUPSHIPS is to ovence private shipyard war$ being conducted 
19 for the Navy, whether lt is new construction or ship 
20 maintenance. 
21 With the closure of Navy home ports in the.lon 
22 Buch Area, the SUPSHIP in that area has reen a wns~dera%le 

zo motion. 
21 C-AN DIXON: If there are no comments, 
u Comss tone r  Montoya IS recopzed for a motion. 
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1 ;  (No response. 

M o P l o N  
3 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I move that the Commission 
4 find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
5 substantially from the four structure plan and final criteria 
6 and, therefoe, that the Commission ado t the following 
7 recommendation of the Secreta of ~ e z l l s e :  
8 Realign Naval U n d e n u  % d a r e  Cater ,  Keyport 
9 Washin ton, by moving its ships, combat systems, consble 

10 ehrbis%.ment, de t maintenance and general industrial 
I I workload to ~ a v a P " s h i ~ ~ a r d ,  Puget Sound, Bremerton. 
12 Washin ton. 
13 CfiAIRMAN DIXON: Sccond the motion. Anv comments? 

AN IXON: Counsel, call the LNm-. b 
MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOY A: l y e .  
MS. KING: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. 
MS. KING: Commissioner s tee i .  
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Comella. 

role. 
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1 decrease in workload. The Navy has recommended SUPSHIP Long 
2 Beach foreclosure. 
3 Supervisor, Shi building San Francisco was removed 
4 by the Secreta of the K avy for cconomic impact reasons and 
I added b the%ommission for considemtion, on May 10th. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any questions of Mr. Jackson? 
7 No use.) 
8 &HAi%AN DIXON: Comx&sioner Montoya. 
o M O T I O N  .-- - - - - - .  
10 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman, I move thrt 
1 1  the Commission find that the Secretary of Defense did not 
12 deviate substantially from the four structure plan and final 
13 criteria and, therefore, that the Commission adopt the 
14 following recommendation of the Secretary of Defense: 
15 Disestablish supervisor, shipbuilding conversion 
16 and repair, United States Navy, Long ~ e a c h ,  California; 
17 relocate certain functions, rsonnel and urpment to 
18 Supervisor, Shipbuilding, Enversion an&epair, United 
19 States Na , San Diego, California. 
20 C H L A N  DIXON: Sccond the motion. Any comments? 
2 1 nse.) 
22 &%MEAN DIXON: Counsel will call the role. 

MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: l y e .  
MS. KING: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. r MS. KING: Commissioner Stee e. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye,. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: A e. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Aavis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Klmg. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chainnan. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chainnan, the vote is eight 
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- . .  

"?&IRMAN DIXON: The motion carria. 
20 Now, is it Supervisor, Shipbuilding, Conversion and 
21 Repair, San Francisco, Callforma. Understand h s  IS an add 
122 on: 

L I 1 
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1 MR. YELLIN:. Yes, sir. The staffs assessment~s, 
2 when we revlewed h s ,  was that this group is already bemg 
3 reali ed and down-sized in an appropriate manner. Closure 

I@' 4 wou d be disruptive to their plan, which appears to be . . 

5 appropriate foithe - 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: In view of what Mr. Yellin is 
7 saybg is there any actlvlty by any Comrmssioner that IS 
8 desired on ttus? 

@A=$~IxON: If not. I remind you once again 10 
1 I that the Chair h e  the power to declare this -- well, I don't 
12 know what I declare. 
13 San Francisco will remain open. 
14 MR. YELLIN: The next category, Mr. Chairman, is 
15 Navy Fl-cct and Industrial Supply Centers. David E stein w$l 
16 tx makmg the presentations. please put up - B a ~ m d  is 
17 first. Please put up G-2 and G-3. 
I8 MR. EFTEIN: FISC Oakland was not on the Secretary 
19 of Defense's lrst.. The COBRA prepared by the BSAT and 
20 provided to staff m March showed a net present value saving! 
21 of $228 nullion. 
22 It was removed from consideration by the Secretary 
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I of the Navy because of hi! concern over cumulative 0% + 2 losses. The data on the slide on your left were calcu ated 
3 by the BSAT after the Cpmmission placed the FISC on the list 
4 for closure consideration. 
5 These data reflect an NPV, net present value, of 
6 $151 million savings. Please also note, the FISC is ranked 
7 7th of the ei ht Navy FISCs. 
8 FISC &and is currently providin sup rt to 
9 local activities, q~ost  of which were c l o d  b 1993 a lo With the ilppendrng closure of they sites an the relocatio; 
11 of the carner and other shps  previously home-ported at NAS 
12 Alameda FISC's workload and employment levels arc dropping. 
13 A& 1998, its sole responsibility will be as host 
14 to its 
15 3 0 d d  tenants, and under current plans, the FISC itself will 
16 be down to 20 by 1998. 
17 A ma'or 'ustification given in 1993 for keeping 
18 FISC 0akZJandwas that it provided vital support to various 
19 overseas locations. Since then, the Navy has made other 
20 a m  ement for support of these commands. 
21 h e  major issues which were identified by community 
22 and Navy deal with re-use. Under Congressional legislation. 
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1 the Secretary of the Navy was authorized to lease F I S ~  
2 Oakland land to the Port of Oakland for 50 years. 
3 Ori inally, the land was to be leased at fair 
4 market v P f  but a revision to the legislation changed the 
S payment to $1 eryear. 
6 FISC 0&and owns land in three Bay Area 
7 jurisdictions: Oakland, Alameda and Richmond. Each 
8 jurisdiction has its own opinion as to what should happen to 
9 the land within its borders. 
10 Alameda wants to have the land within that cit , 
1 1 BRAC'd. and plans to use the a pml"Yte1y 169 acres O?FISC 
12 land which lie within its b o r f m  and adjoins NAS Alamaln. 
13 which was closed by BRAC 1993, for an industrial park and for 

I: houin$ithin ~ ichmond lies the point Molate Naval Fuel 
16 Depot of FISC Oakland, whch ceased fuel operations and is 
17 scheduled.to close this F i s d  Ye+. It contains buildings 
18 on the nat~onal reg~ster of hlstonc places. 
19 The Clty hopes the facillt will be BRAC'd and that 
20 it will be transferred to it for $ l. The pro eny must be 
21 determined clean by standards estnblrshed % various EPAs. 
22 Under Public Law 100-180, Section 3 3 8 ,  as amended. 

- 
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1 the Sccreta of the Navy was authorized to sign the 5 & a r  
2 lease. The%avy has been in active negotiations with Pon of 
3 Oakland, which operates as part of the city and plans to 
4 build a huge i q t e ~ o d d  project. 
s Ttus roject 1s ant~clpated to generate numerous 
6 new jobs. h e  cit and Navy recently signed leases for n\r, 
7 of four pareels of 61sc lrnd and ex r e s se~  concern ttut i i  
8 the remain* parcels are handled g o u g h  the BRAC pr-, 
9 availability o$ the land may be delayed. 
10 The estimated cost of the ~ntermodal facility is 
1 1  5500 million and project delays might make investors nervous 
12 and possibly result in the ro'ects cancellation. Thus, the 
13 city d ~ i r e s  to insure no ~ s C !  open land, with the possible 
14 exception of a ific 75-acre area not considered for 
15 lease, be s ln t edEany  Commissi0.n action. 
16 The d~scusslon a b u t  the deslre of the three 
17 municipalities may be.a little confusing, so let me show ?-au 
18 a sllde whch s u m n z e s  the alternatives. 
19 Pleas ut u Slide NBU-SO. 
20 First al!ernaEvc is to do nothin , thus l r ~  ing 
21 FISC Oakland and all. the land in 0 d a n d  avuln%le for I-. 
22 Second posslb~llty is to vote to close all of FISC 
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1 Oakland, includin ?!l of its lands. 
2 sskillty to vote to close all of FISC 
3 Oakl&d,?i",l%ing all its land and move DFAS and Mili 
4 Sea Command, the two major tenants, to govemmznt+s 

I 5 space. 
3 

6 The fourth possibility is to realign FISC Oakland, 
7 including closing Poin: Molate, closing the Navy Supply 
8 Annex, Alameda, closing RSC Oddand, and retaining all but 
9 75 specificall described acres of land. 
10 The fifii possibility is to realign FISC Oakland 
I I only clos~ng Polnt Mo!ate and Alameda. 
12 Of particular concern to R and A staff was the DOD 
13 recommendation to movq Military Sea Command, Pacific. rod 
14 DFAS, to lease ace in Oakland. Staff believes govemmmt 
IS space IS almost a =#' ways preferable to leased 
16 particular1 when spac; is available op a ~=&ility v s s h  
17 can prow d e or share personnel, secunty and base o m  
18 costs. 
19 R and A staff also requested BSAT run an excunicm 
20 reflectin moving into govemment~wned space at Oaklard Army 
21 Base. f h e  lower sa\Iinp $49 miltion. which a pears in dx 
n lower right-hand corner of the slrde, were attnfutablc tr, 
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1 1662 million in one-time costs in buildings occu~ied until one 
2 year ago, and to a very high base operahg  sup'port at Army 
3 Oakland. 
4 R w+A staff would have preferred to r e c o v d  
5 movement lnto governinent~wned s ace, but pven thrs 
6 scenario, it is stron ly rewmmende8that ~~~~~~~d 
7 facilities be careful5 considered. 
8 Does anybod h,~ve any questions? 
9 CHAIRMAN r)l;O~: Thank vou. Mr. E~stcin. Arc - a .  

10 any questions or conmi-tc7 
1 1  COMMISSIONF 
12 CHAIRMM 
13 COMMIZ 

.---. ,. .,R KLINC: Yes,sir. 
4 DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 

SIONER KLING: The auestion is - I b&c 
14 Commissioner Steele was &re, and ~okmissioner Cornclh a d  
Is I were there. One of tile big issues -- and I i y t  want to be 
16 sure we oet this -- and I believe I understand it, and I 
17 believe fasked our c o ~ ~ n s d  the question, but one of the tug 
18 ~ssues was -- The, leglslatlon allowed Navy to go ahead a d  
19 lease with an option to buy, or lmse and at the end of tbr 
20 period, transfer the propert to the ort. We were e m e d  
21 that by closins it, we wou18 affect i a t  lease that is-ln th 
22 process of being signed. I don't think it has been slgnzd 
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employees will have to be retained. s.i ificant number of 

5 P them to act as bulldtng mana ers, but dlng operators for the 
government tenants that are anned to rcmam. 

COMMlSSIONER COREELLA: Now his in the 36 to 46 
acres that remain? 

MR. EPSTEIN: Yes, sir. This is to retain 
basically - to be the landlprd for the mu, governmeat 
tenants - p+narily. the b t g g a  ones are & DFAS and the 
MSC that w11l retain there, and there IS a significant cost 
to continue to operate that property for those people. %at 
is the primary basis for the savings. is eliminating that. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Under option four. we havc 
retain all but 75 acres of land, 

MR. EPSTEIN: Yq,slr. It is a specific 75 acres 
that we have tentative longitude and latitude markings for. 

MR. YELLIN: But that would not create the savings 
that we are showing for the closure sceaario. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Wen, I havc to teU you, I 
visited this thin . I have been here for two days and 
haven't b c m  mnksed on my issue - I am confused because I 
don1t understand why wc aqdping this. I know you can say. 
well, we can't get 4150 rmll~on. 
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COMMISSIONER KLING: And the square feet was, if I 

if you divide that back, ou get 
foot, whch is an mormous& high cmt 

I guess we are rejuvenatinf~retty 
you could certainly go and but r new 

LLIN: Yes, sir. Those kind of conversion 
costs come close to new buildings. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Anyway, so that is p-y much 
where we were. I believe, Mr. Cornella, a n  you in agreement 
with that? 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Ycs, I a q  to a point. I 
know that was our concern, but my quest~on IS thls: It was 
my understanding this is basically gomg away by itself. Is 
that not comct? 

MS. KING: If you re referring to the whole 
f*ilitv. , - 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I am talking FISC Oaklam 
is what I am referrin to. 

MR. E P S T E ~  FISC - 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Except for 36 to 46 acres, 

somewhere m that number that the Navy would retam. The 
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remainder of it would be released to the Port of Oakland or 
the City of Oakland for $1. Now, there was special 
legislaaon mated in the United States Congress in order to 
makethathap 

NOT =are we .cmmpfishi. by B R A C ~ ~ ~  this .B thing, rather than lettin that go forth. 
MR. EPSTEIN: $otenttall saving $150 million 
C O M M I ~ I O N ~ R  CORNEL&: H ~ W  arc we ping  lo save 

that $150 d h o n  wthout interfemg wth the process as 
they have set it u - the United States Congress? 

MR. EPS&W: It is my understandm that any BRAC 
d o n  that CIOSZS the facility will not affect &e ability 
to conduct that lease. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: When are we getting that 
f 150? 

MR. EPSTEIN: We are getting rid of a huge 
infrastructure that is oin to remain to keep the tenants - 

COMMISSIO&R ~ORNELLA: I just asked if it was 
going away re ardless - 

MR. &N: Compissioper eme l l a ,  the issue 
here - we need to make a d~stmctlon - 
funstions are going away. in essence, b:: %'8E1YoZ?Ei 
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Those fi ye are higher than I thought we saw w%cn 

we were out there m Oakland, and when we talked about 
whether or not this should be BRAC'd, and it would interfere 

1 4 with that process. 
5 This is not what I was expectin today, I guess. 
6 I @oy w.e have talked about df of thls .and I know 
7 no one IS bnngtng up somethrn on short notrce here, but 
8 without understandin2 this f u d e r ,  it would be difficult for - 
9 me to su R it. 

10 CBEMISSIONER COX: I wasn't there, so I am ~ ~ A I Y I  
confused. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Could I ask a couple of 

uestions? Can we first break out the Molate and Alameda? 
%ey're three different arccls of land, right? 

MR. EPSTEIN: ees ,  ma'am. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Something in Richmond. m l h '  

h Alameda. and then the Oakland. So forget Oaklandyor a 
minute. Richmond and Alameda, are those lands at all 
involved in the lease? 

MR. EPSTEIN: There is special leg!slation that 
could potenttally affect Alameda, but the ctty of Alameda 
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1 would prefer to get the land throu h the BRAC process, 
2 instead of takin their chances wit% the lease. 
3 COMMI&IONER COX: Docs the Navy agree? 

1 4  MR. EPSTEIN: For no - no exception taken to that 
5 position. 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: No, do - I mean, no exception 
7 taken - I mean, did we call *ern u and say, "Jeez, we'd 
8 llke to at I-t move that portlon of%md.' and they said, 
9 "Okay, fine"? 

10 MR. EPSTEIN: No. 
I I MR. Y ELLIN: Counsel. I'm not sure if you could , 
12 he1 us with this, but it's our understanding that the Na 
I3 uBment is that they would prefer not to continue to bcY$S 
14 ianilord. If the community needs this property over the long 
15 term, they would prefer to-have it be excessed and 
16 transferred to the commumt . 
1, COMMISSIONER CJX: SO they would a g w  on that 
18 portion, and we're clear that the #darn+ and Richmond 
19 portions, at least at the moment, are not mvolved in 
20 whatever the 're t ing to do at the Oakland terminal? 
21 MR. &SIT%: ?hat's correct. 
22 COMMISSIONER KLING: But they do want that 
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1 and the City of Alam*. It's disc-retionary authority. and 
2 it's long-tenn discretronary authonty at qzlnimal 
3 compensat~op, That drscretionary authonty is compatible 
4 w t h  the decision to close. 
5 The Secretary of the Navy still retains that 
6 discretiona authorit to enter into all of those leases, 
I n,o,*i$stan 7 ing whe 2 er the property is open or closed under 

~ u l t i - ~ a ~ e ~ "  
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8 BKAL. 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: My understanding is that at 

10 least two leases have been entered mto. 
11 MS. CREEDON: Two leases have been entered into. 
12 and those leases are not defeated by the closure of FISC 
13 Oakland- those leases would r e m  in !U force and effect 
14 until such time as the parties may make some other 
15 arrangements. 
16 COMMISSIONER COX: And do any costs on cithcr side 
17 et chan ed9 In other words, ri ht now they have a lease to 
18 %o some%og. By virtue of o u r % ~ ~ ~ ' i n ~  it, does the Navy 
19 get out of somethmg it agreed to do under that lease, or 
20 agreed to do as  part of that lease, or does the community get 
21 something more by not BRAC'ing it versus not BRAC'lng it? 
22 MS. CREEDON: The terns and conditions of the Icasc 
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propeg. 2 R. EPSTEIN: The communities would like the 

4 pmF?. OMMISSIONER COX: The communities want the 
S property. 
6 COMMISSIONER KLING: As I rerncmbcr. Ihc Navy would 
7 like to give it to them. 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: Docs thc Port of Oakland object 
9 to Alameda and Fbchmond gett~ng thelr property? 
10 MR. YELLIN: NO. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER KLING: No. 
12 COMMISSlONER COX: No. So maybe we could rorr - 
13 okay. That's those two. 
14 Now, this IS where I get really confused. 
I5 COMMISSIONER &ING: Well, it wpuld bc hclpful if 
16 our counsel would explam a llttle s o m e h  to do w~th  the 
17 lease, I believe, too, and the legislation. I &I& it will 
18 help. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. Let's try that. 
20 MS. CREEDON: The legis!ation provides the 
21 Secretary of the Nav with discretionary authorit to enter 
22 into leases with the Jort of Oakland, the City of 6 n ~ m d ,  
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1 would stay in effect until such time as the parties did 
2 somethin else, so this would not have an Impact on the 
3 lease, u&s *e artip.want+ to do romethmg.differcnt. 
4 what &IS dbeJ is it pmv~des the opportumty for 
5 the community if they should desire, to act to get ownership 
6 of the land, rather than just a leasehold interest m the 
7 land. 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: M understandin - and. again. 
9 I really don't have an understandin . so what f had heard. 
10 anyway - was that part of the probfem here is that the Navy 
1 1  had agreed to do something as part of this lease, +s part of 
12 the process that t h s  lease IS olng through, that. if we 
13 close it, they would not thenpbave to do. I'm not even s u n  
14 what that was - move tenants, pay sornehing - I don't know. 
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1 land in Oakland, not Richmond and Alarneda. an: signed. Arr 
2 the other two -- is whatever project they're doing depawks 
3 on slgnlng the other two? I mean, can they now stop t& 
4 project because the leases - the last two leases - um't 
5 signed? 
6 MR. EPSTEIN: The Port of Oakland said that riry 
7 need all four parcels in order to make this a succes. M y  1 8 uess is they probably would have a ve limited use f;oe tfr 
9 &d if they don? succeed in getting allrour pards.  
10 COMMISSIONER COX: So these two leases, w.fiil: 
1 1  may not chan e - if the Port of Oakland, by virtue of  & 
12 fact that the k v y  now has more or  drffmnt authority Ibn 
13 the did, doesn't sign the last two leases, then that M 
14 d e L t  whatever it was they're - what are they doh 1 
15 MR. EPSTEIN: ~ h e y ' n  nvkin an intenno& 
16 connector, so that you can conrrst rpif truck, and rhip - 
17 all come together within a few hundrd yards of & &- 
18 COMMISSIONER V X :  Have we heard from the h o: i 
19 Oakland on what the thdc on closure? 
20 MR. E P S T E I ~  n e y  wpot us to u ~ e  my  vrim b 1 
21 doesn't interfere with the roject. 
22 COMMISSIONER C8X: Wcll. haw they i n d i d  I&SX i 

15 Is that - 
16 MS. CREEDON: Well, the legislation allows the 
17 Secretary to enter into the lease at no cost to the lessee, 
18 and this doesn't have anythin to do with the terms and 
19 condItjons of the lease, sp, w % atever the tenns and 
20 cond~tions of the lease rmght be, they would contmue in full 
21 force and effect. 
22 COMMISSIONER COX: Two of these portions of the 

- 
might interfere with the roject? 

MR. EPSTEIN: 80 I 
MR. YELLIN: ~ e l i ,  the clo- of the su ly I 

would put the disposal of the property m the h d Z o f l b ~  , 
BRAC process and there is a preference for the port 
convevances. the same as thev ve been doine for a d k k k  

9 reuse rocess differe~t than whatever thejr've been d c k g .  ( 
10 RR. YELLW: Right. The community would b.rraa 9 
1 1  through the BRAC process, which is through the loaI 
12 development authon and that whole process. 'Ibty 
13 have to o throu h the sfmain s and 0th- flings dnu 
I4 they do,%ut the kand would be ma& tvdabIg.tbcy 
15 have to lease it; they wuld get it as a transfer of 
16 property. 

i 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: Dpa the port want to do t b ~ ?  
18 MS. CREEDON: Ma I just point out, t h e  &s 
19 there's n o h g  m the ~ ~ ~ c ' t h a t  wogd preveut ibc lcrrrr o 
20 o forward exactly as the port authonty wants today- 
21 %ey're not mutual1 exclusive 
22 

! 
CO%~MISSION~R COX: AnOugh my undcmmdkq d d  

I 

Pr?r 14 
1 BRAC process is that ihe port rmght not be the ofkki- 
2 ncgolvtor once they %and down BRAC. Right now. the p m  i 
3 has been working with the Navy to develo this. If ah gs 
4 the middle of tha! by BRAC*in it. that's be,:mxi & m y  LF 
5 that the same roject could o kwrd. but the h c p u o s d  
6 change. and & rocess coufd change. 
7 MS. CRE~DON:  ~ u t  the lease could o fonw~d ss 
8 allowed under the statute, notwithstanding B ~ C  

i I 

9 COMMISSIONER COX: I understand that thc fwD ltaws , 
10 would go forward that are sr ed, but what I just bard - I 
I I they can't do the ro'cct witgut  two more leases. 
12 MS. C R E E ~ O ~ :  The two 1- that are m s i p s  
13 could 00 forward 'ust the wa they are now, too, 
I4 notwi%tandmg &c, so &, m the md, you mJd k c  

I 

15 four leases, whether the land a BRAC'd or not B R A C d  
16 whether the land is c l c d  or not closed under BRAC I 
17 C,OMMISSIONER COX: Ri ht, or you could r 
la  competmz group come in and say &ey want to do 1 
19 else with the land. 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: Thc biggat e g  thar I 

21 was concerned about was that, ~f we put t h ~ s  m tbe BR4C , 
12 process, we would nullify those leases, or we would hmn - 
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I because, really, one of them hasn't officially e n  sips 
2 yet. I mean, it's gone all the way up, and it's in the 
3 process. 
4 So what we were womed about is, if we do this, 
5 how do we do this and not nullify and hurt those leases -- 
6 the first two? Plus, they want to do the other two, and 
7 everybody's movin forward, because it's in everykdy's 
8 interest to do Us .  50 that's where they're going with 
9 that. 
0 But then ou have the situation. too, where we 
1 could take the D t; ATH and move that off. save an awful lot of 
2 money, put that Into government property at one other 
.3 location to be decided - whoever. And so you -really co? to 
.4 the conclusion that you're golng to save qu~te a considerable 
.S sum of money that you're om to nvcnt from being spent - 
.6 it was what the hundmfani f i 6  - 
.7 MR.  ELLI IN: The Navy s numbers, that they've 
:a provided to us, is that, if you go ahead with the closure, 
:9 the net resent value is $150 million. 
!o C~MMISSIONER KLING: yes. There you are. 
!1 COMMISSIONER COX: And that's from the savin s of 
D moving the DFAS and getting rid of some of the ovegead? 
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I MR. YELLIN: No. That scenario has them going to 
2 leased space. The savmgs are from the very large costs that 
3 the Navy would continue to bear at the remains of the supply 
4 center after the other property is leased, the very lar e 
5 casts b r  that Navy to operate that, basically, as an oFfisc, 
6 administrative center. 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: And the DFAS is abovc that. 
8 right - if the didn't nd their money? 
9 MR. XLLIN: %e COBRA scenario includes a 

to calculation for off-base Ieasin costs for DFAS. 
t r COMMISS~ONER KLIPIG: ~(lght. 
12 COMMISSIONER STEELE: And. given that the special 
13 k ' won, which went around the BRAC roccss, ended up not 
14 &-g the Navy to h?ve the f a r  m&ct value for the 
15 property, which was origmally how the port and the Nav werc 
16 roceximg - ~f we do h s ,  we at least - one, we adow the 
17 bavy so? savings and, two. two of *e communities defmitely 
18 want the= property to be treated llke an other roperty m 
19 tbc united S-, a c h  is to o ihmugl; BRAZ for c~osure. 
m COMMISSIONER C O ~  Which communities? 
21 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Alameda and Richmond. 
22 So I think both - we got handed kind of a very 

I said, "Yeah." which I thought was very ho?est of h im.  He 
2 said, "Yeah, here's some we didn't put on. 
3 M.R. YELLIN: What they stated was that, except fp 
4 economic im act the would have had it  on the closure l i x  
s C H A I ~ M A N  ~ X O N :  Yeah 
6 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I ask this question b-c 
7 a few minutes ago you said that thc Nav wanted to BRAC this. 
8 not to let it take its normal course out of bushes  
9 here in a few ears. Didn't I hear you say that? 

lo  MR. YJLLIN: The suoolv center - 
1 I COMMISSIONER CORN~LLA: FISC, I'm talking abort - I FISC Oakland. 

MR. YELLIN: Well, FISC has two functions. It's 
14 10s-in its supply center mission but is retaining its host 
15 bull inn mana~ement rmssloas. I B. 

C ~ M M I S ~ O N E R  CORNELLA: Okav. And that would take ~ - - - . - - - - - - - - - 

place without BRA* 
MR. YELLIN: No. The buildine manaeement mission 

would remain. The sup 1 center Gssion bould go away. 
COMMISSIONER 6dRNELLA: Rig& Right. No. I q u  

with that, but my pomt IS that you had said that the Navy 
wanted us to do this. Now, didn't the Navy not want us to 
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I BRAC this at all? Because it was not an original Navy 
2 recommendation. 

MR. YELLIN: The reason stated b the Nav I 4 Secretary was that this was a closure that e would b;ve 
5 recommended, except he was concerned about job losses in - 
6 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Right. but it was not ac 
7 original recommendation of the Secretary of Defense. 
8 MR. YELLIN: Commissioner ou're absolutely rirfit 
9 That's a very correct statement. ~ n d  &e Navy has come N r  

lo now and said they do not want us to close this. 
1 I COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Well, a h r  hearing dl 5e 
12 concerns expressed at Oakland in regard to BRAC'ing this and 
13 p u t t ~ g  the land up for  reuse after they have mvested 
14 rmll~ons of dollars m trymg to organtze h s  venture, I 
15 would make thc following motion. I would move that we remmr 
16 this - 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella? 
M O T I O N  

119 COMMISSIONER CORNEUA: I would move that we remove 
20 this from further consideration. 

121 COMMISSIONER KLING: What does that mean? 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well. I would like to offer an - 
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1 different situation $an any other recommendation, due to the 
2 lqyslatlon which circumvents BRAC, and I think this is 
3 d y  .bout the only way this commissioner, anyway, can deal 
4 with this issue. 
5 COMMISSIONER KLING: Excuse me but just one thing. 
6 This is probably one of the most unusual dungs, that this 
7 legislat~on got put into lace. J don-** thioLlt s happened 
8 anyplace else at an oger  mhta mtallation. 
9 CHAIRXIAN?DMON: w%. could the Chair ask this 

10 question? All this conversation is interesting. . I didn't g o  
11 out there. Does somebod have a motion that's a solution to 
12 this? You know, those oryou who were there and have been 
13 involved in the process, or comfortable - 
14 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Well, this is r BRAC - or. 
15 pardon me, a commission add, is-itpot? 
16 CHAIRMAN DMON: T h s  IS a commissjon add, I 
17 understand because the Secretary of the Navy didn't put it 
18 on the list &use of economic reasons. 
19 MR. YELLIN: That's riqht. 
M CHAIRMAN DMON: It s one of that roup that he 
21 told us a b u t  in his testimony at the first ~ 0 8 h ~ r i n g .  We 
22 sad, 'Did any of you not put somethmg on the list?" He 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: wait. We've. got a - 5-u bc 
2 happy to second the motion, for purposes of dixussion. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Representative Cornell. is moviq. 
4 and Representative Cox is sccondmg, that wz ranovc this from 
5 further consideration, on the grounds that it's an add-on, 
6 and so forth. Is that ri ht? 
7 COMMISSION& CORNELLA: Yes, sir. 
8 CHAIRMAN DLXON: Okay. NOW. Coaunissiocer COX. did 
9 you have something? 

10 COMMISSIONER COX: No. no. You should fmish tb. 
11 I have an amendment to the motion, sort-of. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, m new of the fact t .b  
13 you've seconded the motion, why don't you amend it beforc wz 
14 get into the next phase of this thing. 
I5 COMMISSIONER COX: And I'm not sure how to arnerd it 
I6 exactly, but just to say that-1 would feel comfortable 
17 separatln the two issue+: ~f we could take the Alameda md 
18 hchmon % versions and ust deal with them. It seems to ne 
19 !hat those seem retty cfesr; they don't sun to be tied up 
20 m the leases anathe pro ect that s gomg on at Oakland, a d  
21 maybe we ought to go dead  and move to close those hva 
22 leaving the one issue, which seems to be much more 
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t E I this one. I don't uite get it. I mean, am I k i n  told y 
2 OU, Mr. Yellin, $re's a $150 million savings ere that 
3 g ecreta of the Navy claims, if we do that right? 
r A. LYLES: Over the next 20 years, s ~ r .  .The 
5 annual savings are much smaller. The annual savrngs are 

~ulti-pageTM 
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6 about $12 million. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, what are they saying we 
8 should do to get that kind of savings? Answer the question. 
9 director. What are the saymg? 

lo MR. LYLES: d e  recommendation would be to close 
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1 complicated and confused, se arate. 
2 COMMISSIONER K L I N g  But  are uc rurc that they are 
3 complete1 untied in the process? 
4 CO~MISSIONER COX: NO 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: ~el1,'those are so small I don't 
6 know why -- those are sitting out there. I mean, that's not 
7 the issue, so why don't we just go on and deal with this 
8 issue. 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: Okay. 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well. now, the chair has more 
11 motions than he needs, almost. 
12 Commissioner Cornella, have ou and Co.mmissioner 
I3 Cox thought about this rnot~on? Is da t  the motlon you want 
14 to put? 
15 COMMISSIONER COX: Yes. 
16 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Yes, sir. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: And that's fine. Wc'U go ahead 
18 and deal with it Mr. Klin 
IP CHAIRM'AN D I X O ~ :  I ess the chair is. obligated to 
20 make this inquiry. I take it, if 8 s  motion prevnrls - and 
21 I don't understand all the intricacies - we haven't been 
22 briefed, I think, perhaps, as much as we should have been on 

11 the fleet industrial su ply center under the scenario that 
12 the Dspnmcnt ofthe 8avy used when they dcvelopcd this, and 
13 before it was removed from the list by the Secretary of the 

I 
-= 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: That's a ood question. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: I man. I k w  we've j 
3 Alameda and Richmond, but I haven't heard from 
4 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Yes, we hrvc, r d  I rely 
5 my two f~llow comm~sioncrs that wfn on the virjt to tuck - I 
6 up on ths. They said that they drd not want ~t BRAC& I 

7 because, if it would be BRAC d, it would then o p  up & 1 
8 land for reuse, and some other entity could come in Ipd 
9 it over. f 

10 Now, is that not correct? 
11 COMMISSIONER KLING: But they said - but % 
12 didn't understand the fact that the leases w~l l  not be 
13 impacted, and that's what we're back to. 
14 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: The two that ue m p k  

I 
IS COMMISSIONER COX: &d frankly, I have to say1 
16 don't know that the leases aren't 1 acted. I mean. h e  ue 
17 looked at the heass? Have we ha% from the l a y u s  h x m  
18 the Cit of Oakland - Port of Oadaqd? 
19 ?HAIRMAN DIXON: May I rnterrupt a minu re  I 
20 Commissioncr Cox? I*m r c a U  getting worried about this ooc. 
21 1 have~to~confess - I don't HOW how many o t h e ~  a m m e  6 
22 comrmssloners share my burden. I don't understand tkisr 

14 Navy for economic i act reasons. 
15 CHAIRMAN D%ON: Is that substantiall true? 
16 MR. YELLIN: Mr. Chairman, we asked ;6e Navy to 
17 come back and confirm the scenario with the COBRA for the 
18 recommendation that the Navy secretary rejected, and this is - - 
19 what the sent to us. 
20 C ~ A ~ R M A N  DIXON: Mr. E~stcin. do you want to say 
21 somethin ? Then I'm oing to rccognizc do&isgionyr KLing. 
n Mk. E P S T E I ~  I think it*s worth &g ~t clear 

F%?e - 3-1 
I COMMISSIONER COX: I don't, tither. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I realize it's an add- It is 
3 not one - I hope nobdy from Oaklaqd ever taka off- r ! 
4 what I've .md. It un'r one of those b~g-issue add- &at I 
5 I ever concentrated on. And it sounds pretty c o m p h d  A 
6 wonder if mv commissioners would leius s l i ~  thG me to fk ! 
7 end-of the liSt and get some people around hire that I 

8 understand this to get out there and talk to everybody. so ue I 
9 do this ri ht. 

lo 1'dfate Like .thr devil to cast a vote whm I dm'r 
11 know what I'm doing hers. I want to save money. I h ' t  I 
12 want to do somethino b the - you know, I realize eon om^ 1 
13 im act isn't one of tge major issues around here, but 
14 d f o m i a  hasn't h n ~  s very good couple of days - I ; 
1s that - and I don't want to do t&s thing without having , 
I6 soinebody tallung about h s  a kttle. 
17 Does an bod have an roblem with that? 
18 C O M M ~ S I ~ N E R  IK~&G: No. Good idea 
19 CHAJRMAN DIXON: I don't know where I am om &. I 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: I agree. And I'd like q 
21 us to - 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON : Well, who is the expen out &ae? 

I I 
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1 that the $150 mil!ion savings, under the scenario, was to 
2 move the two major tenants mto leased space. The BSAT 
3 estimation of the savings, if they move into government-owned 

T ace, which is not what I would su port but tpey're 
I s owm a much lower savmgs. of aLu t  GO milhon. 
6 &AIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Kling? 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: I thj& it's fair to say that 
8 the Nav supports us proceeding on th s  basis, as outlined, 
9 except 6 r  the econormc reasoqs. They would hav= put this 

10 on, period, just as it is, so I think, it we just keep in 
11 this context - 
12 MR. YELLIN: That's what the Navy secretary told 
13 US. 
14 COMMISSIONER KLLNC: Right. So we're not doing 
15 anything that the Navy doesn't want, and we're doing 
16 somethrng that the community wants, and we're not affecting 
17 the lease. that the community has entered into alread , 
18 because that's done under legislation and would not & 
19 affected by this BRAC. 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: Have we heard from *c port or 
21 the commumty of Oakland, that they want to do th~s  -- that 
22 they want us to BRAC it? 

~;m& 
1 COMMISSIONER COX: Is there son:&ody b&? 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well. I mean but a 6  you g0h.g  tc I 
3 do some other thin s here, My.  stein'! i 
4 MR. E P S T ~ :  yes sir. 
5 CHAIRMAN D ~ X O ~ :  Are you on the list for aPhcr i 
6 things? 
7 MR. EPSTEIN: Yes, sir. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Who behind you back t h .  

' 

9 thc Navy pople, can +st with somebody from our staff* 
10 here to o through thi.: and find out where we are oa h s  
11 one? I 5'on.t want tu blow two good days *lot h o u i q  vhr , 
12 we're doinn around here. 
13 MR.?ELLIN: t will finish up the sy ply cm- i 
I4 for Mr. EpMn.  and he can get together wltt  c o d  rmd 1 
IS start workmg on that. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well. kt's - oh. you can go .m ! 
17 with the list. I 
18 MR. YELLIN: Yes. 
19 COMMISSIONER COX: And can I urge, Mr. n I 
20 addition to getting with our counwl, that we t o u & k ; *  1 
21 the peo Ic out in Oakland and in Alarneda and in Richmad and 
22 see if tgey agree with our analys~s? 
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1 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I move that $e commission 
2 find that the Secretary of Defense drd not deviate 
3 substantially from the force structure plan and final 
4 criteria and, therefore, $mt the comrmssion ado t the 
5 folio-g mmmen&hon of the Secretary of &few&: clo 
6 the Fleet and Industnal Supply Center Charleston, South 
7 Carolina. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second the motion. 
9 Afe then any comments? 
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! MR. YELLIN: Yes. We will do that. 
! MR. EPSTEIN: Absolute1 . 
I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Somsbody go figure this out and 
t come back in an hour or so, okay? Who's oin to do it? Mr. 
i Epstein, youere a great Amen-. We &a& you for this. I 
i know ou're oin to tell us just what to do. 
r &I(. d~&: We'd now like to go to FISC 
I Charleston, which should be - 
t CHAIRMAN DIXON: Wait. a minute. 
I Would ou remove our mobon? 
I COM~SSIONER ~ORNELLA: I do sir 
2 C m w  DIXON: The motion - f'll kait till the 
I new rtcr IS m. 
4 %e motion put by Commissioner Cornella and 
I seconded by Commissioner Cox -.I -me with the 
s acquiescence of both, that motion 1s wrthdrawn. 
7 Let the record show we're oing to review this f B question on Oakland and get bac to 1: m an hour or so. 
9 And now, Mr. Yellm, we're gomg to o to Fleet 
3 Industrial Su I Center Charleston, South Lrolina 
I MR. =IN: Y p ,  sir. We've ot the slid& up to 
2 show that this is a subrmssion - the FI& in Charleston was 
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I not closed by the.cornrnission @ '93. Thc Navy had had it on 
2 its k t .  The did not close ~ t .  
3 The dvy has come back now and said that the supply 
4 center fupction is oin away. the custpmers are oing away; 
5 the remauuag "orboa% that the comrmaiop m '$3 had 
6 antici ated rmght quire the FISC to remam, wbch w the 
7 basis for their decisiqn le have been reassi ed - &?!.I P 
9 said then is no need for the command structure and the 
8 to other commands dirsctly,ro e avy has come bac and 

o organization there and have recommended that it be changed. 
1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there any question, Mr. Yellin. 
2 on this? 
3 MR. YELLIN: No, sir. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any question by anybody? Any 
S statements? 

: FkLEEE LEON: IS there a motion? 
a (No response.) 
9 CHAlRMAN DIXON: Commtswner Stcclc, do you have a 
0 motion on Fleet Industrial Su 1 Center Charleston? 
1 COMMISSIONER s&L%: s u n .  
2 M O T I O N  

P H " S % ~ M O N :  counsel will cal 
MS. KING: Commissioner SteeIe? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: A e 
MS. KING: Commissioner &&is? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Klmg? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Montoya? 
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I COMMISSIONER MONTOY A: Aye. 
2 MS. KING: Commissioner Robles? 
3 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
4 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman? 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
6 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes, 
7 zero na s. 
8 &AIRMAN DIXON: The motion is adopted 
9 Naval Personnel Research and Development &nter San 

10 Diego. 
1 1  MR. YELLIN: Yes. Jeff Mulliner will make the 
12 staff presentation for that. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. 
14 MR. MULLINER: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, 
15 Commissioners. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Hi, Mr. Mulliner. 
17 MR. MULLINER: The Department of Defense is 
18 recommending the disestablishment of the Navy Personnel 
19 Research and Development Center, or NPRDC, and the relocation 
20 of its manpower and personnel research function to the BUMU 
21 of Naval Pcrsonnd, in Memphis T m a s e c  The department k 
22 also recommending rhnt the cfassroorn and a float training 
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I r-nh department pf NPRDC rel-!e.to $e Naval k r  
2 Warfare Center, Traimng Systems D~vision, m Orlando, 
3 Florida. 
4 As a manpower and training research laboratory, 
5 NPRDC performs personnel pro ram oriented mearch in such 
6 areas as recruiting testing c~wification ofmilitarytary 
7 rsonnel, and video teletra-g. Amon the Issues msed f 8 this rcmmmendation w a concern over e need for close 
9 proximity to a ready pool of test subjects. While the 
10 commission staff f o e  this to.be a consideration and would 
1 1  expect some.normnal mcrease m travel costs to result, it IS 
12 not an overndlng one. 
13 Staff anal zed the military construction cost- 
14 estimates used the d artmmt in m g  the ~mpacts of 
IS this re~o~mplendation. zrtified data estimated a mst of 
16 $5.16 rmlllon for construction to. accommodate N P W C  in 
17 Memphis. The Navy reduced h s  fi re to $2.8 rmlhon by 
18 subtracting out costs it considered to% duphcatwe of 
19 costs already accounted for in constmction e d m a k s  for the 
20 Naval Health and Research Ccntcr. The Ltkr command is idso 
21 recommended for relocation from San Diego to collocate wid 
22 NPRDC in the same building at Memphis. 

the roll. 
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I Based upon subsequ.ent budget ~ t i m a t e s  o b t a i n J  
2 from the Navy, staff wnslders the cefified data cost to be 
3 more realistic and reran the COBRA to reflect this higher 
4 MILCON cost. This resulted in a slightly lower net present 
5 value and delayed the reem on inve$mm! by two years. 
6 Are there any questions regardlug t h ~ s  
7 recommendation? 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any question of Mr. 
9 Mulliner? 

1 1  GAI%%~IXON: there any comments? 
I2 
13 

(No response.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Do YOU have a motion. Commissioner 

l4 M o n t ~ ~ M M I s s i o N E R  MONToYA: Y i ,  1 do. IS 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
17 M O T I O N  
18 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA:. I move thpt the commissic 
19 find that the Secretary of Defense did not devlate 
20 substant~ally from the force structure plan and final 
21 criteria and, therefore, $at the comrmssion ado t the 
22 followmg recommendatmn of the Secretary of &fense: 

- 
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1 disestablish Naval Personnel Research a,nd Developtnent Center 
2 San Diego, Calrfornia, and relocate ~ t s  functions and 
3 a propnate personnel, equipment, and support to the Bureau 
4 o r  Naval Personnel, Memphis, Tcnnasos, and Naval Air Warfare 
5 Center Trainin S stem Division, Orlando, Florida. 
6 C H A I ~ ~ D I X O N :  I second the motion. 
7 Any comments? 

~ ! A = % ~ I x o N :  counsel will -11 
MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: l y e .  
MS. KING: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. 
MS. KING: Commissioner steer,? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: A e 
MS. KING: Commissioner &&is? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Klmg? 

the roll. 
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I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, Mr. Mulliner, are you 
2 telling us it ou ht to slay in San Diego and not go to 
3 Memphis? Is ga t  what you're sayin 
4 MR. MULLINER: Yes, sir. %at's my view. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any other questions? 
6 MR. YELLIN: Mr. Chairman. the staff has a lot of 
7 concems that this group will not be able to really perform 
8 the rmsslon that they are p e r f o m g  now, in Memphis, in the 
9 scenano that the Nav has given us. 
10 CHAIRM* DIgON: Okay. . ~ o u ' r c  disagreeing with the 
I 1 Navy, and you thrnk your posihon IS the correct one. Is 
12 that what you're sa in to thjs commission? 
13 MR. YELLI~: &a, slr 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: i r e  there any questions? 
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1 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
2 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman? 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
4 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes, 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion with respect to San I : nays. 
7 Diego revails. 
8 8 a v d  Health Research Center San Die o. 1 9 MR. MULLINER: The ~ ~ ~ a r t m e n t  08~efmpc is 
10 recommending that the Naval Health Research Center. or NHRC. 
1 I be disestablished and appropriate functions be relocated to 
12 the Bureau of Naval Personnel in Me his, Tennessee. The 
13 reviously discussed concerns over thzocation of the Navy 
14 !ersonnel Research and I)Cvdopment Ccnkr and its proximity 
15 to fleet units was also atpndant to this recopnendation. 
16 The most compellmg concerns over th~s 
17 recqqendalion, however, had to do with the suitability of 
1s redgnmg h s  b~omedlcal research organization with a 
19 personnel management command. Thedepartmcnt contends that 
20 the Bureau of Naval Personnel is the p user of  NHRC's 
21 pqxipcts, that staff visits and r e v i e w 3 c &  that NHRC's 
22 mtsslon IS clearly that of a blomedlcal research laboratory 

11s COMh4lSSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. ~ i & n ;  I concur with 1 
16 them -- with the staff. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Do ou have n motion? ] 
18 COMMISSIONER MONT&A: And I have a motioa [ 
19 CHAIRMAN DlXON: Commissioner Montoya. d 

20 M O T I O N  I 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: 1-move that the p m m i s s i d  
find that the Secretary of Defense dev~ated substant~ally ' 

! 
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I from final criteria l, md, therefore, that the commission I 
2 reject the Secreta s recommendation on Naval Health I 
3 Research Center Tan Diego, California, and instead adopt tk@ 
4 following recommendation: the Naval Health Research Center i 
s San Die o, California, remains o and is not 
6 disestabEshe$. The co-ssron this recomm~datim is 
7 consistent wlth the force structure plan and fmal cntena : 
8 CHAIRMAN EXON: I second h i t  motion. 
9 Are there any cciments? 

No rw nse.) 
LHA&AN DIXON: ~o-1 will a 
MS. IUNG: Co.umissioner Monto a? 
COMMISSIONEKMONTOYA: l y e .  
MS. KING: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. 
MS. KING: Commissioner ~ t e e L ?  
COMMISSIONER.STEELE: Aye. 
MS. KING: Comrinissioner Cox-&la? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. KING: Colnmissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIOhTR COX: A e. 
MS. KING: Coinmissioner Aavis? 

the roll. 

- 
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1 and the center is most properly and ap ro riately aligned 
2 with the medical chain of command. E H ~ C ' s  work m 
3 epidepliology, sexual1 transmitted disease prevention, HIV 
4 surve~llance. the ~ u l f  bar illness a n d  adverse reproduct~ve 
5 outcomes research suppo* this &nment 
6 ~n alternative to d~~+ab l l s&g  NHRC would be to 
7 move the center to Memphs as an mtact command under the 
8 Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. If this wen done, some 
9 personnel savings would not be realized, resulting in a delay 
10 of return on investment of ty? years and a duc t lon  m the 
1 1  net present value by $3.6 rmll~on. 
12 Also mentioned on the slide is the standing up of 
13 the Armed Forces Medical Research and Development Agency, or 
14 AFMRDA, and its plan to use NHRC as a ruearch unit. NHRC is 
IS certainly not critical to the mission o f  AFMRDA, but, if NHRC 
16 were subsumed by the Bureau o f  Naval Personnel. it would have 
17 llttle utility to AFMRDA. Thls vrzw 1s also supported by the 
18 Director of Defense Research and Engineering. 
19 Lastly, it is like1 that the severance of well- I" 20 established o rationa research ties m the San D!ego area 
21 may adverse y affect NHRC's ability to perform 15 rmsslon. 
22 

!'= 
Are there any questions on h s  recommendation? 

Page 170; 
1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. I 

2 MS. KING: - Co:nmissioner Klmg? i 
3 C0MMISSION:iR KLING: Aye. 
4 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman? 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
6 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes. 
7 zero na s. 
8 &AIRMAN DlXON: And the Secretary of D c f w ' ~  
9 recommendation is diss reed with by the com~nission. and thc . 

10 center remains at san%iego. 
I I Ofticz of Navrl Xesearch, Arlington. i 

12 MR. MULLINER: The Department of Defense hai ; 
13 recommended that thc O!licc o f  Naval Research be not m o v d  i 
14 ~ n t o  government-owned .qace and remain in its pr-t 3 
IS locat~on In leased spaccvl Arlington. Virgha. 
16 see on the slide, thls would be done at an ~ l n *  
17 $1.4 mlllon and would never see a return on mve+%meot- 
18 The Department of Defense contends that h s  cast , 
19 is offset by the benefits that accrue to ONR from i p  p m t  t 
20 locatlon In close roxl~illty to both the National Science 
21 Foundation and t e Advanced Research Projects Agency. g 
22 Furthermore, the Director o f  Defense Research and Engut-g i 
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I also? 
2 MR. YELLIN: I think this has some unique 
3 capabilities that are different than the others. 
4 MR. MULLINER:. If we could put up slide 60, that 
5 summarizes the capabllltles of the hyper veloc~ty wind 
6 turnel. 
7 MR. YELLIN: Initially, we have some documentation 
8 that the Arm had initially considered this. They are right 
9 adjacent -- Id Diamond and Adelphi is ri hf ldjac~nt  to 

%t our understandmg is that %unng thls )? E&%)c?i Nary and the Defense Dymment, they changed 
12 their mind and said rieht now we don t want to step uv to do 
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1 this are 'ust eliminated by - 
2 Mk. MULLINER: If the facilities continued to 
3 operate. 
4 COMMISSIONER KLING: But the intention is to not 
s have them contmue to operate, correct? 
6 MR. M U U E R :  That's nght. 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: So thc intention is for them 
8 to close the-one section move, and then we would have the 
9 effect of savm 
10 MR. MUfLINER: Ya ,  sir. And Secretary Gotbaum had 
1 I talked to us about that. And this was in response to 
12 m-ents that we had o%n. from the communitia and pmple 
13 ~ Y O I V ~  with these 6 c i h t l s  that these are critisn~, that 
14 hey absolutely will be used by other parts of the Defense 
IS Department. 
16 The comment that this would be just a reuse issue 
17 is really not a valid one, because, ~f you assume 
18 hat  somebody else m the Defense Department is just oing t 
19 pick it up. then the re oing to bear these costs. So &ere O 
20 m * t  any savmgs. gut fecretary Gotbaum was very clear that 
21 they've been lookip around and the can't .find anybody that 

wants to step up wt% money to run &wc h g s .  

Pa e278 
1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Who are the users of this? 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Davis. 
3 MR. MULLINER: Could we have back-up slide 60A. 
4 lease? This is collation of 17 years' worth of usage of the 
1 [ y p r  veloc~ wind tunnel. 
6 MR. &IJN: The nuclear effects facility is used 
7 primarily by Defense Nuclear Agenc . I .  f!ct, they're in the J 8 process of spending moue to upg e that nght now. 
9 COMMlSIONER SdEELE: May I ask a ucstion on this? 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: ~omrmssioner Iteele. 
11 COMMISSIONER.STEELE: If we accept* the 
12 Secretary's recommendat~ons, and one of the servlces had a 
13 chan e of heart, they could step u to the plate, under the 5 14 BRA process and say, okay, ~ ' f swal low that $b.whatever 
15 million a n n d  
I6 MR.  YE^: Yes 
17 COMMISSIONER &ELE: And if none of them did, it 
18 could be n v a d  or whatever. 
19 MZ. YELLIN: mat's ri ht yes 
20 COMMISSIONER STEEL: OLy. thnnk you 
2 1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: So the Air Force is usin'g this 
22 in addition to the fact that the Air Force has a wind tunnel, 

this. Although, ou 'g absolutely right, they may -- ' 
somebod ma dYo &is later on. 

C&M~SSIONER DAVIS: NASA has no interest? 
MR. YELLIN: Not et not that we've heard. 
CHAIRMAN D I X O ~ :  ~ r .  Robles. 
COMMISSIONER R0BL.F: Mr. Chairman. I thought you 

told me ths was a DBOF faci1,lty. 
MR. YELLIN: Yes. 11 IS. 

I MR. YELLIN: Yes. it is. 
Pagtm 

2 COMMlSSIONER ROBLES: And so if I'm a cusloma, 
3 whether I bc an Army, Navy, or Air Force customer, the DBOF 
4 will char e me for usin lt. 
5 MR YELLIN: #a, sir. 
6 COMMlSSlONER ROBLES: Those 
7 to have requirements to use that tunnel, ' E ~ Z  
8 DBOF.mechanism, thgy will pay for ~ t .  It will be pay a s p  
9 go, or 1s there somethln I mw. 
10 MR. YELLIN: . d e  Navy misnted there is o level of 
1 1  subsid that they prov~de by the base o rahons, that go 
12 beyoni the o erat~on of the individual Ecility. 
13 C O ~ M M ~ S ~ O N ~ R  RO~LES: SO why wu!dn*t it be ~ h .  
14 that subsidy be ~dentlfied; ~t would be rolled lnto the DBOF; 
IS it would chan e the rate they would charge customers for tbe 
16 use of that. h e n  it's kind of a ay as you go  operation. 
17 MR. YEUIN: Y hat's ri %t, thatpi nghc 
18 COMMISSIONER ROBAS: I fail to see the rel-; 
19 here. 
I MR. YELLIN: Well t h e e  are oee r  fadities.there 
21 that the Navy has that the d a v  1s shuthag down. So tbe 
22 level of subsidy provided by d a t  will go away. 
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1 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Yeah, but that's a d i f f m  
2 issue. 
3 MR. YELLIN: But you're absolutely right, 
4 Comrmssioner - 
5 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Lct it o on its own. l ? d s  
6 why DBOF w establ~bsd - so the 'Jhavaa- to 
7 charge customers t p i n  rate, and d e y  can jusF- 
8 the rate is set, they use #and the pay for it. If they 
9 donst want to use it, t h e w  fm8 an alternative so- 
lo else; the o somewhemelse. 
I i C~~~MISSIONBR*MONTOYA: .Mr. Chairman. 
12 CHAIRMN DiXQN: Cornmissloner Montop. 
13 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I think it's an lssuc of PbD 
14 is goin to be the host. 
15 $R. YELLIN: YS, sir. 
16 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: You know, fun-y. 
17 who's goin to have the accounting management. And the N e  
18 has said, c!early that t l l q  want out; that they're through, 
19 they want out. 
20 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: That's true, but woulQt i 
21 be prudent, and whoever is $e host? I mean I u n d e  
22 the subsidy Issue. Tbt: subs~dy Issue can be Axed by 

. - - . - - - - - - 

21 COMMISSIONER~ROBLES: And as such, it's funded by 
22 the big corporates, called DBOF. 

r asc 
I and 'ust charging that to the rates and 'acking up. Has 1 
2 ~ e f $ s e  indicated any desire at all forbefenre to run it fP I 
3 the benefit of the other services? 
4 MR. YELLIN: Secretary Gotbaum said they tried 
5 everythink Ley could m see who has funded workload for titis 
6 that s wi lin to step up. And he's talked about the wbd 

, 7 tunnel, and %e said we only ot ve small amount of 4 
I 8 promised that's funded. in 3 a t i o m x p  to the fued cost d 1 

9 operating that. SO right now, they a ree with the -y I 

10 as reasonable, based on the workloaf that they saw pro)&. 
1 1  C.0MMISSIONER ROBLES: Oh I s a .  So what you'= 
12 saying IS, the customers have no bucks. I 

13 MR. YELLIN: Cr no one has stcppcd up and conrmiE 
I? to ~ t ,  and they may be not ste ing up because the host 
15 function may fall with that. E a t  may be one of the 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Arc there any further qucaiom? 
17 COMMISSIONEP. COX: Could I just follow up on W' 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comrmssioner Cox. 
19 COMMISSIONER COX: I understood, from your 
20 on Mr. Robles' auestion. that the subsidv oroblem a u l d  ae 

A 

21 fixed. Joe's got H back.r;ound in  that.^ 
112 

COMhfISSIONER ROBLES: Sure, if it's a DBOF 
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has endorsed the eventual collocation of the Air Force bffice 
of Scientific Research and the Army Research Ofkc  with ONR. 

The comnuss~on has rece~ved no indications that 
these relocations would ever take place, but, if ONR wen  
moved to the Washington Navy Yard, as planned by BRAC '93, 
there would be no space for the other services' research 
offices to also relocate then. 

An them an uestions on this one? CHAIRMA ~ W N :  ~ o r ~ r e  saying lhat the '93 
order isn't the correct order and at we ought to keep using 
the leased ace? Is that what you're saykg? 

MR.%ULUNER: The cost andysls would indicate 
that, sir. 

CHARMAN DIXON: That's what you Ulmk is correct? 
MR. MULLMER: Yes, sir. 
CHAU(MAN DIXON: Are there any other questions? 

& ! . H " ~ % ~ ) I x o N :  IS then a motion? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: .Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comrmss~on Montoya? 

M O T I O N  
COMMLSS~ONER MONTOYA: I move that the Commission 

Page 272 
find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
substantiall from the force structure elan and final 
criteria am( thmfore, that the C o r n s i o n  adopt the 
following recommendation of the Secretary of Defense: change 
the recommen&tion of the 1993 commission report, pa es.1- 

I 59160, by deletmg the Office of Naval Research from d e  1st 
of National Capital Region activities to relocate from leased 
space to overnment-owned space within the NCR. ; c I -~RMAN DMON: Second the motion. 

1 Any comments? 

i E i E E  L E O N :  Co-I will 4 the roll. 
I MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a? 
4 COMMISSIONER MONIOYA: l y e .  

MS. KING: Commissioner Robles? 
I COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. 
r MS. KING: Commissioner ~ tee&? 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
I MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella? 
I COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 

MS. KING: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 

I 1 
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I The scenario which is listed above there was the 
2 final scenario which was submitted to the Secretary of the 
3 Nav before he did remove i t  from the list. Basically, it 
4 divides i t  up intp!hree different locations. It will send 
5 some funct~onal~t~es to Monterey - the post raduate school 
6 there. It sends some air functionalities to ~ h n a  Lake. And 
7 it will send some metrology functionalities to Crane, 
8 Indiana. 
9 As you see from the COBRA, there is a substantial 

10 return on investment. There is also substantial one-time 
I I cost. And there IS the job loss down at the bottom. 
12 The pnmary lssue whyh was raised - excuse me. I 
13 don't want to say "primacy. Probabl the most vocal one 
14 raised by the cornmunit was in regar& to the independent 
15 assessment ca ablhty. b e y  felt very strongly that it would 
I6 be l?=t if the Rnctionalities we~divlded.  u . The Navy's 
n pos~tlon n there are several actlvltles wh~ci!~-tl~ have 
18 collocated assessment divisions, and they are capable of 
I 9 conducting independent assessment. 
20 The next Issue IS In regards to the COBRA analysis 
21 and the cost estimation. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: May I interrupt you. Commander 
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I Lindenbaum? 
2 LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LINDENBAUM: Yes. sir 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: This is an add+n. 
4 Is there a motion? 
5 (No response.) 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is anybody desirous of making a 
7 motion on this add-on? 

9 %m% ~ I X O N :  corona is o 
lo MR. YELLIN: H-11 and H-12. %ext facility is 
11 Surface Warfare Center White Oak. Jeff Mulliner will present 
12 that. 
13 MR. MULLINER: The Department of Defense is 
14 recommending the com I d c  closure of the White Oak dctachmas 
15 of the Naval Surface harfare Cmter, Dahlgrm Division. Oi 
16 the technical facilities located there, only the Ship's 
.I7 Magnetic Silencin Complex will be moved. The remainder of 
18 the facilities .widbc abqdonqd under this rrqomp=udation. 
19 The pnmary ~ssue m t h ~ s  ~ m m ~ e n d a t ~ o n  IS the 
20 dispos~t~on of the techca l  facllltles - m parhcular, the 
21 Nuclear Weapons Effects Complex and the Hypervelocity Wmd 
22 Tunnel. Certified data is replete with documents attesting 
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MS. KING: Commissioner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Klmg? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the votes are eight ayes, 

zero na s 
&AN DMON: The motion is adopted. 
Naval Warfare Assessment Division Corona, 

California. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: This is an add-on. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes. Commissioner Davis quite 

correctly points out this is an add-on. 
LIEUENANT C O Y E R  LINDENBAUM:- YCS, sir. This 

is one of the bases whch .yas put back on the 11st by the 
commission that was ori ally taken off by the Secretary of 
the Na7. The Nav War tg" a n  Assessment Divuion Comna was 
origba ly taken OX the Sesretary*~ list for closure due to 

' large job loss in the California a m .  This is the largest 
command in terms-of billets, of the commands that were 
removed from the list by the Secretary. 
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I to the critical nature of the work rformed at these two 
2 facilities and their importance to fff- test and 
3 evaluation. However, the Department of Defense, even in 
4 testimony before this commission has indicated that the 
s facilities are no lon er cri!i9l and that if an agency 
6 requlra thelr use, t%e facllltxs are avahable to be taken 
7 on in the reuse rocess. 
8 It should & noted that NSWC White Oak o ~ r a t e s  
9 under the Defense Base rating Fund, and a prt lon of tk 
lo operating costs are borne y the customers but,. ~f another T 
I I government agency were to operate these facilities, it would 
12 Incur a $6.6 million operating cost. 
13 Staff ran a sensitivity apalysis COBRA usin this 
14 figure, and, m effect, all savmgs were erased, an d no 
I5 return on mvestment resulted. 
16 Are there an uestions on this recommendation? 
17 CHAIRMA BIXON: Are there any questions of Mr. 
18 Mulliner in comection with this m m m e n d a ~ o n ?  
19 COMMISSIONER KLING: Just one, slr. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling? 
21 COMMISSIONER KLING: What your last statement just 
22 said is that all the savings that we would get by closing 
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: wind ltlrnd? - - MR. MULLINER: I don't have fieurcs on that. ma'am. 
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- - CO+fISSIONER COX: When w; were out &ere, I know 
; hey said a was v~rtually 100 percent, but I don't know 
5 %  
f C O ~ S S I O ~ R  ROBLES: See, the reason - this is 
t kind d an mtemstm Issue, *use there are-many 
r msbmr puformed%y the services as execut~ve agents for 
5. f i e r s  1 siume what this says is the Navy is not the 

I! executive agent for all the Defense artment. DOD did not 
tb as an ex-tive agept nction. Just over '""a, % 

w e r e n t  sqv1ce-s had just been using th.ts a,- p e n  that laud of track record. 
)r 1 j ~ s t  wonder why DOD did not step up to the plate 
E md say, we're going to d-esl ate a service to be the 
x 3e-e a p t .  They wI1 i? Ily fbnd - if there's a 
r nn- rupuement out there. And when you do that, you 
:I h i -  tn executive agent, and then you charge a DBOF for 
3 =verydung-required to run that as an exeqtpeagent. And 
x the pnces you charge wlll fully subsidize it, and it's 
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: a i v i m ,  y~ can adjust the rate now to pke up the subsidy 
r. &k. bu t  n's the management Issue, I thlnk, is what I 
: lead- 

COMHlSSlONER COX: The DOD calls up the vahous f a, l c  it and says, hey, would ou Like to subsidize it 
6 $ &.6 m? I guess the a n m  u a d d  be no. I mean, do 
7 .= and say, do you have-wo*; or do we ul! them 
8 p d say. % ou want to ~ b q ~ d l u  it by 36.6 mlllon? 
9 MR. =&IN: Comrmssroner, we dld not go and poll 

p p I e  on uhether the would - 
I? COMYISSIONE~COX: Do we know what the funded = worklami is. say, for '96, '97, '98? My understanding was 
zj drat tfn=y w r e  c o p  letely full.. They had a fupdg workload. 
r H.ybe not zt a b i cnou h pnce, per &mrmssioner Robla. 
3 MR. ~ N E R :  $ the case of the nuclear weapons 
n a facility. y e  have certified data that the ro'ected use 
: mt to U,  FY is 65 percent to 85 percent. 8 f  da t ,  20 
3 to 3 rcent is maintenance time. 
p COMM~SIONER COX: Does DBOF not pay for 
xo time? That can't come into jt? - - MR. YELLIN: That gets factored mto the costs. - - COM31ISSIONER COX: It d w .  And the hyper velocity 

= n o m . -  
- - - But I think what's happening is the Navy says, what 
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1 the DOD recommendation to walk away from this, then all that 
2 does IS i t  takes out of the Navy's hand, and the first thing 
3 is DOD screenin . And it could go to another service, or it 
4 could be directJto o to another service. 
5 CHAIRMAN 6 1 x 0 ~ :  What's thepl-rr of the 
6 commission? Are there any further uest~ons? Is there an 
7 further comment? 1: $ere a motion%y any commissioner'! I 
8 move that the comrmss~on find that the Secretary of Defense 
9 dld not devlate substantially from the force structure and 
10 final criteria; and therefpre that the commission adopt the 
I I following mommendat~on of the Secretary of Def-. 
12 Close the Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren 
13 divisipn detachment, White qak, Maryland. kelqcate 
I4 f~nctions, personnel. and ulprnent associated wth stup 
15 magnetic signature control Rdr "B rom lex to the Naval Surface 
16 Warfare Center, Carderock, ~ a r ~ f a n d ;  and the functiol~s and 
17 personnel associated with runtry bod dynamics. rese~rch and 
18 development to the Naval Surface barfare Center. Dahlgren, 
19 Virginla. 
20 Is there a second? 
2 1 COMMISSIONER KLING: I second, Mr. Chairman. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner KLing saxnds. Is 
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I there an comment? Commissioner Cox. 
2 C~MMISSIONER COX: I pas I just have a say tha 
3 I oppose this. This is one of a senes we're about to see of 
4 any one of the services sa ing, I don't want to be a host 
5 anymore, and let's lay c&cken. And you're right, it can 
6 get worked out in k re-use process, but it seems to me that 
7 we should not be used as part of that game. And if we think 
8 this is going to be taken over, we're going to be taking 
9 $85.9 million 20 year return on investment, and it isn t 

10 going to be true. - 
11  Because one, it's a.DBOF.qd it's funded; and y o ,  
12 somebody else wl l  take lt over if ij's nght. And I thmk 
13 we should force the DOD to work ~t out. 
14 CHAIRMAN DMON: Okay. Are there a m  further 

ments? Counsel, call the roll.r 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner 
COMMISSIONER COX: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner 

Cornella. 
Aye. 

Cox. 

Davis. 
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-MR. YELLIN: And the reality is. even if 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: No. - 
MS. CREEDON: Comrnissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. the vote 
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five ayes 
and three nays. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion carries. and the 
Secreta of Defense is supported. A. YELIJN: The n u t  is Naval Surface Wqfare 
Center, Annapol~s. Mr Epstem wlll do the presentat~on on 
that. 

MR. EPSTEIN: Please put up slides H13 and H14. 
The current Department of Defense recommendation is to close 
NSWC Annapolis;, transfer seven of its 10 major facilities to 
Philadelphia; rebulld one In Carderock or elsewhere; and 
abandon two. The Navy justified the proposed closure by 
saying that sharp declines In techrucal center workload 
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1 would necessitate bringing a vessel into a d dock to be 
2 outfitted for a test; sending it out to sea for 2 e test; and 
3 then returnin it to restore the ori inal configuration. 
4 *! 199t?plans a n  for about.Jl.2 million iio testing in 
5 thls faclllty representmg a marglnal cost of about $13 
6 million in that sea testing, if all testing were performed. 
7 But compared to pnor years, thls a pears to be a 
8 sharp upward ilce in testing ~qlume. &e Navy a i d  *at 
9 with some mogfications, faclhtles at NSWC Phrladelpba 
10 could be modified to acce~tablv wrform tests there for about 
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I through 2001 will lead to excess capacity in these 

I 2 laboratories. 
3 This excess and the imbalance in source levels 

I 4 dictate closure, d i  nment or consol~dat~on of activities 
5 wherever ppct~t+l. 50 this remark, Annap?lis community 
6 pomted out m bnefvlg matenal that even wlth a 35 percent 
7 reduction in h d i n  of labor, all of its workforce would be 
8 fully funded. The EOBRA prepand by the Navy reflects the 
9 elimimtiqq of 138 civilian billets, of which over 40 percent 

lo are t e c h c ~ a n s  and other support rsonoel. tge 11 This.n+allts in a savmgs wi a net present value 
12 of $135 mlhon. The commumty has expmse$ numerous 
13 concerns over this recommendation the most important of 
14 which I'd like to share with you. h e  most sipficant issue 
1s is the planned abandonment of the deep ocean and the fluid 
16 dynamics facilities. The d ~ p  ocean facility is the 0-ply 
17 fac111t.y m the Western Hemsphere that can test equlprnent of 
18 this size and simulate such depths. 
19 It also has the falrly uruque ability to extract 
20 heat as pressure builds and depths increase. And there are 
21 t.v. cameras to monitor what's transpiring in the chamber. 
22 The Annapolis community and NAVSEA project manager stated 
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1 that tests performed by or on behalf of Navy insthe chamber 
2 would cost about one-tenth as much as llve testm and 
3 su a ted  the additional costs for 1996 alone mi&t be closer 
4 to% &lion. 
5 Navy officials nrponded with data which fu ported 
6 a projectloo that fhe ~nc r rvsd  costs rssalated WI& 
7 alternative testing methods on tests being conducted by or on 
8 behalf of the Navy would have a net present value of about SS 
9 million.. The explain+ that on testin there would be 
10 some -or Agree of nsk other test~n , pe$aps amounting 
I 1 to about 10 percent of t o d  tests, would have to be 
12 conducted - that would have been conducted at Annapolis, 
13 would be too dangerous to conduct. 
14 The fluid dynamics facility - thepther facility 
1s to be abandoned - was budt after the disap earance of the 
16 Thrusher, to study how fluids act p d e r  lug% pressure. The 
17 commututy says ~t 1s the only faclllty of ~ t s  type and 
18 ca ability, Estimated costs m a live environment would cost 
19 ld'to 12 tlmes that lo a laboratory. ~ h e s e  costs do not 
20 kclude the costs of a combatant ship, such as a submarine or 
21 ~ t s  crew. 
21 The Navy provided an example of live testing that 

I 1 I Lhe same costs as they would be &r?ormcd at Annapolis. When 
12 the Defense Base Closure and Reatignmcnt Commission received 
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I unhookmg, rehooking and recalibratipg equipment, bemuse 
2 these costs could be offset by the savmgs whch would be 
3 achleved by elinmating pos~tions more ra idly. 
4 Desp~te some reservations. the R an$ A staff 
I acceptsd that Navy sition. The prepared COBRA also d d  not 
6 ~nclude any costs g r  movk the ui ment lo Phhddphi .  
7 and Annapolis, o@er than $ COM calculated m s ~  of I 8 moving and packmg non-spsializd quipment. The staff 
9 added stinla@ costs for contractor support for the rmve 
10 for ancllla pipes-and valves, whch probably would have 
1 I be r e p l a 2 '  m con unction with the move. 
12 Please take down slide H 13, and put u slide H U .  
13 The community ex ressed concern over &e /' y intermpcion 
I4 the.chlorofluoro&n. that's CFC, elimnatmns mglm. 
15 This pmg- is necesspry to -emrc  the hcavy.con.onns w& 
16 the provlslons of the lnternatlond treaty bantung CFC use. 
17 Our questions and NSWC concerns led to what ap 
I 8 workable plan to move the workin h- to%$$& 
19 However. the staff concludd %at it was not 1 
20 sufficient to keep Annapolis o n until the 2001 t u r n e r  
21 date, b a  that the Navy needs f i l e& to continue work in ; 
22 refrigerants, as global warming and other e n v i r o n m d  
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I ro'ects are likely just over the horizon. Staff added 
2 g i l k  to *e number previously scheduled to move to 
3 Phdadelpha. 

I 
4 

I The COBRA re ared b the staff delay the trprsfer 1 
5 of some Anna lir {ilits to ~ L l a d e l ~ h i a ,  in order t lnt Lhq i 
6 might support c d  dyna~nin and CFC work. Added mm for 1 
7 equi ment movement kept rt of the Annapolis facili o 
8 unlip2001, and rmittc&ome of the brllets for z ~ c d  
9 refn erant R&& transfer to Phladelphta. As you can or 1 

10 the $BRA generates an estimated savmgs with a n a  presxzc 
I I value of $81 million, and a payback in three years. Are 
12 there any uestions? 
13 CHdRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Mr. Epstein. Ale t . b a  I 
14 any questions? commissioner Steele. 
15 COMMISSIONER STEELE: As I recall, when the i 
16 community made its pr-tation, they said that if this i 
17 facility -- the tank wect away, they would have to test in 
18 deep water. And historically, it's been 10 times more 
19 expensive to do so. Is that worked in here anywhere? ! 
20 MR. EPSTEIN: It's not, but I think we ought to ' 
21 ~larify the comm.ynity's.position. There's different manner 
22 In whlch alternat~ve testing can be done. In some cases, yor j 

I 13 the Navy's recommendations, the s&nario was to close NWSC by 
14 1998. 
IS After receiving questions from the staff dealing 
16 with su port of the Sea Wolf and SSN 21 proorams, the Navy 
n revjse8!ts Ian to show abandonment of $e fluid dyn?qiqs 
It facllity m J~oo. n e  Annapollr community says the  tac~llty 
19 wlll be needed at least three to four years beyond this., A 
7-0 second major item o f  contention was the Nav 's posit~on that 2' 21 the COBRA analys~s dld not have to reflect t e cost of the 
22 salanes of ,oovemment employees who are ass~gned to 
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1 can get acceptable results through computer simulabn. In 
2 other cases, you may bz able to test smaller componants or 
3 other thin s In a smrtll:r tank. And accordin0 to the Navy, 
4 in about 15 percent of the cases, testing woufi be too 
5 dangerous and there would be no option: 
6 So that's the percentage that's at risk. As far as 
7 the costs are concerned, it appears that the net presea 
8 value of the additional costs - that's not yearly, $at's 
9 n$t resent value - IS probably more lrke $5 mlllon KO 

10 rm~fon. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER COX: I'm sorry, I want to make sure: 
12 understand. 
13 CHAIRMAN DiXON: Commissioner Cox. 
14 COMMISSI0NI:R COX: Some of ~t Ihev'll do  bv 

a ~~ 

I5 simulator, and that's fine. I l 6  MR. EPSTEIN: Yes. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: Some of it they won't do at all. 
18 because it's too dan lerous. 
19 MR. E P S T E I ~ :  That's correct.  bout 10 percent d 
20 the tests they would not do. 
2 1 COMMISSIONER COX: And you wouldn't wnt  o havrr 
22 live test on it. .4nd that $5 million represents that h i t  

I 
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I COMMISSIONER COX: And did you - did that gctFut 
2 inim tbt COBRA? 
3 hfR. EPSTEIN: No, that's not there. 
4 COMMISSIONER COX: Okay, and the same on the 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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5 n d a r  testin facili 
6 MR. EfSTEd 'The  fluid dynimics facility testing, 
7 a u m d n g  to the Navy, wu1d.be done at a pro+mately equal 
a g+t, after maku~g some modlfiations to t%e Phladelpha 
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! hau to k done b live testing, in our view. 
: MR. E P S ~ I N :  That couldbe done with live testing. 

COMMISSIONER COX: That could be done by live. 

5 IR. EPSTEIN: Safe1 

7-- 
s COMMISSIONER c&: But would it be done - I 
8 MR. EPSTEIN: If the testing weren't !oo expensive, 
9 it d probably be done by live testing, if it weren't too 
o damgrmus. The 10 percent of the time, it would be too 
I and the robably would have to take their chances. TMMIS~~NER COX: 1 ess I'm looking for what 
ij thr mddle is. There9s.some of it %t will be done by 
:4 simulator, but some of it can't be done at all because it's 
:5 t o o  daneerous. 
:6 hm. EPSTEIN: Ten percent of the testing. 
:7 COMMISSIONER COX:. Right. But the" that says to rnc 
:a that tbae's some of it that will be done by l ~ v e  testmg 
~9 b i t  win be what cost? 
21 NR. EPSTEIN: Five million dollars to $10 million, 
3 n e ~  rtsent value- that's not annual. So maybe a quarter of 
2 a &f million doears a year. 

9 facility. 
- 

10 COMMISSIONER COX: And did that get put into the 
11 CQBRA? 
12 MR. EPSTEIN: No, it's not. And there's one other 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: And you included. I hope, the 
2 cost of govcrnrnent ern by-. I m u n ,  making moves that they 
1 wouldn't have to mde,  if yo" d~dn't close it. 
4 MR. YELLIN: Comrmss~oner Cox, we did get a 
5 response from the Defense Department to your uestion. And 8 6 they felt that the exclusion was q m t .  An .the.way.you 
7 would handle that, as an alternative, and the justification 
8 is that you would then have shown, in the COBRA calculation, 
9 you mght have shown the cost for those people as a cost of 
10 the move, but you could also show the savings because you 
1 I could then. in essence, in the clim~atipns part of the COBRA 
12 calculation, show thcm bung elimmat+ sooner 
13 So the calculation, then, was considered t; be a 
I4 wash. 
15 COMMISSIONER COX: I'm sony, I'm losing you there. 
16 The peo le ot eliminated sooner because they moved? 
17 MK. ~ E L L I N :  NO, the Navy position is, which DOD 
18 agreed with, was that if you have personnel - government 
19 personnel - that are involved in unhooking this equipment, 
20 then they are doing that work. You have two choices about 
21 where to put their costs. You can put the cost in the one- 
22 time cost to do that work, or you can go and keep them, and 

U thing- 
14 COMMISSIONER COX: And how much is that? 
I5 XlR. EPSTEIN: We didnlt get an answe~ until 
16 rectntlv. I thmk that we're tallung under $5 mllion. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: A hundred and five? 
18 MR. EPSTEIN: Under $5 million. 
19 COMMISSIONER COX: Under $5 million. 
ID MR. EPSTEIN: There's one other thing that's not 
31 caumtcd, and that is, if you have to use a submarine t o  
2 d u c t  a test, it does not Include the cost of deprec~ation 
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I not eliminate them as soon as ou wuld othenvise. 

-COMMISSIONER COX: gy a few days, or what do you 
3 mean? 

MR. YELLIN: B a year, by a period of time. So in 
I other words. the  COB^ model phases the elimination of 
6 personnel over time. 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: And because the govemmenl 
s emplo ets are moving le then they phase less. 
9 &R. YE=: Ep%kuse these are tlschniul 
lo people, the laboratory personnel, that put these thin s 
i i together, will take them apart. The Navy and the D ~ D  
12 position is that you could show them as an eli-mination, and 
13 then the model would calculate savmgs of thew costs. Or 
14 you can keep them on and then put those costs back into the 
1s model as a one-time cost for the closure action. 
16 Or you can put them in as the personnel that would 
17 be kept on board and not eliminated as soon. 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: Would we have these costs if we 
19 didn't close them? Would we be recalibrating and moving if - - 
20 we weren't closin ? 
21 MR.  YELL^: We would not be doing that 
22 COMMISSIONER COX: And if we hired a con&ctor, if 
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I or wbcvcr on the submarine or the pay and compensation of 
2 tk crrw, because that's viewed as a sunk wst. 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: Oka . And once that this came 
4 up - od in fact, I asked about it Wednesday at the DOD 
5 w g ,  that not iqcluding tpe wsts of moving, And you 
6 menhoaed them bnefly, but if you wouldn't rmnd oin back 
7 h o e h  them. Because as I recall, that alone doubfed i e  
8 ocfthe close. And I think what you said is, some of it, 
9 grmt them, the 'd have to do anywa 
10 MR. EPSTE~N:  here are about & n m r y  
11 m e s  of costs. There's work that would& done by the 
12 m n t  employees; work that would be done by contractors; 
13 smd thcn would be some material - about $8 million worth of 
14 nnaterial- that would have to be bou4ht to make the move 
15 because things would break or couldn t be sealed properly. 

back into the model about $30 million, is our estimate f: TtEcon of that move. 
18 And there ma be a few q~illion dollars that - our 
19 ~~~t said that &e community may have overstated the 
10 cM~S. But we ut in most of - 
11 COMMI~SIONER COX: Most of those costs. 
17 MR. EPSTEIN: Yes. 
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I you hired somebody to do that - 
2 MR. YELLIN: A portion of the costs were added back 
3 in that were wntract costs. 
4 COMMISSIONER COX: Right, but they're saying we're 
5 not wunting the government costs because, I guess what 
6 you're telling me, if they weren't doing ths, we could fire 
7 them sooner and therefore we would have savings. Is that 
8 basicall what ou're sa ing? 
9 JR. YE~LIN: that's right. You wuld lay them 
10 off sooner, that's ri ht. 
I I COMMISSIO~ER DAVIS: Mr. Chainnan 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner ~ a v i s .  
13 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: One technical question. We're 
14 still mssing 10 percent of the tests if we shut down the 
15 facility. Cpuld we do 100 percent of the tests with the 
16 facillty as ~t is? 
17 MR. EPSTEIN: Some of them a n  too dangerous. You 
18 don't want to open a five lnch valve on a submame at 500 
19 feet. 
20 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes, but what I'm saying is. 
21 can you do 100 percent of the tests or modeling at the 
22 current facility? 
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I air station will agree to it, additional costs. My personal 
2 1s that the naval $r statlon will srmply ex and onto 

I 3 h s  mperty, and ~t wdl never be made avnrlabE for any - 
I 1 use81 re-use process. ~ h u ' s  my only point. 

5 T h ~ s  is very much like the labs that we talked 
6 about at Raum and at Brooks. In addition to the problem of 
7 kaving the lab, the nuclear facilit , you have some people ! 8 ~ r e ~ h o a r e v e ~ ~ i d ~ m d a r e w o i u o  onvery 
9 specialized opp-ties for the military, whefher it's 

or submarines or whether it's pressure, whether it's 
fluorocarbons, which we have-to meet certarn 

A 12 obligations by a certsun tune or ~t wrll be very expensive 
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13 h r  lk. 
And if we move this, it's no question that in 

15 Philadelphia and everywhere else, we're going to be able to 
16 mreate that capacity. But we're golng to have a period of 

I 17 rine like we would have at Raum, like we would have at Brooks 
i 18 Lab, where you Oust lose the ability to do h s .  And in some 
; 19 of the -, as h r .  E tein has pointed out, you lose it 
13 rmanently. Some just too risky to do live. And 
,?I %Pt9s my concern atmut s ro =I. 
!r CHAIRMAN DIXON: &agyou. Commissioner Cox. An 
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I I MR. EPSTEIN: Yes. 

2 COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Epstcin, do we have a map of 
3 tk naval alr statlon? 

' 4  MR. EPSTEIN: I don't have a map of it, but 1 can 
' s &scribe the land. It's surrounded on one side by the Severn I 6 River, and the other arts of it are totally surrounded by 
j 7 mval station ~ n n a p o ~ i s ,  which is a facilrty that works 

8 closely with the Naval Academy. 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: h d  so in other words, a get to 

10 the burldmgs that are on h s  pro rty, you must come ; 1 I h u  h the naval air station, u& you bring a boat? 
12 b ~ .  YELLIN: It's naval stat!on Annapolis. You 

drive through naval station Annapolrs to get to the 
14 Lborato 

C ~ ~ M I S S I O N E R  COX: And how m y  acres is this? 
MR. EPSTEIN: 1 think it's about 70 acres. I'm not 

17 ~ r r e  exact1 
CO~MISSIONER COX: I think it was a little bit 

19 spl ler .  But .my only point is, what we're lookin a! here is 1;: a a p  of a m u i a  past the naval a ~ r  station. ~ n f  llus 
121 c p e r t y  IS pot -- the only way t o  et to it is!o o through 

I" s naval arr station. SO there w18 also be. rf tk naval 
I 
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there any other comments or any questions by any other 
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I be added. I'm speaking primariiy of the CFC work. & 
2 they'll try to phase lt rnto the pnvate %tor. And the 
3 other lssue and of more ~mportance, IS the risk issue. And 
4 those peopfe who are most ~ m p a c l d  by the risk are aware of 
5 what's golng on here, and they're aware of the risk and have 
6 opted to take it. 
7 And so I would vote to keep this open, if I had 
8 otten any support from those who have to l ~ v e  with the 
9 %=ision of closure, m d  I did not. SO 1 have to come dorv. 
10 on the side of those that have chosen the recommendation, 
1 I because the are the risk-takers. 
12 CHAlhAN DIXON: Is *=re an fud~er comment or 
13 any questio~ls or is there a mot~on? [move that the 
14 commiss~on' f&d that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
15 substantially from the force structure and hal nit&, 
16 and therefore, that the commission adopt the following 
17 recornmendat~on of the Secreta of Defense. 
18 Close the Naval Surface zarfare Center, Carderock 
19 division detachment, Anpapolis. Maryland, including the 
20 Ba head Road, Annapolis; except transfer the fuel storage 
21 re&eling s i t s  and the water treatment facilities to naval 
22 station Annapolis to support the U.S. Naval Academy and Navy 

- - - - 
~er? 
MISSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman. COM . _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: ~ommikioner  Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I need to make some 

.vmments, being the 'Navy person' on the commission. And 
this one was very troubling to me, and it still is. Because 
the communitv. the scientists at the slte. made an 

9 outstanding p;&ntation. I had tyo  clakmates $ere that 
10 day who worked there most of thelr hves, up untll they left 
1 1  be  Academ and did their obligated service. they had worked 
12 there. Andl  believe them. 
13 I belreve that what the presentations were were 
14 right on. And so clearly, I've been troubled b this all 
15 along. And for that reason, I*ve availed myserf to be 
16 bbbied by other people whom I also know and trust who are in 
17 the Nav . And they had - there were two points of view. 
18 One IS. for those t h g s  that are orng on at the detachment 
19 now -- and you see it,rn some ofthe write-~ps -- i t  is t.heir 
20 view that the work will continue almost to 1t.s cornpletlon or 
21 to its completion. 
I t  Then it will be closed down, because work will not 
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1 housing. Relocate ap;>ropriate functions, personnel, 
2 equipment and su port to other technical activities, 
3 primarily Naval &rfacc Warfare Center, Cardemck division 
4 detachment, Philadelpllia, Penns Ivania, Naval Surface W u  ns 
5 Center, Cardemk division. &depck, Maryhod, 
6 Naval Research Laborato W a s h  ton, D.C. 
7 The Joint S X n t e r ,  a BOD nos service 
8 tenant, will be r e c t z m w i t h  other components of the -ler 
9 in the local area as a ro riate 

10 C O M M I S S I O ~ ~ R ~ I N G :  I second, Mr. Chairman. 
1 1  CHAIRMAN'DIXON: Thcrc's a second by Commissioner 
12 Kl-ing. Arc there any further comments. Cougsel, call the 

roll. 

aye. 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON : ' Commissioner Montova. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: witha huGy heart. I say 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner st el^^. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Ayc. 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner 
COMMISSIONIZR CORNELLA: 
MS. CILEEDON: Commissioner 
COMMISSIONER COX: No. 
MS. CREEDOk : Commissioner 
COMhlISSIONZR DAVIS: Aye 
MS. CREEDOS: Mr. Chainnan 
CHAIRMAN DiXON: Ave. 

Cornel 
Aye. 

Cox. 

9 MS. CREEDON: Mr. ~hai-n, the vote is scven ayes ! 

DIXON: Scven ayes and one nay, and the ! 
12 motion cames. 

MR. YELIJN: p e  nex! is NavPl Aviation Technid 1 
14 Services Facrl~tv m Phlladel~hla. Davld will also do the I 
15 presentation on'that. 
16 MR. EPSTEIN: picasc put up HI6 and ~ 1 7 .  
17 This scenario moves NP.'TSF, Naval Aviation Technical Services , 18 Facility to San Diego, and makes it a department in the Nav* 
19 Aviation Depot, or NALFP, North Island. The cover run. by the i 
20 BSAT reflects climnat~on of 50 clv~llan and two xxyll-pry 1 

21 billets, and an annual =vines of sli htly over $1 rmlllon. 
22 There are two issues which1 wouldglike to bring to your 

. 
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I stentnoa. - 'Sbe SATSF community point* out that it has been a 
j ienant of amat~on supply office m Philadel @a for more 

1t has a very close relations&p w t h  ASO, f 2,"; E k n e d  we" tomer .  maintaining ood records. 
r Thev SI SATSF'S mission is very different from that of a - ?(~bEd: 
s On tbe other hand, NATSF is a NAVAIR activit . 4 4 YAV- mad the Na stated that NATSF belqngs at a NA AIR 

Ir utiviy. - . U ~ ~ O U ~ ~ ~ A D E P ,  North Island IS only rcrpons~ble 
I 1 for ceumn types of arcraft ~t does have em loyees with a -rbili to work with tcc+cal ra* s. 
n The N A T S ? C O - ~ ~ ~  also points out wt% some 
d- tb.t housing costs in middle class neighborhoods in 

15 Ph&ddpbia, and articularly those close to the AS0 
Ir mmpamd where &ey. WO!~, are significantly less expensive 
1- &an uompable housm m San Drego. 
I % - lnted out Bat the average grade level of 
1. &e ~ ~ T S F % r n p l o ~ o c ~  in Philadelplua is a GS-8.3 and they 
~f m a t  rffad to make the move to Sari Diego and will not move 
2; with *jobs. ..- - Does anybody have any questions? 
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CI-L.URMAN DMON: Are there any questions of Mr. 

: Epsteb? - (No rtspow-) 
L CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any statcmcnts by any 
s Couxmkkacr regarding this unit? 

!%z?E%b IXON: Is there a motion by any 
F Co-d 
x CO-WSSIONER MONTOYA: I have one. 

IT CH.URMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
L M O T I O N  
C COMMISSIONER MONTDYA: I e v e  that thecommission 
E h d  &at tbe Secretary of Defense d ~ d  not devrate 
c s u b t i a U  from the Force Structure Plan and the Final 
I? C r i e i a  therefore, that the Commission adopt the 
tt foU&e mmmendatiou of the -Secretary of D e f e q :  
r '&cxse the Naval h r  Tccbcal Services Facilrty 
1, Philardelphia, Penns lvania and consolidate necessary 
11 fuw5ons personne~ and eqqiprnent with the Naval Aviation 
n Depcd N& Island, Califoxma. " 
1 CH-URMAN DMON: Commissioner, I you = desribed it erroneously. It's "Close the Naval Av~at~on 

I 1 
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I COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
3 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes 
7 and no na s. 
a CHLRMAN DIXON: And the motion carries 
9 unanimously. 

lo And now we go to Naval Aviation Enginerhg 
I 1 Services Unit, correct? 
12 MR. EPSTEIN: Yes. sir. You were just one ahead of 
13 us there. 
I 4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. 
15 MR. EPSTEIN: Please put up Slides H-18 and H-19. 
16 The recommended scenario is to move Naval Aviation 
17 Engineering Service Unit to Naval Aviation Depot. or NADEP, 
18 North Island. where t t  would become part of the NADEP 
19 organization. 
20 As shown on the slide to your left, the BSEC COBRA 
21 reflects an ex ted savings, anpual savin s of a b u t  $2- 
22 112 million. g h o w s  the elrmmatron of haltof the billets 
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1 for civilians. The function of NAESU headquarters is to 
2 coordmate over 500 government employees who provrde 
3 technical assistance when there are problems beyond the 
4 capabilities of the local ma$tenance personnel. 
5 The NAESU cornmum e x p d  concern relating to 
6 a variety of subjects, some o whch are as follows. The ? 
7 NAESU community also stated that only about 5 percent of its 
8 workforce was likely to move to San Dlego. The average grade 
9 level of NAESU is about a GS-10. 

10 NAESU just moved to the AS0 compound last week, -has 
I I signed memoranda of understandm w t h  AS0 and beireves it 
12 can eliminate significant amounts o f .overhead. However, 
13 certified data show no plp ected savmgs: 
I4 The staff a y e d  wvlth the commum 
15 that NAESU cou d be equally well locad~?fte$,"& or in 
I6 Philadelphia. 
17 The Navy re rted, in its COBRA anal sis, that 58 
18 civilian billets s f  p E(ADEP J' orth island, 
I9 but that 14 psrt~ons would be el~mmated fmm NAESU's Sar 
20 D~ego area detachments. 
21 The comrnumty stated these and other detachmeats 
22 could have been downsized without regard to the movement of 
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. E n m g  Seryice Unit, NAESU." is it not? .. - (A d~scusslon was held off the record.) - CKURMAN DIXON: Good. Thank you. I'll get aught 
A up. - COMMISSIONER KLING: Second, Mr. Chairman. 
i CH.URMAN DEON: AU right. "Close the Naval Air - Tahmis.l Services Facility, NATSF: Okay. And you second? 
1 Cormmi.aioner Kling seconds. 
I An there any comments? 

L " .. m l l S e - b  AN IXON: Counsel will call the roll. - MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
f^ 
A COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
P MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
.t - COhfMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
li - MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
x MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
!' COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. .. - - COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. - MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner Davis. 
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I the headquarters or anization. 
2 The Nav 's ~ O B R A  was not consistent with that 
3 situation. s tad  reran the COBRA, using pez-sonnel numbers 
4 consistent with the scenario. As you can see, the revised 
5 COBRA reflects a savings of about $100,000 less per year. 
6 Are there an uestions? 
7 C H A I R M ~  BIXON: An there any questions of Mr. 
a Epstein? 
9 

10 &"H"AI%ELIXON: Are there any statements? 
1 1  (No r ~ n ~ . )  
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is $ere a motion. Commissioncr 
13 Montoya, or Commss~oner Klmg? 
14 M O T I O N  
I5 COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chairman, I move that the 
16 Commission find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
17 substantiall from the Force Structure Plan and Final 
I8 Criteria and: therefore, that the Commission adopt the 
19 followin recommendation of the Secretary of Defense: 
20 " ~ f o ~ e  the Naval Aviation Eng;4eenng Service Unit 
21 Philadelphia, Pems lvama aqd consol~date necessary . 
23 functions. -me{ and equ~pment w t h  the Naval Aviatron 
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and zero na s. 

CH&AN DIXON: And the -tion carria 
unanimously. 

Naval Management Systems Support Office Chesapeake, 
Virgima. 

MR. EPSTEIN: Please put u Slides H-20 and H-21. 
Naval Management Systems &Pport Office, commonly 

called NAVMASSO. Chcsa e Vu ' la, has been occupying 
14 space in h e  ~orfoE%t~.  E p m p o ~  acbon would 
discstabhh NAVMASSO. rtlocatc its functions and necessary 
p c n o ~ e l  and equipment as a detachment of Naval Command and 
Control and Ocean Surveillance Center San Diego, California 
m government-owned spaces m Norfolk. 

Note the net present value, a savings of $2.7 
million per year made possible by the ellmination of about 5 
percent of its billets, and savings associated with occupying 
government-owned space. 

Al!hou h no.issues.were identified to spff by the 
commu~~ty.  &err IS one Item whch staff belleves 1s 
deserving of some attention. Staff IS concerned that there 
could be a problem m the event that no govement-owned 
space can be found in Norfolk. Accordmgly, it is suggested 

- 

- - _ _ _  __ . .  _...-- - - - ---  - -- - 
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I that Navy be niven more flexibilitv and the DOD 
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I Depot, North Island, California. " 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second the motion. Are there 
3 any comments? 
4 No res nse 
5 &HAI&AN'bIXON: Counsel will call the roll. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
9 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
10 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
12 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
13 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
IS COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Davis. 
19 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 2 I 
22 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes 

2 ~ m r n e ; l d a t i o ~  be modilfied to read 'in government-owned space 
3 in the T~dewater area. 

This recommended change was discussed with and 
S agreed to bv the Navv. I 
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I Office. Chesapeake, Virginia and relocate its functions and 
2 necessary personnel and equ~pment as the detachment of the 
3 Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance Center at San 
4 D!ego. Califom+ .in government-owned spaces in the 
s Tldewfter, Vlrgna area. 
6 The Commission finds this recommendation is 
7 consistent with the Force Structure Plan and Fipal Criteria.' 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second the.mot!on. I take it 
9 the only change there that causes us to devlate 1s the fact 
10 that you've chan ed "Norfolk" to "the T ~ d e w a ~ r  area.' 
1 1  COMMIS~ONER MONTOYA; Y=, slr. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is that nght? 
13 COMMISSIONERMONTOYA: Yes, sir. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Otherwise, we support the 
15 recommendation of the Secretary of Defense. 
16 MR. YELLIN: Yes, sir, and we have talked to the 
17 Navy about this. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any comments? 
19 No r 
20 
2 1 

LHAI%% ~ U O N :  counsel will u~i the roll. 
MS. CREEDON: .-Cornmissioner Montoya. 

22 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 

- 
Do y6u have uestions? 

7 CHAIRMAN D!~ON: Are there any questions of Mr. 
8 Epstein? 1 

No re 
&HAIl%%;;.bIXON: Are there any statements? 

I I N o r  nse.) 
12 &HN%AN DIXON: Is there a motion? 
13 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman? 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
I s M O T I O N  
16 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA. 1 move lhat the Conlmission 
17 find that the Secretary of Defense deviated substantially 
18 from Final Criterion 2 and, therefore, that the Commission 
19 reject the Secreta 's recommendation on Naval Management 
20 S stems Sup orf 8ffice. C h w p ,  Virginia and, instead. 

22 
i 21 a opt the f o l r o ~ ~ ~  recornmen [Ion: 

"Disestabl~sh the Naval Management Systems Support 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER' STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA:- Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER~DA\rlS: . Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Kling. 
C O M M I S S I O N E ~ G : ~  Aye. 
MS CREEDON: Mr. 
C ~ I R M A N  N: 
MS. CREEDON: !!f r. Chairman, the vote 
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eight ayes! - - 
and zero na s. 

C&AN DIXON: And the motion is manbously' 
adopted. 

Naval Command, Control, and Ocean Surveillance I Center In-Service Engindring, West Coast Division, San -. 
D~ego. 

MR. EPSTEIN: Please put up Slides H-22 and H-23. 

Pa e 318 8 This recommendation disestablishes the Space an 
2 Naval Warfare Systems Command, SPAWAR, Naval Commaad. 
3 Control, and Ocean Surveillance Center, NCCOSC; In -Se~cc  
4 En i n e e ~ g  ;ad R&D Facilities, both locat+ m San Diego, 
I Ca&forma, a d  co-:idales necessary funct~ons rod t 
6 personnel. 
7 This consolidation is alread underway, and no 
a employees are upecteJ t6 low jogs. Staff we= not informed 
9 of any commu:lity con=;-ns by crnploycu worklig in San Dies. 
10 However. tl:e washing to^^. D.C. SPAWAR's community expressed 
I I concern &at thc NRED/N~SE West combination serves io help 
12 make the scpzratc SPAV'AR recommendation appear more cost- 
13 eff.ative. 
14 Staff did not finti this to be the case, as both 
IS rrco~nmendstiilns are se:aarately viable with immediate returns 
16 on mvestmznt. 
17 Do you have aw uestions? 
18 CHAIRMAN D ~ ~ O N :  Are there any questions of Mr. 
19 Epstein? 
20 No res onse. j 
2 1 &-lAI&RIAN DIXON: Are there any comments? 
22 (KO response.) 

I 
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I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
3 M O T I O N  
1 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I move h a 1  h e  Commission 
r find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
I substantiall from the Force Structure Plan and Final 
6 Criteria and: therefore, .that the Commission adopt the 
7 following recomplendatron of the Secretary-of Defense: 
4 'D~sestablish the In-Servlce En meenng, West f 9 CQLd Division, San Diego, California, o theNaval Command, 
o Cnatrol, and Ocean Surveillance Center, rncludlng the Taylol 
I StrPel Special Use Area, and consolidate necessary functions 
2 a d  paxomel with the Naval Command, Control, and Ocean 
3 SurveiIkncc Center. RDT&E Division. either in the NCCOSC 
:4 W & E  Division spaces at Po$ Loma. California or in cumnt 
3 h?SE West aces ln San Dlego. 
:6 C H d A N  DIXON: Semnd the motion. Is there any 
7 cYxment? .. . - " rnIlSe.b 
3 AN IXON: Counsel will call the roll. 
3) MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
n COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Cornmisstoner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling . 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 

" 
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I sense tells you that the proposed move will do nothing'io 
1 advance the cause. 
3 Please remove Slide 1-3 and put up Slide 1-4. 
4 The communrty lnted out, correctly m the-ey-es of 
5 staff, that costs for regbishing the San Dlepo famll t~a 
6 were omitted. 

- - 

7 Please remove Slide 1-2 and put up Slide NBU46. 
8 They explained it is essential to xxiaintain a strong 
9 Washington presence.. They conduct f ucnt meetings and have 
lo constant interface w th  the numemus%ashington area C41 
I I commands, some of which are on the slide before you. 
12 The staff found it difficult to believe that the 
13 proposed 15-person Washugton contmgent could maintain 
14 pro r client contact and revise the Na prepared COBRA to 
15 r e g t  the establishment, instead. 05 50-pwoq Wy~hington 
I 6 contingent.. Staffing was qade sslble by ellmrnatln ten 
17 fewer sitlorn and reloatlog E f e w e r  bdlets to ~ a n b i e ~ o .  
18 R part of its discussion of the need to maintain a 
19 Washington presence. the community inristed SPAWAR would need 
20 an annual additional travel budget of $13-112 million. The 
21 Navy said lt could avold increases m the travel budget by, 
22 one, representation by the Washington detachment; two, the 
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eight ayes 

7 dimination of over 400 positions, or 38 rcent of all 
8 tdlets, or 42 mrcent of civilian blllets. K s  makes 

I 
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
I I 
12 
13 
14 - - 

fi d n r o n a  s 
16 CHAI~;MAN DIXON: The motion is unanimously adopted. 
I7 S ce and Naval Warfare System Command, Arlin on 
I8 A. EPSl"EiN: Please put up Slides 1-2 and I-?. . .. 
19 In BRAC '93, the Commission decided that and Space 
20 a d  Naval Warfare Systems Command. SPAWAR, Arlington, 
I1 \ - i i .  relocate to overnmentswmd space within the NCR 
2 - , lnonal Capital kegion. 

ble, accdrding to the Navy's COBRA, a savings of over 

11 that the movement of SPAWAR to San 
12 Diego, where NCCOSC. NRED. and NISE West an.  will make it 

15 
16 
17 
I8 
19 
20 
21 
22 

13 m b l e  to eliminate layers of mana ement and tb have 
14 pro-ect managers on the floor with 8e i r  technical teams. 
IS d e r  than an ai lane flight away 
16 The  SPA?^ community u& quite v-1 in its 
17 opposition. Allow me to resent some of their many concerns: 
I8 The DOD Joint 8ross-service Group recommended the 
19 consolidation of Command, Control. Computers, Communication, 
20 Yrd IntcUi encc, or C41, acquisition at Forth Monmouth. New 
tl J m c  . &s recommendation was ignored by the services. 
~2 ~ t a d r f d s  the situation particularly distressing, as common 
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use of ma; and three, b e  ds-  in required tnvef 
between S P A W ~  and NCCOSC. 

The suggested SPAWAR and NAVSEA be mcrgcd or ca- 
located. h e y  also explained that, if NCCOSC were 
eliminated, positions duplicated by the two systems commands 
were removed and excess SPAWAR overhead were trimmed, even 
greater savings could be acheved than under the Navy 

p r o p o ~ ~ a l l y ,  the community pointed out that much of the 
work of interest to SPAWAR such as information security and 
under-sea surveillance, and other hi hly classified programs, 
involved no SPAWAR penomel olger than those at 
headquarters. Thus, the community points out, moving SPAWAR 
to San Diego will further s rate SPAWAR from its customers. 

The revised  COB^ run b fhe staff,-injects funds 
for rehabilitation of space m San h e g o  and mc- the 
size of the Waslungton office as described a-bove, 

As you can see, the Impact on the savmgs IS less 
than a $1 million-a-year savmgs. 

Do you have any uestions? 
CHAIRMAN DrxoR: Thank you. Mr. Epstcin. Arc there 

questions? 
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I 1  COMMISSIONER COX: 1 wonder if you could give us a 
2 little bit better idea, because I've talked to the community 
3 here, and they seem to think that they will not be able to do 
4 their work and that they have very little in common, or there 
s are very little synergies, if you want to put it that way, 
6 with the folks in Sari Diego. 
7 Could you tell me a llttle bit more. or comment a 
8 little bit more, on what the interface is with the San Diego 
9 folks? 
10 MR. EPSTEIN: Up until now, the NCCOSC 
I I organization, which is sort of one layer down below them, has 
12 maintained most of the interface and SPAWARS has run the 
1 3  programs, at least from a ro ram management pcnpcctive. and 
14 then passed them on to ~ C ~ C O S C  - 
I S  COMMISSIONER COX: Here? 
16 MR. EPSTEIN: Yes, SPAWARS here, and then passes 
17 them on to NCCOSC more for execution. 
18 SPAWARS also, ou kqow, has run its own projects 
19 direct1 , say, w th  NISH East m Charleston and, m some 
20 cases. i a s  contracted directl with some contractors, so that 
21 NCCOSC in San Diego reall; bas had no involvement. 
22 In response to your question about the impact, it's 

I 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a motion? 1 :  COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, I have a 
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I a little bit difficult to say. If you look at the Army an8 
2 the Air Force, though, ou see cases of headquarters 
3 organizations being m &ashington or nearb mJ having the 
4 people there, and you can also find cases w%re then*s 
5 virtually no Washington presence, except for a small office, 
6 and I thmk Wright-Patterson has ban  an outstanding example 
7 of that. It's oing to require a paradigm shift, though. 
8 MR. Y#LL!N: Commissi9ner Cox. the SPAWARS bar 
9 large field orgamzatlons, one m Charleston and one m San 

10 Diego, made up of several mu s. The large majority of the 
I i pie that the SPAWARS %ea8 uarters is n s p o ~ l b l e  for 

t% 12 %ting, the large majority of ose are in San Dlego. 
13 And so I hqk $e Navy's intention is to move them 
14 closer to the orgaruzatlons that -they direct and u~de,. and 

t% is also to ut them at a fleet location, and that's e bass 
16 for the e(avy9s moving them out of W ~ G g t o n .  
17 If you go back to the C41 consol~dation that we 
18 looked at, the Air Force and the Army do not have their C41 
19 acquisition staffs here in Washington. They're in Fort 
20 Moqnouth, they're at Hanscom; and those are the other 
21 locat~ons. 
22 So there is not a great precedent for this function 
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1 to be performed by the other services here in Washington. 
2 Now, as we've shown, there are a lot of organizations that 
3 they deal with and, even if you do create a significantly 
4 larger than planned organization here, to remain here rn 
5 Washington, the Navy s emphasis is on etting them together 
6 with the'r subordinate commands and m81apsing that 
7 organization to eliminate layers of management and personnel. 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: Did the folks from Charleston 
9 move out to should, too? 
10 MR. EPSTEIN: NO. 
1 1  MR. YELLIN:. No. The p le in Charleston remain 
12 in ~harlesum. ~ b n t  a one of thw G g e  orgamzat~ons. 
13 The staffing levels for the laboratory and the in-service 
14 engineering in Sari-Die o, I think there are about three times 

darieston. ~ t ' s  a very large - Is -2~dks"fo"~~~ COX: Charleston is larger - 16 
17 MR. YELLIN: No, the Charlaton staffmg is about 
18 one-third of the staffin out in San Diego. 
19 C O M M I S S I O ~ ~  COX: nd you 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any further suestions of Mr. 
21 Epstein or Mr. Yellm? 
22 (No response.) 

3 motion. 
1 4  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
1 5 M O T I O N  
6 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I move that the Commission 
7 fmd that the Secretary of Defense d ~ d  not dev~ate 
8 substantiallv from the Force Structure Plan and Final 

I Naval Warfare Command Headquarters. ' plge 328- 
2 "This relocation does not mclude SPAWAR Code 40, 
3 which is located at National Research Laboratoq, or the 
4 Program Executive Officer for Space Communication Scnson a d  
5 his ~mmediate staff, who.wil! remain in Navy-owned space m 
6 the National Capital Regon. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to Commissioner 
8 Robles' motion? 
9 COMMISSIONER KLING: Second, Mr. Ch- 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded b Commissioner Kling. 
I I 1 Are there any further comments. 

13 l2 L ! * ~ % ~ u ( o N :  C ~ U ~ Y L  will c a ~  the mu. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Comrmssioner Robld. 
15 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
17 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye: 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commjssioner Cornella. 
19 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: 'Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
2 1 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 

1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
Pagem 

2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner KLing. 
3 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montqa. 
5 COMMISSIONERMONTOYA: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
7 CHAIRMAN DXON: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman; the vote is eight aps. 
9 and zero nn s. 
10 C H ~ R M A N  DIXON: ~ n d  the motion is h w  
I I adopted. 
12 MR: YELLIN: Tile next is Naval-Sea Systans Command. 
13 Jeff Mulher  wdl make the presentahon-on that base. 
14 MR. MULLINER: The 1993 Commission PSCO-W th.1 
IS thc Nayal Sca Systans Command, or NAVSFA, move out of l e a d  
16 space m Arlln ton. Vlrgma to govemmentuwned space it 
17 Wltite Oak in Sfver SP.rine.?.(aryland. T h < i m c n d a h n  k 
18 to change the reloet~on slte to the Washrngton Navy Yard 
19 A number of lssuzs With regard to t h ~ ~  
20 rwommend~tion were raised by the commu&ty and idcntihd by 
21 staff. The-market mfl?tlon, from 1993 to 1995, and tbe 
22 N;,vy's estimates of mtl~tary construchon costs at White Qik 

9 Criteria and, therefore, that the Commission adopt the 
10 followin recommendation of the Secretary of Detense: 
1 1  .c%ange the reco-endatron for the Space and Naval 
12 Warfare Systems Command, Arlington. Virginia. specified by 
13 the 1993 Commission (Commission Report at Page 1-59) from 
14 'Relocate from leased s ace to government-owned space within 
15 the Nat~onal Caprtal 8 e  ion to include the Navy Annex, 
16 Adington. Yirginu; the dshington Navy Yard. Washington. 
17 D.C., 3801 Nebraska Avenue, Washington, D.C.; Marine Corps 
18 CornbaL Devclo rnent Co~nmand, Quantico, Vir inia or the White 
19 Oak Facility, klver Spmg, Maryland,' to kel&te from 
20 leased space to overnrnent-owned space m San D~ego, 
21 California to alkw consolidation of the Naval Command. 
22 Control, and Ocean Surve~llance Center wlth the Space and 

e3A) 
1 w;:s examined. This tisure rose from an es~iquted $ 3 6  I 
2 million to a current est!qte of $124-112 nul-Lon. 
3 Staff fmds the o: lglnal estlrnate was rmscalculated 
4 in 1993 as 3 result of faulty assum tions on the amount of 
5 y vare footage to be rcnovptg ani thc scope of the 
6 Improvements and ne\: f a c ~ l ~ t ~ e s  uires. 
7 Funclamental to ihe ana lys is3  this recommendation 
8 w:ts a comparison of hiILCON costs at Mi t e  0dc to those at thc 
9 Wtsllington Navy Yard. Comparative square footage, the scope i 
10 of the rojects, and the cost assumptions wereall examined 
I I St@ &ds that the Nxry did not .ser io~ly err lo its 
12 est~mates of MILCON costs at e~ther  slte. 

i 
13 

i 
The square fooege requirements at White Oak and 

14 thc Navy Yard are comparable when ad'usted from net to gross. ; 
15 Ayiditionally, .the costs.a(the Navy Card are rep--tative 1 
16 of costs experienced wlthm the last four years of s~rmlar 
17 projects constructed at the same site. These revious 
I8 prujects, in.cidentally, were executed under t ie  same flood i 
19 plrrln and hu!oncal preservation requirements that would k i 
20 encountered m an new construction at the Navy Yard. i 

21 Can I have {llde 1-7, please? 
22 An lssue closely related to construction costs 
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I Are there any questions regarding this 
z resommzndation? 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any questions of Mr. Mulliner? 
r Comrmmoner Cox. 
5 COMMISSIONER COX: One of the arguments that have 
$ besm made on both sides is that the costs at the White Oak 
f a d  as& at the Navy Yard were based on different attributes 
R of the rework. For example that in the Navy Yard, the 
9 d - d n * t  be building as much p a r w g  or havmg as mucg 
JY p t m g ,  and that should be costed mto it, the cost of domg 

~t tbt same, whether it was White Oak or the Navy Yard. 
?, Did we look at that? 
3 MR. MULLINER: Yu,  ma'am. With regard to parking. 
3 -I Navy's plan right now would rovidc 1,260 parking spaces. 
3 Thn IS not one parlung q a c e  k r  every two people. 
% Ccrtifiai data does mentton that that is what was required 
7 for NAVSEA. However, we found that to be a planning guide 
.3 thxt Na\d Facilities Enginqring Command uses when planning 
9 hcili t ia.  It is not an entlflement and ~ t ' s  subject to 
3 zppmval by higher authority. 
J In thls case, when we spoke to the National Capital = Pltnning Commission they indicated that three people per 
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1 MR. MULLINER: I do know that we have a n d o t a l  
2 information on NAVSEA when the 're located right now. This 
3 is not certified be. 6 s  "as information assed on a 
4 survey that about m the nerghborhd  of 3 8 p r s r n t  of the 
5 people drive single, in their own cars; another 30 percent 
6 carpool. So ou end u with - 
7 COM~IXISSIO& COX: Roughly a third taking mass 

Page 33 1 
. a- as to whdhcr the Washin on Navy Yard can accommodate T : an influx of over 4 000 peop e without significant 
: infnstmcture and facilittes ~~pprovements. The Navy has a 
c b master plan. l k s  plan is to transform the yard from an 
: industrial facility to an administrative one. The plan 
t envisioru a base ulation of 10,000 people, which would be - the case if NAGEA were to relocate to the Nav Yard. E + Tbc community contends that a pro-rated s are of 
F thse rovements should be accounted for in the analysis. 
r S h f i  th$ exist~lpg infrastructure such as utilities 
:: and sewage, IS sufficient to support ~ A V S E A  wthout the = immcdiatc execution of the master pian. A phased program can 
3 k med to improve the Navy Yard as funds become available. 
:J M l  , the emmissjon received a proposal from the 7 5 Ciw of Ph adel h a  to spl!t out the Engmeenng D~rectorate 
6 of SAVSEA an: to move 11 separate1 for consolidation, to 
.; ~c  ad surface warfare center in b b i ~ a d e ~  hia. 
3 The ovenvhelrmng amount of savin s f k m  this 
9 ~ d a t i o n  result from the elimination of 230 personnel. 
a Tbt Navy states such a savings would not be realized from 
rr moving a smgle department, rather than a full command. = Staff agrees w t h  the Navy's assessment, 

- - 
8 transit? 1 9 

MR. MULUNER: Tba.t*s right. And that's b e i n  
10 thev would have to cross the nver and the intervening I 
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1 at the Navy Yard? My understanding is it's two to one. IS 
2 that correct? 
3 MR. YELLIN: I'm not aware of the - this is for 
4 the current ersomel there? 
5 COM~ISSIONER COX: Right. My understanding is 
6 that - 
7 MR. MULLINER: That could well be, with the 1,200 
8 being built and there's about 6,000 people there now. 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: Right. At  least when I was down 
10 there, what 1 was told is that they certatnly tned to keep 
I 1 it two to one. They thought that was an im rtant ratio. 
12 And clearly, at this point, if you move 4 0 8 p p l e  in 
13 there, ou are oin to be degrading a r b  obviously. 

&R.M&L&ER: M ~ ~ ~ ~ P  - 5 14 e wll ave to take mass 
15 transit and carpool at the Navy a than would have to do 
16 that at Whit= Oak, cetiainly many mom Uun would have to do 
17 that at Whtte Oak. 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: Assuming you only had three to 
19 one parking at the Navy Yard, what is the ratio of people now 
20 who take mass transit? Do most of the people g o ~ n g  down to 
21 the Navy Yard take mass transit or a small portion of them 
22 take mass transit? Do you know? 

1 1  bridges, which would probably cause a much higher pcrceitagc 
12 to carpool. 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: Right. And I presume that, if 
14 we're going to make the arking worse three to one, .that. 
Ir we're assumn that 50 !0 percent of the people comg mto 
16 the Navy Yartf certady in the rush hour *me frame, are 
17 going to use mass transtt. 
18 MR. MULLINER: That's comct. When we wrote, we 
19 asked the Commandant of the Washington Nava! District about 
20 that, and he laid out some lans that they wlll have to run 
21 shuttle buses back and forti because, as you know, the Mefrc 
22 stop is not within the confines of the Washington Navy Yard. 
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1 prting space is the maximum the would allow that close into 
1 the ci and, in many cnar - k r  in=tance, the Federal 
3 ~ r i a n z e  - tt's five people per parlung space. The intent 
4 is to emcourage use of publlc t r a n ~ r t a t ~ o n  and carpooling. 
5 The plan, as it works out rig t now, is a little 
5 over three r arking space at the Navy Yard. - 
I C O M E % ~ K ~ E ~  COX: And how much is it at White O*? 
a MR. MULLINER: I don't have the figures. 

i 9 MR. YELLDf: I think the Ian there was two 1; z e e s  per parku~g space. to g e  planning standards. The 
I -  g is much cheaper at White Oak. obviously, because it's 
+7- surface arking. 
i 3 C~MMISSIONER COX: And, when you take the parking 
14 out of the Navy Yard, in the sense of a third of the parking L tbu ura beim ta~kec~ about, that tends to makc the costs 
!16 look lower. funderstand that you can't put any more parking 
7 in there. because of the current regulations. 
:S MR. YELLIN: Requirements are somewhat different i i  
-5, vou look at mass transit versus availability at the Navy 
3 Yard. The Navy's sition was, you don t need it if there's 
=I mur t m s i t  avarlabpor public transportation available. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: What's the cumnt parking ratio 
I 
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1 The indicate that they would make accommodattons 
t to make d e  use of mass transit as easy as possible for the 
3 people working at the Navy Yard. 
4 COMMISSIONER COX: I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman. This 
5 seems to be a series that I'm gettin involved in, and most1 
6 because they're d i r e c t s  from 1999 and, as I am sure we d 

bar= , if there's another Base Closure Commission, somebod) 
8 wi 1 wonder if rhaps we didn't do the right thing in 1995, 
9 I feel ccmpelle%o help support the *93 recommendation if, 
10 in fact, that's the.way rt should be. 
1 1  And.?&ng from my personal ex rience, I drive 
12 in past the avy Yard ev~ry.mo.-f, anf i  can tell you &at, 
13 from that perspective, b m p  m a ot more le 1s olng 
lr to be a senous problem in rus% hour. Have g 8 a v y  $ad 
15 folks or has the DOD talked to the D.C. Government and the 
16 Prince Georges,Governrnent about what mi ht be done about 
17 people comn mto that Nav Yard at that %our in the 
18 morninr? 1s s e r e  a traffic !an? 
19 MR. MULLINER: 8 e  have not raised that uestion 
20 with the National Capital Planning Coqnissioq. fiowever, I 
21 can say that they are extremely supporttve, obv~ously, of 
22 this move, but rt was not -- that particular question was not 

I 
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1 asked. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: I'm not sure what they could do, 
3 in the sense that the entry into that area is very limited 
4 today, the l lth Street Bndge, for example, comin from 
5 Prince Gmr a, where a number of people would& 
6 Well, f iust have to say. you know, we ot ve 
7 involved in &IS in 1993 as YOU all know, an a -the D a D and 
8 the Department of the davy felt very stron 1 ~t was very 
9 important La! these f o b  be moved out to %ire Oak, and 

10 maybe I r e w  convmced b the 1993 strong feellngs that 
1 1  they should be removed to A t e  OPL. 
12 I think that you can fit 4,000 peo le into the Navy 

i t  Yard. I went down there. I saw it. I%ey're obviously doing 
14 a good job of a reuse plan. But 4,000 people is shoehorning 
15 peo le m there. I mean, to et those last w u  le of peo le 
is m tkre ,  they're reading g e m  all out over %e Navy f a rd  
17 and putting Wo o r x m  ple +ere and talking about maybe 
18 t h e y - P u t a n e x ~ G r u P m t h e ~ o f t h e  
19 warehouse that will be redone. 
20 It is do-able, but it is clearly a shoehorn for 
21 that, and I understand that that may be what the leadership 
zz of the Navy wants to do. But if I were one of the 4,000 
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other government owned property in the metropolitan 
Washln ton, DC area. 

C~~AIRMAN DIXON: I second that motion bv 
Commjssi,oner Robles. Arc there any further statements my cornmss~oner? I 

No res nse. 
&HAIREAN ~ I X ~ N :  counsel will call 
MS. KING: Coinmissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. 
MS. KING: Commissioner  tee&. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: I concur with M 
MS. K1NG: Comthissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: ,No. 
MS. KlNG:u Co&ssioner Cpx, ' 

COMMISSIONER COX: No. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Cominissioner Klmg. 
COMMISSIOIER KLING: Aye. 
MS. KING:' Commissioner Monto a. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: i y e .  
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman. 

the roll. 

In. Cox. 
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1 peo le working and having to do down there, I would much 
2 pre ? er to go to White Oak where I wasn't, frankly. walking in 
3 a neighborhood where 1 worlced for a while and where I would 
4 not want to work a am, from a Ion distance to the Metro, d 5 which is not next oor. It is not o 9 y not in the complex, 
6 ~t 1s qulte a ways down the road. I wouldn't yant to be 
7 standlug there w t m g  for a shuttle bus, assurmng they get 
8 one. 
9 And, clearly, the quality of life for the peo le 
lo who work there is goin to be better in v t e  0s. They're 
1 I oing to have better They're gomg to have a better 
12 facilr% and they sro goin to be happier. 
13 ow, I unde-d gat ,  for some of the leadership, 
14 it's oing to bea l~ttle harderto + over to the Penta on 
is and %ang out wttt the others at d e u  icv.e~. ~ u t  I 
16 think that we're doin4 something here, ~f we take h s  
17 recommendation, that s slmpl not the best for the soldier, 
18 for the woken of h e  Navy yvdY *nd I would hope we would 
19 go w ~ t h  the DOD recommendation in 1993. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Commissioner Cox. Arc 
21 there an further wmments? 
22 (d respon~. )  

1 CHAIRMAN D!XON: Aye. 
2 MS. KING: hir. Chairman, the vote is five ayes and 
3 three na s. 
r C ~ A I R M A N  DLXON: And the motion to transfer to 
5 Washin ton Navy',Yl;rd is adopted. 
6 d v d  Information Systems Management Command. 
7 Arlin ton. 

- r 
8 %R. M ULLINER: The Deputment of ~ e f -  is 
9 ru-o~nmcnding that thc P!aval Information Systcm Commaad be 
10 moved from l k e d  s 1cc in Arlington, Vu$i to government . 
I 1 owned spacs at the \R;d~mgton Navy Yard? Tl~c c o d  would 
12 move into space +m$y Identified at thd Navy Yard and no 
13 mlita construction 13 
lr %us move pemW?~,"ns~lidation of &is command 
15 with a similar commaudg.the Information Technolo 
I6 Acquisition Center, which is alread located at the 
17 Yard. Are there any uations on &S 
18 CHAIRMAN D~XON:  re 
19 Mulliner on this reconmendation? 
20 (No response.) 
2 1 CHAlRMAN DIXON: Any questions? Any statcmcnts? 
22 (No response.) 

1 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further questions? 
2 
3 & I S % D I x o N :  Is there a motion? 
4 M O T I O N  
5 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, I have a 
6 motion. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Robles. 
8 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I move that .e Commission 
9 find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
10 substantially from the force structure plan and final 
I 1 criteria and, therefore, that the Commssion adopt the 
12 following recommendation of the Secrcta of Defense: Chan e 
13 the rselving site specifid b the 1997 Commiq~on. 1 9 6  
14 Commission Report at page T-59, for the relocation of the 
15 naval sea systems command, including nuclear propulsion 
16 directorate SEA08, the human resources office supporting the 
17 naval sea systems command. and associated program executive 
18 offices and DRPMSs from the Navy Annex, Arlington, Virginia; 
19 Washington Navy Yard, Washington, DC, 3801 Nebraska Avenue, 
20 Washington. DC; Marine Co s Combat Development Command, 
21 Quantico. Virguua, or t h e h i t e  Oak Facility, Silver Sprine, 
22 Maryland to the Washington Navy Yard, Washington. DC, or 

1 

I CHAIRMAN DiXON: IS there a motion? 
Page 

2 COMMISSIONER M0,WOYA: Mr. Chairman. 
3 CHAIRMAN DiXON: Commissioner Montoyz 
4 M O T I O N  
5 COMMlSSlONER BIONTOYA: 1 move that ~hc.Commizsioa 

. 6 find that the Secretary of Defense dld not devlate 
7 substantiall from the force structure plan, the final 
8 criteria. mi therefore, @at the Comrmssion ado t the 
9 followmg recommenb?t~on of the Sacretnry of &f-: 
10 Rclocatc the Naval Information System Manaoerncnt Center fmn 
1 I leased s ace in Arlin<on; Virginia to the %ashington N a y  
12 Yard, &hineton, SC. 
13 CHAIRMAN D!XON: I second the motion. Are t k c  
14 any comments or questions? 

15 & y y I % ~ - )  16 AN DIXON: Counsel will call the roll. 
17 MS. KING: Commissioner Montoya. 
18 COMMISSION'.'R ROBES: A e. 
19 MS. KING: Commissioner R ~ ~ L .  
20 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. I 
21 MS. KING: Commissioner ~ t e e i .  
22 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. i 
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COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Second. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion is seconded bv 
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MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella. 
COhlMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cox. 

t COhiMISSIONER COX: A e. 
i MS. KING: Commissioner havis. 
t COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. - I .  MS. KING: Commissioner Klmg. 
s COMMISSIONER W G :  Aye. 
0 MS. KING: Mr. Chauman. 

I C: CHAIRMAN DIXON; Aye. 
I! MS. KING: Mr. Chalrrnan, the votes are eight ayes 
I: md zero na s. 
I: CH&AN DIXON: And the motion is unanimously 
I L  adopted. Naval Recruitin Command, Washington, DC. 
1.C MR. MULLINER: Tfe I993 Commission recommended the 
I! Naval Recruiting Command be relocated from the National 
1 -  Capital Region to the Naval Training Center, Great Lakes. 
IS Thu recommendation to change the receiving site to the Naval 
ie Support Activity, Memphis, avoids military construction at 
4 Great Lakes, a more congested s!te. 
1: It also p e m t s  the collocation of the Navy's 
Z rtcmiting and personnel management commands. Arc there any 
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: questions on this recommendation? - CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now. this transfers from - has it 
I gone to Great Lakes, Illinois now? 
L MR. M-R: No, su, they're in leased space in 
i Ballston at the moment. 
f C W A N  DKON: But it you!d have gone to Great 
- Lakes now rt would o to Memptus; 1s that nght? 
s MR. MULL&R: yes, sir - CHAIRMAN DIXON: AU; other questions? 

I I  w O J O ~ " d i ~ ~ ~  1 : 
t COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Mr. Chairman. I move that 
1; the Commission find that the Secretary of Defense did not 
12 deviate substantially from the force structure plan and final 
L; criteria and, therefore, that the Commission adopt the 
15 following rccommcndation of the Secretary-of Defense: Change 
1' the repwing slte for tpe Naval Recru~tm C o q d ,  
a Waslungton, DC, rpslfied by the 1993 & m s s ~ o n ,  1993 
12 Commission re ort at pa e 1-59 from Naval Training Center, 
X Great Lakes. ~l&nois, a haval Support Activity, Memphis. 
:: Tennessee. -- - CILURMAN DIXON: Is there a second? 

~ - - -  -, Commissioner Davis. The Chair will muse on this one. Are 
there an comments? 

8!!% ~ I X O N :  C ~ U ~ S I ,  -11 the roll. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS KING: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: A e. 
MS. KING: Commissioner &avis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Klmg. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: ,lye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. 
MS. KING: Commissioner St=&. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. KING: The Chairman is recused. Mr. Chairman, 

the votes are seven ayes and zero nays. 
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I CHAIRMAN DIXON: The motion is adopted. fJav.1 
1 Recruiting District, San Diego. 
3 MR. MULLINER: The 1993 Commission recommended t h c  
4 Naval Recruiting District, San Diego, be relocated from-the 
5 closing Naval Training Center. Ttus chapg9 the relocaaon 
6 site to a site more suited for recruiting mssion. Are there 
7 any questions on this recommendation? 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any questions of Mr. 
9 Mulliner on this subject matter? 

No res onse 
lo I I L H A I & d b l x o N :  Are there m y  comments? 
1 2  
13 I!AIT%? blXON: Is then n motion? 
14 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Yes, sir. 
IS CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
16 M O T I O N  
17 COMMlSSlONER CORNELLA: I move that the Commission 
18 find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
1 9  substantially from the force structure plan and final 
20 criteria. And therefore, that the Commission adopt the 
21 following recommendation of the Secretary of Defense: Change 
22 the receiving site for the Naval Recruiting District, San 
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I Diego, California. ccified b the 1993 Comminion,%om 
2 Naval .Air Station Z r t h  1 s l d  to other government owned 
3 space In San Dlego. Califorma. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second the motion: Is there any 
5 further comment or questlon by m y  Comrmssioner? 
6 
7 

=-I 
%AI%AN DIXON: C o w l .  call the roll. 

8 MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella. 
9 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 

1 0  MS KING: Commissioner Cox. 
I I COMMISSIONER COX: A e. 
12 MS. KING: Commissioner 6avis. 
13 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
14 MS. KING: Commissioner Klmg. 
15 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
16 ' MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a. 
17 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: lyeyc. 
18 MS. KING: Commissioner Robles. 
19 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. 
20 MS. KING: Commissioner Steez. 
21 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
22 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman. 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the votes are eight aye, I - - 

zero nays. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: The motion is adopted unanimously. 

Naval Secreta Security Grou Command Detachment. Potomac, 
~ash inP ton ,%~.  Mr. ~ u l h e r .  

h.IR. MULLINER: The Department of Defense is 
recommending the Naval Security Grou Detachment, Potomac, 
?main in its present location at the haval Research Lab 
Instead of relocating to Fort Meade as directed by BRAC '93 

l%s recommendation has no cost and preserves the 
commands access to* space surveillance equipment e+ential in 
the performance of ~ t s  mission. Are there any questloas? 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any questions for Mr. Mulliner? 
No res nse. 

IHAI&AN ~ I X O N :  Any comments? 
onse.) 

L%A%AN DIxoN: An- motion 
COMMISSIONER CORN~LLA: hir. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 

M O T I O N  
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I move that the Commission 

1 I I 
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CI-WRMAN DIXON: Are there any questions of Mr. 

Yellin? Are there an comments? 
M O ? I O N  

Commissioners, I move that the Commission find that 
tbc !%xtary of Defense did not deviate substantiall from 

force structure plan and final criteria, and theregre 
thy ~ h c  Commission adopt the following recommendation of the 

of Defense. 
v a n g e  the recommendation of the 1993 Cpmmission. 
1993 ammission report pages 1.42143, by stillmg the 
fo[bwin,o: 'In addition, the Comm~ss~on recommendations that 

World Tower and Dynamic Compnent facilit be moved to 
~b;rry Point Navy or Corpus Chnsti Army &ts or the 
pm* sector m lieu of the Navy's plan to retatn these 
ocr;uions m a stand-alone facility at NADEP Pensacola.' 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Second. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON:. And that is seconded. And are 

tbae any comments or uestions? 8 COMMISSIONER AVIS: Excuse me. Mr. Chairman. I 
hax-c to recuse m self on this one so I cannot second. C ~ A I ~ h N ~ I X ~ ~ :  All right. Then the second by 
Comrmss~oner Davis 1s removed. 
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COMMISSIONER COX: I'll second. 
CHALRMAN DMON: Commissioner Davis recuses 

hirmelf. and the counsel d l  call the roll. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: I'll vote aye, and I'm pleased 

I not to have to defend the 1993 recpmmen+tion. 
r MS. CREEDON: Comrmssioner &g. 
I COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
I MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
) COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
! COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
I MS. CREEDON: Commissioner SteeIe. 
L COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
I COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
r MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
# MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is seven ayes 

d m n a  s CHMLM DIXON: And that motion is unanimously 
! cam'ed, and we have completed the Naval section of this, 

I I 
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I MR. LYLES: We do, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Ed Brown, the 
2 Army team chief, will begin the presentations of the Army 
3 base closure recommendat~ons. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Brown. 
5 MR. BROWN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good 
6 alternoon, Mr. Chairman and Commissionen. The frst chart 
7 shows the 14 categories into which the Ann divided its 
8 installations for consideration. I have a d d d t h e  last two 
9 categones. Minor and ~ i s c e l l a ~ m w  to account for 
10 recommendat~ons pertainlog to instal~ations that did not fit 
I I in to the 14 categories. 
I2 For the 14 categories, the number of installations 
I3 represents those subjected to mlitary value assessment 
14 within each cate ory. For the Minor apd Miscellaneous, the 
I5 number nflects %e number of mstallntions with 
16 recommendations for.closure or realignment. 
17 Shaded cate~ones have installations recommended 
1 8  for closure or realignment b the Secretary of Defense or X 19 added by thc Commission for rther consideration for closure 
20 or realignment. You have already discussed installations in 
21 the Depot and the Proving Cmund utcgorier. The interagency 
22 issues team will discuss the installation in the 
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I miscellaneous catego , Fqrt Holabird.. The .remaining 
2 recommendations wigbe discussed d u m g  ihu presentation. 
3 At tab A we have the first cate ory to be 
r discussed, Major Training Arw. de chart on pa e A-1 and 
5 the accompanyin map, page A-2, show the names and ocations 
6 of the Army s f0 ma~or trakmg areas. The S s r e  

P 
7 Defense recommended the realignment of Fort Dix. New 9 eney; Of 
8 Fort Greel Alaska; and Fort Hunter Li ett, California, the 
9 closure of port Pickett, Vir hia; Fort In gdg lantown Gap, 
10 Penns Ivania; and FOR C h a k ,  Arkan%. 
I I h e  staff su g a t s  that the Comm~ssion hear the 
12 briefings on Fort %tckett, Indiantovm Gap, and Port Chaffee, 
13 before voting on an recommendations or  alternatives 
I4 pertainipg to those t& mtallations. 
15 L~eutenant Colonel Steve Bailey will discuss all 
16 six recommendations. 
17 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Good afternoon, Mr. 
18 Chairman and Commissioners. Mr. Wooten, if I might have 
19 chart A-3. The first installation to be discussed is Fort 
20 Dix. New Jersey. 
21 The Secretary of Defense recommended that Fort Dix 
22 be realigned by replacins the active component garrison with 
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I have we not? 
P MR. Y I U :  Except for Oakland, which we will ; cltch u with when we get more data. 
t C\URMAN DMON: Well. now. do I have leave of the 
i Commissioners to come back to that at an intervening time in 
5 tbt Ann presentation? 
7 C~MMISSIONER MONTOYA: yes, sir. 
1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: We are inquinn . I understand 

u=*re close to a consensus on that that will soke that 
problem. And I want to thank the Navy people for an 

I -ding job. We apprrsiate.yoltr great contribution and 
! Your devotion to thls particular job. 
1 MR. YELLIN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
t CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any other comments? 
5 NOW the Chair is gomg to declare a recess until 20 
s minutes past 4:00. 
7 (A brief recess was taken.) 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Will the Commission and thc room 
3 come to order. h d  we are now repared to return to 
0 bearings on the Army section. And f would ask whether. 
1 Director Lyles, ou have all the folks here that are 

-ry to male the presentation for the Army. 
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I a reserve component garrison. And further, retainin an 
1 enclave with minimum essential ranges, facdities apt 
3 training areas required for reserve cqmponent t rabm . 
4 C)n this chart, you ye the p e r t ~ e n t  savlngs an d 
5 economic data for reallgnmg Fort DIX under the U.S. Army 
6 Reserve Command. It is the final phase of a vision developed 
7 back in 1988, to make this installation a model to support 
8 reserve component training. 
9 The next chart, A-4, shows that the only issue 

10 identified was the site of the reserve component arrison. 
I I The following chart, A-5, shows that even thou 6 there was 
12 initial disagreement, this issue has been resolvdby all 
I3 concerned, and the remaining garrison civilian workforce wil 
14 be stabilized at 726. 
15 Finally, on the next chart, A-6, the advantages of 
16 this recommendation are the excess installation 
17 infrastructure is reduced, savings are realized, and Fort Dix 
18 will become an enhanced, reserve, com onent training hub. 
19 The only negative.aspect is the dimhisfed presence ot the 
10 actwe component in the ~t-theast Umted States. 
21 This recommendation has the su port of both the 
12 local community and the state's e l ec t s  officials. Subject 
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the fore structured Ian and final criteria, and therefore, 
the Commission .dPpt the following recommendation of the 
Secretary of Defense: Realign Fort Dix b replacing the K activc compncnt ganison with a U.S. Army cscrvc garrison; 
retain miDlmum essential, ranges facilities .and trn~ning 

uired for reserve component tmmng as an enclave. 
areas 3AIRMAN DIXON: I second that motion. Arc there 
any comments or questions? 
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AN IXON: Counsel will cal - Fmnse-L 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: A e, 
MS. KING: Commissioner &log. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: l y e .  
MS. KING: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. 
MS. KING: Commissioner st=&. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
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I to your uestions, that completes my briefmg on ~ o r t  Bix. 
2 CLRMAN DIXON: Thank ou. very much. Colonel 
3 Bailey. I understand that its cliff h w t e n ' s  birthday; is 
4 that nght? -Aqd ou folks have him up then flipping these 
I slides on L s  birdday, which is a rotten wa to treat a guy 
6 on his brrthday. I hope you have better luci next year on 
7 your birthday. 
8 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Mr. Chninnan, since 1 
9 am under oath, I can cert~fy that lt 1s Cllff Wooten's 

10 birthda 
hter 

&%&RM,h DIXON: Are you sure? 12 
13 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Y-, ~ommissioncr. 
14 CHAIRMAN DMON: All nljht, are there any 
1s questions?  re there any comments. 

14 ~&E?%%~IxoN: IS there a motion? 
18 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Yes, sir. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
20 M O T I O N  
2 1 COMMISSlONER CORNELLA: I move the Comr+ssion find 
E the Secretary of Defense d ~ d  not dev~ate substantially from 

the 
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I The next chart, A-9, shows you the six key issues 
2 which were identified for analysis. On the next chart, A-10, 
3 we show ou thc DOD and community positi0.n~ wilh rcrptct to 
4 each of the issues, be inning with the millo. value 
5 ranking, which is hi %, and which we did !Z&!e a~ 6th d 
6 10, but we are u a b k  m Fomppre thtt rank~.~g  wrB that of 
7 Forts Richardson and Wamwnght, srnce they are in a 
8 different Gate ory known as the maneuver category. 
9 The ad&tional wsts  for the.Safari. trips and an 

lo  new comtruct~on at Fort Warownght wlll not e x c d s a v k g ~  
I I as has been claimed. The Cobra analysis that the Army 
12 pre ared does have ad uate funds set aside for constru& 
13 and'for construction nnY safaris. 
14 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Could ou - I'm sofii - 
IS explain to me, exactly what that ental is? .-dsve heard tbm 
16 term a lot. 
17 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Yes. It war new to me 
18 too. As I bcgan my analysis. Commissioner. Undcr the Safari 
19 conccpt, which has been done before, soldiers would be based 
20 primarily at Fort Wainwright, but when they were requid  to 
21 conduct a cold weather test, back at Fort Greely, which is 
22 the best location, then they would go down there and r e e  
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1 in a se arate facility ulitil the test were completed. 
2 h e y  would not travel on TDY funds, they would 
3 sim ly be routed there for their tour of assignment perhaps a 
4 wee... two week at il time. 
5 COMMISSIQNER STEELE: Is this,oficn? How far a p r ~  
6 are we talkin about? I mean, are you ,taking sbmething BPd 
7 moving themgback and foith d l  over t h ~ l a c e  a couple of 
8 times a year, once a yeail  
9 LIEUTENANT C3LONEL BAILEY: I cvlnot a k v c r  

1 0  question as  to how ma:ly times a year. Based ypon past c b ,  
I I they would probsbl be  raveli in;: down there 

13 
Paps "-' 12 perhaps thee or &ur times. or more, e a ~  calendar year: 

COMMISSION EI? COX: Commissioner, at I& when -pc 

14 were up there -- this is not certified data, but the 
IS  co-der indicated, articularly with the cold testing 
16 facd~ty, that you'd be &lung at three or four hmes a 
17 month at 1-t. 
18 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: You bow,  that B a 
19 good question, because art of the aspects of h s  
s reeommendat~on are tharfor seven m9nths of the year, ,- 
21 the historic weather data, it is ve d~fficult to travel 
22 back and forth that distance. Anythat is the best answer: 
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1 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman. ., - CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
3 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes, 
4 zero na s. 
r &AIRMAN DIXON: And the motion is unanimously 
6 adopted. - Fort Greely. i LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: The next installa~ion 
9 to be discussed wlll be Fort Greel . And Cl~ff, ~f you wlll 

10 put up chart A-7 and the map marged A-8. 
I I The Secretary of Defense recommended .that Fort 
1: Greely be realigned by relocat~ng the cold re ion's test 
13 activity whcrc CRTA and thc Norrhcrn Warfare $raining Center. 
14 known as NWTC, to Fort Wainwright, plaska. 
15 Tne map shows that the relat~ve d~stance between 
16 the two posts, which is 107 miles. Now. the next chart, A-7. 
1: YOU can view the savings and economic data that is associated 
18 with this recommendation. 
13 The m y  would retain all the training areas and 
20 the test facil~tles as well as the a~rfield and part of the 
21 main cantonment a r u  with a small garrison of 18 milihry and 
22 55 civilians at Fort GreeIy. 

- 5) 

I can give ou. 
2 ~ i d l l  m w e r  yollr uestion? 
3 COMMISSIONET. S ~ E L E :  ~u and no, md pul of t in  
4 no is a bit of an apsver, that there is sqme uncertainty. 
5 Thank you for domg )our very best at it 
6 COMMlSSlONEIi COX: If 1 mi ht, ~omi+siooa, 
7 also how far it was? And af the. ~ o k n e ~  india*, its 1 8  
8 @es, but *at's not 197 11ke we would thmk of- 
9 dnvlne to hchmon? on the lqterstate hghway. T ~ I S  IS 

lo througl the mountruns. Th~s is seven months of the year. a 
I I much as 65 below zero, impassable mountains; It is UY 
12 say we're gomg to bnn peop!e down three or.four tlmes a 
I3 month, but as a practir&ty, there will be months where frat 
14 is sim ly not ossible. And the danger of bringing peopk 
I S  over J a r  roac?during that timefrnme would just make it 
16 possible to do, unless you wanted to risk the lives of y o x  
17 soldiers. 
I 8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: An funher questions or wmm~?rs'  
19 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: ~ e t  me put t h u  h 
20 perspzct~vc. 
21  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robls.  
22 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Thc reason you have a cod 
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COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOY A: ,lye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye.. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman. the vote is 
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1 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is four ayes, 

: lour n % h R M ~ ~  DIXON: And the motion fills. 
4 Is there another motion? 
5 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, I have a 
6 motion. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
8 M O T I O N  
9 COMMlSSlONER ROB&ES: 1 move th1; Commissioncr find 

10 the Secretary of Defense devlated substanttall from final E 11 criteria one, four a?d five, and therefore the ommission 
12 reject the Secretar s recommendation on Fon Greely, and 
13 instead adopt the ollowing recommendation: Reali n Fort 
14 Greely b relocatlog the cold region test activity a n i  the L 15 Nonhcrn arfare Training Ccntcr to Fon Wainwri ht, Alaska, 
u but be in the move no earlier than kl 1997. h e  move 
17 shoul$not be copp!eted earlier. than J l y  of thc year 2Wl.  
18 The Comrmss~on fmds h s  recommendatton consistent 
19 with force structure Ian and final criteria. 
20 CHAIRMAN 6 1 x 0 ~ :  Is there any comment? 
21 (No response.) 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is thcre r second to that motion? 
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COMMISSIONER KLING: Second. 
CHAIRMAN.DIXON: Seconded by Cotnmissiontr Kling. 

and the counsel will call the roll. 
COMMISSlONER CORNELLA: 1 would have one comment. 

sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I would say I appreciate, 

Coqunissioner Robles hcluding the delayed tlmjng in that 
motion so that there rmght be less of the ~mmedlate of the 
economic im act to that community. 

CHAIRRAN DIXON: Thank you. Commissioner Cornella. 
Counsellor, call the roll. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. 
MS. KING: Co-ssioner ~ t e e L .  
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNEUA: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: A e. 
MS. KING: Commissioner 6avis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Klmg. 

eieht 

e T  
I On Chart A-13, you can see the savings a d  - 
2 data associated with Be  realignment of Fon HU~C~E 
3 The test and ex erimentation command's e x p e r i n e a G  
r center -- the orfy major acttve component tenant 
5 Huntcr Lig ctt - and is downsizing from 384 to 106 cca t* 
6 1998, wodd move to Fort Bliss. The U.S. .k). g- 
7 Cormnand arrison, whlch IS currently at tk wa 
8 remain, an3 the ost wtll continue as a s u b - m s t a k m ~  ;i 
9 Fort McCoy, d x o n s i n ,  t? provide a ma.or training ir;l r 

10  reserve component forces m the Western knit& 5- 
I I Chart ,415, please, Thts chart d e p i c ~  the key 
12 issues that we nvlewul In our analysts of h s  
13 recommendation. On the next chart, A16 - and CliE 5 r_ 
14 will also put u A17, 1- -- 1'11 reyew the Lwcs u d -  
15 you. The Cal#ornla $attonal Guard mtercl is k-, 
16 they Ian to continue training at the installatioa It 
17 true &at Fort Hunter L gett has a natural bowl of 
18 in which you do 36!fdegree,.n0n<~e &. k 
19 testlng -- a uruque capabll~ty available at feu- o k  
20 locations in the United States. 
2 I Howzver, even though ou cannot do 360 deg=- L- 
22 eye safe, lnszr testing at Fon Glisr, you can anhrr :iC 

E i  -7 
I d e g r ~  testing of that i?ature. And it is no: a uni- 
1 requirement. Only on2 test to date has r q u d  ~t. ax, 
3 was the A =he Lonu Bow test. 
4 CO&MISSIO~ER STEELE: And I klievz w h  . - A -  

s asked - I did the site visit -- there was not53g -ske&c 
6 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: T~gt is 'Ii 
7 Apache Long Bow test co leted last year sas t k  k - ~  
8 test. and the commander t% us that there were m ESS 
9 scheduled, that he knew'of, for at least the next year d a 

10 half. It ir also valid t!bat.F?rt Hunter Ligm is mIly 
1 1  divitlzed tn the p j o r  : f a m g  and t ~ t l n g  area, ~ b c h  SZE 
12 a&antage; ard, m my independent judgmait, would x a 
13 requirement for full-scale testing. 
14 That dots not currently-exut at Fort Bli-sr 
1s However, the Arm p l q s  to ~ r n  lemen! the &gitiratica x-= 
16 r q u l r d  areas of d r t  BLS. a n t h a t  WIII czia 
17 approxir;i:ely $1 inillion to $2 million. 
18 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Question i ~ r  yoc an rzz- 
19 because ou: t k r e  thb! day, we didq't have an+ r ga 
20 w~th. that. nus $1 nuilion to $2 d i o n ;  a it d b t i z i  
21 and instrumentlzed to ;he same degree at Fact B&s tk i= 

12 currently have at Fort Hunter Liggett? Or tid thy 
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ayes. - < -  : zero n % k ~ ~ A N  DIXON: And the motion is ado t d .  
9 And there's a deviation from the Secretary's o f  

10 Dcfcnsc rccomrncndaticm stretchin out the time to July 1001. 
I I Fort Hunter Li ett califorcia 
12 L I E U T E N A N ~ ~ O L O N E L  BAILEY: ~ h n n ~  you. MI. 
13 Chairman. 
14 The Secretary of Defense recopmended that Fort 
15 Hunter Li ett be realigned. Cliff, ~f you will put up 
16 Charts A-f$ and A-14. please. 
17 The realignment recommendation would entail the 
18 following: Relocating the U.S. Army Test and Expcrimen~tion 
19 Co-mmand, known as TEC. T-E-C..missions and functjons to Fon 
20 BIlss, Texas; elimmatmg the actwe component rmssion, and 
21 retaming minimum essential factlttles and the tfa!n~ng area 
22 as an enclave to support reserve component tralnlng. 

I%e -7 
compromise on the specifics? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: I .umu, g i v r k  - 
adequate uswer  to thzt. We have asked thr q u s r ~ ~ n .  A;- 

Army is still working this, and they plan to have if u:k 
salne degree. But I c-aimot certify, nor can at tixi 
point, how nyny squaie +les that will e n d .  -?fie). itre: 
i l m m g  msetmo that':. oolo- on on the 27ib of J u n e r  -w 

liss, to try to ffhalize L !  L n  $0 do this. 
COMMISSIONE~ d E i E l  But hey L%- Ihks- 

think they can do it w:.hin that cost range o  me^ tht 
r y  u~rernents? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Tut is rbr - A 
13 that I was given. Thar 's correct, Commis.jlina- 
114 COh~MISSIONIiR STEELE: Okay. 
IS L1EUI.ENM Cu:_ONEL BAILEY: &issue dh.r u. 
16 raised by advocates of rztaining tech at Fon Hrmvr Lzv- 
17 which is a good test Icc=tion, of course, b ~ i  is IS= 
18 is that somztilnes whc.. White Sands Missjit - @s = 
19 drones for testing, tliei use a frequency 01 518 or 9L- 
20 mcgahcnz .Some of $c tclemctg quipmcnt. r5ck ' k ~ ~ c  
21 at tech utilize now. 1s ilard wired for a frec;*~nq.  o ?= 
21 9 1 8 megahertz. 

I 1 
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1 struc@re.plan and final criteria; and therefore, the 
2 comrmssion ado t the followmg recommendation of the 
3 Secretary of ~et!nse. 
4 Realign Fort Hunter Liggett by relocating the U.S. 
S Army test and experimentation center missions and functions 
6 to Fort Bliss, Texas. Eliminate the active component 
7 mission. Retain minimum essential facilities and training 
8 area as an enclave to su port reserve components. 
9 CHAUUlAN D I X ~ N :  I second that motion. k c  there 
0 any further comments or  questions by any commissioner? 
1 Counsel wll call the roll. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
3 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Comella. 
5 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
9 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
0 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Wing. 
1 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 

~ u l t i - ~ a ~ e ~ ~ '  
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1 chart A23, I'll go through those for ou. .The claim that the 
2 Army did a flawed analyns by not obta- data calls on the 
3 t r a h g  usage of this installation by the u.!?. Navy q d  U.S. 
4 Marine Corps is in fact true. The Army did not specifically 
5 address this installation in March, when the recommendation 
6 first came out. 
7 Subsequent consultations, though, -1te.d in the 
8 Secretary of the NavyIs office.acknowled 
9 Pmkett was not essential for erther Navy &%?: g z i n e  

l o  Corps training. And if the recommendation is ado ted 
I I there's nothing that would rcclude thc SEALS and the L a r k s  
1 2  from continumg to use ti?e training mu of the enclave. 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: I'm sorry, could I just follow 
14 up on that for a minute? 
I5 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Yes, Commissioner. 
16 COMMISSlONER COX: When we met with the SEALS. as 
I7 you'll recall, they indicated that they're currently usin 
18 11, I believe, 45 of 52 weeks a y u r ,  and that *ey woufd 
19 obviously like to continue to use it for that nod of tune, 
20 or as much. I undemtand that ma be they soulEo elsewhere, 
21 or ma be fhey could r i l l  use dis. But I want to make sure 
22 one ortheir pomu, one of the reasons why they felt SO 
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I And that bleed over would present a conflict. It 
2 has been claimed that we would have to go out and purchase 
3 all new .equipment f0.r tech. The Anny has stated that they 
4 will easlly resolve t h s  slmply by scheduling tests as 
s required, or by having White Sands change their frequency. 
6 So that is not an issue. 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: How often are the tests? 
8 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: The tests, I'm told, 

o scheduled in the foraezagle future. 
9 are three or four tlmes a ear. And again, tech has no tests 

1 CHAIRMAN DMON: Any further questions? An 
2 comments? What's the pleasure of the commission with ?art 
3 Hunter Li gett, California? 
4 COhfMISSIONER STEELE: I wilt make a motion. Mr. 
5 Chairman. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
7 COMMISSIONER STEELE: We had some big issues that 
8 could have been show-stoppers. but the Army.appears to hpvs 

responsive and tracked down those issues. And it 
E g r z e  it can move to Fon Bliss without any degradation 

1 of missioq. So I move the comqksion find the Secretary of 
2 Defense did not deviate substant~ally from the force 
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1 except for minimum essential training areas andfacihties as 
2 an enclave for the reserve components, In addition, he 
3 recommended that the petroleum training facilrty be relocated 
4 to Fort Dix, New Jersey. 
5 The map shown on your .ri ht, commissioners, shows 
6 the relatlve locations of Fort Pic f ett apd Fort Dix. You can 
7 observe on the chart on your left that tn thls base category, 
8 the recommendation for Fort Pickett enerates the most -8, 9 savings -- over $20 million a year. e amount of scheduled 

10 trainin dccrcased between FY 1991 and !994. However, I must 
I I note tlfat when I analyzed that data, it is true that the 
12 training load went down b-use of deployments such as Desert 
13 Storm. Desert Shield, et cetera. 
I4 The tralnrng area has been used bath b the active 
15 and reserve corn nent forces not just from &e Arq , but as 
16 well from the otKr services. ~nitral data calls provi&ci to 
17 the Arm basing stud inaccurately said that there was no 
18 ni l  headYlt.the post. k e  y m t  there and checked, m d  there 
19 are three rail heads on the installation. One factor m the 
20 low ranking of the installation is that 85 percent of the 
21 buildinns are of World War !I constyuction. 
22 f i e  next chart, ,422. 11sb the issues. And on 
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strongly about using Fort Pickett is because it was here; 
that most of the people they were doing were coming out of 
this area. 

And therefore, there were no additional 
transportation costs; that it was easy to et done. Where 
else, when we say the can go elsewhere? h ey didn't scan to 
think - they seemdto  th+ that their costs would increase 
fairly dramatically if they d ~ d  have to go elsewhere. Have 
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1 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
3 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes 
7 and zero na s 
8 CH&AN DIXON: And the motion is adopted. Now, 
9 as I understand it, Mr. Brown, you will take Fort Pickett, 
0 Fort Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania, and Fort Chaffee, 
1 together, those three. 
2 MR. BROWN: We would like to brief all three of 
3 those before you act on any recommendations or alternatives, 
4 Mr. Chairman. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay, lease do, Mr. Brown. 
6 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAIL!&: Mr. Chairman. thank 
7 you, COL Balley. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: COL Bailey. 
9 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: The first installation 
:o to be discussed is Fort Pickett, Virginia. And Cliff, if 

you'll put u on the screen A20 and the map ,421, please. The 
Swretary oP~efense m m m m d d  that Fon Pickett be closed. 

we looked at that? 
- 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Yes, we have, 
Commissioner, and that's a opd point. First of all, they 
could continue to go to ~ort$ickett. They could also use 
their rimary trainrn facjlify at Little Creek Naval 
Am Kbious Base i n c i r  a, aqd the other facilities char 
the horfolk naval c o m p r  rovida. They could also go to 
Fort A.P. Hill, which is o J y  - it's less than 150 miles to 
the north. They could also avail themselves - and they 
do - of tnlning with the Specla1 Operatlous forces down at 
Fort Brae?. North Carolina. 

1 
z 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

CO%.MISSIONER COX: I'm sorry. My understanding on 
the others IS the use all of those toda 

LIEUTEXANT COLONEL BA~LEY: That is true. 

I 1 
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determined by headquarters, Department of the Army. until the 
25th of July. 

COMMISSIONER COX: And the current proposal is to 
enclave all of - 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Approximately 85 
percent of the total area, which would include all the 
tramm area.  OMM MISSIONER COX: Let me also ask - becruse I 
know they're still in the process of developing this, and so 
there are no frnal answers, but the did get to at least an 
idea of where they want to go on &e truning. Did they 
also - there was an issue on whether the Arm would allow 
active Army or  those other than the Guard or geserves to 
train there. Did that et resolved? 

LIEUTENAN?~COLONEL BAILEY: Yes, it did 
Commissioner. The Army has told us, and I believe it Gas ir 
part of the answer that we recently received to the questions 
that yoa? and other commissioners asked. The t r a i ~ g  areas 
of Jhs  installation and any others would st111 be avadable, 
~f ~ t ' s  scheduled, for any of the other servlcts, and any 
components of an servlce, as well as other DOD 
organizations, sue% as the FBI. FEMA, et ceten. 

~ u l t i - ~ a ~ e ~ ~  
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I 1s-thatpot the gist of what I underst:md Jack 
2 D' Arau~o sa~d? 

. 

3 L ~ U T E N T  COLONEL B-: Commissioner. you e 
4 exactly correct on each of those omts. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thanf you, Commissiopi R o t k .  
6 Are there any other colnrnents or uestions? 
7 COMMISSIONI~R. CORNEL. Yes, sir. 
8 CHAIRMAN D1XON: Commissioner ComUa. 
9 COMMISSI0,NER CORNELLA: NOW. is this ooin tc a 

I I 
ri lo N:?tional Guard enclave, or an Arm Reserve encLve. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL B ~ E Y :  It iszokg m b; i 
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12 National Guard enclave. LU me back up and ansGr &t mart 
13 adequately. Th6.ftrea.s are going to be eaclaved for all 
14 components. 
IS COMMISSIONEX CORNELLA: Well. who is rapodk 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: But the int was, they nerdcd 
2 to have the diversity of trainin . h C h e y  were ver 
3 concerned, pafticulady about for t  Bragg. because s&eduling 
4 m there was d~fficult. Is that - have we looked at the 
s schedules, sa , at Fort Bra and some of these other places? 
6 LIEUTI!NANT COLOVEL BAILEY: I have not looked at 
7 the specific sch+ule. However, they can and still do use 
8 all those mtallat~ons I just mentioned, and. many more. 
9 As you know, Comrmssioner, from your expenence, all good 

10 commanders are goin to tell you that the more trainln areas 
1 1  they have, the better %ey feel. NO one I l k s  to go to &e 
12 same lace every tune. 
13 #ut there a enough additional training area 
14 available, particularly m this section of the country, where 
IS neither the SEALS nor any of the other services, m my 
16 independent jud ment, would be jcopardizcd as far as training 
17 or readiness, i f ~ o r t  Pickett was comple~ely closed. And 
18 again. that's not the DOD recommendation. Most of the 
19 installation's training areas - in fact, all of the training 
20 area, as we know. as of yesterday, would probably bc included 
21 in the enclave. 
22 F~nal  approval for the enclave is not set to be 

16 for it? 
17 LIEFEN- COLONEL BAILEY:. Right now. the h y 5  
18 ~ 1 x 1  for h s  ~artlcular enclave IS to LC- it.to tht 

h g c  3% 
1 come and train access to these trainin areas? s v e n ~  
2 ercent yes, today; $20 million to 52 8 million that h$ =ys 
3 !?needs to do thls. I! has been promised by the h y .  sni 
4 1s In the process of being programmed. And the other 30 
5 percent is n budget adjustment. 
6 You have to go In and requesting the budget oa=e 1 
7 ou find out if $29 million is the real answer or it it's 
8 $26 million or $31 million or whatever. So jack D'Armjo f 
9 does not make these statements lightly. He's a pretty Se I 
10 rotector of the force. So I think the bqttom lint on 6 
I I Ee said is that what they're gomg to do IS they're going 
12 turn thcsc over to the U.S. h y  Reserve command to run, or 
13 the Guard Bureau, 
14 The are gomg to assure the funds are there for 
IS the Guar d" Bureau to operate these enclaves. And thev aill 
16 have access to all the trainin grounds. There will so= 
17 things that get laid awdy an tno t  used h t  are not d i d y  
18 relatable to the training mission. So there really will & 

I 
19 little degradation of the training mission. What uiU I m p p ~ ~  ; 
20 is the active gamson in all these three places will go 
21 down, and it  wlll be replaced by reserve component 
22 management. 

I 

1 I J 
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19 Niltiond Guaid. 
COMMlSSIONER CORNELLA: Now, doesn't I& --pa? :P pan of the cost of the Natiooa* Guard? Doesn't the stare 

22 pay 25 percent, and the federal governnient pays 75 percent? 

Pa 2387 
1 COMMISSIONER COX: So el of the training i a t  has 
2 been gomg on there could, if schedulmg allows, contlnue to 
3 go on there? 
4 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: That is a correct 
5 statement, es. 
6 CO&ISSIONER COX: Thank ou. 
7 COM&flSSI~NER ROBLES: Mr. Ckirrnan. if I may. I was 
8 going to wall untll we talked about all +at. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comrmssloner Robles. 
10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Just so we don't have an 
1 1  misconceptions as we're listening to these briefmgs. ME 
12 Jack D'Araujo is the director of the Army National Guard 
13 Bureau, who IS a tough cookie that I worked with many years. 
14 He came up to the commission and was asked these very 
1s specific questions. The first one was the one ou just 
16 asked - will those training - will there be suhcient 
17 traki.110 land and maneuver space and ranges to continue a 
18 robustfevel of training at all three of these mstallat~ons. 
19 Yes. 
20 Will all components have access to these training 
21 areas? Yes. Will you have enough money to operate the 
22 enclave and the necessary support to glve folks who want to 

- 
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I LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: For d i f f a  
2 functions, Commissioiler, but I am not faruiliq with d y  . 
3 eaih account or which type of activity that the'state znd t h  , 
4 federal government do a cost sh.aing. 
5 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: You couldn't lt9 me 5ftbc4 
6 state is oing to have lo pay 25 percent for the opendon of 1 
7 that for8 
8 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BMLEY: I don't thiri h z  
9 would be correct, Cocimissioner. I don't believe so. 
10 COMMISSIONEI-: CORNELLA: But ).ou'n not sax i -s  : 
I I nor correct. 
12 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: That's rnt-r=~~~ 1 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: I'd Wte to just hish w 2  my I 
14 question if I could. 
IS C~AIRMAN DiXON: Mr. Cornella, you go ah& 1 
16 COMMISSIONER COYELLA: Through this wbic -. 
17 there's been a loglc that's h d  of escaped me. And that's 
I8 the looic that, it doesn't cost anything to train here. .4nd 
19 the otger concern 1. ha:lc 1s that 40 prcent  of the training 
20 that's done at that ~nstallation IS actlve duty compomts. 
21 Now, the idca that it doesn't cost anythins to tram kre is 
22 because they bnng their food and they bnng their - ~ z s o l k  
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I NOW, if I owned this room, and you came here every 
2 day and had lunch, and all you sup lied would be lunch and 
t shoe leather, it st111 costs me sometkng for thil room. And 
4 if I ave that room to Rebecca Cox, and you st111 e r n e  here 
5 andtad lunch every & , ~t would still cost something for 
6 that room. So to me, irthe National Guard is going to be 
7 providm tho? trainpg ranges, it would seem to me that 
8 they wou d be mcurnng some costs. 
9 Is the state oing to want to pay for training the Fj o active co nent. 
1 M R ~ R O W N :  Compipioncr Cornella I believe that 
2 the funds that GEN D'Arau~o identified would be the funds 
3 that he wo$d have available to him to o erate and maintain f 4 those achvities at $e mitallahon to enab e other 
5 organizations to t m n  there. 
6 COMMISSIONER KLING: That is what he told me, as 
7 well. 
8 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: And hat  is confirmed. 
9 And I understand your uestion, Commissioner. 
0 COMMISSIONER$~L~: I can erp!aip it to him from 
1 a previous life. The $20 @lion or $29 mllion or whatever 
2 the nght amount IS the required amount of operations 
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1 maintenance Army National Guard funds required to do the 
2 range maintenance, to have ran e rsopnel, to run the troop 
3 issue subsistence activity, and %c thu~ s that are 
r necessary to su port tnming on that instaf~ation. 
5 Each of &e components who come there, whether it 
6 be a reserve wmponent who would use reserve component 0&M 
7 funds or reserve personnel funds, or an active component who 
8 would use active component O&M funds or personnel funds, they 
9 use that money to et themselves to the training site, to pay 
o the subsistencq ?f Be.so~diers who are there, to get them 
1 back to the tmnmg ate. 
2 So it's kind of a shared responsibility. The using 
3 uni! pay? to get the soldiers and equipment there. c e y  do 
4 thew Wmmg, and the su port and upkee of that t r a w g  
5 infrastructure is paid for%y the base, in &IS use, the 
6 National Guard Bureau, using this money that wc talked about, 
7 p d  the host.unit'r fqnd pay to get them back. That's how 
11 it's worked ltem for item. 
9 NOW, there have been some, what I call, innovative 
:O approaches to life in which a unit will come on an 
:I installation, aqd they will be asked to pay art of the \ .2 upkeep of the mfrastructure costs because t e local 

I J 
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I COMM!SSIONER ROBLF: And that's very important 
2 because, havlng run an installat~on having a lot of reserve 
3 cornponenki tram on my installat~on, my d~rector of resource 
4 managcmcnt wpuld come in the ofice-and say, Ict's pay a h e  
s tax to have this National Guard unit, because they re gomg 
6 to tear up our roads and we need to repair our roads; or 
7 they're going to come in here on a weekend and we'n 
a have to run over time. And that's when these h e a r Z c g e t  
9 into it. 
10 But under this ro sal, that's why that money is 
I I bein transferredto tie &rd Buruu, so that head tax does 
12 not fave to be paid. Now, your questlon abput state funds - 
13 state funds have never enter+ k t o  the quatlon, except 
14 where the resided on an actlve mstallatron, a purely state 
15 fupction. Lke a state maintenance function, or one of those 
16 thlngs. But the funds never get co-mxed. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Arc then any futther questions or 
18 statements? 
19 COMMISSIONER KLING: Just one question about. are 
20 you going to touch on the petroleum? 
21 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Yes. Commissioner. 
22 COMMISSIONER KLING: Can you make a comment to 
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1 that? 
2 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Yes, I can. Mr. 
3 Chairman, ma I roc&? 
4 C H ~ &  DIXON: please. 
5 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Okay. You have had, by 
6 now, a chance to look at the chart before YOU, so I'll go 
7 directly with your permission. Mr. Chairman, to Commissioner 
8 u i n g  s uestion. p e  .etro!eum traking facility is a set P 9 of modu?ar sets of ipe 111e d ou will. 
10 MR. BROW#: ~ h a A  Ab, pl-. 
1 1  LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAtLEY: Thank you. And it 2 
12 current1 set up at Fort Pickett, where they conduct trainin 
is there. &ey ump about 40 million gallons of water t h u g  
14 these pipes, 3 will. It actually looks more like luge 
IS fire hoses. And. ~t 's  the ty of system that the Army has 
16 develo ed, and ~t was J d u n n g  Dwut Storm, to m f e r  
17 fuel. &aidy our fuel handlers are m the -rve 
18 components, and they have come to Fort Pickett to train on 
19 this eqwpment. 
20 e do so month1 . It's a very small section of 3 21 people -- [believe 19 or 0 peo I=, maximum. It's nm by a 
22 contractor. And it*s to tram soPdiers how to open up the 
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1 coplrmoder did not have =no" h: But I don't believp ttat's 
2 goulg to be an issue. As I saii, if there's one orgmnt ion  
3 m the United States Army-who watches their pennies very 
4 closely, it's the Army Nahonal Guard.Bureal?. 
5 And the would not take on a mssion if they didn't 
6 $ink t h y  hdadequate funds to opprte  those three 
7 installations from a base su 
8 LIEUTENANT COLOPE~B%?~:~ x~ i  mi ht add. Mr. 
9 Chairman, with your permission, to fully answer, f think, the 
10 wn- that Commissioncr Cornella hay have. We went to the 
11 Army, and we looked at this issue very closely, e u s e  you 
12 all asked some very tough questions. And there 1s not going 
13 to be, there is not currently and there is not going to be, 
14 at least for the United States Army with@ its components, a 
IS head tax or a user fee imposed upon soldiers for merely gomg 
16 to an Army installation, run by whomever, to conduct their 
17 trainin . 
18 &ice there, they've got to pay out of their own 
19 accounts to do their trainin . The installation doesn't pay 
10 for their training. the unit foes. And the trainin accounts 
11 and the base operation support accounts a n  two aifferent 
12 accounts. 

Pa e 396 fi I modular kits, hook the hoses together, if you will. An of 
2 course, they use water for traiamg, so they don't have an 
3 environmental roblem. But when you go to war, you'd be 
4 pumping fuel &ugh this system 
5 And the reason that the ky d e c i d e ~ o  relocated 
6 the PTM o r  petroleum tnlnrng module facll~ty to Foe Dix is 
7 that a majonty of the reserve component petroleum, od, and 
8 lubricant eompmes m the reserves that would usc tlus I. 
9 wartime ha pened to bc locpted closer to Fort Dix thm they 
10 are to ~ o r t  f+ee or Fort Pakett. 
1 I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay, are there any further 
12 questions about Fort Pickett? 
13 COMMISSIONER KLING: Yes, sir. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 
IS COMMISSIONER KLING: Of the on&c cost and the 
16 annual savings, how much of that is attributable of each one 
17 of those categories? Do you-have an idea, as far a s  the 
la petroleum trammg i f  it remamcd? &at would be the 
19 decrease in the one-tlme costs and the annpl  savings if only 
20 the petroleum stays? Is that a majority of it? 
21 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: I don't know. T h e  cost 
22 relating to the movement of these modular sets. which you can 
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strongly, and I think correctly has requested of 
headquarters, Department of the Army, that he be allowed to 
conduct annual trainin as well as tqe individual unit 
t r a m  and weekend $nu, rf you will. at th- locations. 

k d  my analys~s shows, particularly wrth regard to 
Fort Plckett and Fort Chaffee, that the National Guard and 
the reserve components require those training areas for 
annual tramla 

CHAI&AN DIXON: Is there any other question 
concerning Fort Pickcct, bebre w e  advance to Fort Indiantown 
Gan? 
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1 put on a truck and move, or on a rail car -- that's a minor. 
2 minor cost in the overall figure. It's very, very small. I 
3 don't know exactly what i t  1s. 
4 COMMISSIONER KLING: Okay, that's fmc. Thank you. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are thcre any further questions on 
6 Fort Pickett? 
7 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, one final 
8 point. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 

10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I know this. as long as I've 
1 1  been wearin a uniform, there was an emotional issue. And I 
12 think it revoyyes around two points, and these two points you 
13 need to kee m your rmnd as you go through the next two 
I4 analyses. TRs two pain& were, who's goin to pqy .to run-thc 
15 su oft activities necessary to support d e  trauuog mulon  

,,.,,ntly, it's being 16 if R e  active component w a k  away? n,-- 
17 funded out of active Army O&M, and they're rupning that 
18 support, and the actlve component IS aymg for lt. 
19 w e n  GEN Sullivan. who sat gere said - and GEN 
20 DP+ujo was there - I'm going to transfer money from the 
21 actlve account m the programrmng cycle to the reserve 
22 account, I think that took care of the problem. Now, he made 
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I that, it's on the record. And you .ust have to believe ga t  
2 honorab!e people will do honorable things. The second thing 
3 that I thmk was, was the s ~ z e  of the enclave. 
4 If the enclave was defined too narrowly, there 
5 would not be sufficient training and maneuver space. It 
6 would be excluded from the enclave. So you in essence had 
7 taken a perfectly good piece of training d m  a n d . s m  it 
8 such that ypu would degrade the level of the t r a m g ,  the 
9 type of t r a m g ,  and restrict the number of units who could 

10 go there. 
1 1  But as the process is evolving, I think there's 
12 agreement at all three of these locatlons to make the enc!ave 
13 sufficiently large enough to encompass mos! of the t r a w g  
14 area that's there, if not all of ~ t ,  and only elirmnate those 
15 non-e.ssential functions that do not directly sup 
16 training mission. As I understand it - and if tKg*% 
17 different understandin . we need to know that right now. 
18 LIEUTENANT EOLONEL BAILEY: That is correct, 
19 Commissioner. However. I would be remiss if! didn't put one 
20 final point of infonnahon before the comrmssion. And that 
21 is that GEN D'Araujo made those statements and GEN Shanc made 
22 those statements, as you indicated. And GEN D'Araujo very 

- -  -- r -  
12 COMMISSIONER COX: Just one final one. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
14 COMMISSIONER COX: One final auestlon on the 
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1 new COBRA analysis on all o f  its installa~ions in May. And I 
2 personally believe that that figure is actually on the low 
3 side; I think it's conservative. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: COL Bailey thinks the number is 
5 correct. Any further questions? Are there any further 
6 questions on Fort Pickett? 
7 COMMISSIONER ROELES: Yes, sir, there is, 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comnissioner Robles. I 
9 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: On your last c o m m a  on 
10 annual tr~ining, can you lease clarify that, because some P I I people - you just kind a move right along on that 0- 1s 
12 that a ahedulrn rob!em that I hear? Or IS that pnonty 
I3 of use problem? f b k  that's what you're telling me in 1 
14 veiled wa . 
I5 L ~ E ~ T E N A N T  COLONEL BAILEY: No, not a p- d 
16 use problem, in my opinion. From my analysis, there is a 
17 schzdulin -- 
18 CO~MISSIONER ROBLES: Problem I 
19 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: ~ o t  a p r o b l e  ] 
20 necessarily. Yes, it is. Let'ine just tell it like it is. 
21 It's a probleru. You could fit in all the units if you 
22 completely close Chaffs  and Pickctt and the Gap. You c o d  

I 

Fkge cC1; 
I fit in all the units. lh~l currently do annual trniping 
2 there, into other ldwtions. But I would hate to be th 
3 commander that would have to try to take a unit in the m i 4  
4 of December, or over Thanksgivmg. I 

5 We have enough capacit but scheduling all these i 
6 units for other locations wouldbe a roblam.. And numbs  I 
7 two, particularly in !he case of Fort baffs, rf the resm*t 
8 components are demed the use of that for some annual 
9 trammag, particularly (,:le+Arkansas b@ uaitsfthep thy ' r ;  ' 

10 going to ave to trave. 387 to 512 m l u  away, whch W O ~  / 
1 1  Incur greater t .a ion costs. 
12 COMMIS%&. kOBLES: And the rcason Ii.m asking I 
13 this point is, so what yo'u're saying is that there's no 
14 guarantee, under the csrrent enclave concept, to allow than 
15 to do an ADT there. 1s that what ou'1-15-sa m 3 I 
16 LIEUTENANT COLONEL%AILEY! ?is, it k s 
17 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And is there rcsistancc by 
I 8 the active component to do that? 
19 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: W c  have not rcaSxc5 
20 anything certified from hcadquarr.cn, Dcparfmcnt df he Army, f 
21 in writing that.commip the Army to guaranteeing that annd; 
22 training can still contuiue there. 

15 savings er year on ~ o r t  Pickett. Did ou Gave a chance to 
16 review gore. and do you believe that &e $21.8 million 
17 annual savings is correct? A little high, a little low? 
18 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BWEY: Yes. Commissioner, I 
19 do, and you gave me guidance and assistance just a few 
20 days ago 111 revrewing some of these figures, I wlll tell you, 
21 then, .exactly what I - I tell you now what I told you then. 
22 We dld look at those very, very carefully. The A m y  rdn a 

I COMMISSIONER ROBLES: So what if we s m  I ; language to.mc1ude ADT. 
LIEUTENANT C3LONEL BAILEY: That would k thLr 

1 4 analyst's recommendation. - CHAIRMAN DLXON: Are you completed. Cornmissio- , 
Robles? Are ou satlsfred? COMMESIONBR ROBLES: yes, she is i 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Then let's PO to &e next o r r  - - 
9 Fort Indiantown Ga . 

L I E U T E N A N ~ C ~ L O N E L  BAILEY: Cliff, if you21 lp 
A-26, lease. 

fhe Secretary of Defense recommended that F+ 
Indimtown Gap be clcsed, except for rmnlmum e s a m i l  . 
facilities, as m-enclavz for the k r v e  components. 

Here you can sec the relevant data concernrng Fort 
Indiantown Ga . The results showed imnlediap return or 2 lnvestrnent an annu21 savmgs of over $ I S  rmlhon. As I 
believe most of the co:nr ~issioners are awarc. Fort Ind-a 
Gap is st+-owned and is leascd tq the Army. Nincty -[ 
of the bulldln s on the installat~on are ot tempo d cpnstruction rom both World Wars I and II, an%= 
s~gniticmt factor in its military value ranking. 

I 
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Indiantown Gap that are the responsibility of the U.S. 
Army - and there's an activedut forces command garrison 
that the installation now - tze Army would be 
respons~ble for. 

But this is a unique installation, in that it is 
state-owned. The state has many of ~ t s  offices, many of its 

' activities, located at the Ga ranging frpm hi hway 
construction for the state of ienns lvarua. digerent 
elements that they have then to de Bureau of Land 

I Management, the mansion o f  the lieutenant governor, the 
&urtcrs of the state's adjutant ~eneral,  .e! ceterp. So 

. ere are a lot of federal and state activities whch occur 
at Indiantown Ga . COMMISSPONER STEELE: I'm sorry. I'm not quite 
sure. 

CHgRMAN DIXON: Continue your line of questioning, 
Comrmss~oner Steele. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: So if we adopt the ' mmmcndation, if we make sure we have the enclave language 
Tmtl , is there or isn't there additional cost problems  tin^ utilities and doin different things, or is S ! that manageable, in your view. 
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On chart A-27, YOU can see the five major issues 

concerning this recommendation, and on chart A-28 -- 1'11 
quickI review those issues with you. 

b e  p r some l  at the local community, as well u 
p!e currently workin at Fort Indiantown Gap, think it's a 

r e  ~cnstallation. It a. however, they have claimed that 
the Arm s analysis in the COBRA models were completely x: flawed. e + m y  has run three different COBRA models on 
this @tallation. They have been validated. by the Amy 
Audlt Agency and by the General Accounting Office -- In the 
latter case, b this commission's request. On all occasions, 
the Army's ZOBRA data havq been validated. 

It 1s true, as the state polnts out, that an 
enclave of this particular installation would be large. has 
many new fac5ties for the reserve com onents, and they are 
spread put Lhrqughout the reservation. kowever, this would 
not be lmpractlcal because the state already owns all the 
land, Again., the staff has validated the rmlitary value 
RnluD . whch is ninth among the ten major training areas. 

I t  one session, there was a claim made that the Gap 
had better ranges. than Fort Dix or Fort A.P. Hill, and Fort 
hidranto- Gap IS a h e  mtallat~on. However, both Fort 
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Dix and Fort A.P. Hill, after the staff anal zed this, were 
found to have more ranges, better ranges, i rger  art~llery 
Impact areas, and more acres available for ground maneuver 
t r a w g .  

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Colonel Bailey, may I stop you 
there? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Yes, sir. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Does Fort Dix and A.P. Hill 

have air-to-ground ranges attached to them, too? 
LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Foa Dix and Forc A.P. 

Hill do not have the ar-ground ranges such as that found at 
Fort Indiantown Ga 

COMMISSIO~ER DAVIS: nd you. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Arc then any other unique- 

to-the-Ga tenant issues that we need to address? We 
received fterally an overview, flying over, on the way to 
another installation, and there seemed to be a lot of 
concerns about who was oing to 
cloctricity - 4 sorts of cffferent 
resolved, funding-wise, the same 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Well, an of the 
facilities and the rmnlons that currently occur on fort 
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I Madelyn Creedon, the mmmission's general munscl, from $e 
2 eneral counsel of the Commonwealth of m s y l v a n i a .  And 
3 a t  art~culady related to the lease and lus concerns over 
4 wouh the Arm uphold its obligations under the I-. The 
5 Army has s t a t d  that. es. they wdl. 
6 CHAIRMAN D ~ O N :  Are t hen  any further questions 
7 while we're awaitin the answer? 
8 COMMISSIO~ER CORNELLA: YS, sir 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Just a minute. ~ o ' w e  have an 
10 answer to Commissioner Klin 's question? 
1 1 MS. CREEDON: n e  h d  1s o-ad by the state of 
12 Pennsylvania and is leased to the Army, and the tenns of the 
13 lease.requix-e that the Army continue to %-the land. If the 
14 land IS no longer used by the Army for mhtary purposes, 
15 then the lease expires, and the use of the land reverts to 
16 Pennsylvania, and Penns lvania continues to own it. 
n CHMRMAN D I X ~ N :  Very good. 
IS Who has a uestion, now? 
19 COMMISS?ONER CORNELLA: I do, sir. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Just a minute, now. Then you have 
21 another uestion. do ou, Commissioner Kling? 
22 C&MISSIO&R KLING: The same question. 
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I LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Yeah. I don't discern 
2 any problem at all. The state and the federal overnments, 
3 i t  IS true, have had a very good history of w o r L  
4 and items such as electricity or water -- I forget w Prt c her* 
5 provides what, state or the federal government, but those are 
6 reimbursable costs. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. Are you satisfied, 
8 commissioner Steele? 
9 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Yeah, I'm okay. 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 
I I COMMISSIONER KLING: Following up on that, if this 
12 oes back -- if we close down Indlantown and ~t goes back to 
13 f ie  state 
14 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: That's c o t .  
15 COMMISSIONER KLING: - will the state have the 
16 authori! at an time to change this in any. wry they yant? I 
I7 mean. ]?they dbclde that they don'! want rt for the - ~f 
18 they want to take ~t over for a huntln reserve, can they do 
19 that once the Army ste s out and hanss it back? 
20 LIEUTENANT C ~ L O N E L  BAILEY: Well. Commissioner. 
21 that's a good question. Since I'm not a lawyer, I'm oing to 
22 defer to counsel, but I do h o w  that the commonwez$th of 
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1 Pennsylvania does own all the land. 
2 COMMISSIONER KLING: That's different from all the 
3 other locations - the other training - is that correct? 
4 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: No, sir. The state of 
5 Pennsylvania owns all of the land. 
6 COMMISSIONER KLING: No. I meant - 
7 MR. BROWN: That is correct, Commissioner KLing. 
8 COMMISSIONER KLING: So what is the - let's ask 
9 the counsel. 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Does counsel want to offer a 
1 I response to the uestion by Commissioner Klmg? 
12 COMMISS~ONER COX: Maybe, while cqunxl is t h i i g  
13 about that, I could ask another question. Or IS counsel 
14 ready? 
IS MS. CREEDON: No, go ahead. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: Have we heard from the state of 
18 Pennsylvania as to their intentions? 
19 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: No. we have not. 
20 However, we have received - and it's in the record - a 
21 letter from Govemor Ridge - in fact, two letters - to the 
22 chairman, expressing his concerns, as well as a letter to 

I 1 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: AU right. Move along. Counsel? 
2 MS.. CREEDON: Yes. As lon - the terms of the 
3 l e e  require continued use of the land for a rml~ury 
4 activity. & long as that activity is going on, then the 
5 lease continues on. 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: And that activity would include 
7 the Natlonal Guard? 
8 MS. CREEDON: Yes. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. Are there other 
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- lo questions? 
11 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
13 COMM!SSIONER CORNELLA: There is a large helicopter 
14 !raining f a c ~ h p  lwated onmat base. As I understand, 
IS ~ t ' s  the secon largest one m the Armv. next to Fort Rucker. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling? 
2 COMMISSIONER KLING: Just the same qucstlon. So in 
3 theory then, the state could literally do anythlng they 
4 wanted. If the Army or the Reserve or whoever wanted to 
5 continue to use it and the state said the have another, 
6 better use now. they could do that, rig&? 
7 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Oh, yes, Commissioner. 
8 That's a soverei state. 
9 MR. BRO%: I take exceptipn to that, Copmissioner 

10 Kling, and I think the reason wh : ~f the Army st111 needs 
11  the property, I think the te- or the lease permit the Army 
12 to continue to use it, even ~f ~ t ' s  enclaved. It's when i t  
13 becomes excess to the needs of the Department of the A m y  
14 that it would revert to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 
15 COMMISSIONER W N G :  So as long as we keep the 
16 enclave. the lease will stay m place. 
17 MR. BROWN: That's correct. 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: So the National G u a d  snchvs  
19 would meet, in your view, counsel? 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is that a question by Commissioner 
21 Cox to the le a1 counsel? 
22 COM~ISSIONER COX: 1t is. 

16 L I E U T E N ~ T  COLONEL BAILBY: That is comct. We 
17 verified that. 
18 COMMISSI0.NER CORNELLA: Oka I didn't - ma be I 7 19 missed a in the briefing, but what would tappen to that. 
20 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: It would continue to be 
21 run as it is today, Commissioner. 
22 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: So there would be no change 
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I concerning Fort Indimtown Gap? 
2 No res onse.) 
3 &HAIR!bAN DIXON: Fort Chaffee. 
4 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Okay. Cliff. If y a :  
5 put up the next chart, A-3 I ,  please. 
6 The Secretary of Defense recommended that F m  
7 Ch3ffe.c be closed, except for minimum essential bui)dings md 
8 ranges for reserve component t ~ ~ l r u n g ,  as an enclave. YOL 
9 can s e e  tile savin s and economic da-ta for Fort Chffcs, a - 3  

10 is here, depict$ on the chart. Ninety-seven percent of  ~.IE 
1 1  burldlngs are of World War I1 construction, which u n  a 
12 factor in its military ranking. 
13 Chart A-32, please. 
14 The next chart shows the issues which were re\i,wei 
15 in the analysis of the recommendqtion to close Fort Mtt / 
16 Chart A-33 outlines the sltlons and fmdmgs. 
17 One issue that was r*i:;ed is w r  did the mili 
18 rankina change from fifth in 1&3 to tenth i11%3;fl%~e 
19 lookedat that very carefully, and it was quickly tvidmt t~ 1 
20 us that the Army,  in its report to the Department of Ikf- 
21 clearly outlined that they changed tpe attributes and tbc 1 
22 weighted values for !he major t r a l u g  area category. In 

I things such as.r+ges and ty 2s of ranges, the 2a 
2 permanent facrlltlu recelvefmore "due m t h i m h  I 
3 they -did previously. That's the result and the change m th , , 4 ranlllIl . I 
5 8ne  of the ke t!,in s we've already disc* d I 
6 probably don't necdltc. a h  any more to was the lrme of  
7 whether or not the enclave would also invplve ~ l u d b e  
8 training areas for the i.lstallat~on. and 1 thlnk we ~roba.61~ * . s 

9 beat thgt to dath. 
10 COMMISSIOhXR COX: And. in k t .  we aanme riir: - 

1 1  they will be an enclave of the trainin . areas, 'm by the : 
12 National Guard, shou1.l this p r o p o d g o  furwant IS that ; 
13 COKW~? 
14 LEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: Ibat's oorrz=. ! 
I5 MR. BROWN: We have seen documentation mat shows " 
16 that the Army intends to enclave almost the entire 68.000 1 
17 acres of maneuver land available at the iristallation. 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: h d  assntia~y, ws me io j 
19 all three of these installations. 
20 MR. BROWN: I have not seen the numbas a s m a a d  
21 with Fort Indlantown Gap. - I 

: 
22 LEUTENANT COI.ONEL BAILEY: Nor have I. :W w= hrv: 
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in personnel? 

L I E F E N A N T  COLONEL BAILEY: No. That is a National 
Guard facllit . In fact, you and I saw that tpey're building 
a new bnaad-size armory there for the Natlooal Guard. 

CO~MISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: All ri ht. Are there further 

questions of Colonel Baile on ~ort%dimtown Gap? 
COMMISSIONER $OX: I'm sorry.  lo I just - 
CHAIRMAN DIXQN: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: One follow-up question. I .of 

course presume that our counsel is correct, but, assumng 
that the state of Pennsylvania in fact wants back Indiantown 
Ga and finds a wa , via this, to get its hands on that land 
anf i t*s  not availabre to the National Guard. is there a 
trainin problem with the helicopters, if this is one of two 
in the Qnited states? 

MR. BROWN:. I believe those helicopters belong to 
the Pennsylvania Natlonal Guard, and I would hope tha! the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania would perm! thelr Natlonal 
Guard to continue to use the facilities on that ~nstallatlon. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there any other question 

_?age C=' 
seen the proposals for both Pickett and for Chafie. 

COMMISSIONEh ROBLES: Mr. Chairman. if I m y .  I , 
think what's causing -- 

CHAIRMAN D1XON: Commissioner Roblzs- t 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: - &a~ticisn d a limr 

angst in the ranks is the fact that in preiio~is eodave 
pro osals, for previous base closures, the s@e of the 
enckve foot nnt was qther small. They t n e t o  

I 
L 

the srzepf $at eqchve UI order to et the ~nzumum sa- r 
But I thmk, m h s  : and the ky has s* 
it, and I thrnk they're working it diligently - t k y  = 
dlat, when you enclave 3 reserve component training site. _vou 
must include all the ITsmeuver space or yol;'re d y  oot 
doing much for anybody. And so that's why this &ve still 
look totally different than an enclave you'll see rr a b t  of 
other places that were dosed down. 

And so what I. ttink is going to happen, aqd w* 
you already !lave sald has staped, as you'rc p m g  CIS 
actual plan, IS, the enclave wlll be the rqulred twz 
support struc:ura and the maneuver tramng prnr 3- 
required, and t h a t ' s ~ ~ h y  you see the lanepi-e =q7t c h ~ z r n  
thcse proposals to glvc t t  a more broader dekmnon. so tEz , 

1 I 
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I but I would not necessarily call them forts. They were 
z camps, in all three cases, until sometime in the last 10 to 
3 1.5 ye+, when they were renamed as forts. Previously, 
4 Commssioner, they exlsted much as ou accurately describe 
5 they will l w k  like, minus the World b a r  11 construction, an( 
6 they were si 1 cam s for reserve component training. 
I C O M ~ S ~ I O N ~ R  COX: B U ~  -1rm - 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Cornmissloner Cox? 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: Esseflially, we're going to get 

10 rid of some buildings we don't need; we're goin to have l w  
11 p p l e ;  and we may change the name; but we wf i  contlnue tc 
12 tram, we ho - we're promised that we will contkue to 
13 train, as b e g e  - at least it will be available to tram, 
14 as before. 
15 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: That is correct. 
16 COMMISSIONER COX: I guess what it mi ht sa to you d h  17 is that, if those numbers are correct, you won er w y the 
18 A m y  just doesn't do it itself,.to start out w!th, or. at the 
19 very least, what we're seeing IS that the Natlonal Guard IS 
20 extremely more efficient than the Army, which may well be 
21 true. 

,-, -2 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Let me answer that. 
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1 you could footp.rint in that enclave everything needed to 
? continue the tralnln mlsslon at that ~nstallatlon. 
3 Is that not -- tiat's my understanding. If  it's 
4 any different, I'd like to know. 
5 LIEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: No, no. That's my 
6 understandin Commissioner. 
7 CHAIRkAN DIXON: Thank you. Comm~ssioner Robles. 
8 Are there any other comments or  questions on Fort 
9 Chaffee? 

10 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Yes, sir. 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 

/ 12 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: It would seem to me that 
113 what we're doin here is we're ridding ourselves of some 
14 ex- World 9 ar II.bulldmgs and some excess personnel. Is 
:S that all that's happemg? 
16 LIEUTENANT.COLONEL BAILEY:. Commissioner, we arc 

117 doing those.two tkngs, but, In addltlqn, we're qeplaclng a 
18 very expenslve actlve component.gamson, in thls case at 
19 Fort Chaff?, taking that out, maintaining 32 Guard or 
20 reserve posltlons to malntaln the NCO academy that 1s run by 
21 the U.S. Army Reserve command. And the con savings there 
22 are significant. 
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1 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: So that is a litfie 
2 different than the other two. 
3 LEUTENANT COLONEL BAILEY: No, it's actually quite 
4 similar. Fort Indlantown Ga also has an actlve component 
I forca command gamson. d e  garrison at Fort Pickett, 
6 Virginia, ri ht now, is a U.S. Army Reserve command garrison, 
7 but it's staffed b actlve Guard and reserve soldiers. 
8 COMMISS~NER CORNELLA: So the savings a n  comin 
9 from riddk excess personnel and getting rid of some world 
10 war II bull& S. 
1 1  MR. B R ~ W N :  The majority of savings are from 
12 p e r s o ~ e l  eliminations, Commissioner Cornella. 
13 CHAIRh4AN DIXON: Is that true at all three bases? 
14 MR. BROWN: Yes, it is, Mr. Chairman. 
IS COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: So, you know instead of 
16 taking a bulldozer out and bulldozing down those buildings 
17 and letting two or three hundred people go, when we finish 
la with this operation that we're conducting here, there's still 
19 oing to be a Fort Chaffee; there's still oing to be a Fort 
20 h i m t o w n  Ga , and a Fort Piclcett. Is &at not correct? 
21 L I E U T E L T  COLONEL BAILEY: There will be the 
22 training areas of those installations - that is correct - 

Pa e 120 li 1 moving the ball as to who's got in in their court and w o 
2 gets stuck with paying the host costs. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Commissioner Cox. 
4 Comrmssloner Robles. 
5 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I think that's an absolute1:- 
6 valid concern. As you know, some of the thmgs we saw was 
7 the cost transference. 
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I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
2 COh.4MISSlONER ROBLES: That may be true, but  Ict me 
3 tell you the pra matlc fact. The fact of the matter 1s that, 
4 as we downsizc t .c Army from 782 000 to somcwherc in the high R 
5 400s, a lot of thlngs had to go. h e  Unlted States &my had 
6 a lot of active-duty soldiers performing base operations 
7 functions. The o timal solution has been, for a long time. 
a to get tho war-figEting Army out of the base ops business and 
9 transfer that over to civilians or to the reserve components. 

lo who are maintainino a large force structure, and some of that 
1 1 force structure caul% be used to do base operations function. 
12 I personally was one of the folks whoadrove to get 
13 U.S. Army Reserve command to run some lnstallatlons with 
14 those lar e numbers of AGRs and reserve component structure 
15 they ha%, and this is what it's doins. When you cut it from 
16 782,000 and cut it down to 490, 470, 480 whatever it's going 
17 to be, and you still have a large ~ u a r d  population and 
I8 reserve o ulation of  about 500,000 people, you need to share 
19 some oPtpat weal)h,on running these installat~ons. 
20 That is a mlsslon the can do very well and very 
21 efficiently, and you don't iave to fully cost an active-duty 
22 soldier, who's on duty 365 days a year, with a large 
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I retirement tail and all-the other things that o with it. 50 
2 there is some economes of scale, and t h s  t! as been thought 
3 out a lot over the last four or five years. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Robla. 
5 COMMISSIONER COX: Commissioner Robles, I c e W y  
6 agree, and I ess - 
7 CHAI&AN DIXON: Commissioner Cox 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: - my frustration, havkg been 
9 to at least one of these facilities, is -- and we just went 

10 through this on the velocity tunnel o u u t  WIN te O&.--)Yhat-- 
11 we've got, quite rightly, 1s every service trying to 
12 downsize, and they don't want to -- and we saw this at 
13 Kirtland, as well. Nobody wants to be in charge of hostiq 
14 these facilities. And we want to make sure that, as we et 
15 more efficient and get better, we're not just moving t h e b  
16 around or, you know, laymg the shell game, because the 
17 truth ?f the matter is, we're still qmm.ng all 9e.x 
18 facilltles, whch-we should be, and lf we are $4 making 
19 all of these facll~tles available for the same t r a m g ,  you 
20 know, we may just be playin a sheU game hen. 
21 We want lo r n e e  sure &at, in fact, we get the same 
22 readiness training, wlth the efficiencies, and not just be 

8 COMMISSIONER COX: Yeah. 
9 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: But I think the difference 

10 that has occurred, as I understand it, again, is that the 
1 1  active Army has stepped up to the table and %id, "I'm going 
12 to transfer money so that, ~f I transfer this mssion to the 
13 Guard, I'm going to transfer money to the Guard to do this 
14 mission. " And m that process, you ujll have efficiencies 
15 because you wlll just only have a arnsqn-large enough to 
I6 malntaln the ranges and mamtam &e t m g  te of tbore 
17 people trained, as o posed to keeping it open 36xys a year 
I8 and in a steady leverof operations. 
19 And as you know, training in the -.me components 
20 comes in cycles. The eak tramrng time 1s m the months of 
21 about March through a%out September, and that's when mu 
22 surge up, and so you're ready to go. And any other timi is 

I 
! 
I 
I 
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(No response.) 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any at all, now. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Everybody got it off their chests? 

- - - --- - 
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. . "  
(No response.) 
CHAIRMW DIXON: Now, is there a motion? Is tl?cre 5 

a motion? Sometlme we've got to vote. Somebody trles a I 6 
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1 down time, and you do training a d  -- I could go on and on 
2 and on, but -- 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Please don't. 
4 COMMISSIONER COX: Well, I think wc all apprwiate 
5 the fact that the Arm - 
6 CHAIRMAN ~ I X O N :  Commissioner Cox. 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: - ponied up for at least some 
8 of the costs. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: there any further questions? 

10 (No response.) 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: AKC then any further statements? 
12 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Roblcs. No, no. I 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: One more, and I'll shut up. 

13 
14 don't want you to shut up. Go ahead, Commissioner Robles. 
IS COMMISSIONER ROBLES: On-this issue, addressing - 
16 that's an lnterestm int, as you tra~led off: "at least 
17 somc of the costs.* Fr~1: are gcndcmcn in this mom who can 
18 help them on the other costs. It's called the budgetary 
19 process. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. Now, are there any 
21 further uestrons or statements? 
22 (80  response.) 

motion, we'll try voting on 5. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman. I'd Like to 1 :  
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I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now may I have your cxplanatiac, of 
2 how you Jzviated from the Arm 's recommendatron the=. I 

3 COMMISSIONER ROBLHS:  he erplanation is ur 
4 deviated by puttin a more corn lete descnption of what 
5 facrlities et inclu$ed in !he enckve and stmdardizc them 
6 among alfthree of those mstallatrons, because there were 
7 different langua es. In one it said one thing, and in one it , 
a wid the other. h d  the standard language will r?y, in all 
9 of them, "except minimum essential rangy, fac~lltles, and 

l o  tralnlng areas, and now it will also say., to serve as a 5 
1 1  reserve com onent trarnin enc la~e ,~ to  include the c o n d u  of' 

13 
dP 12 both indivi ual and aqnuaftraming. 

And we can't thmk of a way to make it more 
14 inclusive than that. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ma I have the opinion of l l r .  
16 Brown and Colonel Bailey on that. 4. 
17 MR. BROWN: Mr. Charrman, I believe that the 
1 8  standard dzfiilition of the enclave should be included in aL1 
19 three, and I agree with Commissioner Robles: "to include bc ; 
20 conduct of ~ndivrdual trauun and annual training." 
21 Lw~BNANT COLONEL BAILBY: h d  concur, b1;. f 

'I 

22 Chairman. I 
I 

1 

let that happen. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Shall we take a moment for YOU to 1;; 

make a motion. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I recognize you, Commissioner 

Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: But I'd like to make sure 

that we have included the ri ht language, because I am 
concerned about including b e  ind iv idd  and annual training 
piece in there, so that there's no equivocation later on that 
the should be able to do both indrvidual and annual training 
at tiose srtes. 

So the general counsel needs to help real quick 
here. to make sure that I've inserted the right words that 

do that,  omm missioner? 

9 
10 
1 1  
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
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1 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman. d 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Monkoya. 
3 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: My feelings are hurt. We 
4 close a shipyard in half the time. 
5 &%hk%.N DIXON: Well, you Navy guys are faster 1 operators. We're lodding along here, now. 

CoMMIssIoRER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman. I'm ready to 
9 make the motion. 

10  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commission Robles. 
1 1  M O T I O N  
12 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: 1 move rhe commission find 
13 the Secretary of Defense deviated substantially from final 
14 cntena 1 and 2 and the force structure ~ l a n  and. theretore. 
IS the commission reject the Secrets 's recotknendation on Fort . 
16 Pickett and, instead, adopt the?ollowing recommendation: 
17 close Fort Pickett, except minimum essential ranges, 
18 facilities, and training areas, as  a reserve corn onent 
19 training enclave, to include the conduct of inc8vidual 
20 annual training. The commission finds this recommendation u 
21 consrstent wrth the force structure plan and final cntena. 
22 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Second. 

motion, sir. I 

C W l k M A N  1):XON: All ri ht. So there's bzen 3 

motion. mpds b Cqmlissioper ~ ? b f e s  and s m d e d  by 
~o-ssroncr bavrs that h r  motlon be adooted. Are k e  
any cornmen&, any qu-,stions? 

No r_es use.)- 
L ~ A d i % w  D!XON: Counsel will d l  
MS. KING:- Co.nxnissioner Robles? 
COMMISSION!:R-ROBLES: A e. 
MS. K1NG:. C~~umissioner  st-&? 
COMMISSIONI'.R .STEELE: Aye. 
MS. KING:; Cotmssroner  Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER8C0RNELLA: *Aye. 
MS. KING:.. Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: No. 
MS. KING: Conqnissioner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: CollMissioner Klmg? 
COMMISSIONER XLING: Aye. 
MS. KlNG: Co~iltnissioner M o n t ~  a? 
CO?vfMISSIONER MONTOY A: . iyz.  

the roll. . 
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MS. KJNG: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. KING: A h .  Chairmn, the votz is seven ayes m d  ,, 

: On'  AIRMAN DIXON: And the rnotioncaies. 
6 What is the p1ea;ure of the comr i s ion  ;dn Fort 
7 Indiantown Gap? 
8 COM~llSSIONEh ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, I'd like L. 
9 make a moticn.. 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
I I M O T I O N  
12 COM AIISSIONEF: ROBLES: I move the commissbn k d  
13 the Secretary of Defsnse deviated substantially from final 
14 criteria 1 and 3, and thc force structure plan and, thereforr. 
IS thc commissioll reject th:: Secretary's recom?~endation on For. 
16 Incliantow~i Cap and, :iistead, adopt the tollowin,o 
17 rrcommendalion: clos: Fort Indiantown Gap, except minimur- 
I8 essential ranges, faciliiies, and training a r a s ,  as a 
19 reserve component training enclave, to include the c w d ~  0: 

20 Individual WLI annual :raining. The comnussion finds rhij 
21 recommendation 1s consistent with the force structure p k 3  : 
22 and final criteria. 

I I 
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1 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Second. 
2 CHAIRMAN DlXON: And, that is moved by Commissioner 
3 Robles and seconded by Commssioner Montoya. 
4 Are there any questions or comments? 
5 No res onse.) 
6 ~HAI&AN DIXON: Counsel will call the roll. 
7 MS. KING: commissioner Robles? 
8 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. 
9 MS. KING: Commissioner ~ t e e z ?  

10 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
11 MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella? 
12 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
13 MS. KING: Commissioner Cox? 
14 COMMISSIONER COX: No. 
IS MS. KING: Commissioner Davis? 
16 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
17 MS. KING: Commissioner Kllng? 
18 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
19 MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a? 
20 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: l y e .  
21 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman? 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
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1 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is seven ayes and 
2 one na . 
3  AIRMAN DIXON: And the motion i? adopted 
4 What is the leasure of the cornmiss~on w ~ t h  resp& 
I to Fort Chaffee. Lkansas? 
6 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, I have a 
7 motion. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
9 M O T I O N  

10 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I move the  commission find 
11  the Secretary of Defense deviated substantially from h a 1  
12 criteria 1 and 2 and the force structure plan and, therefore, 
13 the commission reject the Secretary's recommendation on Fort 
14 Chaffee and, instead, adopt the folloullng -mendation: 
IS close Fort Chaff?, except mmmum essential ranges, 
16 faalrtles, and t r a m g  areas, as a reserve corn onent 
17 training enclave, to include the conduct of i n t v i d d  arid 
18 annual training. The commission finds this rccommendation is 
19 consistent wlth the force structure plan and final criteria. 
u] CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second? 
21 COMMISSIONER KLING: Second. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Kling. 
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I well. 
2 Army lraining schools. 
3 M R .  BROWN: Mr. Chairman and.Commissioners, on page 
4 B-1 we have the next category to be discussed, Army traltung 
5 schools. That page and the accompanying map, on page B-2, 
6 show the names and locat~ons of the 14 ~nstallations m this 
7 category. The Secretary of Defense recommended the closure 
8 o f  Fo.rt.McClellan. Alabama. and the realignment of Fort Lee, 
9 Virglnla. 

10 Mr. J.J. Gertler will discuss Fort McClellan. 
I I MR. GERTLER: Mr. Chairman, members of the 
12 comrniss~on, on a e B-3 we have the next ~nstallatlon to be 
13 discussed, Fon  &c$lellan, Alabama. Mr. Wooten, if I could 
14 also have the map on B-4. 
IS The Secretary of Defense recommend@ that Fort 
16 McClellan be closed, except rmnimum essential land and 
17 facilities f0r.a reserve component enclave and e m u r n  
1 8  essential facil~t~es, as nec-7, to provlde auxlhary 
19 support for the chemical demi jtarization operation at 
20 Anniston Army Depot, whch IS across town: 
21 DOD also recommended that the chemcal and military 
22 police schools be relocated to Fort Leonard Wood, Missoun, 
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I upon recei t of the required permits, and that the Defense 
2 Poly raph%stitute be relocated to Fort Jackson, South 
3 ~ p r o f h ~ .  
4 Finally, DOD recommended that Pelham range and the 
5 current Guard facilities be licensed to the Alabama Army 
6 National Guard. 
7 The chart before you indicates statistics re arding 
8 Fort McClellan. It was 9th of 13 in militaxy vake, w t h  a 
9 one-time closure cost of $23 1 million and annual savings of 

10 $40.6 million. which nets a return on investment beginnin in 
I I the ear 2005. The 20-year net present value 1s 528f.4 
12 milion. 
13 I would commend to the attention of commissioners 
14 the economic Impact figure. I t  is 16.7 percent. It is shown 
1s cumulatively as actually declimg. However, due to 
16 cornmisston action yesterday, regarding Red k v e r  and 
17 Laterkenny Army Depots, the one-time economic impaa would 
18 be the ?+me now. It would carry over and become the 
19 cumulative economc Impact. 
20 We will also disc* during this briefing an 
21 altemative r ecoqenda t~on  that d~ffers only m that it 
22 requrres the chemcal defense tralnlng facility at Fort 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Klmg? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: l y e .  
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman. the vote is 
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Are there any comments, questions? 
No onse.) 

&IW%AN DIXON: Counsel will call the roll. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. 
MS. KING: Commissioner st=&? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: NO. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Davis? 

seven 
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I McClellan remain o eratjoqal until the similar faciiity at 
2 Fort Lmnard wood% mss~onsapable. 
3 Chart B-5, lease. 
4 These are t e major issues considered in evaluating K 
5 this recommendation. 
6 May I have chart B-6, 
7 Mr. Chairman, the 19 $lease? 3 commission disap roved a 
8 broadly similar recommendauon, in part due to J e  
9 uncertainty of environmental permitting at Fort Leonard Wood. 

10  They ordered that, before the recommendation was resubmitt+, 
1 I all necessary environmental permits should be pursued y t h  
12 the receiving location. The word "pursued" was the prectse 

and 

n ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  DIXON: And that motion is carried, as 

- 
l a n p  e & led to a logical chicken and e g. The Army 
believed ~t could not aursue the oenruts %efore the 
~6a r tmen t  approved tfie recommeAdations, since to do so would 
prejudge the Department's rccommendation. DOD believed it 
couldn't apply for the permits before receiving the Army's 
rccommendation, because they didn't know the Army would put 
Fort McClellan on the list again. 

While the permit appl!catiops had been-pre ared 
well in advance and some dlscusslons held wtth t i e  State of 

I 1 
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1 challenge much less likely. The Army also points to ~ t s  good 
2 track record in movin other major rmssions. 
3 Missouri officiafs point out that Fort Laonard Wood 
4 could, if challenged, apply for amendment to their p e m t s  
5 under nonnal processes. 
6 Mr. Wooteq, chart BT7, please. 
7 Smoke tramme is an ~ntegral part of the chemical 
8 school cuniculum. B e  smoke permit issued in Missouri 
9 places some new limits on smoke training there. These 

10 o rational restrictions are acceptable to the Army. The 
I 1 cgmical ~ ~ h w l  operators warn that smoke training could be 
12 severely curtailed, but the commandant of the chznical 
13 school, in writing; his boss, the commander ot tratnlng and 
I 4  doctnne command, in wntmg; his boss, tha.chief of staff of 
IS the Army, in testlmony before t h ~ s  comrmsslon; y d  hls boss, 
16 the Secretary of the Army, m testlmony before t h~s  
17 commission -- all certify that they can accomplish the 
18 mission with those new restrictions. Very simply, they plan 
19 to train differently in the future than they did in the past. 
20 We find, also, that revisions to th~s.permt are 
21 possible if i t  should prove too restnctlve tn practice. 
22 h o t h e r  substantwe issue is that the state of 
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1 Missouri regarding r r m i t  issues, the actual permit 
2 applications were su mitted March I, 1995, the day the 
3 recommendat~ons were submitted to thls comrmsston. 
4 A11 three state- uired permits have now been 
5 ranted. The Fort ~?lellan communit argues ,that some of 
6 &e issued permits a n  invalid and tha( o&er r 

TIrd 7 pmuu have not been pursued. S ec~fically. t ey contend 
8 that a hazardous waste permit under t!c Resource Conservation 
9 and Recovery Act is required for operation of the CDTF. The 

10  State of Missouri has s ta t4  that a RCRA permit is not 
1 1  required, and the commsslon's c o u n ~ l  and Lnteragenc 
12 environmental agency anal st concur m that finding. J ' s  
I3 relevant to note that the C ~ T F  at Fort McClellan operates 
14 without such a permit. 
I S The comrnuqity alsq contends +at a Nuclear 
16 Re ulatory Comrmss~on license r ulred to operate the "b 17 rad?ological testing, facilit has not een a plied for. The 
18 NRC llcenses a facll~ty. I; is thus impossfble to obtain the 
19 relevant NRC license prior to construction. 
20 The next lssue concerns the cost to build a new 
21 chemical defense training facility at Fort Leonard Wood. The 
22 original CDTF at Fort McClellan, built from scratch, cost 
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1 514.2 million some eight yran ago. DOD has thus allowed for 
2 over 100 percent cost growth. One hundred percent tn erght 
3 ean seems a reasonable margin, but, even if the cornmunit 's 
4 Hfhest figure, of $70 million, is correct, savings wouh 
5 st1 1 be r e a l i d  from this recommendation. GAO has 
6 confirmed t h ~ s  analysis. 
7 The opratlonal arguments are also si nificant. 
8 p e  communrty argument is this. I f  you move & CDTF, the 
9 tlme line for construction and permitting issues, 

10 particularly lven the popularity of court appea!s,.is 
I I uncertam. '&e commuty 's  worn- scenano 1s that the 
12 CDTF at Foc Leonard Wood is completed; the old CDTF, at Fort 
13 McClellan, 1s closed; and then some legal or regulatory 
14 challenge causes the new CDTF to c a s e  o ~ ~ t l o n s ,  leaving 
15 the nat~on with no live-agent t r a k g  capa 111ty. The 
16 commission alternative recommendation - to keep the CDTF at 
17 Fort McClellan open until the new one is missioncapable -- 
18 should revent h s  scenario from occurring. 
19 . d e  Anny says.they won't =lose the old CDTF until 
20 the new one is o erat~onal and pomts out that the successful 
21 track record of i e  CDTF at Fort McClellan makes the 
22 permitting process easier and makes the success of any 

I 

PT 438 ! 
COMMISSIONIiR CORNELLA: Mr. Chairman. 1 
CIiAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Cornelia. I 
COMM,lSSlONER CORNELLA: I wish !o say I am firlfy 

' 
impressed w~ th  your presentation, and that IS probably oae of ;  
the best I'vz ever seen. One of the best.beause I have to 
give credit to all other staff. too. That was very good. I 
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I Alabama h;ls yet to issue a permit for the chemical 
2 delnilitarization o eration at Anniston Army Depot,, agam. 
3 across town from%ort McClellq. The permit appl~cat~oa 
4 identifies a number of assets whlch are currently resident at 
5 Fort McClellan. which are nquir* to be in place before 
6 o eratln the chermcal deml  rmsslon. The concern IS ths, 
7 i ?~o r t  d c ~ l c l l a n  closes, these assets could go awa 
8 First, the recommendation from DOD does J b w  an 
9 enclave at Fort McClellan for the sup ort of the chem demil. 

10 Second, we furd that the.A.rmy $id account for the 
I I cost of that sup ort, although ~t 1s ~mposslble to tell 
1 2  whether ~t is sufficient to meet the requirements of 
13 Alabama's emut. Ibey gave us a number of people in &s 
I4 CpE3p. \Q. do not know who those people are or what their 
IS mlsslons are. However, the Anny argues that they have n3 
16 reason not to meet those conditi.ons. 
17 Ad, even if the,compl+uty 1s correct in its 
18 argument and it costs $5 rml1lun.a year to provide that, 
19 support, again, savings would still be realized from b s  
20 recommendation. 
21 Also, at Tooele and the six other rbnosed sites 
22 where chemical demilitarization will d e  place, there are no 

I 
- 
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I external bases -- thcre are no Fort McClellms - to provide 
2 support., The Anny pmiases sunply to do at Aaniston what it 
3 wll do q those other ~nstallations, where thz-~ost of t h ~  ! 
4 support IS art of the cost of the deml operation. 
5 ~ i n a i ~ ,  the comlnunlty pomts out tki3t the 16.7 i 
6 percent economic imp:ict attributed to this recommendation is,' 
7 the highest of any rc, osed Army closure. It is signifiwt,  
8 althou h it is not &e &hest of any Army rcarmmeodulm. 
9 (!!hart 8-8, plese, Mr. Wooteo 

10 Acceptance of $is recommenda;ion wogd result in 
I I significant -u+l savlo-s and some -or t-ng syn-sr 
12 throu h collocation wi& the engmeer school. .It would 
I3 a h ~ ~ % u ~ - f m n t  cost z d s ~ p f i c a n t  eeonomc un a* 
14 The Commissior. alternative,. leaving .the &'IT at 1 
IS Fort McClellan ulitil i& successor u operat~onal, has the 
16 same pros and C O ~ S  as the DOD recommen&tion, but w d d  
17 mitigate the risk to live agent training. 

I 
18 Mr. Chairman, members of the Commission. this i 
I9 concludes my presentation with regard to Fort McCle l la~  I 
20 Alabama. 
21 

I 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, M r .  Cenler. Are tfrrr j 

22 questions of Mr. Gertlrr? 
I 

" 
7 I wtu;t to go b:d: to the permits a mon:e6t k d  stan 
8 there, as far as our dis wssion will go, and I've got quite a 
9 few question:; for you. 

1 0  As you said, in i993, the previous BRAC CommiAon 
I I said basically, don't di~rken our door again until you corn 
12 back with pet-mits in h;md - whether you e l l  it uming. or . 
I3 whatever you want to :dl it. And at that tlme a7e-r u m  
14 se~tt to the Department of Natural Resources of Missam 
15 basically asking how long tfiose perpllts would +ke and what;. 
16 would be re ulred. Aid ttus letter 1s on Co~nrmssion ra-rd, . 
17 May 19, 1983, the r iponre  to Jim Courter, Chairman of rbc 
I8 Cummission at that ii;;?2. 
19 And in there, .it :rsts pzrmits that vary.in lengrh. 
20 I won't read the entlre letter, but they vaq in length as 
21 far as what would be required and how 101:g it would take 
22 irorn, you know, maybe iigllt or n ins  montlls, to years. And IS ' 
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1 But what has hap ened in the process, I believe, is \ 2 that some permits may ave been overlooked, and the permil 
3 that have been issued therefore, are under ap eal or in 
4 i t  a n .  And also you had mentioned earEer that you 
5 s a d  the community bad said -- or someone -- maybe not the 
6 community, but our anorne had said that the RCRA permit was 
7 not requrd .  And I would like to address a question or two 
8 to our counsel now. 
9 As we had a discussion, as I remember, you had said 
10 it would probabl be very easy for someone to come in and say 
11 that the Arm abeJ not have a RCRA permit, and not o a b  
12 the State of $isJouri, but go after the Army, and in e&t, 
I3 then, halt t r a m  ; IS that not correct? 
14 MS. C R E ~ O N :  Before I answer that -- if I might - 
15 a little back round here to clarify the 9 , F r .  The letter 
16 that you rezrenced discussed the poss~brl~ty of a need for 
17 what is referred to as a RCRA permit. That is a permit unde 
18 the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. 
19 RCRA governs the treatment storage and di sal of 
20 hazardous waste. Since the time of that letter, m d c u s e  
21 of the perqit application that the Army submitted. the State 
22 of Missoun determined that no RCRA permit was necessary. 
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1 were very precise on who in the Arm had approved that smoke 
2 training, as far as whether or not tiat was adequate. I'd 
3 like to read a letter here. It's on the U.S. Army Chemical 
4 School letterhead, dated 9 June '95, and it's from Harold 
5 Mashburn, Colonel, Assistant Commandant. And I'm going to 
6 read two para raphs that are really shorter than some of the 
7 motiop, so I %o e my commissio~en sta with me here. 
8 The capal!ility to tnin soldrers an ‘l leaders to 
9 effectively employ smoke IS absolute1 essent~al to Arm 

10 readiness and operations. Combat aai development s tdies  
1 1  show lar e area smoke, when properly used, provides combs 
12 comman8ers a 30 p e p x t  ins- sunivabili , and evm 
13 greater force protection percentages m defeatm 7 ong rapge 
14 anti-tank f im.  This capabiliz is provided by &e chemcal 
15 officers, noncomrpi~ioned o cers, and b soldiers who 
16 receive smoke tramme at the U.S. Army &emical School. 

Pa e 439 f I you indicated, the permits were a plied for on March st. 
2 As I remember, we receivcx! the list on Febya 
3 28th. And on the March 1st -- we received it officlafiy from 
4 the Secretary of Defense. And at that time, John Deutch, 
5 Deputy Secreta testified that r f  these e m t s  were not In 
6 place, that this Zould be njected. Dld f hear that 
7 testimon correct as ou remember rt? 
8 M$. GERYLE~:  hat is correct, sir. 
9 He, I believe, said that the wouldn't ask us to go ? 10 through with the recommendation i the recommendation if the 

I I perrmts had not been received. 
12 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Now, these permits that 
13 we're talking about and 1 have here a letter In front of me 
14 from a Committee for the Development, Expansion and 
IS Effectiveness of Fort Leonard Wood, in which the proudly 
16 state - and I understand why they are so proud -- &at these 
17 permits were expedited due to the window in which we were 
18 allowed to produce them, March .lst to June 22nd. 
19 So the e m t s  that were ongrnally expected to 
20 take yean antyean to receive, ou know, were accom lished 
21 in just a matter of a few montL, which is incredihfe. And 
22 that's good. I'm glad to see productrvlty. 

17 under training and d&torate command ipproved programs: 
18 NBC defense. smoke em~lovment subiect matter 
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I MS. CREEDON: The state of Missouri made its 
2 determ~nation based on the ermit application that the Army 
3 submitted to the plate. ~ n b ) m  that pernu! application. the 
4 Army explained rts process for the operation and then 
5 ultimate destruction of any b products the incinerator 
a that would be part and parcel%f the facilrty. And based on 
7 that permit application, the state of Missouri determined 
8 that there were no hazardous wastes that were gomg to be 
9 disposed of in that facility, and so a RCRA permit was not 
10 necessary. 
I I COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: In regard to he permits, 
12 would i t  he true that they're permits for training that is 
13 taking elace in Alabama now, that they've determined, well, 
14 we don t need a permit for that, if you're not going to do 
15 that. Or they just felt that the may not need rt, even 
16 though that trainrn may be taLng place in Alabama? Am I 
17 too confusing on $ quest~on? 
18 MS. CREEDON: Alabama has not issued a RCRA pefmit 
I9 for the operation of that facihty. I do not know the basrs 
20 lor Alabama's determination that no RCRA permit is necessary. 
21 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Okay,. Coin back to Mr. 
22 Gertler on the question of the smoke trabmg. I L o w  you 

19 experts have reviewed the d-rafi Missouri DgPartment of 
20 Natural Resources alr p e m t  and have concluded ~t WIU 
21 severely limit the ability to conduct smoke training to 
22 standards. Operator and unit proficrency cannot be achieved 

I I 
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1 Now the reason the State of Missouri made that 
2 determination is that the chromium filters that Fort 
3 McClellan now currently uses in its masks, will no longer be 
4 used by the time the factlity moves to Fort Leonard Wood. 
5 Its the chmmium filters that require a nnit under RCRA. 
6 So once those filters are opt.of t g ~ r r n ~ ' s  

then no RCRA e m t  is needed by the Army to : ?;A;% facility at ~ o r t  !Lo nard Wood, and that is what 
9 the State of Missouri has determined. 
10 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: And it based only on 
I I chromum, not on stlver? 
12 MS. CREEDON: It was based on chromium. 
13 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Now, as I understand it, 
14 there would be a by-product of stlver that would also be 
15 roduced - and it could produce it, if I'm given t h ~  time -- 
16 !II have to tell you. I've got crates of t b s  ulfonnatron - 
17 so, its hard for me to have everything up here at the table, 
la but I h o w  I did see a test done whereby silver would be a 
19 by- roduct of the rocess also. And that was not directed by 
20 *c Lprtment of PPIturai ~ u o u r e r r  in the state of  iss sou". 
2 1 o what they've said is, all we're dealing with is 
22 chromium, we don't need a hazardous waste permit. 
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1 under the restrictions of the Missouri pe+t, and will 
2 result in a sigmficantly reduyd surv~vabllity for U.S. Army 
3 forces on fuhlre battlefields. 
4 And I've ot a second letter - Department of Army. 
5 letterhead. ~ncf th i s  letter IS from Edward Ne-g, S p r d  
6 Assistant to the Commandant, U.S. Chemical School. The 
7 second paragraph - "The state of Missouri smoke permit 
8 restrictrons, if tm lemented, will create overwhelming 
9 degradatron, -- tpe emphasis is his, not mine - 
10 "ovepvhelming degradation to chepljcal mission readinas. The 
1 1  r$stnctrons wrll cut back the mmmum amount of annual fog 
12 or1 use by 30 ercent. 
13 The dai& allowance for smoke training time will be 
14 cut by 75 ercent. After sufferin these unacceptable 
15 losses. rt Rrther l i m b  our joint to smoke 
16 operations during weather conditions which may exist only 60 
17 percent of the year. The smoke rmit virtually eliminates 
l a  more !ban one smoke event per gy. The impact would be 
19 violation sub ect to fines for 92 days when two events are 
20 trained; another 56 days when thee  events are trained; and 
21 another 21 days when four separate events are underway at one 
22 time. 
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1 That training will be done b the chemical schoof 
2 in the CDTF at Fort McClellan. A's expected that the 
3 initial training will take place w i t h  a year, which is well 
4 before any move could take place. Sub uent refresher 
s trallllng and t r a m  of new classes w o z  take place 
6 wherever the CDT# &s located. If the one at McCl~llm is 
7 st111 operat~onal, lt will be done there; ~f the move 1s 
8 approved, it will be done at Fort Leonard Wood. 
9 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Okay. I'm not as concerned 

10 about permitting as I am about the disruption that this 
11 permit is goin to cause.. So I don't want to spend all my 
12 tune argumg a%out pemttmg. But you can see that I thmk 
13 the permitting is in some sort of chaos, really. Now, we can 
14 say, look, we have these; we've been guaranteed by the state 
IS of Missouri. And why have we been guaranteed? We have two 
16 states here vying for economic impact. 
17 I can understand why those rmits were produced in 
l a  such short time, because we're taKg about blg dollars and 
19 big economic impact. Even in the best of circumstances, if 
20 all permits were in hand, and that move had to be made, there 
21 would be disruption of the mission. One thing we've heard 
22 over and over again - and we heard it from GEN Blumc of the 

P -  - 

if allowed to stand, the Missouri smoke permit 
; us \o conduct roughly .25 percent of ~ a ~ n i ?  
rrds, -- and an emphasls included a am - %ae 
:tions.youldmkill bo* the U.S. Army ? n b ~ . ~ :  Air Fqrco 

(/ ;e tmuyng. Thls mstallatlon provides the chemcrl 
nse tralnmg for all the services ed .our  allies lind 

inspector t ~ m g  for the onslte ~nspectlon agency 
~teral  destruction agreement wlth Russ~a, and the 
pica1 wea ns convention. Is that correct? 

MR. G~%TLER: Yes, sir, it is 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA:  NO^, I know there's some 

eifie$ loformat~on regarding the chemcal weapons 
hventlon 1 don't want to get mto. But can you tell us how 
ie Fort McClellan school lm acts that convention? 
h MR. GERTLER: Sir, $ere are two items. First, the 
hemifa1 wea ns conventio~ is +valved - Mr. Wooten, muld 
I have B9, pLe: The tbrd hue nddresse? the chemcal 
weapons convention. Bas~call , the chemcal weapons 

/tonvent~on requires that the d t e d  States destroy rts , chemical wea ns and, although not required by the 
1 conventlon, !EU.S. has voluntccml to tram the inspectors 

jZ for the chemical weapons convention. 
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I At a time when n major new internatioilal chermd 
2 disarmament convention is entering into Torce;'%he United 
3 States cannot use on2 of its.nia'or tools for olaking 
4 convention succeed. Three o! us attended a classified taid , 

5 on this matter, and tlie only thing I'm oing to say abolrr 
6 that -- and they can dispute or  veri? %muse people hsr 
7 things differently. - Eut what 1 hear is qne of a kind, 
8 unlque fapl~ty, very concerned about tbs ,  and don't do it 
9 without the proverbial grabbing onto one strut and reaching 

10 over add ~ h g  a hold of the other one. 
1 1  Now Ilm oinu to uote the most distinguished 
12 individual ot alf and iha$s Commissioner Plmg. 
13 CHAIRMAN DI XON: Boy, you're going high mw, 
14 Colonel. 
IS COMMISSIONEk CORNELLA: I am. Beuuse tbac uc + 

16 few people that I respect more than thisgentleman. And he 
17 said a little earlier, an unnecessary risk 1s when you have 
18 no back-up, or when you can't do it in the private srcta- 1 
19 A I I ~  I can tell.you, t h s  is the only place jn the wodd wbcn 
20 you can do h s ;  The concern over chemcal DEMIL was , 

21 mentioned, and I'm just going to summarize re31 quick now. 
22 because I'1:i sure there may be sorr,e respow. 

- -5- ' .- 
I McClellan for trainint , 

2 Now therefore, e ~t resolved that the undersimed 
3 mayors from across the United States .of America.&] far the 
4 ~reseqvation ofFort McClellan as a dlsaster trauung 
5 ac~lltles tor cltles.* And that's signed b 19 mayors, & 
6 Uls way fron~ Richard D:tlcy of Chicago to dynard  Jackson o f  
7 Atlanta, Georgia. 
8 CHAlRhlAN DlXON: Now, I wonder why he mentioned th 
9 mayor of Chicago first there. I 

10 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Well. 1 don't want YOU to 
1 1  have to recuse on this one, sir. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Pardon me for interruptk, - ; 
13 Commissioner Cornella. I 

14 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Another letter from the 
15 Center for Strate IC and htemat~onal S u i e s ,  dated May ; 
16 10th. '95, Brad fobem,  a resersh fellow. 'In prior 
17 correspondence wrth the comrmsslon, I ralsed my pnncipl I 18 concerns, which I will not detail here for the sake of 
19 brevity. But the punch line is simple. At a time whea 
20 chemical wzacns arc. prohferatmg, the Umted S taw m o t  
21 create new w er?blrlrles m the training u ; d  c o m p l r n c  of : 
22 its forces ~n chemica! warfare. 

I I 
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I I f i r  Force, who said, look, you're not oing to move any 

2 rmsslon m thls process wlthout a lot o?disru tion. ' 3 Now, when we have questions about wiether or not 
4 the ermits are even in place, I am really concerned about 
5 the %sruption that th.t may cause. We>e loolung poss~bly 
6 at a two to SIX year dlsruptlon m a missloo, at a tlme when 
7 it is of greatest concern to this country, I believe. I'm 
8 going to make a arallel, which someone ma think, well, 
9 you're reall pulfkg at straws when you do &is. But 1.m 

10 gomg to d e  a ~rallel to Oklahoma C~ty .  
1 1  Because I tRnk that any people that W O U I ~  perform 
12 that kind of atrocity would not hesitate to use che@cal 
13 weapons or anything that they might have at thelr disposal. 
14 Now, as ou know, there are many cities that are also 
15 concernd about that training goin away at Fort McClellan, 
16 or being dismp+j. I have letterteere, or a stat,ewnt, 
17 from the Assoclatlon of C~tles. And I'm just golng to read 
18 two short lines here, but it sa s, "Whereas the Arm plans to 
I9 close this facility in spite o f t% requests from the d e a g o  
20 Police Department, the New York Port Authority, the Arizona 
21 Su er Bowl Committee, and the Atlanta Olympic Committee - 
22 alfof whom currently plan to send delegations to Fort 

-- - 
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I But I alaintain tl!at the permits requird are not 
2 acceptable to make thi;.move: I also sa twc  capo t  afford 
3 disruptions jn this trai:!ing rmsslom at s time. And Ibc 
4 otller t h w , l s  that it will reduce tpe t r a w g  of-our 
5 all~es. andit could also not only jeopardrze mea and vra~cn ;' 
6 jn uniform, but.throu~hthe examples ITve iven, it can Plso 
7 jeupardlu thc b v a  of non-corcbatants m t ie sense of rh , 

8 citizens of the United States. 
9 And I thmk it is just the wrong time to be dolng 

10 this. And I would urg; the commissioners to follow the lead 
I I of our prguio3 two c c . m ~ n i o r ~ s  and rejsct this 
12 recommeadatlon. 
13 CIiAIRMAN DiXON: Commissio~ler Steele. 
14 COMI\IISSIONEF. STEELE: Yes, I would like rc thank my 
15 coilcague, Cummissio:,cr Cornella, for die in into this so 
16 much. Between the 2-ta and the letters snfalf the uwx5.a 
17 clips,. I feel like I've b-en tryin? to get thr~ugh smoke and 
I8 fog 011 myseif, and nrcded to go though the tmmng. Sa i 
19 api,reciate )ou for-dig-ing into tbs,  and your t h o m u g b .  
20 very, very much. Thai~k you. 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Sratk. ; 
22 Mr. Robles. 
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1 military police school is another thin ; and the installat~on 
2 who supports $1 three of those are a fourth thmg. So I'm 
3 going to take it m that sort of approach. 
4 First, the Chemical Defense Training Facility. I 
5 totally 100 ercent share his deep concern that we not let o P 6 of th? devi until.we have another one up and running, h?ly 
7 pemtted, operational, and we don't m s s  a nanosecond of 
8 ca ability on that facility. So whatever we do, we have to 
9 a t fy s t  ensure that. The chemical school and the military 

10 policy school have been around a Ion time. Their lineage 
11 w, like all of us who wore the unifSarm of the United 
a !!tares Army as far back as you want to count. 
13 But I don't want to mslead anybody that the only 
14 chemical trarnin that happens in the Uzuted States Army 
15 happens at Fort R c ~ l e l ~ a n ,  Alabama. In fact, the 
16 preponderance of chemical training happens at post camps and 
17 stations. And as a mechanized Infantry divlsion commander, 
18 and as an ex-artille man, smoke and chemicals were the name 
19 of my ame for a r o f  my military career. And as a matter of 
20 fact w%en I was a colonel, I commanded a smoke enerator 
21 outkt company, chemical defense company that has mobile 
22 smoke generators. 
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I He got it.  I have otten ripples alread from 
2 other folks that he eot tiat message loud anJclear: that if I 
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1 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Thank you,  Mr. Chairman. 
2 First of all, I need to preface my comments by sayin2 that I 
3 have the highest personal respect for Commissioner cornella. 
4 If you tak  about a bnght, shlnlng example of ded~cat~on, 
5 hard work, and knowin his business, he is ~ t .  He knows this 
6 stuff baclyards and krwards. And I don't want to direct1 
7 counter h s  polnts, I just need to give you the other slde o? 
8 the argument. Not because I have anything against Fort 
9 McClellan, Alabama. 

10 1 think it is a world-class installation, with a 
11 world-class workforce, and they do world-class work. But 
12 there's some thin s that you need to put a perspective in, 
13 and then we.'Il a1BSee where our ensciencq lead us. and 
14 what's the n ht thlng for the natronal secunty of thls 
15  nation. Thegrst thing is that -- and I won't get into the 
16 ermit business, because that is the full employment act for 
17 rawyen, and !hat will take forever. 
18 But I think what we need to focus on is the 
19 CDTF. We don't want to ,get these rmsslons all rmxy u , 
20 because we're land of mxlng them all up. The  hem$ 
21 Defense Training Facilit is a unique national asset. That's 
22 one thing. The chemica?school is another thing; the 

3 he moves the milihrfpolice school and he moves the chemical 
4 school, he must ensure or should ensure that, one, they don't 
s go in the third tier of the pecking order. If that r uires 
6 a enenl officer still to lut the corps, then that's %at it 
7 &a, schqqls. And for sure, you ve ot to tryto give them 
8 some facilltles that let them facilitate t%eir misslon. 
9 But that, in my view, is not a big deal - moving 

10 those schools. We move schools all around the Army all the 
I r time. And finaiiy, I would say that this is oing to be a 
12 tough decision, but we ought to make the cfecislon not based 
13 on a lot of statements about the world will come to an end if 
14 we do this; because it won't. What we need to focus on is 
1s rotectin that uni ue national capabili called the . 
16 ebemicaf~efense%rainin~ Facihty, an 3 ensure that whatevel 
17 we do, whether we leave it there, close it, move it, turn it 
18 upside down, the fact of the matter is, we don't rmss a beat 
19 on that because that is a uni ue facility. 
20 And we do need it at %s time. But we do not want 
21 to get into the business of thinking that if we move the 
22 chemical school or in that process we're going to de~rade the 
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I it's important, and it's my job. But i t  is not just their 
z job, ~t IS a lot of other people's job. SO I can tell YOU 
3 'from lots of years of th~s  business that the tpinlng is 
4 world-class and we need to keep an emphasrs on ~ t .  
5 But I th~nk some of those statements that that 
6 colonel -- who I would do if I were a colonel of the chemical 
7 corps, and I was lookin at doin something I didn't want. 
8 I'd write a letter as emp%atic andas inflammatory and I'd 
9 use every adverb and adjective and use my com uter and go 

10 down the thesaurus and t to find ways to get t\e pomt 
I 1 across. But I think it's ayit  overstated. The second thing 
12 is, the quality of life of both the chemical corps and the 
13 militar police corps. 
14 Xbw, I am womed about that. And Commissioner 
15 Cornella and I have comrmserated about this; that this world- 
16 class installation does provide a reat facility for those 
17 two schools. And there's a lot o trepidation that they're f 
18 golng to go to Fort Leonard Wood, and they're golng to be 
19 thrown some World War 11 wood, and they're not going to get 
7.0 where they're at today. I think you heard me, not being a 
21 bashfill sofl, ask GEN Sullivan what his plan was, and express 
22 our concern. 
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I SO I know a lot about smoke generators. I know a 
2 lot about fog oil. I h o w  a lot about che.mcaI tqainbg, and 
3 I know a heck of a lot about smoke tralnmg, whlch is the 
4 primary mission of the artillery. The traiolng that goes on 
5 at Fort McClelian in the chemcal school is to train new 
6 ent soldiers who are going into that specialty on how to 
7 emzoy smoke. Advanced courses for officers and 
8 noncommissioned officers in advanced phases of their careers 
9 about employment techniques and other subjects - that is a 

10 professional development course. 
I 1 But that in no way, shape or form is the core of 
12 their trainin . The core of their trainin occurs at a place 
13 like Fort Kansas, when  you depfoy a smoke generator 
14 platoon, or a cAemical defense company, and you do a river- 
15 crossin and ou smoke the whole mstallation. So you will 
16 nqt $ d l y  ki8 the United States Army's smoke capability 
17 mssion by moving them to Fort Leonard Wood. 
18 YOU may tram at a less robust level of training. 
19 You may not do the same number training iterations. You may 
20 not be able to do it as ou would like to do it. And if I 
21 were a shsmical mrps o&cer, a noneommissioned officer, I'd 
22 want to give you as much training as you can stand. Because 
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I chemical tninin of the United States Army or smoke training 
2 or whatever. h a !  is abjolutel not true, e d  that's based 
3 on havin done thrs particular krnd of bus~ncss for most of 
r my adult5ife. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Robles. 
6 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I have a question for the 
7 Commissioner. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
9 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: 1 can understand on the 

10 smoke training. I guess that there are many other bases now. 
1 1  Would the be mainly the large maneuver basts, or what would 
I? they be, 6ommissioner? 
I3 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: The reason you train at the 
14 chemical school is predominantl to producc soldiers who can 
15 operate on a chemical battledld or  a smoke obscured 
16 battlefield or need to employ those techniques in the 
17 fighting forces. And at every place, we have fighting force 
18 sddiers that are training for that battlefield mission. 
19 That's where tninlng occurs. SO you're talking about the 
20 large maneuver bases, predominant1 , but it also ha 
21 Fort Sill. Oklahoma, where the artilyery scbool is. 
22 they shoot a lot of smoke down there. So ~t happens all over 
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1 the Army. 
2 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Would all ihs trainees in 
3 the chemical school o through the CDTF? 
4 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Would all the trainees go 
5 through it? I don't know if that's part of their POI. I 
6 suspect it probably is. Otherwise, they're.wasting a 
7 national. resource there. But they do, and it,'s for one thing 
8 only -- lt's to give them confidence that the~r  chermcal 
9 defensive equipment works. And so, like, when we went to the 

10 Gulf War, ~f there was one thing that people were really 
1 1  nervous to include, this person right here was would my M-17 
12 mask work; would my chemical suit work; did I know how to 
13 inject myself with atro ine and on and on and on? 
14 And we spent a Pot o i  time at home sesslon getting 
15 ready Lo go over there to the Gulf War, and a lor of time 
16 over there. So, yes, every trainee goes throuoh there. &d 
17 they o through it agam, not m a lrve agent b r u m ,  but In a 
la slmutted live agent forum at home statlon all the tlme. We 
19 run chamber exercises and all sorts of things. 
20 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: But the chemical school is 
21 lar er  than just the CDTF building. Just m that one 
22 bugding. there's a whole school at our chemical school, that 
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1 entails classrooms and all the things that support that; IS 
2 that right? 
3 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: O h ,  that is correct. And I 
4 guess I didn't art~culate well. I thmk that's a very, very 
5 Important function. But it doesn't -- that can move, and I 
6 don't think there will be a reat disruption. Because what 
7 they'll do is l l e  alwa s. fheyey.ll move a farward 
8 attachment. and the 'H start to train a little bit of the 
9 load.there and a littre bit of the load at the other place, 

10 and ~t w ~ l l  eventually phase the whole load over to the new 
1 1  installation. We move our schools around a lot. 
12 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: No, but I'm rhinkin mainly 
13 of the people that have to go through the trainin facility. 
14 with the lrve a ents or.any other agents they mi& be uslng 
ir that's a part ofthat  tmuung. It would seem to me that you 
16 would want to retain the chemical school with the CDTF until 
17 such time as you had that strut that we were refemng to 
18 earlier. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any hither commcnut or 
20 questions b an one? I a reciate it. this is a tough one. 
21 CO&I&IONER ~ E E L E :  have a comment 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: May I go to Commissioner ~ ' av i s  
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1 now? He hasn't been heard. Mr. Davis, and then I'll come 
2 back to ou next, Commissioner Steele. 
3 cJMMIssIoNER STEELE: Okay. it was regarding the - 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I want to make everybody happy 
5 here. Now, Commissioner Steele, go ahead, please. 
6 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Well, just a comment about 
7 whether we would need to keep the Anny chemical school also 
8 at the same location. Commissioner Cornella just mentioned 
9 that. I wonder what Commissioner Robles would feel about 

10  that one thin That's m on1 question. 
1 1  C H A I ~ A N  D I X ~ N :  b r .  ~ o b l e s .  
12 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: The answer is that is clearly 
13 the optimum answer. Optimally, that's what you do. And you 
14 have to k q d  of hold your judgment. I've never been through 
15 that chemcal llve agent f ac~ l~ ty .  And I spent a lot of 
16 years, and I was in a place where they had real chemicals,.or 
17 so we were told, when I went to Desert Storm. And certainly 
18 it would have,glven me a little more confidence. But I don't 
19 thmk, m soldier terms, rt's a war-stopper. 
20 But ~f youTre there, you ought to use it, because 
21 that's the next hlghest level of training. But I don't .think 
22 it's a war-stopper, and for a short penod of time while you 
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1 do that, it oy Now, whether i t  should stay there, 
2 you b o w ,  I Rht have ". to tell ou, I'm undecided about that. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXOX: Comrmssioner Davis. 
4 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Sir, I probably struggled with 
5 this almost as,much.as most of the others, .And $e.probler, 
6 is this -- that IS, in tact, a w o r l d ~ l a s s  training facrl~ty. 
7 You sub-o t imze our trainmg if you move the school awa 
8 froin the ~ D T F .  k d  frankly. chemcal t rarmg has a 
9 strategic value. And you just have to look at our chemical 

10 training, because it was structured becaust: the Russians wer 
I I SO dam good at it. 
12 So we deeded that we better get good at it, too. 
13 And as long as you stay good at ~ t ,  you keep other people 
I4 from th&n more th:m once about affec!ing you wi.th 
15 cheimcals. far as the MP sc1100l it s ust umvement to 
16 have it there, some s 1:ergism. But ' f r d y ,  the one I worq 
17 most about, especial$ in times ldce this, /s the chemical 
18 capabll~t , whch  rs a world-class capability. 
19 chYAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Comniissiun;r Davis. 
20 Are there any more setements or questions? 
2 1 COMMISSIONER.KLII:G: Yes, sii. 
22 CHAIRMAN D! XON: Comrmssioner Kling. 

-- 
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I COMMISSIONER KLING: First of all, let me say th;. 
2 I have been through this hearin a number of times, and the .j . .  . 3 chairman has addresseJ me as e d i s tmy~shed  businessmar 
4 from St. Louis. And 1 have zlwsys thought that that was a 
5 ereat statement. I wnw't sure he meant it, but when I hear 
6 commissioner Cornella say it, now,  I said, that is a much 
7 hrgher compliment that I.have had smce I I~ave been here. 
8 And I do res ect every thin that t h ~ s  gentlelllan -- 
9 C H A I ~ A N  D ~ X O ~ :  Now being cited as outstandir 

10 authority b colleagues of -- 
1 1  c o M L ~ s s I o ~ m .  KLINCi: And that nuy be a g m r  thing 
12 tO have. 
13 CHAIRMAN D! XON: Pretty classy. 
14 COMMISSIONEF. KLING: And as I sn , like everybojy 
15 else said, I don't h r b  anybody's worked krder ,  spent mor 
16 lime, than Coymissio.~er Cornella.. So anything I add to h 
17 !s not questionrqg-anyhug-to do WI* h s  ab~litles. 
18 interest, dedication, luld everythm Irkelhat, because I 
19 certainly respect it. Tile sub~cct o f  risk. There is no 
20 risk, in my estimation, when you say, I'm not going to c los  
21 down something until. I've. ot something open. 
22 Thn is ellminaui~g n&. Risk we all take. But 
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1 that's not taking risk. That's as comfortable a position. I 
2 th/nk, you can get. N,.)w, let mzjust mention just a 
3 things. 1 . p  concenld when w; try to step m and ST&. 
4 the Anny does~l't know .vhat they're doing; thcy don't know how 
5 to n~ovc; they don't kr.o\\. how to run things; tl:;? don't know 
6 anything. M'e have had S E N  Su&\.an here. GEN Sullivan =id 
7 to us specifically - wr asked h m ,  are ou comfortable wlrh 
a the pennits and does your le al counserin the Army appro\- 
9 are the comfortable \.,ith alfrh; permits that are n e e s i r ) ' ?  

1 0  k n d  he +d yes. Now. 1 have to take that as a 
I I fact. I me:m, I just q i ' t  go back and say that they don't 
12 know what they're doing. We then got mto the questmn of 
13 can you move this; can we l!andlc tlie move? And he said. we 
14 move all the time. Hi said we can do this effectivell; I 
15 have no quesrion, but that we will do this and we WI I not 
16 have any lnterru t ~ o r i  because we aren'kgoing to do ~t unG 
17 we're m u r a l  ofthat. 
I8 And then thlrclij-. if yo6 look here, now, if we're 
19 zetting those. aspects, ;liere's po the r  aspect is, the b y e  
20 to pperate thm. We aren't pomp to o p i a t e  ths.  A e ' n  
21 going to be gone from here. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Tonight'! 
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1 COMMISSIONER KLING: Maybe. And the Army s going 
2 to continue operatin we're not. So their 
3 operational aspects do. We have to pay 
4 attention. There's a year savlngs on top of 
s all.of those thlngs. And I guess the hi gest Item is, we're 
6 oing to have maybe a better facility, fy the way. When you 
7 &ild somethin new and you add the crperiencc qf lootin at  
8 what you've iad we're probably goin to biiild this Retter % 9 than what we dld. So ~t isn't golng to e worse. 

10 And then I have to sa , at Fort Leonard Wood, I 
1 1  hadn't been to Fort Leonari wood maybe in 30 years. But I 
12 went to Fort Leonard Wood, and Fort Leonard Wood is as first- 

14 up to date there. That is a first-class faclllty. And then 
13 class today. It is more modem, everything has been brought 

15 the Army says that they want to coordinate chemical, MP, and 
16 engineerin together, because there are certain advantages to 
17 have with &at. I have to agree that if that is how the Army 
18 feels, I don't have the experience of GEN Robles. 
19 And I guess maybe I'm a lucky fellow that Ididn't, 
20 and I ap reclate everyth~ng that he sa s, but I do listen to 
21 what a  OW like that has said, and tiat adds comfort to my 
22 position that I really believe the Army can do l t ,  they w~l l  
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do it, and will give them mone to use not just for thls, hut 
for other situations. So I just db support the Army's 
position. Mr. Chairman, thank you. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you,  Commissioner Kling. 

COMhilISSIONER COX: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: I wonder if I mght ask some 
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1 "emergency rule," they waive ~ertain,~rocedures. Generally, 
2 that's when, you get emergency rules is when they're walvlng 
3 procedural ~ssues; IS that correct? 
4 MS. CREEDON: The emergency rule is good for a 
5 year. 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: Right. 
7 MS. CREEDON: And then its subject -- then while 
8 that -- 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: Then the go on. 

1 0  MS. CREEDON: -- year goes on t{ey o throu h all 
I I of the normal public comment process. Theysave adfed the 
12 variance for -- or the exempt~on, if ou. ~111,  to the 

7 6 i! 13 Missouri re ulafory authont that, or Instance, has 
14 exemptions or ~nternal com ust~on engmes, wood-burning 
15 stoves, training use b firemen and other emergency response 
16 personnel, that sort of thin . 
17 COMMISSIONER A X :  Okay. So this is the opacit 
I8 rule. Then, we have an emergency rule granted, and the ru6 
19 that oes through the normal process of comment, et cetera, 
20 will Re going on for the next year or so. 
21 MS. CREEDON: And the CDTF construction permit has 
22 been issued, and the storm water permits have all been 

1 
2 
3 
4 

questions. And every time I mjse this, the chairman wonders 
whv anvbodv would do thls twlce. But thls does come out of 
my"93'involvement in this issue. And frankly, we were 
terribly concerned in 1993 about the pemts ,  and we didn't 
want to go forward unless we were sure that they went 
forward. And so I'd like to ask just a few questions on 
where they are legally, if that would be possible, from our 
counsel. 

I have a list that appears to have come from the 
Army of 18 or 19 emit issues of which the State of Missouri 
indicates that reap1 only four of them are at issue. And so 
leavin aside all orrest of them, those four appear to be 
rant3, but in all cases there is a legal review on each of 

&e four, is that right, the permits be~ng the fog oil using, 
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issued. The were incorporated into the base-wide permit. 
And so all of these pemuts have been issued. 

They are at the moment -- they have been challenged 
depending on -- dependin on the nature of the permit, Ihey 
have been challen ed In Jfferent forms. 

C O M M I S S ~ N E R  COX: Ri ht. I see on all of these 
that there is an a peal pendin and5 realize that this is a 
verv comdicatefarea of the kw. and ~robablv counsel has 
hada few' other things to do in the last'couplebf weeks and 
hasn't been reading all of these appeals. 

However, I wonder ~f you could just give me a brief 
summary of the issue. Are they ap ealing procedural grounds? 
Are the ap ealin substance? b e r e  are these appeals? 

ds. PREEBON: None of them -- none except -- none 
are in federal court. One is in Missouri State Court. 
That's the first one. There was a stay requested. That stay 
was denied. So now it will proceed on its course of 
litigation in the -- in the state courts in Missouri. 

The exem tion, to my knowledge, that was ublished, 
has not been -- las  not been challenged. The C D ~ F  
construction permit has had an adrmnistrative appeal filed, 
and it's my understanding that the storm water permit has 
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I the opacity rule variance, the CDTF construction and tfe 
2 storm water fog oil usage. It take it that Missouri agrees 
3 they need all those ermits and that they've granted them. 
4 MS. CREED~N:  This is -- the chart is not a chart 
5 that the Arm ut to ether. 
6 C O M ~ ~ ~ S I O ~ E R  COX: No. I understand it's not a 
7 chart that the Army put together, but these are the Missouri 
8 comments that were sent by the Army, a pears to be -- excuse 
9 me, by the State of Missouri as to wiether or not the permits 

10 are needed. And I'm not goin to address the ones that 
11  Mlswun says aren't needed. f m only addressmg the ones 
12 that Missouri says are needed, and that appears to be these - - 
13 first four. 
14 MS. CREEDON: The air pen$ -- the air permit has 
15 been issued. It was based on an admnistrative vanance. 
I6 The administrative variance has since been re laced by a 
17 formal rule. It's an emergenc rule that the &ite of 
18 Missouri published on the 16tg. That's the reference on the 
19 next column that sa s "Rule chan e created --" 
20 COMMISSIO&~R COX: &is was an emergency rule? 
21 MS. CREEDON: Yeah. It's June 15th. 
22 COMMISSIONER COX: And I presume that by saying 
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I also had an administrative ap eal filed. They have not 
2 exhausted their -- on some.o?these, they haven't exhausted 
3 their administrative remedles before they can proceed on to a 
4 judicial review. 
5 COMMISSIONER COX: Right. Once they get through 
6 the administrative appeal, the next would be at very least 
7 the state court, if not state, federal? 
8 MS. CREEDON: State on these, RCRA, if there was a 
9 challen e to the declsron not to issue a RCRA p e m t ,  that 

10 would %e done in federal court. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER COX: And the rest of these would all 
1 :, he done -- - - - - - - - - - 
13 MS. CREEDON: In state court. 
14 COMMISSIONER COX: In the state court. I thought 
15 you said there was one federal appeal pending. 
16 MS. CREEDON: No. I said there are no federal 
17 appeals ending. 
18 C8MMISSIONER COX: No federal ap eals pending. And 
19 each of these appeals, can you tell me, on h e  ermits that 
20 were granted, yere they granted under normafprocedures? 
21 Were there walvers of tlmes? Were the comment penods 
22 required allowed to the greatest extent that they were 

1 I I 
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1 required by law? Did they waive an timin issues? 
2 MS. CREEDON: N?, not to, my L o w l J g e .  They jus+ - 
3 - they $IJ rt  on an expedrted basis, but they complied w~th  
4 all thelr rocedural requirements. 
5 ~ f ( .  GERTLER: Commissioner Cox, the counsel, the 
6 interagency environmental analyst and I all met with the 
7 staff of the Missouri Department of Natural Resources p d  
8 were allowed to ask any questron we wanted, see any piece oi 
9 paper we wanted, follow through thelr procedures. 

10 The only item that was out of the ordlnar was that 
1 1  Fort McClellan's -- I'm sorry, Fort Leonard d o d ' s  
12 application was jum ed t o  the top of the cue. As they ut i t  
13 to us, they followe8thelr standard procedure on eventRing 
14 else except that thrs one got pnonty because of the tune 
15 constraint established b the Commission. 
16 CHAIRMAN D I ~ O N :  May I intern t just a moment, P 17 Commissioner Cox, to make this announcement'. Several peo le 
la  h a ~ e  asked if we're oing to have a break pretty soqn. &e'rc 
19 gomg to have a bruk as soon as we drspose of thls Issue. 
20 y e n  Commissioner Cox finishes her line.of 
21 questionmg, I'm gomg to recogmq Representative Comella 
22 to make h ~ s  motlon, and then we will go to the vote and a 

- - 5  - '  

I substantiall from Final Criteria 1 and 2. 1s that correct" 
2 C O ~ I S S I O N E R  CORNELLA: yes, sir 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And therefore the ~ommkssion 
4 reject the Secretar 's recornendation and so forth. 
s C ~ M M I S S ~ N E R  STEELE: Okay I apologiz. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner - !he Conunksirer 
7 is moving to reject the Secretary of Defense's 
8 recommendation. Is there a second? 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: Yes. sir. I'll second. 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: it's seconded by Commissioner Cox. I 

I I Are there anv further comments? 

MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER COIZNELLA: Aye. 
MS. KING: Cornmissiomr Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: A e 
MS. KING: Cor~missioner k v i s ?  
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Co;llmissioner Klmg? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: No. 
MS. KING: Cort~missioner Montoya? 

the roll. 
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1 break. Commissioner Cox. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. And thc reason I'm 
3 concerned about that, generally, one is more likely to be -- 
4 I like to call myself a recovering lawyer, and so I m not 
5 involved in many of these things, certainly not environmental 
6 appeals. 
7 But I do know, having been at a department of the 
8 federal agency that you are more llkely to get overruled on 
9 rocedural grounds than you are on substantive grounds 

10 L a u s e  generally the standard is arbitmy and capricious. 
11 The state IS glven a great deal of deference, and 
12 it's a little concertung, even thou h I fully understand and 
11 I a preciate why the Arm waitexf+ long as it did, had to. 
I4 at r a t  thought ~t hpd to, iefore gorog forward wlth ths. 
15 But thrs uts ~t m a posltlon where legal 
16 challenges ten$ to be more successful when there is a -- when 
17 you hurry these things throu h because ou tend to have more 
18 procedural grounds, and &its just wKy I'm concerned about 
.a .. 
LY 1L. 

20 And I xaise that fully understanding that the Army 
21 really didn't have a choice on when they put these things 
22 through, but I do think it raises of question of whether 
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1 these appeals are more like1 to succeed than they wouh haw 
2 had the Army been able to J o  these sooner rather than later. 
3 So I thank you. 
4 CH+RMAN DIXON: Thank you. Commissioner Cox. 
5 Commssloner Cornella. 
6 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I have a motion. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Make your motion, Mr. Cornella. 
8 M O T I O N  
9 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I move the Commission find 

10  the Secretary of Defense deviated substaqtially from Final 
1 1  Cntena 1 and 2 and therefore the Comrmss~on reject the 
12 Secretary's recommendation on Fort McClellan. Alabama, and 
13 instead ado t the following recommendation: 
14 Fort &c~lel lan will remain open. includio all 
15 activities and,facilities. .The Co.mssion fmds tiis 
16 recomrnendatlon 1s consistent wlth the Force Structure Plan 
17 Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second Lo the motion of 
19 Commissioner Cornella? 
20 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Sir, did Mr. Cornella's 
21 motion sa that the Secretar did or didnot deviate? 
22 CHAIRMAN D I X O ~  The Secretary dev~ated 
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COMMISSIONER MONTOY A: Aye. 
MS. KING: .. Cornmissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: No. 
MS. KING: Cormhissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: No. 
MS. K1NG: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN ClXON: No. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 4 ayes. 4 

9 nays. 
10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The vote is 4 aves and 4 rnvr. and 
1 1  the 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

. . 
motion fails. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA:. Mr. Chairman2 
CHAIRMAN Dl XON: Comrmsslonzr Corn* 
COMMISSIONI .R CORNELLA: I have a mdiom. 
CHAlRMAN D 1 XON: Commissiouer Corn& 

M O T I O N  . - 

17 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I move he, CO- w 
18 th? S ~ r e t a r y  of Defense, devlilted substan~ia1i~fro.m F d  ' 
19 Crltena 1 and 2, and therefore the Comrmss~on rejecf the 
20 Secretary's recommenda~ion on Fort McClellq Alabama. zud 
21 ~nstead adopt the followmg recommenda~on: 
22 Close Fort McCizllan except minimum essential 
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I facilities for a reserve component enclave, minimum essential 
2 land fac~liltes as qvzs.far): to provide auxiliary support ma 
3 thc chemical dembtarrzatlon operation at Anniston .4nq 
4 Dc. ot relocat;: the U.S. Anny Chsmical and Military - 
5 to $oh fionard Wood, Missouri. 
6 The Chemical D-.fense training facility, military 
7 policc school and the U .:;. A r m y  Chcmlcal School will opcMc t 
8 at Fort McClellan w,:ii such time as the gapability to 
9 operate a rcpl~cement C3TF at Fort Leonard Wood. hl-komi. is 

10 achieved. 
I I The Defense Poiygraph Iqstitute will relocate u, 
12 Fort Jackson, South Cwolina, llcensed Peiham ranp mn3 
13 current- Gu:ird facilities to the Alabarpa Nativn* Gum& The 
14 Comwsslon finds tlrls recommendatron 1s cons~stent umh the 
15 Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria. 
16 COMMISSIONlIR DAVIS: Second. 
17 CHAIkMAN DIXON: It is moved by Cornmiskaner 
18 Comella and second& by Conmissioner Davis. 
19 COMhllSSIONEE ;.:(I)BLES: M r .  Chairman. i w l d  s e  L v c  o 

20 clariticatlon on the rnbt~on? 
2 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I'm sorry? 
22 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Can I have a clarif)~lrica on 

- ---- 
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I going to leave us at this moment? I certainly don't want to 
2 vote on a motion here that has any uestions in it. This 
3 whole thing is in the courts anyway. C8MMISSIONER STEELE: 
4 Mr. Chairman, my la man's view to this motion, and correct me 
5 if I'm wrong, is it &esn9t 'ust kee the Chemical Defense 
6 Training Facility. It would keep t&t as well as the 
7 Military Police School, the Army hemrcal School until we're 
8 ready at the other state, at w h c h  case my personal concern 
9 is regardmg the Chemcal Against Trainrng Facility only, not 

l o  those other schools. 
11 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Well, I think the intent of 
12 the motion was in reference to Commissioner Robles' comment 
13 that he  felt it was synergistic to have the chemical school 
14 apd the - and I ho I'm not putting words in your mouth, 
15 slr - and the C B ~ ~ O  ether. 
16 And it was my a%dition of the Military P p l i ~  
17 School. because I feel that creates some svnergism rn their 
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18 missioris. 
19 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I don't share that view on 
20 the Military Police School, and o timally, if there weren't 
21 such -mg economics, I woulcfsaY the chemical school 
n also, %ut given the economics, I just think that that's risk 
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I the motion? 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes. Commissioner Robles. 
3 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Commissioner Cornclla, could 
4 you clanfy that that is bein enclaved at Fort McClellan 
r until there are su~table faclities. IS ~t the CDTF and what 
6 else? 
7 COMM!S>IONER CORNELLA: Well, until there would bc 
8 a suitable facilit - 
9 C O M ~ I S S ~ ~ N E R  ROgES:  You're enclaving everything 

i o  until there is a suitable facllit 
1 1  COMMISSIONER C O L E L L A :  s g h t .  
12 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Okay. Thank you. 
13 COMMISSIONER KLING: Ma I just understand myself 
14 just a little bit. The effect here of t i e  motion would be to 
I S  do exactly as the Army has -- let me see if I got this right. 
16 We will be doing exactly what the Amy is recommending with 
17 the exemption that it not be done until the -- untll the 
18 facility IS u and o eratin Is that a correct -- 
19 CO&ISS~~NER &OWELLA: Yes, sir. That's the 
20 intent of my motron. 
71 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, now, let me understand what 
22 we're doing here. Now I see counsel walking away. Is she 
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I of opinion here, and I respect.*at, but I don't want, 9 a 
2 consequence of that -- r e c o p v n g  that t h s  matter is m the 
3 courts. 
4 It has been bitterly fought on both sides and will 
5 be determin* ultimately, I expect, in the courts, and I 
6 don't want thts C o m s s l o n  to later be the subject of a court 
7 review in which we have erroneously done something here, and 
8 I want to have - I hope no Commissioner takes exception with 
9 that. I wouldn't want to do anything here and I think they 

1 0  would not that would ultimate1 cause us grief. 
I I COMMISSIOMR K L I ~ G :  T'his i t  back again, as I 
12 understand it, to be saying that nothing yi l l  move, including 
13 the MP School and the - un t~ l  the chemcal is UD and 
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I candor, there IS a division here that is an absolute 
2 division. and I want the correct kind of,a motion adopted, 
3 and 1 want counsel to show me what lt IS. 
4 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Well, I would be 
5 disappointed i f  there, was no debate. s/r, but what I'm 
6 gettln at IS that I thlnk t h s  IS a very im ortant rmssion, 
7 ust lire you do, and I also want that to & clarified. 
8 hank20u. 
9 OMMISSIONER STEELE: Mr. Chairman, I have a 

l o  suggestion. We could vote on a motion as resented which 
i I kesps all of the. t* things, the Chemcal gefens? ?rainmg 
12 Facility, the M~litary Pollce School and the Chermcal School. 
13 
I4 We could vote on that motion, see what ha pens. If 
I S  that motion is not successful, there wuld  be anotEer motion 
16 that is, in essence, an amended kmd of version of the first 
17 which leaves one o r  two of these three t b g s ,  and I would 
1 8  imagine that you will find your majority in one of these 
I9 scenarios. 
20 CHAIRM,AN DIXON: I'm sorry, Commissioner Steele. 
21 I'm tryin to l~sten to ou and l~sten to the counsel and 
22 listen to t%e director. i( recognize that then  is a division 

.- - 

14 runnin Is that correct? 
15  AIRMAN DIXON: I'm advised by counsel that fa 
I6 those of us who want to support the Secretary of Defense's 
17 ~osi t ion on this bitterly contested matter. that this is not 
18 i n  acce table motion. - 
19 1{my friend, the Commissioner, wapt to go forward 
20 with thls motion, we can vote on tkus mohon and then see 
21 what the result is ultimately. 
22 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Sir, I guess I would ask 
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1 that is acce table in any personal view. 
2 C~MRIUIONER CORNELLA: To take put the military 
3 police, ~f you want to make an amendment, str, I'd support 
4 that. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: May the Chair say this: I don't 
6 want to muddle through this now. I understand the votes are 
7 4 to 4, and I want to get a result that is an appropriate 
8 result.. This first vote indicates that four of us support, 
9 essentially, the position of the Secreta of Defense. 

10 Now, if I m in error when I %at, ?ny one of 
I 1 the four that wants to volunteer a d18erent vlew, let me 
12 how.  But I do not want to adopt an amendment now that will 
13 do violence to the essential position that we are moving 
14 towards in an a ropriate way to transfer this installation 
15 to Fort LeonarfRood when all pennits have been satisfied. 
16 Anythin beyond that I do not support, and I want 
17 to make sure g a t  we've ot that in this order. The 
I8 Secretary of Defense anbthe  Secretary of the Army are 
19 entitled to that consideration. 
20 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: 1 appreciate - ercurc me, 
21 sir. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella, in all due 
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I why it is not an acce table motion. 
2 COMMISSIONI!R F I N G :  ~ornrnissioner Cornella. I don't 
3 believe he's saylng there IS anythlng wrong with the motion. 
4 I think he's sa in that we wou!dn't eppor t  it. 
5 C H A I ~ A ! ~  DIXON: I m omg to ask the director to 
6 go down and ex lain what the .resuft is if this is +opted. 
7 MR. LYL~S:  ~omrmssioner, c o m t  m if I m wrong 
8 here. Mr. Chairman, I believe that this motion would have 
9 the effect of keeping everything - I be our pardon of 

lo keepln the - let's see. the Chemical &zool, the ~ i i i t a r y  
I I ~olice%chool as well as the Chemcal Defense T r a m g  
12 Facility o erating at Fort McClellan, Alabama, until a new 
I 3 chemical Befense Training Facility IS up and operationd n 
14 Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. 
15 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Wlth the exception of tbe - 
16 - or did ou sa the exce tion of the Poly ra h institute? 
17 M i .  L Y ~ E S :  Itig!t. The Poly mp% &stltute could 
18 be relocated under this motlonjust as fhe Secretary of 
19 Defense r uested. 
20 CO%ISSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. Chairman? 
2 I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes. 
22 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I'd like to ask a question 
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20 I may say so, and I don't want to stop any uestioning until 
21 1 do that, but I have a motion her? !hat has%een drafted 
22 that I understand supports the posltlon of those who support 
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1 of our briefers on that. I think this is relevant to the 
2 point the Chalrman is gettlng to. Let's assume the CDTF 
3 never moves because whatever. Would the Secretary of the 
4 Army still want to move everything else? 
5 MR. GERTLER: Sir, we can't speak to that for this 
6 yea .  That was the Department of Defense's 1993 
7 recommendation was to move everything except the CDTF and go 
8 TDY to the CDTF as necessary, wh~ch is a less expensive 
9 ro osltlon than malntalnlng part of the base at Fort 

lo  Lc61e11an. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: So there are savings in that 
12 scenario ou 'ust described? 
13 ME!. G~RTLER: yes, sir. 
14 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: And that was rejected by the 
15 Commission, then, in -- 
16 MR. GERTLER: That was rejected by the 1993 
17 Commission. 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: Unanimous1 as I recall. 
19 CHAlRMAN DIXON: We". what 1 wouldYire lo do. if 
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1 the Secretary of Defense. 
2 And I d like to read this motion and then, if we 
3 re'ect the motion of Commissioner Cornella, I'm going to 
4 ofker this motion. 
s This one is, "I move the Commission find the 
6 Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially from the 
7 Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria and therefore the 
8 Commission ado t the following recommendation of the 
9 Secreta of ~ef!nse: 

lo  crone Fort McCle1l.n except minimal esseqti?l land 
1 1  facilitles for a Reserve component enclave and m l m u m  
12 essential facilities as nec to provide auxiliary 
13 support to the chemical d x t a r i z a t i o n  operation at 
14 Amiston Arm Depot, relocate the U.S. Army Chemical and 
15 M&+y Police lchoolr to Fort.Leonard Wood. Missouri, upon 
16 receipt of the reyredpcnmts ,  relocated D e f c n ~  Polygraph 
17 Institute, DODP , to ort Jackson South Carolma, llcensed 
18 Pelham Range and c u F n t  Guard facilities to the Alabama, 
19 Army Nat~onal Guard. 
20 Now, that is the motion I will offer if the motion 
21 from m d~stmguished fnend, Comrmssloner Cornelia is 
n rejecte2' 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
1 I 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: The motion fails. 

M O T I O N  1 
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C H M R M ~ D I X O N :  I now offer the followin -tior; i I move the Commission find the Secretary of IkB- did nx 
deviate subshtially from the Force Structure PLn ad F d  I 
Criteria and therefore the Commission adopt the fo[bwin,r 
recommendation of th;: Secretary of Defense: 

Close Fort McCiellan except minimum es+tipl lnnr / 
facilities for.? Resene component enclave and ~UUEUU 1 
essent~al faclllt~es as nxessar to prov~de auxriEary 
support to lh6 chemisrl lemi~tarizationpperatim af I 
Anniston Army Depot, relocate the U.S. h y  Chadoll d 
Military Police Schools to Fort.Leonar-d Wood, Mkmi. q o r .  
rzcelpt of the required e m t s  relocate the Deknse 
Polygraph Institute to Fort lackson, south car oh^ l i d  
Prlham ran-e and cumat Guard facilities to the Ahbyrnr Ann: 
National 6uard. I 

Pace t. 
MS. KING: We are now voting on 1Mr. C o d a  s 

[notion'? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: We're voting on Coq&ss~xe~ 

Cornella's motion sccondd by Comnuss~oner D a v ~ i  
MS. KING: Okav. Mr. Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: A e 
MS. KING: Co~nmissioner &&is? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner KImg? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: No. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: l y e .  
MS. KING: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: No. 
MS. KING:. Col~lmissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEEI-E: No. 
MS. KING: ..Mr. Chairman? 
CHAlRMAN DiXON: No. 

Is there a second? 
coMMrss~oNER I second that. ML i 

- 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Kling second;. k a! 1 

MS. KING: hlr. Chairman, the vote is 4 a y s  4 
nays. 

comment? 
- 

COMMISSIO~ER CORNELLA: Discussion ple;tic 
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C0.MMISSlONER CORNELLA: What my motion is trying to 

2 accomplish is that we have that other strut before we step 
3 across ~ t .  I'm not sure the second one does because there is 
4 great di Ute over what the r uired permits consist of. 
r c~PAIRMAN DIXON:%~~I is there any further 
6 comment? Because let's have a roll call. Counsel will call 
7 the - 
8 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: One more point, Mr, 
9 Chairman, please. If anyone ob ects to the Mll~tary Police 

10 Schopl gokg on, 1 would ask that. tiey would amend the motion 
1 I at this polnt rather than reject ~ t .  
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: &d 1 would ask we consider the 
13 motion that supports the position of the Secretary of 
14 Defense. 

I 1s COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Well, we can debate or 
16 vote, I guess. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Let's vote. There is a second to 
18 Commissioner Cornella, I believe, is there not? 
19 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I second it. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Second by Colnmissioner Dsvis. 
21 Call the roll. MS. KING: Mr. Chairman? 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: No. 

I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cordla.  
2 COMMISSlONEh CORNELLA: 1 would libc to @ r s e  
3 my concern over thls n~obon as far as that it does ISX d!~ 1 
4 guarantee the permits :hat would deliver the sane &I CX 1 
5 training that now exists at Fort McClelIan. Al.harm 
6 

I 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I have a qlraocr -Mr  1 7 Chairman. I didn't hear the Chemical Defense T r a b n ~  

8 Facilit mentioned and I was listenin for it. 
- 

9 ZOMMISSIONER STEELE: EOmect. i 
10  COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: 'That's a b w e .  
I I COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman. I ttumk w: d I 
12 agree that we'd ask yc-u to withhold your mot& k a u s t  .mi 
13 &Jn.'t put anything a b u t  the Chemical Defenr T- 
14 Fitclhty In that. 
IS COMMISSIONER STEELE: There was an i n a v ~ t ,  
16 bci~eve, In how the mution was read. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, ladies and geridtmr~,  l'n 
18 guing u,ithclrarr, rn motion which did not require 6% VOLCS 
19 P I I L I  otter onc that t i e  Chalr announces docs require fivc 
20 votes. 

This IS a deviation from the Secretary of Dzf~ssz'k 
'22 rc~.i,~nlncnJa~~ons. Does my seconder permir me tc wiWrau rv 

' 

I 
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2 1 &HAIR%ANab1XON: Is there a motion? 
22 COMMISSIONER KLING: Yes, s ~ r .  
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20 No res onse.) 
2 1 

I 
LHAIRhAN DIXON: Are there any SW-LS? I 

22 (No response.) 1 

I 
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1 doesn't cost any more to an individual soldier or the family 
2 member? 
3 MR. LEWIS: The individual soldier would not pay 
4 any more. Ri ht now a famil member would pay more. 
5 COMM~SSIONER ROJLES: How about retirees? 
6 MR. LEWIS: Retirees would also pay more. They 
7 would incur the CHAMPUS co- ays. However, in - the ear 
8 esca es me. In the next coupfe of years Tri-Care w i i  be 
9 irn gmented in the Fort Lee area, the Tidewater area, and 

!I 10 un er that pro ram, under Tri-Care Prime, at least, 
I I individuals an% families that enroll in Tri-Care Prime will 
12 expenence substant~all lower co-pays and deductlbl?. 
13 MR. BROWN: but as you're aware, Conmussloner 
14 Robles, Tri-Care does not apply to retirees over the age of 
15 65. 
16 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And Tri-Care is just the 
17 latest in a series of ex eriments. 
I 8  CHAIRMAN D ~ O N :  Any further questions or 
19 statements here? 

Page 494 1 
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1 situation we just looked at -- with a small portion going tc 
2 local civilian hosp~tals. 
3 The .estimated one-time costs are $1.6 Mllion and n 
4 return on investment - a one-year return on m v z s t m t ,  3 3  
5 million in annual savings and a net present value of 549.5 
6 million. This was also a Medical Joint Cross Service G r 9  
7 alternative provided to the Arm . 
8 If we can put up Chart C-3 in addition to Chart C- 
9 3, the main issue bein r a i 4  by the community grmp is 

10 the savings would not& reallred. I've looked at b 
11 costs numbers, y d  I. don't believe that t + n g  care of 
12 at Walter Reed IS golng to substantially Increase 
13 the community rou says. 
14 I believe %at tEere will be operatin efidm- 
15 beyond those estimated by the A q y ,  andthe m ~ t s  mill 
16 actually be lower to b m g  all the m-patient care from For: 
17 M a d e  to Walter R e d .  
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any qucstioas of 
19 Mr. Lewis? 1 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Lee -- ~ommi&ioner 
Kling, S. Lee Klmo, on Fort Lee. 

M ~ T I O N  
COMMISSIONER KLING: I move the Commission find the 

Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially from the 
Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria and therefore the 
Commission - wait a m u t e .  Yeah. Right - ado t the 
following recommendat~ons of the Secretary of ~eFease: 
Realign Fort Lcc by reducing Kenner Army Community Hospital 
to a clinic, eliminate in- atient service.. 

CHAIRMAN DIX&: S w n d  the motion. Arc there any 
comments? 112 

F%Ei32"B AN MON: Counsel will 
MS. KING: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: XI 
MS. KING: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Na);. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 

MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: A e 
MS. KING: Commissioner &&is? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chainnan, the vote is 

11 the roll. 

Page 

ayes, one 
nay. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: The motion carries. Fort Ritchie, 
Maryland. Oh, pardon me, Fort Meade. 

MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, on page C-3, we have the 
next installation. Fort Made.  Mr. Dav~s Lewis will also 

f age *7 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a motion? 

M O T I O N  

10 
1 I 
12 
13 
14 

discuss this instdlation. 
MR. LEWIS: This is another hospital bein 

realigned to a clinic. DOD has recommended ra?igning 
Kimbral Army Community Hospital, the 36-bed hospital at Fort 
Meade, to an out-patient cliruc. 

The Army scenario has most of the hospitals in- 
patient workload going to Walter Reed Army Medical Center 
about 20 miles away -- that's a difference from the Fort Lee 

1 5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

nays 

ne-xt 

COMMISSIONE~KLING: Mr. Chairmm. I movr dd 
Commission find the Secreta of Defense did no! &via& 
substantlall from the Force Ykucture Plan and Florl 
Criteria anBtherefore the Commission adopt t k  
recommen&tion of.the Secretary of Defe-nse: 

Reahgn Fort Meade by reduclng Kunbral Artmy 1 
Coymunity Hospital to a clmic, elixrunate in-patient 1 
services. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second the motion. Are timer 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: No. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: A e 
MS. KING: Commissioner &&is? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 

any comments7 No res nse.) 
CH~IRAN D&N: c0-1~a11 the mu. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Lye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Having the l a q r s  EfMP 

rogram, family member and bcin the father of an EFMP chiir 

ayes and: I 

I 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: The motion carries. Fon W i t c k  
MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, on page C-8. az h v e  tic 

.installation, Fort Ritchie. Mr. h c k  Brown wi3.I dis=l?is 1 

f thnk the im act IS too great. 5 vote no. 
MS. K I ~ G :  Commissioner Steele? I I 

i 

t h ~ s  mstallat~on. 
MR. BROWN: Could I have slide C-7 rmd C-8 u p  

Mr. Chairman, the DOD recommendation a - 0  3xt re: itchle 1s . to close Fort Ritchie, relocate the 111 1 Sgnaf I Battalion and the 1108th Simal Brigade to Fort b c k .  , 
Maryland, to relocate lnforma~on syst&ns Engincuing fimrrmd I 
elrrnents to Fort Huachaca. 

We also developed an alternative r e c o d o n  M 

I 
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M 1 S S H ) N E R  COX: I move the Commission f i d  the 

Page 499 
1 considcration due to the fact that the DOD recommendation did 
2 not cover continuation of a new National Guard armory on Fort 
3 htctue's property. Cost estimates for the .recommendation 
4 are as showq. Fort Ritchie's closure will direct1 affect Y s some 1,900 jobs. Could I have C-11 .up, please. 
6 Communicat~ons sup rt, facilities engineering 
7 support, security and fire p h t m g  sup ort to the Alternate 
8 Nat~pnrl Military ~ommancf Ccqter, &DR, are critical 
9 mssions. Relocation adds additional time to the response by 

10 the support elements from Fort Dctrick by some 45 minutes to 
I 1 an hour. 
12 The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff however, 
13 accepts this increase in response time associated with the 
14 supporting SIDR from Fort Dctrick. The communit believes 
I S  that an opportunity was missed lo consolidate dsparily 
I6 elements of the Defense Information Systems Agency at Fort 
17 Ritchie. 
18 The DISA runs a state-of-the-art automation 
19 information management s stem at Fort Ritchie. Redundant, 
20 robust communic?tions l i d s  exist, however, nothin thqt the 
21 Defense Inforrat~on Systems Agency does at Fort Iftchle a 
22 locate unique. 
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1 In the fmal anal sis DISA manages electronic ?' 2 information and can be ocated anywhere proper'comrnunication 
3 nodes are available. 
4 The base visit surfaced the new National Guard 
s Armory on Fort Ritchie and that was not cover4 + the DOD 
6 recornmenetion. The alternative for the Co.xymsslon's 
7 consideration covers cont~nuation of that facihty. Next 
8 slide, lease. 
9 ?o reca the DOD nmmmendatioo c o n ~ m i o g  Fort 

10 Ritchie is to cPboe and relocate SIDR support mts to Fort 
11 Detrick, the Information Systems Engineering Command elements 
12 to Fort Huachaca. 
13 The alternative is the same with the addition of 
14 cnclavin the National Guard Annory. Payoffs are as  detailed 
a on the cf~art. Sub-ect b our uestions, that completes - 
16 CHAIRMA D M ~ N :  $ire there my questions of 
1.7 Mr. Rick Brown? 

~=%%IXON: ~ n y  statements? 
20 onse.) 
21 %&%hAN DIXON: Is there a motion? 
22 M O T I O N  

I 2 Secretary of Defense deviated substantially from Final 
3 Criteria 1 and 4. and therefore the Comrmssion reiect the 

Page 502 
I MS. KING: Commissioner Kling? 
2 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
3 MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a? 
4 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: lye .  
5 MS. KING: Commissioner Robles? 
6 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. 
7 MS. KING: Commissioner st=&? 
8 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
9 MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella? 

10 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
I I MS. KING: Mr. Chairman? 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
I 3 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 8 ayes, 0 
14 nays. 
I 5  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Motion unanimously carries. U.S. 
16 Army Garrison Selfridge. 
17 MR.. BROWN: -Mr. Chairman, Mr. Mike Kennedy will 
18 discuss this installation on page C-15. 
19 MR. KENNEDY: Mr. Chairman, the DOD recommendation 
20 is to close the U.S. Army Garrison. Selfridge. The Garrison 
21 provider family housing and community activities for milirjlry 
22 personnel in the Detroit area. 
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I It consists of 600 acres and is part of the 
2 Selfridge Air National Guard Base, which has about 3,600 
3 acres. On the pir  Guard Base, the Marine Corps and Navy 
4 Reserve activities are tenants as well as the Coast Guard. 
5 As can see here on Chart C-15 -summark+s the 
6 fpancial iqects  of the recommendation. One ~ t em I would 
7 llke to pomt out IS 189 of the 222 realignments are people 
8 moving from base housing to economy housing. They're p m a q  
9 Air Force mission personpel. The missions are staying at 

10 Selfnd e. It's ust a realignm$t off base. 
1 I &art C-f.7, please. '&s cha* summarim. the 
12 issues surroundmg the recommendation. .The mam concern 
13 raised by the community was that the Army, m their COBRA, 
14 didn't include housing  allowance^ for all personnel who are 
15 raid111 m famly housmg. 
16 4 e  found that the housing -- when you corn are the 
17 cost of housin to the cost of aying the housin a%owance 
18 is the ,%my wdsave 500,000. R e  h y  cairnatexfabout 2.6 
19 million. A difference occurs because the Army didn't include 
20 all the eople m .the h o ~ m  area as well as .the bana+cs. 
21 81e other issue m d b y  the mmpm regardmg 
22 the COBRA was the base operation savmgs. % e Army has 

4 ~ccretary's.rccommendation on Fort Ritchie and insteah adopt 
5 the followm recoqnmendation: 
6 Close fort ktchle exce t for a National Guard 
7 enclave relocate the 1 11 lth &gnal Battalion and the 1108th 
8 Si a1 brigade to Fort Detrick, Maryland, relocate 
9 h ~ n n a t i o n  Systems En eermg Command elements to Fort 

10 Huachae, m n a .  The ~mrnission find this recoqmendation 
11 is consistent with the Force Structure Plan and Fmal 
12 Criteria. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second? I :: COMMISSIONER KLING: Second. 
IS CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner IUing seconds. Are 
16 there an comments? 
17 d o  me.) 
18 L H Z m  DNON: Counsel call the roll. 
19 MS. KING: Commissioner Cox? 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: Ave. 
21 MS. KING: commissioner bavis? 
22 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
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I claimed the base operation savings,.basically, from the 
2 c iv~l~an  salanes and the base operating costs of operating 
3 the comquqity-related functions, the contention of.the 
4 community IS that these savmgs would be reduced if other 
5 services remaining would increase their funding for these 
6 services. So the call into uestion these savings. 
7 CHAIRMKN DIXOI?: Is this exclusively housing. 
8 Mr. Kemed ? 
9 MR..&NNEDY: It is housing and then communir) 

10  functions llke the base gym, chlld care, different types of 
I 1  I shons - -  --- 
12 r - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A N  DIXON: Related to the housing. I f : MR. KENNEDY: Yes. That's aU it is. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Comrmssioner Klinn. 
COMMISSIONER K N G :  Mr. Ke~edy,  this ;just onc I :: of a number that we're eomg to be Loolunn at here on the - w 

housin alone issue. 
- 

 ti^. KENNEDY: YM, it is. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And this is consistent with our 

discuss~ons earlier that on the question of housmg we would 
view this very carefully in view of all of the statements 
bcen made by the Department of Defense and others about the 
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COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Are there mter-service 
rt agreements that support this garrison concept of the 

?.PFArmy for the other services that are maintained there? 
MR. KENNEDY; The ,Ann has an inter-servicj: su p r t  

a reement wlth the A r  ~ a t l o n a r ~ u a r d .  It's an h r  dt lonal  
&rd base. So the Army has a suppon agreement for 
utllihes - 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: What commitment has been made 
to the other services that are living in that facility? 
There are other services living in that; it's not just U.S. 

Multi-PageTM 
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Army in the housin ? 
- 

MR. K E N ~ Y :  yes, i. the housin , that's c o m t .  
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Do they gave 11-4, Inter- 
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1 shortage of housing which is coupled with the action.in the 
2 House I think only the other day to increase the fund~ng for 
3 housin because of the recopit~on of that shortage. 
4 f i ~ .  KENNEDY:  hat's correct. 
5 MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, the Army's posltion is 
6 that they would like to take the dollars that they associate 
7 with family housing and rather than utilize them in areas 
8 like this, to put them into lar e military installations such 
9 as Fort Brag and Fort ~oob;.here they have slrmlar 

10 situations wlfh man more soldiers. 
1 1  COMMISSIO~ER STEELE: If f may make a comment, I 
12 visited this -- 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
14 COMMISSIONER STEELE: This is one of those issues 
15 where the housing is full. It's needed. There isn't 
16 adequate housing either ad uate or affordable housing or 
17 enough housin m the areaqor the need. It*s a uestion of 
18 who is pa in &e boss, but the place is totally 511. 
19 A~JI  & y e  had five different groups 
20 represented at Selfndge. So personally, ~ t ' s  a need to 
21 keep, after visitin it. 
22 C H A I R M A  DIXON: Is there any further comment? 

service Sup rt A reement with them? Db you know? 16 
MR. GNN%DY: I do not know that 17 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: They do gG some money from 18 

the Coast Guard, I believe. 19 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes. but that - 20 
MR. BRO*: Commissioner ~ a v $ ,  only from the Coast 

Guard. 

Pzpe 5LH 
1 National Guard installation. They're two separate 
2 inst:~llations, Cornmiss~oner Steele. 
3 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Right. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further comments? 
5 No res onse.) 
6 &HAIRhAN DIXON: Is there a motion? 
7 M O T I O N  
8 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Yes. I'U makc b e  modon. 
9 1 move the Commission find the S.ccrctary of Defense d e v d  

10 substantially from Flnal Critena 1 and 4 and therefore tfie 
1 I Commission re'ect the Secretary's recommendation on U.S. h! 
12 Garrison selflndge and instead adopt the following 
13 recommendation: 
14 U.S. Army Garrison, Selfrid e will remain opee  
15 The Commission finds this recornmen f ation is consistmt ~ 
16 the Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to thar motion? 
18 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Second. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis sccun& rhe 

P s e  5 P  
MS. KING: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornoh 1 thin& h s  I 

! 

left a roxy vote. ! Ls. KING: Aye by proxy? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella votes ave P i 

20 motion by Commissioner Steele. Is there any commetzt? 1 
2 1 LN2;ense.) 
22 AN DIXON: Counsel will call the roD. 

prox 1. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: A e. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Aavis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner K h g ?  
COMMISSIONER KWNG: Aye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: .lye. 
MS. KING: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is ayes 

nays. I 
i 

I I I 
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I COMMISSIONER DAVIS: But that's required because 
2 its not art of the Department of Defense. 
3 8 ~ .  BROWN: It's like any other housing area that 
4 is run by one of the military de artments. If an occu ant is 
5 from another.rpiliy servrce, &ere are no transfer o f  funds 
6 among the rmlitary epartments. 
7 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: But the reason I'm asking the 
8 question, ~ t ' s  a support a reement, and many cases where we 
9 have, you h o w .  an Air !ore b.ase sup rtmg Army facility 

a su port agreement wlth the Ly saying I will f Y  ;::V?E ou t ie  followin .facilities. 
12 ~ 6 .  BROWN: I tknk that's true for facilities 
13 other than famil housing. 
14 COMMISS~ONER DAVIS: Okay. Thank you very much. 
15 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I recall on one road the Air 
I6 Force was in charge of plowing half of it and the Army the 
17 other half, if memory serves me, Mr. Kenned They seemed to 
I8 have everythin from the chapel -- everydmgls split. 
19 MR. K E ~ N E D Y :   hat is correct. 
20 COMMISSIONER STEELE: But the Army does carry most 
21 of the bus. MR. KENNEDY: That is right. 
22 MR. BROWN: For the housing area, not the Air 

w e  531 
I CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion to devkte hnm tht 
2 Secretary of Defense's recommendation carries u n a n b o l d ~  
3 P*y Support Center, Illinois, and the Chair wiU recuse on 
4 h s  usue. 
5 MR. BROWN: Mr. Mike Kennedy will discuss this 
6 installation, Mr. Chairman. 
7 MR. KENNEDY: The DOD recommendation is to dose 
8 Charles Price Support Center exce t for a small resen- 
9 enclave and a storage area. Like %]fridge, thq Rice I 

10 Support Center provldes logistics, farm1 housmc and I 
1 I community support to military persome{ in the Si h i s  
12 area. This chart summarizing the recommendation of return on / 
13 investment with an annual savings of $6.3 millicm. Chart C- , 
14 22, pleare. ! 
15 Like in the case of Selfridge, the number one issue 
16 is the analysis of the COBRA data, and again we foumd t h  I 
17 the Army doesn't include all ,the residents of family hausrg 
18 and barracks who are remairung m the area. 
19 So instead of savm the Army would only sacp* 
20 $77,000 instad of the 5&>00 they pro'ected in their 
21 analysis. Also, we found that there will)only be 8 d u r )  
22 personnel elirmnated, not 21, as the Army had projecmd. 
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I The other issue raised was the tenant relocation. 
2 This facility has about 2 million square feet of storage 
3 ace that IS filled by other tenants other than the Army, 
4 rav , Air Force DLA, and the community mu raised the issue 
r of t i e  cost of relocatin these tenants. j u t  %e Arm has i 6 told us that they're incfuded in the storage area. so t ere 
7 is no nee$ to relocate these tenants. That concludes my 
8 presentat~on. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any questions of 

10 Mr. Kennedy? 
1 1  COMMISSIONER KLING: I guess 'ust only one. Th r' 12 on&.me wsft and the annual savings are most y made up from 
13 the housing or mostly made up originally from the wanhousing 
14 or both? 
15 MR. KENNEDY: The saves are made up from the 
16 civilian ersomel that would be eliminated. 
17 C~MMISSIONER KLING: That's where the majority of 
18 it comes from? 
19 MR. KENNEDY: That's w h e n  the majority of it comes 
20 from. 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any further questions? 
22 (No response.) 

6 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I move the Commission find 
7 the Secretary of Defense devlated substantially from Final 
8 Criteria 1 and 4 and therefore the Commission reject the 
9 Sec~tar&s recommendation on Pnce Support Center and 

10 instead e following recommendation: 
11 Keep open Charles Melv* Price Sup ort e n t e r ,  e 12 includlqg all acttv~ties and f a c ~ h h ~ .  The. omrmsslon 
13 finds h s  recommendat~on rs consistent w t h  the Force 
14 Structure Plan and Final Criteria. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second? 
16 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Second. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: It is seconded by Commissioner 
18 Montoya. Is there any further comment? 
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I reducin garrison management functions and disposing of 
2 family Aousing, retaln an enclave for the reserve ,components. 
3 Army and Air Force exchange serv~ce ~n the Antilles 
4 Consol~dated School, which IS a DODdependent school. 
5 The primary funct~on of Fort Buchanan 1s to prov~de 
6 mobillzatlon sup ort to Reserve corn oneot uruts on Pueno 
7 Rico and the u.$ Virgin Islands. d e  cost and benefit 
8 estimates are as shown on the chart. 
9 I would polnt out that of the23.7 milljon for base 

10 operat~ons, about 3 and a half m l l ~ o n  IS dedtcated to 
1 1  running famil housing operations. Under the draf? im lement 
12 conce t rea6 ment will directly affect some 52zjobs. 
13 ~oulc/)l*have f!3 I,,  please -- correct, C-29 
14 The commumty ar ues the Army hai recognized Fort 
15 Buchanan as a lead mobfiration station and a power 
16 projection platfonn vital to any Caribbean or Latin American 
17 contingency. FORSCOM's draft implementation concept for the 
18 realignment is to reduce the gamson to zero and to perform 
19 installation missions via action teams de loyed from CONUS. 
20 The community contends that ~uchanan's m i s s ~ o ~  can 
21 best be performed with a res~dent act~ve component gamson 
22 and that disestablishing Buchanan's garrison exceeds the DOD 

STEELE: Aye. 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. you're recused on this . . 
2 issue? 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I recuse myself. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Cornella votes aye by proxy. 
5 Commissioner Cox? 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: Ave. 

issue. 
MS. CREEDON: ~ommission6r Davis is mused 

Commissioner Klin ? 
' COMMISSIONER &G: Aye 
MS. CREEDON: ~ o m m i s s i o n e r ~ ~ o n t o ~ a ?  
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. the votes a1 

on this 

re 6 ayes 

CdIRMAN DIXON: 6 avcs. 0 navs. Commissioner Davis I:: and O s. 
17 and Commissioner Dixon musing, &d the motion is adopted. 
18 Fort Buchanan. 
19 MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Rick Brown will 
20 discuss Fort Buchanan. 
21 MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, +e DOD recommendation 
22 c o n c e m g  Fort Buchanan is to realign Fort Buchanan by 
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I recommendation. 
2 Staff confirms that mobilization certification is 
3 normally performed by a resident gamson. However, 
4 recedent exists for usmg action teams for t h ~ s  rmssion. 

Eyrther, .it is the Commission cqunsel's opinion that 
6 disestabl~shmg Buchanan's gamson does exceed the scope of 
7 the DOD recommendation. 
8 Slide 3 1, please. To recap, the recommendat,ion 
9 reali s Buchanan by reducm arnson and d~sposmg of 

lo  farniphousing. Enclaves w i i  %e established for remaining 
I I Reserve com nent PLAFES and the DOD school. 
12 CHAI&AN DIXON: Are there any questions of 
13 Mr. Brown? 

onse.) 
&%AN DIXON: b y  statements? 

(No 
CHI 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I have a - 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES:. Par? question 

statement. I think this IS one m whch. m thelr &k* - . -. - -. - - - 

save bucks. Army Force Command has e x ' d e d  their authority. 
21 This was a realignment, not a closure, when, in essence, they 
22 have closed it, and they say they're gomg to move these 
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I action teams. My first question, Mr. Brown, is where is this 
2 precedent on action teams currently located? 
3 MR. BROWN: It's in the Pacific, Commissioner. 
4 That is the lmplementat~on concept for mobll~zat~on of the 
s National Guard on Guam. 
6 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Guam only? 
7 MR. BROWN: That's correct, sir. 
8 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I dare say that, in all 
9 deference to Guam, the have some folks who have joined the 

10 arms services in n u m L ,  but the number of people who 
I 1 mobilized in the.units to mclude Desert Storm coming out of 
12 Puerto h c o  Nat~onal Guard IS a lot larger than that, and 
13 they have served honorably many years and have many Medal of 
14 Honor winners have come from that island. 
15 I don't think that ~t IS netther appro riate nor 
I6 wrrrst for them to walk away h m  that rnobLtion mission, 
17 and having a team go there periodicall will do nothing bur 
I8 reduce the mobilization capability of Lbbt station there, and 
19 I just t h e  this is the wrpng thing to do. 
20 I thmk we're w a b g  awa from a commitment we 
21 made to them on mobilization, and K avin a couple of men and 
22 women who go over there is not the right thing 

I l l  
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I M O T I O N  
2 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, I move the 
3 Commission find the Secretary of Defense deviated 
4 substant~ally from Flnal Cnteria 1 ,2 ,  4 and 5 and therefore 
5 the Commission reject the Secretary's recommendation on Fort 
6 Buchanan and instead adopt the followin recommendation: 
7 Realign Fort Buchanan, dispose offamily housing, 
8 retain garrison facilities as necessary to fulfill 
9 mobilization missions and r uirements and enclave support 

10 functions, retain an enclave for "S, e Reserve components, Army 
1 1  and Air Force Exchange Service and the Antilles Consolidated 
12 School. The C o m s s i o n  finds this recommendation is 
13 consistent with the Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria. 
14 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I second. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: It's moved b Commissioner Roblcs 
I6 seconded by Commissioner Davis. Is tiere my further 
17 comment? 
18 COMMISSIONER KLING: Just an ex lanation. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: commissioner b i n  
20 COMMISSIONER KLING: Where docs that d i k r  from 
21 the Secretary of the Army's recommendation? What is the 
22 difference in this amended - 
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1 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: The difference is, as I 
2 understand it and Mr. Brown can help, we have added the 
3 specific wording that requires thep to re.&& an enclave and 
4 a gamson to su port the mobilization mssion as  opposed to 
5 the current irnpkment plan, which is to send the support tean 
6 from the mainland over as needed. MR. BROWN: That's correct, 
7 Commissioner. Commissioner Kling, the particular portions of 
8 the text are retaining an active component garrison to 
9 fulfill the mobilization figures and requirements on slte. 

10 COMMISSIONER KLING: What about the disposing of 
I I the farm1 housine? 
12 ML BROWN: The family housing would still be 
13 disposed, sir. We have costed -- based upon some questions 
14 previously, we costed the alternative of retaining the 
15 minimum garrison strength, and that is on slide -- if you put 
16 C-3 1 back up, please. 
17 The alternat~ve costs reduce the up-front costs, 
I8 but there are greater recurring costs due to fewer 
19 eliminations. The one-time costs of the revision are 7 
20 million less than the original option because the personnel 
21 eliminations are smaller. It also reduces the net present 
22 value of the total savings over the penod by some 59 
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1 to do. 
2 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman? 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
4 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I'd like to join General 
5 Robles. I was down there and visited. He's right about the 
6 decorations. It's probably one of the most decorated states 
7 or territories that we have. 
8 Secondarily, come 1999, it will be the last U.S. 
9 Army outpost in the caribbean. Frankly, it's a superb 

10  recruiting area. The gamson houses those folks at the same 
I 1 time. So I would at last recommend we go for the Commission 
12 alternative. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Arc there any further comments by 
14 any Commissioners? 
IS COMMISSIONER KLMG: I might ask what the 
16 alternative that General Davis just mentioned would be. 
17 What, General Davis? 
18 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I have a motion. 
19 COMMISSIONER KLING: Is this the alternative? 
20 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Correct. 
2 1 CHgRMAN DIXON: Okay. What's your motion, 
22 Commiss~oner Robles? 

COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chainnan? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. the vote is 7 
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1 percent. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: An further questions? 
3 COMMISSIONER KLING: lYhe quality of the housing, 
4 did you touch -- 
s MR. BROWN: Sir,. the housing is over 25, years old. 
6 It is. enerally well-maintamed, but they are loolung at some 
7 significant Infrastructure costs if they contlnue those 
8 housing areas. The majority of the units have aluminum 
9 windows, not even glass windows. They have no central air 

10 conditionin at this point in time. The mfrastructure is 
1 1  somewhat o?d sir. 
12 COMM~SSIONER KLING: Thank you. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any further questions? 
14 No r onse 
15 
16 

~HAI%kbIXON: Counsel will call the roll. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 

17 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
I8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele? 
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
21 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
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ves and 
1 1  onenay. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion on Fort Bucanan , 

13 cames Kell Su rt Center. 
I4 MR. B~(o* Mr. Mike Kennedy w<-$discuss this 
15 installation, Mr. Chairman. - .  
16 MR. KENNEDY The DOD recommendation is to .realign 
17 the Kell Su port Center b consolldatm reserve u t s  onto 
la three o z t s  fPve arcels andYa~so relocate fhe ~ r m y ' s  
19 Reserve Lease Saintenance Activity in Valley Grove, West 
20 Virginia, to the Kelly Su port Center. 
21 On that last issue, %e Secretary of Defense has 
22 notified the Comrmss~on that that option is no longer viable, 
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1 since a facility is beino built in West Virginia for the 
2 Valley Grove unit. s e r e  are no major issues identified with 
3 this recommendat~on. The issues identified during the base 
4 visit have been addressed by DOD. This concludes my 
5 statement. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. Are there any questions? 
7 No res onse.) 
8 kHAI&AN DIXON: Are there my comments? 
9 (No response.) 

1 0  M O T I O N  
1 1  CHAIRMplr! DIXON: I move, my fellow Commissioners, 
12 that the Comrmssion find the Secreta of Defense devlated 7 13 substantially from Final Criteria 2 an therefore-the 
14 Comrmsslon reject the Secretary's recomrnendat~on on Kelly 
IS Support Center and Instead adopt the following 
I 6 recommendation: 
17 Realign the Kelly Support Center by consolidating 
18 Army reserve units onto three of its five parcels, dis ose of 
19 the remaining two parcels. The Commission finds tiis 
20 recommendation is consistent with the Force Structure Plan 
21 and Final Criteria. Is there a second? 
22 COMMlSSIONER STEELE: 1'11 second that motion. 

L , I 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: And that motion is seconded by 

: Commissioner Steele. Is there any further comment? 
, s o res onse.) 

%Al&AN DIXON: Counsel, call the roll. 
i ( i  ' ?.IS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
f COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. You want to start with 
7 nr Sorry. A e. 
I MS. C ~ E D O N :  Commissioner Cornella. 
3 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 

' 0  MS. CREEDON: Commissioner COX? 
I COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 

2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
3 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 

- J 31s. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
.Y COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 

- 6  XIS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? - COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
,:2 >IS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. % MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
=I MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 8 ayes and 
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no nays. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Motion is unanimouslv adoeted. 

for either'one of these ktallations. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: You want the two of them 

amsickred together? MR. BROWN: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Very nood. Fort Hamilton and Fort 
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I While units are generally serviceable, Army is facing 
2 significant costs to maintaln and u 
3 They currently spend ?bout year per unit 
4 maintalnmg the famly housmg, and they currently have a 
5 1996 deferred maintenance program of some $2.3 miUlon worth 
6 of unfunded pro rams. 
7 ~l te rna t lv$~,  the local rental market is expensiye 
8 and tight. We estlmate out-of-pocket expense to soldlers 
9 currently in Fort Hamilton housing would total approximately 

1 0  $1.5 nullion annually. 
I I Based upon the family housin occupancy 
12  info.rmation, some 37.5 percent of.t%e mil!tary familiqin 
13 farmly hous~ng are E-5 and below In housmg occupanc~es. 
14 Using the 1.5 million estimate that I indicated, that would 
15 average out to some $435 er month out of the E-5s and below 
16 pockets to move on the rocal economy. 
17 C-41, please. To reca on Fort Hamilton, the 
18 reco~mendat~on rcaLigns Fort Rimilton by disposing of famiIy 
19 houslng and enclav~n the tenants. The cost estunates are as 
20 indicated here, and =%.st to your uestions, I will go 
21 ahead and roceed to A r t  ~otten's%rief$g. 
12 CO~MISSIONER DAVIS: What is an E-5's housing 

I 
2 

a .  

Fort Hamilton, New York. 
MR. BROWN: Mr. Chainnan, the staff suggests that 

tbe Commission hear the briefin s on Fort Hamilton and Fort 
Tmm. the installatiqn that wlll %e discussed after Fort 
Hamilton. before votme on recommendat~ons or alternatives 

- - 
Toaen. 

MR. BROWN: Mr. Rick Bmwn will discuss these I I: 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
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allowance, please? You say it's 400 and how much to rent? 

MR. BROWN: It would be over and above his BAQ and 
VHA. 

installations. 
MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, the next two 

rsommendations are a recommendation to realign Fort Hamilton 
d close family housing and a r~ommendatlon to close Fort 
Totten and dispose of farm1 housmg. 

C-38, pl-e. Fort dmi l ton  is a subinstallation 
of Fort Dlx and IS located m the Brooklyn, New York, 
m i n u s  Verrazano Bridge guarding the traditional approaches 
t~ New York Harbor. 

--. -- 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Well, what docs he give up to 

live in that house, do you know? 
MR. BROWN: I don't have the housing allowance - 
MR. B R O W :  We had it. I don't have it immediately 

available. Comrmsaoner. That's over and above all of h s  

14  
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

family housin entitlements. 
COMM~SSIONER DAVIS: Thank ou 
MR. BROWN: C-43.  lease. Fort Fotien is also in I 

the New York Cit arm in the'b;rmugh of Queens. The major 
tenant on Fort d t t e n  is the Armv's 77th Armv Reserve I 
Command. 

The DOD recommendation is to close Fort Totten 
except for an enclave for the U.S. Army Reserve and dl- 
of the famil housing. Cost estimates are as on the slide. 

I wouib like to pomt out that Fort Totten's base 
operations budget averaged 4.1 million over the '92-'93 
period, and of h a t  approximately 1 and a half million was 
spent on farmly hous~n operations. The closure 
recommendation will &rectly affect 25 jobs. 
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I A subinstallation of Fort Dix, Fort Hamilton 
2 provides administrative and logistics support to the New York 
3 +a Comfnand, the A n n y  New York Recruiting Battalion and the 
4 Jolnt Mlllta Enlistment Processing Statlon. 
5 Fort Zmiiton also e r f o m  personal property 
a Qipping, passenger traversup ort, tran ortation and 
7 diptary security for all branc%es of the%epartment of 
8 Defense. 
9 The DOD recommends realigning Fort Hamilton by 

:O -2 of family housing. Existing tenan? will be. 
' [ I  ux av Because the on ma1 recommendation also ~ncludec 

&g unit from Caven A in t  Reserve Center and the 
13 L r U a r y  of the Anny asked that we withdraw Caven Point from 
' r4  amsideration, we've included an alternative DOD 
iri recommendation that omits the Caven Point issue. 
: 6 Closure will directly affect some 14 civilian jobs, 
;7 and there will be no relocation as a result of this action. 
:8 The cost estimates are shown on the slide, and I would point 
19 ~t of the 25.7 million a year to o erate Fort Har+lton, of 
3 k t .  same 2.5 million is sxpenddto operate farmly houslnp. 
31 C-40, please. Houslng units are approaching the 
2 end of thelr useful life span offenng llrmted amenltles. 
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I C-45, please. As at Hamilton, Fort Totten's famly 
2 housin is approaching the end of its useful life span, and 
3 units offer l~mited amenities. The Anny is facin a 
4 significant cost to maintain and upgrade ~otten's%ousin and 
r have $4.1 million in deferred Fe t enance  projec.ts for 1896. 
6 The area of Bayslde, whlch IS the surroundmg lo?! 
7 area around Totten, 1s up-scale mostly dual mcome famlles 
8 who work in the Manhattan area. Thus, the rental market is 
9 tight and expensive. 

10 We est~mated that placin military.housing 
I I occupants on the economy wo8d result m an out-of-pocket 
12 expense of some S390 for the enlisted personnel, and some 49 
13 percent of the housing occupants and E-6 and below. 
14 We can note that Hamilton offers - Hamilton, 
15 oooosed to Totten - offers sufficient numbers of available 
16 qbirters to house Totten's military families. Let me have -- 
17 MR. BROWN: Commissioner Davis? 
18 COMMISSIONER Dl 
19 MR. BROWN: In answer to your question, the housing 
20 allowance for an E-5 is $426.30 a month. I do not have the 

4VIS: Yes. 

21 Variable Housin Allowance. 
n COMMIS&ONER DAVIS: Okay. That's fine. But it 

I I 
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I probabl won't be $405, I uess is what I'm getting at. 
1 d ~ .  BROWN: ~t wl f I not. 

1 j COMMISSIONER DAVIS: It will be 75 percent of that 
4 amount, 
j MR. BROWN: Let me have C-41 and C-46 up, please 
ti Side b side you have C 4 1  and C46,  both the options and 
i Fort dmi l t on  and Fort Toqen. Subject to your questions, 
s that com letes m resentatlon. 
9 C ~ M M I S ~ ~ N E R  COX: I just want to make sure I 
I0 understand. Even though you indicated that the 
I I ex nses for the folks at Fort Totten were 

14 expense? 

11 a s g g h  as Fort Hamilton 04 do 
13 housmg quarters at Fort d rml ton  to 

15 MR, BROWN: There are sufficient.vacant quarters at 
16 Fort Harmlton to house the Fort Totten ml~lary farmlies. 
17 There would an Issueof the proper grade structure that 
1s would have to be worked out. 
I Y  COMMISSIONER DAVIS: E a t ' s  the distance? 
4 MR. BROWN: The d~stance 1s about 12 to I8 rmles, 
21 throu h New York City, however. One is on the south side of, 
2 ~ e w % o r k  City in Brooklyn. The other is on the north slde. 
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I It is serviced b the ublic transportation system, however. 
2 C H ~ A N  ~ I X O N :  Any further questions of 

1 3 Mr. Brown? 
4 (No response.) I Y COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Chairman, I have a motion. 

CHAIRMAN DMON: Commissioner Cox. 
M O T I O N  

8 COMMISSIONER COX: I move the Commission find the 
9 Secretary of Defense deviated substantially from Fmal 

10 Criteria 1, 4 and 5 and therefore the Commission reject the 
1 I Secretary's recommendations on Fort Hamilton and instead 
12 adopt the followin recommendation: 
13 Keep open 6 r t  Hamilton, including family housing 
14 and x+@.urn essential land facilities for existing Arply units 
15 and activltles, keep Army Reserve w t s  at Caven Pomt, New 
16 Jersey. The Commission finds this recommendation is 
17 consistent with the Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to the 
19 Commissioner's motion? 
10 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Second. 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Cornella. 
12 Are there any comments? 
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(No remnse.) 
~ H A I R ~ A N  ~ I X O N :  Counsel call the roll. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 8 ayes and 

0 nays. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion prevails, and Fort 

Hamilton remains open. 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Chairman, 1 have a motion o n  
2 Fort Totten. 
3 CHAlRMAN DIXON: Fort Totten, Comlnissioner Cox. 
4 M O T I O N  
5 COMMISSIONER COX: I move the Commission find the 
6 Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially from the 
7 Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria and therefore the 
8 Commission ado t the following recommendation of the 
P Seereta of ~ e z n s e :  Close Fort Totten except an enclave 

10 for the 3 .S .  Arm R w l v e ,  dispose of family housing. 
11 C H A I R M ~  DIXON: Is there a second? 
12 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I'll second the motion. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Steele. 
14 IS there anv comment? 

IXON: Counsel, 
ON: Commissioner MS. CREED( 

COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner 
COMMISSIONER K LING: Aye 

call the 
Cox? 

Davis? 

Kling? 

roll. 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Comella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. the vote is 8 a\ 
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/es and - 
12 0 nays. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The motion carries, and Fort 
14 Totten except an enclave for the U.S. Army  Reserve is closed. 
15 Cornmodit Installations, Detroit Arsenal, Detroit, Michigan. 
16 MR. iR0wI'4: Mr. FhrLman. Lieutenant Colqnel Bob 
17 Miller wlll discuss Detrolt Arsenal and the Detroit Arsenal 
18 -- Detroit Arm Tank Pla t .  
19 E V ~ N I N G  S E S S I O N  
20 LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: Good evening, 
21 Commissioners. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Good evening. 
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LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILLER: If  I could have Chart 

D-3 and D-5, please. Comrmssioners, the Army's 
recommendation, DOD's recommendation is to realign Detroit 
Arsenal by closing and disposing of the Detroit Army Tank 
Plant. 

The Tank Plant is a government-owned, contract- 
o erated facility that is used in the production and 
of main battle tanks, most recent1 the M-1. The 
justificat~on for closlng the Tank $lant IS that is one o 
two, the other one being Lima Tank Plant in Lima, Ohio. 

Detroit is not as technolo ically advanced ,a Lima 
nor configured for the latest & production. Lima Tank 
Plant can accom lish future tank production mission. 
~nnis tqn  Arm Bepot is the tank rebuild facility 
Accqrdingly, 6etmltvs tank plant 1s excess to the ~ r m ~  
requirements. Shown on Chart D-3 IS a summary of the base 
anal sis data for closin the Detroit Arsenal. I'd like to I 
high% hr that the $5 m!lion in base o eratin budget would I 
probaily be reduced by ,the amount ??saves &at you see on 
the chart. That 1s what 1s golng to glve you the overall 
savinos, and the rest of the arsenal would stay the same. 

h e  major issue we found when we were there is that ! 
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onse.) 
%AI%AN DIXON: Counsel call the roll. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CRF-- 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: I move the Commission fmd 
tlx Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially from 
the Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria and therefore the 
Commission ado t the foIlowin recommendation of the 
Secretary of ~ e z n s e :  Realign betroit Arsenal by closing and 
disposin of the Detroit Army Tank Plant. 

c~AIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Second, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded b Commissioner Kling. 

a Chair recuses himself because of tie fact that Rock 
Lsland Arsenal is remotely involved here. Any further 
comments? 

with the Armstrong Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base, Ohio, instead relocate the health advisories 
environmental research and military criteria research 
functions of the Environmental Quality Research Branch to the 
U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency, Abcrdeen Proving 
Grounds, Maryland, and maintain the remaining functions of 
conducting nontoxlc assessment bottles and on-s~te 
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: Ibe nun mount production, which the facility currently 
f prcduces look with Rock Island Arsenal. Loolun~ at the gun 
5 mcunt production the communily argucd that the Detrolt Tank 
r b t  could produce a chapcr and better gun mount that Rock 
5 Lshd  Arsenal. 
5 Analysis of the data, looking at what the Army had - & oing through Army Audit Agency showed the costs shown on 
3 & &art you see, the cost at Detro~t betng 53,000, and 
m at Rock Island being somewhat under 40,000, and those 

~c would reduce down to about 38,700 if you combined all 
r : & gun mount approximate at Rock Island. 
c The other lssue is whether this complied with OMB 
II Circular 876 on Contracting and Privatization. OMB Circular 
I& 876 states that the overnment should not corn ete as long as 
:C it.5 economically L i b l e  on the civilians and &eirprivate 
;I idustrv. This concludes my briefing on the Detro~t Army 
r- Tank Plant. 
1 9  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any questions of Colonel 
!+ Miller? 
-r - No res onse.) 
- - LHAIRLAN DIXON: Are there any comments? - - (No response.) 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
1 6  

biomonitoring research of the Research Methods Branch at Fort 
Detrick at part of Headquarters U.S. Army Medical Research 
and Matenal Command. That's a long project. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes. it is. Is there a second to 1 
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I redirect of a 1991 Commission action. Under !his 
2 recommendation, a unique faclllty would remaln at Fort 
3 Detrick and not have to be.reconstructed at W.right-Patterson 
4 Pur Force Base Ohio. NO lssues have been nrsed concernrng 
5 this recommendation. If there are any questions -- 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any questions of 
7 Mr. Lewis on Fort Detrick? 
8 (No response.) 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any statements on Fort Detrick? 

lo No res onse 
11 ~ H A I & A N - ~ I X O N :  Commissioner c ling. 
12 M O T I O N  
13 COMMISSIONER KLING: I move the Commission find the 
14 Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially from the 
15 Force Structure Plan and Finql Criteria and therefore the 
16 Commission ado t the followmg recommendatlon of the 
17 Seretary of ~ e z n s e :  
18 Chan e the recommendation-of the 1991 Commission 
20 19 regardin disestablfshment $xi-service of the Develo U.S. Ly ment Blomed~cal Project.ReIlance. Research Upon 

21 Dcrelopment Labomtory at Foil Daeck, Mayland, do not CO- 

22 collate environmental and occupational toxicology research 

that motion? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: I second the motion. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Steele. 

Is there any comment? 

CHAIWAN DKON: Counsel will call the roll on Fort 
Detrick Ma land. 

MS. C&EDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
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MS. CREEDON: Cornmissioner Cox? - - COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissloner Davis? 

- COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? - COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. - MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 

5 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. - -. MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
- - - - COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
-. - - MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 7 ayes and 
, 0 nays. . - - CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion is adopted. Fort :* &trick. 
'i - MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, on page D-8, we have the 
:5 next installation, Fort Detrick. This is a redirect of a 
i' 1991 Commission recommendation concerning the Tri-Service 
:S Project Reliance Medical Research Stud which reduced the 
:= number of Army medical research labs $om nine to sin. 
7 Xlr. Dave Lewis will discuss this installation. -. - - MR. LEWIS: Mr. Wooten, Charts D-8 p d  D-10, = plwe.  As Mr. Brown said, thls recommendat~on 1s a minor 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
2 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
4 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
6 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
7 MS. CREEDON: commissioner Cox? 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner Davis? 

10 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
11  MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
13 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 8 ayes and 
14 0 nays. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the Secretary of Defense's 
16 recommendations are su rted b +e Commission. Ammunition 
17 Storage. S i em Army f%pot, dbfomia.  
18 MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, the next cate ory, as you 
19 mentioned, is Arm Ammunition Stora e ~nstafiations. 
zo Mr. J.J. Gertler w81 discuss all three of the installations 
21 in this catego 
22 MR. G ~ ~ T L E R :  Thank you, sir. Mr. Chairman, on 



COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner RobIes? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
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CH.\IRMAN DIXON: The Chairman visited there and saw 

I the white deer. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: I have a motion, Mr. 

- Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 

T M O T I O N  - COMMISSIONER S-ELE: I move the Commission find 
+ the Secretary of Defense did not deviate substant~ally from 
1 the Force Structure Plan and Final Cnteria and therefore the 
n Co-&on ado t the following recommendation of the 
: S- of ~ e z n s e :  Close S e n ~ c a  Army Depot except an 
z enchve to story hazardous matenal and ores. 
c - CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to Commissioner 
:.L Ster3e.s motlon? 
c - COMMISSIONER KLING: Second, Mr. Chairman. 
li CHAIRMAN DIXON: The motion is.rnade and seconded. 
r .ke here any further comments or quest~ons? 

11 ? w % ? b I X O N :  Counsel will call the roll. 
D MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele? 
-, - - COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
- MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 

Il;t MS. CREEDON: Mr. ~hai tkan,  the vote is 8 ayes and 
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I Third, and as  we've seen argued at the other 
2 installations in  this category, Savannah pobts out that all 
3 indoor ammunition storage in the Army wlll be full this year 
4 and argue i t  is, therefore, foolhard to close any ammunition 
5 stora e installation, since that wou 1 d only exacerbate the 
6 probkm of potentially unsafe outdoor storage. 
7 As mentioned with Senecca, DOD now confirms they 
8 have enough ava~lable storage space and enough 
9 demilitarization capacity to create more storagc space in the 

10 next six years that Savannah caq be safely closed. 
1 I We would note that the pnce of thts closure is the 
12 deferr+.opportyijty to reduce outdoor storage aqd address 
13 the existlng dermlitanzation backlog. DOD also mcluded 
14 $28.2 million to move residual ammun~tion out of Senecca, and 
15 that fi re was included in the economic a back data. 
16 C H M ~ M A N  DIXON: Any questions o?dr.  Gertler? 
17 No res onse.) 
I S  LHAI&AN DIXON: Any statements by mybody? 
19 No res onse.) 
20 L H M R ~ A N  DIxON: An motions? 
21 COMMISSIONER STEEL& I have a motion. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Stele.  

MR. GERTLER: Yes, sir. Slide E-17, please, and 
SLide E-18. Here you see the analytical data with regard to 
Sarannah h y  Depot Activity. The recommendation is to close 
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j 1 Sarannah and relocate the U.S. A n y  Defense Ammunition Center 
1 3 and School to McAlester Army Ammunition Plant in Oklahoma. 
, 3  E-20, please, Mr. Wooten. There are four 
I s si-gnificant issues with regard to Savannah. Commission staff 

s found that pone of the fac!ljties at Savannah is 
5 irrrgroducible. Havlng visited McAlester, I can tell ou 

1 7 thY cvco the campus atmosphere of the ammunition schoo may 
s be preserved. 

Y 
9 I should mention that a number of other facilities 
10 haw contacted the Commission asking that the USDACs not be 
11 directed. To.our knowledge only one of those facilities has 
2 actual1 solicited the Arm however. 
3 (?ommission recalcuktions of job loss indicate the 
r-8 actnal affect to be 8.3 percent. The community argues that 
3 Savannah is ip a very rural area with llttle econonuc 
-6 a c ~ t y  that mcrease m unem loyment will have a 
1-7 dl~prnportionately greater ef&t than the same increase in a 
1.3 more urban area. 
1-9 They point out further that these are high skilled, 
3 hi-dy pa~d.jobs and would thus have a more substantla1 

ecopomc npple effect than the percentage increase would 
2 mcbcate. 
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I M O T I O N  
2 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I move the Commission find 

I 3 the Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially from 
4 the Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria and therefore the 
5 Commission ado t the following recommendation of the 
6 Secreta of ~ezehse: 
7 ~ X s e  Savannah Army D e p t  Activity, relocate the 
8 understand Army Defense Ammunition Center and School and 
9 McAlester Arm Ammunition Plant, Oklahoma. 

10 C H A I ~ A N  DIXON: Is there a second? 
1 1  COMMISSIONER KLING: Second, Mr. Chairma. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling seconds. Arc 
13 there an commes? 
14 &do response.) 
I5 HAIRAN D XON: Counsel will call the roll. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
17 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
19 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
21 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner 
COMMISSIONER KLlrJc- AVP 
MS. CREEDON: Corn 
COMMISSIONER MOh I u r A: 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner 
COMMISSIONER ROB1 Fs. Au 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. C 

Kling 
..a. . '2 v. 

';ulss,ip.ner Mon to y a? 
Aye. 
Roble --- - - -J -* 

%airman has recused. 
man, the vote is 7 a es and 0 nays. 
CHAIRMAN D I X ~ N :  And the Chair muses. 

'age 

Mr. 

and 
motion is adopted. Industrial Facilities. Stratford h y  

the 

12 Engine Plant.- 
13 MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, there were two ,industrial 
14 facilities that had recommendations. However, smce the 
15 Detroit Arm Tank Plant is attendant on Detrolt Arsenal and 
I6 we've alreadl considered that, it will not be discussed here. 
17 Lie~tenant &lone1 Bob Miller will discuss Stratford Army 
18 Engme Plant. 
19 LIEUTENAKT COLONEL MILLER: F-3 and F-5. Stratford 
20 Army Engine Plant is another ovemment-owned, contractor 
21 operated facility in Stratford, &nnecticut, that is used in 
22 the production of the turbine military engmes for the M-1 

I 
I 

! 
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1 contractor currently. 
2 They are not included in the Army scenario because 
3 they're not DOD personnel, first of all. Second of all, the 
4 Army's position is that since the current production contract 
5 runs out prior to the closure of the facility that it would 
6 not be due to the B.RAC action, that the 'obs would -- that 
7 there are jobs elirmnated that are not renkcted m the 
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1 and the T-55 engine for the T-53 for the Hue Helicopter. Y 2 Current roduction mix there is about 0 percent K 3 military, and t at's goin to declme as the M-1 engine 
4 rogram goes down towar8 80 percent civilian production mix. 
5 h e  Department of Defense's justification for this 
6 recommendation is that rGuction in requirements for the tank 
7 and aircraft en ines has elirmnated the need for Stratford 
8 Army Engine klant. 
9 Co us Christi Army Depot Texas, and Anniston Anny 

1 0  Depot, ~labarna, currently. and can mee! projected 
1 1  operational needs for sustalnment of existing engine stocks, 
12 and depots can export mobilization, the two depots already 
13 mention*, until pew engine production becomes available. 
14 This chart is a suqunar of the base analysis data 
15 for Stratford Army Engine ~ f a n t .  I'd like to highlight that 
16 there is an annual savings of a proximately $6 mllion. The J 17 return on investment is imm .late. 
18 One thing I'd like to pomt out that I will discuss 
19 is that there are only five peo le that are listed on there 
20 as being eliminated. One of b e  issues in the community was 
21 that there are several peo le u there under the contractor, 
22 about 1,600 people actuafiy, tlat are working for the 

8 scenario. 
F-4, please. Never mind. We're already on F-5. 

10 Two issues shown on F-5 are industrial workload and 
1 I com~liance with Defense Science Board. These are the two 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any comments rrprdirg 
2 this installation? 
3 No res onse.) 
4 bHAI&AN DIXON: Is there any motion? 
5 COMMISSIONER KLING: I certainly would like a, h4r 
6 Chairman. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 
8 M O T I O N  
9 COMMISSIONER. KLING: I move the C~~mmissiom find k 

10 Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially fmm th 
11 Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria and therefore the 
12 Commission ado t the following recommendation of the 
13 Secretar of ~ e g n s e :  Close Stratford Army Engine Planr. 
i r  C~AIRMAN DIXON: I second the mot~on. ;\ay 
15 comments? 
16 No res onse.) 
17 LHAIRhAN DIXON: Counsel will call the d. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
19 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. I 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
21 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 

I 
I 

12 mahi issues when you're lookin at the facility. 
13 ~ h q  workload we've a l d  expressed IS going to 80 
14 percent civilian. There is probab& no reason to keep the 
15 plant, as far as engme sustalnment is necessary as the two 
16 depots could pick up the mix. 
17 Concern over pickin up the s ares that are 
18 currently produced at the ltratford ky Engine Plant would 
19 require movement of some items either come one of the depots 
20 or to Allied Signal. Right now in the implementation lan, 
21 there would be $2 million worth of eqpi ment that wou?d be 
22 required to move to Allied Signal, whlci we added into our 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
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1 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stwle? 

I 
3 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Coniella? 

I 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 

I 

5 I 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? I 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
9 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 

1 0  MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
12 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 8 ayes and I 
13 0 nays. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion is d u d y  
15 adopted. Are we read to go to ports, Mr. Brown. 
16 MR. BROWN: d s ,  we are, Mr. Chairman. Once sgair. 
17 Mr. Chairman, the staff suggests that the Commission hear the 
18 briefin s on both Bayonne Military Ocean Terminal and Qaklanr / 
19 ~ r m y s a s e  before voting on any recommendations a 1 
20 alternatives. 
21 CHAIRMAN DIxoN: If there are no objections br the 1 
22 Comrmssioners, we'll do that. 

I 
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1 COBRA as well. They were not included b the Army. 
2 The other issue was a published task &rce study by 
3 the Defense Science Board on the tank industnal base. 
4 Looking at the Science Board, concern by the community was 
5 that they recommended retaining Stratford about a year and a 
6 halfa o. 
7 bowever, if you read the actual recommendations 
8 within there, one of the option was to do away with Stratford 
9 Army Engine Plant and move that facility and m,ission to some 

10 other location, probably Phoenix where Allied.Slgna1 has 
1 I them other plant, the contractor that we're talking about. 
12 F-6, please. I'd like to high11 ht just a 
13 C o m s s i o n  alternative. The only &anges there are 
14 accounting for 91 personnel not in the Army's COBRA that 
15 would have to be.moved to another location $ the Stratford 
16 area, and the equi ment movement that we discussed, all that 
17 does is bring up tfe one-time cost of 6.6 and extends return 
18 on investment out to one year. So that concludes my bnefing 
19 on Stratford. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Colonel 
21 Miller. Are there any questions of Colonel Miller? 
22 (NO response.) 
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I MR. BROWN: Mr. Rick Brown will discuss both dKse 
2 installations. 
3 MR. BROWN: Could I have G-3 u , please? Mi 
4 Ocean Terminal Bayonne sits on the ~ e w  %rsey sh- of ixe 
5 Uppr New York Bay. Besides performin terminal o- 
6 the installation is home to the ~ i l ! t a r ~ % r a f f i ~  M 

9 Atlant~c in support of furopean, Afncan and South 

7 Command Head uarters whose pnmar function r- 
8 movement of D ~ D  car o throughout, t ie  Eastern 

10 theaters of o eration. 
1 1  The otger major tenants include the Army's 1301st 
12 Major Port Command, the Navy's Military Sealift C d  
13 Atlantic, the Navy Resale and Fashion Distribution Center and 
14 the Eastern Region of the National Archivzs. 
15 The onginal DOD r$ommendation was to cloee 
16 Bayome, relocate the Military Transportat~on Managemen 
17 Command Headquarters and Traffic Management po*oioo of (br 
I8 1301st Major Port Command to Fort Monmouth, N-w Jersey, ant 
19 to enclave the Navy tenants and Nat!onal Archives. 
20 In the Secretary's 14 June testimony before the 
21 Commission, he suggested a modification to the 
22 recommendation's language that would allow relocawn of both 

I 

I 
I 
I 
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E& and put directly on the ships in Norfolk, sir. Let me 

I have G d ,  please. The second issue other than commercial 
r port 7 or whether or not the workload requirement is 
2 su&~eot for Bayonne, the second issue concerns whether or 

not are wmmerclal port capabilities that could absorb 
the *T tnffic- 

The ran rtation Engineering Agency of the ; Mii i tuy  ~ r a f f i c ? % ~ a  ement Command studles indicate.a 
n-tud sommmlafcapacity pn the East.Coast sufficient 

n to lov ten d~vlslons within a slxday penod, and there 
L are% five commercial ports within a one-cia 's rail 
3 v t  of Bayonne that could accomplish $om a nominal 
Z capacity standpomt the deployment requ~rements of the port. + COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Brown, question for you. 
5 I'm familiar with the port on the West Coast, because I went 
5 m h  a site visit, and there are on1 three ports on the 
- W ~ S  Gout. and I've got my own fee!ings about the need for 
I:! t h a t  

On the East Coast, we're saying we have sufficient 
commercial capability. I just want to quote to you from one 
of m r  hearin s and have you comment because I'm not as 
kn-ledeeab8e on the situation here. Lillian Laberty, 

Page 559 / :he . b y  and Navy slernents to an unspecified location to 
: illow rreater flexih~llty. 

I We have included such a modification as an 
1 dteruiative for cons~deratlon. Cost estimates for both 
.- ,,ptiorns are detailed on the chart. Closure under the 
r , r i+d recommendation would affect 1,244 jobs. Relocating - all ternants will directly affect 1,955 jobs. 
z G-5, 1-e. S h p  call data for Bayonne indicates 
r that dr &ity IS underutillzd dunn normal operations. 

W o & + d  based on ship call data in-tie MTMC strategic 
1: planrzme factors of two days to service a shp ,  be that 
r either aloading or an unloading. 
~r In 1993, there were 56 vessels that called at the 
; militarv terminal, wbch equates to 112 days of workload. 
:: ,4so- &&.upon actual hours. worked data that we got from 
h the imtallation, there was equivalent of 71 work days load 
:- for d x  year. 
1) In calendar year '94, 65 vessels for a two-day 
!c factm of 130 days were called at the port, and actual 
x worMoad tused upon the number of hours of working a vessel 
2. for '93 was 107 days worked for the year. Through May of 
r this s r  22 vessels have called at the port, and actual 
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h o r n  worked works out to 17 and a half days in this year. 

I Nexr sli&. 
CO\tMISSIONER KLING: That was throu h when, sir? - MR. BROWN: That was through the 6tk of May, 

1: Commissioner. 
T COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Before you leave that slide, 
- IMr. Broun, could you tell me when the last time or how many 

times the 10th Mountain and the National Guard Brigade 
1 deplved out of Ba onne in the last 24 months? 

11 %fR. BROW&: The 10th Mountam Dlvlsion went 
a d y  throu h there for Haiti and partially through there 

for S o d a .  h e  National Guard Bngade, to m knowledge, 
r- has -er deployed through there. They are undYer the 
r d o n i n  plan. .= 11:s Qe combat brigade, the enhanced brigade that 

will be m the New York area that would be a logical claimant 
r on that k i l i  
: 9 COYh&SIONER ROBLES: If the need to deploy. 
!l MR. BROWN: If they need to emproy. 
3 COhfMISSIONER ROBLES: Where do the 10th Mountain 
2 D+o 9 Where other do the{ -r - - &R. BROWN: Their ellcopters were trucked down to 
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1 MR. BROWN: Would you put up G-7, please and 

I 2 backu slide P-7? The willingness of the commerciai ports tc 
3 absorl! the military r uirements is certainly a pacing issue. 
4 In re ional testimony%at you cited. base visits and staff - 
5 - %?my staff discussiop with !he Mantime Admirustration 
6 polnts out that the boormng busmess enjoyed by the 
7 commercral rts are malung them incr-ingly unwilling to 
8 disrupt t r a f g t o  accommodate short-notlce requirements. 
9 In lieu of the 48-hours spe~ified in gort plnnolog 

10 orders, operators are askin for 10 to 12 ays to clear 
I I stagin and berthin areas for priority miliery !qaffic. 
12 f'o accommdate the commercial sens~tlvities - and 
13 if I could have P-8 up now on your right, please -- to 
14 accommodate commercial sensitivities, the Maritime 
15 Administration, in conjunction with DOD and commercial 
16 operators, are undertaking two initiatives. 
17 First, they're funding a Louisiana State University 
18 effort to model the disruption of military deployment 
19 requirements to commercial operators. M W  estimates 10 to 
20 12 months to complete that model and assess the initial 
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I Director of thc Pon Depnmcnt, port Authorit of New  or& 
2 and New Jene and it's descnbed as the Lrgut %enera! 
3 cargo pot? on tie East and Gulf Coasts, she sald, I believe 
4 that I cannot rovide the space, security, access and trained 
5 labor in the $ficknt timely manner necessary to support the 
6 MTMC rmssion. 
7 SO my question for you is either -- or comment, if 
8 you could ust general1 address capacity on the East Coast 
9 and spcsidcally if you feel like the Army has agreements in 

10 place wlth the more numerous ports on the East Coast to 
1 1  support the mission if Bayonne would go away. 
12 MR. BROWN: Just one second, please, Commissioner. 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: Oh, and I apologize to anyone 
14 here. I'm going to eat some pizza because I'm starving. 
15 Sorry. I know ~ t ' s  rude. 
16 MR. BROWN: Could ou ut back up Slide P-6, 
17 please, and also hand out P-6? d. Laberty is the Director 
18 of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey and a very 
19 impressive lady. 
20 When she was making that particular testimony to 
21 the re ional heamgs, I believe that quote that you read was 
22 speciR to her operation, and it is, in fact. that all of 
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I the co.mmercja1 facilities along the East Coast are joining a 
2 boormng busrness and, m fact, there 1s an lssue that I'll 
3 address just in a moment on the willingness of providing 
4 commercial facilltie with a short time frame. 
5 The poqt bemg on Bayonne, there is sufficient 
6 capacity, nommal capacit on the East Coast to spread the 

8 any particular port. 
1, 7 requirements up and down t e coast so that you don't overload 

9 Plus, out of Bayome the primary claimant would the 
10 10th Mountain Division, which is a reduced two-brigade 
1 1  element, a small, relative1 small deploying division. 
11 COMMISSIONER 6.0~: If ou needed Bayonne as an 
13 insurance policy in the future, I'd aim like to address 
14 that, in the sense that maybe right now we're just having the 
15 10th Mountain Division go through there, but do we have the 
16 type of space and the type of agreements at the other ports 
17 on the East Coast as we renegotiate those agmmcnts, which I 
18 understand it's getting more difficult w t h  cities to do 
19 that, will.the Army still have the flexibility out of those 
20 other positions on the East Coast for space for the big types 
21 of things the Army needs uniquely to get out there m an 
22 emergency? 

21 results. 
22 They're also exploring with Department of Defense 
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I if the negotiation aspect doesn't work out. 
2 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I have a ragmatic question. 
f That2 theoretical. Let's talk ragmatical$. Last time we 
4 deployed a large force was 1980 summer of. Let's be 
5 pra matic. Do you have a backup slide that shows how we 
6 depfo ed? 
7 k ~ .  BROWN: Can I have P-1 up, please? 
8 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I happen to have intimate 
9 knowledge of deplo ing 19 long ships' worth of equipment out 

l o  of two commerciaf ports. 
11 MR. BROWN: When we get P-1 up, and you can hand P- 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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1 out as well -- 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And as vou're outting this uo 

Pa e 565 a 1 ways to provide earlier notification of deplo ments to t e 
2 commercial port authorities. Additionally, &e port planning 
3 order rocess and the legal compelling process IS also 
4 availagle in a situation of last resort. 
5 On my right and your right as.well is a sli?e that 
6 details the process from the standpoint the plannlng orders 
7 are not a legally binding agreement, but they're an agreement 
8 between the commercial operators and the militar planners as 
9 to the requirements that would be needed andspecified berth 

10 and amount of staging area. 
11 In the event of a contingency requirement, if a 
12 planning order is sufficient and is a r d ,  it's executed 
13 with no fullher in~olv~ment  by the%antlme Admi.nistration. 
14 However, if there is disagreement or there is no ex~sting 
15 ort plannin order with a commercial facility, then the 
16 Secretary ofsefense can request the Secretary of 
17 Transportation to issue either a national shipping priority 
18 order or a national allocation order. 
19 And Mant~me Administration has stated 
20 categorical1 that the Defense Department's requirements will 
21 be met andkither of those documents are a legally 
22 compeiling document. So there are legal remedies available 

1 want to put things in erspective.. ~ o n ' t  get mesm&ized ' 
that we're go-mg to depyoy everythng on the East Coast, 
because our forces aren't on the East Coast. 

The heavy forces that need to deploy are in the 
central part of the Un~ted States. There are four heavy 
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I radically up your strategic afloat prepo. We have also 
2 gotten several agreements to preposition stocks on the ground 
3 in various places we never had before. 
4 So we got a whole different scenario here. So 
5 let's not use a World War I1 scenario here to do a port 
6 analysjs. We need to use the new strategic de loyment 
7 scenario, and is that what yqu're showln up [ere? 
8 MR. BROWN: That is correct. 8nder the 10 Divislon 
9 statiqns plan -- under the new.stationin plan and the 10 

1 0  division CONUS Amy,  that is the depfoyment flow, nr. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER STEELE: Let me ask you a question on 
12 that chart, please, Oaklaqd Army Base sitting out there, and 
13 I don't see an thlng polnting from there, and that was a 
14 Commission a t .  What have we heard from the Department a h a  
15 our add of Oakland. 
16 MR. BROWN: The senior leadership adamantly 
17 su orts the retention of Oakland Army Base, and I will 
18 afgess  that in just a moment. 
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: If you could, because if the 
20 logic on the east is following another look on the West Coast 
21 and the Army wants to keep it, I don't get it. So if you 
22 could, I'd really appreciate that. 

divisiois -- 
MR. BROWN: Can I have P-4 up in lieu of the -- 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: -- in the central part of the 

United States. There IS only one on the East Coast, the 24th 

I 
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MR. BROWN: Certain1 . 1-11 go ahead and add'& 
2 that at this moment. if you'd liie me to, Cornmissioner. I 

COMMISSIONER~KLING: In the meantime, I think it's I 
4 fair to say also that those ships that you counted at 
I Bayonnc. a number of those were loads coming in from Desert / I 
6 Storm and so forth. 

1 7  MR. BROWN: Thev were recvcles back froin - 1 
8 COMMISSIONER KL~NG:  ~ h e i w e r e  even less of w h a ~  
9 would be going out of here. 

10 MR. BROWN: As regarding Oakland, DOD is founding 
1 I its argument for retaining Oakland based on the ort's 
12 criticality during a major regional contiggency. %owever, 
13 their argument is based on a computer simulation that the 
14 Commission was briefed on at the re ional hearing and durin 
1s the base visit that models as obsofete force structure d 
16 stationin plan. 
17 It foes not model this force structure and this 
18 stationing plan right here. What it .models is a revious 
19 force structure that,h?d a mec division from ($orado going 
20 west and a heavy div~slon from Fort k l e y  gomg west, and 
21 that force structure is no longer in place. 
22 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Mr. Brown, I've got s 
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1 Division out of Fort Stewart that deployed out of Savannah. 
2 The lOlst has a lot of helico ters robably Jacksonville or 
3 whatever, or Wilmingtoo. I%e lbl% Mountain is a light 
4 division, has hardly anything to deploy. 
5 So you can't -- ou've got to put this in context. 
6 Don't get mesmerizdthat we got to de loy out of the, East 
7 Coast. Show how we would deploy rea?ly the ten-divlsron 
8 force. 
9 MR. BROWN: On P-4, you have the normal deployment 

10 flow under the 5 and a third power projection core, and as 
1 1  ou indicated, the heavy divlsion would flow out of the Gulf. 
12  Hhe air ,assault division, if that. was one of the divlslons 
13 chosen m the m x ,  would nomnally go out of Jacksonville, - - 
14 Florida. 
15 The initial. division, the 82nd Airborne Division, 
16 would fly out wlth ~ t s  residual traffic olng surface mounted 
17 out the Moorehead City, and the ini t i i  mechanized heavy 
18 decision which is located at Fort Stewart, would employ off 
19 of the East Coast out of Savannah. 
20 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Now, that's the analogue, and 
21 this does not include all the preposit~onmg and all the 
22 strategic lift programs because you now are going to 

i question on the slide. The numbers indicated to B?;=:'Ol 
2 guess were trylng to say some peo le are maybe fairly lou 
3 compared to the total number of s i p s .  
4 But I remember that the said to us that the 
5 majority of the piers were un%r construction. They bul a 

I 
6 piers being constructed at that time; Isn't that tyue'! 
7 MR. BROWN: ThatIs correct. Their pnrnary pier was 
8 under rehabilltation at the time durin the Desert Storm. LP 
9 was completed repair after .that, and, f e '94-'95 figures t h r t  

10 I gave you IS with the repaired facility. 
I I COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: When you say the ' 94 -35  
12 figures, what are those figures? 
13 MR. BROWN: One moment, sir. 
14 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: 88? 
I5 MR. BROWN: Just a second, please, sir. Sixty-fit e 
16 vessels in '94 and 22 vessels through the 6th of May ro '95. , 
17 sir. 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: Could I ask a questioa a b u t  
19 Bayonne before we go on to Oakland? You mentioned thal the 
20 Secretary had amended his original recommendation and asked 
21 that we move the enclave. 
22 As I recall, they also asked that they be given i 
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1 We don't know where it's going. It could be someplace - it 
2 could be an here. 
3 MR. C O W N :  The numbers for this alternative are 
4 shoun on Chart G-3. 
5 COMMISSIONER COX: G-3. Based on Base X. 
6 MR. BROWN: That's right. 
7 MR. BROWN: And there were $29.9 million in 

: """C construction applied at Base X for this move. 
OMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. My only point is, 

10 vou know, we're now worlun wlthnumbers that, f p k l y ,  I 
I I feel uncomfortable wlth. A ~ B I  realize that Base X IS a 
11 normal exercise, but when we go off a COBRA that has one 
13 h g  and instead of saying we think we know where we're 
14 .ping to move them - and we had other instances today when 
15 we gave them authority to move it somewhere else, but 
16 mcludmg where they said they wanted to move it In the first 
17 place. that was one th~ng on a COBRA, when we're just doing, 
18 sort of, a mythical Base X. As you know, I have some 
19 concerns about that. 
20 MR. BROWN: That construction factor would have 
21 been developed as far as space requirements in conjunction 
tz w t h  the Corps of Engineers, Commissioner. 
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I &scretion to move the folks from the -- from Bayonne 
2 ~hcrever they so decid* to move and indicated that they were 

; 3 m the rocess of studying something. 
{ow, as I understand it, !he original COBRA run 

j .rlould have, of course, moved ~t to Fort Monmouth and that 
8 6 &en  WE no MILCON costs or other associated costs involved I 7 m that. 

4 Did we - how do we et a COBRA for the alternative 
9 =be. we don't have the sllg%test idea where they're movmg 

COMMISSIONER COX: Base X move. 
;MR. BROWN: It's to a Base X move, Commissioner. 

MR. BROWN: Yes, Commissioner. 
14 COMMISSIONER COX: I see. And what did we assume 

, I S  in the Base X move? 
/ 16 MR. B R O W :  We used a COBRA run pr,ovidsd to us by 
117 De artment of Defense, and I've got ~t here ~f you'd l ~ k e  me 
la to $ir it out and look up the m l  construction. 
19 Essentially, what lt does was take the milita 
ZIY m n r m r t i o n  and rehabilitation from the Monrnouth m o z l  and 
21 use hose same s ace r u~rements to Base X. 
Z? COMMKS~NER?OX: B r  how do we know that Base X 
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I has those r uirements? 
2 MR.%OWN: If you w e n  worst casing an issue, 
3 nhich DOD tries to do with their cost estimates, you would go 
4 ahead and assume that there were not facil~ties available at 
s Base X, and you'd need them so that you could go ahead and 
6 put some cost estimates a alnst them. 
7 COMMISSIONER C%X: So could ou tell me what the Y 8 MILCON assum tion is for this move. 
9 MR. B R O ~ :  I'll have to look it up, if you'll give 

10 me a chance to - 
I 1  COMMISSIONER COX: That would be great. Thanks. 
12 MR. BROWN: Also, Commissioner Cox, it's normal for 
13 an unspecified gainer or an activity that is going to an 
14 unspecified gainin installation for the COBRA model to send 
15 it to a Base X, wLch I think is a nominal 1,320. 
16 COMMISSIONER COX: I understand that. But my 
17 m o m  is this, we had no MILCON. We were movjng these 
I8 f o k  not very far up the road. So we had no relocat~on at 
19 Fort Monmouth, and that was a return on investment of six 

years which, for me, is, you know, gerting out there. 
2 1 I realize we did some that are a l~ttle bit longer, 
22 but I felt uncomfortable doing that. Now we have an unknown. 
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1 Port of Bayonne. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further. uestions? 
3 MR. BROWN: If I can have 8-12 up, WI% the 
4 Commission's mission, I'll go into Oakland, since we were 

recommende8;hat we were going to consider these. 
6 Oakland Army Base is the only Army+wned port on 
7 the West Coast. In addition to termmal operations, the 
8 pnmary function of the ort IS to house the headquarters 
9 that manages movement OPDoD cargo throughout the Western 

lo U. S. and Pacific, the Military Traffic Management Command 
11 Western Area. 
12 Major tenants include the 1302nd Major Port 
13 Command, the Nav Oakland Public Works Center, which is 
14 closing from pnor $XAC action, and the cost estrmates for 
15 the Commission add of Oakland arc as determined on the slide. 
16 The cost estimates reflect a one-time cost of $36.2 
17 million, a return on mvestment m three years w t h  annual 
18 savings of 15.9 million perjear. & ~ d  1 would rot out of 
19 the base ops cost of some 1 .7 mlllon m annuaKase 
20 operating costs, the port has a stevedoring all of the actual 
21 load ship contracts at an additional - average initial 8 
22 million come that base ops cost. Closure would directly 
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I COMMISSIONER COX: I understand. 
2 MR. BROWN: A total buildup requirement. 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. 
4 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I have one more question on 
5 B a y o ~ e ,  and actually, it applies to both. I know at Oakland 
6 they sald that they had leases w t h  the local port to lease 
7 two of the three berths and were lookmg lnto lease 
8 agreements for the third. 
9 The reason I ask the question now is I wonder if 

10 they have anything similar at Ba ome  and if there is any X 11  money coming into the Ann on ei er because of those leases, 
12 because I would rsonal6 take that into consideration. 
13 MR. BRO&: The d dock facility at Bayome had 
14 previously been lased, and g e  operator went bankru t and 
15 that lease expired. So as far as -- and they current1 {a~e 
16 a short-tern lease with the Port of Elizabeth that adow: 
17 automobile camers to stage some commercial automobiles on 
18 the installat~on. 
19 But a-ain, those short-term recurring contracts and 
10 short-term ?eases are not routinely included in the COBRA 
21 estimates because -- if they explre dunng the implementation 
22 phase of the model, because they are discretionary and Ley 
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I can be renewed or not renewed at the discretion of the 
2 operators. 
3 COMMISSIONER STEELE: That makes sense. My 
4 understanding with Oakland it was long-term. We can Walt 
5 until we et to Oakland on that one. 
6 CO%MISSIONER U N G :  1 guess it's fair to say, 
7 Mr. Brown, that really through Bayome u the on1 movement 
8 that we need to get out from up there is the I& Mountain 
9 Division, and we've ot two bri a d s ,  and you have - 

10 potentially, you have%ayome, %ut then you have all these 
11 other ports where we could even use up and down the coast 
12 beyond -- if B a y o ~ e  was closed and we didn't have any 
13 abil~ty to use nvate sector? 
14 MR. B ~ O W N :  1niti.l early claimants, that is 
15 absolutely correct, Commissioner. There are - after 
16 mobilization, combat sup rf unlts that deploy and flow flew 
17 any port that's avadable, Klcally, but the L t i a l  - 
18 COMMISSIONER KLING: Right. But that would be when 
19 you need an thin additional, but just for normal - 
20 MR. ~ R O & :  For h t i a l  contingency opnt ions or 
21 deliberate deployments at a lower level of requlrernent, the 
22 10th Mountain Division would be the primary clamant on the 
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I affect some 725 jobs. 1 the East Coast arts. If they're goin to Korea, the 're 
2 Let me have G-14, please. ,Our analysis of Oakland 2 eoing up from 5eattle-~acoma area. h e r e  are no zrces 
3 considered the same primary drivlng ~ssues,of Bayome, and 3 here. 
4 from our perspective, the information prov~ded us Oakland 1 MR. BROWN: In summary, if I could have G-9 and G- 
5 Base is underutilized du+g n o v l  o erations. 5 17 up side-by-side? , 

6 S b p  calls to the rmlita pler, tge single 6 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Commissioner, could I ask T 7 milita pier that's used in '9 were 16 -- correction 21 in 7 you a question once, though? Because I've heard it ex ressed 
a -93, l z m  '94 and 12 through the first six months O( '95. 8 to me that - you know, our Panama Canal Treaty is only a E w  
9 .Uowin two days to service a .vessel, that would be an 9 years away, and I'm not saying anytiung would ever happen 

10 crtimstA workload of 42 days m '93, 32 m '94. 10 down there, but I've heard the concern expressed by the Army 
11 Or if ou allow two da s to unload and then two T I I that if they did not have that canal to go through, if they 
12 &ys to load: you could doub e that, but you still got a very I2 were going to go west, they would need Oakland. Is there any 
13 small workload for an annual process. 13 validity to that argument, Commissioner, commissioner Robles? 
14 The initial estimates were confirmed by our 14 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: To go through the Panama 
1s analysis of actual across-the-pier tonnage move versus the 15 Canal Zone to go where? . . 

16 nomnal capacity of the pier that remains. Based on data 16 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA:- If you were loading to go - 
17 ,upiiiied by Oakland. 1 calculated a '93 workload of 47 days, I7 - 
18 a workload of 33 days and a 13.5 days' workload m the 18 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Oh, to the Gulf - from the ; 
19 first half of '95. 19 Gulf Coast ports. 
10  As I'd already mention@, ?OD is founding its 20 COMMlSSIONER CORNELLA: TO go somewhere where you'd , 

21 support for Oakland on ~ t s  cnttcality for use dunng a 2 1  normally be servmg - 
22 wglonal contingency, and I believe, as we demonstrated here, 22 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: That's true, but if you look 
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i the claimants on that port during the initial phases of a 
2 regional contin enc will be mmor. 
3 C O M M I ~ S I O ~ E R  KLING: Mr. Brown -- 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Klin 
5 COMMISSIONER KLMG: The. one thing that %ey say 
6 very strong1 if ou would address it just once a ain is 
7 that on the $est coast ou close down Oakland. %e other 
a facilities available wourd be very, very limted, and they 
9 would not have the capacity to handle an emergency type of 

10 operation? 
11 MR. BROWN: Can I have P-9 u lease? Closure of 
12 Oakland, first of all, total commercial &proyments on the 
13 West Coast, nominal capability is greater on the West Coast 
14 than it is on the Gulf Coast in t e p s  of Ipilitary -- 
15 commercd ports ca able of handlmg rmlitary cargo. 
16 Closure of 0&and would leave at least two 
17 militarydwned facilities still on the West Coast. The Port 
18 Hueneme, which currently is the home port of a Navy 
19 ionstruction battalion, during Desert Storm there was an Army 
20 Signal Brigade deplo ed out of there and a Marine Corps 
21 ~r~edi t ionary .  ~n~ac&e: Now, it is not an ideal port by v y  
12 stretch of the imagmatlon for strategic deployment, but ~t 

- 
1 canbeused. 

Additionally, on the West Coast, ammunition for all 
3 serv~ces u handled through the Concord Naval Weapons 
4 Statlon. 
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I at the major regional contingency in that part of the world, 
2 the fact of the matter is we still expect that we will be 
3 able to go through the Panama Canal, I mean, whether we 
4 control lt or not. I think there is agreements. 
5 Civilian shipping is goin to go throu h there, .and 
6 I believe that there IS gomg to %e enou h safeguards lo all 
7 the provisions and treaties that would elow us to go &ugh 
8 there. 
9 But if lt wasn't, if it got dama ed, destroyed or 

l o  whatever, then it would have to go t%e farther way around, 
1 I but that is a far -- that is a scenano that is way out there 
12 in the Gulf d/st.ribut~on and robably would not occur with 
I3 any great val~dlty, because &e main force that's there is I 
14 the marines that are in the - that are out there, the 25th i 
15 Division Light out of Hawaii, the 2nd Infantry Division's two 
16 heavy bngades m Korea. 
17 YOU would flow the other heavy bri ades that are 
18 being restatloned m Fon Lnvrs there anf i f  you needed 
19 follow-on forces, in all robability, the would be able to 
20 o through the Panama &al Zone anb;weep around, and I 
21 3on.t th+k that would be a-problem. So yes, there probably 
22 is some nsk, but as I sad ,  ~ t ' s  way out there in the tails 

C,OMMISSIONER ROBLES: Would you put up P? again? 1 : Mr. Klmg, I t h k  t h s  ~111,  sort of, put everythrn m ~ ; KY tive. Mine says P-4. It's the 10 Divlsion force 

9 MR. BROWN: That should be - P-4, please. You had 
10 the right number, Commissioner. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER ROBLES: What's wrong with this 
12 icture? Looking where the port is and look and see -- what 
13 forces do ou see m that box there? There are no forces to 
14 deploy. $ it doesn't matter how many contingencies you 
15 have, there are n o - f o ~ e s  that are deploy+. 
16 If you're swmgm any of the d~vlslons that are in 
17 the central part of the 8 i t e d  States to a Pacific 
18 iontm enc , they'll still load out of the Gulf orts because 
19 that's %e sKonest route to their equipment. &ev'll load 
20 the fast sealift ships. The '11 come around, and they'll go. 
2 1 If theyVre gorng tot& Middle East, they'll go 
22 from the -- ~f they're going to Europe, they're golng from 
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I of a normal distribution. 
2 COMMISSIONER STEELE: If I could follow-up with a 
3 question'! 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Stele.  
5 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Back to my lease question. 
6 I f  we do know the Anny is you know, if the cost of running 
7 Oakland Army Base 1s bemg offset by leases, I uess I want 
8 to know that to see the price of the insurance poficy I may 
9 choose to purchase or not purchase here. 

10 MR. BROWN: Commissioner, I do not have that lease 
I 1 price for YOU. It was not included in the DOD cost estimate 
12 ivhich wduld indicate that it was not a long-term lease. 
13 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any furthzr questions of 
1s Mr. Brown? 
1 6  No res onse.) 
17 &HAI&AN DIXON: Have we concluded the 
1 8  presentations on Ba onne and Oakland? 
19 (NO responsej 
20 CHAlRMAN DIXON: Are there any further statements 
21 by any Commissioner? 
21 (No response.) 

I I 
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C W R M A N  DIXON: Is there an motion by any i 1 totmmissoner with res ect to Bayonne &st? 
1 CO~IMISSIONEA KLINC: I woyld, Mr. Chairman? 

CK~IRMrlN DIXON: Comrniss~oner Kling. 
M O T I O N  

T COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chairman, I move the 
- Comrmission tEnd the Secretary of Defense deviated 
; ~bsmnLLUy from Final Criteria 1 and 3 and therefore the 

Coaxtmk+n rejcct the Secreta 's recommendation on Bayonnc 
M i h q  Ocean Temunal a117 instead adopt the following 

: reccunmmdation: - - Clme Bayonne Military Ocean Terminal, relocate the 
2 b f i h q  Traffic Management Command Eastern Area Commanded 
L H u & p a x ~ r s  and the Traffic Management portion of the 130Ist 
2- Majurr Po: Command to a loation to be determined, move the 

I P Y a w .  hfiEtary SealiA Command Atlantic and Navy Resale and 
1 -  Fasibon 3istnbution Center to a location to be determined. 

The {Connission finds this recommendation is consistent with 
the E o r c  Structure Plan and Final Criteria. 

CHURMAN DIXON: Second the motion. Is there any 
f u h s  wmment? 

(So response. ) 

I 
I 
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CItURMAN DIXON: Counsel, call the roll. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
CH.4IRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
h4S. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 6 ayes and 
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I should not be closed. Unlike the Nav facilities that were 
2 suppond  by !he Navy hut taken off t& list by the Secretary 
3 for economlc impact reasons, this is a case that has been 
4 made by the Army on strate ic reasons. I find thpse reasons 
r to be at lea$ reasonable, an% given the fact that it was not 
6 on the llst ~n the first lace, I would hope that.we would 
7 ive the Secretar ancfthe Army the presumption of the doubt 
8 fere, and I wouli  urge that we vote no. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: A n  there any further comments by 

10 any othsr Commissionsr? The Chair remind the Commissionen 
I 1 that thls would r ulre five votes. Counsel call the roll. 
12  MS. C R E E ~ O N :  Commissioner Kling? 
13 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
15 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: NO. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
17 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele?  
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
21 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: No. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
1 1  
12 
13 
14 
IS 
16 
17 
18 

2 n;e?.s. 
CFLURMAN DIXON: And the motion is agreed to. Now, 

u+ar's tk pleasure of  the Commission with respect to Oakland 
.I\rmr?. Brse. which is of course, is an add-on? There has been 

s u b s t i a l  discussion. Is there a motion? 
d 

- COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN C - M O T  

19 
20 
21 
22 

COMMISSIONER KLING: To get this out and let's see 
1 whtse w e  are, I move the Commission find the Secretary of - D e k  deviated substantially from Final Criterion 1 and 

therefore the Commission ado t the following recommendation: 
C h e  Oak~and ~ r m ~ B a s e ,  California, relocate 

0 M- Traffic Management Command Western Ana and 1302nd 
I M i l i n w  Port Command to a location to be determined, enclave 
3 .hmyReserve elements. The Commission finds this 
2 reccrmmndation is consistent with the Force Structure Plan 
J and Find Cntena. 
C - CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to that motion? 
h - COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I second it. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles seconds the 
3 rncuon n by Commissioner Kling. Is there any comment on 

. i l  h ~ 7  &mmissioner Cox? 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Chairman, I just might 
Z conmen: that this is an add. as vou all know. The Armv feels 
r ve? strengly that it should nbt have been added a d  that it 
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COMMISSIONER COX: No. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ave. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. ~ h a i h r r n ,  there are 5 ayes and 3 

nays. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the Commission finds that the 

Secretary of Defense deviated substantially and Oakland is 
closed. Medical Centers. Fiteimons Arm Medical Center. 

MR. BROWN: Mr. C h ~ ~ r m a n ,  Mr. bavid Lewis will 
discuss Fltzslmons Army Medlcal Center. 

MR. LEWIS: Mr. Wooten, Chart H-3, please. The 
recommendation on Fitzsimons Army Medical Center represents 
the on1 outri ht hospital closure before this Commission. 
As wltz ~ o r t .  heade plld Forth Lee, this recommendation 
originated wlth a Medlcal Joint Cross Service Group 
alternative. 

The savings figures shown on this chart include. 
what I belleve to be a conservative Ftlmate of $49 rmIIion 
per year to be spent p ~ v l d l n g  Fl+mons' current workload 
at other mlltary hospltals or m clvlllan hospltals under 
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I CHAMPUS. 
2 At the June 14th hearing, the Secretary of Defense 
3 requested a modification to the original recommendation, 
4 removal specific desi ation of the receiving installation 
5 for the optical lab a n g h e  two schools in the original 
6 recommendation. 

- 

7 Mr. Wooten, Charts H-5 and H-6, please. The first 
8 concern raised by the Fitzsimons cornmurut group was their 
9 uestioning of the appmpriateness of several of the measures 

l o  &at the Army used to examine medical centers. 
1 1  They took issue with !he Army's use of facility 
12 size as a co,m .aratlve criteria., the exclusion of World War I1 
13 wooden bul18mgs from cons~derat~on and the use of a denvu 
14 relative cost criteria that differed from the standard cost 
15 measure used bv the Medical Joint Cross Service G r o u ~ .  
16 The criteAa used by the Army a? explained-in ' 
17 detail m the Army report to the Comrmsslon. The criteria 
18 that are used had the effect of comparing -- or, excuse me. 
I 9 Comparing facilities using these cn tena gives higher 
20 ranlungs to newer, larger capaclty facllltles that serve a 
21 co-located actlve.duty population. 
22 This is 1x1 lme wlth the Army operational blueprint 

1 
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1 The lar est portion of the hospital's current 
2 workload is &or members of the retired community retired 
3 members, their famil members and survivors, and they will 
4 ceminl be impactedYlf the hosp~tal closes. 
5 J a n y  peo le have grown to depend o* Fitzsimons for 
6 medical care ancfwere counting on the hospltal to senre them 
7 in their retirement. For the most art, closure of the 
8 hospital will mean that they now L v e  to go to civilian 
9 hospitals, some for the first time. 

10 The will also be respoasible for paying for some 
11 portion o{th9ir health care, care that was formerly three to 
12 them at Fitzsimons. Many have described the closure of 
13 Fitzsimons as a broken promise, a breach of their erceived 
14 agreement with (40 government that a reyard for geir 20 or 
15 more years of mlitary service will be a lifetime of free 
16 health care for them and theu dependents. 
17 However, the law that identifies the priorities for 
18 direct care services.su ports the Army's statiomg strategy. 
19 ms sa s that hospltafi are pnmanl operated to support 
20 active Juty pemlmel and thelr famiTies, not the retired 
21 communit 
22 Theiealth care benefit retirees and their 
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I P q e  55: ' 
1 I However, medical central referrals, which they art 

2 discussing, are not dependent on reglons. 
3 The lead agent rmsslon that is described by the intap 
4 that you presented 1s largely an admuustrat~ve entitv. Pr s 
S not a lot of eo le. Peo le move from smaller hospitals to 
6 reerral mdcalcenters For soptustlcatg care not bcai on 
7 thelr reglon but on what thelr roblem IS and on the 
s availability of that care arounxthe country 
9 A patient in Wyoming is as likely to end up ;it 

10 Madigan Army Medical Center Fort Lewis Washin n rs br s to 
1 I end up st Fitzsimons Army M e d i a l  Center. It aU OG. 

12 the capability. 
13 Also, on the ma that's before ou now, is an 
I4 indication of the num& of military lospipls that -axe in 
IS that reglon. These hos ~tals  are located w ~ t h  a actrve dmry 
16 militar population. d e y  will continue to serve thm. 
17 the need to refer patients for more 
la sophisticatdcare than ,they can provide, they will m ~ t k w  
19 to do that. .It's happemg today. .It would happen - rt 
20 would contlnue to happen if Fitzsimons were to c l e .  =4nd I 
21 believe this is something that could be hand In 
22 implementation. 

4 

.. 
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1 for medical centers. In addition to questioning the 
2 criteria, the community group also noted many errors in the 
3 Arnly's scoring. In response, thc Army Audit Agency revisited 
4 the scoring issue and found a large number of errors. 
5 n i e  revised scorin and &g moved Fitzsimons 
6 from thc lowest ranked of tf e three Army medical centers into 
7 a virtually three-way tie. However, the changes in the 
8 scoring and ranluog do not affect the Army rational for 
9 studyin Fitzsimons for closure. 

10 Tfe Army opera!ional blueprint says *at medical 
1 1  centers must have a pnmary msslon of servmg active duty 
12 military and their f a p l y  members. Regardless of  i,ts 
13 relatively rank, th15 IS siplply not the case for F~tzslmons. 
14 The only mi11ku-y installation of any size in the 
15 Fitzsimons detachment area is Fitairnoas itself. With the 
16 closure of Lowry Air Force Base in the 1991 round, Fitzsimons 
17 was left without a local active duty population to support. 
18 The second ma'or issue the community raised was the 
IP impact on the retirebcommunity users of the hospigl. This 
20 Issue is d e f ~ t e l y  a.consequence of the Arm operational 
21 bluepmt that identified Fitzs~mons as a mi ida te  for 
22 closure. 
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1 dependents earned is in the form of CHAMPUS coverage until 
2 age 65, Medicare coverage after age 65 and space available 
3 care at military.hospitals throu hout their retirement. 
4 Many retlrees and thew ?%nily members who de end 
5 on the hospital today will have to go through a difficdt 
6 transition and will have to pay for something that was 
7 former1 three to them. 
8 d i s  will not be easy for them, but at the same 
9 time th~s r~orxynendation is in line with both the-law and the 

lo h y f  statroluo strate y. Also, some of these im acts w ~ l l  
I I be nullgated by tfe impkernentatloo next year of thePricare 
I2 Managed Care Program for most of these ret i rw as well as 
13 the continuation of a pharmacy benefit for both CHAMPUS and 
14 Medicare eligible retirees. 
15 If I could have Chart K-6 on the right, please, 
16 Mr. Wooten. I won't read my summary chart. I will answer 
17 any questions that.the C o m s s i o n  has, but I would like to 
18 note the Coarmss~on alternative on the nght s~de  of this 
19 chart. 
30 The altematiye recoqen+tion is provided in order 
? I  to incorporate a mrnor modification requested by the 
3-2 Secretary of Defense as well as a second modification 

1 Pagt -32 
1 suggested by staff. 
2 Both modifications remove specific receiving I 
3 locations for current F~tzs~mons tenants, providing t& I 

4 Department with flexibili t in implementmg the I 
5 recommendations of this dommission. Subject to y ~ w r  1 
6 questions, this completes my discussion of this 
7 recommendation. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any q u z s t i o ~  of 
9 Mr. Lewis? 

10 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Yes, Mr. Cb' rrrrrm. 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner S h l e .  
1 2  COMMISSIONER STEELE: I've got thw q-iom 
13 First, Fitzsimons IS the lead agent for the provision m- 
14 health care in DOD's Medical Region 8, which encornpas- 13 
15 states. I was provided with this little map which Is, 
16 obviously, a huge chunk of the country. 
17 I would just like you to please comment up.3 h-sw 
I S  the closure would affect that reglon. Are they losmg w e  
19 m that re ,on? 
20 MI? LEWIS: Yes Commissioner. hfr. W m b  if 1 
21 could have Chart H-7 on the left and my backup map s th j 
22 right. The community group has questioned t h s  st-ly. 

I 
I 
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I COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. Secondly, I ~r?thcr 
2 there was a siudy in 1991 by the Vector Research Group =-hick 
3 concluded, Overall, it's,cheaper to provide for a given i 
4 amount of workload at F~tzsimons than ~t IS to urchase ic 1 
5 from the civilian sector through the CHAMPUB p r o p a m a  I 
6 wondered you were familiar with that study and could comma 
7 on its validit there. 
8 MR. L ~ W I S :  Yes, ma'am. I have not studied tha~u 
9 len th. However, I have reviewed the Assistant S- of 

10 ~ s k n s e  for,Health Affalrs -- his office did not a m p  that 
i I study and disagreed wlth that stud 
12 The Department of Defense %spector General I h n  
13 did a study that looked at the issue and found that it woulc 
14 not be cost-etfectlve to rebulld Fitzsimons, to spend, the 
15 DOD estimates, $300 million to build a new facility. 
16 &d if I may notg, $at $300 million cost avoldancc 
17 of build~ng a new facll~ty IS not reflected in the saving 
18 figures on the Fitzsimons recommendation because the Corxr~--* 
19 withdrew that project. So it's not a -- it's not reflected 
20 in the savings. 
21 COMkISSIONER STEELE: Okay. Finally, I h v =  a 
12 question -- in fact this  my be more for some of my I 



;; Chairman, for a moment. 
114 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montova. 
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;S COMMlSSlONER MONTOYA: Like it or not, I chink 1 
16 knew what my rights were, what my rights weren't up throu h 
17 my Mlita career. and there was an ex ectation and a%ope 
I 8 that I W O U I  have access to military faciities and many 
19 people retire near there for that one reason. 
20 But to the extent that that is a promise or an 
21 expectation, i t  has been broken many times already, as we've 
22 closed hospitals around this country, and i t  will be broken 
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1 colleagues with their experience. I personally am really 
1 conccrncd about the cornmitmcnt that has bccn made whcn folks 
3 were active duty and now the re retirees. 
4 You never like to hear ttat the ovemment is 
i breaking 1ts romises, and even, ou%now, a pretty real F 6 percept~on o a broken pmmse. in fact I've gct relatives 
7 In this area that tell me that this is a broken promise, and 
s it should be retamed for that reason alone. 
9 And I wondered my coIleagues, with the experience 

10 examine knowledge of what promises were made to you if you 
1 1  could lease enl~ghten me so I do the wise thing here. 
12  OMM MISSIONER MONTOYA: 1'11 comment on this, Mr. 

No res onse.) 
LHAIRh AN DIXON: Any statements, discussions, 

15 questions? 
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I Fitzimons Army Medical Center and instead adopt the 
2 follow~ng reco~nq~endat~on. 
3 Close F~tzs~mons Arnly Medial Center except Edward 
4 J. McQuaithy Anny Reserve Center, relocate other tenants to 
5 other installat~ons. The Commission finds this 
6 recoqmenda!~on IS consistent wlth the Force Structure Plan 
7 and Final Cntena. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second on the motion of 
9 Commissioner Klin 

10 (NO response$? 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second that motion. Any further 
12 comments? 

No res onse.) 
LHAIRLAN DIXON: Counsel will call the 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 

roll. 
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I another doctor. 
2 So consequently, we rovided that sort of care to 
3 dependents and retirees, an$ that kee s that doctor's hand 
4 in. So it's a very useful rawss. d no ion er hsve 
5 military statiqns wit& &e Denver area, and$itzslmons is 
6 gomg to requlre wnsxderable repam. 
7 So consequently, the Army IS now moving their 
8 center of excellence somewhere else. It's unfortunate for 
9 the retirees and those active duty in the local area that 

10 that's omg to go away, but I'm afrald that's gomg to be a 
1 1 fact otgll fe. 
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, 1 many more times. 
1 2 So unfortunately, Ms. Steele, it is not somethin 

3 that is new and not something maybe as fully realile%by 
4 everyone, but a ood part of the mlitary population 
5 understands it. h a t ' s  m view. 
6 COMMISSIONER'~AVIS: But frankly, I'm not sure, 
7 Mr. Chairman, if the like it very much. 
8 CHAIRMAN dD.0~: Commissioner Davis ' 9 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: There is a tremendou; decline 1 10 in milita health care, and I think we need to remember - 

I I and I n a  not kcture the Commissioners, because I think 
1 2  everybody here unde~tands the yart ipe requirements for a 
13 hospital and the-wartime funct~onrng m the rocess. 
14 And F~tzs~mons was a center of excelgnce that was 
15 part of that whole structure. It wasn't set up to have 
16 specialties in it to bring dependents to. It was have 

1 7  specialties in it to back-fill, back-haul them from the 
18 combat theater back to the United States, and there they 
19 would care for them. 
20 Now, you don't want to have a doctor work on you if 
21 he's not ppct:cmg melcme. If he hasn't done that 
22 procedure m five or SIX years, I thlnk I'd go look for 

CHAIRMqN DIXON: Thank ou. Commissioner Davis. d I I: ~ n v  more auestlons or statements. 
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1 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
3 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
5 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: No. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 

10 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 7 ayes and 

:: One n?!hAI~MAN DIXON: You didn't call on Commissioner 
13 Davis. 
14 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I realize that I may not - 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The hour is late, but you are 
16 still very important, Commissioner Davis. How do you vote 
17 sir? 
18 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I'm going to vote no on 
19 princi le, Mr. Chairman. 
20 Ls. CREEDON: My sincere apologies. 
2 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, not only that, you had him 
22 marked down wrong. Okay. The ayes and 6, nays are 2. The 

114 - (No h o n s e . )  
cI%iIm-fib~~~~: Is there a motion? ( ii COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. .Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commiss~oner Klmg. 

18 M O T I O N  . - - - - - - 
19 COMMISSIONER KLING: I would so move here that the 
20 Commission find the Secretary. of Defense deviated 
21 substaqt~ally from Fmal Critenon 2 and 4 and therefore the 
22 Comxrusslon reject the Secretary's recommendation on 
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I motion to deviate with a mqdification from the Secretary of 
2 Defense's recommendation IS adopted. We all r e copze  lt's 
3 been a long cou le of da s. 
4 Leases. ,&iation ?roo Command, Missouri. 
5 MR. BROWN: Mr. CE airman, . we have four 
6 recommendations within the lease category. Mr. Mike Kennedy 
7 will discuss all four of them. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The Chair wants to announce in 
9 advance he has to recuse himself for economic reasons on 

10 advice of counsel. Mr. Kennedy. 
I I MR. KENNEDY: The DOD recommendation is to 
12 disestablish the Aviation Troo Command and close it by 
I3 relosating its aviation related Rnctions to ~ c x i  stone 
14 Arsenal, soldier systems functions to Natick, Massachusetts, 
15 the automotive functions to Detroit Arsenal and the 
16 communication electronics functions to Fort Monmouth. 
17 Can I have Chart 1-3 and 1-5, please. As can see 
18 in Chart 1-3, there is a one-time cost of 152 million, annual 
19 savings of 56 million with a three-year return on investment 
20 of a net present value of 573 million. 
21 There have been three issu.es identified with this 
22 recommendat~on. The first one lnvolves the ml~ t a ry  value 

J 
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1 Army would have said, "Wait a minute. We made a mistake, and 
2 evervbsdv can't do that." and that thev did not come back and 
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3 say.' That's the roblem I had with it. 
4 CH,$IRM& DIXON: Any further questions or 
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1 General Cowin~~s '  memorandum, ~n essence. 
2 M R .  B R ~ W N :  Cornmissloner Rohles, there are four 
3 athchments to the 5 May lcttcr from Gcncrnl Cowings. There 
4 arc aprccments bctwcen thc comrnnnders of thc Aviation Troop 
5 Command and the four gaining major subordinntc commands of 
6 AMC. 
7 In the second paragraph of that letter if you'll 
a just read, I guess, the second through the fjfth lines where 
9 !t talked about, All emplo ees whose funct~ons are 

l o  ldent~fied for movement ~ $ 1  have transfer of funct~on 
1 1  rights. In this instance, transfer of function rights means 
12 that all employees ~ 1 1 1  recelve adob offer at their same 
13 grade at the same tlme the fmal eclslon IS ~mplemented." 
14 That means if your function is transferred, you 
1s will be offered a 'ob. If your function is not transferred, + 16 you will not be o fered a ob at the gaining installation. 
17 COMMISSIONER KLNG: But the lcttcr following that, 
!8 the letter dated May 5th after the A n l  26th letter now 
19 sa s, no, everybod can do that. &erybody can take their 
20 jogs, can move andYhave thelr same position. So that's the 
21 problem. 
22 And then, when we asked, you would think that the 

5 statements? 
6 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I have a question. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
8 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: It has come to my attention 
9 and I want to venfy w ~ t h  staff that some of these funct~ons 
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I You start cutt~ng layers out of the structure. SO 
2 they have been on a very aggressi~~e campaign to r d u c e  the 
3 levels of management that aren't -- I won't say value added 
4 but aren't as d~rectly hands-on to the product of 
5 develo ment, the engineering, whatever. 
6 f h i s  has been particularly true ln the Material 
7 Command with its major subordinate commands. A n d  then has 
8 been a plan for a long time. There was Red Stone 2 0 ,  a lot 
9 of lans ~n w h ~ c h  they wanted to consolidate at Red Stone. 

lo maRe it a center of R&D excellent in several fields, 
1 I aviation, missile and space and other related sciences, cut 
12  all those headquarters that were doing that function, the 
13 staffing in those headquarters, because you had lots of 
14 duplication there, and we could afford ~t at one time, but 
15 when money ets tight and structure gets tight you can't, aod 
I 6 bring them a ~ k  to one place. 
17 Now, I th~nk,  even though it's the written word, 
18 the written word sometimes isn't very clear. And I 
19 understand where Commissioner Kling could pct confused, but 
20 having read thousands and thousands and tllousands of t h e  
21 kind of memorandums, what that, basically, says is after u: 
22 come up wlth a downsizing plan to transfer these functions to 

l o  that are being transferred, particularly the Aviation 
1 1  Research Development and En ineerin Center could have some 
12 cross xrvicing overtones an5 that t iere is some desire at 
13 the hi her levels of the Army that maybe they would like the 
14 flexibsity to have some language that would say to o to Red 
15 Stone Arsenal, Alabama, .or some other appropriate?ocation 
16 after they do a cross servtcmg search or look and so forth. 
17 Have you heard anythmg like that? Do you have any 
18 information to that r ect7 
19 MR. KENNEDY NO, Commissioner. 
20 CO.MMlSSIONER COX: Would that jive with the roles 
21 and msslons report? 
22 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Have you studied anything 
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I Red. Stone and in that, process we're going to save those 
2 posltlons, those posltlons that do transfer that need to go 
3 down to Red Stone to do the function where you cannot come uy 
4 with efficiency in economies or you cut out overlap, they 
5 oing to offer the employees that are currently ycumbept n 
6 g o s e  osltloas the ablllty to -- or s lmlar jobs  glven thelr 
7 speciayties, grade et cetera. 
8 I don't t h d  that anyone should read into these 
9 melpps that they are, in fact, going to take all those 

1 0  posltlons, transfer them down there and then move all the 
1 1  people down there, because then that would absolutely have no 
12 savmgs. That is clearly what the intent of this is, and 
13 knowmg John Cowings, I don't think that's the plan. 
14 And this plan has &n on the books for ears. 
15 Now, the difficulty of t h s  whole situation IS t iat  ATCOM is 
16 a great headquarters, and then  IS some great people, and 
17 they've served St. Louis and the nation well or many ytxm. 
18 But ~f you're in the process of cuttmg and 
19 downsizing and you want to cut out headquarters, you're going 
20 to have to make some tough calls like this. 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further comments or 
22 questions? 
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I like that? 
2 MR. KENNEDY: We have not, Commissioner Monto a 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: We might wait a moment Lire. 
4 Director, have ou somethin further to add? 
5 MR. LY&S: Only, f i r .  Chairman, tha! I think the 
6 thrust of the Arm 's proposal here, and you rmght correct mt 
7 if I'm wrong is tiat they are moving similar functions and 
8 p l l  strearniining and consolidatin .and bringin to ether 
9 slrmLr functloos lo a single commo%lty command 8enera1 

10 Robles, Commssloner Robles, ou -- 
1 I COMMISSIONER ROBL~S:  And this gets right at th( 
12 same thm that -- 
13 C H ~ A N  DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
14 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: This gets at the same issue 
I5 that Mr. Klin had. Army Material Command has had a lot of 
I6 subordinate %eadquarters for a long time. About when the 
17 Umted States Congress and Department of Defense and 
18 Administration declded, to downsize the military force by 
19 about 35 or so percent m force structure, the first lace 
20 that people like me, who was in that business, loofed to 
21 d u c e  was headquarters, because using a good old management 
22 principal, that's where you get effic~ent. 
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1 COMMISSIONER KLING: Just last comment. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner KLing. 
3 COMMISSIONER KLING: I ha pen to agree totally. I 
4 don't t hhk  you can argue with the Pact about downsizing, 
s reducin overhead combinin wherever possible, because 
6 that's w%at we've been at, I t b ,  for two days here. 
7 But the only roblem I got is when we get an answer 
8 back that says, welf we're gomg to go along - we're go- 
9 to still, have -- obtain the savings that we generated instead 

10 of saymg, no, we've amended our pol~cy to the employees or 
1 1  to the e r s o ~ e l  there. 
11 h e y  have not said that they are going to do that 
13 and haven't, and having said that, that s that. Thank you. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Kling. 
15 Are there any further comments o r  questions by anyone? 
16 o res nse. 
17 i!%Ad%AN blXON: 1s there a motion? 
18 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Before we get to the motior 
19 Mr. Chairman, can I ask one uestion? 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: tommissioner Robles? 
21 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Commissioner Monloya made an 
22 interestmg point. I think what you said, and I'd ask you ti. 
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MR. LYLES: Formal or informal, and I'm just 

reluctant to be changing things unless it came from some 
source within the Army. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. Staff sa s there have b e q  
no requests and that the language speaks &r itself. This 1s 
the language, as I understand it, given to us by the 
Secretary of Defense. Are there any hrther comments or 
auestions? 
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EIHDXE!CEG ~ I X O N :  IS *ere a motion? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 

M O T I O N  
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1 clariy,  is that in this pro osal. as we wlhnbout 
2 trans errlng funcr~onr to ed Stone, does ~t make sense to 
3 broaden that and not j us t  say. move then1 to Red Stone or put 
.t sorne kicd of languag~ in there that allows you to transfer to 
5 Rcd Stone or other joint activities that make sense? Is that 
6 what I heard -- 
7 CObUI.(ISSIONER MONTOYA: That's who1 1 was proposing. 
8 It seems likc thc Army has come to us two or three times with 
9 letters. We've had amendments that have broaden+ the -- in 

10 other words, don't tell us where. Give us,sorne latitude. 
1 1  So t h s  one came up in some discuss~ons that the 
1 2  Army folks wanted this, and I wonder if the staff had that as 
13 somethii that the had heard. 
14  C~AIRMAJ DIXON: Director? 
15 MR. LYLES: Mr. Chairman, I'm not aware of any 
16 request by the Army of th i s~a tu re .  I know.there have been 
17 some requests by comynunlt~es who would l k e  to have. us 
18 consider alternative s ~ t z s  to Red Stone Arsenal,for some of 
19 these functions, but I'nl not aware of any officlal request 
20 from the Arm . Ed or Mike? 
21 MR. B ~ O W N :  We have gotten no official request -- 
22 have not gotten any official requests from the Army. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I move the Commission find 
the Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially from 
the Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria and therefore the 
Commission ado t the following recommendation of the 
Secretary of ~eznse:  

Disestablish Aviation Troo Command ATCOM and close 
by relouting its missions and Rnstions as ~OIIOWS: 
Relocate Av~ation Research Development and En ineering 
Center. Aviation Management and Aviation Program &murive 

I COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Av2. k? 6 

2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Coi? 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis is r ~ w  
5 Commissioner Klin ? 
6 C O M M I S S I O ~ ~ E R  KLING: No 
7 MS. CREEDON: ~ommissione; Mcmtoys 
8 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Avc. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the v b ~  is 5 ayes a d  

1 0  one na . 
11 (?HAIRMAN DIXON: 5 a es, one my, 
12 Davis and the Chair r s u s i n  andithe motim carries. 
13 Conce ts Anal sis Aeenc %fa land. 
14 EJR. KE~NEDY:  h ay I ? ave Chm 1-8 amd 1-22. 
15 please. The DOD recommendation is to crose Cone- k._r~ 
16 Agency by,relocating it from lease s ace to cxkmg --- - 
I7 Fort Belvorr. The recommendation gas a four-y, rP- 
18 investment and no major issues were identified a i t h  ms 
19 recommendation. 
20 In summary, the recommendation is ~ c + m ~ t  v - h  
2 1  the Army stahonlng strategy to move actlvlues =om & 
22 space to military space when economica!ly i&t. .Z*Y 

- - 
there an uestions? 

- 
c ~ & R M A N  DIXON: Are there ar) q-io~'  
No res onse 

~HAI&AN. ~ I X O N :  ~n there any comnnens; 

No res onse.) 
&L4.I&AN DIXON: Is there a miion'? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Yes, sir- 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commission=r K!hg. 

M O T I O N  
COMMISSIONER KLING: I move thc Colmmksior ~ I C  

Secretary of Defense did aot deviate s u b s ~ ~ t  fran air= 
Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria and thrrefore ae 
Commission ado t the following r e c o m m d a b n  of 
Secretary of ~ e E s e :  c lore  by relocating ~oocrpu - d y  
Agenc to Fort Belvoir, Vlrgima.  HAIRM MAN DIXON: Is there a sexad?' 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: I secord the mor.m~. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Second by Comnirsiancr Sr=r 

Are there any other comments? 
(No response.) 
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1 Offices to Red Stone Arsenal, Huntsville, Alabama, to form 
2 the Aviation and Missile Command, relocate functions related 
3 to soldier s stems to Natick Research.Develo ment Engineering 
1 Center, dssachusetts ,  to all wlth the ioldier Systems 
5 Command, relocate functions re r ated to material management of 
6 communication electronics to Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. to 
7 align with Communication Electronics Command, relocate 
8 automotive material management functions to Detroit Arsenal, 
9 Michigan, to align with Tank Automotive and Armaments 

10 Command. 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to the motion by 
12 Commissioner Robles? 
13 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Second. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: There is a second my Commissioner 
15 Montoya. Counsel IS rermnd+ that due to economc 
16 circumstances, the Chalrman is recuslng himself. Counsel, 
17 call the roll. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
19 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
11 COMMISSIONER S T E W X - A ~ ~ .  
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Counsel, 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner 
COMMISSIONER KLLNG: Aye 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner 
COMMI~SIONER M O ~ O ~ Y A : -  
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A) 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Ay 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: 

re. 
S e l e ?  

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner C&? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Dsvis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr.    ha irk an, the \..%- is f a y e  ~nc 

nays. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the moaon m untmnn.~ 

Jopted. Information Systems Software Ca-d \-- 
MR. KENNEDY: Charts 1-12 and 1-13. ~leas= r:l: 

I I 
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17 No res onse.) / 18 
&HAIR&AN DIXON: Is there r motion? 

19 COMbIISSIONER KLING: Yes, sir. 

- -  -~ 

; I Concepts Analysis Agcncy, DOD's  rccomrnendation is to closc 
2 Inlormo~i~)n Systcrns SoRwarc Cor;;::iand by relocating it from 
3 Irasc spacs in Fairfax, Virginia. to existing space at Fort 
4 \ f a d e .  

There has only been one issue identified with this 
6 recommendation is that the Arm plans to back-fill the space 
7 that ISSC currently occupies witX tenants in other lease 
8 space ln the Washington area. 

They haven't made a final decision, but the tenants 
10 that are under consideration have comparable lease costs,with 
1 1  ISSC. So there would be some lease savings. Agatn, t h~s  1s 
12 wn~~s t en t  wlth the Army recommendation to reduce lease 
13 space. I'll entertain anv questions? , CHAIRMAN ~ 1 x 6 ~ :  Any questions for Mr. Kenncdy? 

(No response.) 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any statemcnts by Comrnissioncrs? 

110 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Klinr.. 

- 
I Maryland. 
2 L1R. BROWN: Put UJJ-7 ?nd J-4. please. 
3 M r .  Chairman, the rccornmc:: ,lt:on 1s to close the Publications 
4 Distritwtion Center Baltimore, Xfaryland. and relocate its 
s ac!ivities to the U.S. Army Pubiication Center, St. Louis, 
6 Missouri. 
7 Our analysis revealed that the DOD-wide stud seems 
8 to be focusing on consoi~dation withln the Defense %gistics 
9 Agency. However, its colnpletion and implementation are 

10 uncertain. 
I I In,the interim, the Army requires o@ one 
11 ublieatlon center. The St. Louis center irietter suited to 
I3 gulk storane. The St. Louis center a completely automated 
14 while the Baltimore center is not, and any requlrernent for 
I S  additional space will, be temporary and W I ! ~  be m a n , . h y -  
16 omed  fac~lity. Subject to your questions. Mr. Chairman, 
17 that com letes our resentation. 
18 C I $ A I R M ~ D I X O N :  Are there any questions? / 19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Yes. Mr.  Chairman. I have I 
20 two questions? 
2 I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele? 
22 COMMISSIONER STEELE: 1 undcrstmd, Mr. Brown. that 
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I Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially from the 
2 Force Structure Plan and Final Cntena and therefore the 
3 Ccmmission adopt the followin recommendation of the 
4 Secretary of Defense close b r3ocating Information Systems 
s S o h a r e  Command to Fort heade, Maryland. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second? 
7 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I second the motion. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Steele. 
9 Are there any comments or quest~ons? 

10 No res onse.) 
11 &HAI&AN DIXON: Counsel will call the roll. 
12 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
13 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
15 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
17 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
I8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
2 1 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 

COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. the vote is 

Page 

aves and 
0 nays. 

CHMRMAN DIXON: And the motion is adopted. Space 
and Strategic Defense Command, Alabama. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: This was a Commission add. In 

fact, I added it as an alternative to the ATCOM move to Red 
Stone, and given the last vote, I suggest we simply move on. 

CHA1RM.M DIXON; Is there an body who wants to make 

(No response.) 
ly a motion on thls questlon m Alabama. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Anvbodv want to make a motion? - - 
No res onse.) 

~HAI&AN DIXON: Soace and Strategic Defense 
Command lease facility Alabama i j  open. Okay. Ginor issues 
on the list. Baltimore Publicat~ons Distribution Center. 
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I DOD is current$ considering a service-wide consolidation of 
2 its publications lstnbutlon rmsslon. In light of DOD's 
3 fluctuating PDC mission over the next several years, 
4 especially as it converts to more diverse and streamlined 
5 msslon, doesn't it make sense, most busmess sense - excuse 
6 me. I've got too many notes on here. Does it not make the 
7 most business sense -- good gneve. I'm sorry. The late 
8 hour is catching up with me. Why are we  eliminating the most 
9 flexibility facility, Mr. Brown, from the background I've 

10 received on th~s. 
11 MR. BROWN: It's our analysis, Commissioner Steele. 
12 @at w i t 4  the Army there is a n w  for only one. 
13 d~stnbution center, and the St. LOUIS center prov~des for 
14 flexibility. However, within the entire Department of 
15 Defepse, there are a number of inspllations, and there is no 
I6 certamt how many would be requ~red. 
17 \Ye have no Idea when a study would be cqmpleted 
18 how that studv would result. and m the mtenm. ~ t ' s  Dmdknt 
19 for the A m  'to et down to one ublication center. 

I20 COM&IS&ONER STEELE: ~ u t  I understand that the I 
21 Army's PDC mission focuses main1 on readinkssand quick 

112 response tunes, and other servlces dYo not. But e i t  tme 
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that the Army's facilities could carry out the missions of 
the other servlccs; whereas, the Navy and the Air Force could 
not effective1 ca out the Army's mission? 

MR. BKo%: 1 can't fopment on the capabilities of 
the other two services, Comrmsstoner Steele. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Can anyone address that 
issue? 

MR. BROWN: We did not look into it because.it was 
not part of thls recommendatlon and the analysis of k s  
recommendatlon. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I will make lust a quick 
comment that -- 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: - that this is Dart of a 

bigger issue that h& been simmering for several y k  that 
came out of the Defense Management Review of the car1 '90s 
in which seems likq all printmg was !ransfcrr+ to d e  Navy. 
and they were loo+ at e l ~ t r o m c  lme pnntmg and a whole 
series of hl h tech m f  m u o n  technology assertions to 
streamline k e  whole process. 

That has been studied and is continually beino 
study, and I share Mr. Brown's concern that you'lfbe 

I I 1 
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I studying i t  3 long time down the road here, because it's a 
2 vel-y complex issue. 
3 So in the meantime, instead of waitin: for this 
4 study to (complete, which may exceed our Izetimes, at l a s t  
5 wct, oug!~! to ~ e t  the Army's ublicatioq structure down into 
6 one facllrty, tececnuse that's a 5  !hq requ,mqe.nt is. 
7 And I ~uess  what ou sard IS the~r  rmlitary value 
s jud rnent is h a t  the.St. Loujr facility is the most flexible 
9 a f t h e  one they'd l t e  to stlck wlth as berng the core 

10 facilitb 
11 R. BROWN: That's correct, Commissioner Robles. 
12 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: Could I just ask : question on 
14 that? 
IS CHAIRMAN DIXON: Conmissioner Cox. 
16 COhfMISSIONER COX: Given the fact that there is at 
17 l a s t  some thought of cross-servicing, and this may or may 
1s not be available for others, let me just ask this question. 
19 This is below threshold, jsn't it? 
20 MR. BROWN: It 1s. 
21 COMMISSIONER COX: So, in fact. if hi. Army wn!ed 
22 to do this in the next year or two, havlng completed therr 
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1 study, they could do it? I mean, they don't need us to close 
2 this facility? 
3 MR. BROWN: That is correct, Commissioner Cox. 
4 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any other auestions or 

I 
h g e  L33 

COhl(hIISS1ONER ROBLES: Aye. 
2 MS. CKEEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
3 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornelia? 
5 COh,IhliSSIONER CORNELLA: No. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: No. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
9 COhIMiSSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 

1 0  MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
I 1 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
12 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
13 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 6 ayes and 
17 2 nays. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion is m. 
19 Bellmore Lo istics Activity in New York. 
20 MR. B ~ O W N :  The De artrnent of,Def-'r 
21 recommendation is to close Be!lmore Log~s t~cs  Actlvlry. 
22 issues have been identified during our malysis of this. 

I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any que+om - 
2 MR. BROWN: There are no tenants on thrs 
3 installation, Mr. Chairman. 
4 CH.4IRMAN DIXON: Are there any questiorrs of 
5 Mr. Brown? Any comments or questions? i 

6 comments? 
7 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairman. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
9 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I have one 'ust real vague 

1 0  question. We lost several million records in 4. Louis many 
1 1 years a o due to a fire. Is thls the same place? 
12 d ~ .  BROWN: No, it's not, Commissioner Davis. 
13 Those were retiree records, as I recollect, and personnel 
14 records. These are forms, publications. 
IS COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very much, 
16 Mr. B r o w .  YOU give me great confidence. 

6 No res orise. 
7 LOMdSSIO?=JER CORNLLLA: 1 have a motion. Yr. 
8 Chairman. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Comelth 

10 M O T I O N  
1 1  COMMISSIONER COWELLA: I mpve ihr: COIU+&U W 
12 the Secretary of Defense dld nqt deviate gubstanaalI>--frop 
13 the Force. Structure Plan and Fmal Cntena and. tberetore 
14 Comrmss~on ado t the followln recornmendahm of tbe 
15 Seereta of ~ef&se: Close ~ e f l m o r e  Logistics A&ityty . 
16 C%AIRMAN DIXON: I s a n d  the motim. ;iny-ths 1 

1: ~ ~ ~ ~ I x o N :  h y  further statements? 

21 
20 8!$,6?E% ~ I X O N :  IS there a motiop? 
22 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Chairman, I have a 

I I ! 
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17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any fuithcr questions? I 17 else from any of my colleagues? -3 

19 18 L m m i i A N . b ~ x o N :  C o w l  will d me d. 
No res onst5 

20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornelk? 
2 1 

I 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. I 

22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
-! 
! 
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I motion. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
3 M O T I O N  
4 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I move the Commission find 
5 the Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially in the 
6 Force Structure Plan and Final Criteria and therefore the 
7 Commission ado t the following recommendation of the 
8 Secretary of ~efi!nse: Close by relocating the U.S. Army 
9 Publications Distribution Center. Baltimore, to the U.S. Army 

10 Publications Center, St. Louis, Missouri. 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second? 
12 COMMISSIONER KLING: Second, Mr. Chairman. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Seconded by Commissioner Kling. 
14 Are there any more comments or questrons? 
15 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I would just comment that in 
16 light of the testimony this evening I feel confident that 
17 evervone h e n  is confident that the other facdrty would have 
I8 a little more flexibility. So thank you for bringing me up , 
19 to s p e d  on that. I appreciate it. ' 

20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Steele. 
21 Counsel will call the roll. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 

1 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner Davis? 
3 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner KLing is aye by ~ r a x y .  
5 Commissioner Monto a? 
6 COMMISSION~R MONTOYA: Aye 
7 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner ~ o b i e s ?  
8 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele? 

1 0  COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. i 
1 1  MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 4 I 

12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
13 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, there are 8 a y e  sad C 1 
14 nays. 
I5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And thaf motion is unnkmilz ly  1 
16 adopted Bi Co ett Key. Florida. i 
17 MR. B$o&: The recommendation is to cl- th. 
I8 installation. It's another one with no tenants, and w 
19 issues have been identified, Mr. Chairman. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any questions of Mr. Brow'? 
2 1 No res onse.) .I 

22 &HAI&AN DIXON: Any statements? 

I I 
! 
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, 1 No res onse.) 
! 6FfAIkbAN DIXON: Any nlolion? 
3 COMh4ISSIONER CORNLLLA: hlr .  Chairman? 
I CHATRbfAN DTXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
5 M O T I O N  
6 COtvIMISSIONER &GELLA: I move  he Cotnmission find 
7 the Secretary of Defense did not devrqte substantially from 

/ 8 [he Force Structure Plan and Final Cntena and therefore the 
9 Commission ado t the following recommendation of the 

' 1 1  
P i 1 0  Secretary of De ense: Close Big Coppett Key. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second the motion. Any otllcr 
i ?  statements? 
13 No res onse.) 
I4 L H A I R ~ A N  DIXON: Cotinsel call the roll. 
15  MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
16 COMMISSIONER CORVELLA: ,4ye. 
17 MS. CREEDON: Comrmss~oner Cox? 
19 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Commissroner Davis? 
20 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
2 1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner filing is aye by proxy. 
22 Commissioner Montoya? 

- 
I Cor~lrnic:sioner Monto a? 

7- COIIMISSION);R SIONTOY A: Aye. 
3 M S .  CREEDON: Corrl~r~issioner Steele? 
4 COhlMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
5 CIjAIRMAN DIXON: And :hc Chairman votes aye, and ut 
6 are nwa~ting -- there is a prox being obtalned from Y 7 Commissioner Roblcs that I wou d appreciate your bringing in 
8 here before I announce the vote. 
9 May I have the unanimous consent from the 
10 corpissioners, the vote now being seven.to nothing,,and this 
I I motlon obviously havrng carned, to perrmt .Commssloner 
12 Robles to vote when he returns, hls vote belng a vote that 
13 will not change the result. Any objection? I thank you. 
14 Cornmissioner Robles votes aye. And the vote on that question 
15 IS erght ayes and no nays, and the motion is unanimously 
16 adopted. 
17 Camp Kilmer, New Jersey. 
18 MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, the recommendation oa 
19 Camp Kilmer is to close it, except for an enclave for minimum 
20 necessary facilities to sup ort the reserve components. No 
21 rssues have been identifie$ on this installation. 
22  COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Brown, if I might ask a 
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1 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: He stepped out for a moment. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
5 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairmaq? 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The Chalr votes aye, and 
8 commissioner Robles had told me he wanted to vote aye by 
9 prox Do I have unanimous consent it will not change the 

10 resuh  
I I MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, that makes the vote 8 
12 ayes and 0 navs. 
13 CHAIKh4A.N DIXON: And the motion is carried 
14 unanimous~y. Camp Bomeville, Washington. 
15 MR. BROWN: The recommendation, Mr. Chairman, is to 
16 close Camp Boaneville. There are no tenants on this 
17 installation, and no issues have been identified. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there any question of Mr. Brown 
19 by any Commissioner? 
20 No r onse. 
2 I &HAI%AN ~ I X O N :  h y  statement? 
22 (No response.) 
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I uestion I understand that the Anny has lans later m h s  
2 Jecade -1 the year 2000 or so -- to build a facility at Camp 
3 Kilmer. Would thls be incousistent with those plans? 
4 MR. BROWN: I do not believe so, Commiss~oner Cox. 
5 If the enclave is established, apd the Army has a requirement 
6 for that facility, I feel certain it would be put on that 
7 enclave. 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank ou. 
9 MR. BROWN: And if the Army i a s  a plan to build a 

10 facility there, I would hope that when they establish the 
11 enclave, they would take that into consideration. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Arc there any further uestions or 
13 statements? Is there a motion on Camp ~ilmer,%ew Jersey? 
14 COMMlSSIONER CORNELLA: Yes, sir, I have a mot io~  
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
16 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I move the commission find 
17 the Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantiall from 
18 the force structure plan and final criteria; and therezrc. 
19 the commission adopt the following recommendation of the 
20 Secreta of Defense. Close Camp Kilmer, except for an 
2 1  enclave?or minimum necessary facilities to support the 
22  reserve components. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a motion? 
2 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA:, I have a motion, sir? 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
4 M O T I O N  
5 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I move the Commission find 
6 the Secretary of Defense dld not deviate ~bstantially from 
7 the Force Structure Plan and Final Cntena and therefore the 
8 Commission ado t the following recommendation of the 
9 Ssreta of ~ e z n s e :  Close Camp Bormeville. 

10 c%AIRMAN DIXON: I second that motion. Any 
11 comments? 
12 No res onse.) 
13 ~HAI&AN DIXON: Any questions? 
14 NO res onse.) 
15 ~ H A I & A N  DIXON: Counsel call the roll. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
17 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
10 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissroner Davis? 
21 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling is aye by proxy. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second the motion. Any 
2 comments? Counsel will call the roll. 
3 MS. CREEDON: commissioner Cornella. 
4 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner COX. 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
7 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
8 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 

1 0  COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
1 1  MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
12 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
13 MS.. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles is aye by proxy. 
14 Comrmsstoner Stele.  
15 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes 
19 and zero na s. 
ro C H ~ R M A N  DIXON: That motion carries. Camp 
21 Pedricktown, New Jersey. 
22 MR.  BROWN: Mr. Chairman, the recommendation is to 
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1 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles is aye, by proxy. 
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3 Commissioner Steele. 
4 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
7 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight aye: 
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1 close Cam Pedricktown, except the Seavers-Sandburg reserve 
2 center. J o  issues have been identified. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: An uestions? Is there a motion? 
4 COMMISSIONER CO&%LLA: Mr. Chairman. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
6 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: 1 move the commission find 
7 the Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantial1 from 
8 the force structure plan and fronl criteria; and thenfYore, 
9 the commission adopt the following reco.mmendat~on of the 

1 0  Secretary of Defense. Close Camp Pedncktown, except the 
11 Seavers-Sandbur reserve center. 
12 C H A I R M ~  DIXON: 1 second the motion. Any 
13 comments? Counsel, call the roll. 
14 MS. CREEDON: Comtrussioner Cornella. 
15 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
I S  MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner Davls. 
19 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling . 
2 1 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 

- .  

8 and zero na s. 
9 C H ~ R M A N  DIXON: And the motion is unanimousl) 

10 ado~ted. Caven Point. U.S. Armv Reserve Center. New Jersev. 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
2 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
4 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles votes aye, proxy. 
6 Commissioner Stele.  
7 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 

10 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes 
I 1 and zero nays. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The motion carries unanimously. 
13 East Fort Baker, California. 
14 MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, the recummendation is to 
15 close East Fort Baker, relocate all tenants to other 
16 installations that meet mission r uirements and return all 
17 real property to the Golden ~ a t a a t i o n a l  Recreation area. 
18 No issues have been identified. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any questions or statements? ; LNo r e s r . )  

HAIR AN DIXON: Is there a motlon. 
22 COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chairman. 

1 1  MR. BROWN: ' ~ r .  ~ h a i h a n ,  the recommendation is to 
12 close that installation and relocate it reserve activities to 
13 Fort Hamilton, New York, provided the recommendation to 
14 realign Fort Hamilton is approved. There is also in the 
15 Secretary of Defense's letter on the 14th of June -- he 
16 stated that the relocation of units from Caven Point is no 
17 longer supportable since an unantici ated new construction is 
18 required to execute the move that woul made the economics of 
19 t h ~ s  recommendation -- 

a 
20 * CHAIRMAN DIXON: The Secret+ry of Defense has asked 
21 that we reject his earlier recommendat~on. 
22 MR. BROWN: That IS correct. Mr. Chairman. 

I 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON; Keep open Caven Point? 
MR. BROWN: That is correct, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a motion. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I have a motion. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 

M O T I O N  
7 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I move the Cormnission find 
8 the Secretary of Defense devlated substant~ally froin final 
9 criterion two and, therefore, the Commission reject the 

10 Secretary's recommendation on Caven Point and, instead, adopt 
1 1  the following recommendation: Keep open Caven Point US Army 
12 Reserve Center. The Commission finds this recommendation is 
13 consistent with the force structure plan and final criteria. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Second the.motion. Any comments? 
15 No res onse.) 
16 LHAI&AN DIXON: Counsel, call the roll. 
17 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
18 COMMlSSlONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
2 1 MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Davis: 
12 COMhllSSlONER DAVIS: Aye. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Kling. 
2 COMMISSIONER, KLING: 1 move the Commission find the 
3 Secretary of Defense did not devlate substantially from the 
4 force structure lan and final criteria and therefore, the 
5 Commission a8o t the following recommendation of the 
6 Secretary of ~ e z n s e :  Close Erst Fort Baker, relocate all 
7 tenants to other installations that meet mission 
8 requirements, return all property to the Golden Gate National 
9 Recreation area. 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Second the motion. Any further 
1 1  comments? 

No res onse.) 
LHAI&AN DIXON: Counsel will call the roll. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles votes ave. Druxv. 

d . .  . 
19 Commissioner Steele. 
20 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
21 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
22 COMMISSlONER DAVIS: Aye. 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Comella is aye, by 
2 proxy. 
3 CHAlRMAN DIXON: All right, can I have unan@ous 
4 consent to -- the Chair votes aye. How many votes is that? 
5 MS. CREEDON: That's seven. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: May I have unanimous consent of' 
7 the Commission to vote Comrmssioner Cox when she returns 
8 since her vote will not chm e the result? . 
9 COMMISSIONER K ~ I N G :  Yes, s r .  

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Would Commissioners in the future. 
1 1  if they want to have their votes recorded, leave a proxy 
12 temporarily with the Chair. 
13 The vote is -- how do ou want to vote? 
14 COMMISSIONER C ~ X :  Ave. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The voie is eiuht ayes, no nays. 
16 The motion is adopted. Fort Missoula, hontana. 
17 MR. BROWN: The recommendation, Mr. Chairman. is to 
18 close Fort Missoula except ban enclave for minimuln essential 
19 land and facllltres to suDoort the reserve comDonent units. 
20 No issues have been idiitified. ! 21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there any uuestion of Mr. 

i 22 Brown'! 

I I 
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COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele.  
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella is aye, by 
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MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele.  
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
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I No res onse.) 
2 &HAI&AN DIXON: Any statements? 
3 No res onse.) 
4 &&4I&AN DIXON: What's the pleasure of the 
5 Commission with res ect to Fort Missoula, Montana. 
6 COMMISSIO&R KLING: MK.  hairm man 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner  ling. 
8 M O T I O N  

Page 

aye, by 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes 
4 and zero nays. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: That motion cames. Recreation 
6 Center #2, ~ o r t h  Carolina. 
7 MR. BROWN: The recommendation, Mr. Chainnan, is 
8 close this facility. No additional issues have been 

proxy. Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. the vote 

S. CREEDON: Commissioner cornella votes 

9 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any questions? 

11 No res onse.) 
LHAIRhAN DIXON: Is there a motion? 

Missoula except an enclave 13 COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chairman, I move the 
land and facilities to support the 14 Commission find the Secretary of Defense drd not deviate 

proxy. Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Da\ 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the 

15 reserve corn onent unlts. 
16 CHAI~MAN DIXON: I second the motion. Any 
17 comments? 
18 No res onse.) 
19 LHAIRbAN DIXON: Counsel, call the roll. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
2 1 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 

is eight to 

15 substant~ally from the force structure plan and final 
16 criteria and therefore, the Commission ado t the following 
17 recommendation of the Secreta of Defense: 8lose Recreation 
18 Center #2, Fa etteville, NO% Carolina. 
19 C H A I R ~ A N  DIXON: I second the motion. Any 
20 comments? 
2 1 No res onse.) 
22 LHAIRhAN DIXON: Counsel, call the mll. 

- d 

and zero na s. 
CH&AN DIXON: That motion carries 
MR. BROWN: The next one, Mr. Chairman, ise~ingham 

Cohasset Massachusetts. The recommendation is to close this 
installatfon. No issues have been identified. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Anv questions? 

4s. 

vote - 
zero. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion is ado ted 
unanimously. Rio Vista Army Reserve Center, ~aliFomia. 

MR. BROWN: The recommendation, Mr. Chairman, is to 
close this facility. No issues have been rdentified. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any questions of Mr. Brown? 

. . 
No re onse.) 

LHAI&AN DIXON: Any statements? 
(No response.) 
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No res onse.) 

&HAI&AN DIXON: Is there a motion? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chairman, I move the 

Commsslon find the Secretary of Defense drd not devlate 
substantially from the force structure plan and final 
criteria and therefore, the Commission ado t the following 
recommendation of the Secretarv of Defense: Elose Rio Vista 

I 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: A motion. 

Coha 

I 
M O T I O N  

COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chairman, I move the 
Commission find the Secretary of Defense d ~ d  not deviate 
substantially from the force structure plan and final 
criteria and therefore, the Commission adopt the following 
recommendation of the Secretarv of Defense: Close Hineham 

Isset. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second the motion 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella votes 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Army Reserve Center. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second Mr. Kline's motion. Wd I 

the 
" 

:ounsel lease call the roll. 
MS. &EDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 

proxy. Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commiss~oner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 

by proxy. 
Commissioner Cox. 

I I I 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes 
5 and zero na s 
6 cHNtlUAN DjXON: Branch .US Dbci linary Barracks, 
7 Long Park, Cahfoma. I didn't s k p  one, &d I? 
8 MR. BROWN: Yes ou did. 
9 CHAIRMAN D I X O ~  I apologize. Sudbury Training 

l o  Annex. 
1 1  MR. BROWN: The recommendation, Mr. Chairman, is to 
12 close Sudbury Training Annex. No lssues have been 
13 identified. 
14 CHAJRMAN DIXON: Are there any questions? 

o re onse 
I5 16 %AI&AN'bIXON: Is there a motion? 
17 M O T I O N  
18 COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chai,rman. I e v e  the 
19 Comrmssion find the Secretary of Defense did not devlate 
20 subs@ntially from the force struc,pre plan and final 
21 cntena and therefore, the Comrmssion adopt the following 
22 recommendation of the Secretary of Defense: Close Sudbury 
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1 Trainin Annex. 
2 cR,mMAN DIXON: I second the motion Counsel will 
3 call the roll. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
5 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
7 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
9 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 

10 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele.  
11 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
12 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella, by proxy. 
13 Commissioner Cox. 
14 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
1.5 MS. CREEDON: Commissroner Davis. 
16 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
17 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes 
20 and zero nays. 
2 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion is adopted. Branch 
22 US Disciplinary Barracks, California. 
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1 MR. BROWN: The recommendation, Mr. Chairman, is to 
2 close this installation. No issues have been identified. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there any question of Mr. 
4 Brown? 
5 No res onse.) 
6 L H A I A A N  DIxoN : Any statements? 
7 No res onse.) 
8 kHAIR%AN DIXON: Is there a motion? 
9 M O T I O N  

10 COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chairman, I move the 
11 Commss~on find the Secretary of Defense did not dev~ate 
12 substant~ally from the force structure plan and final 
13 criteria and therefore, the Commission adopt the following 
14 recommendation of the Secretary of Defense: Close Branch US 
I 5 Disciplinar Barracks, California. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second the motion. Any 
17 comments? 
18 No res onse.) 
19 &HAIR!hAN DIXON: Counsel will call the roll. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
2 1 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 

I 
I 
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1 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
3 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
5 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella votes aye by 
7 proxy. Commissioner Cox. 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 

10 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
11 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
13 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes 
14 and zero na s 
15 CH A I L  AN DIXON: And the motio" is .adopted. Valley 
16 Grove US Army Reserve Center, West Vlrglma. 
17 MR. BROWN: The recommendation, Mr. Chairman, is to 
18 close this installation. However, on the 14th of June the 
19 Secretary of Defense stated that the recommdation is no 
20 longer viable since it was learned that construction of a new * 

21 mamtepanci: sho for this,mission is in progress at the 
22 Wheellog-Ohlo 8ounty Alrport. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. Is therz a motion. Are 
2 there an questions? 
3 6 res onse.) 
4 LHAIRbAN DIXON: Is there a motion? 
5 M O ' T I O N  
6 COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chairman, I move the 
7 Commission find the Secretary of Defense deviated 
8 substantially from final criterion two and, therefore, the 
9 Commission reject the Secretary's recommzndation on Valley 

10 Grove Air Maintenance Support Activity and instead, adopt the 
I 1 following recommendation: K e  open Vavey Grove Arp 
I2 Maintenance Support Activity. f a e  Comrmsaon finds tBs 
13 recommendation is consistent with the force structure plan 
14 and final criteria. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second the motion. Are there 
16 any other comments? 
17 No res onse.) 
18 &HAIRKAN DIXON: Counsel will call the roll. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
20 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
21 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
22 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
2 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Stele.  
4 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
6 CoMMIssloNER CORNELLA: Aye. 
7 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
9 MS. CREEDON : Commissioner Davis. 

10 COMMISSlONER DAVIS: Aye. 
1 I MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
13 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, there are eight ayes 
14 and zero nays. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON : The motion is adopted. Now, I 
16 will ash you gmllemep. Mr.  Yellin and whoever else. is, goin 
I7 to be mvolved m t h s  one -- 1 thmk you were -- t h s  is h e  
18 Oakland question that we deferred over an hour ago. Can we 
I 9  d back to that in our book  because it's been a couple 
20 fours a f ~ r p b a b ! ~ :  Fleet and Industrial Supply Center, 
21 Oaklran dllfornld, IS that correct? 
22 MR. YELLIN: Yes, sir. 

J 
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1 MR. LYLES: Mr. Chairman, if you'll turn to page 26 
z -- tab 26 under the Navy. Mr. Chairman, in the motions 
3 notebook ou'll find the motions for that. 
4 C H ~ I R M A N  DIXON: NOW, tq refresh everybody's 
5 recollection this one got highly complicated and pretty 
6 convoluted and we had all kinds of  suggestions about what the 
7 solutions ought to be. 
8 And as I understand it Mr. Yellin, considerable 
9 phone conversations have taken place. I think, with the folks 

10 m Oakland. IS that substant~ally true? 
1 1  MR. YELLIN: Yes, sir, with Oakland, Alameda, 
12 Richmond, Port Authority. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. And have we  arrived at 
14 an understandin that reflects a consensus on this? 
15 MR. Y E L ~ I N :  Among the communities and the 
16 Commission staff, es sir. 
17 CHAIRMAN AIxON: Among the communities and the 
18 Commission staff. And have those who were interested, and I 
19 think it was particular1 Commissioner Cox, I may be 
20 ercludin someone else txat had some interest, been consulted d 21 about it. 
22 COMMISSIONER COX: Yes, sir. 

I :  COMMISSIONER STEELE: May I ask or;e question, Sir. CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Are there any other 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Sure. I : questions. 
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I BRAC statute leasing is not prohibited, it would be allowed 
2 under the BRAC statute. 
3 MS. CREEDON: That's correct. 
4 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you, very much. Under 
5 those circumstances I think the Navy, whlch had indicated 
6 that they wanted to do this and all of the cornmumties are in 
7 agreement. 
8 MR. YELLIN: I want to o back on the record that 
9 the Navy's official position is st% that the Secretary's 

10 recommendation was that because of  economic - because of job 
I I losses the do not want to o ahead with this. 
12 CO~MISSIONER ?OX: But the Navy does not object 
13 assumln -- 
14 ME. YELLIN: We have not gotten any official Navy 
15 comment on this. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Let me ask Commissioner Cornella, 
17 he had indicated interest. Commissioner Cornella, are you 
18 satisfied with this result. 
19 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I think we're ready to move 
20 ahead, sir. 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Pardon me. 
22 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I think we're ready to move 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: In closing Oakland Army Base. 4 NO res onse.) 
5 California, does that at all impact a recommendation to I / I ' 

LHAI&AN DIXON: Is there a motion 
6 relocate functions to other government owned facilities in 6 COMMISSIONER KLING: There are two mbtions. Mr. w 

7 the area? 
8 MR. YELLIN: No, it does not. That was certainly 
9 an option available. But we feel there are other government 

to spaces available in the area, or that they need to really 
I I search for them. , That's certainly the most economical 
12 approach to t h s  im lementatlon. 
13 COMMISSI&ER STEELE: Ijust wanted to double 
14 check. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Let me ask Commissioner Cox -- 
I6 now, Comrmssloner Cox ou were very interested m this and 
17 they consulted with you. ab ou know what, the situation is 
18 now? Can ou advise our Lllow c o ~ s s ~ o n e r s ?  
19 CO&ISSION& COX: Yes, s ~ r .  As I understand it, 
20 there were several issues here regarding some land at the 
21 FISC.. One iece of land had two leases on it and the 
n pos~ibtlity oPtwo further leases on it havmg to do with the 

7 Chairman. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: That's just what we need, two. 
9 M O T I O N  

10 COMMISSIONER KLING: F i t  of all, I move that the 
I 1 Commission find the Secretary of Defense deviated 
12 substantially from final critena five and six and therefore, 
13 that the Commission following recommendation: 

Center, Oakland, California, 
Station, Richmond, 

Alameda, California. 
17 The Commission finds this recommendation is consistent with 
18 the force structure plan and final criteria. 
19 CHAIRMAN ~ I X O N :  Commissioner Cox do you second? 
20 COMMISSIONER COX: Second. 
2 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: She seconds that motion. 
22 COMMISSIONER STEELE: May I inquire. I thought we 
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1 development at the port. Two other arts of the land were in 
2 separate areas, one m the City of ~ icgmond and one in the 
3 City of Alameda. 
4 There was concern that if we acted without being 
5 sure on what we were doing that we would in some way 
6 'eopardize the negotiations m the leases that had gone on 
7 ietween the Navy and the port, and convenations between the 
8 Navy and the city. 
9 As you pointed out when you o ened, we have now hat 

l o  the opportunity to talk to the Port of pakland, the City of 
1 1  Oakland, the City of  Alameda and the Cit o f  Richmond. And 
12 it is my understandkg that they are all  in agreement that it 
13 would be a ood ttung for us to move forward and close lt 
14 under the B ~ C  statute and that would allow them to move 
15 forward on the leases. And I do want to ask one quest~on, 
16 for the record, of the Counsel on that point. 
17 It is there understanding and my understandin 
18 would ldce the counsel to opine on t h s  -- that one, t f e -- I 
19 leases that they have alread signed would not be affected by 
20 movm forward under B&; IS that correct? 
21 as. CREEDON: ,at's corr,t. 
22 COMMISSIONER COX: And, in fact, that under the 
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1 were closing the FISC and that was the agreement we reachec 
2 with all those phone calls. 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: Commissioner Steele. that is, in 
4 fact, the agreement, and that wjll be the second motion. But 
5 for reasons involvin working lt out with each of these 
6 cities, the City of Akmeda and the City of kchmond wanted 
7 to be considered under a se arate motion. 
8 C H ~ R M A N  ~1x08: You9re ri bt on top of tbiogs 
9 Commissioner Stele. Let's get nd of t k s  motlon and, we'd 

1 0  get to the one you Idce. Any more comments about t h s  
1 1  mot~on. 
12 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Just so  w e  get to the one I 
13 like -- 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right, we're going to get to 
15 it. Counsel will call the roll. 
16 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
17 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
18 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 
19 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
20 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
21 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
22 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
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I consistent with the force structure plan and final criteriz. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second? 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: Second the motion. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox seconds the 
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1 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. ! I CHAIRICIAN DIXON: And I hope to be -- we hope to bu 
2 MS. CREEDON: Conlmissioner Cornella. I 2 out of here by 9:30: 
3 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. ' 3  !.A briet recess was taken. ) 
3 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 1 3  CHXIRhlXN DIXON: Mr. Cook and Ms. Waslcski, are you 

i 
5 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. i 5 folks ready to beqin? 

5 motion. Are there an further comments? 
6 COMMISSION~R STEELE: I'm okay now. 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: You're okay now. Comrn~ssioner 

6 MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Davis. 

8 Steele is okay now. 
1 9  COMMISSIONER STEELE: You threw me for a loo0 

6 MR. COOK: We are, Mr. Chairman. 

10 there. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: God bless you. Any further 

12 comments? 
No res onse.) 

LHMRRIAN DIXON: Counsel, call the 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoy 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 

I 

roll. 

'a. 

7 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
8 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 

10 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes 
1 1 and zero na s. 
12 CH&AN DIXON: The motion is adopted. 
13 Commissioner Klin M O F I O N  14 
15 COMMISSIONER KLING: The second rnqtion is: 1 move 
16 that, the Cornmiss~on find that the Sscretary ot Def~nse 
17 devlated substantially from final cnteria five and sir and 
18 therefore, that the Commission adopt the followin 
19 recommendat/qn: Close Fleet In$ustri?l Supply d o t e r ,  
20 Oakland, Cahtoma, relocate detense tlnance and accountinu 
21 service and military Ssalift Command to governxpen( owned 
22 space. The C o m s s l o n  finds this recommendat~on 1s 
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i cateuories shown. We will brief those cate lories whit% are 
2 hi:h%ghted, as they are the only ones whick contain 
3 recommendations. 
3 The first category is distribution depots, not to 
5 be confused with rnamtsnsnce depots which have already been 
6 discussed. Distribution depots are res onsible for receipt, 
7 storage and issues of items urchased By itern managers. It 
8 is baslcall a warehousing Rnction 
9 DLK has added distribution depots to their list of 

10 recommendations because they simply have too much capacity in 
11 the system. In the out years requirements for storage 
12 ca acity will continue to decline due to force structure 
13 re$uctions, o ~ t s ~ ~ r c i n p  and management initiatives tied to 
14 commercial practices. 
15 Distribution depots are further divided into two 
16 t pas, co-1ocat.e and stand alone. Co-located depots are, as 
17 tge name impbes, connected with service maintenance depots 
18 and exist pnmaril because of that maintenance function. 
19 Yesterday t i e  Commission closed Kelly, McClellan 
20 and Lettsrkenny maintenance de ots and the associated / 
21 distribution depots at those ins&ations. Those actions 1 
22 had an impact on the overall storage capaclty system-wide, i 

I 

I 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Help me a little bit, are we 1 
8 st+rt$g with Defense Logistics Agency Stand Alone 
9 Dlstnbut~on De ots? 

10 MR. C O ~ K :  w e  are, sir. 
11 CHAIRMAN DlXON: That's where we're beginning. Wio 
12 is goinu to berin for us? 
13 a ~ .  COOK: I will, sir. 
14 CHXIkklAN DIXON: Mr. Cook. 
15 MR. COOK: Good evening,. Mr. . C h a i w .  The 
16 Interagency Issues Team !s res onslble tor the direct 
17 analys~s o t  defense agencla. f l u s  evening we will be 
I8 presenting that analyses on the Defense Logistics Agency ;md 

, 19 the Def+se hvesti*ative Service. 
20 W ~ t h  me is d a n l y n  Waslesh, senior anal st, who 
21 will do a number of the presentations. The ~ e X n s e  Logistics 
22 Agmcy, or DLA, divided their installations into four 

I 
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1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. i 1 reducinc the availabilit b approximately 64 million 
2 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 

/ 3 capacity. 
I 1 2 attainable i ~ b i ~  feet. .&dthatvr the measure of storage , 3 MS. CREEDON: Commissionzr Cox. 

J COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. i 4  We will now discuss issues relating io stand alone 1 
5 MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Davis. i 5 depots and recognize that any decisions concerning the I 
6 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 1 b closure of thesz depots will also have an impact on the I 

7 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. I 7 overall storage capacity. 
8 CHAIRhIAN DIXON: Aye. i s  Change the slide, please. DLA rankzd six stand 
9 

! 10 remove the two most hlghly rated, San Joa uln w ~ d  

i 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes1 9 alone degots inthe order shown. After their analysis DL.4 i 

10 and zero nays. 
11  CHAIRMAN DIXON: And that motion is adopted. Now, I I I Susquehma from further analysis bec?yse tley were costal 
12 ladies and gentlemen, we've concluded the Army sectlon, j 12 meea-depots within close proxlmty ot alr and water ports of 
13 cleaned up some other things we had to do, we have one agency 113 embarkatlon. 
14 -- interagency work still to do. We estimate that that's Additionally, they were designed as primary 
15 going to take about 45 minutes or so. I want to thank Ed distribution sites and are considered thq distribution focal 
16 Erown and his Army team for their outstanding work, job well points for support of the YO ma or  regional conflict 
17 done. We greatly appreciate what you did. We're indebted to concept. The, three hphllghted.de ots had specific 
18 you and the country is indebted to you. I8 recommendations. The depots m &emphis and Ogden are 
19 We're oing to take a seven minute recess, dro the / 19 recommended for clos"re and the depot in Columbus is 

! 

20 avel prom &.at quarter to 9:MJ. I have that nght &n9t 20 recommended tor realignment. Shde. 
21 f, General Bavls? The concept for operations for DLA stand alone I 
22 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes, sir. 1;; depots is s h o w  As you can see, it calls for two primary 

I 
I 
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I smaller decline in 1999 and 2000 will occur as a result of 
2 the closures of McClellan, San Antonio and Let te rke~y.  
3 The total impact in the storage system, if all 
4 closures are implemented, equals a shortfall of approximately 
5 25 million attainable cubic feet. Again, that's the measure 
6 of stora e capacity. 
7 CdMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Coot. before you go on on 
8 that. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 

10 COMMISSIONER COX: That would show potential small 
I 1 lack of ca acit in 2000 and beyond. What would be the 
12 impact ofPhe ioles  and Mission study? Do they go intq this: 
13 MR. COOK: They do, they had an extens~ve section 
14 on material management and outsourcing of it. Let me have 
15 slide A15, please. 
16 Roles and Missions Commi,ssion report, as I said, 
17 had extensive dlscuss~on concerning matenal management 
I8 functions. In it they indicated that the preferential way of 
19 handling shortfalls was outsourcin , even to the tune of 
20 providing surge capacity in time of war. 
4 1 COMMISSIONER COX: Even in the private sector for 
12 surge capacity? 
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1 an of our actions it was 48 that was the acceptable amount 
2 to  LA? 
3 MR. COOK: Yes, sir. Prior to Red k v e r  remaining 
4 open 48 million was a shortfall. DLA indicated that they 
5 would l ~ k e  to accept that we as a staff had some problem with 
6 that. 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: But now, we're going to have - - 
8 less than that. 
9 MR. COOK: Now, we've got 25.7. 

10 MS. KING: So, they're golng to be twice happy -- I 
1 1  mean, twice as easy and comfortable. And you're more 

( 
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I distribution sites and a site for slow-moving and war reserve 
2 rnatcrinl. DLA's closrtre recornrncndations support this concept 
3 of  operations. 
J Fully rrnplementing the concept of operations will 
5 have shortfall ramifications. I'll speak to those 
6 momentarily. 
7 Here 1s a map showing the location of the six stand 
8 alone depots with the ones involved in DLA recommendations 
9 highlighted. The map doesn't accurately reflect the true 

1 0  picture of the storage locatrons, however, so the next map 
I 1 displays all storage locations, both stand alone and co- 
12 located. 
13 These depots -- the depot is either closed or 
14 recommended for closure are highlighted. The map provides a 
15 broader perspective of the total storage system. Next slide. 
16 I spoke about the declining inventory and the 
17 resulting decline in the need for capacity. I show this, 
I8 raph to drsplay the capaclty and inventory relationship of 
19 h e  distribution system over time after the Commission 
20 decisions actual and potential are factored ~ n .  
21 The sharp decllne ~n capacrty ~n 1996 and 1997 will 
22 occur if the depots at Memphs and Ogden are closed. The 

12 comfortable. 
13 MR. COOK: Yes, sir. 
14 MS. KING: You're more comfortable than you were 
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I Roles and Missions statement that is well within the capacity 
1 of private sector to handle. 
3 Now, DLA indicated even when they had a total of 
r otential 48 million shortfall they wanted to handle that in- 
5 Eouse. We had some problems with that on the staff. As I 
6 said, we're fully intending to recommend that they retain 
7 some ca ability. 
8 CBMMISSIONER COX: But DLA had indicated that they 
9 would rather take the 48 million? 

10 MR. COOK: That's correct. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER COX: That would.be acceptable? 
12 MR. COOK: That's what came to us m wntmg. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes, but you were saymg, Mr. 
14 Cook, that at the point where we are now after the action 
15 taken on a prior occasion on Red River that you and staff are 
16 comfortable wlth t h s  question. 
17 MR. COOK: Yes, sir. I think there is sufficient 
18 capability in the commercial sector -- if the Commission 
19 chooses to 00 that wa there is adequate capability in the 
20 commercia~sector to gandle that shortfall. 
21 COMMISSIONER KLING: Just so I can understand what 
22 you're saying, Mr. Cook, what you're saying is that prior to 

15 prior to any of our actions. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: He looks very comfortable. 
17 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Cook, can 1 ask you a 
18 question, please? 
19 MR. COOK: Yes. sir. . . - - - . - - - - - 

20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Robles. 
2 I COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I'm 'ust trying to get my 
22 handle on this capacity number because t ie  ever elusive 
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1 MR. COOK: Absolutely. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: And let me ask ou a question, 
3 we talked about capacity and all kinds of -- 85 percent is 

not enough -- too much, 100 percent is too much -- is that 
5 shortfall, 20 some-odd thousand, is that a lot, a small 
6 amount is that a licable, are we concerned? 
7 d ~ .  COO!? 25 million -- not as concerned as I was 
8 prior to yesterday. Let me have backup slide LA. I would 
9 review, Commissioner Cox, how we got the shortfall, and why 

10 it doesn't cause as much concern as it mieht have,, 
1 1  The slide shows that the closure of%4emphs, Ogden, 
12 Letterkenny and Red River would have iven us a shortfall o 
13 10 mllion ACF, attainable cubic feet. h e n  the closures off 
14 McClellan and San Antonio were added m that gave a total 
15 shortfall of over 48 million cubic feet. That provided staff 
16 some concern because that seemed to be beyond the ca abllity 
17 of DLA to handle with their management practices antso on. 
18 We were fully prepared to recommend that somethmg 
19 be considered for retention. However, when the Red River 
20 h y  Depot was added alon with the associated distribution 
21 depot that kno~ked the shott&ll down to a 1ittle.over 25 
22 almost 26 mlllon attainable cublc feet. Accordmg to the 
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1 capacity shows up in different venues. Are the capacity 
2 number that you re,uslng,, i.e., the re uirement numbers, are 
3 they after all these ~rutlatlves that DL% has been engaged m 
J since the early '90s? 
5 Having been an active participant in the 900 series 
6 of DMDs and DMRs, are you telling me this is after DLA rings 
7 out all its efficiency, just in time invent0 gets nd of 
8 lines, 811 that,whole senes of 901 and all%ose other 
9 ~nitlat~ves, thls IS where ou end up or IS ~t before that? 

1 0  MR. COOK: It's gefore that, Commissioner Robles. 
11 DLA is currently enga ed in a couple programs similar to just 
12 in time inventory. l%ey7re also involved in rewarehousing, 
13 they're b 9 g m g  some new facilities on line. Thnr does not 
14 even be n to account for the nvate sector capabihty. 
15 C~MMISSIONER RO&ES: Thank you 
16 CHAIWAN DIXON: Are there any further questions of 
17 Mr. Cook. 
18 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I have one. 
19 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Montoya. 
20 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Does this capacit number at 
21 Red River include the potential completion of tgat huge 
22 storage building that they're working on? 
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1 MR. COOK: It does not, Commissioner Montoya. We , 1 djd not factor m --we took a date of March of thls year and 

\.%- 
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1 material. Active m;iteri,al remining at DDCO at thc time of 
2 realignment will be attnted. Stock rcple,nlshment will be 

L 
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1 questions of Mr. Cook'? 
2 CObIMISSIONER ROBLES: On Columbus or on a11 of 
3 them'? 
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1 chart shows the pertinent data for,all three rsommend+tions. 
1 The data has been combrnd for slmpllclty ot resentatron, 
3 however, each recommenda(ion is separate an! distinct. 
4 The cost associated with each individual 
5 recommendat~on are Ilsted. Additionally, you can see in the 
6 total c o l u g  that ]fail r~ommen+tions are adopted the 
7 system will lose 62.6 rmllion attamable cublc teet of 
8 capacity. The one-time cost will be $204, *llion. And the 
9 annual savlngs w11l be a l~ttle over $56 mllion. The total 

10 net present value would be $585 million. 
11 The ROI, on avera e, would be about a little over 
12 two years. whch makes Phese alternatives attractive. 1'11 
13 discuss each of the alternatives individually. 
14 The depot at Columbus was chose to house a slow 
15 movin and war reserve material. It simply downgrades their 
16 status f rom an active depot to a storage srte. No job loss 
17 is below threshold. Economic impact is minimum. No issues 
18 have surfaced from the community. 
19 Next slide. This is a summary of the o tion to 
20 realien the Columbus storage depot. The staFf agrees with 
21 the SOD recommendatron. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there anything else now? Any 
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1 continueil existence of their hjrhly mechanized high through 
2 put depot, which is located w l h n  a superb infrastructurz ln 
3 the gentral Un~ted S t~ tes  can the nulrtary Le assured of 

3 did capaclt analysis based on that date. Both Memphrs md  3 stared at optimum s ace wlthln thz dlstnbutlon system. 
4 Red R~ver gave tacilities that are under construction 1 4  CHAIRMAN S I X O N :  I second the motion. Any 
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1 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight ayes and 
2 zero nays. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion is agreed to. All 
4 right, now on Memphis. Let's go to the sliges on Memphis. 
s MR. COOK: The depot at Memphls 1s a very good 
6 physical facility. The community was very involved and 
7 raised a number of @partant issues. We've stimmarized their 
8 posjtion on the major issues ou this slide, along with the 
9 osltrons of DOD where apphcable, and th.: R and A staff 

10 Rndines. 
11 Th? corpmunit odisves that having only two primary 
12 distributron srtes a skorts!ghted and tha( t i n e  PDSs would 
13 be able to repare the mlltary to deal wrth the two MRC 
14 concept. {ice they had b a n  designated a PDS at one time, 
15 and have a lar e throu~h put capacity they believe they 
16 should retain &e PDS dewgnation and remam open as an 
17 active installation. 
18 The R and A staff believes that the DLA concept of 
19 opzmtions was develo ed to meet the two MRC scenario and is 
20 made uate. If the &A recommendation is implemented the 
21 ~ c m ~ \ i s  community believes that m adverse impact on militarv 
22 readrness would occur. They contend that only through the 

5 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Do you recall wiat their 
6 combined ca acit is') 
7 MR. ZOO~?: i believe they were addine 3 million 
8 attainable cubic feet at Red River for the newTaciIit , but 
9 by the same token t h ~ y ' n  tearing down about 3 milion cubic 

10 teet of old warehousm 
11 COMMISSION& MONTOYA: ~ h d  you 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: It's just modemizatidn. Any 
13 further uestions? An statements. 
14 C~MMISSIONZR STEELE: I have a uestion. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Iteele. 
16 COMMISS_IONER STEELE: Are you going to talk at all 
17 about the specltlc mstallatlons or are you about to -- 
18 MR. COOK: I'm going to talk about those specific 
19 installations. 
20 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Then I'U wait till we get to 
21 the ap ro riate item. Thank you. 
22 hIf COOK: Let me hive slide A7 only, please. This 

4 MR. COOK: On Columbus. I'll go on to each one , 4 reczlving tirnely sup1;ort at lowest cost. 
5 individually, Commissioner Robles. 1 j One zannot ar uc with the strategic iocation of the I 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. Any questions on Culumbus? 6 hlcm his depot or ti: ,e,r ' support to Operation Desert 
7 (No response.) 7 ~ t i ~ z l k ~ e s e r t  Storm. In fact. they believe that their 

5 comments? 
6 (No res onse.) 
7 CHAI&AN DIXON: Counsel will call the roll. 
8 MS. KING: Commissioner Kling. 
9 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 

10 MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a. 
1 I COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: l y e .  
12 MS. .KING: Commissioner Robles. 
13 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: A e. 
14 MS. KING: Commissioner ~ t e e L .  
15 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
16 MS. KING: Cornmissioner Cornella. 
17 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
19 MS. KING: Commissioner Cox is aye. Mr. Cli~irman. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
21 MS. KING: Commissioner Davis. 
22 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 

8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: We'll go on to Memphis if there 
9 aren't. Do you want a motion now! Should we dispose of 

10 Columbus? 

8 location is ideal from a mobilization point bzcause of the 
9 erqx,i~luty to commercial air, water and inrcmrtional guard 

10 ac~lrt~es. 
L 1 MR. COOK: Yes, sir, I would think so. DLA is adopting both direct vendor delivery and 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Why don't we have r motion on 1 :: pnme vendor mgrams on a business practice These programs 1 , 
13 Columbus then. Is there a motlon? 13 arc,very simiar,to [he just in time mventory ractlces 
14 COMMISSIONER KLING: Yes, sir. I I4 wliich commerc!al mdystry currently uses. .i%e result pf 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. '15 these programs 1s that rn house storage requirements will be 
16 COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chairman, I move that the / 16 dcclinmg. 
17 Commission find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 1 17 The community position is that the direct vendor 
18 subs+tially from the force structure el+ and final 
19 cntena and, therefore, that the Comrmssion adopt the 
20 followin recommendation of the Secreta ot Defense: 
21 Reqlign f& defense distribution depot, ~ x u m b u s ,  Ohio, and 
22 deslpate it as a storage site for slow moving war reserve 

18 delivery and prime vendor programs have not yet matured. And 
19 to ~ i v e  up ca dcity until ~t is proven is a clistake., The 
20 also belleve t L t  any shortfall durn  rmplementatrqn o r 
21 these rograms should be avoided. %err solution a to allow 
22 thz d m p h l s  depot ro remain open until the system is fully 
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1 r+uction of excess capac~ty !n the storage system by 37.1 

1 2 mllllon attamable cub~c feet 1s the reason t h ~ s  fac~llty has 
3 been recommended for closure by DLA. 

1 4 Are there an uestrons? 
5 C H A I R M ~  BIXON: Any questions of Mr. Cook. 

1 6  COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Just question -- more of an 
7 observatron, but rn the form of a questlon. You know, I 
8 understand the DLA approach, which is to not have an stand- 
9 alone depots. They re trying to get the number orprimary 

10 d~stnbutron sites do? to 'ust a couple. They want to 
I I collocate the dlstnbutron depots next to the~r  mamtenance 
12 facilities, or collocate them with maintenance facilities, 
13 and thejV're trying to reduce mfrastructure. 
14 But, you know, I just don't understand this -- that 
15 every, once m a, wh~le you just got to take a step back and 

Wait a mnute, what about this?" I mean, I got -- we 1; ZTieceived at the regronal heanng, and I've otten some 
18 additional briefings on the fact !hat Federal &press has 
19 made that a hub, and Mem hls 1s becomng a cargo-handling 
20 center of excellence a la ~ i i c o n  Valley for that industry, a 
21 la Route 120 in Boston for the high-tech industry, 
22 And more and more companies are gravltat~ng there, 
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1 control point and was in close proximity to the Norfolk port. 
2 So they had a higher installation military value 
3 than the other two. And that left Mem h ~ s  and Ogden. 
4 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I Bon~t understand the 
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1 implemented and debugged. DLA is about halfway lhrough their 
2 DBD mgram implcmmtation md to programmed to be completed 
3 in 1967. So far no ma.or prohlems have surfaced. 
J Two final lssues \ would 11ke to present deal with 
5 the cost and economics. The community contends that the one- 
6 time cost used by DLA are substantially understated and that 
7 annual costs are overstated. Their estimates include a $23 
8 nullion extra for one-time costs $208 million for 
9 construction cost avoidance and $136 million for equipment 

10 costs. However, the staff could not support thelr contention 
I I that these costs would be requrred ~f the depot were closed. 
12 Final1 , Mr. Chairman, the question of economic 1 13 impact. .whi e not appearin to be severe, is somewhat 
14 msleadmg. There would %e a negat~ve .6 percent lmpact on 
15 the community as a whole, if the depot were closed. However, 
16 the impact on the African American community in Memphis would 
17 result ~n a nse ln unemployment from the current 9 ercent 
l a  to 9.6 percent s i n ~ e  80 percent of the employees at t\e depot 
19 are Afncan @encan. 
20 Next sllde. Mr. Chairman, closing the depot at 
21 Memphis would bring with it the pros and cons we have listed 
22 on the chart. The annual savings of $23.8 million and the 

5 Norfolk ort tie-in. 
6 M% COOK: They do a lot of su port. They haire - 
7 of the Norfolk area. Commissioner ~obyes.  
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I a military value an$ sis. ?hat seems to he an txonomlc 
? analvsis that says, $ou help me pay my hills. I love you. 
3 Anbinstead of this really has milrtarv value because it's 
4 gttocraphically located in the right prate, the technology is 
5 such, its infrastructure is modem and new, the maintenance 
6 costs are low. All the things .that, at least in my s~mple 
7 rmnd, constitute military value. 
8 So I just wonder why, they use a different model for 
9 military value than the tradrtional model. 

lo  MR. COOK: In the depot world. there are 
I I warehouses, there, are mechanization, there's ex endability, 
12 and there's sultablliry for the msslqn. ~ b v l o u ~ ~ ~  ,the 
13 collocated depots to support the mamtenance rmss~on. In the 
14 stand-alone depots, the two coastal mega-depots a n  obviously 
I5 ones that are the primary distribution centers for going to 
16 war on each coast. 
17 That left four others. One was desi ated to be 
18 the slow movers, up la Columbus. That & three Ogden 
19 depot and Richmond. Richmond had the best faciiities in 
20 terms of being new. So the long-term investment in 
21 maintenance of facilities at kchmond was lower than the 
22 other two. Additionally, it was collocated with an inventory 

1 8  COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Oh, but it has nothing to do 
9 with the ort. 

10 MI!. COOK: No, sir. I'm sorry 
11 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: It has ;o do with the Norfolk 
12 facilit stora e. 
I3 b ~ .  ZOOK: Strictly storage 
14 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: okay, I can understand that. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any other questions or statements? 
16 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: This s ner ism of the Memphis 
17 area. I mean, if you go to heaven andihelf if you're a 
18 package, you got to go, to Memphis, because - with FedEx and 
19 company.. &d that IS a hub. Is there reat s nergism with 
20 that ca abrl~ty that enlsts at Memphs akdy'! 
21 &R. COOK: The capability is there. W i t h  24 
22 hours, you can get to about 42 percent of the GIs in the 

I I I 
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1 and there is goin to be some great technolocy sharing, 
2 synergres, and ot 'er  benefits to be gained. And so I 
3 guess -- and plus the haslc Infrastructure of the depot is 
4 very modem, very specialized. lots of storage space, et 
5 cetera. 
6 Did any of that factor into DLA's analysis? Or did 
7 they just use a cookie-cutter approach that says, Slam, if 
8 you're not collocated with a maintenance depot, that's where 
9 YOU go" And ,for whatever their milita ranking value 

10 purposes are, We only want !hese t w o ? ~ ~ s , .  
11 I'd llke a little more ms~ght Into thls thmlung. 
12 MR. COOK: There were two measures of merit for the 
13 depots, Commissioner Robles. One was the military value, and 
14 then ou're absolute1 right, the second measure was 
15 s o m ~ t L g  called insta~latron military value. &$ those 
16 mstallatrons that were collocated with other facilrt~es that 
17 would share the overhead received a higher installation 
I8 milita value. 
19 %e two depots. Mempbs and Ogden, suffered in that 
20 analysis. The overhead was ?read over a larger base -- 
21 those that were collocated wit another facility. 
22 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: See, that doesn't seem to be 
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1 United States, from Memphis, in 1 4  hours. No doubt that they 
2 are centrally located and erform a mission. But that same 
3 mission now is ooing to l!e picked up artially by Red River, 
4 partrally by ~m&er, and the co l l o~a t e~de~o t s .  because 
5 they've got storage capacity. 
6 COMMlSSIONER DAVIS: Yeah, but Red River is still 
7 quite a ways from Memphls. 
8 MR. COOK: It sure is. It sure is. Yes, sir. 
9 COMMISSIONER COX: On that issue - wasn't there an 

10 issue earlier that they were doing a pilot program with FedEx 
11 at Mem bs .  
12 &. COOK: Yes, they sure were Co,pmissioner Cox. 
13 It's just bein Implemented, as I remember lt. 1'11 get some 
14 data for ou &fore I finish this briefing 
15 C~MMISSIONER COX: But I aiso recall that FedEx 
16 indicated the didn't have to be in Memphis. 
17 MR. &OK: That's true. 
18 MS. WASLESKI: It's an overnight delivery program 
19 for fast-moving items. but FdEx could do that independent of 
20 the -- 
21 COMMISSIONER COX: Wherever it -- 
22 MS. WASLESKI: Well, independent of the depot being 
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I there. 
2 COMMISSIONER COX: I see. 
3 MS. WASLESKI: Thank you very much. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any other questions? Any 
5 statements'! Is there a motion? 
6 COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Chairman. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
8 COMMlSSIONER COX: Are we ready for motions. Okay. 
9 M O T I O N  

10 COMMISSIONER COX: I move that the Commission find 
I I that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate substantially 
12 from the force structure plan and fmal criteria, and 
13 therefore that the Comrmssion adopt the following 
14 recommendation of the Secretary of Defense. 
15 Close Defense Distribution Depot Mem hls, 
16 Tennessee. Material remaining at the DDMT% the time of 
17 closure will be relocated to o tlmum storage space within the 
18 Department of Defense distriEution system. As a result of 
19 DPMT, all DLA ~ i v i t  will cease at thlr location. and DDMT 
20 wlll be excessed to DEA needs. 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there a second to that motion? 
22 I second that motion. Is there any further comment? 
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I Counsel, call the role. 
2 MS. KING: Commissioner Cox. 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: A e 
4 MS. KING: Commissioner h i s .  
5 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
6 MS. KING: Commissioner Klmg. 
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
8 MS. KING: Commissioner Monto a. 
9 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: l y e .  

10 MS. KING: Commissioner Robles. 
11 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Nay. 
12 MS. KING: Commissioner Stede. 
13 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
14 MS. KING: Commissioner Cornella. 
15 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
16 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman. 
17 CHA1RM.W DIXON: Aye. 
18 MS. KING: Mr. Chairman, the vote is seven ayes and 
19 one nay. ' 

20 CHAIlUvlAN DIXON: That motion is adopted, seven to 
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We found that movement of DEPMEDS' mission 

equipment is best accommodated from a central locat~on, in 
thls case Ogden. During Desert Storm, those assets went 
through New Orleans, a olnt nearer Ogdrn than California, 
and therefore chedper ;mi tgicker., DLA has mdicated that 
they will relocate the DEPME S m~ss~on to Hill Air Force Base 
to accommodate the Arm 's desire. The staff concurs. 

CHAIRMAN D I X ~ N :  Are there any questlons of Mr. 
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1 shndpoint, the Ogden &put could be designated as a PDS and 
2 handle the mission very wzil. However, thc militan judgment 
3 of DLA, as outlined in their concept of operation, calls for 
4 ct~~ly two primary Jistribu~ion sites for the two-MRC scenario. 
5 The staff found that the cost from the San Joaquin 
6 depot in California to the west coast ports and locations are 
7 cheaper than from Ovden to the same ports and location, 
Y although some szcona destination costs would be less 
9 expensive from Utah to inland locations. 

10 Ogden beliwes that DLA is reducipc their de ot 
I I structure too ra ldly and that less shorttan rather ttan 
12 rnure should be I& gu;deline. The R md A staff is convinced 
13 that the shortfall created by the closure process does not an 
14 unmanageable risk for DLA over the two-MRC scenario, 
15 A umque msslon currently performed at 0 den 
16 involves the deployable system, commonly caUed pE fi MEDS. The 
17 versatile allows anything from a ve small c lmc to a full- 
18 up hospital to be qulckl establrsheyvia modules. The 
19 exautlve agent- for DEJMEDS is the Arnly, and they've 
20 indicated a preterence for retaining the uusslon the Ogden 
21 area, where the climate and an experienced workforce can 
22 support the mission. 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
1 1  
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 one. 
22 MR. COOK: The next depot under consideration is 

Cook. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: I do. You sort of answered 

it. You said staff concurs. My question would be, with our 
actions yesterda on ALCs, both frorn a cost standpoint - 
actually p r e - ~ ~ 6  action of moving those. Because, as you 
b o w ,  the 're really closely located, Hill Air Force Base and 
this DDOI;. 

21 
22 

Does it still ma& sense, both cost-wise and does 
Hill A r  Force Base still have the room, given what we have 
ust handed the Air Force as a managemeint issue, to move thq b EPMEDS u to Hill? 

MR. CBOK: We looked at that and discussed that 
issue with them, Commissioner Steele. Hill Air Force Base 
has the inside storage to accommodate the mission and the 
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1 the one at Ogden, Utah. Like Memphis, it's a good facility 
2 in a desirable location, wlth an active involvement by the 
3 community in its defense. As with Memphis, we've listed the 
4 most important issues surfaced by the community, along wit1 
5 DOD and R and A positions. 
6 The Ogden commu~uty from the beginning indicated 
7 that the analysls by DOD was mvalicl, in that the two depots 
8 at San Joa uin and Susquehann? should not have initially been 
9 eliminatd from further cons~deration. They felt that the 

10 DLA action was mappropriate, 
1 1  We prevlousl sent a pomt paper to each 
12 Commissioner on t ie  issue. In essence, the staff, counsel, 
13 and the GAO opinion is that DLA actions were legal and this 
14 BRAC decls~on was not r ede t emed .  
15 The commumty befeves that the depot should have 
16 been designated as a primary distribution site because they 
17 clearly the demonstrated capability. They also contend that 
18 the destination costs for most manufacturers to the depot, 
19 and then on to ports or other lnland users, are cheaper from 
20 Ogden depot @an from the California de ots. The result, in 
21 thelr o imon, is an adverse impact on mi?itary readmess. 
22 f h e  staff determined that. from a capability 
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I inside storage requirements for DEPMEDS. There is some I 
2 concern about contiguous storage space for the modules 
3 themselves, although that is belnq worked out. There are 1 
4 some options to keep i t  in the area, a d  I'll discuss those I 
5 in just a second. 

- 

6 The inside storage for the DEPMEDS that vou saw 
7 when you were there can be accommodated at Hill, even with 
8 the movement of assets from -- 
9 COMMISSIONER STEELE: And we pot that answer from 

10 both Hill Air Force Base? 
1 1  MR. COOK: We did. We asked them both. 
12 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. Thanks. 
13 CHAIRMAW DIXON: Thank you ,  Mr. Cook. Is there a 

motion? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 

M O T I O N  
COMMISSIONER KLING: I move that the commission 

find that the Secretary of Defense deviated substantially 
frorn final cnteria 2 and 3 ,  and therefore that the 
Colnrnissipn re'cct the Szcreta 's recommendation on Defense 
Distribution depot Ogden, 8tah, and instead adopt the 

I I I 
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, ! fdlo\r.ing recommendation. 1 1  C(?JIXIISSIONER h~lOh.;'i'O';~.;: :'\ye. 

Or5 Defense Distribution Drllot Ogdcn. IJtxh, / ? S : S .  CKEEDON: C o r n m ~ s ~ i ~  8clt.r Roi~ie:;. 
j e,xix;.t k,r :ninjmum essential land i1ni1 f:tc:~ltit~.:; for 3 ! I 7  - COiLlMiSSlONER R0RL.E::: .';;c. 

I .I resen.e cc:rnyonent enc!ave. Ma!ertal rernnlning at Defcnsr: j J 
Xis. CREEDON: Cornn?!s~;~>!ir.: Sterlz. 

I 
: 5 Dqx~t Ogden IJtah at the!ime of closure will be-relocated to CC7MMiSSIONEK STEEL-2: .lye. 

i 
! 5 o p t l m i ~ m  storage space within the Department ot  Defense ll.IS. CREEGON: Cornrni:;:::orizr Cornella. I 
' 7 dmributic?n system. COMMISSIONER COPdjZLLA: Xye. 

L 
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: 4 ,ls n result of the clcsure of DDOU, all DLA 

1 
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' I Gnnmissioncr Stele. The community presented a proposal to 
t sUffwhich seems to have some merit. In the event the Ogden i 3 Dbviu"on Dep was closed, the cornmunit proposes it obtain 
4 tbc present depot land from DOD and t ien lease the required / 5 amountback to DLA lo cover not only the necessary long-term 
6 m g e ,  but as a vehicle to cover any shortfall. 
17 DLA has endorsed the notion of leasln and this 

8 m i g h t r  vide an acceptable solutipn to any 8ortfall. I 
9 B o u l  add that the concept could just as easily apply to the 

,XI Memphis d e  ot as the one at Ogden to cover any shortfall. 
!I I COM&SSIONER STEELE: Just one question on there. 
$2 Because of the movement of DEPMEDS - I mean, if there's a 
b Bortage of space, could they save money by .ust keeping that 
14 mc r h g  there? Or  should - if this closes, ?suppose the 
LS -Id do that anyvay. I'm not trying to mess it up here, t u t  
ria I also don't want to end money w e  don't n@ !o spend. 
;:7 SIR. COOK: Tart of the recommendation is to 
f 8  naintain the minimum essential land at the Ogden depot for an 
:9 .kmy R-rve contonement area. So that's going to be there 
3 anypmt.  Now, to expand that contonement to cover the 
21 DEPM DS could easily be done. To answer your uestion, it 
2 m11 he more erpensrve because they'll have to%xse the 
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1 space. as opposed to moving it to Hill, where it's already 
2 paid for. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: An other statements or questions? 
1 COMMISSIONER STE~LE:  At this late hour I'm not 
5 s i n g  to make a big deal about this. I'm just worried that 
6 &use it's a late hour, we might be l o c b  in somethin 
7 that mvld *ve some money if we did it difk.rently. ~ n k  1 
8 mean, I'd llke to depart as  much as everybody else. 

' 9 Mr. Cook, do you feel it 1s worthy to amend a 
10 motion in an wa or  should we just proceed. 
11 MR. ?00&' I do feel the motion should be amended, 
i12 Commissioner Steele. I think DLA has the latitude through 
13 tbe roles and mission -- 

. i : l  COhIMISSlONER STEELE: Enough said. I'm happy. 
,.tS Thank vou. 
,i16 (%AIRMAN DIXON: Counsel, call the roll. 
117 Ms. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
I8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Did we have a second to that 

-19 motion? 
20 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I seconded. 
21 
'*) COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. -- MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya. 

8 h is .  CREEDON: Comm~s::~;.ner Cox. 
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I ICP, mission is to procure and direct the storage and 
2 shipment of wholesale industrial wlapons s stem items such 
1 as nuts and bolts, general items. such as l i e i t  bulbs and 
4 film, and troop sup rt,ifems, such as food, clo!hiop, and 

I medical items for tgmlitary,servrces. Next slrde. 
6 DLA began fhe~r  anal sls by groupmg the Fventory 
7 control polo&, wbch  have h e  mssions, and rrtmo those 
a llke missions together. The Defense Construction 3up ly 
9 Center,. the Defense General Su Iy Center and the ~ e F e n s e  

lo  lndustnal Sup ly Center were a~fgmuped  and rated together 
I I because they ? lr buy weapon systems and pncral items for the 
12 milita services. 
I3 %e Defense Personnel support Center was rat* 
14 separately because ~t is the only mventoy control pomt 
I5 within DLA which urchases the commercia type rterns such as 
16 food, c!othing animedical items. These i t e m  are 
17 collectivel known as troop support ~tems. 
18 The befense Fuel Su I Center was also rated 
19 separately as it ig the only f8< w h c h  purchases fuels for 
20 the rml~tary services. Next slide. 
21 DLAs conceptpf operations is to have four 
22 inventory control pomts grouped together by like items, two 
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1 weapon systems ICPs, one troop and general support ICP, and 
2 one fuel system ICP. The items were rouped t h s  way in 
3 order to improve management oversig%t. 
4 The troop and general support items are more 
5 conducive to commercial support and thus managed differently 
6 than weapon s stem items or fuel, 
7 The DLK concept of operatrons is to have the 
8 Defense Construction Supply Center and the Defense General 
9 Supply Center as the weapons systems inventory control 

10 pants; the Defense Personnel Support Center as the troo and 
n eeneral support invento control p i n t ;  and the ~ e P e n s ?  Fuel 
12 Suppl Center as the ~ Z n s e  fuels mventorv control omt. 
13  LA plans to disestablish the ~ e f e n s ~ i o d u s t r i a ~  
14 Suppl Center @ order to obtain this concept. Next slide. 
15 b s  map mdicates the locat~ons of the five 
16 inventory control$oin&. I would l k e  to point out that the 
17 location of an IC IS not geo raphically dependent. Two of 
18 the lCPs are located in ~ h l a f e e l ~ h r a ,  that is the Defense 
19 Industrial Supply Center and the Defense Personnel Support 
20 Center. 
2 1 The Defense Industrial Suppl Center is located in 
22 Columbus, Ohlo, and the Defense 6 eneral Supply Center is 

I 
: 7 A v i t y  will case  at this location and DDOU will be 
::? ex-? !o DLA needs. The Comrmssion finds this 
:::I re=omr, ~dation is consistent with the force structure plan 
:2 and h: criteria. 
-3 CIIAIRMAN DIXON: I second the motion. Are there 
;4 any comments? 
,-> COMMISSIONER STEELE: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
'3 m W A N  DI)ION: Commissioner Steele. 
fl CO~I~VISSIONER STEELE: It's just a clarification 

~ t i m .  1 believe Mr. Cook was about to sa there were 

9 COMMISSIONER COX: ,'\-,re. 
I 

10 LIS. CREEDON: Coinmissi;,ner Davis. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER DAVIS: .-\ye. 
12 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman. 
13 CHAIRbIAN DIXON: Aye. 
14 his. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is eight a y a  
15 and zero nays. 
16 CHAIRlMAN DIXON: The motion is unanimously adopted. 
17 DcfeR:;e Lopistics Aocncj. -- !nventory Control ?oin:s, Defense 
I8 Industrial 3u 1 tenter, Philadelphia, ?ers,sylvania. 

&er options in the area regarding the D E P M ~ D S ,  and i'rn i 19 M R .  CPRCYK: Thank you, sir. 
wonden, - if what you dida't present might impact the 120 Ms. Wasleski will cover the ICPs. 

'3 ~ m n s . ; . . i a t i o n  and do we need to hear that first, sir. 
2 SIR. COOK: 1'11 be happy to tell you that, 
1 

21 X!S. VIASLESKI: The next category we will brief if 
22 inventory control paints. An inventory control points, or  

I 
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10 rnilfion with annual savings of 518.4. Economic impact on the 
11 communities cffcc~ed by this recommcr~dation is minimal. Next 
12 slide, lease. 
I; &s map illustmtes the movemept of the items in 
l r  order to r a c h  DLAs concept of opemtions. The Defense 
15 Construction Supply Center w ~ i l  be novinn approximately 46 I IS I 
16 ercent of its general ]tern workload to the-betense Personnel' i 6  Supply C-nter have sxpriencc managing weaoons systems irclns 
1: upport Center. 117 and will be abl? !o assist in the transter. Fc:-:her, we i 

The Defense Suppl will be disestablished 13 believe that DL..?.s confrpt of operations wili ultimately ! 
I J 
19 and sending a proximate 19 provide better senlce  :o the ccs:orner. 
lu workload to &fense Another issue n i sed  was the issue of job rights. 

1 -- 
I The conu-nunitv is concerned ihat, because ihe:r ~ r ~ m i ~ i t i a > n - ,  

is being disestib;ished. srnployees have no job rights, which I 

i 
I 
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1 movement because locations will be losing and receiving 1 increased the return on investment from one year to 
3. manpower allocations. Next shde, please. 2 years, whch  still makes it an attractive recommendation to 
3 The community was vlry involved and raised a number 3 pursue. 
4 of issues. We have summanzed their position on the major 4 
5 issues on this slide, alone with the position of the DOD, 
5 where a plicable and the R and A staff findings. 
7 T%e first issue we looked at was the locatloo 
3 selected for the weapons s stem Inventory control points. 
9 The community belleves t la t  because o f  their knowledge and 

10 number of weapon system items managed, the Defense industrial 

13 Richmond, however, as the weapon systems inventory control 

11 Supply Center should have been reta~ned as a weapon system 
12 ICP. Wc agree with the DOD ~ o s i t i o n  to have Columbus snd  

14 points, because of the reasons I just previously stated and 
15 why DOD selected them. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any further ~uestions of 16 That's it. 
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: a proximately 49 ercent of its general item workload to the I is true. As I previously mentioned, this is a workload 
2 A f c n s e  ~ e r s o n n e f s u ~ ~ o r t  Center. In total ap roa~mateiy 2 1 2 transfer, not a transfer of functroi.. Although there are no 
; million items wlll be transfen@, however, on y about one- 3 direct job rights; DL.4 has stated !!11t employees from thz 
4 third of these items are actlve Items. 

f 1 4 Defense Industrial Supply Center will be ofrzred positions , 

5 The Defense Construct~on Center in Columbus was 5 wi!bin the new Troop and General Su ort Inventory Controi 
6 selected a s  a weapons system mveotory control pomt, because/ 6 Polnt to be created m Philadel hia. L'% believe DLA will 

1 7  Ms. Waslesh? 
i 3 COMZLlISSIONER ROBLES: Aren't you going to go 
13 through the rest of those categories? 
20 31s. WASLESKI: Yes, i t  you want me to. 
I1  CHAIRMm DIXON: A11 right, oo ahead, Ms. Wasleski. 
77 -- MS. WASLESKI: All nght. The second impact -- the 

7 it currently manages a large number of weapon systems items, 
d and it is also host to a number of DLA and non-DLA activities 
P which allows them to share overhead. 

10 The Defense General Supply Center, Richmond, as 
11 se lx ted  as the other wea ns system invent0 control point 
12 b-use it also hpsu a num l? u ofDL.4 and "on-~-?A activities 
I; and IS, in addition, among the best facil~ties DLA has. 
14 The Defense P e r s o ~ e l  Support Center was +osen as 
15 the troop and general support inventory control pomt, 
15 beuuse no other inventory control point mana es troop items, 
I: and thr general items would be managed l&e the troop Items. 
1s w h c h  IS commerc~al-type buymg. 
13 The box in the lower nght-hand comer of this map 
3 illustrates the net civilian man wer Im act, as a result of 
:I this recommendation. ~ h i l a d e c h i a  wilrlose 369 jobs, 
2 Columbus 358, and Richmond gains 323. We have simplified the 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Do vou have rnurc, Ms.  Wasleski? 
his. WASLESYJ: NO. h y  quesriuns? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any questions of MS. 

I 20 Waslzski? 

g 7 offer those employees those'jo s. 
8 The community questioned, also, some of the DLA's 
9 COBR4 information. The ma'or item questioned was the cost to 

10 transfer the ltems from o n e t ~ ~  to another that was not - 
11 included in the COBRA. The community stated that this c o s ~  
12 can range anywhere from $57 million to $153 million, 
13 depending on how many items are transferred and how automated , 
14 the process is. DLA agreed that the cost to transfer the 
I5 items was omitted and revised the COBRA to include ontitime 
16 item-movement costs o f  $24 million, and that's the numbers.: 
17 you have, that we ave YOU earlier. 
18 We belleve tiat DLA's estimate on the cost to move 
19 thz items is on the low side and the community's costs are on 
20 the high side. The General Accounting Offize believed the 

121 costs to be around $66 million. We ran a sensitivity 
27 analysis using a one-tlme cost of $75 million. The analysis . 

I I 1 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Counsel will call the 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornelia? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRhfAN DIXON: Aye. 

. MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the vote is 

~ul t i -pageT" 
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I 1 $ i ~ r s .  Tht: iligb:;ghteJ Dcii:;i.: ' : t l : l i i : i d  blrsrgcmcnt Disuict 
i i 1s there a motion'? 2 IS thc one fo r  recomniendnt~~~n. 

3 COMX1;IISSIONER KLINC: Y e s ,  sir. 1 1 Nex; slide, plense. 

eight 

i ; CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 
M O T I O N  

6 COMMISSlONER KLING: Mr.  Chairman, I move that the  
7 :omission find that the Secretary of Deknse d_id not deviate 
a suhstantiaily from the force structure plan and i~na l  
4 cxitm-a and, thert:fore, that the comrmssion ado t :he 8 1 io 5011uxino rxom::mdation of the Secretary of efense: the I I 1 D?f- kclustrial Supply Center IS dlsestabllshed. 

12 Dlbhrbute the management,of federal supply classes within 
I3 fie r2maiwg Defense Logistics Agency Inventory control 
I4 p i n s .  Create one ICP for the mma ement of troop and 
IS r m m l  sup ort lterns ln the Defense 5 ersonnel Sup ort 

: : r ,  Sencr ,  in fhi lade~~hia ,  Pennsylvania. Create two k ~ s  for 
1 ~ 7  3 e  mnagernent of weapons-systems-related FSCs at  the Deiense 
:$ Consmction Suppl Center, Columbus, Ohio, and the Defense 

- 
and - 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the motion carries 
unanimously. 

Defense Contract Management District South, 

J This w ~ l l  be what the. ren1i;nrnmt v~auld look like. 
5 Basically, [he reason for i t  I S  the allocation of the 
6 contmc:ors are not as ? r a t  ~n the South 3s they,are in the 
7 Northeast ,and the Sou&west. Frankly, at cqe tlme, DLA had 
8 nrne of these, and now thev're ~ ~ N T  to two. and I :;uspcxt in 
9 the near fitlure theyl!l go down to none, wlth the technology 

10 we'vt: vat. 
I I I? you have any ques:ions, I ' l l  be happy to 
12 entertain thern. 
I3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are there any questions of Mr. 
14 Cook? 
15 &No, res lonse.) 
16 H \IHFI.GJ 31YCS: r e  ihrre my staternen~s? 
17 (No rc.sl;"nse. 1 

1 i: CHAIR .IAN 3 I X O N :  Are there riny.rnotions? 
is C i a *  SU I renter, Richmond. Vir inia. COMkIISSIOXER ii;L!NG: ?vIr. .Ch:lxrman? L ~ A f i h ~ ~  DIXON: I second &e motion. CHAIRMA?J DIXON: Comrmsslnner Kllng. 
3 1 Are there any comments? 
w 

M O T I O N  - (No response.) COMMISSIONER KLING:  M r .  Chairman, 1 move that the 

I 

a MR. COOK: Yes, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: -- should be considered as a -- 
MR. COOK: No, sir. We'll discuss them 

individual1 , but they're -- one's a redirect, and the other 
two are unier threshold. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. 
MR. COOK Defense Contract Mana~ement Districts 

are contract admnlstrat~on funct~ons. They re mddle 
znarulgement. The DLA has recommended that they disestablish 
the one in the South. 
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Marietta, Georgia. 

MR. COOK: Mr. Chairman, we have three 
recommendations in this category. All of them are below 
threshold. 

Let me have slide C-3, please. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: You mean Marietta, El Segundo, and 

Dalton - 

Slide C-4, lease. 
These are tge numbers associated with the 

mmmendation. I'll take each one individually. 
Leave C-4 up, please and let me have C-s. 
These are the l~nes of the dlstrict as they're 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
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cornmission find that the Secretary of Defense did not 8evirte 
substantially from the force structure ~ l a n  and final 
critena and, therefore, that the commssion ado t the 
following recommendation of the Secretary of &ferns: 
Disestablish Defense Cantnct Management D~strict South and 
relocate missions to Defense Contract Management.District 
Northeast and Cefense Contract Mana ement D~s tnc t  West. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I seconcfthe motion. 
Are there anv comments or questions? 

o re on&.) 
%AI&AN DIXON: C o u k l ,  call the roll. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 

Page 70F 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Comrniss~oner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Eight ayes. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thc motion is adopted unanimously. 
Are there any questions concerning Defense Contract 

Management Distnct West, El Segundo, California, or any 
statements? 

No res nse.) 
&-IAIREAN DIXON: Is there a potion? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Yes, slr. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling. 

M O T T O y  - * - *  

COMMISSIONER KLING: I move that the commission 
find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
substant~ally from the force structure plan and final 
criteria and, therefore, that the c o m s s i o n  ado t the 
folloying recommendat!on of the Secretary of &fense: 1 
1s redirect of the following BRAC '93 commission 
recommendation. "Relocate the Defense Contract Management 

I I 
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1 District El Segundo, California, to Long Beach Naval 
2 Shi yard, Los An eles, California, or ace obtained from 
3 erc&oge of land for space between the%avy and the Pon 
4 Authority, City of Long Beach." The current recommtndalion 
5 IS expanded to read, Relocate the Defense Contract 
6 Management District El Segundo, California. (a) to government 
7 property in the Los Angela-Long Beach area or @) to space 
I obu.cd from exchange of land between the Navy and the Pon 
9 Authority, Clt of e n  Beach or (c) to a purchased office 

lo  buildi,r.~g, w d e v e r  IS % t e most cost-effect~va for the 
11 Department of Defense. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I second the motion. 
13 Is there any comment or any question or any 
14 statement? 

No r Is 
& - I A I ~ ~ ~ I X O N :  Cou.1~1, call the roll. 16 

17 MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Klmg? 
18 COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
20 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
2 1 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
22 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
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criteria and, therefore, !hat the commission ado t the 
following recommendat~on of the Secretary of 8efense: 
Realign the Defense Contract Management Command International 
Dayton, Ohio, and merge its mission into the Defense Contract 
Management Command Head uarters. Fort Belvoir, Virginia. 

CHAIRMAN D I X O ~ :  I second the motlon. 
Are there any comments? 
No res onse.) 

bHAI&AN DIXON: Are there any questions? 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
2 MS. CREEDON: C~mmiss~oner  Davis? 
3 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
J MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, there are eight ayes 
7 and zero na s. 
8 C H A ~ A N  DIXON: And the motion is adopM 
9 unanimously. 

10 Defense Investigative Service, Investigations 
11 Control and Automation Directorate, Fort Holabud, Maryhd. 
12 Mr. Cook? 
13 MR. C0,OK: Sir,,in 1988 they closed Fort Holabird, 
14 except for the mvestlgatlvz servlce office there. Temble 
IS  facil~ties, 1940 buildmgs. The want to move on to Fort 
16 Meade. It makes sense. We czecked to see lf there wrr 
17 an hing within a 50-mile radius that would accommodate theln. 
I8 d found none. It makes sense. The statf concurs i. the 
19 recommendation. 
20 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any questions? 
21 No re onse.) 
22 &HA~&AN DIXON: Any motion? 
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MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Cornmissloner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: There are eight ayes and zero nays. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: The motion asses unanimous1 . 
&e there any uestions of Mr. Pmk or Ms. ~as fe sk i  

c o n ~ m g  Dayton, %hie? 
No re me.) 

&HAIl?&W DIXON: Is there r motion? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling? 

M O T I O N  
COMMISSIONER KLING: I move that the commission 

find that the Secretary of Defense did not deviate 
substantially from the force structure plan and final 

- - 
No r onse 

kHAI%AN'blXON: Counsel will call the 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling? 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
I I 
12 
13 
14 
IS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2 1 
22 

roll. 
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COMMISSIONER KLING: Yes sir. - 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: ~ommidioner  Kling. 

M O T I O N  
COMMISSIONER KLING: I move that the commission 

find that the Secretary of Defense d ~ d  not deviate 
substantially from the force structure plan and~final 
criteria and, therefore, %at the comrmssion ado t the 
followlog recommendat~on of the Secretary of 8efenw: 
Relocate the Defense Investigative Service Invkti ation 
Control and Automation Directorate from Fort ~cflabird, 
Maryland, to anew facility to be built on Fort Meade, 
Maryland. This proposal IS a revlston to the 1988 Base 
Closure Commission's recommendation to retain the Defense 
Investigative Service at.Fort Holabird, Once DIS vacates the 
buildino on Fort Holablrd, the base will be vacant. 

&AIRMAN DIXON: I second the motion. 
Are there anv aulstions or statements? - - 

(No m nsi.)' 
CHAI&AN DIXON: Counsel will call the roll. 
MS. CREEDOFi: Comnissioner Kling? 
(No res onse.) 
CHAI&AN DIXON: Commirrio~~er Kling? 

htS. CREEDON: Mr.   ha-an, eight ayes and no nays. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: The motion is unsnimously adoptd. 
MR. COOK: Sir, with the loss of that last 

facility, Fort Holabird is now excess to the Army needs. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: .4ny questions? 
(No r r s  onse.) 
CHAIRRAN DIXON: Any statements? 
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I consistent with the force structure plan and final criteria. 
2 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I'd like to second. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And Commissioner CorneUa - or 
4 who sa~d that? 
5 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Davis. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis seconds that 

~ult i -PageTM 
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7 find motion. with meat authoritv. 1 7  
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1 (No r s  nse.) 
2 CHAI&AN DIXON: Is there a motion? 
3 (No response.) 

. J  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Kling? Commissioner 
1 5 Klinc. this is the last one. You'vejust got to stay on the 

6 b l l 6 t r t .  
7 COMMISSIONER KLING: Oh, I'm sorry. Don't let me 
8 miss this one. 
9 CHAIRh4AN DIXON: A pl yourself, apply yourself. 

10 COMMISSIONER K L I N ~ :  is everybody ready? 
I I (Lau hter. 
12 C O ~ M I S ~ ~ O N E R  KLING: Is there anybody that's not 
13 rmdy? 
14 

po"M%!%hER KUNG: Okay 15 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: ~ornrnissioner Kling. 
17 M O T I O N  
:I8 COMMISSIONER KLING: I move that the commission 
.I9 find that the Secretary of Defense deviated substantially 
14 from tinal criteria 1 and, therefore, that the commission 
21 d o p t  the following recommendation: close Fort Holabird, 
22 Maryland. The commission finds this recommendation is 

p~ - 

s ~ o ~ M ~ I ~ ~ ~ R ~ ~ ~ L L A :  I do, too. 
9 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I think we all do. 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: It's thirded. fourthed. fifihed. 
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I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Kling seconds that motion. 
2 Counsel mll call the roll. 
3 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Dixon? 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
5 MS. CREEDON: Comss ioner  Cornella? 
6 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Aye. 
7 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox? 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
9 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 

10 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
I I MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kliog? 
1 2  COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
13 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Montoya? 
14 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Aye. 
15 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles? 
16 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
17 MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele? 
18 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
19 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman, the motion passes, 
20 eight to zero. 
21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The motion is ado ted. 
22 Ladies and gentlemen, we have now cornp/kd our 

Commissioner Kling? 
. KLI.NG: Ave. 
Commissionkr Montoya? 
. M O N T F A :  Aye. 
Commissioner Robles? 

. ROBLES: Aye. 
Commissioner Steele? 

. STEELE: Aye. 
Commissioner Cornella? 
CORNELLA: Aye. 
Commissioner Cox? 
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voting, and the list of closures and realignments recommended 
by the 1995 Base Closure Commission is now complete. The 
rocess has been a painful one, and the real pain m11 now 

in dozens of comm+tis whose defimng characteristic 
over the years has been their unswerving support of the men 
and women of the Amencan mhtary. 

I w~ l l  not try to console those whose jobs will be 
eliminated by talking about some greater good. I know that's 
not much of a consolation. However I must repeat something 
I said at the beginnin of these deiiberations, both because 
it is so important mBbcuuse I believe it so strongly. 

Closln bases now is tpe key to the continued 
readiness and hFre modemnt~on  of opr mi&ry forces. I 
also strong1 beheve we have done our job falrl 
independeniy, and openly, as was intended by &e law that 
set up the commission. 

We w ~ l l  now place all the recommendations we have 
made into a report which we will deliver to the President of 
the United States no later than July 1, 1995. The president 
or the Con ress may accept or reject our recommendations in ii total, but t. ey may, not change them. Under the present law, 
this comrmsslon w l l  go out of busmess on December 31 of 

L I I 
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1 COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
-I - MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis? 
3 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
4 MS. CREEDON: Mr. Chairman? 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
6 MS. CREEDON: Eight ayes and no nays. -. CHAIRMAN DIXON: The motion is unanimously adopted. 
;I Now, folks, just a moment. We've got some clean- 
9 Fmt, Mr. Cook and Ms. Wasleski and everybod involved, 
10 %ink you all for your immensely fine service. ?ou9re a 
1 1  - m t  contribution to this comrmsslon and our country. 
12 Is there anything else out there? Are you 
13 satisfied we've cot it all in a box? 
14 MR. LYLZS: We are, Mr. Chairman. 
IS CHAIRMAN DIXON: My fellow cpmmissioners, on the 
16 advice of counsel, 1 move the commssion staff be allowed to 
17 make minor editorial chan~es of a t e chca l  and grammatical 
1s nature to the recommendations that we have adopted, in order 
19 m assemble thc commission's report, which we must submit to 
20 the President of the United States by July 1, 1995. Is there 
21 a second? 
7-3 -- COMMISSIONER KLING: I second that, Mr. Chairman. 
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1 thls year. 
2 Our report to the president will contain a 
3 recommcndatlon that Congress authorize another round of base 
4 closures in the year 2001, after the Department of Defense 
5 has had time to assess the true impact of four rounds of 
6 previous closures on excess infrastructure. 
7 Our re rt will also contain the commission's 
8 thoughts on E w  the, federal government can improve its 
9 performance m helpmg cornmumties replace closed bases in 

1 0  thelr local txonprmes. There is life after base closure, and 
I 1 althou h today IS not the day people m ht want to focus on 
1 2  that, t& federal government owes it to.r%we conyunities to 
13 assist them in converting their econormes from mlltary to 
14 civll~an. 
15 Finally, I'd li&e to take a moment to thank the 
16 Base Closure Comrmssion staff, one of the most capable and 
17 dedicated groups of public servants it's ever been my honor 
1 8  to know. Their work was necessarily done in a high1 charged 
19 atmosphere, and they canied out their duties witi  remarkable 
20 sensitlvlty. I'll not take the time to name them all,, but 
21 they have my grat~tude and that of all the comrmssloners, I 
22 know. 
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I I'd like to mention, however, the lendid work 
2 done by David Lyles. the staff director.fpy Charles Smith, 
3 the executive director; and by Madelyn Creedon, the general 
4 C O U I ~ S ~ ~ .  Without theu leadership, we would not have 
5 accom lished as much as we did. 
6 6 ,  friends, with that the-fmd delitiernti?* of 
7 the 199 Base Closure and kea l~~nment  Comrmsslon are 
8 concluded. We stand adjourned. 
9 (Whereupon, at 9:40 p.m., the meeting was 

lo concluded.) 

~ u l t i - P a g e ~ ~  
June 23,1995 
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HEADLINE: US defense chief set to recommend base closing compromise 

BYLINE: Veronica Smith 

DATELINE: WASHINGTON, July 5 

BODY: 
US Defense Secretary William Perry plans to urge President Bill Clinton to 

reject an independent commission's proposal to close a huge air force base in 
California, Pentagon officials said Wednesday. 

Perry might recommend a compromise to the proposed closure of McClellan Air 
Force Base in Sacramento as early as Wednesday, said the officials who spoke on 
condition of anonymity. 

McClellan is the largest of six California military bases targeted by a 
base-closing panel which Congress designed to shield it from political pressure. 

The Pentagon compromise is designed to resolve the politically explosive 
issue of closing a military base that employs 11,000 people in a pcwerful 
electoral state that carries 54 votes. 

Under Perry's plan, roughly half of the base's jobs will be contracted out to 
the local private sector, officials said. 

White House spokeswoman Mary Ellen Glynn said earlier Wednesday that Perry 
would brief Clinton on the base closing plan "in the next day or so." 

She refused to commment on reports of a compromise plan discussed over the 
weekend by the White House, Pentagon and the independent commission. 

The commission voted last month to close McClellan and transfer much of the 
work to an army depot in Pennsylvania in a cost-cutting effort to streamline 
operations. 

The air force had firmly rejected the recommendation before the vote, telling 
the panel the closure would greatly disrupt operations. 

Military spending cutbacks in the post-Cold War era have hit California 
especially hard because its economy largely depends on defense and 
defense-related industries. 

Clinton has accepted all previous recommendations from the base-closing 
commission. 
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HEADLINE: MILITARY OFFICIALS SEEK WAY TO SAVE JOBS IN IZALIFORNIA 

BYLINE: By ERIC SCHMITT 

DATELINE: WASHINGTON, July 3 

BODY : 
Pentagon officials have crafted a plan with members of the independent 

commission on the closing of military bases that they hope will save thousands 
of jobs at a California Air Force base and political face for President Clinton. 

After intense negotiations over the weekend involving the commission, the 
military and the White House, the Pentagon is preparing to recommend that the 
President reject the panel's suggestion that 11,000 jobs at McClellan Air Force 
Base be transferred out of state. 

Under the proposal, Mr. Clinton would ask the eight-member panel to 
reconsider the recommendations it made last month but only on the narrowest 
grounds. He would be most likely not to challenge the decision to close 
McClellan, but would ask that it be left to the Pe~tagon to decide which bases 
or private contractors will be awarded the work now done there. 

Panel menbers had directed the Air Force to move the communications 
electronics work at McClellan to the Tobyhanna Army Depot in Pennsylvania. 

Many details are still unfinished and the discussioi~s are still under way, 
but the Pentagon's preference would be the approach adopted with another large 
maintenance depot, Kelly Air Force Base near San Antonio, where the panel left 
it to the Pentagon to decide where the work should be awarded. Under the 
compromise plan, President Clinton would ask for the same flexibility, offeking 
hope that some or all of McClellanls military and civilian jobs could stay in 
California with private contractors. 

If the commission approves this proposal, which the Pentagon could send to 
the White House as early as Wednesday, Mr. Clinton could claim credit for saving 
jobs in a state that is crucial to his 1996 campaign hopes. The President could 
also deflect Republican criticism that he is tampering with the integrity of the 
base-closing process by saying that what is fair for Texas is fair for 
California. 

Mr. Clinton can suggest changes in the panel's recommendations, but he and 
Congress must approve or reject the list in its entirety. 

"There is some hope for a resolution," Alan Dixon, a former Democratic 
senator from Illinois who is the commission chairman, said in a telephone 
interview. He declined to comment further. 
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While the White House does not want to appear to be interfering in the 
commission's decision-making process, the proposed closing of McClellan is 
politically risky to Clinton's 1996 reelection bid. 

House of Representatives Speaker Newt Gingrich Tuesday accused Clinton of 
trying to bolster his support in California by saving some of the base's jobs 

"Given the president's desperation about California, you can understand what 
he's trying to do,'' the Georgia Republican told a news conference. 

"I think with every base on that list, you could ask the question, 'Why 
doesn't the president care about us?' If the purpose is to have honest people 
meet as a commission, what does it mean to have politicans interfere?" he said. 

Clinton faces a July 15 deadline to decide whether to accept the commission's 
recommendations or ask it for revisions. 

The panel would have until August 15 to make the suggested changes or not. 

If the president accepted the commission's revised proposals, it would be 
presented to Congress for approval or rejection. 
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Another panel member, who had joined Mr. Dixon in the 6-to-2 vote to close 
McClellan and spoke on the condition of anonymity, said of the proposed Pentagon 
recommendation: "I'd go along with that. But that's about as much as we're 
willing to compromise.'' 

But it was unclear whether the plan goes as far as Californians or some 
senior White House political operatives would like. "It's something that sounds 
like it might have promise, but we'll have to see the analysis that supports 
it," said a senior Administration official. 

Since the proposal would not guarantee McClellan's jobs would stay in 
California, the plan drew sharp protest today from California's two Democratic 
Senators, who have lobbied the President to reject the panel's recommendations 
as harmful to national security and California's suffering economy. 

"It seems very timid and very strange, and it's not acceptable to me,'' 
Senator Barbara Boxer said in a telephone interview. 

A spokesman for Senator Dianne Feinstein, Seth Oster, said, "Senator 
Feinstein does not see how this idea would make any sense at all. The Senator 
believes the only idea that makes sense is for the President to reject this list 
outright. There are simply too many jobs at stake in California." 

The three previous rounds of base closings, in 1988, 1991 and 1993, resulted 
in the loss of 26,421 civilian jobs at California installations, according to 
the Pentagon. But Senator Boxer has said that as many as 200,000 jobs directly 
or indirectly tied to the bases would be lost. 

In addition to losing McClellan in this latest round, the panel would also 
strip California of the Naval Shipyard a? Long Beach, which employs 3,500 
civilians, and the Army port in Oakland, which has 670 civilian workers. 

Defense Department analysts have vainly struggled to find sufficient credible 
reasons to reject the panel's suggestions on Kelly and McClellan on the basis of 
cost or military value. 

But if the base must close, the next best solution for the state would be to 
keep most of the work in Northern California, even at the base, to be done by 
contractors at lower costs. 

The idea of shifting military maintenance work to the private sector has 
strong appeal for senior Pentagon officials. An independent commission looking 
for ways to streamline the military recommended such a plan in May. The head of 
that panel became the new Deputy Defense Secretary, John P. White, whose first 
tough task has been coordinating the Pentagon's response to the base-closing 
commission's list. 

Under the legislation governing base closings, the President has until July 
15 to accept the panel's recommendations or return the list to the panel citing 
his objections. If the White House rejects the list, which has never happened 
before, the commission will have until Aug. 15 to make any changes. 

Mr. Clinton would then have to accept or reject the entire package. He could 
not tinker with its parts. If he accepts, the President will send the package on 
to Congress for'an up-or-down vote on the recommendations in their entirety. 
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But few Congressional and military officials believe Mr. Clinton or lawmakers 
would dare to reject this last scheduled round of base closings. The Pentagon is 
counting on the more than $6 billion in annual savings to buy new weapons, pay 
salaries and insure proper training. 

GRAPH I C : 
affected 
and Real 

Table: "Largest Base Closings: The Job Toll" lists installations 
, by the 1991, 1993 and 1995 recommendations of the Defense Base Closure 
ignment Commission, ranked by direct (military and civilian) job losses. 
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BODY : 
From behind a forest of microphones last week, Alan J. Dixon offered a proud 

and blustery defense of plans for federal base closures in California and 
elsewhere, trumpeting them as "right, so help me God." 

It was grim business, lightened only when the former U.S. senator from 
Illinois used a comic demonstration to illustrate how the politics of pork used 
to frustrate the efforts to scale back the military. 

"Young men!" his voice suddenly boomed in a mock Dixie-accent of a 
now-deceased Southern senator (Dixon was too discreet to identify) who had 
staunchly blocked an Army base closure plan 25 years ago. "You go back and tell 
your bosses in the Pentagon that as long as Ah'm the Senator from the great 
state of Alabama, you ain't nevuh gonna close a base in mah state." 

The news conference erupted in laughter and Dix~n, far happier in the role of 
audience pleaser, beamed. Fo- ths moment he was again "A1 the Pal," the great 
conciliator, the populist Democrat who once carried every Illinois county, every 
Cook County township, every Chicago ward. 

Dixon couldn't carry a stick in California these days 

Already convinced that California had suffered far beyond its share of 
economic misery in previous base-closure rounds, state leaders were stunned and 
furious when the commission Dixon chairs recommended that McClellan Air Force 
Base near Sacramento be shut down. The base is Northern California's largest 
industrial employer and the Pentagon did not want to lose it. 

The Long Beach Naval Shipyard also has been targeted for closure by the 
eight-member panel. In all, 20 federal bases in California would be affected at 
a loss of 43,000 jobs - -  10,000 more than Texas, the next most-severely hit 
state. 

"This is a bum job," Dixon, who turns 68 on Friday, will tell you. "1 do not 
recommend it to anybody." 

President Clinton has until July 15 to accept the commission's 
recommendations or send them back for revision. With its 54 electoral votes, 
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California is a must-win state for Clinton in 1996, and advisers fear that 
voters will be in a punishing mood if thousands more are left unemployed by 
base closures. 

Even as Dixon unveiled commission recommendations that would generate $19.3 
billion in savings over 20 years, there were news reports that the Clinton 
Administration was ready to reject it. Caught in the middle, Dixon finally told 
reporters, "1 say there is some room for further review." 

Sen. Paul Simon (D-Ill.), former colleague and longtime friend, said of 
Dixon, "1 don't think it 's real pleasant for him (right now) . " 

Dixon scoffs at any suggestion that "this commission could lose any 
presidential candidate any state." Still, at one point in last Friday's press 
appearance he jokingly acknowledged, "I got enough people mad at me now; I don't 
need any more." 

It's a far cry from those halcyon days of Illinois politics when Dixon - -  
born and raised in Belleville, Ill., just 20 minutes outside St. Louis - -  was 
perhaps the most popular man in the state. 

After his election as Illinois secretary of state in 1976, he took the 
populist step of dumping a patronage hiring system for the civil service exam. 
Dixon won reelection two years later by 1.5 million votes, becoming the first 
candidate in Illinois history to carry all 102 counties, all 30 Cook County 
townships and all 50 Chicago wards. 

It was part of an unbroken series of 29 consecutive election victories, from 
police magistrate when he was a student at Washington University Law School in 
St. Louis (where Dixon graduated second in his class), to the youngest person 
(aye 23) ever elected state representative, to state senator, treasurer, 
secretary of state and, finzlly, two terms in the U.S. Senate. 

While there, Dixon helped author the bill that created the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission, calling it one of his finest achievements. 
Congress and the President were to accept or reject commission recommendations 
in total, without nit-picking. The aim was to insulate the process from politics 
and it seemed to work. In the first two base-closure rounds, 1991 and 1993, the 
panel recommendations were accepted. 

During these years, Dixon prided himself as one of the most conservative 
Democrats in the northern United States, a politician with a fine sense of 
forging unity among colleagues, a man who could assure his handpicked staff, 
"You give me the issues, I'll worry about the politics." By his second term, 
Dixon held the No. 3 spot in the Senate as chief deputy whip. 

"Some people have that gift, some people don't," said Simon, a liberal 
Democrat. "I think he was aided by not having any strong ideological moorings, 
so he was able to pull people together and build consensus." 

It all came crashing down after the Clarence Thomas/Anita Hill hearings in 
1991 when Dixon stuck to his promise, made on the Senate floor before the 
hearings began, to support President George Bush's nominee. Nothing out of the 
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hearings about the sexual harassment allegations dissuaded him 

In 1992, the Year of the Woman, Dixon lost the Democratic primary as those 
angered by his vote for Thomas voted for Carol Moseley-Braun. 

He returned with his wife, Jody, to his native Belleville. Married 41 years, 
the couple has three children and seven grandchildren. Dixon took up a corporate 
law practice in St. Louis' highest skyscraper directly behind the city's famed 
arch. 

Throughout his 1992 defeat, Dixon was always the practitioner of an Old-World 
style of formality and protocol that now seems lost on the floor of Congress. 
The niceties were back as Dixon guided base-closure hearings. But in that 
setting, where California legislators came to plead for the jobs of constituents 
- -  only to be bitterly disappointed - -  Dixon's little elegancies seemed oddly 
out of place. 

The chairman was gracious when he said, "My friend, Sen. Barbara Boxer . . . 
we thank you for your great service." But days later, after the vote to close 
the Long Beach Naval Shipyard, Boxer would say, "This commission went bonkers." 

When Sen. Dianne Feinstein appeared, Dixon said, "We're privileged to have 
(Boxer's) distinguished colleague, the distinguished senior senator from the 
great state of California." But after the McClellan Air Force Base vote, 
Feinstein said of the commission: !'One thing is clear, the process is skewed 
against California." 

And with another visitor's appearance, Dixon told the audience, "We're 
delighted to welcome a distinguished member of the House, my old friend, Rep. 
Vic Fazio." But after the decision on McClellan, the West Sacramento Democrat 
left the hearing "angry . . . outraged," declaring Sacramento "wiped out." 

As commission chairman, Dixon is responsible for assembling the 75-member 
commission staff. He supported and shielded the commission when the pressure was 
on. Although Dixon was only one vote on the eight-member panel, he was also a 
strong voice for cutting the fat out of the military. 

Dixon was named chairman of the third and final base-closure commission last 
October. He brought a strong presence, constantly pushing for more base 
closures or realignments (which almost always means a shrinking). 

"There was a concern (by Dixon) that we would become liberal and overtaken by 
emotion and therefore not provide the savings that the Secretary of Defense 
wanted," said Commissioner Benjamin F. Montoya, a retired two-star admiral, who 
voted against the McClellan and Long Beach Naval Shipyard decisions. "If any of 
us hadn't been strong enough to push back and still follow our own heads, it 
would have been easy for us to be intimidated by him." 

As difficult a job as running the commission may be, Dixon's tough, fiscal 
stance plays well back in Illinois, said Charles C. Smith, the commission's 
executive director and a longtime Dixon associate. 
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Simon announced last year that he would not seek reelection in 1 9 9 6  and Dixon 
said he's been pressured to go for the vacancy. 

"I've had Republican congressmen and senators ask me to run as a Republican 
and Democrats do the same thing," Dixon said. 

Simon said he believes his old friend has "moved beyondu that phase of his 
life and would be surprised if Dixon ran again. But Smith said he thinks Dixon 
is weighing the option "very heavily . . . I think he wants to be in it." 

Said Dixon: I1I1ve declined to say anything (at this point). I'm in this job 
until this job is over with." 

GRAPHIC: Photo, COLOR, (Alan J. Dixon) TODD BIGELOW / For The Times 
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BODY : 
Its military mission completed, the military Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission can be mothballed for the rest of this 
decade. Its desiqn, however, should live on in the form of similar 
federal task forces created to conf ront issues equally defiant of 
congressional action. 

In the past seven years, four different base-closure 
commissions have shut down 250 military installations. Maine, 
grateful for Kittery and Brunswick, still smarts from the pain of 
Loring, but nationwide, the aggregate impact of that and similar 
sacrifices is approximately $ 56 billion a year. It's a significant 
contribution to balancing the budget, which today would be running 
a deficit at least 25 percent larger were it not for the difficult 
work performed by these commissions. 

Similar panels, as members of Congress have suggested, could be 
formed to resolve the partisan dilemma on campaign financing, or 
take on the gargantuantask of trimming the fat from the federal 
budget or shrinking the size of government. 

Gov. Angus King already is doing it in Maine, in modified 
fashion, with the Productivity Realization Task Force. That group, 
drawn largely from the private sector, will go where no group has 
gone before: into the heart of the Augusta bureaucracy. Its mission 
is to find $ 45 million in savings over a two-year budget cycle and 
report back to Gov. King. The governor will package the results and 
offer them to the Legislature, which would be compelled politically 
to either accept them or produce an alternative of equivalent 
value. 

In early discussion of the task force, it was clear state 
workers considered it a doomsday machine that could consume entire 
agencies, even departments. It now appears to be taking a more 
benign approach, finding 1,000 jobs to eliminate, most of them 
through attrition. 

Some layoffs, however, are expected, and the King 
administration expects the process and its results to be 
controversial, but one point no one contests: If this task force 
was not empaneled and turned loose in the capital, the job would 
never be done. 

The Legislature, like the Congress, lacks the collective 
commitment and will to go after programs its own members build, and 
each is overmatched by a shared fear that any programs cut would be 
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politically unpopular, jeopardizing re-election. 

Those who wrote the constitutions for Maine and the federal 
system would groan if they could see the monstrosities grown from 
simple ideas. They would be shocked by elected officials so timid 
that non-accountable task forces were created to do the dirty work 
of cleaning out bloated governments. 

The ideal? No. Not even close. But the commission model has 
strong arguments in its favor. It has demonstrated that it is 
politically possible, and it works. 
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BODY : 
President Clinton spent about an hour and 20 minutes Wednesday listening to 

Defense Secretary William Perry and others discuss a compromise plan crafted by 
the Pentagon and the commission charged with choosing military bases that are 
to be closed. Under consideration is a compromise plan that would allow 11,000 
jobs due for transfer from McClellan Air Force Base in Sacramento to the 
Tobyhanna Army Depot in Pennsylvania to remain in California under private 
sector control. Clinton did not make a final decision on the plan, but he is 
expected to make up his mind by a July 15 deadline. A spokeswoman described 
Clinton as being in the "decision-making process." "Everything is on the 
table right now," Clinton spokeswoman Mary Ellen Glynn said after the meeting. 
Among others at the meeting were Gen. John Shalikashvili, chairman of the joint 
chiefs; national security advisor Anthony Lake; Clinton's chief of staff Leon 
Fanetta, Gore's chief of staff Jack Quinn and newly appointed Deputy Defense 
Secretary John White. "This is not a decision meeting," Glynn told reporters 
while stressing that Clinton hoped to reach a decision "sooner rather than 
later" on which bases will be closed and which will remain open. The president 
faces a July 15 deadline to accept the panel's recommendations and then submit 
them to Congress or to send them back to the commission for reconsideration. 
Supporters of the compromise said it would produce savings and protect workers 
from mass dislocation. The job-saving proposal, worked out over the weekend by 
the Pentagon, the White House and the independent commission, also has political 
repercussions since Clinton needs California's 54 electoral votes in the 
presidential race. But despite the political implications, Pentagon officials 
opposed the closing of McClellan and Kelly Air Force   ask in San Antonio, Texas, 
because they claim the shutdowns would disrupt Air Force operations and cause 
severe job dislocations. Before meeting with Clinton, Perry attended his weekly 
luncheon meeting with Secretary of State Warren Christopher and national 
security adviser Anthony Lake. Glynn said that the president "wants to review 
the (commission's) findings and wants to listen to what Perry has to say.I 
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The Pentagon, the White House and an independent commission charged with 

recommending closure of some of the nation's military bases appear to be close 
to a compromise over the politically explosive dismantling of a huge Air Force 
base in California, an administration official said yesterday. 

Under the compromise plan, which the three parties discussed over the long 
July 4 weekend, the Pentagon would propose that the 11,000 jobs at McClellan Air 
Force Base in Sacramento be performed by the private sector. 

The commission voted last month to close the base and shift much of the work 
to the Tobyhanna Army Depot in Pennsylvania. 

Administration officials said they believe that under the Pentagon proposal, 
about 60 percent of the jobs that might have otherwise left the state would 
remain in California, whose sophisticated aerospace industry likely would be 
awarded much of the work. 

While the California base issue seems narrow in the context of this fourth 
round of nationwide base closings, it has broad and worrisome political 
consequences for the 1996 presidential race, political analysts and White House 
advisers said. 

President Clinton is eager to win California's 54 electoral votes; closing 
bases or otherwise reducing the military is no way to win votes. The moves have 
hit California particularly hard because the state has many bases and .many 
defense-related private sector jobs. 

Still, the White House does not want to appear to have influenced the 
base-closing process, which Congress designed to be shielded from politics. It 
is doubtful the White House could modify the Pentagon proposal without 
considerable cry from Republicans in Congress, who already have charged the 
process is not free of partisan politics. 

House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) suggested yesterday that Clinton was 
trying only to improve his political prospects. "Given the president's 
desperation about California, you can understand what he's trying to do," 
Gingrich said in Marietta, Ga., according to the Associated Press. 

"1 think with every base on that list, you could ask the question, 'Why 
doesn't the president care about us?' If the purpose is to have honest people 
meet as a commission, what does it mean to have politicians interfere?" 
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Clinton and President George Bush have accepted all previous recommendations 
from the base-closing commission. 

Luckily for Clinton, the Pentagon has not been pleased with all the 
commission's recommendations. Air Force officials in particular warned 
commission members before their vote last month that closing McClellan and Kelly 
Air Force Base in San Antonio would disrupt Air Force operations greatly and 
cause considerable job dislocation. 

The administration official said yesterday that the Pentagon's compromise 
plan "produces the savings we need and protects [Defense Department employees] 
from massive dislocation." The plan was first reported by the New York Times. 

~ u t  the official, who asked not to be named, said, ''I'm not sure this would 
save all the jobs" that would otherwise leave California. 

Under the privatization plan, the Defense Department would not be able to 
guarantee that only California companies would get the work, which largely 
involves maintenance of electronics and communications equipment. 

McClellan is the largest of six California bases slated to close in this 
latest round that would cost the state 7,900 military jobs and 19,000 civilian 
jobs in all. 

Those would be on top of the 80,000 military jobs the state has lost in the 
three previous rounds of base closing in the last six years. 

The Pentagon is likely to submit its proposal to Clinton today, sources said. 

Under the base-closing law, the president has until July 15 to accept the 
commission's list before passing it to Congress. Or he can return it to the 
commission for revisions, which the panel must make or reject by Aug. 15. 
Clinton must then reject or accept the package. If he accepts it, it goes to 
Congress. Congress must then accept or reject the list without changes. 
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HEADLINE: Keep the politics out of base closure decision 

BODY: 
The Clinton administration, under pressure on all fronts and with next year's 

presidential election ever on its mind, has been hinting that it might reject 
the recommendations of the eight-member Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission. 

Rejection of the list by the president would be unprecedented. It should be 
approved unless the White House can demonstrate it has information the 
commission did not have that justifies keeping one or more of the units - -  or 
that shows that shutting the bases down would present a national security risk. 

The commission went to great lengths to hear evidence before it voted on the 
latest closure list. The president has until July 15 to accept the list in its 
entirety or return it for further consideration by the commission. If approved, 
the list will go to Congress. It will become law in 45 days unless both House 
and Senate reject the entire list. 

Reaction to the commission~s recommendatiolls has been considerable. It is 
difficult for people to accept the need to shut down something that has been 
part of the local community, and economy, for years. 

Whether it is Austin, wh~se Bergstrom Air Reserve Base was selected for 
closure, or San Antcnio, which stands to lose 13,000 jobs along with most of 
Kelly Air Force Base, being on the list brings pain, a sense of loss, even of 
abandonment. In many instances, there is a genuine feeling that closing a local 
installation would harm mili~ary readiness as well as the local economy. 

But base closure is necessary. There has been a reduction in military force 
and in overall defense spending in recent years. However, the number of bases 
hasn't shrunk in proportion. A major reason why is that Congress members, given 
a choice, usually won't vote to shut down bases in their districts. That 
translates into retention of redundant military installations. 

The base-closing process that began in 1988 has worked because it takes the 
politics out of the decision-making. It should stay that way. 
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BODY : 
Former U.S. Sen. Alan Dixon of Illinois, chairman of the federal Base 

Closure and Realignment Commission, summed up the feelings of a lot of people 
during the commission's latest round of military base closings: "This is nothing 
but pain. It 

The closings are necessary to trim surplus and waste from the nation's 
defense spending, but jobs are lost, personnel must relocate and communities 
suffer the disappearance of historic partnerships and vital economic 
underpinnings. It is painful. 

But it is not always entirely so. And such is the case with the commission's 
decision to dissolve the Air Force Reserve wing at OIHare International Airport 
and send the Air National Guard unit there to Scott Air Force Base near 
Belleville. 

There is some pain, to be sure. The units have served with dedication and 
distinction in domestic relief efforts after floods and hurricanes and the like, 
and to assist military expeditions such as the Persian Gulf war. Further, the 
Chicago area has been prime recruiting territory fcr quality personnel, and the 
majority of them live and work in the region. 

But this is one case where the community actually sought the moves and, on 
balance, the decision is a sound one. Chicago has tried for years to dislodge 
the military from O'Hare, and Mayor Richard Daley made it a special mission. Ee 
reasoned correctly that the 356 acres the units occupy are far more valuable fc~r 
economic development and the jobs, taxes and increased vitality it will bring to 
the airport. 

The commission--overriding a Pentagon decision to keep the units at 
OIHare--saw it that way as well, ruling that closing this Air Force Reserve wing 
would save the most money and concluding that the Air National Guard's important 
refueling missions could be carried on from an enhanced Scott. In the process, 
it did Chicago a huge additional favor. 

A previous commission in 1993 gave the city permission to try to move the 
units at its own expense, and negotiations have been under way with other 
Illinois cities to receive them. By picking Scott for the Air ~ational Guard 
unit, the commission settled the location question, and by closing the Air Force 
Reserve unit, it may have saved Chicago up to $200 million in projected 
relocation costs. 

That will ease a lot of pain. But it also is incumbent on the city to come up 
with a financing scheme and move quickly on the Air Guard relocation, which 
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could begin as soon as next summer. 

The president and Congress still must approve the moves along with all the 
other recommended closings and realignments--which has been the case in the 
three previous rounds oi closings. Chicago can only hope for the same now, while 
it prepares to break new ground at O'Hare with gratitude to all the men and 
women who served there. 
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Pentagon officials and the independent commission that recommended the 

closure of McClellan Air Force Base have tentatively agreed on a plan that might 
allow thousands of the base's jobs to remain in California, according to two 
published reports. 

The New York Times said today that President Clinton would send back the 
closure list submitted by the commission last month. He would not directly 
challenge its recommendation to close McClellan, but ask it to allow the 
Pentagon to decide where the base's job-generating contracts would go. The hope 
would be that the contracts would be directed to private firms within California 
- -  but not necessarily in Sacramento. 

The Los Angeles Times reports in today's editicns that about half the 11,000 
jobs that would be lost by cl-osing McClellan would be saved by turning the depot 
over to a private company and guaranteeing it billions of dollars of maintenance 
work each year. 

The newspaper said some administration officials estimated that if the pian 
were carried out intact, it could "save" between 5,200 and 6,300 of the 11,000 
jobs that would be lost to McClellan if the depot work were moved to Tobyhanna 
Army Depot in Pennsylvania. In its June 22 vote, the base-closing commission 
directed the Air Force to transfer much of the work at McClellan to Tobyhanna. 

Sacramento area officials confirmed negotiations among commission 
representatives, the White House and the military had occurred over the weekend, 
but cautioned it was "very prematurelI to assume a deal was done. 

"The only thing I can say is that the White House has been talking with (the 
commission) and also the Pentagon," said Rep. Robert Matsui, D-Sacramento. "1 
know that (commission chairman) Alan Dixon at his press conference last Friday 
left a little wiggle room." 

Rep. Vic Fazio, D-West Sacramento, said he was "encouraged1' by the 
communication among the groups and said he was "hopeful that in the next two 
weeks something can come forward from the commission in response to the 
president's initiative that will preserve jobs in Sacramento at McClellan.'I 

An aide to Rep. John Doolittle, R-Rocklin, said Clinton should be "commended 
. . . for attempting to preserve jobs while adhering to the objective of 
downsizing the military." 
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But Doolittle believes Sacramento "has already done its fair share in 
contributing to the downsizing" and opposes any plan that would shut McClellan, 
said Bill Mueller, his press secretary. 

Both newspapers said Clinton could act on the plan by the end of this week. 

If approved by the eight-member panel, and assuming the Pentagon directed the 
contracts to stay in California, the plan could simultaneously allow Clinton to 
claim he saved thousands of jobs for the vote-rich state and duck Republican 
criticism that he was playing politics with the base-closing process. No 
base-closure list has ever been rejected by a president. 

Early reaction to the reported compromise in the state and locally ranged 
from optimistic to lukewarm to hostile. 

"1 would be encouraged by . . . any approach that would maintain the 
viability of McClellan in the future," said county Supervisor Roger Dickinson. 
"It's a hopeful sign that there are apparently serious discussions occurring 
that would give (the Pentagon) flexibility to take advantage of McClellan.I1 

John Ellis, a civilian employee at the base and chairman of the McClellan 
Defense Task Force, said the proposal "is not what we were looking for," but 
wasn't a bad fall-back position. 

"We want the president to keep McClellan open," Ellis said, "but we 
understand this might be the most political thing for the president to do." 
Ellis said there was no intention of abandoning the fight to preserve McClellan 
as it is. 

But, he added, "as far as keeping jobs in Sacramento and California, that was 
our Plan B. We don't like to talk about a Flan B, but if Plan A (kezping the 
base open) doesn't go through, we certainly would like to keep as many jobs as 
possible in California, public or private." 

But both of California's Democratic senators sharply criticized the idea, 
since it does not guarantee the thousands of jobs that are threatened at 
McClellan would remain in the state, let alone Sacramento or Northern 
California. 

"It seems very timid and very strange, and it's not acceptable to me," Sen. 
Barbara Boxer told the New York Times. 

A spokesman for Sen. Dianne Feinstein, Seth Oster, said Feinstein "does not 
see how this idea would make any sense at all. The senator believes the only 
idea that makes sense is for the president to reject this list outright. There 
are simply too many jobs at stake in California." 

Assemblywoman Barbara Alby, R-Fair Oaks, whose district covers McClellan, 
said, "This is about more than jobs. McClellan is an anchor of freedom for the 
nation. I would like to see the president step to the plate and turn (the 
commission) down . . . and send the list back." 

Clinton can suggest changes in the panel's recommendations, but ultimately he 
must choose to reject it or send it to Congress in its entirety, and Congress 
must approve or reject the entire list as well. 
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The idea of shifting military maintenance work to the private sector has 
strong appeal to the Pentagon, which is counting on an estimated $ 6 billion in 
annual savings as result of the recommended base closures, and administration 
officials who have looked for military or budgetary reasons to justify Clinton's 
rejection of the commission's list. 

In particular, the White House is worried about the political fallout in next 
year's election if California is asked to absorb another round of base 
closures. In addition to McClellan, the panel suggestions last month included 
closing the Naval Shipyard at Long Beach, which employs 3,500 civilians, and the 
Army port in Oakland, which has 670 civilian workers. 

The Pentagon has estimated three previous rounds of base closings in 1988, 
1991 and 1993 resulted in the loss of 26,421 civilian jobs at California 
installations. Other sources have estimated as many as 200,000 jobs have been 
directly or indirectly affected by the base closures. 

According to the Los Angeles Times, the administration is expected to argue 
that any savings would be eroded by the cost of moving thousands of engineers 
and other highly skilled workers to Tobyhanna, and that it would be cheaper to 
transfer the base to a private firm that then could use the workers in 
Sacramento. And that could save the jobs of half the McClellan work force, it 
said. 

But the proposal reported by the New York Times may amount to half a loaf, or 
less, to the Sacramento area, where the loss of McClellan could erase as many as 
20,000 non-base jobs regionally. 

Roger Niello, president of the Sacramento Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce, 
said the plan to save jobs in California seemed a bit convoluted if the idea was 
to preserve jobs locally. 

"Transferring jobs is a curious reaction to it, because a lot of the truly 
unique capability at McClellan is real high-tech stuff, and the value of that is 
in the human capital," Niello said. "We've maintained all along the Department 
of Defense would have a real tough time replicating that elsewhere because the 
people wouldn't move, which is why we think that closure decision is a mistake." 

Niello said the Los Angeles Times report didn't disclose which kinds of work 
at McClellan officials "are thinking of privatizing.'' 

I1It1s tough to react to that (plan) without knowing those details," he said. 

Bee staff writer Andy Furillo contributed to this report. 

Prospects for keeping McClellan jobs 

The agreement: The Pentagon and base-closure panel have tentatively agreed on 
a plan that could allow thousands of McClellanls jobs to remain in the state. 

The proposal: McClellanls closure would not be challenged. But the Pentagon 
would be allowed to decide which bases or firms would get its work. One report 
has McClellan being turned over to a private company, saving half its jobs. 
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closing a military base is never easy, which is why Congress created an 
independent commission to make the tough choices. The president and Congress 
can't pick and choose which bases to close. They either accept the 
commission's recommendations in their entirety or reject them all. 

That was supposed to keep good public policy from being overwhelmed by 
politics. But the politicians who engineered this system hadn't anticipated a 
president as politically desperate as Bill Clinton. 

That may be a harsh assessment, but it is the only one that can explain the 
president's even considering rejecting the latest round of base-closure 
recommendations. The commission came up with a long list of bases to close, 
but the only ones Clinton is worried about happen to be in California. 

The difference between California and the other 49 states? Let's see, could 
it be those 54 electoral votes the president hopes to win next year? As a 
lawyer by training and a politician by instinct, Clinton probably can come up 
with some arguments for keeping the California bases open. The state already 
has had its share of bases closed, and its economy likely will suffer from the 
next round. 

But those are the same arguments most other states are making, too. The 
reason California has so many base closings is that it had the political clout 
to get them in the first place. It enjoyed the benefit; now it must suffer the 
pain. 

Clinton's not up for pain, though, at least not the political kind. Still, 
he ought to consider how the rest of the country would view such a shameless 
political act. The other states have electoral votes of their own, you know. 
If doing the right thing doesn't get him anywhere, the president ought to just 
do the math. 
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Possible benefits: The plan offers hope that some or all of McClellan's 
military and civilian jobs will end up staying in California with private 
contractors. 

California lawmakers' response: Since the proposal does not at this point 
guarantee McClellan's jobs would stay in California, it was strongly opposed 
the state's two U.S. senators. 

Source: New York Times 
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LET'S hope President Clinton has the good sense to reject the poor advice 

he's getting from White House strategists to inject partisan politics into the 
non-partisan process set up to recommend military bases for closure. 

White House insiders say that the president is "concerned" about the latest 
recommendations from the independent Base Closure and Realignment Commission and 
is considering the unprecedented step of rejecting the list, which includes a 
significant reduction in military and civilian jobs in vote-rich California. 
Among the targets is McClellan Air Force Base near Sacramento. 

"The leanings here are toward rejection, but we're waiting to see if the 
Pentagon has a credible enough reason to do that," is how one unnamed 
administration official, in an inter-~iew with The New York Times, launched the 
trial balloon filled with the base-closure veto threat. It ought to be punctured 
quickly. 

First off, the base-closure panel specifically was set up to remove, as much 
as possible, politics from the process by shielding Congress and the White House 
from the painful task of selecting unneeded bases to be closed. The idea, one 
of the few good ones to come out cf Washington, was to have an independent panel 
weigh a number of factcrs, including military necessity, in its decisions. 

By and large, the idea has worked as intended in three previous rounds of 
base closings, in 1988, 1991 and 1993, and has saved $30 billion along the way. 
It is difficult to imagine the process working as smoothly or having as 
significant an impact if it had been left to the designs of partisan politics or 
to the whims of the Pentagon's budgeters. 

None of this is to say that local communities have not experienced economic 
pain when they lost a military installation. Many did, including the Valley with 
the closure of Williams Air Force Base. But at least the pain was eased by the 
knowledge tLat the process was perceived as being objective and fair. 

It would be tremendously unfair to those communities that already have been 
through the process to see it now subverted for political reasons. And make no 
mistake about it, what's behind the White House threat - -  a step taken by no 
other administration - -  is California's 54 electoral votes. Facing a tough fight 
for re-election, White House advisers are telling Clinton that he needs every 
electoral vote he can possibly get. 

One of the arguments the White House is making to defend its meddling in the 
base-closure process is that California has been disproportionately hurt by 
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military downsizing. But California, which gained the most among states in the 
Cold War buildup, inarguably has the most to give. What's more, Alaska and 
Alabama, by comparison, are losing proportionately more jobs to base closings. 

As far as relying on the Pentagon's assessment of base-closure needs, few 
would assert that the military would willingly give up any of its bases, much 
less be able to competently weigh the relative value of its needs. After all, 
this is the same bunch that has bought $700 toilet seats and the like. 

The dilemma for the president, says the Times, is which will cost him more: 
the fallout in one state from base closings, or the damage to his image 
nationwide if he politicizes the process. Although it would be consistent for 
this administration, which changes foreign and domestic policies at the drop of 
a hat, to play politics with the base-closing issue, that ought to tell the 
president something about the kind of advice he's been getting. After all, he'd 
likely not need to worry about counting electoral votes if he had put principle 
ahead of politics. 
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President should send new hit list back to commission for careful thought about 
impact on economy and U.S. security 

BYLINE: JAMES HEAVEY 

BODY : 
THE PANEL recommending which military bases to close in thinning out the 

nation's military establishment must be required to take another look at its 
most recent selections. President Clinton will be doing the nation a favor if he 
rejects the new hit list and orders the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission to review its work. This should be done in the light, especially, of 
the unfairly disproportionate impact on California's economy. 

Such presidential action, urged by Sens. Dianne Feinstein and Barbara Boxer 
and other California legislators, would not ultimately prevent the Defense 
Department from downsizing as dictated by reduced security needs in the 
post-Cold War era and by budget constraints. But the commission would have to 
think again if the president demands it do so, make revisions if it sees fit and 
resubmit its recommendations by Aug. 15. Then the process designed to resist 
political pressures can go ahead. 

If the president does not require a pause at this point, the take-it 
-or-leave-it closure list would probably sail through Congress, most of whose 
members' districts would be little affected. 

Reconsideration of the list is imperative because the cumulative economic 
effect on California from these and previous defense cutbacks would be 
devastating and far out of line with what is experienced anywhere else in the 
country. 

Nine California bases are among the new targets for closing, including 
Oakland Army Base and McClellan Air Force Base in Sacramento. The nine shutdowns 
would eliminate another 58,000 jobs in the state, atop 200,000 lost in 22 
previous base closures since 1988. Little has been done to establish 
compensating economic activities at these sites. And the state's economy, for a 
variety of other reasons, was already lagging in recovery from the last 
recession. 

Feinstein, in the latest of a series of appeals to Clinton on the subject, 
said she hoped the president "takes very seriously the huge economic impact this 
round of base closures will have on California." She hopes to meet with Clinton 
to press this point. The president has two weeks to act. 

The Defense Department also has reservations about some of the new closure 
recommendations, from the vantage point of security priorities. The Pentagon 
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was not consulted sufficiently on some of the commission's selections. Other 
California installations on the new list include Long Beach Naval Shipyard, the 
Fleet and Industrial Supply Center in Oakland, Sierra Army Depot in Lassen 
County, Onizuka Air Station in Sunnyvale and Fort Hunter Liggett in Monterey 
County. 

Clinton needs to consider the nation's overall economic strength, with 
California as one of its indispensable driving forces, in deciding where to 
sacrifice thousands of jobs before substitute employment is developed. And if he 
wants the state's electoral support in 1996, he has good political reason as 
well for considering this year's base-closure targets with care. 
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HEADLINE: THANKS, BUT NO THANKS 

BYLINE: Steve Wiegand 

BODY : 
Those whose lives may be turned upside down by the Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission's recommendation to close McClellan might be interested 
in the patronizing blather of commissioner Wendi Steele. Steele -is a Houston 
writer who used to work for U.S. Sen. Don Nickles, R-Okla., a supporter of one 
of McClellanls competitors, Tinker Air Force Base. And she felt compelled to 
write down some of her thoughts on the panel's base tours. Those thoughts - -  
and I use the term loosely - -  include the best T-shirt she saw, the most 
touching sign, the military vehicles she rode in, and the most overused words in 
support of keeping bases open. "We on the commission had only one serious 
complaint," she writes. "There appears to have been a national conspiracy to 
alter our metabolism these past few months, as 99.9 (percent) of all communities 
. . . served us exactly the same lunch: turkey on a plain croissant with a fruit 
cup and iced tea. Blah." She also says she's sorry for any inconvenience the 
panel caused and adds, "We would be proud to call any of your towns home." Gee, 
Wendi, maybe you could open a catering business in some empty storefront near 
McClellan. 

More good news (he said sarcastically) for the California business scene 
comes from Expansion Management Magazine. The mag, which focuses on relocation 
seratzgies for growing companies, did a survey of the best and worst states fcr  
businesses when it comes to being sued. California came in 50th, beating only 
New York among the states and D.C. A dozen factors were considered, including 
the size of verdict losses and the length of time between filing and coming to 
trial. Maybe it will all change when Wendi gets here. 

Ever wonder where those tabloid newspaper stories come from? Well, watch the 
upcoming issues of News of the World and the Sun for a Wilton dateline. It 
seems reporters for those two news organs are descending on the Julie Kirschman 
story for inspiration. Kirschman is the woman who was recently reunited with her 
nine kids, after they had been abducted and taken to live in a polygamist colony 
in Mexico. You know, the colony where Elvis and the Pod People from Venus live. 
You know, people who would dare serve turkey on a plain croissant. 

Write or Wrong: Cliff Contreras knows how to make lemonade out of lemons. 
Contreras, manager of parking services at UC Davis, knew he was in for some 
ribbing about the fact the l95-'96 parking stickers have "takes affectN rather 
than "takes effectM on them. So rather than spend $ 1,000 or so to reissue the 
permits, he's offering a month's reserved parking in the lot of your choice for 
the most creative solution to the goof. And Transportation and Parking Services 
Director Brodie Hamilton offers 10 top reasons for the mistake, ranging from 
"parking services wanted to create a collectorls item" to "the permit was 
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designed by committee." . . . Creative Real Estate Magazine did a reader survey 
and found 46 percent of the male respondents were making more than $ 100,000, as 
were 47 percent of the female respondents. The mag's conclusion?: "Dealing 
profitably in real estate as an investor or licensed agent is on an even playing 
field, regardless of sexual preference." Huh? . . . And now a lesson from the 
Dept. of Education on how to cement good relations with the Legislature at 
budget time. First, send over a report apparently due last Oct. 1 on May 30. 
Second, spell Senate Prez. Bill Lockyerls name "Lockyear." Then just sit back 
and wait for the bucks to roll in. 

STEVE WIEGANDIS column appears Sunday, Wednesday and Friday. Call him at 
(916) 321-1076, write to P.O. Box 15779, Sacramento, 95852, fax (916) 321-1109, 
or send e-mail to Wiegand 
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HEADLINE: Base Closings Could Cost Clinton Support in California 
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HIGHLIGHT: A Pentagon recommendation to close several bases in California, with 
thousands of job losses, poses a political dilemma for the president. If the 
closings occur, his support in the key state could quickly fade. 

BODY : 
GENE W D A L L ,  Anchor: Closing military bases saves money, but it carries a 

large political cost. People lose jobs, businesses lose customers, some 
communities never recover. And that creates angry voters. 

Califorcia would be a big laser under the latest base closing proposals, and two 
guests join us to discuss the implications. 

Boston Globe political reporter Marty Nolan is based in San Francisco, and in 
Los Angeles, Kathleen Dougherty, political writer for The Daily Breeze of 
Torrance, California. 

Kathleen, we've seen the figures - 4,000 jobs jeopardized at the Long Beach 
Naval Shipyard, 11,000 at McClellan Air Force Base in Sacramento. What w o u l d  
that kind of loss mean to the area's economies? 

KATHLEEN DOUGHERTY, Political Writer, 'The Daily Breeze': Well, it would be 
devastating to both areas economies, and the California delegation is pressing 
that point very hard with President Clinton. For Long Beach, the area that we 
cover, it would sort of be the nail in the coffin to the naval facilities in 
this area. Long Beach saw the naval- its naval station and naval hospital close 
in earlier base closing rounds, and now the shipyard would eliminate another 
roughly 4,000 jobs. It would be very devastating to the area. 

GENE RANDALL: Marty, politically speaking, how much does the president's action 
hinge on politics, I mean how much does it mean for him in California? 

MARTIN NOLAN, Political Reporter, 'The Boston Globe': Well, it's 54 electoral 
votes, Gene. I'm sure the president feels the pain of those people gonna lose 
their jobs. People in Alabama and Texas- he doesn't have much of a chance of 
carrying those states anyway, so maybe he doesn't feel their pain quite so 
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poignantly. I suppose that's the difference. 

GENE RANDALL: Well, if he feels their pain, does he also feel his own political 
pain? 

MARTIN NOLAN: Well, sure it's- he, he says he's gonna review the 
recommendations, but jeepers, this is, this is an up or down vote. The whole 
point of these base closing commissions is that they're not supposed to be 
reviewed or compromised with, it's up or down, yes or no. And that's tough for 
anyone to do. 

GENE RANDALL: Kathleen is - go ahead Kathleen. 

KATHLEEN DOUGHERTY: The president does have an option, though. And the dilemma 
that he's facing right now is to accept the commission's recommendations thumbs 
up or thumbs down. But he can send the list back to the commission with some 
requests for-some specific changes. And he can do that until July 15th. I 
believe. And so- 

GENE RANDALL: Marty- 

KATHLEEN DOUGHERTY: So- so that's a - the dilemma is if he does that, people 
will accuse him - Republicans will accuse him of injecting politics into the 
base closing process by requesting changes in California's closures. And if he 
doesn't do that, he runs the risk of appearing insensitive to ~alifornia, a 
state with a huge number of electoral votes. 

GENE RANDALL: Marty, is it a no win situation for President Clinton? 

MARTIN NOLAN: I think he's drawing it out.. I think he should sort of cut his 
losses, you know. President Kennedy faced a decision like this about some 
inequities in the military draft a long time ago, and he said, 'Look, some men 
are interested in battles, some aren't. Some are stationed in Antarctica, some 
are stationed in San Francisc0.l He said ' Life is unfair.' I think Clinton has 
a hard time grasping that concept and explaining it to everybody, say 'Hey, it's 
gonna be good for America. It'll be good for California. Let's move ahead.' 

GENE RANDALL: Kathleen and Marty, let me quote Pete Wilson in New Hampshire 
recently - ' The time has come for us to say, enough is enough, that too much 
has been taken, that we cannot afford the kind of cuts that threaten to gut 
~merica's military strength and credibility.' 

Now what does all this do for Pete Wilson in presidential politics, Kathleen? 

KATHLEEN DOUGHERTY: Well, I don't think it looks great that all of these bases 
would close on his watch. Pete Wilson's in an interesting situation in that the 
Republicans are already ready to criticize Clinton if he makes- if he sends this 
list back to the commission and requests changes. As I said, they would accuse 
him of politicizing a process that is suppose to be independent. Well, 
Republican Pete Wilson has also asked President  linto on to reject this list. 
So, that really puts him at odds at some Republicans who would criticize the 
president on this point. 

GENE RANDALL: Marty, for a governor who is in battle with some Republicans in 
his own state, does this help Pete WIlson politically? 
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MARTIN NOLAN: I don't think so. It's- It's such a unanimous bipartisan 
agreement on this. It's so charming, if you will, to see Barbara Boxer and Bob 
Dornan and Dianne Feinstein and Pete Wilson all on the same side. They're 
saying close some other base, don't close ours in California. But to most 
people who aren't directly affected, it just looks like politics as usual, I 
suppose. 

GENE RANDALL: And let me ask you how Pete Wilson's standing in California these 
days. Where does he stand? How does he shape up in this GOP race, Marty? 

MARTIN NOLAN: Well, where does he stand. He doesn't stand around here very 
much. He's been away 58 days. The Lieutenant Governor Gray Davis said 'Oh, 
hurry back.' Of course, when Gray Davis was working for Jerry Brown, he thought 
the state could be run fine from New Hampshire or anywhere else. 

His voice is still not back. He's- he's a slow starting campaign so far, but 
nobody counts him out. It's too early to do that. 

GENE RANDALL: Kathleen? 

KATHLEEN DOUGHERTY: Yes, he has had trouble getting his campaign started in part 
because of his throat surgery. He has trouble from conservatives in his own 
party who have some problems with him running for president. He, I believe, 
trails in some opinion polls right now in the state compared to Bob Dole. But, 
he's made some good campaign runs recently, in-in New Hampshire and Iowa, and 
gotten some-some good press in terms of his appearances there. Perhaps he's 
starting to find his voice. It's- its still early. 

GENE RANDALL: No pun intended, 1 know. Is there any way Pete Wilson supporters 
can guarantee, can assure that he will win California for the Republicans if he 
is the candidate, if he is the nominee, Kathleen? 

KATHLEEN DOUGHERTY: I- could you repeat that, I'm sorry? 

GENE RANDALL: Do you think there's any way that Pete Wilson can guarantee that 
he would win California, if in fact he is to oppose Bill Clinton as the 
Republican nominee? 

KATHLEEN DOUGHERTY: No, I don't think there's any guarantees. Of course, he'll- 
he'll make the argument that he is the best Republican- the Republican now has 
the best shot at beating Clinton in '96. But Dole has a strong campaign here 
early on and I- there's certainly no guarantees. 

GENE RANDALL: And Marty, any assurances about Pete Wilson winning the California 
primary? 

MARTIN NOLAN: Well, no. If he's an active, alive candidate it's gonna be a 
very- likely populated top tier. It's gonna be Bob Dole and somebody else. If 
he's the somebody else, he'll have a chance to do well. If Dole just keeps on 
rolling, Wilson or anyone else won't make any difference. 

GENE RANDALL: Well, Marty and Kathleen, thanks both very much. 

KATHLEEN DOUGHERTY: Thank you. 
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HIGHLIGHT: Pres. Clinton may be able to claim he saved jobs in California if he 
accepts a Pentagon plan to privatize some of the jobs at McClellan Air Force 
Base; Newt Gingrich is calling the plan politically motivated. 

BODY: 
BOB CAIN, Anchor: Well, the Pentagon's plan to save jobs scheduled to be 

transferred from a California military base may have workers there cheering. 
But the proposal is drawing harsh fire from one of the president's critics, who 
claims the idea is politically motivated. CNN correspondent Jill Dougherty has 
details on that at the White House. Good morning, Jill. 

JILL DOUGHERTY, Correspondent: Good morning, Bob. Well, the plan is a 
compromise drawn up by the Pentagon, and it could be on the president's desk by 
today. And it would go along with recommendations by the in depend en^ Base 
Closure Commission to shut down McClellan Air Force Base in Sacramento. But 
instead of transferring its more than 10,000 jobs to an army depot in 
Pennsylvania, it would privatize those jobs, and allow at least half of them to 
remain in California. 

That would certainly help the California economy that has been hit with cutbacks 
in tens of thousands of jobs in defense-related cutbacks since 1988. And it 
would also allow President Clinton to claim that he is rescuing jobs in a state 
that is a must-win for him in 1996, with its 54 electoral votes. 

But the plan is drawing some fire from House Speaker Newt Gingrich, who sees a 
political motivation. 

Rep. NEWT GINGRICH (R-GA), House Speaker: I think it's probably a mistake to 
mess up the base closure procedures, but I think, you know, given the 
president's desperation to- about California, you can understand what he's 
trying to do. But it does raise questions about any future base closing, if in 
fact they're going to have political maneuvering, because I think every base on 
that list could ask the question, 'Why doesn't the president care about us?' 

JILL DOUGHERTY: If the president does accept the Pentagon plan he would have 
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to reject the Base Closure Commission's report, and send it back to them for 
revision. Bob? 

BOB CAIN: Jill, you know, the president and the family spent the holiday at Camp 
David. What's on the agenda when they get back? 

JILL DOUGHERTY: Well, the president will be coming back this morning, we 
believe, from Camp David, and we understand that he does have some speech 
preparation coming up. Tomorrow, Thursday, he's going to be delivering a speech 
over at Georgetown University, and the subject- the title is 'Responsible 
Citizenship and the American Community.' It's a subject that the president has 
been touching on in a lot of speeches recently, and it's one that Republicans 
have been talking about, too. Personal responsibility, character-building, the 
nature of society. So it should be quite interesting. Bob? 
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BOB CAIN: They're implying strongly that the work still needs to be done. 

Dr. LAWRENCE KORB: No, no. What they're recommending is that 5,000 of those 
jobs be transferred to an army base so that you'll have consolidation among the 
services. 

One of the other problems we've had is that we have each of the services doing 
its own maintenance. And what the Commission has done, this Commission like its 
predecessors, has said that really you can have one service doing the 
maintenance for more than- more than just its own equipment. 

BOB CAIN: All right. A few points, Dr. Korb. First of all, the law governing 
base closures allows for this kind of procedure. Does it not? 

Dr. LAWRENCE KORB: No doubt about it, no doubt about it. 

BOB CAIN: All right. 

Dr. LAWRENCE KORB: Well, what it allows the president to do is to ask the 
Commission to take another look, but this has not yet happened. I mean, we've 
had base closures in an election year in 1988. President Bush in 1991, at the 
height of the recession, signed a much more drastic base closure list. I mean, 
the idea was to get this out of politics and get away from this type of 
compromise because until we had the Commission, we had enough bases to support 
an arm force of 12 million people even though we only had 2-1/2 to 3 million 
people. 

BOB CAIN: Well, of course, the cynics and the Republicans will say this is 
political. The Democrats will say no it's not, there are scores of other 
reasons why they're doing it. And none of us can say or know for sure. 

Dr. LAWRENCE KORB: [crosstalk] Well, we do know- 

BOB CAIN: Can we talk about the merits? 

Dr. LAWRENCE KORB: Well, we do know that the Pentagon took a lot of bases off 
this list even before it went to the Commission for political purposes. The 
Secretary of the Navy told the Base Closure Commission, this list was supposed 
to have a 100 bases on it based upon what former Sedretary Aspin said two years 
ago. They only sent 32 up to begin with, so they were already politicized the 
list even before we went through this base closure round. 

BOB CAIN: All right. Has similar plans been put together for Kelly Air Force 
Base near San Antonio? 

Dr. LAWRENCE KORB: Well, yes. The Commission allowed the air force to decide 
what to do with some of those jobs. But the fact of the matter is, that you've 
got to get rid of some of those depots because if you don't you're going to be 
paying too much for overhead and not enough for combat forces. 

BOB CAIN: So, what's wrong with doing the same thing then at McClellan? 

Dr. LAWRENCE KORB: Well, there's a difference because what we're talking about 
here is excess capacity. They didn't want to transfer all the jobs, only 5,000 
of the jobs. This plan is talking about saving most of the jobs. 
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BOB CAIN: All right. An independent commission aimed at streamlining the 
military services, Dr. Korb, already has suggested the Pentagon get into the 
business of privatization. 

Dr. LAWRENCE KORB: Well, that's true. What they ought to do is with some of the 
other depots. Remember, that these are only two of the five depots. What they 
ought to do is privatize two more and only let the air force have one depot in 
house to maintain that capability. And that's what we ought to do, which would 
save even more money. 

BOB CAIN: You haven't made clear to me why they shouldn't do that in this 
instance, why they shouldn't save those jobs for Californians - about half the 
jobs, about half the 11,000. Go ahead. 

Dr. LAWRENCE KORB: Well, the reason they shouldn't is there is excess capacity. 
You've got too many people, and if you have the private sector doing the work 
instead of the public sector, you're still going to have those excess people 
doing those particular jobs. 

What they ought to do is eliminate the jobs. I mean, if somebody gets a 
paycheck from the private sector as opposed to the public sector, they're still 
going to get money from the Pentagon. 

BOB CAIN: Well, obviously that assumes the work does not need to be done. I 
Dr. LAWRENCE KORB: Well, that's correct because you have cut the number of 
aircraft in half since 1990, so you don't need as much work to be done. 

BOB CAIN: Dr. Lawrence Korb, we thank you for joining us this morning. 

Dr. LAWRENCE KORB: Thank you. 
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HEADLINE: Clinton warned on base closings Don't get political, advises Gingrich 
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BODY : 
House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) attacked President Clinton on Tuesday for 

allegedly injecting politics into the base-closing process and trying to save 
11,000 jobs at McClellan Air Force Base in vote-rich California. 

The New York Times reported Monday that Clinton is expected to ask the 
independent base closure commission to change its recommendation and keep the 
jobs in California after McClellan is closed. The commission had recommended 
moving the work to Pennsylvania. 

Gingrich called the deal that Clinton reportedly crafted this weekend with 
the Pentagon "a mistake." 

"Given the president's desperation about California, you can understand what 
he's trying to do," Gingrich toid reporters before marching in a Fourth of July 
parade in Marietta. 

"It's very dangerous for hir. to open up the political side cf base closings. 
Every single base on the list could make a good case it should stay open, and I 
think every other community is going to say, 'Why didn't the president care 
about us?' " 

Gingrich also used his two holiday parade appearances and a Cobb Republican 
rally to accuse Georgia Democrats of scheming to attack Republican congressional 
districts. The U.S. Supreme Court declared Georgia's llth District 
unconstitutional last week, setting the stage for the Georgia Legislature to 
draw new lines for congressional districts. 

The congressman from Marietta said Democrats in the Legislature are willing 
to eliminate llth District Rep. Cynthia McKinney's Democratic district. He said 
they want the chance to take out Republican Rep. John Linder by packing his new 
district with black Democratic voters from the 11th. 

Before attending parades in Marietta and Atlanta and a Cobb Republican Party 
picnic, Gingrich sparred verbally with filmmaker Michael Moore. Moore, who is 
now filming a segment on federal spending in Cobb County for the Fox network 
show "TV Nation," turned his search for an interview with General Motors 
Chairman Roger Smith into the 1989 movie "Roger and Me." 

Moore says he's starting an organization to pare down federal contracts and 
grants that he says are funneling $ 10 million a day into Cobb County while 
Republicans advocate spending cutbacks. 
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HIGHLIGHT: One former Pentagon official suggests the Clinton plan to keep 
McClellan Air Force Base jobs in California by privatization misses the point. 
Lawrence Korb says the jobs must be eliminated, not moved around. 

BODY : 
BOB CAIN, Anchor: Also joining us this morning from the nation's capital - 

one man watching the political firestorm over the California base closings is 
former Assistant Defense Secretary Lawrence Korb. Dr. Korb joins us from 
Washington. 

Morning, Dr. Korb. 

Dr. LAWRENCE KORB, Former Assistant Defense Secretary: Good morning, Bob. 

BOB CAIN: You take strong exception, I understand, to the plan to close 
McClellan and try to keep as many of the jobs as possible there even if it means 
privatization. Why? 

Dr. LAWRENCE KORB: Well, McClellan was actually on the list in 1993. The air 
force has not closed a sinqle maintenance depot since the end of the Cold War 
even though they've cut the number of planes-in half. So, we need to get rid of 
some of these depots. 

This idea of privatizing it really doesn't change anything because you'd have 
the private sector doing unnecessary work. The air force ought to privatize 
some of the existing depots, not try and privatize one that's already there. 

What this is going to mean is not only- 

BOB CAIN: Excuse- Dr. Korb, excuse me just a second. What the Commission is 
recommending, the Commission itself, is that those jobs be transferred to a base 
in Pennsylvania. 

Dr. LAWRENCE KORB : [crosstalk] No- 
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"You ought to get your facts straight," Gingrich snapped. " I t ' s  nice to see 
cheap shots replace logical thinking." 

"I learned it from the master, if you know what I mean," Moore shot back. 
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BODY : 
A parking dispute could stymie the city of Orlando's plans for converting 

part of the Naval Training Center into a business and office park. 

Both the city and a Pentagon accounting office want the Navy running track 
for parking, and city officials fear the federal government might give the track 
to the accountants. 

"That may require us to demolish a building that we could otherwise market, 
and that would be extremely costly," said Herb Smetheram, director of the city's 
Base Re-use Commission. 

The training center will close by 1998. Disposition of the land is governed 
by federal base-closure rules that give priority to the needs of defense 
agencies. 

Plans approved by the city and Navy call for most of the training center to 
become a miniature village with houses, schools, shops, recreational areas and 
the business park. 

One problem is parking. Planners project they are 2,400 parking spaces short 
of what will be needed when Navy classrooms and offices west of Lake Baldwin 
become the business park. 

The city wants the training center's track as a site for a public parking 
garage with as many as 1,500 spaces. The city would then charge businesses or 
employees to use the garage. 

What worries city officials is that the Defense Finance and Accounting 
Service wants the track as a parking lot for its employees. 

Last month, the federal agency moved into a former classroom building just 
east of the track. By October 1997, the agency is expected to have 750 people 
working in the building. 

The agency contends it lacks authority to help pay for a city-owned garage 
and that its employees cannot afford monthly parking fees of as much as $82.50. 

Smetheram said city officials are willing to negotiate. "We're sure ~ i l l i n g , ~  
he said. 
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BODY : 
Pentagon officials briefed President Clinton Wednesday on a military 

base-closing proposal that could cause political trouble for the president in 
California, a must-win state in his 1996 re-election drive. 

In an hour-and-20-minute session, Clinton and top aides heard from Defense 
Secretary William Perry and his deputy, John White, in what the White House 
described as a "very thorough session." 

White House spokeswoman Mary Ellen Glynn said the Pentagon officials outlined 
various options, including an independent commissionls recommendation that 
McClellan Air Force Base in Sacramento, California, be closed and most of the 
work performed by its 11,000 employees be shifted to Tobyhanna Army Depot in 
Pennsylvania. 

That option would be the most devastating to Clinton politically, and from 
all indications is not likely to be approved by the president, who has until 
July 15 to accept or reject the commissionls recommendations or request changes. 

Glynn said Perry and company gave Clinton their own recommendations, which 
she aeclined to outline. 

Defense officials who asked not to be identified said Perry would recommend 
that Clinton send the latest list back to the commission for a change that would 
accept the closing of McClellan but give the Pentagon the option of retaining 
thousands of civilian jobs from the base in California. 

That option ran into criticism from California Democratic Sen. Dianne 
Feinstein, who said in a letter to Clinton faxed to reporters that "anything 
short of keeping McClellan AFB fully open is simply unacceptable." 

She said out of 22 major bases already headed for closing or realignment in 
California, only three have established, workable reuse plans like the one being 
discussed for McClellan. 

Glynn said Perry is to make his formal recommendation to Clinton in the next 
day or so and that Clinton would try to make a decision as quickly as possible. 

The political stakes involved in the issue are potentially enormous because 
California is probably indispensable to Democrat Clinton in the 1996 
presidential election. 
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The commission- created to take such proposals out of the realm of politics- 
has recommended that 132 U.S. military bases be shut down or restructured. The 
bases are considered no longer necessary now that the Cold War is over. 

The plan would save $ 19.3 billion over 20 years but at a cost of an 
estimated 93,565 jobs. 

From Clinton's viewpoint, however, the most problematic entry on the proposed 
hit-list is the huge McClellan Air Force Base. Its closure is opposed both by 
the Pentagon and California political leaders. 

If Clinton accepts the plan, it would go to Congress on a take-it-or-leave-it 
basis with an Aug. 15 deadine for House and Senate action. If he rejects it or 
asks for changes, many analysts believe it would undermine the purported 
political neutrality of the base-closing process. 

Congress created the independent commission to close bases in 1988 after 
finding it was unable to close them itself because legislators were unwilling to 
inflict the pain of job losses and economic disruption on their own districts. 
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BODY : 
A LOT of people in Congress, and not only Republicans, are warning of the 

terrible consequences if President Clinton, trying to woo California's 54 
electoral votes, asks for revisions in the recommendations of BRAC, the Defense 
Base Closure and Realignment Commission, in order to spare Sacramento's 
McClellan Air Force Base, and perhaps some other California facilities. 

If Clinton rejected the list, said Texas Sen. Phil Gramm (a man who, of 
course, never thinks about such things), he would be injecting politics into the 
process. That sentiment was echoed by his fellow Texan, Rep. Dick Armey, the 
Republican majority leader in the House, who wrote Clinton a letter saying that 
"Rejection of the commission~s recommendations for overt political reasons will 
raise questions about the integrity of the entire process." How shocking. 

If Clinton has erred, it's in not being being too political, but in being 
political the wrong way, a man always more disposed to the politics of 
accommodation than to the politics of confrontation. Even Clinton's choice of a 
BRAC chairman, former U.S. Sen. Alan Dixon of Illinois, who is growling in 
self-righteous defense of the commission's selection process, was a political 
attempt to accommodate one of the Democratic barons of the Senate, Sam Nunn of 
Georgia. 

The psychologists might call that identifying with the oppressor. Until last 
November's election, Nunn was the chairman of the Senate Armed Services 
Committee, and, on issues such as gays in the military, a regular tormentor of 
the president. If the jealous Georgian, who seems to have been fuming at least 
ever since Clinton did not make him secretary of defense, has ever done this 
president a favor, it has not yet been publicly recorded. Clinton may have been 
too political - -  but hardly in the way that the masters among his predecessors 
would have recognized. 

One can only imagine how Lyndon Johnson would have conducted this business. 
How long would it have taken Johnson to get military bases in the districts of 
the disloyal - -  the giant Warner-Robins Air Force Base in Macon, Ga., for 
example - -  either on the base-closing list or targeted for major reductions in 
mission, personnel and funding? Johnson would have made it clear long ago to 
such people as House Speaker Newt Gingrich and Nunn - -  and Armey, for that 
matter - -  that there was a price for noncooperation. At the very least, it would 
have made them think twice before going for the president's throat. 

Depoliticizing the base-closing process through the creation of a commission 
whose recommendations ultimately had to be accepted in toto by the president 
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and Congress was a wise way to get beyond the endless log-rolling that used to 
make it nearly impossible to close any military facilities. 

But surely no one imagined that the creation of BRAC would produce a pristine 
system tended by a panel of political vestal virgins. Does anyone pretend that 
phone calls weren't flying between congressional politicians and the members of 
the panel? The commissioners are themselves creatures of a political process. 
Nor did it abolish the interservice politics and turf-protection that, to this 
day, block the kind of joint military procurement and maintenance long 
recommended by military management experts and - -  ironically, by Nunn himself. 

To be sure, Bill Clinton, to coin a phrase, is no Lyndon Johnson. And since 
he was elected with a good deal less than a rousing popular mandate, it would 
have been hard to play the part even if he'd been inclined to do so. But from 
the beginning, this president has been known - -  has indeed been famous - -  for 
his obsessive penchant to accommodate. From the first months in office, Clinton 
seemed to prefer to withdraw nominations at the first sign of difficulty rather 
than fight for them, to look for compromise rather than showdowns. 

Clinton did fight for a few things - -  the North American Free Trade 
Agreement, for example, and the expanded General Agreement on Tariff and Trade. 
But those fights, however important to Clinton's foreign policy vision, did 
nothing to enhance his reputation for toughness - -  and certainly nothing to make 
him look like a defender of American workers. Rather than earning him points 
with voters, and especially with the core labor groups of the Democratic Party, 
they cost him votes. It was not until he went into battle with the Japanese in 
the trade dispute over imports of automobiles and auto parts that he played the 
kind of hardball politics that Lyndon Johnson was famous for. 

IN FOREIGN relations, that can turn into a tricky game, particularly for a 
country like the United States that so often professes its commitment to formal 
trade-conflict resolution institutions such as the World Trade Organization. But 
surely when Clinton contemplates domestic politics, there ought to be a salutary 
lesson here: When a president appears to fight for American jobs, even if the 
fight is for jobs in one region, there's very little political cost, however 
"political" the fight seems to be, and considerable potential gain. 

When BRAC rejected the recommendations of the Air Force, which wanted to keep 
McClellan (and certain other *facilities) open, it made it clear that even 
professional judgments are subject to political conflict. And when Dixon tried 
to defend the commission's list against critics who said that California had 
already taken too much of a hit - -  Guam, he said, had taken proportionately the 
biggest hit - -  he acknowledged how political this fight is. Texans and Georgians 
have Seen glaying politics with federal bases for generations. Clinton's trouble 
in that game doesn't stem from the fact that he's been playing too hard, but 
that he hasn't been playing hard enough. 
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At this writing, there appears to be a reasonable chance that the Defense 
Department will tell President Clinton what he desperately wants to hear, namely 
that approving the Base Closure and Realignment Commission's recommendation to 
shut down two Air Force maintenance depots will harm national security. By so 
d.oing, the Pentagon would get Mr. Clinton off the hook: He can then claim that 
defense concerns, not political interests, dictate that he must leave 12,000 
employees of McClellan Air Force Base on the government payroll - an action his 
handlers tell him is essential to his electoral prospects in California. 

Let there be no doubt: The case for keeping these depots open is rooted in 
politics, not in the nation's security. These facilities are sprawling 
monuments to inefficient big government. While they perform essential 
maintenance and repair functions for the Air Force, they do so at substantially 
greater cost than could private industry. Worse yet, as Richard Perle has 
noted, in an era when research, development and production of new weapons are 
being flat-lined, the armed services' continued reliance on government depots 
for maintenance denies the private sector work that would help preserve an 
industrial base capable of doing all these critical functions. 

Defense Secretary William Perry, a man with considerable experience in the 
defense industry, knows full well that the Pentagon would be better off without 
the depots. He has said as much in the past to industry representatives. Were 
he now to claim otherwise by arguing that t'he bloated work force at McClellan is 
essential to the U.S. security requirements, he would be guilty of a shameful 
subordination of the real national security interests to the expediency-driven 
politics of the administration he serves. 

Unfortunately, this would hardly be the only instance of such a 
politicization of the Pentagon. Consider but a few of the other recent 
instances: 

cLeaving the United States vulnerable to missile attack: The Clinton 
administration exhibits an obsessive political commitment to the obsolete 1972 
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, which effectively precludes the United States 
from defending itself against ballistic missile strikes. Accordingly, Mr. 
Perry and his senior subordinates determinedly dismiss the danger posed to the 
American people by the proliferation of long-range ballistic missiles. They 
argue that no malevolent country can acquire missiles capable of reaching the 
United States in less than 10 to 15 years. Yet, scarcely a day passes when 
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there is not a new revelation about the transfer of advanced missile technology 
by the likes of Russia, China and North Korea to Big Power-wannabe states like 
Iran, Pakistan and Brazil. In the face of the emerging missile threat, it is 
inconceivable, administration politics aside, that the Pentagon would continue 
to refrain from fielding anti-missile protection for the American people. 

 transferring strategic technologies to Beijing: A top Pentagon official 
reluctantly acknowledged to Congress recently that the United States may have to 
adopt a policy of "containment" toward communist China in light of Beijingls 
pursuit of policies and capabilities inimical to American security interests. 
The Clinton Defense Department, nonetheless, is fixedly pursuing a politically 
driven sales campaign providing the communist Chinese virtually any and all 
militarily relevant technology it seeks. Indeed, congressional sources report 
that, of all the contentious issues in the fiscal 1996 defense authorization 
bill, the Pentagon lobbied hardest against legislation that would cut off 
department funding for a joint U.S.-Chinese Defense Conversion Task Force that 
has provided political cover for wanton American tech transfers to China. 

The truth is, such transfers are not converting People's Liberation Army 
(PLA) industrial facilities from defense to commercial activities. They are 
instead simply enhancing the PLA1s lethal capabilities. It also is apparently 
increasing the contempt the Chinese leadership feels for its interlocutors in 
Washington. 

cKilling the B-2: In addition, the Pentagon leadership heavily lobbied 
members of the Senate Armed Services Committee last week to block additional 
procurement of the B-2 bomber. Here again, the issue was politics but, 
interestingly, not the politics of California employment. 

The Clinton administration is committed to end production of the single most 
capable aircraft ever made for reasons having more to do with appeasing 
Democratic Party ideologues (notably, Rep. Ron Dellums) and with obeisance to a 
politically dictated - and grossly inadequate - defense budget. Even though the 
national security clearly dictates building additional B-2s as a means of 
effectively and rapidly projecting American power worldwide at low risk of loss 
of life on the part of U.S. service personnel, Defense Secretary Perry insisted 
to senators that no more than 20 stealth bombers were needed. 

cDiverting funds to the Erstwhile Bosnia "Rapid Reaction Force": Finally, 
the Clinton administration has, for blatantly political reasons, decided once 
again to treat Pentagon accounts as a slush fund whose tapping will allow it to 
make good on misbegotten foreign policy initiatives for which Congress is 
unwilling to appropriate money. According to press reports, the administration 
is blithely diverting as much as $95 million from Defense Department funding to 
help underwrite the costs of a new allied expeditionary force in Bosnia. 

The only rationale for committing such funds is the hope that the presence 
of this force will postpone the moment when Mr. Clinton's pledge to insert 
25,000 U.S. troops to help extricate the U.N. peacekeepers gets called. 
Unfortunately, the hapless rules of engagement and command arrangements for what 
was once called a Rapid Reaction Force will ensure that it is neither "Rapid" 
nor capable of useful "Reaction." As a result, the United States will be 
throwing good money after bad, compounding past mistakes in Bosnia and 
complicating further NATO's future options there. 
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WASHINGTON - -  Pentagon officials have crafted a plan with members of the 

independent commission on the closing of military bases that they hope will save 
thousands of jobs at a California Air Force base and political face for 
President Clinton. 

After negotiations over the weekend involving the commission, the military 
and the white House, the Pentagon is preparing to recommend that the president 
reject the panel's suggestion that 11,000 jobs at McClellan Air Force Base be 
transferred out of state. 

Under the plan, Clinton would ask the eight-member panel to reconsider the 
recommendations it made last month. He would most likely not challenge the 
decision to close McClellan, but would ask that it be left to the Pentagon to 
decide which bases or private contractors will be awarded the work now done at 
the Sacramento base. 

Panel members had directed the Air Force to move the communications 
eiectronics work aL McClellan to Tobyhanna Army Depot in Pennsylvania. 

Msny details are unfinished and the discussions still are under way, but the 
Pentagon's preference would be the approach adopted with another large 
maintenance depot, Kelly Air Force Base in San Antonio, where the panel left it 
to the Pentagon to decide where the work should be awarded. 

Under the compromise plan, President Clinton would ask for the same 
flexibility, offering hope that some or all of bIcClellanls military and civilian 
jobs could stay in California with private contractors. 

If the commission approves this proposal, which the Pentagon could send to 
the White House as early as Wednesday, Clinton could claim credit for saving 
jobs in a state that is crucial to his 1996 campaign hopes. The president also 
could deflect Republican criticism that he is tampering with the integrity of 
the base-closing process by saying that what is fair for Texas is fair for 
California. 

Clinton can suggest changes in the panel's recommendations, but he and 
Congress must approve or reject the list in its entirety. 

"There is some hope for a res~lution,~' said Alan Dixon, a former Democratic 
senator from Illinois who is the commission chairman. He declined to comment 
further. 
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Legitimate U.S. security interests are being jeopardized by the Clinton 
administration's politicization of the Pentagon. As with parallel efforts to 
ensure that the intelligence community hews to a politically correct party line, 
the administration is allowing core national security capabilities to be 
compromised. To the extent that senior Defense Department policy-makers allow 
themselves and their department to be used for such purposes, they impugn their 
own integrity and demoralize those who work for them in the belief that the 
first business of government is not politics, but to provide for the common 
defense . 

Frank J. Gaffney Jr. is the director of the Center for Security Policy and 
a columnist for The Washington Times. 
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HEADLINE: Kelly workers gather petitions in San Antonio; Feeling little Fourth 
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BODY : 
While the rainbow explosion of fireworks decorate the Fourth of July night, 

Lydia Ponze will be at home -with her family. 

As tubers navigate the Guadalupe River and picnics dot the parks, Charlie 
Tripis will be walking the malls and gathering petitions. His 7-year-old 
daughter, Samantha, will be with him. 

For Ponze and Tripis and thousands of other employees of the San Antonio Air 
~ogistics Center at Kelly Air Force Base, this year's Independence Day holiday 
will be more somber than those in the past. 

Last month's decision by the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
to close the aircraft maintenance depot has tinged the red, white and blue of 
celebration with the gray of worried speculation. 

The commission's report was forwarded to President Clinton on Saturday. The 
president has the option of rejecting the report and asking the base closure 
commission to reconsider its recommendations. 

A decision is not expected before Wednesday. 

Ponze, an inventory management specialist who's worked at Kelly for 23 years, 
usually takes her four children to one of the military base's fireworks 
s. She's not in the mood this year. It's a mood change which is even 
reflected in her wardrobe. 

"Usually, for a national holiday like the Fourth or Memorial Day, I wear a 
white shirt which has a flaq on it. I haven't worn it vet for the Fourth. I'm 
not less patriotic - -  I love this country very much. I* just can't seem to get 
into it. ' ' 

Tripis has worked at Kelly for 10 years. 

The single father and his daughter usually spend July Fourth barbecuing, 
looking at flowers or going to the fireworks display at Lackland. 

But like many other Kelly workers, Tripis will spend his holiday gathering 
names on petitions urging Clinton to reject the commission's recommendations. 
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BODY : 
The Clinton Administration is considering a plan to save about half the 

11,000 jobs that would be lost by the closing of McClellan Air Force Base in 
Sacramento by turning the military depot there over to a private company and 
guaranteeing it billions of dollars of maintenance work each year. 

The proposal, worked out during weekend discussions between the Pentagon and 
the Base Closure and Realignment Commission, which ordered bIcClellan shut down, 
still has not been approved either by President Clinton or by Defense Secretary 
~illiam J. Perry, Administration officials said Monday. 

However, officials said that both Perry and the White House have been kept. 
fully apprised of the plan, and the Defense Department and the base-closing 
commission are close to an agreement on the details. Clinton himself is expected 
to decide the issue sometime this week. 

The proposal is designed to solve a thorny problem for the President: How to 
avoid angering California voters a year before the 1996 presidential election 
yet shut down the bases that the Pentagon needs closed to save money and 
preserve the integrity of the base-closing procedure. 

The eight-member nonpartisan commission recommended the shutdown of McClellan 
last month along with dozens of other military installations as part of its 1995 
round of shutdowns. California was especially hit hard, with Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard also on the list. 

Under the law, Clinton has 15 days to decide whether to accept the panel's 
recommendations intact or reject them and send them back to the commission, 
either turning them down as a bloc or recommending specific proposals for 
changing them. 

Amid reports that the White House was looking for a compromise, Republicans 
already have begun criticizing the President for violating the integrity of the 
base-closing process, which was set up to shield it from political influence. 

In previous rounds of base closings - -  in 1988, 1991 and 1993 - -  presidents 
and members of Congress have simply accepted the panel's recommendations 
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intact. If Clinton were to reject this one, even with only minor suggestions for 
changes, he would be the first chief executive to do so. 

The plan being worked out by the Pentagon and the commission would be similar 
to the prescription that the panel recommended last month for effectively 
closing Kelly Air Force Base in San Antonio: shutting the base down as a federal 
installation and turning the work over to private firms. 

Administration officials said such a move at McClellan would be in line with 
current Pentagon plans to farm out much of the maintenance work now performed by 
military depots to private contractors - -  much as is being done for other 
government enterprises - -  on grounds that it would be less costly. 

The commission's original proposal, unveiled a week ago, would close 
~cClellan's depot entirely and move the responsibilities for communications and 
electronics maintenance to the Tobyhanna Army Depot in Pennsylvania, a-step that 
would cost the Sacramento area some 11,000 base jobs. 

The Administration is expected to argue, however, that any such savings would 
be eroded by the cost of moving thousands of engineers and other highly skilled 
workers to Tobyhanna and that it would be cheaper to transfer the base to a 
private firm that then could use the workers in Sacramento. 

Although the numbers are preliminary, some Administration officials estimate 
that if the plan is carried out intact, it could "saveM between 5,200 and 6,300 
of the 11,000 jobs that would be lost to California if the depot work were moved 
to Pennsylvania. 

However, they cautioned that many key details of the plan still have not been 
worked out and that it still is only an option, albeit the best one thev have on 
the table so far. They said Perry is expected to decide formally whethe; to 
recommend the plan in a couple of days. 

Both the Pentagon and the base-closing commission declined to comment on the 
report. Pentagon spokesman Kenneth H. Bacon said the department was only juse 
completing its analysis of the base-closing commission's report and would submit 
its recommendations to the President "soon." 

The Administration presumably would do nothing to prevent the closing of Long 
Beach Naval Shipyard or any of the other California installations on the 
commissionls list. The Pentagon did not recommend closing McClellan, but it did 
propose shutting down the shipyard. 

Much of the maintenance work now being done at McClellan involves the repair 
and upkeep of sophisticated radar and satellite sensors and requires a highly 
skilled work force. The military needs such depots but also is under pressure to 
cut its infrastructure to save money. 

The ~ i r  Force had Seen urged for months to propose closing at least three of 
the five depots it now has in operation but opted instead for a more gradual 
approach that would have allowed them to remain open with reduced workloads. The 
commission rejected that plan. 
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Democratic Sens. Dianne Feinstein and Barbara Boxer, along with other 
~alifornia lawmakers, sent Clinton a letter saying that this round of base 
closings, on top of previous closures, Owill have a devastating effect on 
~alifornia's already fragile economy." 

The letter noted that in the first three rounds, 22 major bases in the state 
were scheduled for closure or realignment, more than double the number in any 
other state. 

The latest round, which targets McClellan, the Long Beach shipyard and 
Oakland Army Base, among others, would result in direct losses of 7,900 military 
and 19,000 civilian jobs, the letter said. 
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HEADLINE: Base-Closing Plan Threatens a Way of Life for San Antonio Hispanics 
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BODY : 
For decades, Hispanic residents here who wanted a secure ticket to prosperity 

have followed a family principle: Get a job at Kelly. 

Kelly is the sprawling U.S. Air Force base on the west side of the city, 
where thousands of civilian employees since 1916 have serviced and repair, ad the 
engines of military planes. Wages from this work, which are 25 percent higher 
than the average salary earned by Hispanics in San Antonio, have been used to 
purchase cars, finance homes and educate children. In this scenic but 
poverty-marked city, a job at the Kelly repair depot often signaled a family's 
first proud reach into the middle class. 

Now it seems likely that this proven career route will end. On June 22, an 
independent panel charged with recommending the deep budget cuts decreed by a 
~eacetime era, voted to close the Air Logistics Center at the base. It is a move 
that would eliminate 13,000 jobs, more than 60 percent of them held by Hispanics 
- -  puncturing not just a city's economy but, for many families, a way of life. 

"When the news first came down, everybody was shocked. Some people were 
crying. It was like mourning, it was that quiet," said Jo-An Isbell, 36, who has 
worked at Kelly for 16 years and whose father, Ben Martinez, now retired, was a 
warehouseman at the base. Isbell met her husband, ~illiam, at Kelly, and 
together they had envisioned working at the depot until it was time to retire. 

"Kelly has always been here," she said. "I grew up around the corner, I went 
to high school down the street. I don't know too many families who won't be hurt 
somehow. " 

To outsiders, San Antonio seems more the tourist city with its River Walk and 
the downtown spectacle of the Alamo, but it is also a military town - -  and Kelly 
is its largest employer. The prospect of losing this source of jobs and revenue 
is ~de~astating,~ said Jose Villarreal, an attorney who co-chaired the mayor's 
task force to fight the closing. 

City officials paint a grim picture of what San Antonio would be like without 
Kelly: a 51 percent increase in the city's unemployed and a loss of $ 504 
million in annual earnings by Hispanics - -  a terrible blow to the city's shaky 
Hispanic middle class and to the nation's affirmative action objectives. 
Forty-five percent of the civilian Hispanics currently working for the Air Force 
are at Kelly, and its closure would automatically mean a 16 percent decline in 
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Hispanic employment by the entire Defense Department. 

"There are generations of Hispanics who have grown up through the 
opportunities provided by Kelly," Villarreal said. "This is catastrophic for the 
Hispanic middle class. There is nothing analogous to this in the history of San 
Antonio - -  it is the most significant economic event in the past 100 years. One 
in five Hispanics will end up unemployed." 

Although San Antonio - -  with 1 million residents, 54 percent of them Hispanic 
- -  is the country's 10th largest city, it ranks 40th in terms of wealth. The 
small-town atmosphere that still exists here has helped unite residents in their 
fight against the proposed closing: A sign outside St. Jude Cathedral on General 
McMullen Boulevard reads, "Viva El Kelly." Special Masses have been held at St. 
John Berchman Catholic Church, where 2,000 members are affected. "Keep Kelly 
Openu T-shirts are worn by supporters everywhere, and at Local 1617 of the 
American Federation of Government Employees, members are working around the 
clock to send 1 million letters of protest to President Clinton. 

Kelly families have faced the possibility of drastic downsizing at the base 
for the past five years, but a closing of the center had seemed unlikely after 
Secretary of Defense William J. Perry and Secretary of the Air Force Sheila E. 
Widnall agreed that the nation's five repair depots, including Kelly, were still 
needed. It was not an opinion shared by the eight members of the independent 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission, commonly known as BRAC, who 
voted to close Kelly and the McClellan Air Force base in Sacramento, Calif. The 
commission staff had supplied charts and analysis that showed Kelly and 
McClellan at the bottom of the list of depots in on-time repairs and other 
matters, figures that have been disputed by San Antonio and Kelly officials. 

Clinton has until July 15 to either approve or reject the BRAC list in its 
entirety; if approved, Congress has 45 days to take action - -  again, like the 
president, without the freedom to alter the recommendations. In three previous 
rounds of base closures, no president has ever rejected the list, and the 
Clinton administration is under great pressure to save money, but there is also 
a significant political dilemma. BRAC members recommended closing 90 bases - -  in 
whole or in large part - -  around the country, involving tens of thousands of 
workers and potential voters. This is not a comfortable position for a president 
who already is facing a tough reelection campaign. 

Although the closings would not be complete for several years, the BRAC 
decision has shattered the security of many families here who have long depended 
on Kelly for their livelihoods and the small luxuries they enjoyed. Many of 
their skills, involving the repair and maintenance of military aircraft, do not 
easily transfer to jobs in private industry, and employees despair that they 
will find anything comparable to the $ 27,500-a-year positions they now hold. 

"My job means everything to my family,11 said Delia Acosta, 36, a 14-year 
employee at Kelly and a single mother of four, who overhauls F-100 and T-56 
engines. "It's my only source of income - -  'This is how Mommy pays the bills, 
how Mommy pays for the TV, how Mommy puts food on the table.' My sister and my 
mother have been going to all the rallies with me. They say, 'We want to support 
you now, so we don't have to support you later.' I don't know what things will 
come to if I lose my job. It is a terrible time for all of us." 
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Acosta is the rare employee who had no previous family connections at Kelly. 
More telling is the story of the Canamar family, whose patriarch, Idalecio 
Canamar, began work at the base in 1931 as an aircraft sheet-metal mechanic, and 
whose five children, son-in-law and granddaughter eventually secured good jobs 
at the base. "I keep saying, 'Rosie, you've always been a strong person. Be 
strong,' " said Canamar's daughter, Rosie Padillo, who has worked 24 years at 
Kelly. "But how much control do we have over something like this?" The answer, 
she said, is none. Last Thursday, leaders of a local Hispanic group who have 
previously sued the Air Force over alleged discrimination in promotions at Kelly 
said they were preparing another federal civil rights suit should the decision 
stand to close the depot. But as the days pass, despite a show of optimism, many 
Kelly supporters are starting to contemplate a different kind of future. 

It is a situation that deeply pains Ben Martinez, 67, who worked at Kelly for 
13 years. His golfing buddies - -  most of them Kelly retirees - -  are, like him, 
worried about their grown children who now work at the base. They had enjoyed 
watching the young families prosper, and none of them like to contemplate the 
possibility that close relatives might be separated in the eventual hunt for new 
jobs. 

"Anybody who worked for the government down here always thought it was a 
blessing - -  they had security," said Martinez. "It was like, 'I know I'm well 
off, because the government is a good provider.' Now, it all looks so 
politically motivated, so biased against Hispanics. What we're talking about is, 
we're going to be the first people in line at the bankruptcy building, in the 
food stamps and the welfare line. We don't want to leave, to go to an Anglo 
community where people might not want us. Our roots are here, in San Antonio. 
This is our home." 

GXAPHIC: Photo, richard hunter for The Washington Post, Delia Acosta, above, 
flags down cars in San Antonio to encourage motorists to sign letters protesting 
the closing of the Kelly repair depot. Acosta overhauls an electrical 
actuartor, right, at Kelly, where she has worked for 14 years. 
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HEADLINE: REPUBLICANS ARE SOUNDING LIKE DEMOCRATS 

BYLINE: Mary McGrory 

BODY : 
Yes, that was Sen. Rick Santorum, R-Pa., you saw last week with Labor 

Secretary Robert Reich at an outdoor Capitol Hill press conference. Base 

closings make strange bedfellows. 

Santorum, the youngest and brashest new member, and his Republican 

colleague, Sen. Arlen Specter, were making a plea for mercy for some 

3,844 Pennsylvanians who will be made jobless by the elimination of some 

seven military installations. 

From his speeches on the Senate floor, Santorum, who seems to want to be 

the Newt Gingrich of the Senate, would not be caught dead with a Clinton 

Cabinet official. Santorum is of the Gingrich rock-'em, sock-em school 

of political persuasion and is given to graphics in presenting his 

boundless contempt for the president and all his works. He uses charts 

that say "Where is Bill?" in his tirades on the Senate floor, and 

Democrats belabor him for dissing the president by calling him by his 

first name. 

Santorum exemplifies the dilemma of budget-cutting Republicans who find 

themselves in desperate need of federal funding. They have to pause in 

their drive to redirect money back home in the form of block grants and 

admit there are some things that Washington can do better than the 

states. Job training may be one of them. 
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But job-training programs are stepchildren on Capitol Hill, long since 

branded as wasteful and duplicative. Members are too busy voting for 

military programs. Sen. Nancy Kassebaum, R-Kan., is sponsoring a bill 

that would consolidate 70 federal job-training programs and convert 

their financing to block grants for the states. She would eliminate 

emergency funding for crises caused by base closings and the like. 

Last Monday, Reich obligingly traveled to Philadelphia and gave away the 

last unallocated 17 million in the present so-called "reserve accountu 

to help suffering Pennsylvanians. Santorum - and it is not like him - 

says he would favor legislation that would provide emergency aid for 

states hit hard on unemployment. 

There are two problems here: One is that Congress is living in a dream 

world, in which the Cold War rages on and the need for astronomically 

priced weapons is unabated. The alarm clock that shatters them awake is 

the base closings. Nothing says more clearly that the days of wine and 

roses for the military-industrial complex are over. For legislators 

accustomed to proving their clout by the number of contracts and 

military installations they bring home, this is a traumatizing reality. 

On the floor of Congress, crazy votes are taken. The B-2 bomber is 

approved with the help of a majority of the Congressional Black Caucus, 

the tribunes of the poor. Why do they perpetuate the assembly line for 

Cold War relics? 

Says Reich: "Congress regards defense spending as a jobs program; it is 

the only jobs program we have. It is irrational." 

"There are two ironies,It he said. "The Democrats vote for the military 

defense budget, and the Republicans come to me." 

The Republicans' problem is especially acute, because they insisted on a 
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"firewall" between military and civilian expenditures. Not one dime 

wrung out of the defense budget can be reallocated to home care for the 

elderly or day care for the poor. 

The trouble may be deeper than scrambled priorities. It could be that 

the Republicans have been infected with the Reagan virus on defense 

spending: his expensive delusion that money put forth for weapons isn't 

really money. 

There is no end to this particular folly in sight. The Senate Armed 

Services Committee went hog-wild for fantasy in its latest vote - 

battleships even. Our industries are parched for diversification and 

retraining; they are being flooded with armaments as dead as the 

dinosaur. 

Our only hope, the only sound of sanity in the land, is coming from the 

commission on base closings. 

By the way, if you think that Santorum's brush with reality sobered or 

chastened him, forget it. He was back on the £Loor this week with his 

"Where is Bill?" charts. 

McGrory is a columnist for The Washington Post 
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HEADLINE: TO SAVE VOTES, CLINTON MUST SAVE BASES; 
CLOSINGS IN CALIFORNIA COULD BLOCK RE-ELECTION 

BYLINE: By Vincent J. Schodolski, Tribune Staff Writer. 

DATELINE: LOS ANGELES 

BODY : 
While his thoughts may be dominated by the nation's birthday celebration, 

President Clinton won't be able to ignore the political message resonating from 
California this weekend. 

The message? 

"It's the electoral votes, stupid! " 

In between 4th of July hot dogs and fireworks, the president will be 
considering what he should do about the long list of military base closure 
recommendations sent to him Friday by an independent review panel. 

Designed to pare down a bloated Pentagon budget, the closures will save an 
estimated $1.6 billion. They slso will mean the loss of tens of thousands of 
jobs across the country-27,000 of them in politically potent California. 

In a state with 54 electoral votes, that is where the political rubber meets 
the road. 

"It is a real double-edged sword," said political commentator Sherry Bebitch 
Jeffe and a professor of political science at Claremont Graduate School in 
Pomona. "He can risk losing the 54 electoral votes and maybe re-election, or he 
can risk being called a political opportunist and reject the recommendations. 

"I think the smaller risk is in being branded an opportunist," she said. "He 
needs those 54 votes very badly." 

California has been hit hard in previous rounds of base closures, already 
losing 22 bases and more than 200,000 miliary and civilian jobs. The president 
accepted those earlier recommendations from the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission without question. 

The state still is adjusting to the effects of a prolonged economic recession 
that was made far worse by reductions in military spending and consequent job 
losses in the aerospace industry that once supported the California economy. 

This time the committee recommended that five major facilities be closed in 
California: McClellan Air Force Base near Sacramento; the Long Beach Naval 
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Shipyard; Oakland Army Base; Onizuka Air Station in the San Francisco Bay area; 
and Ft. Hunter Liggett in Monterey County. 

McClellan and Oakland were not on a list of targeted bases the Pentagon had 
sent to the commission, and were just two of several sites the commission voted 
to close against the Defense Department's recommendation. 

Secretary of Defense William Perry has said he may advise the president to 
reject the commission's proposals, and a report published last week by the 
Washington Times said that Clinton already had decided to send the list back. 

Deputy White House press secretary Ginny Terzano said the president had not 
yet reached a decision and that he was not likely to do so until after the 
holiday. 

The president has until July 15 to accept the commission's suggestions, or 
reject them entirely, something no president has done since the base closures 
began under the current system of review in 1988. 

The panel would then have until Aug. 15 to resubmit the list, either 
unchanged, or with alterations. If the president rejected the list a second 
time, there would be no base closures. 

Panel chairman Alan Dixon, the former Illinois senator, has defended his 
commission's work. 

IfIt's a prudent, sensible list, arrived at openly and fairly and we're proud 
of our work," he said. 

Supporters of the proposed closings argue that since California received a 
disproportionate share of defense dollars during the Cold War years, the state 
has more to lose now. In addition, they say that budget cuts the White House has 
proposed cannot be made witho~t the base closings. 

They also say that it would be wrong for the president to reintroduce 
politics into the base closure process now because Congress established the 
closure and realignment commission precisely to take politics out of the 
decision-making process. 

"The commission process is about as apolitical as you can get in our system," 
said Paul Taibl, an economist with the Washington-based lobbying group Business 
Executives for National Security. 

"If he sends these recommendations back to the commission it is tantamount to 
putting politics back in the process," he said. 

But politics already has re-entered the process. 

"The California economy cannot take additional base  closure^,^ said Sen. 
Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.) in a letter sent last week to Clinton. uCalifornia was 
once the land of golden opportunity. . . . Today that dream of golden 
opportunity has disappeared." 

Boxer and her fellow Democrat, Sen. Dianne Feinstein, have led a drive by 
members of the state's congressional delegation and local officials to have 
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the commissionls recommendations rejected. 

"When you talk to the president on an issue like this at a moment like this 
you have to talk raw politics," said Los Angeles political consultant Joseph 
Cerrel . 

Cerrel, who is working as an advisor to the City of Long Beach in its fight 
to keep the Naval Shipyard open, said that was the advice he gave Long Beach's 
Democratic Mayor Beverly O'Neill when counseling her on how to get her message 
across to Clinton. 

''You say that you won't carry Long Beach and if you don't carry Long Beach, 
you don't carry Los Angeles County and if you don't carry Los Angeles County, 
you don't carry California," Cerrel said. "It's that simple." 

Adding to the cocktail of presidential politics linked to the base cl-osure 
decision is the fact that California Gov. Pete Wilson, an ardent critic of 
Clinton, is running hard for the Republican presidential nomination. 

But Wilson has played a very low-key role in the debate surrounding the 
base closures. 

Unlike governors in other states, he did not testify at hearings the 
commission held before making its decisions. 

Other than a statement criticizing the commission's final recommendations, 
Wilson has been silent on the outcome. 

While the debate continued, Wilson left the state for a campaign swing 
through the Midwest and the Northeast, seemingly ignoring the base closures and 
the fact that California was about to enter a new fiscal year without a budget. 

"Wilson keeps saying that Clinton is a disaster for California, but people 
here know that is not true," said political science professor Raphael 
Sonenshein. "You are seeing his perception of what he needs to do to win the 
Republican nomination." 

GRAPHIC: PHOTOPHOTO: Leon Isaac, a worker at the Long Beach Naval Shipyard for 
32 years, kould be out of work in the latest round of suggested Pentagon 
closings. California would lose some 27,000 jobs in the new shutdowns. Reuters 
photo. 
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HEADLINE: Presidential Politics May Guide Base-Closing Plan 

BYLINE: Jonathan S. Landay, Staff writer of The Christian Science Monitor 

DATELINE: WASHINGTON 

HIGHLIGHT: 
Lawmakers and Pentagon protest plan to close six military bases in voter-rich 
California 

BODY : 
SOME lawmakers are predicting economic doom. Pentagon officials are warning 

that national defense will be impaired. But it could be electoral politics that 
tips President Clinton's hand on this year's round of military base closures. 

Mr. Clinton is now reviewing the 1995 list of defense facilities that the 
independent Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC) last week recommended 
be shut or scaled back as part of the US military's post-cold-war "downsizing." 

The panel wants to close 79 bases and reduce operations at 26 others. It is 
projecting savings of $ 19.3 billion over 20 years, but at a cost of some 93,565 
jobs in 35 states, Guam, and Puerto Rico. 

All or nothing 

Under base-closure law, Clinton must accept the list in its entirety and send 
it to Congress for approval by July 15 or return it to the BRAC commission for 
revisions. Three previous BRAC lists have survived intense presidential and 
congressional scrutiny since 1988. 

White House officials, however, have strongly indicated that this year's 
round may be different. And that would suit the Pentagon and the state of 
California just fine. 

Most California lawmakers are enraged over BRACts recommendation to close six 
major installations in the state, which employ more than 26,900 people. The 
facilities are the McClellan Air Force Base in Sacramento, the Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard, the Oakland Army Base, Fort Hunter Liggett in Salinas, Ozinuka Air 
Station in Herlong, and the Sierra Army Depot. 

The lawmakers say their state is still reeling from earlier BRAC rounds in 
which 22 major California bases were shut for a loss of more than 82,000 jobs. 

"The state has already done its fair share," says Sen. Dianne Feinstein (Dl 
of California. "It is really now up to the court of last resort, and the court 
of last resort is the president of the United States." 
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Clinton is also under pressure from Pentagon officials worried about one 
California facility in particular: the McClellan Air Force Base. It was one of 
two Air Force logistics centers the BRAC panel voted to close against the 
Pentagon's wishes. The other was Kelly Air Force Base in Texas. 

In submitting to the commission his own base-closure plan in February, 
Defense Secretary William Perry accepted an Air Force finding that reducing 
operations at its five logistics centers would be cheaper than closing one or 
more of those facilities. The commission, using its own arithmetic, decided 
otherwise. 

NOW, with Pentagon officials warning that closing McClellan and Kelly would 
hurt defense preparedness, Mr. Perry is analyzing the commission~s list to 
determine if he should recommend that Clinton reject it. 

Eyes on the prize 

Some politicians and independent analysts believe that ultimately, politics 
will count more than economics or defense in Clinton's decision on whether to 
accept the BRAC list and allow all the California closures to stand. 

California will wield 54 electoral votes in next year's presidential 
elections, the most of any state. Clinton would like to win them all. But 
allowing six more California bases to close could hurt his chances. 

"Politics play heavily at this point," says Paul Taibl, who monitors the BRAC 
issue for the Washington-based Business Executives for National Security. "The 
commission made its recommendations, and this is where the base-closure process 
reemerges into the political light." 

Other lawmakers are warning Clinton against vetoing the commission's list, 
saying that the BRAC process was designed to be insulated from politics. 

"Do not do anything that would cast a cloud of suspicion," House majority 
leader Dick Armey (R) of Texas urged the president at a news conference last 
week. 

~dministration officials insist that Clinton's review will be strictly 
objective. But there is little doubt that 'they are hoping the Pentagon 
determines that closing McClellan and Kelly will harm national defense. That 
would give Clinton a plausible excuse for asking the commission to rethink its 
closure list. 
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HEADLINE: FROM BILL TO BILL: ALL ABOUT HOLDING DOWN THE FORT 

COLUMN: BILL MCCLELLAN ON MY OWN COLUMN 

BYLINE: Bill McClellan 

BODY : 
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON The White House Washington, D.C. Dear Bill, 

I was deeply hurt, even offended, when I learned that the government was 
considering closing Fort McClellan in Alabama and McClellan Air Force Base in 
California. 

Perhaps you could justify closing one of the McClellan military 
installations, but both of them? It seemed an affront. 

Naturally, I assumed that Hillary was behind it. We are oil and water, 
Hillary and I. She would much prefer that you associate with the likes of George 
Stephanopoulos. He's a lot of fun - if your idea of a good time is drinking 
mineral water and talking policy-wonk stuff. 

At any rate, I read a wire-service story last week that claimed you're 
thinking of standing up to the Base Closing Commission. The story said you don't 
wanc to close McClellan Air Force Base. 

The story also reported - erroneously, I'm sure - that you are being guided 
by political considerations. You'll need California in next year's election, the 
story said, and your reluctance to close McClellan Air Force Base is part of a 
calculated effort to curry favor with the voters in the Golden State. 

I know better, Bill. I know you're digging in your heels because of our 
friendship. 

That's why I'm writing to you today. I want to tell you that it's OK with me 
if you close McClellan. 

You've never known many veterans - you and your friends were always in the 
anti-war crowd. And now that you're commander-in-chief, you have a tendency tc 
think of all veterans as heroes. That's an endearing quality, Bill, and it 
really explains why you want to keep one of my bases open. 

You want to honor me for my service. I 
It pains me to say this, Bill, but you're making a mistake typical of 

nonveterans. You're assuming that all veterans were true-blue patriots. 
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Actually, Bill, most of the guys I met in the service just sort of stumbled 
their way in. None of my buddies joined because they wanted to stop communism in 
Southeast Asia. Maybe they had wanted to impress a girl. Maybe they had seen too 
many John Wayne movies. 

My motives were even less substantial. In fact, I didn't have a motive. 

The net fell on me because I was a lousy student. In normal times, I would 
have been just another immature college student who thought it was great to be 
away from home - too great, in fact, to waste much time going to class. 

I wish I could say it was romance that came between me and academic success, 
but in truth, it was beer. 

So I got drafted. 1 
I brought an English-German dictionary with me to the induction center. I had 

been assured, by guys who were in, that if you did well on the standardized 
intelligence tests, the Army would give you a choice of schools; and the top 
scorers always picked specialties that were needed in Germany. I never asked 
what these specialties were. I figured I would know them when I saw them. 

That plan fell apart when I got drafted into the Marine Corps. 

So I ended up in Viet~am. 

Nevertheless, Bill, I can look back on my service now. And without fear of 
contradiction, I can proudly state that I did nothing even approaching 
courageous; nor did I ever, at any time, place the interest of some vague 
concept - like God or country - above my own self-interest. 

In fact, I did next to nothing in the service. Lance Corporal Easy Duty. That 
was me. 

Frankly, I was stunned, years later, to discover that there were bases and 
forts named after me. 

It was telling, though, that my own branch, the Marine Corps, didnt . t  name a 
single thing after me. Not even a hill, not even a landing zone. It was the Army 
and the Air Force - two branches that didn't even know me! - that chose to honor 
me. 

Still, I was thrilled. 

Many nights I used to wrack my brain, trying to remember if I had done 
something noteworthy, something that I had, inexplicably, forgotten. 

But nothing came to mind. I called old friends from the service and asked 
them if they could think of anything I had done that would warrant the honors 
the government had bestowed upon me. 

No one could think of anything. 
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Well, Bill, it's time to bring this to a close. If the Base closing 
Commission wants to shut my places down, let them do it. My feelings will not be 
hurt. 

Who knows? Maybe some day the Navy will name a ship after me. 
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HEADLINE: Rumor has Clinton weighing rejection of base 'hit list' 

BYLINE: Adriel Bettelheim, Denver Post Washington Bureau, Beltway Notebook 

BODY: 
WASHINGTON - The hot rumor around town is that President Clinton is seriously 

considering-rejecting the military base closing "hit listn submitted by the 
Defense ~ a s e  Closure and Realignment Commission. The list includes Fitzsimons 
Army Medical Center in Aurora and - more to the point - three large 
installations in California, a state that looms large in the calculations of any 
presidential aspirant. 

Members of Congress, sensing one of those windows of opportunity, are urging 
Clinton on. Rep. Pat Schroeder, D-Colo., whose district would lose 1,600 jobs if 
Fitz is shuttered, implored the president in a letter to think of veterans whose 
health benefits will be cut because of a closing. 

A last-minute reprieve isn't likely. Clinton can't save individual 
institutions; he must accept or reject the entire list. But, under the 
complicated base closing procedure - designed by Congress supposedly to keep 
politics out of the considerations - Clinton can voice his opposition to closing 
the California bases without derailing the entire process. The base closing law 
allows Clinton to send the commission's package back to the base closing panel 
by July 15 with recommendations for revisions. The independent commission then 
has 30 days to respond. 

Colorado's congressional delegation has been ever so polite in fighting 
proposed defense cuts in the state, presenting well-reasoned arguments for 
saving places like Fitzsimons. 

Not so lawmakers from some other states. 

Sen. Alfonse DIAmato, R-N.Y., was among the dozens in Congress lobbying 
defense giant Lockheed Martin Corp. to spare local plants from nationwide cuts 
announced last week that will eliminate 19,000 jobs. The cuts largely bypassed 
the company's big Denver space operation. 

Things started out in a civil tone when D'Amato got Lockheed Martin President 
Norman Augustine on the phone. But as his arguments for sparing two upstate New 
York plants began to fall flat, D'Amato reportedly got hostile, unleashing an 
obscenity-laced tirade at the Colorado-born executive. Surprisingly, the 
normally cool Augustine fired back with yelling of his own. 

A company spokesman later said no state bore an unfair proportion of the 
cuts. 
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July is the time for the annual hoe-down at the El Paso County ranch of U.S. 
Rep. Joel Hefley, R-Colo. Sup-porters come to dance, eat barbecue and hear the 
five-term lawmaker announce another bid for re-election. 

But this year is different. Hefley already has a Republican primary challenge 
from former state Sen. Bill Hughes, who says the incumbent has flip-flopped on 
term limits, going from an ardent supporter to a lukewarm one. That's a serious 
charge in conservative El Paso County. 

Politicos in the state think Hefley will run again and survive just fine. But 
they're watching the race closely to size up just how strong the anti-Hefley 
sentiment is. Hefley was the only member of the state's congressional delegation 
to run unopposed in 1994 and faced weak challenges in 1990 and 1992. A halfway 
decent showing by Hughes could embolden other hungry Republicans in Colorado 
Springs - and there are many - to mount a serious challenge in 1998. 

Denver probably looked pretty good to Commerce Secretary Ron Brown, in town 
for the 34-nation hemispheric trade summit. Republicans in Congress are trying 
to abolish his $ 4.2 billion agency as part of budget cutting efforts. And he 
continues to be dogged by charges of improper lobbying and business dealings 
when he was a high-priced Washington lobbyist and Democratic fund-raiser. 

Brown is one of the Clinton administration's point people in expanding trade 
overseas. But the GOP labels much of this corporate welfare, gleefully pointing 
to General Accounting Office reports that Commerce shares its mission with at 
least 71 other federal agencies or offices. 

Slightly less besieged 1s Transportation Secretary Federico Pena, who finds 
himself in a spat with consumer groups over airline on-time performance reports. 

Pena toughened on-time reporting requirements iast year, deciding to include 
flights delayed or canceled due to mechanical problems. But three months after 
the new rule took effect, Pena decided to reverse it, saying the tougher 
standards could jeopardize safety. 

Angry consumer groups last week pointed to a 22-month study from Pena's own 
department that concluded safety wouldn't be compromised. 
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HEADLINE: Base closure shouldn't destroy market; 
But there are few solid numbers about how McClellan's loss will affect real 
estate in the long term. 

BYLINE: Loretta Kalb, Mcclatchy News Service 

DATELINE: SACRAMENTO 

BODY : 
Closure of McClellan Air Force Base would further stall a long-flagging real 

estate market but should not produce the kind of devastating consequences of 
Aerojet General Corp.'s job cuts more than two decades ago. 

Within hours of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commissionls 6-2 
vote Thursday to recommend shutting McClellan, some of the Sacramento talk 
focused on how much value had instantly evaporated from the Sacramento area 
housing market. 

The unofficial estimate Mmaking its way around the city" was of losses of 
about $ 5,000 each for homes adjacent to the base, said Sacramento City Council 
Member Rob Kerth. "The working assumption of the city staff has been that 
housing values would drop a;most $ 5,000 overnight." 

But there are few solid nurnbers and little certainty about how powerful an 
effect McClellan's closure will have on the region's leal estate long in the 
term. 

Even an instantaneous $ 5,000-a-house hit would be evident only after a 
sufficient number of homes were bought and sold and the deeds recorded. 

The larger question is whether a local economy - -  which has struggled for 
four years to beat recession and cope with the closure of both the Sacramento 
Army Depot and Mather Air Force Base - -  will suffer a prolonged stall in market 
recovery. 

"1 think it will be a challenge to stay even,I1 said A1 Gianini, executive 
director of the Sacramento Area Commerce and Trade Organization. "The big 
question on this one is how long will it take us to absorb this base closure? I 
donlt know how to handicap that one for you.ll 

More than two decades ago, panic defined the climate when Aerojet employment 
fell from 19,700 in 1963 to fewer than 1,800 in 1974. 

Homeowners rushed to sell property, particularly in Rancho Cordova. 
Construction at nearby El Dorado Hills came to a standstill. As area home values 
declined, houses increasingly were left vacant - -  finally numbering an 
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estimated 6,000 or more. 

"F~rtunately,~~ said Gianini, "our economy is a little bit more diversified." 

In fact, the 1990s real estate downturn might have seemed worse than it was 
because it was preceded by a huge run-up in values. 

After the 1988 announcement that Mather Air Force Base would close, local 
real estate initially fared well. The previous October, the stock market 
plunged. But housing sales were torrid statewide. 

Demand pushed the median home price past the $ 90,000 mark in April of that 
year, to $ 103,000 in April 1989 and to $ 136,000 in April 1990. 

In 1991, the year of the announced closure for the Sacramento Army Depot, the 
median peaked at about $ 140,000. 

Then it was downhill. 

Home prices began falling as the recession gripped. The market advantage 
shifted from sellers to buyers. So began the worst decline in home values since 
the Great Depression. 

Mather closed Sept. 30, 1993. The Army Depot closed the next April. Civilian 
and military job losses numbered 11,000, and the stories of how much homes had 
fallen in value were nearly as astounding as their rapid rises only five years 
earlier. 

Last month, the median price of a home in Sacramento was $ 118,000 - -  its 
lowest level since 1989. 
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HEADLINE: Base impact study available for review 

DATELINE : 

BODY : 
e final version of the Environmental Impact Statement on the closing of the 

Charleston Naval Base is available for review and public comment, Navy officials 
said this week. 

"The main difference from the original draft version is the inclusion of Plan 
3 B , "  said Bobby Deerhart, environmental coordinator for the Navy's base closure 
off ice. 

One of the key features of the environmental impact study is a base reuse 
plan. A section of that plan, known as Plan 3 B ,  calls for a shipbuilding or ship 
repair facility along the waterfront instead of a maritime cargo tzrminal. 

The public can review the environmental impact statement at the Charleston 
County Public Library on Dorchester Road and at Building 76, on Reynolds Avenue 
just outside the Charleston Naval Base. 

Comments on the EIS must be forwarded to the Navy by July 2 4 .  
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Larry Holcomb answered his country's call by sacrificing his legs. 

Now, he wonders what's in store for the rest of him since the government has 
pulled the plug on Fitzsimons Army Medical Center. 

"It's a bunch of crap," said Holcomb, 49, who lost both legs and his left 
eye when he stepped on a land mine in South Vietnam. 

"They're not honoring the contract I signed - that we will take care of you 
if you're in the service 20, 30 years and then retire, but especially if you get 
clobbered in combat, ' ' Holcomb said. 

Solcomb was hammered and shredded in 1967 when he stepped on the mine three 
years after graduating from Thornton High School and enlisting in the Marines. 

"It literally blew me in half," he said. "It was so powerful it took eighc 
other guys down.' 

He was evacuated to Chu Lai, where doctors amputated what was left of his 
legs above the knee. They did save his right eye. 

Holcomb was transferred to Oak Knoll Naval Hospital in Oakland, Calif. He was 
born in that hospital. It, too, is on the base closure list. 

He was sent to Fitzsimons for further treatment in September 1967. He stayed 
there until the Marine Corps retired him as a staff sergeant in 1969. 

And it is at Fitzsimons where Holcomb has gone for treatment ever since. 

"The doctors at Fitzsimons - they're under orders to tell us to go find 
someplace else," Holcomb said. "The government's big thing is they said 
they're not treating active duty personnel out here. What about those of us who 
were shot up?" 

Retirees who received free care at Fitzsimons will have to make co- payments 
under the CHAMPUS health care plan being offered to them. Estimates of costs 
range from $ 400 per year into the thousands. 
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Holcomb said he has appointments to talk with doctors at University Hospital. 
He said he has been advised to talk to Veterans Affairs. And he's been told to 
check out private insurance. I 

"Insurance companies don't want to cover pre-existing conditions," Holcomb 
said. "With me, that's just about everything." 

Holcomb wears glasses with magnifying lenses. He propels himself across his 
apartment floor on his hands and rump. 

He tried artificial limbs, but said he's more comfortable without them and 
can get around more easily. 

Holcomb was awarded the Bronze Star and Purple Heart, which he keeps in a box 
with other military stuff. 

An American flag hangs on a sliding glass patio door. 

Holcomb blames both political parties for closing Fitzsimons. 

I 'Most of those politicians who were in the service were pencil-pushers" who 
spent their days huddled over typewriters, Holcomb said. "We called them 
Remington Raiders." 

''Nobody really quite knows what's going on,I1 Holcomb said. "I'm not even 
sure yet what's going on." 

But he is sure about one thing. 

"The federal government broke the contract it had with u s I t f  he said. 

GRAPHIC: Photo 
Larry Holcomb in front of an American flag hanging in his Westminster living 
room. He lost both legs and an eye to a land mine in Vietnam. By Dennis 
Schroeder / Rocky Mountain News. 
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Lowry redevelopment grant 

Efforts to redevelop Lowry Air Force Base into a private enterprise zone got 
a boost with a $ 6.1 million federal grant last week. 

The money will be used to develop access streets and other infrastructure for 
the sprawling air base, which closed last September, eliminating 10,000 jobs and 
$ 233 million in annual wages. 

Denver and Aurora are working together in redeveloping the site. 

The grant was the second-largest given by the federal government to help 
communities economically hurt by base closures and military downsizing. 
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BODY : 
Even if Sacramento loses the fight to retain McClellan Air Force Base, 

there's enough previously scheduled electronics and aircraft maintenance work to 
keep employees there busy through 1997, says a top base official. 

"There won't be any immediate layoffs . . . no wholesale redistribution of 
workload for at least two more years," said Louis Keith Dumas, second-in-command 
of the Sacramento Air Logistics Center. 

However, ongoing personnel cuts which began in 1988 likely will continue with 
another reduction scheduled to be announced in September, he said. 

Last December, 218 civilian employees received layoff notices, but fewer than 
a dozen actually were forced out the gate. Most of those targeted "bumped down" 
to lower civil service jobs at the base, took early retirements or buyouts or 
found other employment before they were laid off. "We have a very solid 
workload lined up through (fiscal) ' 9 7 , "  Dumas said in an interview. "This is 
workload we're already committed to do." 

Closure of the high-tech repair base would likely take about five years, 
officials said, with workload gradually being shifted to other aviation 
maintenance depots. 

Dumas stressed that no such plans have been made because the Air Force still 
hopes the recommendation will be reversed. 

The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission voted June 22 to shut 
down McClellan. President Clinton is being lobbied to reject that 
recommendation. 

The majority of McClellanls 13,300 personnel - -  75 percent of them civilians 
- -  repair and overhaul myriad aircraft, radios, electronics, radar, avionics and 
communications devices for the Air Force, Navy, Army and Marine Corps. The main 
aircraft workload now consists of overhauling of F-15s ,  KC-135s, A-10s and 
F-111s. 

Dumas said the civilian workers are coping well with the uncertainty. "It's 
an attitude of grim resignation, that we're going to see it through all the 
way, l1 Dumas said. 
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YES, THAT was Sen. Rick Santorum you saw last week with Labor Secretary Bob 

Reich at an outdoor Capitol Hill press conference. Base-closings make strange 
bedfellows. Santorum, the youngest and brashest new member, and his Republican 
colleague, Sen. Arlen Specter, were making a plea for mercy for some 3,844 
Pennsylvanians who will be made jobless by the elimination of some seven 
military installations. 

From his speeches on the Senate floor, you might think Santorum, who seems to 
want to be the Newt Gingrich of the Senate, would not be caught dead with a 
Clinton Cabinet officer. Santorum is of the Gingrich rock-'em sock-'em school of 
political persuasion and given to graphics in presenting his boundless contempt 
for the president and all his works. He uses charts that say "Where Is Bill?" in 
his tirades on the Senate floor, and Democrats belabor him for dissing the 
president by calling him by his first name. 

Santorum exemplifies the dilemma of budget-cutting Republicans who find 
themselves in desperate need of federal funding. They have to pause in their 
drive to redirect money back home in the form of block grants and admit there 
are some things that Washington can do better than the states. Job-training may 
be one of them. 

But job-training programs are stepchildren on Capitol Hill, long since 
branded as wasteful and duplicative. Members are too busy voting for military 
programs. Sen. Nancy Kassebaum (R-Kan.) is sponsoring a bill that would 
consolidate 70 federal job-training programs and convert their financing to 
block grants for the states. She would eliminate emergency funding for crises 
caused by base-closings and the like. 

Last Monday, Reich obligingly traveled to Philadelphia and gave away the last 
unallocated $ 17 million in the present so-called "reserve account" to help the 
suffering Pennsylvanians. It will go to retraining Philadelphia shipyard workers 
who will need new skills to produce luxury crafts wanted by a German company. 

Santorum, and it is not like him, says he would favor legislation that would 
provide emergency aid for states hit hard by unemployment. 

There are two problems here: One is that Congress is living in a dreamworld 
in which the Cold War rages on and the need for astronomically priced weapons is 
unabated. The alarm clock that shatters them awake is the base-closing. Nothing 
says more clearly that the days of wine and roses for the military-industrial 
complex are over. For legislators accustomed to proving their clout by the 
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number of contracts and military installations they bring home, this is a 
traumatizing reality. 

On the floor of Congress, crazy votes are taken. The B-2 bomber is voted with 
the help of a majority of the Black Caucus, the tribunes of the poor. The bomber 
was created specifically to fly over the rubble after a nuclear attack on the 
Soviet Union. But the House decided in favor of a program to build 20 more at a 
cost of $ 31.5 billion. The Seawolf submarine, which was meant to counter a 
certain class of Soviet submarine long since rusted away, is alive and well in 
the Senate Armed Services Committee. There is talk of reviving Star Wars. 
Republicans added $ 9 billion to the defense budget. 

Why do they perpetuate the assembly line for Cold War relics? I 
Says Reich, "Congress regards defense spending as a jobs program, it is the 

only jobs program we have. It is irrational." 

"There are two ironies," he said. "The Democrats vote for the military 
defense budget, and the Republicans come to me." 

The Republicans' problem is especially acute, because they insisted on a 
"firewall" between military and civilian expenditures. Not one dime wrung out of 
the defense budget can be reallocated to home care for the elderly or day care 
for the poor. 

The trouble may be deeper than scrambled priorities. It could be that the 
Republicans have been infected with the Reagan virus on defense spending, which 
is his expensive delusion that money put forth for weapons isn't really money, 
that it is sanitized, even sanctified by the holy purpose for which it is 
intended. In his day, it was part of the crusade against communism. 

Today, defense money is being used to counter joblessness, and Democrats have 
caught the Reagan virus. 

There is no end to this particular folly in sight. The Senate Armed Services 
Committee went hog-wild for fantasy in its latest vote - -  battleships, even. Our 
industries are parched for diversification and retraining; they are being 
flooded with armaments as dead as the dinosaur. Our only hope, the only sound of 
sanity in the land, is coming from the commission on base-closings. 

By the way, if you think that Santorum's brush with reality sobered or 
chastened him, forget it. He was back on the floor this week with his "Where Is 
Bill?" charts. 
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Many of the cutbacks or realignments unveiled Friday were aimed at units that 
provide space warning and surveillance. 

The 4th Space Warning Squadron at Holloman Air Force Base, N.M., for example, 
will deactivate and transfer its mission to the Colorado Air National Guard, 
resulting in the loss of 353 military and 13 civilian jobs at Holloman. 
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WASHINGTON - -  The Air Force on Friday announced a series of cutbacks at 
military bases in 16 states, including Texas. 

the 
whi 

The cutbacks aren't related to the list of recommendations to be presented to 
White House today by the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission, 
ch has called for killing Kelly Air Force Base in San Antonio. 

Instead, the Air Force said its newly announced cutbacks are being made in 
response to a reduced security threat in the post-Cold War era as well as budget 
constraints. It said it expects to make another set of cutbacks in 1996. 

But like the base-closing commission~s plan, the new Air Force moves heavily 
affect San Antonio- area installations. 

A series of cutbacks and reorganizations at Randolph Air Force Base in San 
Antonio will mean a net loss cf 452 military jobs but a net gain of 862 civilian 
jobs. 

The 4th Space Surveillance Squadron at San Antocio's Lackland Air Force Base 
alsc will transfer to Hollornan Air Force Base, N.M., resulting in a loss of 64 
military and three civilian jobs. 

The Texas-based phased array warning system used to detect the launch of 
submarine-based ballistic missiles will be placed in "caretaker status," and 
the 8th Space Warning Squadron will be deactivated at Eldorado Air Station. 
Those cuts will eliminate 96 military and 20 civilian jobs. 

Among the other major changes announced Friday by the Air Force are cutbacks 
in North Dakota and South Dakota that will result in a combined loss of about 
800 jobs in those two states. 

At Ellsworth Air Force Base, S.D., the 99th Wing, which trains bomber crews, 
will be closed late this year, resulting in the loss of 222 military and nine 
civilian positions, the Air Force said. 

Also, the B-52 Weapons School at Ellsworth and the Joint Employment Tactics 
School there will move to bases in other states later this year, resulting in a 
combined loss of 99 military jobs for South Dakota. 

At North Dakota's Minot Air Force Base, the 5th Bomb Wing will lose 14 B-52 
bombers and deactivate the 72nd Bomb Squadron, ending 476 military jobs. 
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BODY : 
WASHINGTON - -  The head of the federal base-closing commission hinted Friday 

the panel would be willing to compromise if President Clinton asks it to 
reconsider its decision to close Kelly Air Force Base in San Antonio and 
McClellan Air Force Base in Sacramento. 

"I don't say that we've written this thing in a way that you can't make some 
changes," said Alan Dixon, a former Democratic senator from Illinois and 
chairman of the commission. "I think flexibility is a thing that we always are 
interested in. 

"There is some further review of all of this," he said. 

Asked what the panel would do if Clinton asked the commissioners to 
re-examine their decision on the two Air Force bases, Dixon replied, "If he 
makes suggestions and sends it back here, we're going to consider it in light of 
the importance of that office and on the basis of merit." 

The panel's decision to close the two maintenance centers came over sharp 
Pentagon objections. Air Force officials had instead proposed cutting back work 
at all five existing Air Force maintenance depots, saying that closing those two 
bases would be expensive and risky. 

Dixon stood firmly behind the commission's decision to close the two depots. 
' 'By the Air Force's own tiering system . . .  Kelly and McClellan rank lowest in 
military value," he said. "There is just no dispute about ic." 

Dixon declined to elaborate on how the panel might change its recommendations 
if Clinton were to return the list for reconsideration. In addition to Kelly, it 
recommended closing Reese Air Force Base in Lubbock and Austin's Bergstrom Air 
Reserve Base. 

Seven Texan House members wrote the president this week, asking him to reject 
the list. 

But in a letter to Clinton, House Majority Leader Dick Armey, R- Irving, 
warned the president against rejecting the panel's recommendations to woo voters 
in California and Texas. 

"Rejection of the commission's recommendations will exacerbate an already 
serious problem by further slowing the realization of savings from base 
closures," the letter said. "More fundamentally, rejection . . .  for overt 
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political reasons will raise serious questions about the integrity of the entire 
process - -  questions that have not been raised in prior base closure rounds." 

Clinton has until July 15 to accept or reject the list of proposed base 
closings in its entirety. If he rejects it and asks the panel to take another 
look at specific decisions, the commission then has until Aug. 15 to respond by 
either resubmitting the original list or amending it in response to the 
president's recommendations. 

GRAPHIC: Alan Dixon, chairman of the federal base-closing commission, said Fri 
day the panel would reconsider its recommendations to shut Kelly and McClellan 
Air Force bases if president Clinton suggested those changes. 
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WASHINGTON - -  The chairman of the panel overseeing military base closings 
yesterday defended the proposed hit list, which is facing possible rejection by . 
the White House. 

! 

The commission~s recommendation to close or change operations at 132 
installations - -  six of them in Maryland - -  will arrive on President Clinton's 
desk today. 

The chairman, Alan Dixon, told a Capitol Hill news conference that the 
commission's list would save $ 19.3 billion in defense spending over the next 20 ; 
years, $ 323 million more than would the Pentagon's original closure proposals. 

But the commission~s action creates for Mr. Clinton a dilemma: to accept the 
list, which delivers a harsh economic blow to California, a state vital to his 
re-election prospects; or to reject the list and risk being accused of 
politicizing a process designed to be politics-proof, while also jeopardizing 
the defense savings. 

''By interjecting politics into this process for the first time to get votes 
in California, the president will open up Pandorals box and cause the whole 
process to unravel," said Rep. Peter I. Blute, a Massachusetts Republican. 

For Mr. Clinton, the key question is whether, 16 months before the next 
presidential election, he can risk undermining his electoral appeal in 
California, which will lose 42,000 jobs under the proposals. 

Mr. Clinton is under pressure to reject the list from lawmakers in states 
that would suffer most. Rejection of the list would give politicians a last 
chance to try to save their home-state bases. But politicians from states less 
affected by the closures are urging Mr. Clinton to endorse the list, warning 
that rejection risks politicizing the entire process. 

Maryland's two Democratic senators, Paul S. Sarbanes and Barbara A. Mikulski, 
wrote to Mr. Clinton yesterday, asking him to consider the "severe economic 
harmv facing the state from the proposed military closures and the loss of more 
than 100,000 other jobs through other federal cutbacks in the state. 

Noting that the Maryland facilities focused on research and development, and 
support services, they wrote: "Many of the smart technologies that have given 
Dur men and women in uniform an indisputable advantage were developed in 
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Maryland laboratories." 

The six targeted Maryland installations, employing 1,802 workers with an 
additional 1,482 jobs indirectly dependent on them, are Fort Ritchie in Western 
Maryland; the Naval Surface Warfare Centers at Annapolis and White Oak; the 
Naval Medical Research Institute in Bethesda; a defense investigation unit at 
Fort Holabird; and the Army Publications Distribution Center in Middle River. 

Mr. Clinton has until July 15 to accept the list in its entirety and forward 
it to Congress, or to reject it and give his reasons. If the list is sent back, 
the commission must respond by Aug. 15. It could resubmit the original list, 
accept any changes recommended by Mr. Clinton, or rewrite the entire list. 

Mr. Clinton would then have until Sept. 1 to decide what to do. After that 
date, the law on base closures expires, the list would become moot, and all the 
bases on it, including those in Maryland, would stay open. 

Mr. Dixon said yesterday that while, technically, a rejection of the list 
would open everything on it for reconsideration, there would not be time to give 
communities another opportunity to argue for their bases. 

The best chance the Maryland facilities have for survival appears to be the 
remote possibility that no action will be taken by Sept. 1. 

"It Is an absolute certainty if we don1 t resolve this by Sept. 1, the ballgame 
is over," Mr. Dixon said. 

But Mr. Dixon played down the prospect that the clock will run out: "1 think 
it's going to be all right. I think when honorable people do a job concerning a 
thing of this importance, the thing comes out all right." 

He warned that if the clock ran out on the process, there would be no more 
base closures, although the military still had surplus installations. "It will 
die forever," Mr. Dixon said. "There is a lot at risk here. I don't come here to 
holler wolf." 

The commission is recommending another round of base closures in 2001. Mr. 
Dixon said that after the rounds of 1988, 1991, 1993 and this year, Congress 
would not have the political wstomachN for another round before then. 

The commission created the furor over this year's list by rejecting 19 of the 
Pentagon's 146 recommendations, and adding nine of its own. That threw the 
Defense Department's long-term savings plan and reorganization out of kilter. 

The Pentagon is busy crunching the numbers to see if it can live with the 
commission's list. It is expected to make a recommendation to Mr. Clinton on 
whether to accept or reject the list, mainly on military grounds, as early as 
this weekend. 

The two most controversial changes made by the commission were adding to the 
list McClellan Air Force Base in California and Kelly Air Force Base in Texas. 
Those are two of the Air Force's five major maintenance depots. The Air Force 
wanted to keep all five open, arguing that it was cheaper to scale down 
operations at all five than to close any of them. 
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Mr. Dixon said yesterday that closing the two depots would produce higher 
savings and lower costs than projected by the Air Force. 

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Alan Dixon discusses his group's plan to cut 
defense spending. 
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WASHINGTON Maryland's senators yesterday urged President Clinton to reject 

several proposed base closings in the state, including Annapolis' Naval Surface 
Warfare Center, because it would prove disastrous to a state already being hurt 
by government downsizing. 

"We will fight for them as hard as they have fought to keep our nation free 
and safe," Sen. Barbara Mikulski said in a prepared statement. 

But if the Annapolis facility and its 440 employees, as well as other state 
installations, are to be saved, it may come courtesy of political heat generated 
a continent away. 

The president, who received the list of proposed base closings today, may 
reject the recommendations from the Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
because of their impact on California. 

With an election 17 months away, Mr. Clinton may be ill-advised to close or 
realign nine bases in the nation's most populous state a move that could cost 
as many as 58,000 jobs. 

He has until Wednesday to decide. 

Maryland's senators used the debate yesterday to promote their own hopes of 
convincing Mr. Clinton that any review of the base closing list should include 
the Annapolis research center, as well as a similar facility in White Oak, the 
Army Publications Center in Baltimore and Fort Ritchie. 

All have been targeted to be closed. 

"We believe the commission's recommendations add up to a loss for the nation 
and for Maryland," said Sen. Paul Sarbanes. "While we support the goal of 
downsizing the military, we feel in several instances that decisions are 
penny-wise and poundf~olish.~ 

Another facility targeted for realignment as a clinic is Kirnbrough Community 
Hospital at Fort George G. Meade. 

If Mr. Clinton sends the list back to the commission, it would be the first 
time since the panel was created in 1988 that a president balked at the 
recommendations. 
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Such a move could have political fallout of its own. 

It could jeopardize all of the 79 closures and 26 realignments proposed by 
the commission. The list must be finalized by Aug. 15 and Congress would have 
until Sept. 1 to vote on the recommendations. 

If he doesn't get the list he wants, the president could refuse to forward 
the proposals to Congress. 

"You will lose $ 19.3 billion right off the bat," said former Illinois 
senator Alan J. Dixon, who chairs the commission. "If we lost this round to a 
dispute, we might lose this process forever." 

At a Washington news conference yesterday, Mr. Dixon defended the 
commission~s recommendations, noting that California was only one of a handful 
of states that would suffer the most hurt. 

Maryland could lose as many as 3,300 military jobs if the proposals are 
implemented, but state officials have said the indirect effect could cost as 
many as 1,600 jobs over several years. 

"In sum it is a prudent, sensible list arrived at fairly, and, in short, 
we're proud of our work," Mr. Dixon said. 

But he refused to discuss the rationale behind the proposed closing bf 
specific bases, such as the Annapolis center, which conducts research and 
development on material and machinery for ships and submarines. 
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BODY : 
The chairman of the base closure process strongly defended the commissionts 

list Friday, but he hinted there may be lfflexibilityw on Air Force depots if 
the president rejects the recommendations. 

"It's a prudent and sensible list," Chairman Alan Dixon said, adding that 
the commissionls recommendations would save $ 19.3 billion over 20 years, rather 
than $ 18.9 billion with Clinton administration proposals. 

While Dixon defended the commission's efforts to close and realign more bases 
than the Defense Department had recommended, he said he is "sympatheticu to 
the Air Force's desire to keep open all of its maintenance depots. 

wBasically, we've done the right thing," he said of the commission~s 
controversial efforts to close two Air Force depots. " (But) there's some room 
for further review of all this." 

The commission has recommended the closure of Air Force depots in Texas and 
California. The Materiel Command at Wright-Patterson Air Force operates the five 
depots . 

Lawmakers from California have urged President Clinton to reject the 
commission's list by h i s  July 15 deadline because they argue their state is hit 
extraordinarily hard. 
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Faced with possible White House rejection of a base closure commission~s 

report for the first time, commission Chairman Alan Dixon yesterday defended his 
panel's proposals as "a prudent, sensible listm that would save more money than 
the Pentagon's recommendations. 

But if President Clinton does suggest changes in the military base closure 
list, the chairman signaled, the commission may be open to compromise. 

Dixon said the panel would consider the president's objections "in light of 
the importance of that office and on the basis of merit." 

The White House and Pentagon have made clear that they are not happy with all 
the commission~s recommendations. Clinton has been under increasing pressure to 
reject the list from public officials at all levels of government in California, 
which would lose more than 42,000 jobs if the commissionls recommendations were 
enacted. 

Much of the outrage in California is over the proposed closing of McClellan 
Air Force Base in Sacramento and the Long Beach Naval Shipyard. 

In addition to the economic concerns, some California lawmakers have stated 
that Clinton is risking the state's 54 electoral votes in his re-election bid 
next year if he does not soften the blow on the state. 

Meanwhile, some Republicans launched a countercampaign. House Majority 
Leader Dick Armey, R-Texas, and House National Security Committee Chairman Floyd 
Spence, R-S.C., told Clinton in a joint letter yesterday: 

"Rejection of the commission's recommendations for overt political reasons 
will raise serious questions about the integrity of the entire process." 

Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., joined by 
Georgia Sen. Sam Nunn, the top Democrat on the committee, urged Clinton in a 
letter Thursday to approve the report "in the best interests of our national 
~ecurity.~ 

Republican members of San Diego County's congressional delegation also have 
publicly asked Clinton not to tinker with the list. The San Diego region would 
gain jobs under the commission~s recommendations. 
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Dixon told reporters yesterday that "we're proud of our workM as he prepared 
to send the commission's report to the president. 

He said the commission's recommendation to close 28 major bases and 51 
smaller facilities and to realign 26 others would save $19.3 billion over 20 
years. That is $323 million more than the Pentagon expected to save from its 
proposals, he said. 

"This is the first time in three rounds that the commission has achieved 
greater savings than those requested by the Department of Defense," Dixon said. 

The eight-member panel voted to close nine bases not on the Pentagon's list, 
but it rejected Defense Secretary William J. Perry's requests for closures or 
cutbacks at 23 other installations, most of them small. 

California would take another economic pounding from the commission's 
proposal to close three large and 10 small installations in the state and to 
sharply reduce activities and employment at three others. 

The hardest blows to the state would come with the closure of McClellan, the 
Long Beach Naval Shipyard and the Oakland Army Base. The commission called for 
the realignment of Fort Hunter Liggett in Monterey County, Sierra Army Depot in 
Lassen County and Onizuka Air Station in Sunnyvale. 

The commission estimated that its proposals would eliminate 19,372 D$£ ense 
Department jobs and 22,898 civilian jobs in California. Those losses are about 
40 percent of the total jobs that would be cut nationwide and would come on top 
of an estimated 80,000 jobs in California lost from the three previous closure 
rounds that began in 1988. 

California's two U.S. senators - -  Democrats Dianne Feinstein and Barbara 
Boxer - -  and many California House members from both parties have cited those 
figures in urging Clinton to reject the commissionls report. 

The president has 15 days to decide. He can accept it and send it to Congress 
for consideration or he can return it to the commission with his reasons for 
rejection. 

If Clinton returns the report, the commission will have 30 days to reconsider 
its actions and send the report back to the president. 

White House spokeswomen Ginny Terzano said Clinton would make no decision 
before Wednesday. 

Dixon said he has learned in his 42 years of public service "that there's an 
area of compromise sometimes needed to accomplish major, important results." 

"1 don't say that we've written this thing in a way that you can't make some 
changes," he said of the report. "I think flexibility is a thing that we always 
are interested in." 

But Dixon said hard data supported the commission's recommendations, 
especially the controversial ones. 
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Under fire from California lawmakers for recommending the closing of 

McClellan Air Force Base, the chairman of the base closure commission said 
yesterday that the panel would seriously consider any proposal by President 
Clinton to keep the Sacramento facility open. 

At the same time, chairman Alan Dixon strongly defended the commission~s 
recommendations, saying that Guam, not California, would suffer most , 
economically if they were carried out. 

Nonetheless, Dixonls comments came as good news to the flock of California 
lawmakers and others from both political parties who are trying to keep 
McClellan open. Dixon could have declared that the commission would stick to its 
recommendations, which would almost certainly have sounded the death knell for 
McClellan. 

"If the president makes suggestions and sends it back here, we're going to 
consider it in the light of importance of that office, and on the basis of 
merit, I promise you," he said yesterday. 

Dixon, a Clinton appointee, said he would forward the commission~s 
recommendations to the White House today, and that he was open to compromise. 
"There's some room for further review of all of this," he said. "1 say we've 
basically done the right thing, but I am not in a confrontational mode." 

With Dixonls softened stance, a potential obstacle to keeping the base open 
seems to have been at least partially removed. 

Contrary to some news reports, White House officials said Clinton has not 
reached a decision and will almost certainly not do so until after the July 
Fourth recess. 

But it is widely anticipated that Clinton will become the first president to 
propose changes to the commission's recommendations since it began its work in 
1988. The White House is considering asking the panel to remove McClellan and 
possibly Kelley Air Force Base in Texas from the list of base closures. 

In an interview with The Chronicle this week, Clinton said he was 
llconcernedl about the commission's recommendation on McClellan. 
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He said the cornmission~s addition to the closure list of McClellan and Kelly 
Air Force Base in San Antonio is at the heart of the dispute. But he said a 
General Accounting Office study and other data supported the action. 

Dixon said California would not be hurt as much as other states, such as 
Alabama and Alaska. He said Guam, on a per capita basis, would be hurt the 
most. Guam stands to lose 7.9 percent of its total job base. By comparison, he 
said, California would lose 0.3 percent of its job base because of closed bases. 

"The suggestion that California suffered the most is not true," Dixon said. 

But the raw numbers tell a different story. Guam would lose 5,280 direct and 
indirect jobs because of the closures there. California's job loss would total 
42,270, the commission said. 

"Guam? Please!" said Rep. Vic Fazio, D-West Sacramento. 

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH 
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PENTAGON CONCLUSIONS 

"I have to tell you, McClellan was not on our list (for closure); it was not 
on the Pentagon's list, for two reasons, both of which I thought were good 
reasons," he said. "One was that California had about 20 percent of defense 
investment, but it sustained 40 percent of base cuts in the first two rounds.f1 

The other reason, Clinton said, was that the Pentagon had concluded that 
McClellan was needed for national security reasons.. 

Members of the California congressional delegation yesterday urged Clinton to 
go beyond asking the commission to remove McClellan from its list of closures 
and to reject all of its 132 recommendations, beginning the process anew. 

At San Francisco International Airport, Senator Dianne Feinstein displayed a 
telegram she and three dozen other elected officials sent Clinton yesterday: 
"The ball is in your court,If the telegram read. "Help California. Reject the 
(base closure) list. " 

"This round of closures would be a complete wipeout for Calif~rnia,~~ 
Feinstein said. "I never dreamed that nine of the 12 California bases under 
consideration this year would be closed." 

POLITICAL RISK FOR CLINTON 

However, just asking the commission to keep McClellan open carries 
considerable political risks for Clinton. Should he manage to save McClellan, 
voters from other states could demand that he keep their bases open, too - -  or 
lose their support. 

In addition, key Republicans yesterday warned Clinton that a refusal to 
accept the list would inject presidential politics into a national security 
decision. 

"Rejection of the commissionls recommendations for overt political reasons 
will raise serious questions about the integrity of the entire process," House 
majority leader Dick Armey, R-Texas, and House National Security Committee 
chairman Floyd Spence, R-S.C., wrote in a letter to Clinton. 

Their comments foreshadowed what could become a major partisan issue in the 
presidential campaign. 

According to some analysts, there are three "swingu voting areas in 
California - -  the Sacramento area, San Mateo suburbs and San Bernardino - -  that 
the president must win to carry California in the 1996 elections. Keeping 
McClellan open would help him win in at least one of them. 

The White House hopes that it will be able to demonstrate convincingly that 
McClellan is needed for defense purposes, and that California's economy would be 
excessively damaged by closing it, thereby avoiding charges that Clinton is 
making a political rather than a military and economic calculation. 

JOB LOSSES IN GUAM 
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Dixon indicated that the commission was not swayed by charges that 
California's shaky economy would be unfairly hurt. He said that Guam would lose 
7.9 percent of its jobs if the commission's recommendations were carried out, 
followed by Alabama and Alaska, with 0.4 percent. Then came California, Texas. 
Connecticut and North Dakota, each of which would suffer a 0.3 percent job loss, 
Dixon said. 

ItNobody likes to see anybody lose a job, ' Dixon said. "Nobody likes to see 
anybody lose a base. Nobody took this job in the sense that it would be fun. But 
the suggestion that California suffered the most isn't true.' ' 

To that. Representative Vic Fazio, D-Sacramento, in whose district McClellan 
is situated, had a succinct response: "Guam? Please!' ' 

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH 
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The chairman of the military base closing commission Friday passionately 

defended his panel's recommendations to eliminate 70 bases around the nation, 
including Sacramento's McClellan Air Force Base. 

Alan Dixon said the commission's decision to close McClellan and another Air 
Force logistic center, Kelly Air Force Base in Texas, will cost less to 
implement and yield higher savings for the Pentagon than the Air Force's 
original proposal to retain but shrink all five of its repair depots. , 

Further, he said the commission's recommendations will inflict the greatest 
economic harm not on California but on Guam, Alaska and Alabama by terminating 
the jobs of a higher percentage of their individual work forces. 

"The suggestion that California suffered the most isn't true," ~ixon said. 

The commission report is to be officially transmitted today to President 
Clinton, who is under increasing pressure both from California lawmakers to 
reject the closure list and from those representing other states to adopt the 
recommendations. 

"It is a wipeout for California," U.S. Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., said 
Friday at a San Francisco press conference. "The president of the united States 
has an opportunity to save 45,000 jobs in California. That opportunity doesn't 
often present itself, and we hope he won't let it pass him by." 

Feinstein and 13 local leaders, including three from Sacramento, sent Clinton 
a telegram Friday, reading: "The ball is in your court. Help California. Reject 
the list." 

Sacramento fights on 

Among the signers were Sacramento Mayor Joe Serna, Vice-Mayor Sam ~annell and 
County Supervisor Roger Dickinson. Pannell and Dickinson, along with officials 
from other communities, joined Feinstein at the news conference. 

"If you look at it, the Sacramento area has done more alone than any single 
state has done in base closures,~ Feinstein said, alluding to earlier closures 
of Mather Air Force Base and the Sacramento Army Depot. 
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She suggested that reducing troop levels in Europe would be a better way to 
cut the defense budget. 

And in a strongly worded letter, Gov. Wilson reiterated that the 
recommendations to close California bases "are so grievous as to make the report 
dangerously deficient." 

Wilson defends state 

"These recommendations again savage California, 'which has absorbed well over 
half the effects of U.S. base closings,~ Wilson wrote the White House. 

Singling out McClellan, Oakland Army Base, Onizuka Air Station and Long Beach 
Naval Shipyard, the governor added: "Because the capabilities in place at these 
installations will still be needed by the military even if they close and the 
cost of toxic cleanup will be substantially higher under a base reuse scenario, 
the true savings from closure will be minimal at best." 

Rep. Vic Fazio, D-West Sacramento, said he was "cautiously optimisticn that 
the president would reject the closure list. 

But the Republican chairman and ranking Democrat of the U.S. Senate Armed 
Services Committee urged Clinton to support the panel's decisions. 

Pushing the list 

"We believe that the commission's recommendations are in the best interests 
of our national security and should be approved," Sens. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., 
and Sam Nunn, D-Ga., wrote in a letter to the president Thursday. 

The White House quickly denied a report published in the Washington Times 
Friday that Clinton had already decided to send the recommendations back to the 
commission so it could reconsider its decision on McClellan. 

"The president has yet to see the (commission) report, let alone review it," 
said Ginny Terzano, a deputy White House press secretary. "He wants to give it 
serious consideration. You should expect no decision by the White House before 
the end of the Fourth of July weekend." 

The Department of Defense and each of the military services are now assessing 
the commission's work for impact on their budgets, military readiness and the 
economic health of communities surrounding bases. 

Dixon, a former U.S. senator from Illinois and one of two Clinton appointees 
to the panel, said at a news conference that the commission's work will save $ 
19.3 billion over 20 years. The base closure recommendations unveiled in March 
by the Pentagon would have saved $ 18.9 billion. 

Seventy-nine bases were ordered shut down by the panel and 26 were targeted 
for realignment, or substantial shrinking, he said. Eighty-four percent of the 
Pentagon's original recommendations were adopted. 

Dixon also defended the base-closure process that he helped compose, which 
Feinstein has called a "doomsday machine." 
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The law, which took base-closing authority from Congress and gave it to an 
independent commission, greatly lessened the impact of politics on the issue and 
shuttered hundreds of unneeded facilities, Dixon said. 

"When the Congress was in charge (of closing bases) from 1977 to 1988, how 
many bases did we close? Zero," an animated Dixon said as he formed a zero with 
his thumb and fingers. 

Numbers game 

"With a commission in charge in 1988, '91, '93 and '95, how many bases did 
we close? Three-hundred-twenty-nine. Three-hundred-twenty-nine," he added. "Now 
you tell me which is more political." 

The commission chairman acknowledged that the decision to shutter two Air 
Force depots had attracted the most criticism, and he came ready with a 
response. 

The Air Force overestimated the cost of and underestimated the savings to 
close logistic centers, he said. The commission applied closure calculations 
used by the Army and Navy to Air Force depots, and came away with a better 
result, he contended. 

"Economic considerations are part of the process, but they are not the 
dominant feature in the process," Dixon said. 

GRAPHIC: Associated Press 
Base numbers. Alan Dixon said California won't take the biggest hit. 
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BODY : 
Washington - Republicans stepped up the pressure on President Clinton on 

Friday to accept the military base-closing panel's recommendations, even though 
they hurt politically important California with its 54 electoral votes. 

The White House, which has voiced "concernn about damage to the nation's most 
populous state, said Clinton hasn't yet decided whether to ask the panel to 
reconsider. 

On the eve of the formal presentation of the closure list to the president, 
the head of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission insisted that 
the recommendations are fair. He also warned that if the issue remains 
unresolved by summer's end, the government could lose the chance to save 
billions. 

The commission recommended closing 79 bases and realigning or shrinking 26 
others. llItls a prudent, sensible list, arrived at openly and fairly, and we're 
proud of our work," said commission Chairman Alan Dixon, a former Democratic 
senator from Illinois. 

But Dixon left the door open for a compromise with the Clinton 
administration, saying, lfThere's some room for further review of all of this." 

Republicans, meanwhile, said a Clinton refusal to accept the list would 
inject presidential politics into a national security decision. 

"President Clinton not only risks undermining this independent, nonpartisan 
process, but he shows a willingness to divert critical defense funds away from 
where they are most needed with an eye toward California's electoral votes," 
said Sen. Paul Coverdell (R-Ga. ) . 

For the first time in four closure rounds, the commission proposed saving 
more money than the president recommended: $ 19.3 billion over 20 years, 
compared with Clinton's $ 18.9 billion. 

Ginny Terzano, deputy White House press secretary, denied that the White 
House had already decided to send the list back to the commission. 
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BODY : 
The chairman of the federal base-closing commission on Friday staunchly 

defended the decision to close McClellan Air Force Base near Sacramento but 
suggested that the panel might reconsider its actions if President Clinton 
returns the report for revision. 

"If he makes suggestions and sends the report back here, we'll consider it . 
. . I promise you," said commission Chairman Alan J. Dixon. "1 don't say we've 
written this thing so that you can't make some changes." 

But on the need to close McClellan and another maintenance center in Texas - - .  

the most controversial actions the commission took - -  "1 don't think there's 
much question about it," Dixon said. 

California members of Congress and state and local officials have called on 
Clinton to throw out this round of base closures, maintaining that they unfairly 
affect the state, still coping with the effects of 22 major base closures in 
earlier rounds. 

The commission said that if the report is approved, the state would lose more 
than 42,000 jobs di rec t ly  and i nd i r ec t ly  - -  n e a r l y  10,000 more than  Texas, its 
nearest rival for that dubious distinction. 

The consequences for the President's reelection campaign are enormous. If he 
approves the panel's report and California loses thousands more jobs, voters 
will take it out on Clinton, his advisers say. And without California's 54 
electoral votes, Clinton's reelection is virtually impossible. 

Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.), leading a gathering of angry local 
officials in San Francisco, sent a telegram to Clinton saying: "The ball is in 
your court. Help California. Reject the base closure list.'' 

Gov. Pete Wilson also added his words of criticism Friday. "The commission~s 
recommendations simply go too far," he wrote the President. "They go beyond 
trimming the fat, cutting into the very muscle and bone of our military forces." 

But the Administration was also feeling pressure to pass the report quickly 
along to Congress, where it almost certainly will be approved as a needed 
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cost-saving measure for the military. 

"Rejection of the commissionls recommendations for overt political reasons 
will raise serious questions about the integrity of the entire process," House 
Majority Leader Dick Armey (R-Tex.) and House National Security Committee 
Chairman Floyd Spence (R-S.C.) wrote to Clinton. 

Sens. Strom Thurmond (R-S.C.) and Sam Nunn (D-Ga.), chairman and ranking 
member of the Senate Armed Services Committee, wrote a similar letter, arguing 
that ''future modernization comes from the expected'savings from base closures." 

The commission recommended the closure of 79 military bases and the 
realignment of 26 others, to save the Defense Department nearly $20 billion over 
20 years. 

"This is a prudent and sensible list, arrived at openly and fairly. We are 
proud of our work," Dixon said. The list goes officially to Clinton tomorrow. 

The other major closures in California are the Long Beach Naval Shipyard and 
the Oakland Army base, although about 20 installations were affected. Many of 
the decisions on California bases had minimal economic effects, and some bases 
gained jobs . 

But since 1988, the state has lost more than 200,000 jobs and $7 bi$lion in 
annual economic activity. 

Dixon, a former U.S. senator from Illinois, said that this was the first time 
in three rounds that a base-closing commission has achieved greater savings than 
had been recommended by the Department of Defense. 

The Pentagon closure plan would have resulted in $18.9 billion in savings, 
while the commissionls plan would add up to $19.3 billion. 

Clearly prepared for questions about McClellan and the impact on California, 
Dixon told a packed press conference at the Capitol that California was tied for 
third with three other states in percentage of jobs lost through the proposed 
cutbacks. 

"The suggestion that California suffered the most is untrue," Dixon said. 

The Pacific island of Guam was hardest hit by the panel's recommendations, 
with 7.9% of its jobs lost, and Alabama and Alaska were tied for second in terms 
of economic impact at 0.4%. 

California was tied for third with Texas, Connecticut and North Dakota at 
0.3%. 

Meanwhile, the White House denied a report that it has already decided to 
send the report back to the commission for revision. 

The report, which appeared in the Washington Times on Friday morning, "is 
flat-out wrong," according to a White House official. The President has concerns 
about the recommendations and wants to study them thoroughly, the official 
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HEADLINE: President Weighing Risks of Rejecting ~ase-closings List 
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BODY : 
Facing outrage in California, the White House and Pentagon are weighing the 

political costs of rejecting, for the first time, the recommendations of an 
independent commission on the closing of military bases. 

A tug-of-war centered on McClellan Air Force Base near Sacramento has 
developed between White House political operatives, who view California's 54 
electoral votes as crucial to President Clinton's 1996 campaign hopes, and 
commission members, who are vowing to stick to their guns to close it grid 
eliminate nearly 11,000 military and civilian jobs. 

The Administration is considering a complicated political calculus: what 
does Mr. Clinton gain with California voters if he rejects recommendations that 
the commission will likely return to him unchanged? And what might he lose if 
members of Congress accuse him of politicizing a process that has successfully 
worked in 1988, 1991 and 1993 to save billions of dollars? 

The President has the opportunity to suggest changes in the panel's 
decisions, but ultimately, both he and the Congress must accept or reject the 
findings in their entirety. 

"The leanings here are toward rejection, but we're waiting to see if the 
Pentagon has a credible enough reason to do that," said one White House 
official, who emphasized that no final decision had been made. 

Pentagon analysts have been reviewing the commission's recommendations, which 
will be formally submitted to the White House on Saturday, looking for reasons 
of military value, cost and economic impact on California to justify rejecting 
the eight-member commissionls work. 

"Obviously, we have serious heartburn with this, but we have to look at the 
full package before making any final  recommendation,^ Deputy Defense Secretary 
John White said in an interview. 

Senior Pentagon officials are waiting for Defense Secretary William J. Perry 
to return on Sunday from a weeklong trip to Europe to decide what to recommend 
to the White House. The Pentagon is not expected to send its findings to the 
White House until after the July 4 holiday, military officials said. 
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said, but no White House decision is expected for four or five days. 

Clinton has asked Defense Secretary William J. Perry to review the 
commission~s actions and will base his decision largely on the Pentagon's 
conclusions. 

Perry was due to arrive back in Washington on Friday night from an overseas 
trip, and Pentagon officials said the analysis probably will not be completed 
until early next week. 

The Pentagon is particularly displeased with the commissionls decision to 
close McClellan and Kelly Air Force Base in San Antonio, two of the Air Force's 
five air logistics centers. The service wanted to keep all five open while 
consolidating redundant functions through a complicated downsizing strategy. 

Dixon said the commission staff spent four months going over the Air Force 
data. 

"We found they overstated costs and understated savings," he said. 

Dixon was cautious when repeatedly pressed by questioners over how he would 
react to a hypothetical ultimatum from the White House to restore one or both of 
the air logistics centers: 

"1 don't want to speculate about what the President will do or how will 
vote. I say there's room for further review for all of this. Basically, we have 
done the right thing. I am not in a confrontational mode. I like the President 
and the Administration fine. I didn't do anything here to embarrass anybody . . 
. so help me, God, I believe I have done what is right. 

Dixon's panel, known as the Defense Base Closing and Realignment Commission, 
also recommended that another base-closing round be held in 2001. 

Clinton has until July 15 to accept or send back the current list. If Clinton 
accepts it, the list becomes final unless Congress votes it down in 45 days. If 
Clinton rejects it, the commission would have until Aug. 15 to make revisions or 
resubmit it without change. The President could then accept the list or reject 
it entirely, resulting in no bases being closed. 

Times staff writers John M. Broder and Art Pine in Washington contributed to 
this story. 

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH 
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Meanwhile, a growing number of Senate and House Republicans, including some 
conservatives from Southern California, are warning Mr. Clinton not to disrupt a 
process that Congress established specifically to shield lawmakers from the 
painful task of closing bases in their districts. 

"Rejection of the commission~s recommendations for overt political reasons 
will raise serious questions about the integrity of the entire process," the 
House majority leader, Representative Dick Armey of Texas, and Representative 
Floyd Spence, a South Carolina Republican who heads the House National Security 
Committee, said today in a letter to Mr. Clinton. 

Commission members, who last week voted 6 to 2 to close McClellan, say 
reversing that decision is unlikely. "There's a good chance the President will 
send it back," said Joe Robles Jr., a retired Army major general who voted 
against McClellan. "But if I had to vote again I'd close it." 

General Robles said that he and other commissioners were suspicious of Air 
Force claims that closing McClellan and another large maintenance depot, Kelly 
Air Force Base in San Antonio, would hurt military readiness. Commissioners also 
said the Air Force overestimated costs and underestimated savings. 

The panel's chairman, Alan Dixon, a former Democratic Senator from Illinois, 
left little doubt that the panel would be warv to alter the results of four 
months of analysis. "It s a- prudent, sensible- list, arrived at openly qnd 
fairly, and we're proud of our work," Mr. Dixon told reporters today. 

Indeed, for the first time in the base-closing process, the panel proposed 
saving more money than the President recommended. The Administration's 
suggestions would save $19 billion over 20 years and the commission~s list would 
save $19.3 billion. The panel's list would also eliminate about 50,000 
additional civilian and military jobs that are directly or indirectly tied to 
the bases. 

The President has until July 15 to accept the panel's recommendations or 
return the list to the panel citing his objections. If the White House were to 
reject the list, which has never happened before, the commission would have 
until Aug. 15 to make any changes. 

Mr. Clinton would then have to accept or reject the entire package. But few 
Congressional or military officials expect Mr. Clinton to veto the 
recommendations from the last scheduled round of base closings. The Pentagon is 
counting on the savings to help buy new weapons and pay other bills. The panel 
did recommend another round of closings in 2001. 

Aside from McClellan, the commission altered the Pentagon's list in several 
other ways, including closing Kelly and keeping open the Rome Laboratory in New 
York. But the California changes have stirred the loudest cries. 

"This commission went bonkers," Senator Barbara Boxer, Democrat of 
California, said in a telephone interview. "They were arrogant and not mindful 
of their obligation to look at cumulative economic impact." 

As a result of the three earlier rounds of base closings, California has lost 
22 bases and more than 200,000 jobs. As the largest state on the West Coast and 
beneficiary of the military buildup during World War 11, California also had 
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the most to give up. 1 
But Mr. Dixon took issue that California was suffering more than any other 

state. In fact, he said, Alabama and Alaska had lost 0 .4-percent of total jobs 
in the state through base closings. California, along with Texas, North Dakota 
and Connecticut, lost 0.3 percent of their jobs. 

New Term for Shalikashvili 

CHICAGO, June 30 (Reuters) - -  President Clinton today nominated Gen. John 
Shalikashvili to serve a second two-year term as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, calling him a "shining symbol" of the United States armed forces. 

The President said in a statement released during a visit here that General 
Shalikashvili, who became chairman in 1993, had provided "wise and reasoned 
counseln and the "sound leadership needed to keep our military strong while 
shaping the armed forces for the 21st century." 

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH 
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REVIEW LIST, DIXON SAYS. 

TEXT : 
There "is some room for further review" of the Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission's recommendations to close 79 military installations and 
realign 26 others if President Clinton asks the commission to reconsider the 
list, commission Chairman Alan J. Dixon told reporters June 30. 

"Basically, we've done the right thing," Dixon said when asked whether he 
would resist an order from Clinton to reconsider the list. "But I am not in a 
confrontational mode, I like the President, I like the administration, . . . and 
I didn't do anything merely to embarrass anybody." 

According to figures released by the commission, the commission~s 
recommendations would result in the direct loss nationally of 43,742 military 
and civilian Department of Defense jobs and the indirect loss of another 49,823 
mostly civilian jobs. 

Dixon was responding to speculation that, for the first time ever, the 
president may choose to remand the commission's decision for further 
consideration due to the large number of deviations from those sent to the 
commission by the Department of Defense on Feb. 28. When the commission June 
22-23 finished its final deliberations on the list of bases, it had rejected 19 
of the 146 closures or realignments proposed by DOD, and closed or realigned 
nine installations not requested by DOD. 

Controversial Decisions 

In particular, the commission's decisions to close two major air force 
depots--McClellan Air Force Base in Sacramento, Calif., and depot operations at 
Kelly Air Force Base in San Antonio--have come under attack from the Pentagon. 
DOD had suggested realigning five air depots and closing none (122 DLR A-5, 
6/26/95). 

The decision to close McClellan was especially controversial because the 
commission also recommended closing the Long Beach, Calif., Naval Shipyard. 
According to many observers, the two actions together put considerable pressure 
on the president--who will need California's support in the election next 
year--to refuse to allow the list to stand as is. 

Altogether, the 1995 commission recommended 28 major and 51 smaller closures; 
21 major and five smaller realignments; and it acted on 27 requests from DOD to 
change the recommendations of previous commissions. 
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Dixon said that when the commission's projections of direct and indirect job 
losses from the recommended closings and realignments are calculated as a 
percentage of total jobs in a state, the hardest-hit state was the U.S. 
territory of Guam (with a loss of 7.9 percent of total state jobs), followed by 
Alabama and Alaska (0.4 percent each), and then a four-way tie between 
California, Texas, Connecticut, and North Dakota (0.3 percent each). However, 
the commission's figures show that California would lose by far the largest 
number of jobs, with 19,372 direct and 22,898 indirect job losses expected as a 
result of the recommendations. 

According to Dixon, the commissionls recommendations will save U.S. taxpayers 
$ 19.3 billion over 20 years, $ 323 million more than the savings expected by 
DOD under its own recommendations. 

New Round Recommended 

In its report to the president, the commission recommended that another round 
of base closures be held in the year 2001, after the full impact of the 1991, 
1993, and 1995 rounds has been assessed. The first base closing round was held 
in 1988. 

"Significant excess infrastructure still remains in the Department of 
Defense. Base closures have not matched the reductions in spending or force 
levels that we have experienced over the last 10 years," Dixon said. "Clearly, 
that situation needs to be addressed in the future." 

The commission also included in its report a set of 20 recommendations for 
the president and Congress that suggest ways for the federal government to 
assist local communities in recovering from the economic consequences of the 
base closures. 

Dixon said the commission will submit its final report to Clinton by July 1 
as required by Congress. Clinton must decide by July 15 whether to accept the 
recommendations in full and send them on to Congress or return the 
recommendations to the commission for further consideration. 

If the recommendations are returned to the commission, it has until Aug. 15 
to send the recommendations back to the president, either changed in accordance 
with his concerns or not. At that point, the president may approve the whole 
list and send it to Congress, or reject the whole list, ending the process for 
1995 and resulting in no base closures. 

Once the recommendations are sent to Congress, it must hold an up-or-down 
vote on the entire package within 45 days. 

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH 
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HEADLINE: Dixon Defends Base Closure Plan As prudent, Sensible 

BODY : 
Faced with the likelihood of a White House rejection of a Defense Base 

Closure and Realignment Commission's report for the first time, Commission 
Chairman Alan Dixon today defended his panel's proposed cuts as a "prudent, 
sensible listv that will save more money than the Pentagon's recommendations. 
Dixon said BRAC1s recommendation to close 79 facilities, including 28 major 
bases, and to realign 26, would save $19.3 billion over 20 years. This is $323 
million more than the Pentagon predicted to save from its proposal to close or 
reduce 146 installations, he said. Noting that BRAC1s addition to the closure 
list of large Air Force repair depots in California and Texas is at the heart of 
the dispute with the administration, Dixon cited a GAO study supporting the 
commission's action. 

Dixon, a former Democratic senator from Illinois, said he did not know what 
President Clinton would do with the list. But he said if Clinton sends the 
recommendations back, BRAC will consider the president's criticisms. However, 
Dixon contended, the Pentagon would have excess bases even if BRAC's list is 
approved, and he recommended that Congress authorize another closure round in 
2001. BRAC also suggested changes in the law to make it easier to convert closed 
bases to civilian use. 

Meanwhile, Republican members of the Washington state delegation argued a 
rejection of BRAC proposal could pose a burden on defense facilities in their 
state and others. Sen. Slade Gorton, R-Wash., today joined GOP Washington state 
House members to criticize Clinton's intimations he will reject BRAC 
recommendations, specifically to close McClellan AFB and Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard, both in California. Gorton accused Clinton of "playing political 
games," contending Clinton fears alienating voters in California - -  which 
carries 54 electoral votes. Rep. Randy Tate, R-Wash., said, "To add 
election-year politics to this issue really demeans the (base closure) system we 
have set up here." 

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH 
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A. Major Training Areas 
Fort Dix, NJ 
Fort Greely, AK 
Fort Hunter Liggett, CA 
Fort Pickett, VA 
Fort Indiantown Gap, PA 
Fort Chaffee, AR 

B. Training Schools 
Fort McClellan, AL 
Fort Lee, VA 

C. Command, Control & Admin 
Fort Meade, MD 
Fort Ritchie, MD 
US Army Garrison, Selfridge, MI 
Price Support Center, IL 
Fort Buchanan, PR 
Kelly Support Center, PA 
Fort Hamilton, NY 
Fort Totten, NY 

D. Commodity Installlations 
Detroit Arsenal, MI 
Fort Detrick, MD 

E. Ammunition Storage 
Sierra Army Depot, CA 
Seneca Army Depot, NY 
Savanna Army Depot Activity, IL 

F. Industrial Facilities 
Stratford Army Engine Plant, CT 
Detroit Army Tank Plant, MI - See Detroit Arsenal, Tab D 



WP G. Ports 
Bayonne Military Ocean Terminal, NJ 
Oakland Army Base, CA 

H. Medical Centers 
Fitzsimons Army Medical Center, CO 

I. Leases 
Aviation-Troop Command, MO 
Concepts Analysis Agency, MD 
Information Systems Software Command, VA 
Space & Strategic Defense Command, AL 

J. Minor 
Baltimore Publications Distribution Center, MD 
Bellmore Logistics Activity, NY 
Big Coppett Key, FL 
Camp Bonneville, WA 
Camp Kilmer, NJ 
Camp Pedricktown, NJ 
Caven Point US Army Reserve Center, NJ 
East Fort Baker, CA 
Fort Missoula, MT 
Hingham Cohasset, MA 
Recreation Center #2, NC 
Rio Vista US Anny Reserve Center, CA 
Sudbury Training Annex, MA 
Branch US Disciplinary Barracks, CA 
Valley Grove US Army Reserve Center, WV 



ARMY CATEGORIES 

Highlighted categories have installations DoD has recommended for closure or realignment or Commission has 
added for further consideration for closure or realignment. 



ARMY MAJOR TRAINING AREAS 

(C) = DoD recommendation for closure 
(R) = DoD recommendation for realignment 
(X) = Joint Cross Service Group alternative for closure or realignment 
(*) = Commission add forfirther consideration 
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FORT A. P. HILL, VIRGINIA 

FORT McCOY, WISCONSIN 





BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT DIX, NEW JERSEY 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Realign Fort Dix by replacing the Active Component garrison with a U. S. Army Reserve garrison. Retain 
minimum essential ranges, facilities, and training areas required for Reserve Component (RC) training as an enclave. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($ M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 1 CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

3 of 10 
No Impact 

11.6 
12.2 

1999 (1 Year) 
145.4 
82.2 
1 5 / 0  

135 / 77 

O.O%/- 1.2% 
No known impediments 





ISSUES 
FORT DIX, NEW JERSEY 

ISSUE 

RESERVE GARRISON 

DOD POSITION 

INITIAL POSITION - 250 
CIVILIANS TO RUN 
INSTALLATION 

NOW AGREES WITH A 
700-750 PERSON 
WORKFORCE 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

BELIEVES 741 IS 
OPTIMUM LEVEL 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

ISSUE RESOLVED 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
FORT DM, NEW JERSEY 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Realign Fort Dix by replacing the Active Component garrison with a 
U. S. Army Reserve garrison. Retain minimum essential ranges, 
facilities, and training areas required for Reserve Component (RC) 
training as an enclave. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 11.6 
Annual Savings (SM): 12.2 
Return on Investment: 1999 (1 Year) 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 

Net Present Value ($M): 145.4 
PRO 

REDUCES EXCESS 
INSTALLATION 
!NFRASTRUCTURE 
SAVES MONEY 
FOCUS ON RESERVE 
COMPONENT TRAINING 
IS ENHANCED 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 

REDUCES ACTIVE ARMY 
PRESENCE IN NORTHEAST 
UNITED STATES 

CON 



BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT GREELY, ALASKA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Realign Fort Greely by relocating the Cold Region Test Activity (CRTA) and Northern Warfare Training 
Center (NWTC) to Fort Wainwright, Alaska. 

i 
CRITERIA DOD RECOMMENDATION 

MILITARY VALUE 6 of 10 

FORCE STRUCTURE No Impact 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($ M) 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 

PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 1 CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

- 

23.1 

17.9 
1999 (1 Year) 

210.3 

19.1 

135 / 114 
245 / 73 

- 33.7 % / - 33.7 % 

No known impediments 





ISSUES REVIEWED 
FORT GREELY, ALASKA 

MILITARY VALUE 

ADDITIONAL COSTS 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

SCHOOL IMPACT 

NORTHERN WARFARE TRAINING 
CENTER MISSION 

COLD REGIONS TEST 
ACTIVITY MISSION 

SIZE OF SMALL GARRISON ACTIVITY 

RETENTION OF 25-TON CRANE & MAINTENANCE 
BUILDING IN CANTONMENT AREA 

SECURITY & RANGE MAINTENANCE 



I ~ ISSUE 

1 MILITARY VALUE 

ADDITIONAL COSTS s 
1 ECONOMIC IMPACT 

1 SCHOOL IMPACT 

NORTHERN WARFARE 
TRAINING CENTER 
MISSION 

COLD REGIONS TEST 
ACTIVITY MISSION 

ISSUES 
FORT GREELY, ALASKA 

I 

DOD POSITION COMMUNITY POSITION 

BELIEVE FORT GREELY IS 
OF HIGHER VALUE THAN 
OTHER ALASKA ARMY 
INSTALLATIONS 

COSTS OF SAFARI TRIPS 
& FACILITY 
MAINTENANCE WILL BE 
EXCEEDED BY SAVINGS 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
WILL BE NEGATED BY 
THESE COSTS 

ESTIMATES 34% JOB LOSS PROJECT 70%-80% JOB 
LOSS & ECONOMIC 
DEVASTATION 

FORTGREELY 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
WILL STAY OPEN 

LOSS OF 49% OF STUDENT 
BODY WILL CLOSE 
SCHOOLS 

CENTER REMAINS AT 
BLACK RAPIDS BUT 
HEADQUARTERS MOVES 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

SUPPORT ELEMENTS 
MUST REMAIN CLOSER 

BOLIO LAKE FACILITY 
REMAINS AVAILABLE 

VALIDATED 6 OF 10 
RANKING AMONG MAJOR 
TRAINING AREAS 

TESTS CAN ONLY BE 
DONE AT BOLIO LAKE 

ADEQUATE FUNDS 
INCLUDED IN ANALYSES 

SEVERE ECONOMIC 
IMPACT 

EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
CURTAILED, BUT NOT 
ENDED 

MISSION CONTINUES AT 
FORT GREELY 

-- - -- 

MISSION CONTINUES AT 
FORT GREELY 

SAFARI FROM FORT 
WATNWRIGHT REQUIRED 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
FORT GREELY, ALASKA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Realign Fort Greely by relocating the Cold Regions Test Activity 
(CRTA) and Northern Warfare Training Center (NWTC) to Fort 
Wainwright, Alaska. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 23.1 
Annual Savings ($M): 17.9 
Return on Investment: 1999 (1 Year) 
Net Present Value ($M): 210.3 

PRO 
CONSOLIDATES ARMY'S 
INTERIOR ALASKAN 
ACTIVITIES AT ONE 
LOCATION 
LARGE SAVINGS ACCRUE 
QUALITY OF LIFE 
IMPROVED FOR 
SOLDIERS & FAMILIES 

a 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 

CON 
ECONOMIC IMPACT ON 
DELTA JUNCTION 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 

- 



ISSUES 
FORT GREELY, ALASKA 

ISSUE 

SIZE OF SMALL GARRISON 
ACTIVITY 

RETENTION OF 25-TON 
CRANE & MAINTENANCE 
BUILDING IN 
CANTONMENT AREA 

SECURITY & RANGE 
MAINTENANCE 

DOD POSITION 

18 MILITARY & 55 
CIVILIAN WORKERS 
REQUIRED 

CRTA MILITARY 
OFFICIALS WANT TO 
RETAIN ACCESS TO THE 
ALLIED TRADES 
BUILDING AT FORT 
GREELY & A 25-TON 
CRANE FOR Ml TANKS 

SMALL GARRISON FORCE 
IS SUFFICIENT 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

COMMUNITY WANTS 
BASE TO KEEP 
OPERATING WITH 363 
MILITARY & 242 
CIVILIANS 

NONESTATED 

BELIEVES LOW NUMBER 
OF CARETAKER 
PERSONNEL WILL 
RESULT IN SECURITY 
PROBLEMS, RANGE 
VIOLATIONS, & TRAINING 
ACCIDENTS 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 
I 

ADEQUATE 

RETENTION OF CRANE 
REQUIRED 

ARMY VERBALLY 
AGREES 

ARMY MUST PLAN 
ACCORDINGLY TO 
PREVENT PROBLEMS 



BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT HUNTER LIGGETT, CALIFORNIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Realign Fort Hunter Liggett by relocating the U. S. Army Test and Experimentation Center missions and 
functions to Fort Bliss, Texas. Eliminate the Active Component mission. Retain minimum essential facilities and training area as an enclave 
to support the Reserve Components (RC). 





ISSUES REVIEWED 
FORT HUNTER LIGGETT, CALIFORNIA 

SUPPORT AT FORT BLISSIHOUSING 

TEST ENVIRONMENT 

FORCE STRUCTURE REDUCTIONS 

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL GUARD INTEREST 

NON-EYE-SAFE LASER TESTING 

DIGITIZATION AT FORT BLISS 

FREQUENCY CONFLICT AT WHITE SANDS 

TRAINING AREA VS. TEST FACILITY 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 



ISSUES 
FORT HUNTER LIGGETT, CALIFORNIA 

ISSUE 
I 

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL 
GUARD INTEREST 

NON-EYE-SAFE LASER 
TESTING 

DIGITIZATION AT FORT 
BLISS 

FREQUENCY CONFLICT AT 
WHITE SANDS 

TRAINING AREA VS. TEST 
FACILITY 

. 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

NATIONAL GUARD WILL 
HAVE ACCESS TO 
TRAINING FACILITIES 
AND TRAINING AREA 

ONLY 1 TEST EVER HAD 
NEED FOR 360 DEGREE 
LIMITS 

DIGITIZATION REQUIRED 

COST OF -2 

SCHEDULING CAN 
RESOLVE CONFLICT 

INSTALLATION 
CORRECTLY 
CATEGORIZED 

DOD POSITION 

RETAINMINIMUM 
ESSENTIAL FACILITIES & 
TRAINING AREA FOR RC 
ENCLAVE 

CAN BE DONE WITHIN 180 
DEGREE LIMITS AT FORT 
BLISS 

ADEQUATE FOR MOST 
TESTS 

AREAS OF FORT BLISS 
TERRAIN CAN BE 
DIGITIZED 

CAN BE DECONFLICTED 
BY CHANGING 
FREQUENCY 

FORT HUNTER LIGGETT 
HAS BEEN A MAJOR 
TRAINING AREA FOR 55 
YEARS 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

NATIONAL GUARD DOES 
NOT WANT 
CANTONMENT AREA-- 
BUT USARC DOES. 

LOCALS WANT STATUS 
QUO FOR ENTIRE POST. 

HUNTER LIGGETT HAS A 
NATURAL BOWL FOR 360 
DEGREE TESTING & IS 
THE ONLY TEST SITE 
POSSIBLE 

MOST OF HUNTER 
LIGGETT IS DIGITIZED & 
IS ESSENTIAL TO TESTS 

REQUIRES PURCHASE OF 
NEW TEST EQUIPMENT 
FOR TEC COSTING $5-8 M 

FORT HUNTER LIGGETT 
SHOULD BE EVALUATED 
AS A TEST FACILITY, NOT 
A TRAINING AREA 



ISSUES 
FORT HUNTER LIGGETT, CALIFORNIA 

(Continued) 

0.3% DECREASE M LOCAL & STATE -0.3% IMPACT 
ECONOMIC IMPACT EMPLOYMENT OFFICIALS CLAIM HIGH 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
FORT HUNTER LIGGETT, CALIFORNIA 



ISSUES 
FORT HUNTER LIGGETT, CALIFORNIA 

ISSUE 
r 

SUPPORT AT FORT 
BLISSHOUSING 

TEST ENVIRONMENT 

FORCE STRUCTURE 
REDUCTIONS 

DOD POSITION 

WILL BE SATISFACTORY 

FORT BLISSIWHITE 
SANDS MISSILE RANGE IS 
GOOD LOCATION 

APPROVED NON-BRAC 
REDUCTIONS IN TEC 
WILL LOWER NUMBER 
TO MOVE 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

WON'T WORK 

HOUSING SHORTAGE 

HUNTER LIGGETT IS 
IDEAL DUE TO VARIED 
TERRAIN, ISOLATION 

MAJOR HIGHWAY 
BISECTS BLISS TEST 
AREA 

SOME MAY CONFUSE 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
CHANGE WITH 
MOVEMENT PLAN 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

BLISS CAN SUPPORT 

HOUSING SUPPLY AMPLE 

BOTH AREGOOD 
LOCATIONS 

U.S. HIGHWAY 54 GOES 
THRU PART OF BLISS & 
BETWEEN BLISS & 
WSMR--NOT TEST AREA 

NEW TEC END STRENGTH 
WILL BE 206--181 MIL125 
CIV 



BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT PICKETT, VIRGINIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Fort Pickett, except minimum essential training areas and facilities as an enclave for Reserve 
Components. Relocate the Petroleum Training Facility to Fort Dix, New Jersey. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($ M) 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 

PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL I CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL I CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 I CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

8 of 10 
No Impact 

25.3 
21.8 

2001 (Immediate) 

256.0 
19.3 

20 1270 
119  

- 1 . 0 % / -  1.0% 

No known impediments 





ISSUES REVIEWED 
FORT PICKETT, VIRGINIA 

FLAWED ANALYSIS 

NAVY SEAL AND MARINE CORPS TRAINING 

ANNUAL TRAINING 

TANK RANGES 

LOCATION OF PETROLEUM TRAINING MODULE 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

WATER RESERVOIR 

QUESTIONABLE SAVINGS 

BLACKSTONE ARMY AIRFIELD 



ISSUES 
FORT PICKETT, VIRGINIA 

ISSUE 

FLAWED ANALYSIS 

NAVY SEAL AND MARINE 
CORPS TRAINING 

ANNUAL TRAINING 

TANK RANGES 

DOD POSITION 

DEPT OF THE ARMY DID 
NOT SEND DATA CALLS 
TO OTHER SERVICES 

SEALS COULD STILL USE 
SOME AREAS FOR 
TRAINING OR GO 
ELSEWHERE 

RCANNUALTRAMING 
CAN EASILY BE 
CONDUCTED AT FORTS 
BRAGG, A.P. HILL, OR 
CAMP DAWSON 

TANK RANGES EXIST AT 
OTHER EASTERN U. S. 
INSTALLATIONS 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

ARMY SHOULD WEIGH 
VALUE OF FORT PICKETT 
TO OTHER SERVICES 

NAVAL SPECIAL 
WARFARE-ATLANTIC 
PREDEPLOYMENT 
TRAINING IS HARD TO DO 
ELSEWHERE 

INCONSISTENT WITH 
NEED FOR MORE LAND 
BY FT. BRAGG 

LOCAL ADVOCATES 
CLAIM FT. PICKETT HAS 
THE ONLY TABLE VII & 
VIII TANK RANGES 
BETWEEN NC AND NY 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

JOINT USE IS RELEVANT 
BUT NOT OVERRIDING 

NAVY ACKNOWLEDGED 
FORT PICKETT NOT 
ESSENTIAL 

CAPACITY EXISTS 
ELSEWHERE 

SCHEDULING MAY BE A 
CHALLENGE 

13 TABLE VIII TANK 
RANGES EXIST AT FORTS 
BRAGG, DIX, DRUM, 
INDIANTOWN GAP; CAMP 
LEJEUNE, & QUANTICO 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
FORT PICKETT, VIRGINIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 
I 

Close Fort Pickett, except minimum essential training areas and 
facilities as an enclave for Reserve Components. Relocate the 
Petroleum Training Facility to Fort Dix, New Jersey. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 25.3 
Annual Savings ($M): 21.8 
Return on Investment: 2001 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 256.0 

PRO 
REDUCTION OF EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
SAVINGS 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 

CON 
REDUCED AVAILABILITY 
OF EASTERN TRAINING 
AREAS 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 



ISSUES 
FORT PICKETT, VIRGINIA 

LOCATION OF 
PETROLEUM TRAINING TO FORT DIX, NEW FOR THE MODULE DUE RESERVE COMPONENT 

TO THE AMPLE WATER PETROLEUM PIPELINE 
PROXIMITY TO 

ECONOMIC IMPACT RECOMMENDED 
CLOSING WILL CAUSE LOCAL BUSINESS & INCLUDED LUNENBERG 
1 .O% UNEMPLOYMENT INDUCED EFFECTS WILL COUNTY; NET RESULT IS 

CAUSE A 7.5% JOB LOSS -3.5 % JOB LOSS 

AUTHORITY PLAN 2: 1 OPERATION 

C-141 CAN OPERATE 
ONLY WITH WAIVERS AT 
REDUCED WEIGHT 



BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT INDIANTOWN GAP, PENNSYLVANIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Fort Indiantown Gap, except minimum essential facilities as a Reserve Component enclave. 





ISSUES 
FORT INDIANTOWN GAP, PENNSYLVANIA 

ISSUE I DOD POSITION 

FLAWED ANALYSIS TABS COBRA ANALYSES I AREVALID 

IDENTIFY I REQUIREMENTS TO DA 

ENCLAVE IMPRACTICAL 

MILITARY VALUE 

- 

RESERVE ENCLAVE IS 
FEASIBLE 

LOCATION & USAGE 
HAS NOT QUESTIONED 
CONVENIENT ACCESS TO 
STATE GUARD OR USAGE 
RATES 

COSTS OF BASE OPS IS 
ISSUE 

READINESS IMPACT 
I NO DEGRADATION 

ANNUAL TRAINING CAN 
BE DONE AT DIX, DRUM, 
OR A. P. HILL 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

COBRA ANALYSES ARE 
FLAWED 

ENCLAVE UNWORKABLE 
FACILITIES SPREAD OUT 

WANTS FED FUNDS 

VERY HIGH MILITARY 
VALUE TO STATE RC 
FORCES 

BETTER RANGES THAN 
FORT DIX OR FORT A. P. 
HILL 

2ND MOST USED MAJOR 
TRAINING AREA BY RC 

MOST COST EFFECTIVE 
PER TRAINING MANDAY 

CLOSURE WILL CAUSE 
TURBULENCE, AFFECT 
TRAINING & READINESS 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

AAA & GAO VALIDATED 
ARMY'S COBRA 

ENCLAVE SIZE WOULD 
BE LARGE, BUT DOD 
POSITION IS 
REASONABLE 

VALIDATED 9 OF 10 

FORTS DIX & A. P. HILL 
HAVE MORE & BETTER 
RANGES, IMPACT AREAS, 
& MANEUVER SPACE 

OLD INFRASTRUCTURE 
TOO COSTLY; OTHER 
GOOD TRAINING AREAS 
IN REGION MEET NEEDS 
FOR SMALLER FORCE 
STRUCTURE 

READINESS CAN BE 
MAINTArNED 



SCENARIO SUlVIMARY 
FORT INDIANTOWN GAP, PENNSYLVANIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Fort Indiantown Gap, except minimum essential facilities as a 
Reserve Component enclave. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 8.5 
Annual Savings ($M): 18.4 
Return on Investment: 1997 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 249.2 

-- 

PRO 
REDUCTION OF EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
SAVINGS TO THE ARMY 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 

CON 
REDUCED AVAILABILITY 
OF EASTERN TRAINING 
AREAS 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 



ISSUES 
FORT INDIANTOWN GAP, PENNSYLVANIA 

ISSUE 

COST EFFECTIVE 
TRAINING 

FUNDING FOR ENCLAVE 

COMMON SENSE TEST 

OUT-OF-STATE ANNUAL 
TRAINING 

DOD POSITION 

COST OF MAINTAINING 
EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE, NOT 
TRAINING, IS THE ISSUE 

RESERVE COMPONENTS 
WILL SUBMIT REQUESTS 
& COMPETE FOR 
FUNDING PER THE 
NORMAL BUDGET 
PROCESS 

CLOSINGFORT 
INDIANTOWN GAP IS 
FISCALLY PRUDENT & 
REAPS A RETURN ON 
INVESTMENT IN 1 YEAR 

RESERVE COMPONENT 
FORCES STATIONED IN 
PENNSYLVANIA CAN 
TRAIN ELSEWHERE 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

THE GAP IS THE 2ND 
MOST USED TRAINING 
AREA BY THE RESERVE 
COMPONENTS & LEAST 
COSTLY PER MANDAY OF 
TRAINING 

CLOSURE OF THE GAP IS 
A TRANSFER OF 
FUNCTIONS FROM THE 
ACTIVE ARMY TO THE 
RESERVE COMPONENT & 
THE FUNDS SHOULD 
ALSO BE TRANSFERRED 

CLOSURE "DOES NOT 
PASS THE COMMON 
SENSE TEST" 

TURBULENCE & SEVERE 
IMPACT ON TR4INING & 
READINESS WILL BE 
CAUSED 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

MUCH OF FACILITY 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
EXCESS TO NEEDS OF 
ARMY 

DOLLARS TO OPERATE 
ENCLAVE WILL BE 
SHIFTED TO NATIONAL 
GUARD & WERE NOT 
COUNTED IN SAVINGS; 
REQUEST SUBMITTED & 
IS BEING PROCESSED 

CLOSINGFORT 
INDIANTOWN GAP IS 
CONSISTENT WITH ALL 
ANALYSES 

MAJORITY OF RC FORCES 
CAN CONDUCT ANNUAL 
TRAINING AT FORTS DIX, 
DRUM, OR A.P. HILL 



BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT CHAFFEE, ARKANSAS 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Fort Chaffee, except minimum essential buildings, and ranges for Reserve Component (RC) training 
as an enclave. 



ISSUES REVIEWED 
FORT CHAFFEE, ARKANSAS 

MILITARY VALUE 

NATIONAL GUARD 
ENCLAVE REQUIREMENTS 

READINESS IMPACT 

TRANSPORTATION COSTS 

RAZORBACK RANGE 

INCREASED TRAVEL TIME 

TENANT RELOCATION COSTS 

RESERVE COMPONENT RETENTION 



ISSUES 
FORT CHAFFEE, ARKANSAS 

ISSUE 

MILITARY VALUE 

NATIONAL GUARD 
ENCLAVE REQUIREMENTS 

READINESS IMPACT 

TRANSPORTATION COSTS 

RAZORBACK RANGE 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

ATTRIBUTES.& WEIGHTS 
NEW IN '95 

VALIDATED 10 OF 10 
RANKING 

IMPLEMENTATION 
PLANNING IS ONGOING 

NATIONAL GUARD MUST 
PAY ASSOCIATED COSTS 

TRAINING AREAS 
SHOULD BE PROVIDED 

READINESS CAN BE 
SUSTAINED IF TRAINING 
AREAS REMAIN OPEN 

TRANSPORTATION COSTS 
WILL BE INCURRED, BUT 
CANNOT BE QUANTIFIED 
UNTIL LOCATIONS ARE 
SCHEDULED EACH YEAR 

OPERATIONS COULD 
CONTINUE IF RANGE 
INCLUDED IN ENCLAVE 

DOD POSITION 

lOOF 10 

ARMY INTENDSTO 
LICENSE REQUIRED 
LAND & FACILITIES TO 
THE NATIONAL GUARD 

QUALITY OF TRAINING 
AND READINESS WILL 
NOT BE DEGRADED 

SMALL INCREASE FOR 
ANNUAL TRAINING, 
MORE THAN OFFSET BY 
SAVINGS 

AIR NATIONAL GUARD 
WANTS TO RETAIN 

ARMY WILL ADDRESS 
WITH TRAINING LAND 
DECISION 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

CHANGE FROM 5TH TO 
1 OTH IN 2 YEARS NOT 
UNDERSTOOD 

ARKANSAS ARMY & AIR 
NATIONAL GUARD WANT 

OF CHAFFEE 
AS AN ENCLAVE & 
FUNDS TO OPERATE 

QUALITY OF TRAINING & 
READINESS WILL SUFFER 
SEVERELY 

ANNUAL COSTS TO 
TRAIN OUT-OF-STATE 
WILL BE $3.75 MILLION 

188TH TACTICAL 
FIGHTER GROUP WANTS 
TO KEEP OPEN 



SCENARIO SUMRlARY 
FORT CHAFFEE, ARKANSAS 

- 
DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Fort Chaffee, except minimum essential buildings, and ranges for 
Reserve Component (RC) training as an enclave. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 9.6 
Annual Savings ($M): 13.4 
Return on Investment: 1999 (1 Year) 
Net Present Value ($M): 166.1 

PRO 
SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS TO 
DOD 
REDUCTION OF EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 

CON 
SOME ARKANSAS 
NATIONAL GUARD UNITS 
WILL TRAVEL FURTHER 
FOR ANNUAL TRAINING 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 



ISSUES 
FORT CHAFFEE, ARKANSAS 

ISSUE 

INCREASED TRAVEL TIME 

TENANT RELOCATION 
COSTS 

RESERVE COMPONENT 
RETENTION 

DOD POSITION 

SOME RESERVISTS WILL 
HAVE TO TRAVEL 
FURTHER, BUT MOST 
WITHIN THE 250-MILE 
STANDARD 

RELOCATION OF 
TENANTS FUNDED BY 
ARMY 

WILLNOTBE 
ADVERSELY AFFECTED 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

CONCERN THAT MORE 
TIME TO ANNUAL 
TRAINING COULD 
AFFECT EMPLOYER 
SUPPORT & RETENTION 

DOD SHOULD NOT CLOSE 
FORT CHAFFEE IN ORDER 
TO ALLOW TENANTS TO 
REMAIN 

TRAINING & READINESS 
MAY SUFFER FROM 
HAVING TO DEPART 
EARLIER & RETURN 
LATER FROM TRAINING, 
RESULTING IN LOW 
MORALE 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

TRAVEL DISTANCES 
FROM LITTLE ROCK: FT 
CHAFFEE-60 MI; FT POLK- 
3 16 MI; FT RILEY-5 12 MI; 
FT SILL-387 MI 

CSA TESTIFIED THAT 
STANDARD IS 10 
TRAINING DAYS DURING 
14 DAY ANNUAL 
TRAINING 

TENANT MOVING COSTS 
TO BASE X ARE IN COBRA 

NO HISTORIC EVIDENCE 
THAT LOCATION OF 
ANNUAL TRAINING HAS 
DIRECT EFFECT ON 
RESERVE COMPONENT 
RETENTIONRECRUITING 



ARMY TRAINING SCHOOLS 

(C) = DoD recommendation for closure 
(R) = DoD recommendation for realignment 
(X) = Joint Cross Service Group alternative for closure or realignment 
(*) = Commission add forjiirther consideration 

MILITARY VALUE 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

INSTALLATION 
I 

FORT BLISS, TEXAS 

FORT BENNING, GEORGIA 

FORT JACKSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 

FORT KNOX, KENTUCKY 

FORT SILL, OKLAHOMA 

FORT GORDON, GEORGIA 

FORT RUCKER, ALABAMA 

FORT HUACHUCA, ARIZONA 

FORT SAM HOUSTON, TEXAS 

FORT LEONARD WOOD, MISSOURI 

FORT EUSTISISTORY, VIRGINIA 

PRESIDIO OF MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 



Training Schools 
.- - -. . 

u 

Closure 
Realianment 



BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT MCCLELLAN, ALABAMA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Fort McClellan, except minimum essential land and facilities for a Reserve Component enclave and 
minimum essential facilities, as necessary, to provide auxiliary support to the chemical demilitarization operation at Anniston Army Depot. 
Relocate the U. S. Army Chemical and Military Police Schools to Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, upon receipt of the required permits. 
Relocate the Defense Polygraph Institute (DODPI) to Fort Jackson, South Carolina. License Pelham Range and current Guard facilities to the 
Alabama Army National Guard. 





ISSUES REVIEWED 
FORT MCCLELLAN, ALABAMA 

CHEMICAL SCHOOL MISSION 

SMOKE TRAINING MISSION 

COMPLIANCE WITH 1993 RECOMMENDATION 

ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING 

COST OF NEW CDTF 

SUPPORT FOR ANNISTON ARMY DEPOT CHEMICAL 
DEMILITARIZATION SITE 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

CLEANUP COST 

TURBULENCE 

CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION 

CHEMICAL THREAT 

ARMY SCHOOLS' COMMAND STRUCTURE 

REUSE POTENTIAL 

INTERNATIONAL TRAINING 



ISSUES 
FORT MCCLELLAN, ALABAMA 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
PERMITTING 

NRC PERMIT CAN'T BE DELAY EXECUTION 
APPLIED FOR UNTIL BEYOND 6 YEARS 

MCCLELLAN HAS NO 
RCRA PERMIT 

NRC LICENSES A APPLIED FOR 
FACILITY; CAN'T ISSUE 

NRC LICENSE CANNOT BE 
OBTAINED PRIOR TO 

COST OF NEW CDTF STILL SAVINGS AT 

CHEMICAL SCHOOL 
CLOSED UNTIL NEW ONE FORCED LOSS OF LIVE- FORCED REVOCATION 
OPERATIONAL AGENT TRAINING 
TRACK RECORD OF CDTF 



ISSUES 
FORT MCCLELLAN, ALABAMA 

(Continued) 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

PERMITS ISSUED 
CONFORM TO ARMY 
REQIJEST 

REVISIONS AVAILABLE IF 
NECESSARY AS 
TRAINING CURRICULUM 
DEVELOPS 

COSTS (128 PERSONNEL) 
INCLUDED IN COBRA BUT 
ASSETS NOT SPECIFIED 

STILL SAVINGS AT 
COMMUNITY LEVEL 

ARMY PLANS TO SUPPLY 
SIMILAR ASSETS 
ELSEWHERE WITHOUT 
FORTS 

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

ISSUE 
I 

SMOKE TRAINING 
MISSION 

ANNISTON ARMY DEPOT 
CHEMICAL 
DEMILITARIZATION 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

DOD POSITION 

CAN BE CONDUCTED AT 
FORT LEONARD WOOD 

DON'T NEED TO 
REPLICATE ALL 
MCCLELLAN TRAINING 

PERMIT REVISIONS MAY 
BE REQUESTED 

SUFFICIENT ASSETS 
INCLUDED IN COBRA 

COSTS OF CHEM DEMIL 
SUPPORT NOT RELATED 
TO FORT MCCLELLAN 

WILL SUPPORT IN SAME 
MANNER AS OTHER 
CHEM DEMIL SITES 

-16.7% 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

PERMIT CUTS TR4INING 
75% 

PERMIT IGNORES SOME 
TYPES OF SMOKE 
ENTIRELY 

CHEM DEMIL REQUIRED 
BY CHEMICAL WEAPONS 
CONVENTION 

ALABAMA PERMIT 
DEPENDS ON FORT 
MCCLELLAN 

COST FOR ADDITIONAL 
ASSETS $SM/YEAR 

LARGEST IMPACT OF 
ANY ARMY CLOSURE 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
FORT MCCLELLAN, ALABAMA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Fort McClellan, except minimum essential land and facilities 
for a Reserve Component enclave and minimum essential facilities, 
as necessary, to provide auxiliary support to the chemical 
demilitarization operation at Anniston Army Depot. Relocate the 
U.S. Army Chemical and Military Police Schools to Fort Leonard 
Wood, Missouri, upon receipt of the required permits. Relocate the 
Defense Polygraph Institute (DODPI) to Fort Jackson, South 
Carolina. License Pelham Range and current Guard facilities to the 
Alabama Army National Guard. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 231.0 

Annual Savings ($M): 40.6 

Return on Investment: 2005 (6 years) 

Net Present Value ($M): 287.4 

PRO 

ANNUAL SAVINGS 

TRAINING SYNERGIES 
WITH ENGINEER SCHOOL 

ECONOMIC GAIN AT 
RECEIVERS 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

Close Fort McClellan, except minimum essential land and facilities 
for a Reserve Component enclave and minimum essential facilities, as 
necessary, to provide auxiliary support to the chemical 
demilitarization operation at Anniston Army Depot. Relocate the 
U.S. Army Chemical and Military Police Schools to Fort Leonard 
Wood, Missouri. Relocate the Defense Polygraph Institute (DODPI) 
to Fort Jackson, South Carolina. License Pelham Range and current 
Guard facilities to the Alabama Army National Guard. Retain the 
capability for live-agent training at Fort McClellan until equivalent 
capability exists at Fort Leonard Wood. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 231.0 

Annual Savings ($M): 40.6 

Return on Investment: 2005 (6 years) 

Net Present Value ($M): 287.4 

CON 

UP-FRONT COST 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

RISK TO T - ~ G  
MISSIONS 

PRO 

ELIMINATES RISK TO 
TRAINING 

MISSION 

ANNUAL SAVINGS 

TRAINING SYNERGIES 
WITH ENGINEER SCHOOL 

ECONOMIC GAIN AT 
RECEIVERS 

CON 

UP-FRONT COST 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

SOME OPERATIONAL 
DISADVANTAGES IF FORT 
LEONARD WOOD CDTF 
DELAYED 



ISSUES 
FORT MCCLELLAN, ALABAMA 

L 

ISSUE 
I 

CLEANUP COST 

TURBULENCE 

CHEMICAL WEAPONS 
CONVENTION 

CHEMICAL THREAT 

STRUCTURE OF SCHOOLS 

REUSE POTENTIAL 

INTERNATIONAL 
TRAINING 

DOD POSITION 

$10M REMEDIATION COST 
NOT PART OF COBRA 

ARMY'S JOB TO ENSURE 
TURBULENCE DOES NOT 
IMPERIL MISSION 

CDTF CAN BE USED 
WHEREVER LOCATED 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

CDTF WILL COST $5OM TO 
CLEAN UP 

RISK OF TURBULENCE AT 
CRITICAL TIME 

U.S. HAS OFFERED USE OF 
CDTF TO SUPPORT 
CONVENTION 

- 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

CLEANUP COST NOT A 
CONSIDERATION 

ARMY MANAGEMENT 
CHALLENGE 

INSPECTORS WILL BE 
TRAINED IN CDTF 

CDTF USE NOT REQUIRED 
BY CONVENTION 

CLIMATE FOR MOVE 
WILL NOT IMPROVE 

COMMAND STRUCTURE 
DODIARMY DECISION 

BOTH CORRECT 

ALTERNATIVE 
PRESERVES CDTF 
ACCESS 

ARMY JOB TO DEFEND 
AGAINST THREAT 

WOULD NOT MOVE IF 
MISSION IMPERILED 

CHEMSCHOOL 
COMMANDER WILL BE A 
GENERAL OFFICER 

REUSE EXCLUDED FROM 
CONSIDERATION BY 
STATUTE 

INTERNATIONAL 
TRAINING WILL BE DONE 
WHEREVER CDTF 
LOCATED 

THREAT PROLIFERATION 
MAKES THIS AN 
ESPECIALLY BAD TIME 
TO MOVE 

COLONEL COMMANDER 
INCOMPATIBLE WITH 
CHEMICAL SCHOOL ROLE 

ARNG ENCLAVE AND 
CLEANUP SITES LEAVE 
LITTLE FOR COMMUNITY 

CDTF IS A DIPLOMATIC 
ASSET; 33 COUNTRIES 
TRAIN THERE 



BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT LEE, VIRGINIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Realign Fort Lee by reducing Kenner Army Community Hospital to a clinic. Eliminate inpatient services. 

PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV 99 / 106 





ISSUES 
FORT LEE, VIRGINIA 

ISSUE 

POST-REALIGNMENT 
CLINIC STAFFING 

DOD POSITION 

MEDICAL COMMAND IS 
BEST SUITED TO 
IDENTIFY APPROPRIATE 
MISSIONS AND 
ADEQUATE STAFFING 
LEVELS TO ACCOMPLISH 
THOSE MISSIONS 

MEDICAL COMMAND 
ESTIMATES ARE BASED 
ON MAINTAINING 
CURRENT LEVEL OF 
OUTPATIENT WORKLOAD 

COMMUNITY POSITION I R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

STAFFING LEVELS 
WOULD BE INADEQUATE 
TO MAINTAIN CURRENT 
LEVEL OF OUTPATIENT 
WORKLOAD -- 50% 
WOULD GO TO CHAMPUS 

COST OF OUTPATIENT 
WORKLOAD THAT 
WOULD FALL TO 
CHAMPUS IS NOT 
REFLECTED IN COBRA -- 
$1 1.4 MILLION 

COST ESTIMATES 
APPEAR REASONABLE 

CLINIC STAFFING 
FIGURES ARE BASED ON 
A TESTED STAFFING 
MODEL AND APPEAR 
ADEQUATE TO SUPPORT 
CURRENT OUTPATIENT 
WORKLOAD 



SCENARIO S U W Y  
FORT LEE, VIRGINIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Realign Fort Lee by reducing Kenner Army Community Hospital to a 
clinic. Eliminate inpatient services. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 2.1 
Annual Savings ($M): 3.7 
Return on Investment: 1997 (1 Year) 
Net Present Value ($M): 50.5 

PRO 

REDUCES EXCESS 
INPATIENT CAPACITY 

EVEN WITH CHAMPUS 
COST INCREASES, 
SAVINGS STILL ACCRUE 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 

CON 

NON-ACTIVE DUTY 
BENEFICIARIES WOULD 
SEE INCREASED COSTS 

Net Present Value ($M): --- 
PRO CON 



ISSUES 
FORT LEE, VIRGINIA 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

MEDICAL COMMAND 
WOULD ENSURE 
NECESSARY SERVICES 
WOULD BE AVAILABLE 

TRICARE IMPLEMENT- 
ATION AND REMAINING 
SERVICES AT CLINIC 
WOULD MITIGATE 
NEGATIVE IMPACTS FOR 
MOST BENEFICIARIES 

FUNCTIONAL VALUE 
SCORES WERE NOT THE 
BASIS FOR THE JCSG 
ALTERNATIVE OR THE 
ARMY 
RECOMMENDATION 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

MEDICAL SUPPORT 
CRITICAL TO FORT LEE'S 
MISSION WOULD BE LOST 
-- QUARANTINE OF SICK 
SOLDIERS, RESPONSE TO 
TRAINING ACCIDENTS, 
GYNECOLOGY SERVICES 

ACCESS TO SERVICES 
WOULD DIMINISH 
ACCESS AND INCREASE 
COSTS FOR 
BENEFICIARIES IN AND 
BEYOND THE KENNER 
CATCHMENT AREA 

THE JCSG FUNCTIONAL 
VALUE SCORE FOR 
KENNER WAS HIGHER 
THAN MANY OTHER 
HOSPITALS NOT ON THE 
DOD LIST 

ISSUE 
1 

IMPACT ON FORT LEE 
MISSIONS 

IMPACT ON 
BENEFICIARIES 

RELATIONSHIP OF 
FUNCTIONAL VALUE 
SCORE TO 
RECOMMENDATION 

DOD POSITION 

CLINIC MISSIONS AND 
RESOURCES ARE 
MEDICAL COMMAND 
RESPONSIBILITY 

COSTSWOULD 
INCREASE, BUT IMPACTS 
WOULD BE MITIGATED 
BY TRICARE AND OTHER 
DOD INITIATIVES 

JCSG FUNCTIONAL 
VALUE SCORES WERE 
ONE INPUT TO A MODEL 

ALTERNATIVES WERE 
NOT BASED ON 
NUMERICAL RANKINGS 



ISSUES 
FORT LEE, VIRGINIA 

(Continued) 

ISSUE 
I 

LOSS OF CATCHMENT 
AREA DESIGNATION 

DOD POSITION 

"RECOMMENDATION 
SHOWS A NET 
SAVINGS ..." 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

WITHOUT CATCHMENT 
AREA CONTROL OVER 
CHAMPUS WORKLOAD, 
UNCONSTRAINED 
ACCESS TO CHAMPUS 
WOULD INCREASE COSTS 
OVER ARMY ESTIMATE 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 
I 

COMMUNITY POINT IS 
VALID, BUT EFFECT IS 
LIKELY TO BE SMALL, 
AND SUBJECT TO 
CURRENT AND FUTURE 
COST CONTROL 
ELEMENTS 



ARMY COMMAND, CONTROL & ADMIN INSTALLATIONS 

(C) = DoD recommendation for closure 
(R) = DoD recommendation for realignment 
(X) = Joint Cross Service Group alternative for closure or realignment 
(*) = Commission add forficrther consideration 

MILITARY VALUE 
I 

1 

2 

3 

4 

INSTALLATION 

FORT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA 

FORT McPHERSON, GEORGIA 

FORT MYER, VIRGINIA 

FORT SHAFTER, HAWAII 

I 

5 

6 
7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 
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4 

Command, Control, and Administration Installations 



BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT MEADE, MARYLAND 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Realign Fort Meade by reducing Kimbrough Army Community Hospital to a clinic. Eliminate inpatient 
services. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

NET PRESENT VALUE ($ M) 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 / CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

5of 15 
No impact 

1.6 

3.5 

1997 (1 Year) 
49.5 
103.6 

55 / 74 
0 / 0 

O.O%/- 0.1 % 

No known impediments 





ISSUES 
FORT MEADE, MARYLAND 

ISSUE 

ESTIMATED SAVINGS 

DOD POSITION 

COBRA ANALYSIS BASED 
ON MEDICAL COMMAND 
STAFF REDUCTIONS, 
COST TRANSFERS TO 
OTHER FACILITIES, AND 
CHAMPUS INCREASES 
SHOWS SUBSTANTIAL 
NET SAVINGS 

INCREMENTAL COST OF 
CARE AT WALTER REED 
WOULD NOT BE 
SUBSTANTIALLY 
DIFFERENT FROM COST 
AT KIMBROUGH 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

CURRENT WORKLOAD 
WOULD GO TO CHAMPUS 
AT RATES HIGHER THAN 
ARMY ESTIMATES 

WORKLOAD MOVmG TO 
WALTER REED WOULD 
COST MORE TO PROVIDE 

NET EFFECT WOULD BE 
COST, NOT SAVINGS 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

NET SAVINGS ARE BASED 
ON REASONABLE 
ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT 
WORKLOAD TRANSFERS 
AND COSTS 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
FORT MEADE, MARYLAND 

SERVICES 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Realign Fort Meade by reducing Kimbrough Army Community 
Hospital to a clinic. Eliminate inpatient services. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 1.6 
Annual Savings ($M): 3.5 

1 Return on Investment: 1997 (1 Year) 
Net Present Value ($M): 49.5 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

PRO 
REDUCES EXCESS 
CAPACITY 
NET SAVINGS TO THE 
GOVERNMENT 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 

Return on Investment: 
Net Present Value ($M): 

CON 
SOME USERS WOULD 
EXPERIENCE HIGHER 
COSTS AND DIMINISHED 
ACCESS TO INPATIENT 



ISSUE 

' IMPACT ON FORT MEADE 
TENANTS 

1 RETIREE ACCESS TO 
DIRECT CARE SERVICES 

EXCEPTIONAL FAMILY 
MEMBER PROGRAM 

ISSUES 
FORT MEADE, MARYLAND 

DOD POSITION I COMMUNITY POSITION 

MEDICAL CENTERS AT 
WALTER REED AND 
BETHESDA, ALONG WITH 
AN APPROPRIATELY 
STAFFED CLINIC AT FORT 
MEADE, WOULD BE ABLE 
TO MEET THE NEEDS OF 
THE FORT MEADE 
COMMUNITY 

IMPACT OF HOSPITAL 
LOSS ON THE 57 TENANTS 
ON FORT MEADE ARE 
UNKNOWN BECAUSE THE 
ARMY NEVER ASKED 
THEM FOR INPUT 
IMPACTS MAY BE 
SIGNIFICANT 

MILITARY HOSPITALS' 
PRIMARY MISSION IS 
SERVICES TO ACTIVE 
DUTY, THEIR FAMILIES, 
AND RETIREES, IN THAT 
ORDER 

RETIREES WOULD NOT 
BE ABLE TO OBTAIN 
DIRECT CARE SERVICES 
COSTS TO RETIREES 
WOULD INCREASE 
"BROKEN PROMISE" 

MEDICAL CENTERS AT 
WALTER REED AND 
BETHESDA CAN SERVE 
EFMP ENROLEES 

- - pp 

778 ENROLLED FAMILIES, 
MANY OF WHOM UTILIZE 
HOSPITAL EMERGENCY 
ROOM AND INPATIENT 
CAPABILITY 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

ARMYMEDICAL 
COMMAND WOULD 
ENSURE NECESSARY 
SERVICES WOULD BE 
PROVIDED 

RETIREE COMMUNITY 
WOULD EXPERIENCE 
HIGHER COSTS, THOUGH 
IMPACTS WOULD BE 
MITIGATED BY DOD 
PROGRAMS 

LOSS OF EMERGENCY 
ROOM AND INPATIENT 
CAPACITY WOULD 
INCONVENIENCE SOME 
EFMP FAMILIES, BUT 
WOULD NOT REQUIRE 
RELOCATION 



BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT RITCHIE, MARYLAND 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Fort Ritchie. Relocate the 1 11 1 th Signal Battalion and 1 108th Signal Brigade to Fort Detrick, MD. 
Relocate Information Systems Engineering Command elements to Fort Huachuca, AZ. 

ALTERNATIVE FOR CONSIDERATION: Close Fort Ritchie. Relocate the 11 11 th Signal Battalion and 1 108th Signal Brigade to Fort 
Detrick, MD. Relocate Information Systems Engineering Command elements to Fort Huachucha, AZ. Enclave the National Guard facility. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 

FORCE STRUCTURE 
ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

NET PRESENT VALUE 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 I CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

7of  15 

No impact 

69.9 
26.1 

2001 (2 years) 
275.5 

35.2 

140 / 177 
851 1741 

- 4.8 % I - 4.8% 
No known impediments 







ISSUES 
FORT RITCHIE, MARYLAND 

3 

ISSUE 

SITE R SUPPORT 

DISA-WESTHEM 

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD 
ARMORY 

DOD POSITION 

JOINT STAFF ACCEPTS 
INCREASED RESPONSE 
TIME 

RELOCATE TO BASE X 
COST ESTIMATES 
REASONABLE - ACTUAL 
COST WILL BE SUBJECT 
TO SERVICE 1 DEFENSE 
AGENCY DISCUSSION 
AND AGREEMENT 

FACILITY WAS MISSED 
DUIUNG INITIAL 
INVENTORY 
WILL ENCLAVE ARMORY 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

INCREASED RESPONSE 
TIME FROM FORT 
DETRICK IS 
UNACCEPTABLE 

CAN ACHIEVE 
OPERATIONAL 
SYNERGISM BY 
CONSOLIDATING AT 
FORT RITCHIE WHERE 
REGIONAL CONTROL 
CENTER EXISTS 
COST TO RELOCATE 
UNDERESTIMATED 

NEW ARMORY WAS NOT 
INCLUDED IN DECISION 
PROCESS 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

CHAIRMAN, JOINT 
CHIEFS OF STAFF, 
ACCEPTS INCREASED 
TIME 

DISA-WESTHEM 
MANAGES ELECTRONIC 
INFORMATION 
CAN BE LOCATED 
ANY WHERE 
COMMUNICATIONS 
NODES ARE AVAILABLE 

ARMORY ON FORT 
RITCHIE PROPERTY 
ARMORY MISSED 
INVENTORY 
ENCLAVE NOT IN DOD 
RECOMMENDATION 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
FORT RITCHIE, MARYLAND 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Fort Ritchie. Relocate the 1 1 1 lth Signal Battalion and 1 108th 
Signal Brigade to Fort Detrick, MD. Relocate Information Systems 
Engineering Command elements to Fort Huachuca, AZ. 

One-Time Costs (SM): 69.9 
Annual Savings ($M): 26.1 
Return on Investment: 2001 (2 Years) 
Net Present Value ($M): 275.5 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

Close Fort Ritchie. Relocate the 11 1 lth Signal Battalion and 1108th 
Signal Brigade to Fort Detrick, MD. Relocate Information Systems 
Engineering Command elements to Fort Huachuca, AZ. Enclave the 
National Guard facility. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 70.2 
Annual Savings ($M): 26.1 
Return on Investment: 2001 (2 Years) 
Net Present Value ($M): 275.2 

PRO 

REDUCES DOD 
INFRASTRUCTURE & 
COSTS 

a MEETS REQUIREMENT TO 
SUPPORT SITE R 

- 

PRO 

REDUCES DOD 
INFRASTRUCTURE & 
COSTS 

MEETS REQUIREMENT TO 
SUPPOK~ SITE R 

PROVIDES FOR 
CONTINUATION OF 
NATIONAL GUARD 
ARMORY 

CON 

CAUSES RELOCATION OF 
DISA-WESTHEM WITH 
ASSOCIATED COSTS 

a FAILS TO CONSIDER 
NATIONAL GUARD 
ARMORY 

CON 

CAUSES RELOCATION OF 
DISA-WESTHEM WITH 
ASSOCIATED COSTS 



ISSUE 

FLAWED COST ESTIMATES 

INCREASED OPERATING 
COSTS FROM 
RELOCATIONS 

ISSUES 
FORT RITCHIE, MARYLAND 

DOD POSITION 

NEW DATA CALL; NEW 
CERTIFIED DATA 
ARMY AUDIT AGENCY 
AUDITED PROCESS 1 
CERTIFIED NEW DATA 
PROVIDED COMMISSION 
WITH NEW COBRA 

RELOCATIONS ARE 
RELATIVELY SMALL 
CONSOLIDATES 
FUNCTIONS WITH 
PARENT ORGANIZATIONS 
INCREASES 
OPERATIONAL 
EFFICIENCY 
METHODS OTHER THAN 
TRAVEL AVAILABLE TO 
CONDUCT BUSINESS 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

DATA FATALLY FLAWED 
DOD DECISION BASED ON 
N A L I D  INFORMATION 
NEW DATA STILL 
FLAWED 

PRIMARY CUSTOMERS OF 
FORT RITCHIE TENANTS 
ARE EAST COAST BASED 
RELOCATING TENANTS 
TO ARIZONA WILL 
INCREASE OPERATING 
COSTS 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

NEW COST ESTIMATES 
CORRECTED PERSONNEL 
STRENGTHS, HOUSING 
DATA, AND PROVIDES 
FOR ON-SITE SUPPORT TO 
SITE R 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
USING COMMUNITY 
DATA INDICATES ACTION 
STILL FINANCIALLY 
ATTRACTIVE 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
REVEALS INCREASED 
RECURRING COSTS DOES 
NOT SIGNIFICANTLY 
AFFECT 
RECOMMENDATION 
PAYOFF 



ISSUES 
FORT RITCHIE, MARYLAND 

- 
ISSUE 

WATEK AT FORT 
HUACHUCA, AZ 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

DOD POSITION 

CONSIDERED WATER IN 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
BASELINE SURVEY 
POSITION AFFIRMED BY 
MAYOR OF SIERRA VISTA 
NEEDFOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT STUDY 
CONTINGENT UPON 
COMMISSION DECISION 

MILITARY VALUE 
ASSESSMENT TAKES 
PRECEDENCE 
ECONOMIC IMPACT 
CONSIDERED AS PART OF 
DECISION PROCESS 

COMMUNITY POSITION 
SIERRA VISTA, AZ, IN AN 
ACQUIFER OVERDRAFT 
SITUATION 
RELOCATION OF FORT 
RITCHIE ELEMENTS WILL 
EXACERBATE PROBLEM 

CLOSURE WILL HAVE A 
SEVERE IMPACT ON AN 
ALREADY DEPRESSED 
REGION 
WASHINGTON COUNTY 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE 
AT 6.4% (JAN 95) 
LOST PAYROLL 
$75 MILLION 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

SUPPORT DOD POSITION 
POST-DECISION 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT STATEMENT 
MAY SURFACE OTHER 
FACTORS 

FORT DETRICK ONLY 45 
MINUTES FROM FORT 
RITCHIE 
ABOUT HALF THE JOBS 
STAY IN THE REGION 



BASE ANALYSIS 
SELFRIDGE ARMY GARRISON, MICHIGAN 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close US Amy Garrison, Selfridge. 

t 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 
ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 

PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 I CUM) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

9 of 15 

No Impact 

5.2 

7.1 

1997 (Immediate) 
101.2 

10.6 

17 151 
222 I 95 

0.0 % / 0.0 % 

No known impediments 





ISSUES 
SELFRIDGE ARMY GARRISON, MICHIGAN 

11 ISSUE I DOD POSITION I COMMUNITY POSITION I R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

COBRA ANALYSIS 
I $7.1M ANNUAL SAVINGS 

IMMEDIATE RETURN ON I INVESTMENT 

SAVINGS OVERSTATED 

$2.6M ANNUAL SAVINGS I FROM CLOSING FAMILY 
HOUSING 

ARMY DID NOT INCLUDE 
HOUSING ALLOWANCE 
COSTS FOR OTHER 
SERVICES 

$1.3MINBASE 
OPERATIONS SAVINGS 

I SAVINGS OVERSTATED 

REMAINING UNITS MUST I INCREASE FUNDING 

$4.3M ANNUAL SAVINGS 

IMMEDIATE RETURN ON 
INVESTMENT 

$0.5M ANNUAL SAVINGS 
FROM CLOSING FAMILY 
HOUSING 

FUNDING FOR FAMILY 
HOUSING OPERATIONS 
DECREASED 

ARMY DID NOT INCLUDE 
HOUSING ALLOWANCES 
FOR ALL FAMILY 
HOUSING AND 
BARRACKS RESIDENTS 

CONTINUING SERVICES 
DEPENDENT ON OTHER 
SERVICES FUNDING 

11 AVAILABILITY OF I ADEQUATE HOUSING I ADEQUATE HOUSING I HOUSING ALLOWANCES 
AVAILABLE IN LOCAL I MARKET 

NOT AVAILABLE IN 
LOCAL MARKET 

ADEQUATE 

2 % VACANCY RATE 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
SELFRIDGE ARMY GARRISON, MICHIGAN 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Close US Army Garrison, Selfridge 

One-Time Costs (SM): 5.2 
Annual Savings ($M): 7.1 
Return on Investment: 1997 (Immediate) 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

Net Present Value ($M): 101.2 
PRO 

ANNUAL SAVINGS 

CONSISTENT WITH 
STRATEGY TO CLOSE 
HOUSING AREAS THAT 
SUPPORT SMALL 
GARRISON AND 
HEADQUARTERS 
ACTIVITIES 

PRO CON 
REDUCES QUALITY OF 
LIFE FOR SOLDIERS AND 
FAMILIES 

ELIMINATES HOUSING 
THAT MEETS DOD 
STANDARDS AND HAS 
LOW DEFERRED 
MAINTENANCE 

CON 



ISSUES 
SELFRIDGE ARMY GARRISON, MICHIGAN 

ISSUE 

MILITARY VALUE 

CONDITION OF FAMILY 
HOUSING 

BUSINESS PRACTICES 

INCREASES IN PERSONNEL 

DOD POSITION 

SUPPORTS SMALL ARMY 
POPULATION 

9 0 F 1 5  

NONESTATED 

PART OF NEW DOD 
HOUSING STRATEGY 

NO INCREASES SHOWN 
ON POPULATION 
PLANING DOCUMENT 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

MODEL "PURPLE" BASE 

FAMILY HOUSING IN 
GOOD CONDITION 

NONE STATED 

MILITARY PERSONNEL 
INCREASING 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

MILITARY VALUE 
PROPERLY ASSESSED 

765 ACTIVE UNITS MEET 
STANDARDS 

16 1 UNRENOVATED 
UNITS CONVERTED TO 
ADMINISTRATIVE SPACE 
AND BARRACKS 

$1 50K IN DEFERRED 
MAINTENANCE 

RENT BARRACKS TO 
COAST GUARD AND 
GEOGRAPHICALLY 
SEPARATED BACHELORS 

PRIVATIZED GAS AND 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

READINESS GROUP 
INCREASING BY 57 

RELOCATED TO BASE X 
IN ARMY COBRA 



BASE ANALYSIS 
PRICE SUPPORT CENTER, ILLINOIS 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Charles Melvin Price Support Center, except a small reserve enclave and storage area. 

CRITERIA I DOD RECOMMENDATION 11 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) I 3.3 11 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 

- -  -- 

NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 

10 of 15 
NO Impact 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

I 
6.3 

1997 (Immediate) 

ENVIRONMENTAL I No known impediments 11 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 

PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL I CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 

18.9 

21 I 54 
4 1 2  





ISSUES 
PRICE SUPPORT CENTER, ILLINOIS 

ISSUE 
I 

COBRA ANALYSIS 

AVAILABILITY OF 
HOUSING 

TENANT RELOCATION 

DOD POSITION 

$6.3 M ANNUAL SAVINGS 

IMMEDIATE RETURN ON 
INVESTMENT 

$O.SM ANNUAL SAVINGS 
FROM CLOSING FAMILY 
HOUSING 

21 MILITARY POSITIONS 
ELIMINATED 

$797K SAVINGS 

HOUSING AVAILABLE IN 
LOCAL MARKET 

COSTS TO RELOCATE 
TENANTS NOT 
INCLUDED 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

NONE STATED 

NO SAVINGS FROM 
CLOSING FAMILY 
HOUSING 

NONE STATED 

ADEQUATE HOUSING 
NOT AVAILABLE 

COST TO RELOCATE 
TENANTS SHOULD BE 
INCLUDED 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

$5.3 ANNUAL SAVINGS 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
IN 1 YEAR-1998 

$78K ANNUAL SAVINGS 
FROM CLOSING FAMILY 
HOUSING 

8 MILITARY POSITIONS 
ELIMINATED 

$358K ANNUAL SAVINGS 

257 PERSONNEL 
ALREADY IN 
UNACCEPTABLE 
HOUSING DUE TO COST 
AND DISTANCE 

HOUSING ALLOWANCES 
GENERALLY ADEQUATE 

ALL TENANTS ARE 
INCLUDED IN ENCLAVE 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
PRICE SUPPORT CENTER, ILLINOIS 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Price Support Center, except for a small reserve enclave and 
storage area. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 3.3 
Annual Savings ($M): 6.3 
Return on Investment: 1997 (Immediate) 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

Net Present Value ($M): 85.5 
PRO 

ANNUAL SAVINGS 
CONSISTENT WITH 
STRATEGY OF CLOSING 
HOUSING AREAS THAT 
SUPPORT SMALL 
GARRISON AND 
HEADQUARTERS 
ACTIVITIES 

PRO CON 
REDUCES QUALITY OF 
LIFE FOR SOLDIERS AND 
FAMILIES 
LOSS OF NEW HOUSING 
UNITS WITH NO 
DEFERRED MAINTENACE 

CON 



ISSUES 
PRICE SUPPORT CENTER, ILLINOIS 

ISSUE 

MILITARY VALUE 

SUPPORT TO AVIATION- 
TROOP COMMAND 

CONDITION OF FAMILY 
HOUSING 

CONDITION OF BARRACKS 

DOD POSITION 

1 0 0 F  15 

RELOCATION OF ATCOM 
WARRANTS REDUCTION 
AT PRICE 

NONESTATED 

NONESTATED 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

LOGISTICS VALUE 
UNDERSTATED 

ATCOM COMPRISES: 

17 % OF HOUSING 

2 1 % OF ADMIN SPACE 

0.1 % OF ENCLOSED 
WAREHOUSE SPACE 

0 % OF OPEN STORAGE 

HOUSING IN EXCELLENT 
CONDITION 

BARRACKS RECENTLY 
RENOVATED 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

MILITARY VALUE 
PROPERLY ASSESSED 

RELOCATION OF ATCOM 
HAS MINIMAL EFFECT ON 
PRICE 

NO DEFERRED 
MAINTENANCE 

100 OF 164 UNITS BUILT 
IN 1988190 

52 ROOMS RENOVATED 
1994 

STOP WORK ORDER 
ISSUED ON SECOND 52 
ROOM FACILITY 



ISSUES 
PRICE SUPPORT CENTER, ILLINOIS 

(Continued) 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

ARMY DENIED NAVY 
REQUEST FOR 220K SF 
AND DRMO REQUEST 
FOR40K SF OF 
WAREHOUSE SPACE 

TENANTS REIMBURSE 
ARMY 

ISSUE 

DOD ACTIVITIES 
REQUESTING SPACE 

DOD POSITION 

INSTALLATION 
RECOMMENDED FOR 
CLOSURE 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

MORE DOD ACTIVITIES 
REQUESTING SPACE 



BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT BUCHANAN, PUERTO RICO 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Realign Fort Buchanan by reducing garrison management functions and disposing of family housing. 
Retain an enclave for the reserve components, Army and Air Force Exchange Service (AAFES) and the Antilles Consolidated School. 

CRITERIA 
I 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 / CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

11 of 15 
No impact 

19.9 

21.4 
2001 (Immediate) 

255.3 
23.7 

129 / 241 
67 / 89 

-0.1 % I - 0 . 1  % 

No known impediments 





ISSUES REVIEWED 
FORT BUCHANAN, PUERTO RICO 

GARRISON MISSIONS 

FAMILY HOUSING CLOSURE 

INSTALLATION'S HISTORIC AND STRATEGIC VALUE 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

INSTALLATION STATUS - CLOSURE OR REALIGNMENT 



ISSUES 
FORT BUCHANAN, PUERTO RICO 

h 

ISSUE 

GARRISON MISSIONS 

DOD POSITION 

BUCHANAN NOT 
CONSIDERED A POWER 
PROJECTION PLATFORM 

MOBILIZATION 
CERTIFICATION, 
DEPLOYMENT SUPPORT, 
JOINT EXERCISE 
SUPPORT AND DISASTER 
RECOVERY SUPPORT 
CAN BE PERFORMED BY 
ACTION TEAMS FROM 
CONUS 

FORSCOM 
IMPLEMENTATION 
CONCEPT IS TO CLOSE 
GARRISON, DISPOSE OF 
FAMILY HOUSING, 
RELIEVE INSTALLATION 
OF AREA MISSIONS 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

DESIGNATED A LEAD 
MOBILIZATION STATION 
AND POWER PROJECTION 
PLATFORM 

ADDITIONAL MISSIONS 
SUPPORT REGIONAL 
CONTINGENCIES, 
DEPLOYMENTS, 
REGIONAL TRAINING 
EXERCISES, DISASTER 
RECOVERY & ANTI- 
TERRORISM 

MISSIONS BEST 
PERFORMED BY 
PERMANENTLY 
STATIONED GARRISON 

GARRISON CLOSURE 
EXCEEDS DOD 
RECOMMENDATION 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

MOBILIZATION 
CERTIFICATION 
ROUTINELY UTILIZES A 
RESIDENT GARRISON 

PRECEDENT EXISTS FOR 
MOBILIZATION 
CERTIFICATION BY 
ACTION TEAMS 

ADDITIONAL MISSIONS 
NOT DEPENDENT ON 
RESIDENT GARRISON 

GARRISON CLOSURE & 
MISSION CHANGES 
EXCEED DOD 
RECOMMENDATION 



ISSUES 
FORT BUCHANAN, PUERTO RICO 

(Continued) 

ISSUE 

FAMILY HOUSING 
CLOSURE 

DOD POSITION I COMMUNITY POSITION I R&A STAFF FINDINGS 11 
DISPOSAL OF HOUSING 
YIELDS SAVINGS THAT 
CAN BE USED FOR 
READINESS ISSUES. 

ARMY WILL FUND 
HOUSING 
CONSTRUCTION AT 
ROOSEVELT ROADS 
NAVAL BASE FOR 
RELOCATED PERSONNEL 

CONSIDERING SABANA 
SECA NAVAL SECURITY 
GROUP INSTALLATION 
AS ALTERNATIVE SITE 

ENCLAVED MILITARY 
PERSONNEL WILL 
RECEIVE HOUSING 
ALLOWANCE 

INADEQUATE 
ALTERNATIVE FOR ARMY 
FAMILY HOUSING 

SABANA SECA ON EPA 
SUPERFUND CLEANUP 
LIST 

LOCAL HOUSING 
MARKET 

EXPENSIVE 

ARMY ESTIMATES 
UNDERSTATE CLOSURE 
COSTS, THEREBY 
OVERSTATMG 

ROOSEVELT ROADS 

AVAILABILITY LIMITED 

HOUSING OLD BUT 
GENERALLY 
MAINTAINED 

NOT 1990s STANDARDS; 
LIMITED AMENITIES 

INSTALLATION 
INFRASTRUCTURE IS OLD 

SABANA SECA 
POTENTIALLY VIABLE AS 
A HOUSING SITE 

LIMITED RENTAL 
MARKET IN VICINITY OF 
BUCHANAN 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
FORT BUCHANAN, PUERTO RICO 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Realign Fort Buchanan by reducing garrison management functions 
and disposing of family housing. Retain an enclave for the reserve 
compofients, Army and Air Force Exchange Service (AAFES) and 
the Antilles Consolidated School. 

One-Time Costs ($6 19.9 
Annual Savings ($M): 21.4 
Return on Investment 2001 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 255.3 

PRO 

REDUCES PERSONNEL 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

AVOIDS MAJOR HOUSING 
MAINTENANCE AND 
UPGRADE OUTLAYS 

AVOIDS MAJOR 
INSTALLATION UTILITY 
OUTLAYS 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

Realign Fort Buchanan. Dispose of family housing. Retain garrison 
facilities as necessary to hlfill mobilization missions and requirements, 
and enclave support fictions. Retain an enclave for the Reserve 
components, Army and Air Force Exchange Service (AAFES) and 
the Antilles Consolidated School. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 7.0 
Annual Savings ($M): 8.9 
Return on Investment: 2001 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 108.9 

CON 

FORCES SELECT 
PERSONNEL ONTO TIGHT 
RENTAL MARKET 

EFFECTIVELY CLOSES 
THE INSTALLATION 

SIGNALS FURTHER 
WITHDRAWAL FROM THE 
CARIBBEAN AND LATIN 
AMERICA ON HEELS OF 
LEAVING PANAMA 

PRO 

REDUCES PERSONNEL 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

RETAINS AN ACTIVE 
COMPONENT GARRISON 

AVOIDS MAJOR HOUSING 
MAINTENANCE AND 
UPGRADE OUTLAYS 

CON 

SAVES SIGNIFICANTLY 
LESS THAN DOD 
RECOMMENDATION 

REQUIRES INSTALLATION 
UTILITY OUTLAYS 

FORCES ALL MILITARY 
PERSONNEL ONTO TIGHT 
RENTAL MARKET 



ISSUES 
FORT BUCHANAN, PUERTO RICO 

- - 

ISSUE DOD POSITION 

NO EASY CHOICES LEFT I FORT BUCHANAN IS AN ON PUERTO RICO 

EXCELLENT FACILITY - I UNBROKEN SINCE I898 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

ACTIVE ARMY PRESENCE 

HISTORIC AND STRATEGIC 
VALUE 

MILITARY VALUE OF 
FORT BUCHANAN IS LOW 

INTANGIBLE FACTORS 
SUCH AS HISTORY OR 
SYMBOLISM TO HISPANIC 
COMMUNITY NOT 
CONSIDERED 

LAST ACTIVE ARMY 
INSTALLATION IN 
CARIBBEAN - SOON TO 
BE LAST IN LATIN 
AMERICA 

FORT BUCHANAN 
HABITUALLY USED 
DURING CARIBBEAN AND 
LATIN AMERICAN CRISES 

PROVIDES BILINGUAL 
RESERVE UNITS CRUCIAL 
TO LATIN AMERICAN 
CONTINGENCIES 

CLOSURE SENDS WRONG 
SIGNAL TO HISPANIC 
COMMUNITY 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

MILITARY VALUE 
ASSESSMENT TAKES 
PRECEDENCE 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
CONSIDERED AS PART OF 

1 OVERALL ASSESSMENT 

CLOSUREWILLBE 
SEVERE BLOW TO 
ALREADY DEPRESSED 
ECONOMY 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

ACTION EFFECTIVELY 
ENDS ACTIVE ARMY 
PRESENCE ON PUERTO 
RICO 

ANALYSIS SURFACED NO 
INDICATIONS OF 
IMPROPER APPLICATION 
OF DOD SELECTION 
CRITERIA 



ISSUES 
FORT BUCHANAN, PUERTO RICO 

ISSUE 

INSTALLATION STATUS - 
CLOSURE OR 
REALIGNMENT 

DOD POSITION 

RECOMMENDATION 
DIS-ESTABLISHES 
GARRISON AND CLOSES 
HOUSING 

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES 
AND FUNCTIONS 
RETAINED: 

READINESS GROUP 
COMMISSARY 
POST EXCHANGE 
DOD SCHOOL 
ARMY RESERVE 
NATIONAL GUARD 

BASED ON DOD CRITERIA 
BEST-FIT DEFINITION IS 
REALIGNMENT 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

FORSCOM 
IMPLEMENTATION OF 
RECOMMENDATION 
CLOSES FORT 
BUCHANAN 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

FORSCOM DRAFT 
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
EXCEEDS SCOPE OF DOD 
RECOMMENDATION 

DOD WILL LIKELY HAVE 
DIFFICULTY ENCLAVING 
DEFENSE AGENCY 
ELEMENTS WITHOUT 
MAINTATNING A 
GARRISON STRUCTURE 



BASE ANALYSIS 
KELLY SUPPORT CENTER, PENNSYLVANIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Realign the Kelly Support Center by consolidating Army Reserve units onto three of its five parcels. 
Dispose of remaining two parcels. Relocate the Army Reserve's leased maintenance activity in Valley Grove, West Virginia to the Kelly 
Support Center. 

CRITERIA DOD RECOMMENDATION 

MILITARY VALUE 13 of 15 
FORCE STRUCTURE No Impact 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 1 CUM) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

0.3 

0.7 

200 1 (Immediate) 
8.4 

4.9 
O/ 13 
010 

0.0 % /  - 0.1 % 

No known impediments 





SCENARIO SUMMARY 
KELLY SUPPORT FACILITY, PENNSYLVANIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Realign the Kelly Support Center by consolidating Army reserve units 
onto three of its five parcels. Dispose of the remaining two parcels. 
Realign the Army Reserve's leased maintenance activity in Valley 
Grove, West Virginia to the Kelly Support Center. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 0.3 
Annual Savings ($M): 0.7 
Return on Investment: 2001 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 8.4 

PRO 
ELIMINATES EXCESS 
PROPERTY 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 
I 

Realign the Kelly Support Center by consolidating Army reserve units 
onto three of its five parcels. Dispose of the remaining two parcels. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 0.3 
Annual Savings ($M): 0.7 
Return on Investment: 2001 (Immediate) 

CON 
IGNORES SECDEF LETTER 
OF JUNE 14, 1995 

Net Present Value ($M): 8.4 
PRO 

ELIMINATES EXCESS 
PROPERTY 
IMPLEMENTS SECDEF 
LETTER OF JUNE 14,1995 

CON 



ISSUES 
KELLY SUPPORT CENTER, PENNSYLVANIA 

a 

- 
ISSUE 

DATA INPUT ERRORS 

PERSONNEL 
ELIMINATIONS 

MILITARY 
CONSTRUCTION 

VALLEY GROVE FACILITY 

DOD POSITION 

REVISED INPUT, NO 
CHANGE IN OUTCOME 

13 CIVILIAN POSITIONS 

$32.4 MIN ORIGINAL 
RECOMMENDATION 

RELOCATED TO KELLY IN 
ORIGINAL 
RECOMMENDATION 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

SEVERAL DATA INPUT 
ERRORS 

UNCERTAINTY OVER 
LOCATION OF AREA 
SUPPORT MISSION 

NO STATED POSITION 

NEW FACILITY BEING 
BUILT IN WEST VIRGINIA 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

ERRORS CORRECTED 

NO CHANGEIN 
RECOMMENDATION 

REVISED 
RECOMMENDATION 
REDUCED ELIMINATIONS 

AREA SUPPORT TO 
REMAIN AT KELLY 

NO MILITARY 
CONSTRUCTION IN 
REVISED 
RECOMMENDATION 

SECDEF STATED 
RECOMMENDATION NO 
LONGER VIABLE 



BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT HAMILTON, NEW YORK 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Realign Fort Hamilton. Dispose of all family housing. Retain minimum essential land and facilities for 
existing Army units and activities. Relocate all Army Reserve units from Caven Point, New Jersey, to Fort Hamilton. 

DOD ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDATION: Realign Fort Hamilton. Dispose of all family housing. Retain minimum essential land 
and facilities for existing Army units and activities including all Army Reserve units. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL 1 CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL I CIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 / CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

-- 14 of 15 
No impact 

0.4 

2.2 

2001 (Immediate) 
24.4 

25.7 

0 1  14 
010  

O.O%/-0.1 % 

No known impediments 



ISSUES REVIEWED 
FORT HAMILTON, NEW YORK 

FAMILY HOUSING PRIVATIZATION 

d 

FAMILY HOUSING LIFESPAN 

FUNDING FOR MAINTENANCE & UPGRADE 

AFFORDABILITY AND AVAILABLITY OF ALTERNATIVES 

HISTORIC PRESENCE IN NEW YORK CITY AREA 

RESIDUAL UNITS TO BE ENCLAVED 



ISSUE 

FAMILY HOUSING 
LIFESPAN 

FUNDING FOR 
MAINTENANCE & 
UPGRADES 

AFFORDABILITY AND 
AVAILABILITY OF 
ALTERNATIVES 

ISSUES 
FORT HAMILTON, NEW YORK 

DOD POSITION I COMMUNITY POSITION I R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

HOUSING APPROACHING FAMILY HOUSING AGE & FAMILY HOUSING IS NOT 
END OF 50 YEAR USEFUL I CONDITION GENERALLY I 1990's STANDARDS 
LIFESPAN 

SERVICE LACKS MONEY 
NECESSARY FOR 
UPGRADES AND 
MAINTENANCE 

To I IVLmKET 

-- - 

HOUSING IS AVAILABLE 

LIMITED AMENITIES 

MOST REMAINING 
MILITARY ARE SENIOR 
PERSONNEL WHO CAN 
BETTER AFFORD MORE 
COSTLY RENTALS 1 
0 WNERSHIP 

ALLOW PRIVATIZATION 
INITIATIVE TO MATURE 
THROUGH LEGISLATIVE 
PROCESS 

LOCAL HOUSING 
MARKET IS EXPENSIVE 
AND UNAVAILABLE 

NEIGHBORHOODS ARE 
CULTURALLY COHESIVE 

LONG TERM RESIDENCY 

~ IS NORMAL 

COMPARABLE HOUSING 
EXCEEDS BAQ & VHA BY 
$200 - $500 PER MONTH 
FOR JUNIOR ENLISTED 
MEMBERS 

LEAD PAINT PREVALENT 

ABATEMENT COSTS UP 
TO $12,000 PER UNIT 

FY 96 DEFERRED 
MAINTENANCE TOTALS 
$2.3 MILLION 

NO LOCAL HOUSING 
REFERRAL OFFICE 

LOCAL AREA RENTAL 
MARKET TIGHT 

2 & 3 BEDROOM RENTALS 
COST $750 - $1000 PER 
MONTH (AND UP) 

108 FAMILIES ARE E5 AND 
BELOW (37.5% OF 
ASSIGNED STRENGTH) 

SOLDIERS' ANNUAL OUT 
OF POCKET EXPENSE 
ESTIMATED AT $1.5 MIL 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
FORT HAMILTON, NEW YORK 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Realign Fort Hamilton. Dispose of all family housing. Retain 
minimum essential land and facilities for existing Army units and 
activities. Relocate all Army Reserve units from Caven Point, New 
Jersey, to Fort Hamilton. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 0.4 
Annual Savings ($M): 2.2 
Return on Investment: 2001 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 24.4 

PRO 

AVOIDS MAJOR HOUSING 
MAINTENANCE AND 
UPGRADE OUTLAYS 

ALLOWS REDUCTION TO 
PERSONNEL 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

CLOSING FAMILY 
HOUSING A GOOD 
BUSINESS DECISION 

DOD ALTERNATIVE 
I 

Realign Fort Hamilton. Dispose of all family housing. Retain 
minimum essential land and facilities for existing Army units and 
activities including all Army Reserve units. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 0.4 
Annual Savings ($M): 2.2 
Return on Investment: 2001 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($&I): 24.4 

CON 

PERSONNEL CHANGES 
MINOR (1 4 OF 198 CIV) 

CLOSING FAMILY 
HOUSING QUESTIONABLE 
FROM QUALITY OF LIFE 
VIEWPOINT 

FORCES MILITARY 
FAMILIES ONTO TIGHT, 
EXPENSIVE COMMERCIAL 
MARKET 

SHIFTS COST BURDEN 
FROM SERVICE TO 
SOLDIER 

PRO 

SAME AS ORIGINAL 
RECOMMENDATION 

CON 

SAME AS ORIGINAL 
RECOMMENDATION 





BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT TOTTEN, NEW YORK 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Fort Totten, except an enclave for the U. S. Army Reserve. Dispose of family housing. 



ISSUES REVIEWED 
FORT TOTTEN, NEW YORK 

FAMILY HOUSING LIFESPAN 

RESIDUAL UNITS TO BE ENCLAVED 

- 

FUNDING FOR MAINTENANCE & UPGRADE 

AFFORDABILITY AND AVAILABILITY OF 
ALTERNATIVES 

HISTORIC PRESENCE IN NEW YORK CITY AREA 



ISSUES 
FORT TOTTEN, NEW YORK 

ISSUE 

FAMILY HOUSING 
LIFESPAN 

FUNDING FOR 
MAINTENANCE AND 
UPGRADES 

AFFORDABILITY AND 
AVAILABILITY OF 
ALTERNATIVES 

DOD POSITION 

60 OF 188 SETS HISTORIC 

128 SETS BUILT 1959160 

ALL WITHIN DECADE OF 
USEFUL LIFESPAN END 

SERVICE LACKS MONEY 
NECESSARY FOR 
UPGRADES AND 
MAINTENANCE 

NOT A TROOP UNIT POST 

ASSUME AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING IS AVAILABLE 

REMAINING SOLDIERS 
ARE MORE SENIOR 
PERSONNEL - BETTER 
ABLE TO ABSORB OUT OF 
POCKET EXPENSE 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

FAMILY HOUSING 
COMPARABLE I 
SUPERIOR TO LOCAL 
HOUSING 

FAMILY HOUSING 
SERVICEABLE AND 
AFFORDABLE 

NOT IN SERVICE BEST 
INTEREST TO 
RELINQUISH SOME OF 
AREA'S BEST BARGAINS 

AREA AROUND TOTTEN 
IS UPSCALE - RENTALS 
EXPENSIVE 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

LIVING CONDITIONS NOT 
TO 1990s STANDARD 

LIMITED AMENITIES 

24 UNITS INACTIVE DUE 
TO UNFUNDED 
REQUIREMENTS 

LEAD PAINT ABATEMENT 
REQUIREMENTS CAN BE 
AS MUCH AS $1 2K PER 
UNIT 

FY 96 MAINTENANCE 
PROGRAM - $4.1 MILLION 
UNFUNDED PROJECTS 

ESTIMATE ALL RANK 
OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE 
WILL TOTAL $0.5 MIL 
OVER ENTITLEMENTS 

FORT HAMILTON HAS 
SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF 
VACANT QUARTERS TO 
OFFER ACCEPTABLE 
OPTION 

SOMELOSS OF 
CONVENIENCE 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
FORT TOTTEN, NEW YORK 

- 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Fort Totten, except an enclave for the U. S. Army Reserve. 
Dispose of family housing. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 1.0 
Annual Savings ($M): 0.7 
Return on Investment: 2001 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 8.0 

PRO 

AVOIDS MAJOR HOUSING 
MAINTENANCE AND 
UPGRADE OUTLAYS AT 
FORT TOTTEN 

ALLOWS REDUCTION TO 
PERSONNEL AND 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One Time Costs ($M): 
Steady State Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 

CON 

PERSONNEL CHANGES (25 
OF 721) AND SAVINGS 
ARE MINOR 

FORCES MILITARY 
FAMILIES ONTO TIGHT, 
EXPENSIVE COMMERCIAL 
MARKET 

SHIFTS COST BURDEN 
FROM SERVICE TO 
SOLDIER 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 



ISSUES 
FORT TOTTEN, NEW YORK 

ISSUE 
I 

HISTORIC PRESENCE IN 
NEW YORK CITY AREA 

RESIDUAL UNITS TO BE 
ENCLAVED 

DOD POSITION 

NO EASY CHOICES; ALL 
REMAINING BASES HAVE 
MUCH TO OFFER 

SERVICE MUST REDUCE 
EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

77TH ARMY RESERVE 
COMMAND ENCLAVED 

ERNIE PYLE RESERVE 
CENTER RETAINED 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

ARMY PRESENCE DATES 
TO CIVIL WAR 

TOTTEN FEATURES TWO 
NYC LANDMARK 
FACILITIES 

1870s OFFICER CLUB 
CIVIL WAR RAMPARTS 

CLOSURE AFFECTS 77TH 
ARCOM AND RESERVE 
CENTER 

RESERVE CENTER 
RECENTLY UPGRADED 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 
I 

INSTALLATION CLOSURE 
AND HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION ARE NOT 
TNCOMPATIBLE 

QUEENS, NY, ZONED 
POST FOR RESTRICTED 
DEVELOPMENT 

RESERVE COMMAND 
AND CENTER REMAINS 



ARMY COMMODITY INSTALLATIONS 

11 MILITARY VALUE 1 INSTALLATION 11 
11 1 I REDSTONE ARSENAL. ALABAMA 11 

7 PICATINNY ARSENAL, NEW JERSEY 

8 COLD REGIONS RESEARCH & ENGINEERING LABORATORY, NEW HAMPSHIRE I 

3 
4 

5 

9 I NATICK RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT & ENGINEERING CENTER, MASSACHUSETTS I 

ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL, ILLINOIS 

FORT MONMOUTH, NEW JERSEY 

ADELPHI LABORATORIY CENTER, MARYLAND 

(C) = DoD recommendation for closure 
(R) = DoD recommendation for realignment 
(X) = Joint Cross Service Group alternative for closure or realignment 
(*) = Commission add for firther consideration 





BASE ANALYSIS 
DETROIT ARSENAL, MICHIGAN 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Realign Detroit Arsenal by closing and disposing of the Detroit Army Tank Plant. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 

FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

2 o f 9  

No impact 
1.4 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

NET PRESENT VALUE ($ M) 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL I CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL I CIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 I CUM) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

3.1 

1996 (Immediate) 

38.1 

5.9 

0 1 0  
0 I 0  

0.0% 10.0% 
No known impediments 



ISSUES REVIEWED 
DETROIT ARSENAL, MICHIGAN 

IMPACT ON CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL 

COSTS TO MOVE OPERATIONS TO LIMA OR ROCK ISLAND 

DEFENSE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT AREA OFFICE 
(DCMAO) PERSONNEL AT DETROIT TANK PLANT 

GUN MOUNT PRODUCTION 



ISSUES 
DETROIT ARSENAL, MICHIGAN 

b 

ISSUE 
L 

GUN MOUNT PRODUCTION 

- 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

ARMY INPUT INDICATES 
THAT ROCK ISLAND IS 
SIGNIFICANTLY 
CHEAPER 
BOTH PRODUCTION 
LINES MEET QUALITY 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECOMMENDATION IS 
NOT IN CONFLICT WITH 
OMB CIRCULAR A-76 

DOD POSITION 

ARMY STUDY PUTS 
COSTS AT $39,483 PER 
MOUNT AT ROCK ISLAND 
AND $53,000 AT DETROIT 
PUTTING 100Yo OF WORK 
AT ROCK ISLAND 
RESULTS IN UNIT COST 
OF $38,727 
RECOMMENDATION 
DOES NOT IMPACT ON 
OMB CIRCULAR A-76 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

GUNMOUNT 
PRODUCTION AT 
DETROIT IS CHEAPER 
AND OF BETTER 
QUALITY 
MOVEMENTOF 
PRODUCTION TO ROCK 
ISLAND CONFLICTS WITH 
OMB CIRCULAR A-76 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
DETROIT ARSENAL, MICHIGAN 

- 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Realign Detroit Arsenal by closing and disposing of the Detroit Army 
Tank Plant. 

o n e - ~ i m e  Costs ($M): 1.4 
Annual Savings ($M): 3.1 
Return on Investment: 1996 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 38.2 

PRO 

REDUCES EXCESS 

SUPPORTS ARMY 
STATIONING STRATEGY 

COMBINES ALL GUN 
MOUNT PRODUCTION AT 
ONE FACILITY 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 

Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 

CON 

ARMY'STANK 
INDUSTRIAL BASE IS CUT 
TO ONE PLANT 

ELIMINATES 1 SO 
CONTRACT JOBS 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 



ISSUES 
DETROIT ARSENAL, MICHIGAN 

ISSUE 

IMPACT ON CONTRACTOR 
PERSONNEL 

COSTS TO MOVE 
OPERATIONS TO LIMA OR 
ROCK ISLAND 

DCMAO PERSONNEL 

DOD POSITION 

CONTRACT EXPIRES 
PRIOR TO BASE CLOSURE 

NO COSTS IN COBRA. 
ARMY CONFIRMS THAT 
INCREASED PRODUCTION 
AT LIMA AND ROCK 
ISLAND DO NOT REQUIRE 
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 
OR FACILITIES 

NO MILITARY 
PERSONNEL IN SCENARIO 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

ARMY SHOULD TREAT 
150 CONTRACTOR 
PERSONNEL AS LOSSES 
DUE TO BASE CLOSURE 

LIMA AND ROCK ISLAND 
WILL NEED EQUIPMENT 
FROM DETROIT AND 
FACILITY 
CcN3TRUCTION TO 
~ C C E P T  MlDITIONAL 
WORK 

APPROXIMATELY 40 DOD 
PERSONNEL AT FACILITY 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

JOB LOSS IS LESS THAN 
1% OF DETROIT MSA 

THERE IS NOTHING TO 
CONTRADICT ARMY'S 
POSITION THAT LIMA 
AND ROCK ISLAND CAN 
ACCEPT MISSION WITH 
THEIR CURRENT 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

COSTS ARE 
INSIGNIFICANT AS THERE 
IS AVAILABLE SPACE AT 
DETROIT ARSENAL 



BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT DETRICK, MARYLAND 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Change the recommendation of the 1991 Commission regarding Tri-Service Project Reliance. Upon 
disestablishment of the U.S. Army Biomedical Research and Development Laboratory (USABRDL) at Fort Detrick, MD, do not collocate 
environmental and occupational toxicology research with the Armstrong Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH. Instead 
relocate the health advisories environmental fate research and military criteria research functions of the Environmental Quality Research 
Branch to the Army Environmental Hygiene Agency (AEHA), Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, and maintain the remaining functions of 
conducting non-mammalian toxicity assessment models and on-site biomonitoring research of the Research Methods Branch at Fort Detrick 
as part of Headquarters, U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($ M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 

PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 / CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

6 o f 9  
No impact 

0.3 
0.03 

1996 (Immediate) 

4.1 
39.4 

0 1 0  
0 / 9 

0.0 % / - 0.6 % 

No known impediments 
A 





SCENARIO SUMMARY 
FORT DETRICK, MARYLAND 

b 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Change the recommendation of the 199 1 Commission regarding Tri- 
Service Project Reliance. Upon disestablishment of the U.S. Army 
Biomedical Research and Development Laboratory at Fort Detrick, 
do not collocate environmental and occupational toxicology research 
with the Armstrong Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, 
OH. Instead relocate the health advisories environmental fate 
research and military criteria research functions of the Environmental 
Quality Research Branch to the A m y  Environmental Hygiene 
Agency, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. Maintain the remaining 
fbnctions of conducting nonmamrnalian toxicity assessment models 
and onsite biomonitoring research of the Research Methods Branch at 
Fort Detrick. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 0.3 
Annual Savings ($M): 0.03 
Return on Investment: 1996 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 4.1 

PRO 
ELIMINATES NEED TO 
RECREATE A UNIQUE 
FACILITY 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 
I 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 
Net Present Value ($M): 

CON 
NONE IDENTIFIED 

PRO CON 



ARMY AMMUNITION STORAGE INSTALLATIONS 

11 MILITARY VALUE 1 INSTALLATION 11 

11 3 1 BLUE GRASS ARMY DEPOT. KENTUCKY 

1 

2 

11 6 1 PUEBLO ARMY DEPOT ACTIVITY, COLORADO 11 

HAWTHORNE ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT, NEVADA 

TOOELE ARMY DEPOT, UTAH 

8 I UMATILLA ARMY DEPOT ACTIVITY. OREGON 11 

1 

(C) = DoD recommendation for closure 
(R) = DoD recommendation for realignment 
(X) = Joint Cross Service Group alternative for closure or realignment 
(*) = Commission add for@rther consideration 





BASE ANALYSIS 
SIERRA ARMY DEPOT, CALIFORNIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Realign Sierra Army Depot by eliminating the conventional ammunition mission and reducing it to a depot 
activity. Retain enclave for the Operational Project Stock mission and the static storage of ores. 

DOD ALTERNATIVE: Realign Sierra Army Depot by reducing the conventional ammunition mission to the level necessary to support the 
conventional ammunition demilitarization mission. Retain a conventional ammunition demilitarization capability and an enclave for the 
Operational Project Stocks mission and the static storage of ores. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 

FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

NET PRESENT VALUE ($ M) 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

7of8  
No impact 

12.7 
25.9 

200 1 (Immediate) 

299.9 

DOD ALTERNATIVE 

7 of 8 
No impact 

9.9 
18.5 

200 1 (Immediate) 

2 19.3 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 34.0 34.0 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 / CUM) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

36 / 305 
17 / 34 

- 6.9 % / - 6.9 % 

No known impediments 

36 / 198 
171 34 

- 5.3 % / - 5.3 % 

No known impediments 



ISSUES REVIEWED 
SIERRA ARMY DEPOT, CALIFORNIA 



ISSUES 
SIERRA ARMY DEPOT, CALIFORNIA 

ISSUE 
L 

DEMILITARIZATION 
CAPACITY 

ROCKET MOTOR DEMIL 

UNIQUENESS 

DOD POSITION 

DEMILITARIZATION 
CAPACITY LOW IN 
IMPORTANCE 

ARMY WILL MOVE TO 
OTHER DEMIL METHODS 
IN 2 1 ST CENTURY 

LOSS OF SIERRA WILL 
MOTIVATE RESEARCH 
INTO ALTERNATIVES 

HILL AIR FORCE BASE 
CAN DEMIL ROCKET 
MOTORS 

ALL OUTDOOR STORAGE 
GIVEN EQUAL WEIGHT 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

MILITARY VALUE 
OVERLOOKED SIERRA'S 
DEMIL MISSION (22% OF 
NATIONAL CAPACITY) 

CONFLICTS BETWEEN 
WHOLESALE 
AMMUNITION 
STOCKPILE PROGRAM 
STUDY AND TIERING 
PLAN NOT RESOLVED 

ARMY DEMIL GOALS 
CANNOT BE MET 
WITHOUT SIERRA 

ONLY BASE THAT CAN 
DEMIL ROCKET MOTORS 
FOR START TREATY 

DESERT STORAGE DRY, 
LOW DETERIORATION 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

EFFECT ON NEAR- TO 
MID-TERM DEMIL 
CAPACITY NOT 
CONSIDERED 

NEW DEMIL METHODS 
EXPERIMENTAL 

RECOMMENDATION 
CONFLICTS WITH ARMY 
OPERATIONAL 
BLUEPRINT 

INSTALLATION 
ANALYSIS INCLUDED NO 
METRIC FOR DEMIL 
CAPACITY 

DOD ALTERNATIVE 
PRESERVES UNSPECIFIED 
AMOUNT OF DEMIL 

HILL AFB HAS ROCKET 
MOTOR CAPACITY 

ALL OUTDOOR STORAGE 
NOT EQUAL 

ALTERNATIVE 
PRESERVES SOME 
INDOOR AND OUTDOOR 
STORAGE 



ISSUES 
SIERRA ARMY DEPOT, CALIFORNIA 

(Continued) 

ISSUE 

LOCATION 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

SAVINGS 

COSTS OF AMMO MOVE 

DOD POSITION 

MORE ECONOMICAL TO 
LOAD, SHIP FROM 
FARTHER AWAY 

SIERRA GIVEN CREDIT 
FOR LEAST DISTANCE 
AND LOWEST COST TO 
SEAPORTS 

- 6.9% 

REALIGNMENT CUTS 305 
CIVILIANS; SAVINGS 
$25.9MNEAR 

MOST AMMO MOVED IN 
ISSUERECEIPT PROCESS 
FUNDING ALREADY IN 
PROGRAM 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

CLOSEST AMMO 
STORAGE TO WEST 
COAST PORTS 

839 JOBS LOST = -8.8%. 

UNEMPLOYMENT WOULD 
REACH 20.7% IN COUNTY 

CUT OF 305 ALSO 
ELIMINATES ALL BASE 
OVERHEAD 

CORRECT NUMBER 125 

$38-91M 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

DOD CONCLUSION 
DEPENDENT ON 
MANPOWER LEVELS 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
SIGNIFICANT 

REDUCED TO 5.3% IN 
COMMISSION 
ALTERNATIVE 

WITH DOD SCENARIO AT 
COMMUNITY LEVEL, 
IMMEDIATE PAYBACK, 
SAVINGS $13.6MlYEAR 

$45-95M PER IOC 
ALTERNATIVE 
RECOMMENDATION 
AVOIDS EXTRA AMMO 
MOVE COSTS 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
SIERRA ARMY DEPOT, CALIFORNIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Realign Sierra Army Depot by eliminating the conventional 
ammunition mission and reducing it to a depot activity. Retain an 
enclave for the Operational Project Stocks mission and the static 
storage of ores. Retain additional ammunition storage to support 
tiering conversion shortfall. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 12.7 
Annual Savings ($M): 25.9 
Return on Investment: 2001 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 299.9 

PRO 
SAVINGS 
REDUCTIONIN 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

DOD ALTERNATIVE 

Realign Sierra Army Depot by reducing the conventional ammunition 
mission to the level necessary to support the conventional 
ammunition demilitarization mission. Retain a conventional 
ammunition demilitarization capability and an enclave for the 
Operational Project Stocks mission and the static storage of ores. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 9.9 
Annual Savings ($M): 18.5 
Return on Investment: 2001 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 219.3 

CON 
LOSS OF OVER 40% OF 
OPEN DETONATION 
CAPACITY, 22% OF ALL 
DEMIL 
NO IDENTIFIED 
REPLACEMENT 
ECONOMIC IMPACT 
MISSIONS IDENTIFIED AS 
NECESSARY WILL BE 
DEFERRED 

PRO 

PRESERVES AMMO 
STORAGE CAPACITY 
NEEDED IN SHORT TERM 

PRESERVES DEMIL 
CAPACITY 

ALLOWS OTHER NEEDED 
DEMIL MISSIONS TO 
PROCEED 

CON 

SMALLER SAVINGS 

AMMO DRAWDOWN 
AFTER 1998 WILL 
EVENTUALLY CREATE 
EXCESS STORAGE 
CAPACITY WITH NO BASE 
DISPOSAL METHOD 



ISSUES 
SIERRA ARMY DEPOT, CALIFORNIA 

. 

ISSUE 

SAFE HAVEN 

PROCESS 

TIERING PLAN SCORING 

TIERING PLAN DATA 
CERTIFICATION 

DOD POSITION 

SAFE-HAVEN STATUS DID 
NOT RECEIVE CREDIT 

TIERING PLAN ASSISTED 
IN SELECTING STUDY 
CANDIDATES 

ARMY WAS FREE TO ADD 
OR SUBTRACT BASES IF 
ANALYSIS WARRANTED 

SCORING WASA 
SNAPSHOT IN TIME 

RULES SAME FOR ALL 
INSTALLATIONS 

WINNER-TAKE-ALL 
SCORING MADE EXTRA 
DEMIL IRRELEVANT 

NO CREDIT GIVEN FOR 
CAPACITY W/O MISSION 

CERTIFIED DATA NOT 
REQUIRED IN TIERING 
PLAN BECAUSE PLAN 
NOT DONE FOR BRAC 
PURPOSES 
PLAN ENDORSED BY 
ARMY VICE-CHIEF OF 
STAFF 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

SIERRA IS SAFE HAVEN 
FOR NAVY CONCORD 

INCLUSION OF TIERING 
PLAN IN STATIONING 
STRATEGY OVERRODE 
OBJECTIVE 
INSTALLATION 
ASSESSMENTS 

a NO CREDIT FOR AMMO 
SURVEILLANCE 
FACILITY 

SHORTED 88% OF DEMIL 
CAPACITY 

NO CREDIT FOR MISSILE 
MAINT/TEST FACILITIES 

USE OF UNCERTIFIED 
DATA VIOLATES PUBLIC 
LAW 101-510 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

SAFE HAVEN STATUS 
NOT A DRIVER 

BASES IN DIFFERENT 
TIERS COULD NOT BE 
FAIRLY EVALUATED 
AGAINST EACH OTHER 

CONSEQUENCE OF ODD 
TIERING PLAN TIMELINES 

DEMIL METRIC WAS 
TONS/YEAR, NOT 
POUNDSIDAY 

LOW WEIGHTING MADE 
CORRECTION 
IRRELEVANT 

DOD SCORING 
CONSISTENT 

GAO SAYS TIERING PLAN 
ENDORSEMENT DID NOT 
AUTOMATICALLY 
CERTIFY DATA 
PLAN SHOULD HAVE 
BEEN RE-RUN WITH 
CERTIFIED DATA WHEN 
USED IN BRAC PROCESS 



ISSUES 
SIERRA ARMY DEPOT, CALIFORNIA 

(Continued) 

h 

. 

ISSUE 
I 

EFFICIENCY 

MEASURES OF MERIT 

DATA ACCURACY 

USADACS 

GROWTH CAPABILITY 

EFFECT ON OTHER 
ACTIVITIES 

FLEXIBILITY 

DOD POSITION 

COST FUNCTION OF 
STAFFING & WORKLOAD, 
NOT BASE ATTRIBUTES 

USE OF DISTANCE AS 
LOCATION METRIC WAS 
NOT A DRIVER 

DATA CERTIFIED BY IOC 

USADACS TO MOVE TO 
MCALESTER AAP 

GROWTH CAPABILITY 
NOT RELEVANT AS 
SIERRA IS A TIER I11 
DEPOT, SLATED TO BE 
CLOSED 

OPERATIONAL PROJECT 
STOCKS MISSION WILL 
REMAIN 

ALTERNATIVE ALLOWS 
MORE FLEXIBILITY 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

SIERRA HAS LOWEST 
COST IN IOC TO SHIP, 
RECEIVE, STORE AMMO 
POWER PROJECTION 
MEASURED 
SUPERFICIALLY 

DATA SIERRA SENT 
DIDN'T MATCH ARMY'S 

COULD ADOPT USADACS 
MISSION WITH LITTLE 
CONSTRUCTION 
INDOOR STORAGE AT 
OTHER DEPOTS FULL 
MORE AVAILABLE WHEN 
SPECIAL WEAPONS 
MISSION LEAVES 
CAN STORE SECURELY 
OUTDOORS NOW 

AMMO MISSION LOSS 
WILL DRIVE UP COST OF 
OPERATIONAL PROJECT 
STOCKS MISSION 
CLOSURE ELIMINATES 
FLEXIBILITY REQUIRED 
IN TIERING PLAN 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

NOT AN INSTALLATION- 
DEPENDENT METRIC 

BOTH CORRECT 
NOT MOST SIGNIFICANT 
OF TIERING PLAN FLAWS 
CERTIFICATION DOES 
NOT EQUAL ACCURACY 

USADACS BETTER 
SUITED TO MCALESTER 

SIERRA RECEIVED 
CREDIT FOR CURRENT 
SPECIAL WWLPONS 
AREAS 

COMMUNITY CORRECT 
BUT ISSUE NOT A DRIVER 

IDENTIFIED 
INCONSISTENCY IN 
TIERING PLAN - 



ISSUES 
SIERRA ARMY DEPOT, CALIFORNIA 

(Continued) 

ISSUE 

REUSE 

DOD POSITION 

REUSE NOT CONSIDERED 
UNDER STATUTE 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

AMMO AREA HAS NO 
REUSE POTENTIAL 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

NOFINDING 



BASE ANALYSIS 
SENECA ARMY DEPOT, NEW YORK 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Seneca Army Depot, except an enclave to store hazardous material and ores. 

i 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 

FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($ M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 

PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL 1 CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL I CIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 / CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

4 o f 8  

No impact 

29.9 
19.3 

200 1 (Immediate) 
202.3 
7.3 

4 I 269 
014 

- 2.7 % 1 - 2.7 % 

No known impediments 



ISSUES REVIEWED 
SENECA ARMY DEPOT, NEW YORK 

PROCESS 

MILITARY VALUE 

AMMO STORAGE CAPACITY 

MEASURES OF MERIT 

DATA 

RATES 



ISSUES 
SENECA ARMY DEPOT, NEW YORK 

ISSUE I DOD POSITION 

PROCESS 

TIER PLAN ASSISTED IN 
SELECTING STUDY 
CANDIDATES 

ARMY WAS FREE TO ADD 
OR SUBTRACT BASES IF 
ANALYSIS WARRANTED 

AMMO STORAGE 
CAPACITY 

MILITARY VALUE 

TIERING PLAN SHOWS 
ABILITY TO 
DEMILITARIZE 
SUFFICIENT TO CLOSE 

TIER I11 

DODINCLUDES 
SUFFICIENT AMMO MOVE 
COSTS TO EXECUTE 

I 

I MEASURES WERE SAME 

COMMUNITY POSITION 1 R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

MEASURES OF MERIT 

INCLUSION OF TIERING SENECA LOST ONE 
PLAN IN STATIONING I POSITION (3RD TO 4TH) 

FOR ALL INSTALLATIONS 

AGAINST EACH OTHER 

TIERING PLAN NOT 
INTENDED FOR BRAC 

STRATEGY OVERRODE 
MILITARY VALUE 
ANALYSIS 

NO WAY TO RESOLVE 
WITHOUT REWRITING 
TIERING PLAN 

BASES IN DIFFERENT 
TIERS COULD NOT BE 
FAIRLY COMPARED 

BASES IN DIFFERENT 
TIERS COULD NOT BE 
FAIRLY EVALUATED 

OTHER STORAGE FULL 

NOWHEREFOR 
SENECA'S AMMUNITION 
TO GO 

TIERING USED POOR 
MEASURES FOR 
LOCATION, STORAGE, 
POWER PROJECTION 

SUFFICIENT IF : 

3 CAPABILITY AT SIERRA 
RETAMED 

DEMIL OF OUTDOOR 
AMMO DEFERRED 

AMMO MOVE COST 
OPTIMISTIC 

SENECA PARTICULARLY 
HURT BY CHOICE OF 
STORAGE MEASURE 



ISSUES 
SENECA ARMY DEPOT, NEW YORK 

(Continued) 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

DOD SCORING 
CONSISTENT ON MISSILE 
MAINTENANCE 

CONCUR WITH 
COMMUNITY ON 
AIRFIELD 

SMALL-ARMS 
WAREHOUSES 
ADDRESSED IN 
MEASURES OF MERIT 
SECTION 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

NO CREDIT FOR MISSILE 
MAINTENANCE 
CAPABILITY 

NO CREDIT FOR SMALL- 
ARMS WAREHOUSES, 
AIRFIELD 

ISSUE 

DATA 

DOD POSITION 

CREDIT FOR CAPABILITY 
NOT AWARDED WITHOUT 
MISSION 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
SENECA ARMY DEPOT, NEW YORK 

11 DOD RECOMMENDATION I COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

II Close Seneca Army Depot, except an enclave to store hazardous 
material and ores. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 29.9 

Annual Savings ($M): 19.3 

Return on Investment: 2001 (Immediate) 

I One-Time Costs (SM): 

I Annual Savings ($M): 

I Return on Investment: 

SAVINGS 

REDUCES 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

I 
AMMO STORAGE 
DEMAND INCREASING 
THROUGH 1998 

ALLOWSARMYTO REQUIRES INCREASE IN 11 IMPLEMENT I OUTDOOR STORAGE 

Net Present Value ($M): 202.3 

PRO I CON 

11 EAMUNN ITION TIERING 

Net Present Value ($M): 

PRO I CON 



ISSUES 
SENECA ARMY DEPOT, NEW YORK 

ISSUE 

RATES 

DOD POSITION 

RATE NOT DRIVER 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

HOURLY RATE APPEARS 
HIGH DUE TO 
WORKLOAD 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

SAME TRUE FOR ALL 



BASE ANALYSIS 
SAVANNA ARMY DEPOT ACTIVITY, ILLINOIS 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Savanna Army Depot Activity. Relocate the United States Army Defense Ammunition Center and 
School (USADACS) to McAlester Army Ammunition Plant, Oklahoma. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

5 o f 8  

No impact 
66.6 

J 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

NET PRESENT VALUE ($ M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 

PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL 1 CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL I CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 I CUM) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

12.1 

2006 (5 years) 
80.7 
9.0 

4 1 172 
5 I 264 

- 8.3 % 1 - 8.3 % 

No known impediments - 







ISSUES 
SAVANNA ARMY DEPOT ACTIVITY, ILLINOIS 

ISSUE 

UNIQUENESS OF USADACS 
FACILITIES 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

AMMO STORAGE 
CAPACITY 

COSTS OF MOVE 

DOD POSITION 

CAMPUS, ENGINEERING, 
TEST FACILITIES CAN BE 
RECREATED 

TIERING PLAN SHOWS 
ABILITY TO 
DEMILITARIZE 
SUFFICIENT TO CLOSE 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

FACILITIES IDENTIFIED 
AT MCALESTER AAP 
INADEQUATE 

IF DOD CORRECT, 
RESULTING 
UNEMPLOYMENT 10.6% 

WILL HAVE EXTRA 
IMPACT ON RURAL AREA 

ALL AMMO STORAGE 
WILL BE FULL IN FY95, 
SO NONE CAN BE 
CLOSED 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

MCALESTER FACILITIES 
WILL BE ADEQUATE 
WHEN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPLETE 

- 9.1% IMPACT 

MOST AMMO MOVED IN 
NORMAL ISSUEIRECEIPT 
PROCESS 

$28.2M FOR AMMO 
MOVES 

EXPECT HOMEOWNERS 
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
WILL NOT APPLY 

USADACS FACILITIES 
COST $21M 

COST OF MOVING AMMO 
UNDERESTIMATED 

USADACS MOVE $57M 

FACILITIES $5OM MORE 

$14M EXTRA COST FROM 
BUYING UNSOLD HOMES 

SUFFICIENT IF CAPACITY 
OF SIERRA RETAINED 
AND DEMIL OF OUTSIDE 
AMMO DEFERRED 

1 TIERING PLAN NOT 
1 INTENDED FOR BRAC 
I EXTRA AMMO MOVE 

COST MAKES ROI 5 
' YEARS 

AMMO MOVE COST 
ASSUMPTIONS LOW END 
OF IOC RANGE 

$5OM USADACS FACILITY 
COST NOT 
SUBSTANTIATED 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
SAVANNA ARMY DEPOT ACTMTY, ILLINOIS 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Savanna Army Depot Activity. Relocate the United States 
Anny Defense Ammunition Center and School (USADACS) to 
McAlester Army Ammunition Plant, Oklahoma. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 66.6 

Annual Savings ($M): 12.1 

Return on Investment: 2006 (5 years) 

Net Present Value ($M): 80.7 

PRO 

SAVINGS 

REDUCES 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

ALLOWS 
IMPLEMENTATION OF 
TIERING PLAN 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

- 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 

Return on Investment: 

Net Present Value ($M): 

CON 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

AMMO STORAGE 
DEMAND INCREASING 
THROUGH 1998 

REQUIRES INCREASE IN 
OUTDOOR STORAGE 

PRO CON 



ISSUES 
SAVANNA ARMY DEPOT ACTMTY, ILLINOIS 

ISSUE 

DESTINATION OF 
USADACS 

DEMILITARIZATION 

REUSE 

DOD POSITION 

DIRECT TRANSFER TO 
MCALESTER 
AMMUNITION PLANT, 
OKLAHOMA 

DEPLETED URANIUM 
STABLE, WILL BE 
STORED 

SMALL DEMIL CAPACITY 
CAN BE FOREGONE 

REUSE NOT CONSIDERED 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

OTHER COMMUNITIES 
ASK THAT DESTINATION 
REMAIN FLEXIBLE 

EXPLOSIVE WASTE 
INCINERATOR AND 
DEPLETED URANIUM 
DEMIL FACILITY ON SITE 

66,000 DU ROUNDS 
AWAITING DEMIL 

BURIED AMMUNITION 
INHIBITS REUSE 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 
I 

USADACS 
OPERATIONALLY WELL 
SUITED TO MCALESTER 

POSSIBILITY OF 
SIGNIFICANT ONE-TIME 
COST SAVINGS 
ELSEWHERE 

MORE ECONOMICAL TO 
STORE DU THAN TO 
DEMIL 

- 

DOES NOT INHIBIT 
CLOSURE 

STATUTE PROHIBITS 
REUSE CONSIDERATIONS 



ARMY INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES 

(C) = DoD recommendation for closure 
(R) = DoD recommendation for realignment 
(X) = Joint Cross Service Group alternative for closure or realignment 
(*) = Commission add forjirther consideration 





BASE ANALYSIS 
STRATFORD ARMY ENGINE PLANT, CONNECTICUT 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Stratford Army Engine Plant. 



ISSUES REVIEWED 
STRATFORD ARMY ENGINE PLANT, CONNECTICUT 



ISSUES 
STRATFORD ARMY ENGINE PLANT, CONNECTICUT 

ISSUE 

INDUSTRIAL WORKLOAD 

COMPLIANCE WITH 
DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 
RECOMMENDATION 

DOD POSITION 

NO NEED FOR FUTURE 
NEW ENGINE 
PRODUCTION 
ARMY HAS IN-HOUSE 
CAPABILITY FOR 
REBUILD 
WILL PURCHASE 
ADEQUATE STOCK TO 
CARRY OVER UNTIL 
ABLE TO OBTAIN SPARE 
PARTS FROM OTHER 
SOURCES 
ARMY STATES THAT 
THEY ARE COMPLYING 
WITH 
RECOMMENDATION 
TURBINE ENGINE 
TECHNOLOGY IS 
AVAILABLE FROM OTHE 
SOURCES 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

ARMY COULD NOT GO 
FOR EXPECTED 30 YEARS 
WITHOUT NEW ENGINES 
OR ENGINEERING 
SUPPORT 
SOLE SOURCE FOR 
SEVERAL ENGINE ITEMS 
(I.E., RECUPERATOR) 

COMMUNITY STATES 
THAT 
RECOMMENDATION WAS 
TO RETAIN STRATFORD 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

ENGINE SUSTAINMENT IS 
POSSIBLE WITHOUT 
RETAINING STRATFORD 

- ---- 

a DEPARTMENT OF 
DEFENSE ENDORSED 
RECOMMENDATION TO 
CLOSE STRATFORD 
ARMY ENGINE PLANT 
AFTER TASK FORCE 
FINDINGS WERE 
PUBLISHED 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
STRATFORD ARMY ENGINE PLANT, CONNECTICUT 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Stratford Army Engine Plant. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 2.1 
Annual Savings ($M): 6.0 
Return on Investment: 1998 (1 Year) 
Net Present Value ($M): 81.0 

PRO 

COMPLIES WITH ARMY 
STATIONING STRATEGY 

ARMY DOES NOT NEED 
FUTURE ENGINE 
PRODUCTION 

DEPOTS CAN SATISFY 
REPAIR REQUIREMENTS 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

Close Stratford Army Engine Plant. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 6.6 
Annual Savings ($M): 6.1 
Return on Investment: 1998 (1 Year) 

CON 

REDUCES 
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR 
SUPPORT OF MILITARY 
TURBINE ENGINES 

Net Present Value ($M): 78.8 
PRO 

ADDRESSES DCMAO 
PERSONNEL AND 
EQUIPMENT MOVEMENT 

CON 



ISSUES 
STRATFORD ARMY ENGINE PLANT, CONNECTICUT 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
COMPLIANCE COSTS 

ISSUE 

EQUIPMENT MOVEMENT 
AND MILITARY 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

DOD POSITION 

COBRA DOES NOT HAVE 
COSTS FOR 
CONSTRUCTION AT 
GAINING FACILITIES OR 
EQUIPMENT MOVEMENT 

NO ENVIRONMENTAL 
COMPLIANCE COSTS ARE 
IN THE ARMY'S 
ANALYSIS 

- - 

I R&A STAFF FINDINGS COMMUNITY POSITION 

ALLIED SIGNAL 
ESTIMATES $2.54 
MILLION TO MOVE 
GOVERNMENT 
EQUIPMENT 

STUDY FOR ARMY IN 1994 
INDICATES $1 7 MILLION 
TO STABILIZE THE PLANT 

GOVERNMENT 
PERSONNEL NUMBERS 

I IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
SHOWS $2.03 MILLION 

1 FOR EQUIPMENT 
MOVEMENT 
COSTS INCLUDED IN 
COMMISSION COBRA 
THERE IS NO EVIDENCE 
THAT COSTS ARE 
ASSOCIATED WITH 
COMPLIANCE OR RESULT 
OF BRAC ACTION 

ARMY COBRA REFLECTS 
FIVE MILITARY 
PERSONNEL 

- - - - -  

MUST REALIGN 91 AND 
ELIMINATE 4 PERSONNEL 
COST TO MOVE DCMAO 
PERSONNEL IS $35,488 
COSTS INCLUDED IN 
COMMISSION COBRA 
RESULTS IN 0.1 % JOB 
LOSS 

THERE ARE 110 DEFENSE 
CONTRACT 
MANAGEMENT AREA 
OFFICE (DCMAO) 
PERSONNEL ON SITE 



ISSUES 
STRATFORD ARMY ENGINE PLANT, CONNECTICUT 

(Continued) 

ISSUE 
I 

RENTAL INCOME FROM 
CONTRACTOR 

DUAL MILITARYICIVILIAN 
USE CONCEPT 

IMPACT ON 1,500 ALLIED 
SIGNAL EMPLOYEES 

IMPACT ON PRODUCTION 
OF LCAC ENGINE 

DOD POSITION 

COBRA DOES NOT 
REFLECT LOSS OF 
RENTAL INCOME FROM 
ALLIED SIGNAL 

ARMY WANTS OUT OF 
THE FACILITY 

JOB LOSS DUE TO 
CONTRACT 
TERMINATION 
RECOMMENDATION 
DOES NOT INDICATE ANY 
IMPACT ON LCAC ENGINE 
FOR US NAVY 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

CLAIMSTHAT 
GOVERNMENT RECEIVES 
$2 MILLION PER YEAR 

CONTRACTOR 
RECOMMENDS 
MILITARY RETAIN 
FACILITY IN A DUAL USE 
CAPACITY 
WOULD RESULT IN 
CONSIDERABLE JOB LOSS 
AND ECONOMIC IMPACT 
NAVY IS CONTRACTING 
FOR LCAC ENGINE 
UPGRADE KIT FROM 
STRATFORD ENGINE 
PLANT 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 
I 

OPERATING COSTS 
SHARED BY 
GOVERNMENT AND 
CONTRACTOR 
ARMY ANALYSIS ONLY 
INCLUDES GOVERNMENT 
PORTION OF OPERATING 
EXPENSES 
NO REASON TO RETAIN 
EXCESS WITHOUT 
FUTURE REQUIREMENTS 

REPRESENTS LESS THAN 
1 % OF EMPLOYMENT 
BASE IN COUNTY 
NAVY IS AWARE OF THE 
RECOMMENDATION AND 
HAS VOICED NO 
CONCERN 



ARMY PORTS 

(C) = DoD recommendation for closure 
(R) = DoD recommendation for realignment 
(X) = Joint Cross Service Group alternative for closure or realignment 
(*) = Commission add forBrther consideration 





BASE ANALYSIS 
BAYONNE MILITARY OCEAN TERMINAL, NEW JERSEY 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Bayonne Military Ocean Terminal. Relocate the Military Transportation Management Command 
(MTMC) Eastern Area Command Headquarters and the traffic management portion of the 1301st Major Port Command to Fort Monmouth, 
New Jersey. Retain an enclave for the Navy Military Sealift Command, Atlantic, and Navy Resale and Fashion Distribution Center. 

DOD ALTERNATIVE: Close Bayonne Military Ocean Terminal. Relocate the Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) Eastern 
Area Command Headquarters, the traffic management portion of the 1301 st Major Port Command, the Military Sealift Command, Atlantic, 
and Resale and Fashion Distribution Center to locations to be determined. 

- 

DOD ALTERNATIVE 

2 o f 3  
No impact 

79.7 
17.1 

2003 ( 5 Years) 
143.5 

19.6 

7 / 179 
154 1 1,615 

-1.3 % / - 1.3 % 

No known impediments 

CRITERIA DOD RECOMMENDATION 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 
ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 / CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
+ 

2 o f 3  
No impact 

43.8 
8.6 

2004 (6 Years) 
69.3 

19.6 
8 / 149 
81 / 906 

- 1.1 % I -  1.1 % 

No known impediments 



ISSUES REVIEWED 
BAYONNE MILITARY OCEAN TERMINAL, NEW JERSEY 

REQUIREMENT FOR BAYONNE 

COMMERCIAL PORTS CAPABILITY TO ABSORB 
MILITARY CARGO 

COMMERCIAL PORTS WILLINGNESS TO ABSORB 
MILITARY CARGO IN A TIMELY MANNER 

SECRETARY OF THE ARMY SUGGESTIONS ABOUT 
RECOMMENDATION LANGUAGE 

MILITARY CARGO CHARACTERISTICS 

PORT PLANNING ORDERS 



ISSUES 
BAYONNE MILITARY OCEAN TERMINAL, NEW JERSEY 

REQUIREMENT FOR 

ISSUE 

BAYONNE 

DOD POSITION 

ADEQUATE COMMERCIAL 
FACILITIES TO HANDLE 
STANDARD MILITARY 
CARGO REQUIREMENTS 

ADDITIONAL ARMY 
OWNED PORT AT SUNNY 
POINT, NC, FOR UNIQUE 
REQUIREMENTS 

- - - - - - - - 

COMMUNITY POSITION I R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

INFORMATION 
SUPPORTING 
RECOMMENDATION 
COMPILED DURJNG 
PERIOD OF REDUCED 
OPERATIONAL 
CAPABILITY 

BAYONNE PROVIDES 
CAPABILITIES TO 
HANDLE UNIQUE 
MILITARY 
REQUIREMENTS 

BAYONNE CRITICAL TO 
DEPLOYMENT OF 1 OTH 

I 
MOUNTAIN DIVISION 

SYNERGISM FROM 
COLLOCATION OF 

, EASTERN HQS OF 
1 MILITARY TRAFFIC 

I 
MANAGEMENT 
COMMAND AND ' MILITARYSEALIFT 1 COMMAND - ATLANTIC 

PORT UNDERUSED 
DURING NORMAL 
OPERATIONS 

BAYONNE CURRENTLY 
CAPABLE OF DEPLOYING 
THE DIVISION WITHIN SIX 
DAYS 

1 OTH MOUNTAIN 
DIVISION (-) AND ONE 
NATIONAL GUARD 
BRIGADE ONLY MAJOR 
NEAR TERM COMBAT 
UNITS DEPLOYING THRU 
BAYONNE 

MILITARY CARGO CAN BE 
HANDLED BY 
COMMERCIAL FACILITIES 

FIVE EAST COAST 
COMMERCIAL PORTS 
FROM BALTIMORE TO 
BOSTON CAPABLE OF 
DEPLOYING THE 
DIVISION WITHIN SIX 
DAYS 



ISSUES 
BAYONNE MILITARY OCEAN TERMINAL, NEW JERSEY 

(Continued) 

ISSUE 

COMMERCIAL PORT 
CAPABILITIES 

DOD POSITION 

ADEQUATE FACILITIES 
ALONG EAST AND GULF 
COAST 

ADDITIONAL ARMY- 
OWNED FACILITY AT 
SUNNY POINT, NC 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

BAYONNE CRITICAL TO 
MILITARY 
DEPLOYMENTS 

OPERATING 
NEAR CAPACITY 

NEWARK PORT ABOVE 
CAPACITY 

COMMERCIAL OPERATOR 
USING PART OF 
BAYONNE FOR AUTO 
STAGING 

R&D STAFF FINDINGS 
I 

MILITARY TRAFFIC 
MANAGEMENT 
COMMAND (MTMC) 
STUDIES SHOW EAST 
COAST COMMERCIAL 
CAPACITY SUFFICIENT 
TO DEPLOY TEN 
DIVISIONS WITHIN SIX 
DAYS 

CONVERSION OF 
MILITARY PORT TO 
COMMERCIAL FACILITY 
DOES NOT RULE OUT 
FUTURE USE BY 
MILITARY 

TOTAL CAPACITY LESS 
THE ACTUAL ISSUE 
THAN WILLINGNESS TO 
DISRUPT COMMERCIAL 
BUSINESS 



ISSUES 
BAYONNE MILITARY OCEAN TERMINAL, NEW JERSEY 

(Continued) 

ISSUE I DOD POSITION I COMMUNITY POSITION I R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

COMMERCIAL PORT 
WILLINGNESS TO ABSORB 
MILITARY 
REQUIREMENTS 

-- 

ADEQUATE 
COMMERCIAL FACILITIES 
ALONG EAST AND GULF 
COAST TO SPREAD 
REQUIREMENTS 

ADDITIONAL ARMY- 
OWNED FACILITY AT 
SUNNY POINT, NC 

LEADERSHIP ON RECORD 
AS NOT HAVING A 
PROBLEM WITH ACCESS 
TO COMMERCIAL 
FACILITIES 

LEGALMEANS 
AVAILABLE THROUGH 
MARITIME 
ADMINISTRATION TO 
OBTAIN USE OF 
COMMERCIAL FACILITIES 

NEW YORK AREA PORTS 
OPERATING NEAR OR 
ABOVE CAPACITY 

COMMERCIAL 
OPERATORS USING PART 
OF BAYONNE FOR AUTO 
STAGING 

FORCING COMMERCIAL 
FACILITY TO HANDLE 
MILITARY CARGO 
WOULD CAUSE 
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTY 

COMMERCIAL PORTS 
UNWILLING TO 
GUARANTEE SPACE TO 
MILITARY WITHIN 48 
HOURS 

ASKING 12 1 14 DAYS TO 
PROVIDE BERTHING AND 
STAGING SPACE 

EXISTING PORT 
PLANNING ORDERS AT 
EIGHT EAST COAST AND 
GULF FACILITIES 

MARITIME 
ADMINISTRATION 
STATED DOD WILL 
RECEIVE PRIORITY 
WHEN NEEDED 

COMMERCIAL 
AUTHORITIES 
REQUESTING MORE 
FLEXIBILITY TO MEET 
MILITARY NEEDS 

MARITIME 
ADMINISTRATION 
DEVELOPING 
CAPABILITY TO MODEL 
COMMERCIAL PORT 
DISRUPTION 

MARITIME 
ADMINISTRATION 
EXPLORING WAYS TO 
NOTIFY PORTS EARLIER 
IN THE DEPLOYMENT 
SEQUENCE 



ISSUES 
BAYONNE MILITARY OCEAN TERMINAL, NEW JERSEY 

(Continued) 

MANAGEMENT GREATER ECONOMIC 

SECARMY SUGGESTIONS COMMAND CONSIDERING IMPACT ON COMMUNITY 
ABOUT THE STAFF REORGANIZATION DUE TO 625 ADDITIONAL 

RECOMMENDATION & CONSOLIDATION AT JOBS REOLOCATING 
EASTERN INSTALLATION COST ESTIMATE FOR 
NAVY PREFERS TO RELOCATION REFLECTS 
RELOCATE TENANTS HIGHER UP FRONT 
RATHER THAN ENCLAVE COSTS OFFSET BY 

QUICKER PAYOFF & 



SCENARIO SlJlWVWXY 
BAYONNE MILITARY OCEAN TERMINAL, NEW JERSEY 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Bayonne Military Ocean Terminal. Relocate the Military 
Transportation Management Command (MTMC) Eastern Area Command 
Headquarters and the traffic management portion of the 130 1 st Major 
port Command to Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, Retain an enclave for the 
Navy Military Sealift Command, Atlantic, and Navy Resale and Fashion 
Distribution Center. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 43.8 
Annual Savings ($M): 8.6 
Return on Investment: 2004 (6 Years) 
Net Present Value ($M): 69.3 

PRO 

REDUCES REDUNDANT 
INFRASTRUCTURE AND 
SAVES MONEY 

KEEPS MILITARY 
TRANSPORTATION 
MANAGEMENT 
COMMAND - EASTERN 
AREA COMMAND IN 
THE NEW YORK CITY 
GEOGRAPHIC AREA 

DOD ALTERNATIVE 
Close Bayonne Military Ocean Terminal. Relocate the Military Traffic 
Management Command (MTMC) Eastern Area Command Headquarters, the 
traftic management portion of the 1301st Major Port Command, the Military 
Sealift Command, Atlantic, and Navy Resale and Fashion Distribution Center 
to locations to be determined- 

One-Time Costs ($M): 79.7 
Annual Savings ($M): 17.1 
Return on Investment: 2003 ( 5 Years) 
Net Present Value ($M): 143.5 

CON 

POTENTIALLY REDUCES 
CAPABILITY TO CONDUCT 
SHORT NOTICE AND LOW 
VISIBILITY SURFACE 
DEPLOYMENTS OUT OF 
NEW YORK AREA 

SEVERS CO-LOCATION OF 
MTMC-EA AND MSCLANT 
WITH LOSS IN SYNERGISM 

ADDS AN ELEMENT OF 
UNCERTAINTY TO PORT 
AUTHORITY OF NEW 
YORK'S PLANNING 
PROCESS 

PRO 

REDUCES EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE AND 
SAVES MONEY 

PROVIDES MAXIMUM 
FLEXIBILITY TO SENIOR 
LEADERSHIP 

PROVIDES BETTER 
SAVINGS AND QUICKER 
PAYOFF THAN ORIGINAL 
RECOMMENDATION 

CON 

POTENTIALLY REDUCES 
CAPABILITY TO CONDUCT 
SHORT NOTICE AND LOW 
VISIBILITY SURFACE 
DEPLOYMENTS OUT OF 
NEW YORK AREA 

POTENTIALLY SEVERS CO- 
LOCATION OF MTMC-EA 
AND MSCLANT WITH LOSS 
IN SYNERGISM 

ADDS AN ELEMENT OF 
UNCERTAINTY TO PORT 
AUTHORITY OF NEW 
YORK'S PLANNING 
PROCESS 



ISSUES 
BAYONNE MILITARY OCEAN TERMINAL, NEW JERSEY 

ISSUE 

MILITARY CARGO 
CHARACTERISTICS 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

MAJORITY OF MILITARY 
CARGO FOR DESERT 
STORM DEPLOYED 
THROUGH COMMERCIAL 
PORTS 

COMMERCIAL PORTS 
WILLING TO WORK WITH 
DOD TO HANDLE 
MILITARY 
REQUIREMENTS 

MILITARY OWNED PORTS 
ON EAST AND WEST 
COAST WILL STILL EXIST 

DOD POSITION 

COMMERCIAL PORTS 
CAN HANDLE MILITARY 
CARGO REQUIREMENTS 

SUNNY POINT, NC, 
AVAILABLE FOR ANY 
TRULY UNIQUE 
REQUIREMENTS 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

BAYONNE PROVIDES 
CAPABILITIES 
UNAVAILABLE AT 
COMMERCIAL PORTS 

3 ON-SITE STAGING 

a OUTSIZE/OVERWEIGHT 
CARGO HANDLING 

3 NON-CONTAINER CARGO 

3 SECURE ENVIRONMENT 

3 SPECIALLY SKILLED 
WORK FORCE 

a SHORT NOTICE / LOW 
VISIBILITY OPERATIONS 

COMMERCIAL 
FACILITIES LACK 
UNIQUE CAPABILITIES 



ISSUES 
BAYONNE MILITARY OCEAN TERMINAL, NEW JERSEY 

(Continued) 

ISSUE I DOD POSITEN 

PORT PLANNING ORDERS 

PORT PLANNING 
ORDERS USED AS A 
PLANNING TOOL 

IDENTIFIES POTENTIAL 
REQUIREMENTS 

ADDITIONAL LEGAL 
MEANS TO OBTAIN 
FACILITIES WHEN 
NEEDED 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

WILLING TO WORK WITH 
MILITARY TO SATISFY 
REQUIREMENTS 

DESIRE LONGER THAN 
PPO's 48 HOUR SUSPENSE 

PREFER SOMETHING 
CLOSER TO 12 / 14 DAY 
SUSPENSE 

@ '  PREFER GENERICIROLL 
UP REQUIREMENTS 
RATHER THAN SPECIFIC 
BERTHS/PIERS/STAGING 
AREAS 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

~ ~ P P O A T ~ ~ P O R T S I N  
FORCE 

NATIONAL SHIPPING 
AUTHORITY SERVICE 
PRIORITY ORDER (NSPO) 
IS LEGALLY BINDING 

MARITIME 
ADMINISTRATION 
(MARAD) WILL ISSUE 
NSPO FOR LESS THAN 
PRESIDENTIALLY 
DECLARED EMERGENCY 

DOD PAYS SELECT COSTS 
FOR DISRUPTPIG 
COMMERCIAL CARGO 

MARAD WORKING ON 
WAYS TO INCREASE 
NOTIFICATION TIME TO 
PORT AUTHORITIES 

MARADIDODPORTS 
DEVELOPING A MODEL 
TOCALCULATEIMPACT 
OF DISRUPTING 
COMMERCIAL SHIPPING 



BASE ANALYSIS 
OAKLAND ARMY BASE, CA 

COMMISSION ADD FOR CONSIDERATION: Study for closure. Relocate Military Traffic Management Command - Western Area and 
1302d Major Port Command to locations to be determined. Enclave USAR elements. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 
ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

NET PRESENT VALUE 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL I CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 I CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

3 of3  
No impact 

36.5 
15.9 

2000 (2 years) 
176.5 

14.7 

15 / 51 
37 I 622 

- 0.03 % / - 2.7 % 

No known impediments 



REQUIREMENT FOR OAKLAND ARMY BASE 

COMMERCIAL PORTS CAPACITY 

COMMERCIAL PORT WILLINGNESS TO ABSORB 
MILITARY REQUIREMENTS 

ISSUES REVIEWED 
OAKLAND ARMY BASE, CA 

ADMINISTRATIVE SPACE 1 FACILITIES AVAILABLE ON 
POST 



ISSUES 
OAKLAND ARMY BASE, CA 

ISSUE 

REQUIREMENT FOR 
OAKLAND ARMY BASE 

DOD POSITION 

OAKLAND ARMY BASE IS 
CRUCIAL TO MEETING 
DEPLOYMENT 
REQUIREMENTS FOR A 
MAJOR REGIONAL 
CONTINGENCY 

a MILITARY TRAFFIC 
MANAGEMENT 
COMMAND STUDY 
DEMONSTRATES PORT'S 
CRITICALITY 

- 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

PROVIDES 
AVAILABILITY, 
SUITABILITY, SECURITY 
AND FLEXIBILITy THAT 
ARE UNAVAILABLE AT 
COMMERCIAL PORT 

COMMERCIAL 
OPERATING 

NEAR CAPACITY AND 
WOULD HAVE 
DIFFICULTY MEETING 
MILITARY SPACE 

IN LESS 
THAN 12 / 14 DAYS 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

OAKLAND ARMY BASE 
UNDERUSED DURING 
NORMAL OPERATIONS 

DOD JUSTIFICATION 
BASED ON OAKLAND'S 
ROLE DURING A MAJOR 
REGIONAL CONTINGENCY 

a RESULTS OF MILITARY 
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 
COMMAND STUDY ARE 
SUSPECT 

- MODELS OBSOLETE 
FORCE STRUCTURE AND 
STATIONING PLAN 
- MODELS NATIONAL 

GUARD UNITS THAT 
WOULD NOT DEPLOY 
UNTIL M+90 
- ASSUMES NO ACCESS 

TO COMMERCIAL PORTS 
GREATER THAN EXISTING 
PLANNING ORDERS 



ISSUES 
OAKLAND ARMY BASE, CA 

- 
ISSUE 

COMMERCIAL PORTS 
CAPACITY 

DOD POSITION 

LEADERSHIPS' 
JUDGMENT IS THAT 
INSUFFICIENT WEST 
COAST CAPACITY EXISTS 
TO JUSTIFY CLOSING 
OAKLAND ARMY BASE 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

OAKLAND ARMY BASE 
CRITICAL TO DEFENSE 
DEPLOYMENT NEEDS 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

GREATER COMMERCIAL 
DEPLOYMENT CAPACITY 
EXISTS ON WEST COAST 
THAN GULF COAST 

TOTAL COMMERCIAL 
PORT DEPLOYMENT 
CAPACITY EXCEEDS 
ACTIVE ARMY FORCE 
STRUCTURE 

CLOSURE OF OAKLAND 
WOULD LEAVE AT LEAST 
TWO MILITARY OWNED 
PORT FACILITIES ON WEST 
COAST 



ISSUES 
OAKLAND ARMY BASE, CA 

1 ISSUE 

WILLINGNESS OF 
COMMERCIAL PORTS TO 
ABSORB MILITARY CARGO 
REQUIREMENTS 

I DOD POSITION I COMMUNITY POSITION 

PLANNING ORDERS ARE 
PLANNING DOCUMENTS 
ONLY 

COMMERCIAL PORTS' 
RESISTENCE TO EARLY 
MILITARY PRIORITY 
REASON TO KEEP 
MILITARY PORT 

LEGAL REMEDIES EXIST 
AS LAST RESORT TO GET 
MILITARY PFUORITY AT 
COMMERCIAL PORTS 

COMMERCIAL 
FACILITIES DESIRE 
LONGER THAN 48 
HOURS TO PROVIDE 
BERTHING 1 STAGING 

DESIRE TO MOVE FROM 
SPECIFIC PORT 
PLANNING ORDER 
REQUIREMENTS TO 
DOCUMENTS THAT 
IDENTIFY TOTAL 
REQUIREMENTS AND 
PROVIDE PORT MORE I FLEXIBILITY 

WILLING TO WORK I WITHDODANDh4ARAD 

1 R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

SUFFICIENT TOTAL 1 CAPACITY W S T S  TO ~ SPREAD REQUIREMENTS 

MARAD 1 DOD 1 PORT 
I AUTHORITIES HAVE 
' BEGUN TO LOOK FOR 

WAYS TO PROVIDE 
EARLIER NOTIFICATION 
TO PORT AUTHORITIES 

MARAD WILL ISSUE NSPO 
IF NEEDED 

MILITARY OWNED PORTS 
ON EAST AND WEST 
COASTS WILL STILL EXIST 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
OAKLAND ARMY BASE, CA 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

Close Oakland Army Base. Relocate Military Traffic Management 
Command - Western Area and 1302d Military Port Command to 
locations to be determined. Enclave USAR elements. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 36.5 
' Annual ($M): 15.9 
Return on Investment: 2000 (2 Years) 
Net Present Value ($MI: 176.5 

I PRO I CON 
I REDUCES EXCESS POTENTIALLY REDUCES 

INFRASTRUCTURE AND I WEST COAST 
1 SAVES DEFENSE MONEY 

' ENCOURAGES JOINT 
OPERATIONS FOR WEST 
COAST DEPLOYMENTS OF 
TIME SENSITIVE OR 
UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS 

CONTINGENCY 
DEPLOYMENT CAPACITY 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE I1 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 
Net Present Value ($&I): 

I 



ISSUE 

ADMINISTRATIVE SPACE 1 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE 

ISSUES 
OAKLAND ARMY BASE, CA 

- - -  - -  

DOD POSITION 

PROVIDED THE 
INFORMATION SHOWN IN 
THE R&A FINDINGS 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

NO POSITION IDENTIFIED 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

EXISTING FACILITIES 
WELL MAINTAINED 

TWO THREE-STORY 
BUILDINGS TOTALING 
36K SQUARE FEET 
UNOCCUPIED 

TWO ADDITIONAL 
BUILDINGS WITH 36K 
WILL BECOME 
AVAILABLE BY 1998 

SMALLER FACILITIES 
SPACE AVAILABLE 



ARMY MEDICAL CENTERS 

MILITARY VALUE INSTALLATION 

It WALTER REED ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

3 TRIPLER ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, HAWAII 

(C) = DoD recommendation for closure 
(R) = DoD recommendation for realignment 
(X) = Joint Cross Service Group alternative for closure or realignment 
(*) = Commission add for further consideration 





BASE ANALYSIS 
FITZSIMONS ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, COLORADO 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Fitzsimons Army Medical Center, except for McWethy Army Reserve Center. Relocate the Medical 
Equipment and Optical School and Optical Fabrication Laboratory to Fort Sam Houston. Relocate Civilian Health and Medical Program of 
the Uniformed Services to Denver leased space. Relocate other tenants to other installations. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 
ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

It  o f3  
No impact 

105.3 

36.4 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

NET PRESENT VALUE ($ M) 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 / CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

2002 (2 years) 
358.4 

46.3 

0 / 1,309 
1,303 / 292 

- 0.4 % 1 - 0.8 % 

No known impediments - 



ISSUES REVIEWED 
FITZSIMONS ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, COLORADO 

MILITARY VALUE ASSESSMENT 

IMPACT ON RETIRED COMMUNITY 



ISSUES 
FITZSIMONS ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, COLORADO 

ISSUE 

MILITARY VALUE 
ASSESSMENT 

IMPACT ON RETIRED 
COMMUNITY 

DOD POSITION 

RATIONALE FOR ARMY'S 
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 
EXPLAINED IN VOL.11 
ARMY ASSESSMENT 
NEVER INTENDED TO 
PARALLEL JOINT CROSS 
SERVICE GROUP'S 
ANALYSIS 
ARMY REVIEWED AND 
RE-SCORED THE 
CATEGORY 
OPERATIONAL 
BLUEPRINT MANDATES 
STUDY OF FITZSIMONS 
REGARDLESS OF 
RANKING 

"THE ARMY CANNOT 
AFFORD TO MAINTAIN 
MEDICAL FACILITIES 
THAT PRIMARILY 
SUPPORT A RETIRED 
POPULATION" 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

ARMY CRITERIA ARE 
INAPPROPRIATE 
ARMY CRITERIA DIFFER 
FROM JOINT CROSS 
SERVICE GROUP 
CRITERIA 
SCORING ERRORS IN 
MANY CATEGORIES 
UNFAIRLY PENALIZES 
FITZSIMONS 

CLOSURE WOULD BREAK 
PERCEIVED PROMISE OF 
FREE CARE FOR LIFE 
NEGATIVE FINANCIAL 
AND HEALTH IMPACTS 
ON RETIRED 
COMMUNITY 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

BOTH ARMY AND JOINT 
CROSS SERVICE GROUP 
ASSESSMENTS, THOUGH 
DIFFERENT, APPEAR 
REASONABLE 
AGREETHAT 
OPERATIONAL 
BLUEPRINT SUGGESTS 
NEED TO STUDY 
FITZSIMONS FOR 
CLOSURE 

RETIRED COMMUNITY 
WOULD SUFFER 
FINANCIAL IMPACTS, 
THOUGH MITIGATED BY 
DOD PROGRAMS AND 
MEDICARE 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
FITZSIMONS ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, COLORADO 

nnual Savings ($M): 36.4 

ANALYSES IDENTIFIED WOULD LOSE ACCESS TO LOCATIONS LESS 
FAMC FOR CLOSURE DIRECT CARE SERVICES 
PRIMARY MEDICAL SUBSTANTIAL PERMITTING MORE 
MISSION -- ACTIVE DUTY CUMULATIVE ECONOMIC FLEXIBILITY IN 
AND THEIR FAMILY IMPACT ON IMPLEMENTATION 
MEMBERS -- WOULD NOT DENVERIAURORA AREA 
BE COMPROMISED 
EXCESS CAPACITY 
ELIMINATES NEED TO 
REPLACE AGING 



ISSUES 
FITZSIMONS ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, COLORADO 

ISSUE 
1 

REGIONAL REFERRAL 
MISSION 

UNDERSTATED ECONOMIC 
IMPACT 

IMPACT ON MEDICAL 
READINESS 

COMPARISON ONLY TO 
ARMY, STAND-ALONE 
MEDICAL CENTERS 

DOD POSITION 

DOD WOULD USE 
TRICARE AND 
WORKLOAD RE- 
DISTRUBUTION TO 
ABSORB REFERRALS 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT FOLLOWED 
STANDARD DOD 
GUIDANCE 

SURGE CAPACITY TO 
FIGHT TWO MRC WOULD 
NOT BE COMPROMISED 

NORESPONSE 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

12-STATE AREA WOULD 
BE LEFT WITHOUT A 
REFERRAL CENTER 

JOB LOSSES WOULD BE 
GREATER THAN 
REPORTED 

IMPACT ON AURORA, CO 
WOULD BE SIGNIFICANT 

LOSS OF CIVILIAN 
STAFFING WOULD HARM 
MEDICAL READINESS 

SINGLE SERVICE, STAND- 
ALONE CATEGORY 
COMPARISON IS TOO 
LIMITED 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

REDISTRIBUTION WOULD 
BE RESOLVED IN 
IMPLEMENTATION 

ARMY WAS CONSISTENT 

CLOSURE IMPACTS 
DENVER AREA AS A 
WHOLE, NOT JUST 
AURORA 

THE ARMY IS THE BEST 
JUDGE OF ITS WARTIME 
REQUIREMENT 

JCSG ANALYSIS WAS NOT 
LIMITED AND ALSO 
IDENTIFIED FAMC FOR 
CLOSURE 



ISSUES 
FITZSIMONS ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, COLORADO 

(Continued) 

ISSUE 

ONE-TIME COSTS 

INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE 
SHARING 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

TRANSPORTATION COSTS 

DOD POSITION 

REVISED COBRA 

NO RESPONSE 

NO RESPONSE 

NO RESPONSE 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

ONE-TIME COSTS ARE 
QUESTIONABLE 

AGREEMENTS TO TREAT 
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE 
PATIENTS WOULD BE 
LOST 

FITZSIMONS CAN 
COMMUNICATE WITH 
BOTH EUROPE AND ASIA 
VIA ONE SATELLITE 
UPLINK 

COSTS WOULD BE 
HIGHER TO MOVE 
PATIENTS ELSEWHERE 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

ARMY FIGURES APPEAR 
REASONABLE 

RESOLVABLE IN 
IMPLEMENTATION 

OTHER MEDICAL 
CENTERS CAN PROVIDE 
TELEMEDICINE SERVICES 
TO THESE AREAS 

COSTS UNLIKELY TO 
INCREASE 



ARMY LEASES 

(C) = DoD recommendation for closure 
(R) = DoD recommendation for realignment 
(X) = Joint Cross Service Group alternative for closure or realignment 
(*) = Commission add for further consideration 





BASE ANALYSIS 
AVIATION-TROOP COMMAND, MISSOURI 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Disestablish Aviation-Troop Command, and close by relocating its missions/functions as follows: relocate 
Aviation Research, Development & Engineering Center; Aviation Management; and Aviation Program Executive Offices to Redstone Arsenal, 
Huntsville, AL, to form the Aviation and Missile Command. Relocate functions related to soldier systems to Natick, Research, Development, 
Engineering Center, MA, to align with the Soldier Systems Command. Relocate functions related to materiel management of communications- 
electronics to Fort Monmouth, NJ, to align with the Communications-Electronics Command. Relocate automotive materiel management 
hc t ions  to Detroit Arsenal, MI, to align with Tank-Automotive and Armaments Command. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 

FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL 1 CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL 1 CIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 1 CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Not Ranked 
No Impact 

152.1 

56.0 

2001 (3 Years) 
573.4 

28.6 

48 / 786 
174 1 2,895 

- 0.5 % I - 0.5 % 

No known impediments 
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ISSUES 
AVIATION-TROOP COMMAND, MISSOURI 

ISSUE 

MILITARY VALUE 
ASSESSMENT 

CIVILIAN PERSONNEL 
ELIMINATIONS 

COST TO THE 
GOVERNMENT 

DOD POSITION 

LEASE SPACE HAS LOW 
MILITARY VALUE 

786 POSITIONS 
ELIMINATED 

CONSIDERED ONLY 
ARMY COST AND 
SAVINGS 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

NO MILITARY VALUE 
ASSESSMENT DONE 

48 POSITIONS 
ELIMINATED 

$40 MILLION 
ADDITIONAL COST TO 
THE GOVERNMENT 

2 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

ARMY DID A MILITARY 
VALUE ASSESSMENT OF 
LEASED FAClLITIES 
ARMY USED DIFFERENT 
PROCESS THAN OTHER 
CATEGORIES 
ALL LEASES TREATED 
THE SAME 

ARMY REDUCED 
ELIMINATIONS FROM 
1022 TO 786 
ANALYSIS SUPPORTS 
REVISED ARMY 
RECOMMENDATION 
ADDITIONAL $1 1 
MILLION ONE TIME COST 
AND $3.95 MILLION 
RECURIUNG COST 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
AVIATION-TROOP COMMAND, MISSOURI 

- 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Disestablish Aviation-Troop Command, and close by relocating its 
missions/functions as follows: relocate Aviation Research, 
Development & Engineering Center; Aviation Management; and 
Aviation Program Executive Ofices to Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, 
AL, to form the Aviation and Missile Command. Relocate functions 
related to soldier systems to Natick, Research, Development, 
Engineering Center, MA, to align with the Soldier Systems Command. 
Relocate functions related to material management of communications- 
electronics to Fort Monrnouth, NJ, to align with the Communications- 
Electronics Command. Relocate automotive materiel management 
hc t ions  to Detroit Arsenal, MI, to align with Tank-Automotive and 
Armaments Command. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 152.1 
Annual Savings ($M): 56.0 
Return on Investment: 2001 (3 years) 
Net Present Value ($M): 573.4 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 
I 

PRO 
SIGNIFICANT ANNUAL 
SAVINGS 
CONSISTENT WITH 
STATIONING STRATEGY 
COLLOCATES SIMILAR 
LIFE CYCLE FUNCTIONS 

PRO CON 
LOSS OF TRAINED 
WORKFORCE 

CON 



ISSUES 
AVIATION-TROOP COMMAND, MISSOURI 

ISSUE 

BASE OPERATING COSTS 

MOVING COSTS 

MILITARY 
CONSTRUCTION 

ROLES AND MISSIONS 
REPORT 

DOD POSITION 

ARMY REVISED BASE 
OPERATING SAVINGS 

SIMA'S MOVING COSTS 
INCLUDED 

$68.0 MILLION 

COLLOCATE SIMILAR 
PROGRAM OFFICES AND 
CONSOLIDATE 
ACQUISITION SUPPORT 
ACTIVITIES 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

BASE OPERATING COSTS 
WILL INCREASE $3.8 
MILLION AT GAINING 
INSTALLATIONS 

$2.5 MILLION TO MOVE 
SIMA'S ADP EQUIPMENT 
NOT INCLUDED 

$88.7 MILLION, 

DO NOT MOVE ATCOM 
UNTIL DECISION IS MADE 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

REVISED ARMY 
RECOMMENDATION 
INCLUDES ALL LEASE 
AND ALL BASE 
OPERATIONS COSTS 
ANALYSIS SHOWS $7.4 M 
ANNUAL SAVINGS 
ARMY INCXUDED COST 
TO MOVE SIMA'S ADP 
EQUIPMENT 

ANALYSIS SUPPORTS 
ARMY COST ESTIMATE 

ONLY A 
RECOMMENDATION 



BASE ANALYSIS 
CONCEPTS ANALYSIS AGENCY, MARYLAND 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close by relocating to Fort Belvoir, VA. 

I) i 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 
ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 / CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Not Ranked 
No Impact 

2.7 

0.9 
2002 (4 Years) 

8.6 
1.5 

0 / 0 
54 / 124 

0.0% / -0.6% 

No known impediments 





SCENARIO SUMMARY 
CONCEPTS ANALYSIS AGENCY, MARYLAND 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Close by relocating to Ft. Belvoir, VA. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 2.7 
Annual Savings ($M): 0.9 
Return on Investment: 2002 (4 Years) 
Net Present Value ($M): 8.6 

PRO 
REDUCES LEASE COST 

CONSISTENT WITH 
STATIONING STRATEGY 
TO REDUCE LEASE COSTS 
WHERE ECONOMICALLY 
FEASIBLE 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 
1 

CON PRO CON 



ISSUES 
CONCEPTS ANALYSIS AGENCY, MARYLAND 

ISSUE 

SPACE AT FT. BELVOIR 

ONE-TIME MOVING COSTS 

DOD POSITION 

RENOVATE EXISTING 
SPACE 

$2.1 M 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

NONE STATED 

NONESTATED 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

FT. BELVOIR PLANNING 
NEW CONSTRUCTION 

ARMYAUDIT 
CONFIRMED SPACE 
AVAILABLE AT FT. 
BELVOIR 

$1.2 M IN REVISED 
RECOMMENDATION 



BASE ANALYSIS 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SOFTWARE COMMAND, VIRGINIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close by relocating the Information Systems Software Command to Fort Meade, Maryland. 





ISSUES 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SOFTWARE COMMAND, VIRGINIA 

ISSUE 

LEASE SAVINGS 

DOD POSITION 

$2.1 M ANNUALLY 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

NO SAVINGS UNTIL 
LEASE EXPIRES 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

ARMY PLANS TO 
BACKFILL SPACE WITH 
ACTIVITY IN LESS 
DESIRABLE LEASED 
SPACE 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SOFTWARE COMMAND, VIRGINIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Close by relocating Information Systems Software Command to Ft. 
Meade, MD. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 9.0 
Annual Savings ($M): 1.2 
Return on Investment: 2007 (9 years) 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 
I 

Net Present Value ($M): 7.1 
PRO 

LEASE SAVINGS 

CONSISTENT WITH 
STATIONING STRATEGY 

PRO CON CON 



ISSUES 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SOFTWARE COMMAND, VIRGINIA 

ISSUE 

SPACE AT FT. MEADE 

MOVING TO FORT 
BELVOIR 

CONTRACTOR SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

SPACE IDENTIFIED FOR 
ISSC IS BEING 
BACKFILLED 

ARMY CLAIMS UNITS 
NOW BACKFILLING 
SPACE WILL MOVE 
AGAIN IN FY98 

EXECUTIVE SYSTEMS 
SOFTWARE CAN 
COLLOCATE WITH 
HEADQUARTERS AT FT. 
BELVOIR 

RESOLVE BETWEEN ISSC 
AND CONTRACTORS 

DOD POSITION 

RENOVATE EXISTING 
SPACE 

EXISTING SPACE FOR 71 
PEOPLE AT FT. BELVOIR 

NOCOSTS FOR 
CONTRACTOR SPACE 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 
REQUIRED 

NO STATED POSITION 

CURRENTLY PROVIDE 
SPACE FOR 14 1 
CONTRACTORS 



BASE ANALYSIS 
SPACE AND STRATEGIC DEFENSE COMMAND, ALABAMA 

COMMISSION ADD FOR CONSIDERATION: Study Space and Strategic Defense Command for closure. Establish an Aviation 
Command in St. Louis. Realign automotive functions to Detroit Arsenal, MI; cornmunications-electronic fbnctions to Ft. Monrnouth, NJ; and 
soldier system functions to Natick, MA. Move SIMA from downtown St. Louis to the Federal Center at Goodfellow. Move SSDC from 
lease space in Huntsville, AL onto to existing space at Redstone Arsenal., AL. 





ISSUES 
SPACE AND STRATEGIC DEFENSE COMMAND, ALABAMA 

ISSUE 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT ( 22 YEARS I 1 YEAR I 22 YEARS 

I-- 
~- 

DoD POSITION 

I I LEASED FACILITIES I 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

LEASE CONSOLIDATION 

-- - -- 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

ONGOING EFFORTS TO 
REDUCE LEASE COSTS 

SSDC AND PEO-MISSILE 
DEFENSE ARE REDUCING 
FROM 16 TO 3 LEASED 
FACILITIES 

MICOM VACATING 3 

LEASE CONSOLIDATION 
WILL SAVE $2.1 M 
ANNUALLY 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
SPACE AND STRATEGIC DEFENSE COMMAND, ALABAMA 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE I 

Establish an Aviation Command in St. Louis. Realign automotive 
functions to Detroit Arsenal, MI; communications-electronics functions 
to Fort Monrnouth, NJ; and soldier system functions to Natick, MA. 
Move SIMA from downtown St. Louis to the Federal Center at 
Goodfellow. Move SSDC from leased space in Huntsville, AL onto 
existing space on Redstone Arsenal, AL. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 43.8 
Annual Savings ($M): 3.0 
Return on Investment: 2020 (22 Years) 
Net Present Value ($M): - 7.8 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE I1 

Establish an Aviation Command in St. Louis, Realign automotive 
functions to Detroit Arsenal, MI; cornmunications-electronic functions 
to Fort Monmouth, NJ: and soldier systems functions to Natick, MA. 
Move SSDC from leased space in Huntsville, AL, onto existing space 
at Redstone Arsenal, AL. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 45.0 
Annual Savings ($M): 3.0 
Return on Investment: 2022 (24 Years) 
Net Present Value ($M): - 9.7 

PRO 
CONSISTENT WITH 
STATIONING STRATEGY 
TO REDUCE LEASE SPACE 

r 

PRO 
CONSISTENT WITH 
STATIONING STRATEGY 
TO REDUCE LEASE SPACE 

CON 
HIGH ONE TIME COSTS 
WITH EXTENDED RETURN 
ON INVESTMENT 

CON 
HIGH ONE-TIME COSTS 
WITH EXTENDED RETURN 
ON INVESTMENT 

A 



ISSUES 
SPACE AND STRATEGIC DEFENSE COMMAND, ALABAMA 

ISSUE 
L 

EXCESS POSITIONS AT 
MISSILE COMMAND 

FACILITIES ON REDSTONE 

DoD POSITION 

NO EXCESS POSITIONS 
AT MISSILE COMMAND 

RENOVATE SEVERAL 
EXISTING BUILDINGS 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

ARMY COULD SAVE 
MORE BY ELIMINATING 
NON-ADD POSITIONS AT 
MISSILE COMMAND 

RELOCATION INTO 
SEVERAL BUILDINGS 
WOULD CREATE 
OPERATIONAL 
INEFFICIENCIES 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 
I 

NON-ADD POSITIONS 
ARE REIMBURSABLE 
POSITIONS 

NO EXCESS PERSONNEL, 
SO NO POTENTIAL 
SAVINGS 

SSDC NOW IN 6 LEASED 
FACILITIES 



ARMY MINOR INSTALLATIONS 

MILITARY VALUE INSTALLATION 

Not ranked 

Not ranked 

Not ranked 

Not ranked 

Not ranked 

Not ranked 

Not ranked 

Not ranked 
....................... . .:.:...... ........ :.: ............. :.:.:.:.:.?:::::.::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::.:.~:.;::::::.~::~:.:.:.:.:.:::.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.~.::::~:.:.:.:.;*:.:.:~:.:~:.:.:.::.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:<.~:.:.;-:.:.;.:.~~?:.:.:~:::.: .>x. :.: ... ......................................... ~::>.;~;;E~~:z;~~7,..,., .............. :.:.:.::::.:,: x.. ................>.... ...... ....>.................>. :::?*:::?:5:??,;::3:;:%?::??:.::::.:.?:* 

Not ranked ~ : ~ C ~ T J $ J N  .:: .......................... vc ...................................... C E m  :..,. ................................................................................. :..,... ICaffQLWA ~@;$j;~j;zi;g2;22~~~;;;;~2~~~~~~~~~~;~;;;;;;;;~~@~@3gg;;j$~$~g ............... ....... ...... ............. 
........................... ................................................................................................................................... :<.:.: :.:.:<.: :.:.:.:.:.> ......................................................... 

Not ranked 

Not ranked 

(C) = DoD recommendation for closure 
(R) = DoD recommendation for realignment 
(X) = Joint Cross Service Group alternative for closure or realignment 
(*) = Commission add forfirther consideration 



BASE ANALYSIS 
PUBLICATIONS DISTRIBUTION CENTER - BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close by relocating the U.S. Army Publications Distribution Center, Baltimore to the U.S. Army 
Publications Center St. Louis, Missouri. 

CRITERIA DOD RECOMMENDATION 

MILITARY VALUE Not ranked 

FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

No impact 

7.0 
7.7 

1998 (Immediate) 

NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL 1 CIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 / CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
,- 

100.6 
1.8 

2 / 9 1  
0 1  38 

0.0 % / 0.0 % 

No known impediments 



ISSUES REVIEWED 
PUBLICATIONS DISTRIBUTION CENTER - BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 

GREATER SAVINGS BY CONSOLIDATING ALL DOD 
PUBLICATIONS CENTERS, NOT JUST THE ARMY'S 

PUBLICATIONS DISTRIBUTION CENTERS 

DOD MOVING AWAY FROM PAPER FORMS/MANUALS TO 
ELECTRONIC MEDIA 

ARMY CLASSIFIED BALTIMORE CENTER AS MANUAL 
OPERATION 

ARMY REQUIRED TO LEASE ADDITIONAL SPACE IN ST. 
LOUIS 



ISSUES 
PUBLICATIONS DISTRIBUTION CENTER - BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 

ISSUE 

DOD CONSOLIDATION 

DoD MOVING TO 
ELECTRONIC MEDIA 

MANUAL CENTER 

ADDITIONAL LEASE SPACE 

DoD POSITION 

DoD CONSOLIDATION 
WILL NOT INVOLVE 
BALTIMORE 

TIME FRAME FOR 
CONVERSION UNKNOWN 

BALTIMORE A MANUAL 
OPERATION 

ADDITIONAL SPACE 
ONLY A TEMPROARY 
REQUIREMENT 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

DOD PUBLICATIONS 
CENTERS SHOULD BE 
CONSOLIDATED INTO ST. 

AND 

BALTIMORE CENTER CAN 
EASILY EXPAND OR 

To MEET NEEDS 

BALTIMORE CENTER 
NOT A MANUAL 
OPERATION 

AUTOMATED 
WAREHOUSE SYSTEM 

ARMY LEASING 
ADDITIONAL SPACE IN 
ST. LOUIS 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

CONSOLIDATION WILL 
INVOLVE ONE ARMY 
FACILITY 

STUDY UNDERWAY 

DLA FACILITIES 

BULK STORAGE NEEDED 
AFTER IMPLEMENTATION 

ST. LOUIS CENTER 
BETTER FOR BULK 

BALTIMORE NOT A 
MANUAL OPERATION 

FORKLIFT OPERATORS 
REQUIRED TO STORE 
MATERIEL 

ADDITIONAL SPACE ON 
ARMY OWNED FACILITY 

SPACE NEEDED FOR 
TRANSITION ONLY 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
PUBLICATIONS DISTRIBUTION CENTER - BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 

DoD RECOMMENDATION 

Close by relocating the U.S. Army Publications Distribution Center, 
Baltimore to the U.S. Army Publications Center St. Louis, Missouri. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 7 
Annual Savings ($M): 7.7 
Return on Investment: 1998 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 100.6 

PRO 
REDUCES EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

ANNUAL SAVINGS 

RECOGNIZES CHANGING 
ENVIRONMENT 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 

CON 
LOSS OF AWARD 
WINNING INSTALLATION 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 
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SCENARIO SUMMARY 
BELLMORE LOGISTICS ACTIVITY, NEW YORK 

- 
DoD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Bellmore Logistics Activity. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 0 
Annual Savings ($M): 0.3 
Return on Investment: 1996 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 5.3 

PRO 
REDUCES EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One Time Costs ($M): 
Annual3 Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 

CON 
NONE 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 



BASE ANALYSIS 
BIG COPPETT KEY, FLORIDA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Big Coppett Key. 

J 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 
ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL I CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 / CUM) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Not ranked 
No impact 

0 

0.01 

1996 (Immediate) 
0.1 
0 

0 1 0  
0 / 0 

0.0 % 1 0.0 % 

No known impediments 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
BIG COPPETT KEY, FLORIDA 

DoD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Big Coppett Key. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 0 
Annual Savings ($M): 0.01 
Return on Investment: 1996 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 0.1 

PRO 
REDUCES EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 2001 (1 Year) 

CON 
NONE 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 



BASE ANALYSIS 
CAMP BONNEVILLE, WASHINGTON 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Camp Bonneville. 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
CAMP BONNEVILLE, WASHINGTON 

DoD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Camp Bonneville. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 0.04 
Annual Savings ($M): 0.2 
Return on Investment: 1996 (Immediate) 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 2001 (1 Year) 

Net Present Value ($M): 2.1 
PRO 

REDUCES EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 

NONE 
CON 



BASE ANALYSIS 
CAMP KILMER, NEW JERSEY 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Camp Kilmer, except an enclave for minimum necessary facilities to support the Reserve Components. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 
ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 1 CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Not ranked 
No impact 

0.1 
0.2 

1997 (1 Year) 
2.9 

0 

0 1 0  
0 1 0  

0.0 % / 0.0 % 

No known impediments 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
CAMP KILMER, NEW JERSEY 

DoD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Camp Kilmer, except an enclave for minimum necessary 
facilities to support the Reserve Components. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 0.1 
Annual Savings ($M): 0.2 
Return on Investment: 1997 (1 Year) 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 2001 (1 Year) 

Net Present Value ($M): 2.9 
PRO 

REDUCES EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

Net Present Value ($M): -- 
PRO CON 

NONE 

CON 



BASE ANALYSIS 
CAMP PEDRICKTOWN, NEW JERSEY 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Camp Pedricktown, except the Sievers-Sandberg Reserve Center. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 
ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL 1 CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL I CIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 I CUM) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Not ranked 
No impact 

0.1 

0.4 

1996 (Immediate) 
5.2 

0 

010  
0 I 0  

0.0 % / 0.0 % 

No known impediments 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
CAMP PEDRICKTOWN, NEW JERSEY 

- 
DoD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Camp Pedricktown, except the Sievers-Sandberg Reserve 
Center. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 0.1 
Annual Savings ($M): 0.4 
Return on Investment: 1996 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 5.2 

PRO 
REDUCES EXCESS 
lNFRASTRUCTURE 

- - 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 

CON 
NONE 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 



BASE ANALYSIS 
CAVEN POINT U.S. ARMY RESERVE CENTER, NEW JERSEY 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Caven Point U. S. Army Reserve Center. Relocate its reserve activities to the Fort Hamilton, NY, 
provided the recommendation to realign Fort Hamilton is approved. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ K) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ K) 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

NET PRESENT VALUE ($ K) 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ K) 

PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL I CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL 1  CIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 I CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
+ 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Not ranked 

No impact 
13 

13.1 

Never 

12.9 

25.6 

0 1 0  
3 1 0  

0% 1  -1.1 % 

No known impediments 



ISSUES 
CAVEN POINT U.S. ARMY RESERVE CENTER, NEW JERSEY 

.L 

ISSUE 

RELOCATING RESERVE 
UNITS 

DoD POSITION 

CAVENPOINT 
OPERATIONAL EXPENSE 
IS UNNECESSARY AND 
AVOIDABLE 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

FUEL TANKER TRUCKS 
REQUIRE OPEN STORAGE 
SPACE NOT AVAILABLE 
ON FORT HAMILTON 

UNIT TRUCKS AND 
TRAILERS NOT SUITED 
FOR STREETS ACCESSING 
FORT HAMILTON 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

UNIT OPEN STORAGE 
MET ONLY BY TAKING 
MULTI-USE MWR FIELD 

UNIT SMALL ARMS 
CANNOT BE MET ON 
FORT HAMILTON 

NO PROVISION FOR 
MILCON 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
CAVEN POINT U.S. ARMY RESERVE CENTER, NEW JERSEY 

DoD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Caven Point U. S. Army Reserve Center. Relocate its reserve 
activities to the Fort Hamilton, NY, provided the recommendation to 
realign Fort Hamilton is approved. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 13 
Annual Savings ($M): 13.1 
Return on Investment: Never 
Net Present Value ($M): 12.9 

PRO 
REDUCES EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($hi): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 2001 (1 Year) 

CON 
NONE 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 



BASE ANALYSIS 
EAST FORT BAKER, CALIFORNIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close East Fort Baker. Relocate all tenants to other installations that meet mission requirements. Return all 
real property to the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. 

- 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 

FORCE STRUCTURE --- 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL 1 CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL 1 CIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 / CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Not ranked 
No impact 

11.9 

1.3 
2009 (1 1 Years) 

5.2 

0 

0 / 8 
47 / 42 

< 0.0 % / - 0.6 % 

No known impediments 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
EAST FORT BAKER, CALIFORNIA 

nnual Savings ($M): 
eturn on Investment: 2001 (1 Year) 

INFRASTRUCTURE 



BASE ANALYSIS 
FORT MISSOULA, MONTANA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Fort Missoula, except an enclave for minimum essential land and facilities to support the Reserve 
Component units. 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
FORT MISSOULA, MONTANA 

DoD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Fort Missoula, except an enclave for minimum essential land 
and facilities to support the Reserve Component units. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 0.4 
Annual Savings ($M): 0.2 
Return on Investment: 1998 (2 Years) 
Net Present Value ($M): 2.2 

PRO CON 
REDUCES EXCESS NONE 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 
Net Present Value ($M): 

PRO I CON 



BASE ANALYSIS 
HINGHAM COHASSETT, MASSACHUSETTS 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Hingham Cohasset. 

CRITERIA I DOD RECOMMENDATION 11 

-- 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

MILITARY VALUE 

FORCE STRUCTURE 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) I 0.2 11 

Not ranked 

NO impact 

PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) I 0 / 0 

I 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 

PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 / CUM) I 0.0 % I 0.0 % II 

1996 (Immediate) 

2.2 
0 

0 I0 

ENVIRONMENTAL I No known impediments 11 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
HINGHAM COHASSETT, MASSACHUSETTS 

DoD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Hingham Cohasset. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 0 
Annual Savings ($M): 0.2 
Return on Investment: 1996 (Immediate) 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 

Return on Investment: 2001 (1 Year) 
Net Present Value ($M): 2.2 

PRO 
REDUCES EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 

NONE 

CON 

- 



BASE ANALYSIS 
RECREATION CENTER #2, FAYETTEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Recreation Center #2, Fayetteville, NC. 

* = There are no costs or savings associated with this recommendation. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL I CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL I CIV) 
ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 1 CUM) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Not ranked 
No impact 

* 
* 
* 
* 
0 

0 1 0  
0 1 0  

0.0 % 1 0.0 % 

No known impediments 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
RECREATION CENTER #2, FAYETTEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA 

11 DoD RECOMMENDATION 

Annual Savings ($M): * 
Return on Investment: * 

* = There are no costs or savings associated with this recommendation. 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 11 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 



BASE ANALYSIS 
RIO VISTA US ARMY RESERVE CENTER, CALIFORNIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Rio Vista Army Reserve Center. 

CRITERIA 
1 

MILITARY VALUE 

FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 / CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Not ranked 

No impact 
0 

0.1 

1996 (Immediate) 

1.6 
0 

0 1 0  
0 1 0  

0.0 % / 0.0 % 

No known impediments 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
RIO VISTA US ARMY RESERVE CENTER, CALIFORNIA 

DoD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Rio Vista Army Reserve Center. 

One-Time Costs ($M): 0 
Annual Savings ($M): 0.1 
Return on Investment: 1996 (Immediate) 
Net Present Value ($M): 1.6 

PRO 
REDUCES EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 

CON 
NONE 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 



BASE ANALYSIS 
SUDBURY TRAINING ANNEX, MASSACHUSETTS 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Sudbury Training Annex. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 

ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 

ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 

BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) - 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL / CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL / CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 1 CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Not ranked 
No impact 

0.8 

0.1 

2003 (5 Years) 
1.2 

0 
0 I 0  

0 / 3 5  

0.0 % I 0.0 % 

National Priority List Site 
A 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
SUDBURY TRAINING ANNEX, MASSACHUSETTS 

DoD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Sudbury Training Annex. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 0.8 
Annual Savings ($M): 0.1 
Return on Investment: 2003 (5 Years) 
Net Present Value ($M): 1.2 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 

PRO 
REDUCES EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 

NONE 

CON 



BASE ANALYSIS 
BRANCH US DISCIPLINARY BARRACKS, CALIFORNIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Branch U.S. Disciplinary Barracks (USDB), Lompoc, CA. 

* = There are no costs or savings associated with this recommendation. 

CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 
FORCE STRUCTURE 
ONE-TIME COSTS ($ M) 
ANNUAL SAVINGS ($ M) 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
NET PRESENT VALUE ($M) 
BASE OPERATING BUDGET ($ M) 
PERSONNEL ELIMINATED (MIL 1 CIV) 
PERSONNEL REALIGNED (MIL 1 CIV) 

ECONOMIC IMPACT (BRAC 95 1 CUM) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Not ranked 
No impact 

* 
* 
* 
* 
0 

0 1 0  
0 1 0  

0.0 % I 0.0 % 

No known impediments 



SCENARIO SUMMARY 
BRANCH US DISCIPLINARY BARRACKS, CALIFORNIA 

* = There are no costs or savings associated with this recommendation. 

DoD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Branch U.S. Disciplinary Barracks (USDB), Lompoc, CA. 

One-Time Costs ($M): * 
Annual Savings ($M): * 
Return on Investment: * 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings ($M): 
Return on Investment: 

Net Present Value ($M): * 
PRO 

REDUCES EXCESS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

Net Present Value ($M): 
PRO CON 

NONE 
CON 



BASE ANALYSIS 
VALLEY GROVE AREA MAINTENANCE SUPPORT ACTIVITY, WEST VIRGINIA 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: Close Valley Grove Area Maintenance Support Activity (AMSA). Relocate reserve activity to the Kelly 
Support Center, PA, provided the recommendation to realign Kelly Support Center is approved. 



ISSUES 
VALLEY GROVE AREA MAINTENANCE SUPPORT ACTIVITY, WEST VIRGINIA 

ISSUE 

CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 

DoD POSITION 

PER SECDEF'S LETTER 
DATED 6/14 - MOVE IS 
NO LONGER VIABLE 

COMMUNITY POSITION 

NEW MAINTENANCE 
SHOP UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION 

R&A STAFF FINDINGS 

CONCUR WITH SECDEF'S 
LETTER DATED 6/14 



SCENARIO StJMMARY 
VALLEY GROVE AREA MAINTENANCE SUPPORT ACTIVITY, WEST VIRGINIA 

DoD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Valley Grove Area Maintenance Support Activity (AMSA). 
Relocate reserve activity to the Kelly Support Center, PA, provided 
the recommendation to realign Kelly Support Center is approved. 
One-Time Costs ($M): 2.6 
Annual Savings ($M): - 0.01 
Return on Investment: 100+ Years 
Net Present Value ($M): - 2.5 

PRO 
NONE 

COMMISSION ALTERNATIVE 

One-Time Costs ($M): 
Annual Savings (%M): 
Return on Investment: 
Net Present Value ($M): 

CON 
RESULTS IN 
UNNECESSARY 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

PRO CON 




